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It would be difficult to overstate the 

importance of Joseph Needham's Science 
alld Cit:i/isacimz ill Chilla series. For nearly 

fifty years, Needham and his collabo

rators ha\"e revealed the ideals) concepts 

and achievements of China's scientific 

and technological traditions from the 

earliest times to about 1800 through this 

great enterprise. During his long working 

lifetime) which extended up to his death 

at the age of 94, Needham kept in draft 

various essays) some written with 

collaborators) in which he set out his 

broad views on the Chinese social and 

historical context which formed the 

background to the topics on which he 

had written so copiously. These essays) 

edited by one of his closest collaborators) 

Kenneth Robinson, are contained in the 

present volume. 

A reading of this material makes it 

possible to reconstruct the assumptions 

and problematics that underpinned and 

drove the Needham project throughout 

the nearly one half-century during which 

he was at the helm. Needham was always 

original and often provocative, and the 

interest of his viewpoint remains even 

when the context of the original 

controversy may have been modified with 

the passing of the years. The documents 

gathered here reveal the intellectual 

foundations of one of the greatest 

scholarly enterprises of the twentieth 

century. 

KENNETH GIRDWOOD ROBINSON (b. 
1917) read Greats at Oxford) returning 
after the war - during which he learnt 
Japanese for the interrogation ofPOWs
with a scholarship from the Chinese 
government. He wrote his B.Litt. thesis 
on 'Acoustics in China') which later 
became the basis for the article on that 
subject in Science and Civilisation in China 
volume IV. I , Physics (1962). In 1952 he 
went to Singapore in the Overseas 
Education Service and thereafter to 
Sarawak which he left in 1962 as Director 
of Education, upon being appointed by 
UNESCO to serve the Cameroon 
government as Educational Advisor. He 
transferred to the UNESCO Institute in 
Hamburg in 1975) leaving in 1979 to join 
Joseph Needham in Cambridge to help 
him complete the unpublished volumes 
of Science and Civilisation in China. He 
worked closely with Needham until his 
death in 1995, and wrote several of the 
pieces included in the present volume. 
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SOME REVIEWS OF VOLUMES I, II, III, IV AND V 

'This is the exciting first instalment of a comprehensive 

work ... The author has set himself to interpret the Chinese 

mind in \\?estern terms, and he is perhaps unique among living 

scholars in possessing the necessary combinations of 

qualifications for this formidable undertaking. The practical 
importance of Dr Needham's work is as great as its intellectual 

interes(. It is a \X'estern act of "recognition" on a higher plane 

than the diplomatic one.' 

ARNOLD TOYNBEE in The Observer (London) 

'The width of his view, the range of his reading, and the 

penetration of his mind compel the utmOSt respect for his 

treatment and his conclusions. It is a book which is bound to 

modify all subsequent histories of Chinese thought and indeed 

the histories of thought the world around.' 

L. CARRINGTON GOODRICH in 

Far Eastem Survey (New York) 

'The undertaking of such a gigantic task single-handed reveals 

a creati\'e spirit worthy of all admiration. Its completion will 

make it an unprecedemed and epoch-making work in the 

history of science, and it has already aroused the imerest of 
scholars in every coumry, who regard it as a masterpiece 

of modern scientific study. It cannOt fail to direct the attention 

of the learned world to ancient Chinese culture and science.' 
Yii FANG-Hu in Kuang Ming Jih-Pao (Peking) 

'For this immense and astonishing work of erudition no praise 

can be toO high; the author has an impressive knowledge of 

Chinese culture to add to his eminence in the field of natural 

science; and so we have a volume authoritative, fascinating and 

illuminating, sure in the unravelling of the complexities of the 

e\;dence, and with a shrewd appraisal, on appropriate 

occasions, of contemporary Eastern and \'(!estern progress in 
the sciences.' W. l\OL SMART in Nalllre (London) 

'lei la science et la technologie font une entree spectaculaire 

dans la sinologie .. L'ouvrage dont nous rendons compte ici 

marque une epoque . .  Un ouvrage que tout homme cultive doit 
connaitre.' P. HUARD and K. M. HUANG in 

Revue d'HisIOire des Sciences (Paris) 

'A boon in its sweeping yet significantly detailed treatment of 

scientific thought in China ... a supreme achievement of 

European scholarship.' 

K. P. PILLAI in Journal of indian History (Calcutta) 

Dr :sreedham's work shows . .  a deep respect for the Chinese 

people, their creative genius and their great contributions to 

CAMBRIDGE 
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world civilisation ...  In almost every paragraph there is new 

material of interest not only for specialists in the history of 

science but also to a wide circle of readers.' 

L. S. VASILIEV and A. P. YUSHKEVITCH in 
HisIOriografiaJ Kritika, Bibliografia (Moscow) 

'We should not ask, Will it stand the test of time? or, Is it 

accurate? because these questions are quite unimportant 

compared with the fact that Dr Needham has opened up a 

whole new world of inquiry to us which will keep historians of 

science busy for generations to come. The imponant fact 

about this work is not whether its conjectures are correct or its 

details precise: the important fact is that it is very exciting: 

Times Literary Supplemem 

'Time only enhances our amazemem at Needham's ability to 
discover in the ocean of datable Chinese literature so many 

anticipations of present-day scientific knowledge. Even his 

tentative speculations are as arresting as his conclusions.' 

A. W. HUMMEL in American Historical Review 

'Joseph Needham, working outside intellectual fashion in a vast 

and patchily explored field, has produced one of the great

est and most captivating works of scholarship to grace our age.' 

Times Educati(mal Supplemem 

.. one of the great European contributions to the under
standing both of the sweep of Chinese civilisation and of its 

contributions to Western scientific society.' 

New Sciemisl (London) 

' ... abundant evidence of tremendous research and learning 

spread over a breath-taking range of knowledge coupled with 
personal observation and experience gathered through long 
years living and travelling in the EasL' 

Bulleti" of the Institute of Archaeology (London) 

'Here is material for the artist, the political historian, the 

psychologist, the ethnographer, as well as for the historian of 

science. And there is pleasure for all who admire the comeli

ness of the English language ... The reader who approaches this 
work with stiff caution will find his study eased and his mind 

flexed by Needham's constant delight in life.' 

Times Higher Education Supplement 

'Perhaps the greateSt single act of historical synthesis and 

intercultural communication ever attempted by one man.' 
LAURENCE PICKEN in The Guardian (Manchester) 
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SERIES EDITOR'S PREFACE 

This is the concluding part of the final volume in the formal sequence of Science 

and Civilisation in China, although it is by no means the last book in the series to be 
published. But since it will stand in the last place on the shelves of many libraries, 
something by way of a provisional concluding word is called for. 

By now readers of this series will be well aware of the distinction between what 
Joseph Needham used to call the 'seven heavenly volumes' amongst which the topic 
areas of the series are distributed, and the much larger number of physical 'earthly 
volumes' published as separate parts. Behind that lies the original conception of 
a work to be published in a single volume, which was the proposal first agreed 
between its author and Cambridge University Press over half a century ago. When 
that proved inadequate, a seven-volume plan was adopted, and it was on that basis 
that the moderately sized Volume I appeared in 1954. But when the immense bulk of 
Volume 3 had passed through the press, it became clear that further subdivision was a 
practical necessity, and so Volume4 appeared in three parts, each one beingphysicaUy 
and intellectually weighty enough to stand as a life's work for a less ambitious and 
energetic scholar. 

Volumes 5 and 6 continued the process of subdivision. To some extent this was 
the result of Needham's own creativity, increasingly seconded by a team of talented 
collaborators. But as time went by, the role of these collaborators tended to change 
from that of co-workers gratefully acknowledged on a title-page to that of indepen
dent authors in their own right. The first example of these to have a whole book to 
herself was Francesca Bray, author of Volume 6, part 2, on Agriculture. In that case 
the plan from the outset was that a whole book needed to be written on such a major 
topic. But this was not always the case: there were instances when a topic originally 
planned as the equivalent of a major chapter grew in the hands of an enthusiastic col
laborator until another physical part had to be added to the corresponding volume. 
Anyone who looks at the sequence of varied and fascinating scholarly publications 
til at resulted from this process will surely agree that on the whole this process of 
growth was an overwhelmingly positive phenomenon. 

Volume 7 was subject to this process in its turn, but with less obvious erlects. As 
the editor of this volume, Kenneth Robinson, explains in his preface, once the actual 
publication of Volume 7 began to be discussed the initial eagerness of collaborators 
exercised a continual pressure towards expansion of the author's original modest plan 
for a concluding survey of social factors in the development of science, medicine and 
technology in China. Given Needham's increasing age, the end result of this would 
have been a number of 'earthly volumes' by other hands, with which Needham 
himself would have had no very close authorial connection. But as Kenneth Robinson 
recounts, the end result of what was at times a convoluted process was much simpler 
than at one time seemed likely. Volume 7 appears in two parts, the first of which was 
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XVI SERIES EDITOR'S PREFACE 

published some years ago with ChristoI' Harbsmeier's discussion of language and 
logic, and the second of which, largely by joseph Needham himself, is now before 
us. 

There is however something missing in that short sUlumary, and indeed in the 
account given by Kenneth Robinson himself. Anyone who knew joseph Needham 
will remember him as a fountain of physical and intellectual energ)1 a man who 
continucd regular work at his desk until the last day of his life. But that life began 
in IgOO, and did not end until 1995- Although much of the material for this volume 
had been in draft for several decades, a great deal of work on it still remained to bc 
done in the closing years of Needham's life, and it was clear that without the help of 
a devoted collaborator much would have been left in a state unready for the press. 
Without Kenneth Robinson to fill that role this book could not have appeared. He 
was in fact the first of Needham's collaborators to be credited as author of a separate 
part of the text of Science and Civilisation ill C'llina, in this case the section on Acoustics 
in Volume 4, part I, which was bcgun in 1949, and his association with the project 
continued for much of the second half of the 20th century. It was therefore very 
fitting that he should be the last of Needham's collaborators to work directly with 
him in producing a text and in readying it for press, as he has done so devotedly 
in recent years. 'T'hcre is more to be learned from such a close working association 
with a greal mind lhan can be expressed in conventional academic writing. vVe are 
fortunate, therefore, that in the Soliloquy that concludes the main text, Kenneth 
Robinson has given us some of the lasting impressions made by many conversations 
with joseph Needham in the closing years of his life. This is not the place for a 
biographical sketch that might help to explain the circumstances that so obviously 
produced the right collaborator at the right time. For the moment it is sufficient to 
say that Kenneth Robinson's help with this volumc was yet another of the strokes 
of good fortune that combined with joseph Needham's personal dedication to make 
Science alld Civilisation ill Chino possible in its present form. Few others could have filled 
this role so eITectivcly, so tactfully, and so tirelessly, and readers of this volume owe 
him a considerable debt of' gratitude. As Series Editor, I will simply say that the job 
could never have been done without him. 

"Vhen the author of such a vast work as this says his last word to his readers, some 
historical reflection on the significance of his achievement is surely appropriate. 
Those of us who have worked to bring this volume to press in the years sinceJoseph 
Needham's death are perhaps too close to the whole enterprise to provide this. 
"Vhat was needed was to find a scholar \·vho \vas intilnately concerned with and 
deeply learned in many ifnot all oflhe areas covered by Needham's writing, but was 
distant enough from the work of' lhe Science and Civilisation ;n Chino project to view 
it objectively, while acknowledging it as one of the great intellectual phenomena of' 
the 20th century. I am sure that the ideal candidate has been found in the person of 
Professor iVIark Elvin. The reader \vho vvants to know, in the end, what difference it 
all made can turn to 'Vale atque ave' with confidence. 

Christopher Cullen 
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VOLUME EDITOR'S PREFACE 

This is formally the last volume in the Science and Civilisation in China series, byJoseph 
Needham, although volumes that precede it in numerical sequence are still in press 
or in preparation at the time of writing. "Vhen he first thought seriously about the 
Science and Civilisation in China project in the intervals of his \vork in war-tilne China, 
Needham originally aimed to write a single book. By 1948 this plan had expanded 
to seven volumes, but later he realised that it would probably require some thirty 
volumes to cover all the topics envisaged, not 50 mllch because of the number of topics, 
but because of the \·vealth of in[orn1ation his wide-ranging researches revealed. 

He aimed to write eighteen of these himself and to delegate twelve to specialists. 
But of these eighteen volumes there were six which he was not able to finish, or in 
some instances even to start. These "vere three of the four volumes initially planned 
on the institutes of medicine, and two on the social background of China in relation 
to science, the second of which would have ended with his General Conclusions. 

The volun1es vvhich he actually wrote were: Volume I:  Introductory Orientations; 
Volume 2: H istory of Scientific Thought; Volume 3: Mathematics and the Sciences of 
the Heavens and the Earth; Volume 4, part J: Physics; Volume 4, part 2: Mechanical 
Engineering which concluded with some thirty pages concerning Chinese inventions 
and discoveries relevant to aeronautics; Volume 4, part 3: Civil Engineering and 
Nautics; Volume 5, part 2: the first offour volumes on alchemy and the beginning 
of chemistry, this one being mainly concerned with 'the magisteries of gold and 
immortality'. Part 3 of Volume 5 traced the development of synthetic insulin from 
cinnabar elixirs. Part 4 was concerned with the development of chemical apparatus 
and theories from their alchemical beginnings, and the last of the foUl; part 5 of 
Volume 5, was concerned with physiological alchemy and its contribution to modern 
psychology: This made ten volumes. 1\vo more were Volume 5, part 7, on 'The 
Gunpowder Epic' which was, howevel� in large measure the work ofHo Peng-Yoke 
(Ho Ping-VLi), one of his most productive collaborators, and Volume 6, part I, the 
first of two volumes on botany. Volume 6, part 6, represents what he completed on 
the subject of medicine. 

The average length of tin1e spent in bringing a volume to publication was 3.3 

years, though lhis takes no account of the time spent on prelin1inary work and 
research before the final writing began. Very often portions of the \vork were first 
published as scientific papers. Needham was, for example, working on the text of 
Volume 4, part I, in 1948, fourteen years before it was published, and six years 
before even Volume I was published by Cambridge University Press. The eighteen 
volumes which Needham intended to write himself were therefore likely to require 
approximately sixty years of \,\Iork, plus the ilnmense labour of preliminary research. 
The extent of this labour can be judged by the fact that when I asked him in the 
n1id-1970s how he was getting on with lhe volume on botany, he replied, 1\t present 
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XVlll VOLUME EDITOR'S PREFACE 

it's a green blur'. He once wrote to a friend, Mr Hu  Tao-Ching i\Ili:l!ii'P': 'It has 
been my experience all along that whenever r embark on a new chapter, we find 
that the subject is full of misunderstandings, mistranslation, erroneous ideas, and 
what are just plain errors. Gradually the true picture emerges as one works on.' By 
1983, however, when we saw his botany text being made ready for printing, it was no 
longer a green blur. On the contrary, Needham had sorted out the different Chinese 
systems of plant classification, comparing them with European systems to such good 
effect that this volume on botany luade an important contribution to the writing of 
the present volume in the article: 'Literary Chinese as a Language for Science'. 

As Needham was forty-seven when he started writing the final text for Science and 
Civilisation in China, Volume I, he could not have hoped to complete the eighteen 
volumes he eventually envisaged before he had reached the age of 107. What he 
was not to know until much later 'vvas that the scientific treasures to be discovered 
in the mountain of Chinese lilerature were so great that they could not be brought 
completely to light in seven volumes, or even in eighteen, but that eventually twenty
nine volumes would be needed to contain them, despite the fact that some intended 
subjects were abandoned as impracticable. 

Needham was granted ninety-four years for his amazingly productive life. He 
continued working on his General Conclusions till only two days before he died. But 
Science and Civilisation in China was only part of his total output. He had some 250 works 
to his credit in  addition to the volumes of Science and Civilisation in China. Gregory Blue 
lists some 385 'Publications' in his very useful ]ose/)h Needham - A Publication History 
(Chinese Science, '4, '997, pp. 90-'32). These cover new books of his own, translations, 
contributions with other authors, books he had edited, and well over 150 scientific 
papers. 

"Ve may now consider his dilemma. As Needham delved ever deeper into his sub
ject, more and more sources for the precious ore which he was seeking kept opening 
up. Was he to leave it, as an archaeologist finding King Priam's golden treasure 
might bury it again for fear that he would not have time to assess it properly, or 
was he to bring it into the light of day and trust that future archaeologists would 
finish his work where he had left ofT? All Needham's instincts were for bringing what 
was hidden into the light of day, and trusting posterity to make a true evaluation 
of it. Therefore each volume in turn became more bulky than the last. Volume , 
was a reasonably slender book of 248 pages of text. But Volume 2 had more than 
doubled with 503 pages, and Volume 3, with its 683 pages and very extensive supple
mentary pages, had become so heavy that, as Needham said, 'it was too big to read 
comfortably in  ones bath'. So it was decided that in future each volume should be 
a reasonable size. This good resolution was followed in Volume 4, part I, which had 
only 334 pages of text, but by Volume 4, part 2 ,  this good intention was abandoned, 
for it now had 602 pages, and Volume 4, part 3, broke all records with 699 pages of 
text. 

1 Sec Li Guohao ell/I. cds. (1982), frol1lispiecc. 
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Then it came to Volume 5 whose subject was chemistry and its applications. The 
introduction to chemistry through alchemy in four volumes made it quite certain that 
Needham would not be able to finish the work himself, for the alchemical volumes 
would require thirteen years for their publication, by which time Needham would be 
eighty-four. Gunpowder, botany, four medical volumes and two concluding volumes 
on the social background still barred the way to a quiet retirement. Delegation 
became essential. 

He had first delegated to me the sub-section in Volume 4, part I, on acoustics in 
1949 with the words: 'acoustics is  my blind spot. I'd like you to fil l  it with perhaps 
twenty pages.' In the end it came to just over 100, and that was before the subject 
had been opened up by archaeologists with the wonderful discovery of complete sets 
of bells establishing the frequencies of the notes of the traditional scale. 

This expansion persisted throughout. Once something previously unknown in the 
West was discovered Needham was reluctant to let it go again. Consequently several 
collaborators who were asked to contribute portions of a volume ended up by writing 
complete volumes themselves. Eventually sixteen volumes would be completed by 
fifteen collaborators. 

Fresh problems began to arise. That whole books were being produced by authors 
who had been invited to contribute just one section of a book was not in itself 
necessarily contrary to Needham's wishes, but a difTerent situation arose when the 
work submitted by that author did not fit into the general plan or where it contained 
ideas which Needham found unacceptable. 

Needham had originally listed a number of factors that he felt formed part of 
the social background enabling or disabling the rise of science. These included the 
geography of China, fiscal and economic circumstances, language, logic, concepts 
of time, the role of religion, the consequences of class attitudes, competition, nature 
and man, and many others. He hoped to retain overall control of the final volumes 
in which these factors were considered, but to be helped in the task by specialists who 
would contribute sections that would fit into the general plan. This was not possible. 
By the time he was eighty and ready to give his mind to the writing of the last volume, 
while also writing the Institutes of Medicine, a wide generation gap had opened up 
between himself and the best of the young sinologists. In the year 1980, I was invited 
to come from Hamburg to help Needham and his collaborators finish the remaining 
volumes. Needham at that time still intended to be in strict control of Volume 7.  
There were difficulties, however. It  was found impossible, for example, to persuade 
a modern geographer to write about his subject in such a way that the geography 
of China could be seen to be influencing the way scientific thinking developed. A 
volume was produced, but while excellent in itself it was a historical geography of 
China, not part of the Science and Civilisation in China series as Needham saw it. 

A Inore difficult situation arose, however, when Professor Derk Bodde, one of a 
group of six scholars who, Needham hoped, would help him in the writing of Volume 
7, unexpectedly presented him with a substantial manuscript which followed very 
completely and precisely the outline which Needham had drawn up for Section 49 
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of Volume 7,  ' Intellectual and Social Factors', In  it Bodde put forward many views 
which Needham found quite unacceptable. Yet he hated saying 'No', and, as he 
explained latcl� when the leading American sinologist offers you as a gift a work on 
which he has spent more than a yeal; you can hardly refuse to accept it. Needham 
felt that Bodde's work would be I,"' belter published as an independent contribution 
to scholarship, but sought a compromise, and said he would be pleased to have it 
published as pan of Volume 7, provided that certain changes could be made in the 
writing. There was the rub. I vvas called in to sort out the differences of view between 
the two giants of the sinological world. This situation in which I found myself is neatly 
summed up in the Burmese proverb: 'Where elephants fight the grass is trampled'. 

The two main differences in points of view were (I) the role of the classical language 
of China in relation to science, and (2) whether the Chinese could be said to have any 
real science at alL T'hcse were areas in which compromise was not possible. ',Vhen il 
became obvious that compromise would not be possible, Needham had a new idea. 
H. G. \�Tells' GuLliue of Histmy, which had been written in 1920, was met with a great 
deal of criticism. In 193 I Wells revised it, but following an original method, When he 
CaIne to a passage with which a crilie disagreed, ""eUs included the criticism in his text 
as a quotation, and then added his own riposte. Needham felt that this method would 
admirably suit Derk Bodde's text. Where he disagreed with Bodde, he would insert 
the reasons for his disagreement, and if so desired would include Bodde's further 
argUlTICnl. A beginning was made on these lines, and it would certainly have made 
an unusual and interesting book, but the crisis came \",hen Bodde asked Ncedham 
to withdraw a passage of close argument as it would upsct the friends he had been 
quoting. Needham refused and Bodde then withdrew his entire contribution. In this 
way the Gordian Knot was cut, and the work of parcelling out portions of Volume 7 
to specialised writers began. 

At first it looked as ifit would be possible to do this following Needham's original 
plan. The role of logic was an important part of it, and the great Polish logician 
Janusz Chmielewski had not only agreed to contribute a section, but had already 
submitted the first forty-two pages of his text. During the ycar 1983 it became clear 
that Professor Chmielewski would not be able to complete his undertaking due to the 
pressures he was under in "Varsaw. It was suggested that he might have an assistant 
to work with him. Perhaps he would suggest and recommend a suitable younger 
log'ieian. He recommended Dr Christoph Harbsmeiel; who visited Chmielewski, 
discussed the work and agreed to take entire responsibility for it. He  started work 
in September 1983. His contribution, like so many others to Science and Civilisation in 
China, rapidly increased fi'om a section of a volume to a complete book that in 1998 
became Volume 7,  part I .  

An article on Language and Science in  traditional China had been begun as 
soon as disagreement on this topic with Derk Bodde had become clear. It began 
as a 'riposte' in the H .  G. V\'clls tradition, was first conceived as forming part of a 
volume LOgether with the work on logic, then became separated, and was to form a 
volume on its own. But after Needham's death it became important to get the whole 
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work published as soon as possible. The text on language has therefore been included 
in the present volume in a shorter form than originally envisaged. 

The redesigning of Volume 7 had by the mid-Iggos resulted in the following plan, 
which represents the conccpt of the volume at its greatest length: 
Pan I The Nature of Chinese Society in Comparative Perspective.' This 

would fall into six sections by dille rent authors. 
Part 2 'Language and the Foundations of Scientific Civilisation in Ancient 

China.' This eventually resolved itself into 'Language and Logic in 
Traditional China', wrillen by Christoph Harbsmeiec 

Part 3 'Language and Science in Traditional China', to contain 'a 
reconsideration of some characteristics of Chinese Science' by 
Christopher Cullen, and 'Literary Chinese as a Language for Science' 
by Kenneth Robinson working closely with Needham. 

Parl 4 'The vVorid Vic\,,' orthe Literati', to cover concepts of Time, History, 
Religion, Education and Political Organisation. 

One by one items in this ambitious scheme of things had to be abandoned, either 
because Needham found the work that was submitted was unacceptable, or because 
the author was unable to complete it, or decided to ,.vithdraw it. In some cases work 
that had been completed and accepted had to be abandoned when the failure of 
other contributions withdrew vital clements from the structure. One decisive factor 
was that the history and sociology of science were in a state of turmoil from which 
they have not yet emerged, and if a work was not published soon after it was written 
it was likely to be out of date. The old secure concept of 'world science' which had 
been part of Needham's background had vanished. 

It was about this time that HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, Chancellor of the 
University of Cambridge, visited The Needham Research Institute, and interested 
himself in the progress of the project. :A.nd how long will it take to finish it?' he 
enquired. On being given a rather conservative answer, 'At least ten years', he ex
claimed, 'Good God, man, joseph will be dead before you've finished', a very true 
appreciation of the situation. Ifit had been possible for Needham effectively to write 
Volume 7 himself, using others to reinforce or supplement his own writing as he had 
done earlier in his life, Volume 7 might have been presented with the consistency of 
a scientist writing in the mid-20th century. BUl by the tilne he was eighty it was too 
late. NIuch had to be abandoned. ""estern views on China itself were changing, as 
Needham stresses on page 203 of the present volume, and these views have continued 
to change not only in the West but in China itseIC There is, therefore, no possibility 
of presenting any definitive judgement on the role of China in world history, but only 
the views of a great scientist and polymath in the mid-20th century. 

The staffofthe Needham Research Institute now found themselves in the position 
of the young man in Pope's Essay on Criticism for whom - Hills peep o'er H ills, and 
Alps on Alps arise. 

The policy agreed on was not to attempt some of the major hills, on which 
Needham had written only briefly, and which would require much work from him 
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if they were t o  be updated and brought to the level of his published work. Time, 
Religion and Education fell into this category. But some of his existing writings could 
be brought together into Volume 7, part 2, preserving as much as possible of what he 
had originally intended Volume 7 to be, and some could be updated ifhe had the help 
of an academically trained secretary; for it must be remembered that in his closing 
years, though his mind remained lucid and his memory astonishing, Needham had 
great difficulty even in moving from one chair to another, and even more difficulty 
in speaking and in making himself understood, due to the effect of the medicines he 
took to control Parkinsonism. But a secretary, working closely with him day by day, 
could often understand what he had said, and could read what he had written, when 
others were baffled. 

When Needham died in i"larch 1995 none of the material that he had intended 
for Volume 7 was in a condition ready for the press. In some cases there were in 
existence a number of inconsistent drafts without a clear indication ofwhich was to 
be the final text, and in other cases a section of text required the searching out of a 
great mass of references that were no doubt in Needham's capacious memory, but 
which had only been entered into his typescript in an abbreviated and sometimes 
cryptic form. As Series Editor and Volume Editor respectively, Christopher Cullen 
and I sat down together to decide what was to be done. Of decisive importance 
for us in deciding what should be included in Volume 7 was a document which 
Needham had composed in Ig81 and revised in 1987 in the (arm of a 'testament' 
in which he had set out his wishes as regards those of his writings which should be 
included in the evenl that he died without being able to see Volume 7 through the 
press. It is substantially this material that now forms Volume 7, part 2. To this has 
been added the interesting chronological list of Chinese discoveries and inventions 
that Needham extracted Ii'om earlier volumes of Science and Civilisation in China and 
elsewhere during his work for this volume in the last years of his life. Needham himself 
acknowledged the provisional nature of any such list, and no doubt some items in i t  
are open to discussion. But many readers will find this compilation stimulating and 
perhaps useful in beginning investigation of other volumes of Science and Civilisatioll ill 

Chilla. J should like to point out that in editing Needham's text we have not made any 
attempt to eliminate occasional evidence that this material was not written yesterday. 
China has changed rapidly over the last decade, but Needham's views expressed in 
these writings largely relate to a China before these changes occurred. Likewise, 
respect for the integrity of' the author's text has made us reluctant to make cuts 
vlhen some parts of Needham's argument are common to various sections of this 
book. 

As editor Oflhis volume, I was fortunate in having been frequently engaged in close 
discussion with Needham in the closing years of his life on all the topics with which 
Volume 7 deals, so that it was possible, though not always easy, to decide which of the 
variant versions of his text was the one he intended as his last \vord. It was also easier 
than it might have been (though not very easy) to locate the material needed for some 
of the lacunae in his references. The resulting task has been time-consuming, but I 
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hope the reader will consider it worthwhile: I am confident that apart from the section 
of this volume in which I and others are specifically named as co-authors what the 
reader has here is emphatically and authentically Joseph Needham, speaking here 
in the closing stages of one or the greatest scholarly projects ever undertaken. 

Kenneth Robinson 
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Coming t o  the end of joseph Needham's Science and Civilisation in China can only 
be compared, as an experience, to reaching the final page of Gibbon's Decline and 
Fall 'If the Roman Empire. 1 One looks back at the journey taken, almost disbelieving 
its immensity_ Parts of the landscape stand out clearly in the sunlight of memory. 
Others arc already covered over by the mists of uncertain recollection. One knows, 
however, that one could return there easily enough if the need arose. What is harder 
LO recall is the different state of mind with which one started out long ago. 

One's conception of the world has been transformed. In the case of Gibbon, by 
a vision of the slow passage from antiquity to the Middle Ages: (I"om our ancient 
�1edi[errancan imjJerium to the doubly divided inheritance of today: eastern and 
western Europe, and Christendom - or ex-Christendom - and Islam. In the case of 
Needham, by the revelation of a Chinese cultural universe whose triumphs in math
ematics, the sciences, and technology were often superiOJ� and only rarely inferiOI� 
to those of western Europe until about 1600. That contributed astonishing riches of 
practical invention to the origins of the modern age, the proper understanding of 
whose nature subverts the analytical logic of the standard model of modern Western 
history for those interested enough, and historically modest enough, to sec why. 

The present volume, edited by Kenneth Robinson, and partly co-authored by him 
and Huangjen-Yli, offers us a last chance to look a little deeper at how Needham 
thought about his work on the history of Chinese science in the wider context both 
of Chinese society and culture, including the surprising capacity of the old Chinese 
literary language for technical precision when it needed it, and of comparisons 
bet\vccn China and Europe. Some of this 1l1aterial is new, notably that on language. 
Some of it, for the cognoscenti at least, is old though not easily available, and revised 
and updated here in varying degrees. 

It has to be said that, as scholarship has advanced, not everything that Needham 
wrotc, forty or more years ago, on the social and economic history of China now 
seems as solidly based as the greater part of his reconstructions of Chinese technical 
practice and scientific theory. The reader needs to exercise a certain caution here, 
searching at times less for information than for inspiration. But the challenge of 
arguing with him is invariably well worth taking up, in these areas as elsewhere. He 
saw a number of pivotal problems before anybody else elid, and struggled to discover 
answers with such psychological energy that even those we nm·v lend to judge as 
partial railures are illuminating. In the scientific domain, or course, he grasped that 
the question of why something like 'modern' science did not arise in imperial China 
vvas a serious one, even if it has since provoked efforts either to bypass it or to recast il 

I Which I rcad in 1954 5, mostly while tra\'elling on the London Underground. It took o\'Cr a year to finish, 
RCilding see has taken much longer as the \'olumt"S ha\'c appcnred seri(llim since 1954-, alld, cven so, 1 certainly 
would nOI claim to have looked at. every page, 

XXIV 
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in a fashion more amenable to testing.2 But even his famous theory that Chinese social 
structure in all or imperial times could be described as 'bureaucratic feudalism' -
on which I already dilTered with him in the early 1960s on the grounds that the 
changes over 2,000 years were too great to allow any single such label, if rigorously 
defined, to be applied equally to all periods - has a heuristic value. To put a complex 
point a little too simply, the phrase embodies a long-lasting characteristic tension 
in the cultured classes of' Chinese society: that between a deep belief, universalistic 
at least within the Chinese oeeumene, in general ideals applied generally, and a 
comparably intense attachment to certain specific particularistic and personalistic 
loyalties. 

Perhaps, to use metaphorical language, one can say that some of the mountains 
that grew fr0l11 his work have been morc eroded with the passing of time than others. 
But the orogeny was extraordinary. 

THE C H I N E S E  P E R S P E C T I V E  ON THE VVE S T  

What i s  hard to come to terms with, almost haIr a century arter the appearance 
or the first volume in 1954, is the limited assimilation or Needham's work into the 
bloodstream or the history or science in general; that is, outside the hair-occluded 
universe of East Asian specialists and a handful of experts sensitive to the decisive 
contributions of comparisons 3 For these to be useful, there has to be enough in 
common bet\veen two domains to make comparisons and contrasts relevant, and 
enough different to make such juxtapositions reveal critically distinctive aspects or 
one or the othel: Though one should acknowledge the claims orIslam and India, 
it is China, outstandingly, that has this quality vis-it-vis Europe, and vice versa. It is 
ungracious to start what should be a celebration with negative comments, but this 
continuing neglect needs insisting upon. Opening an issue of Nature not so long ago;1 

I round an essay by AdrianJohns that argues that 'the social structures or [modern 
European] science were invented to cope with an explosion of printed information'. 
No one aware that printing was invented in China in or around the +gth century; 

could possibly countenance such an argument, at least in such a simple form, yet 
il seems that no one on the editorial starr or Nalure knew or remembered enough 
to raise the question of the Chinese counter-case with the author.6 One might say, 
with wry respect to :Nlorris Lo\v, that the only fault in his othenvise excellent recent 

2 As by Si\·in (1982) and Ekin (1993-4), rcspectively. 
3 Pre-eminentJy. at the time of writing, Geoni·ey Lloyd. See Lloyd (1996). Floris Cohen's survey of historiography 

or the Scientific Revolution is also exceptional in de\'01ing a long section 10 Needham's work. While his analysis 
depends on an unqualified distinction between ·science' and 'technology' that I, at least, find open to question, 
his appreeiatiOll of lhe key role of thc Chincse case in helping to disentangle probable patterns of cauSatiOJl is as 
exemplary as it is rare. See Cohen (1994). 

4 Johns (2001) . .Johns' TheN(I/lIreojllie J3ookUohns (1998)) is subtler. He rightly insists that it was not thc tcchnology 
of printing as such that was crucial. but the interactions orthe potential ofthis technology with it variety orchanging 
wcial and cultural circumstances (pp. 19-20). But thc absence of" any underslanding of, or even awareness of, the 
partial parallels and probable dillcrences between Europe and Ihe athel; and older, gn:at print culture, that of 
China, makes even this rich work seem one-dimcnsional. 

:.. Barrett (1998). 6 The underlying ideil is cleri\"ed from Eisenstein (lg80). 
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special issue of OsiJis is its title, BeyondJoseph Needham. 7 The majority of historians of 
science are still, usually wilfully, on the wrong side or at best, as in the case of myoid 
friend Alistair Crombie, daunted by the immensity of the task of coming to serious 
terms with Needham's work even though aware of its imponance 8 

A D D E N D U J\C T H E  P R A C T I C AL K N O W L E D G E  O F  P R O B A B I L I T I E S  

Liu Tun �J� and Wang Yang-Tsung ::E�* have recently published an anthology 
of pieces by both Chinese and non-Chinese scholars on the issue that concerned 
Needham 9 Liu Tun cites and includes recent analyses that discuss the two main 
pre-Needham debates on the absence in imperial China of a home-grown modern 
science. The first was that among the Jesuits and interested French scholars in the 
18th centUl)'; the second was that started by Chinese intellectuals during the first 
third of the 20th century in the context of concern with China's modernisation. This 
latter played a role in shaping Needham's own early ideas on the subject, and he 
knew most of the participants. Liu also gives references (0, and some items frOIn, 
the extensive discussions on the 'Needham Problem' that have re-emerged in China 
since about 1980. The collection further features many translations of recent Western 
scholarship, including pieces by distinguished historians of Chinese science such as 
Sivin, Blue and Hart, some sociology, and pages from contemporary mainstream 
Western historians of "Vest ern science such asJohn Schuster and Floris Cohen, plus 
Alexandre Koyre from an earlier generation. This book, which is a most valuable 
resource, appeared too late to be properly incorporated into the argument of this 
introductOl), survey. Overall, though, it tends if anything to reinforce one's impression 
that points of contact through which a live intellectual current is Rowing between 
members of this mainstream and those inspired by the discoveries of Needham and 
his colleagues have remained, to date, disappointingly feIV. 

Crucially, intermittent inadequacy, or even the collapse, of the arguments of his to
rians, the high quality of whose contributions one is generally happy to acknowledge, 
can often be linked with a disregard of the Chinese case. A simple example occurs 
in David Lindberg's The Beginnings of �lfsteTl/ Science. 10 He sees the 'burst in creativity 
in lyric poetry and philosophy' in ancient Ionia, the fountainhead oflater European 
sensibilities, as being first and foremost the result of a 'critical factor', namely 'the 
availability of rLdly alphabetic writing and its wide dissemination among the Greek 
population'. Yet ancient China, beginning at much the same time, had superb lyric 
poetry and philosophers some of whose work is still alive today, especially, perhaps, 
that orChuang-tzu. And China used a non-alphabetic script. 

7 Osiru, 13 (1998). 
II A commclll based on years of participation in his seminar at Trinity College, Oxford, and sc\'cral talks al his 

home in Boar's Hill shortly before his death. 
9 Chung-KilO A1/O fisii,1I ni Rho Hsiirll 110 :\ Iillg. li J'iirh-SeNOI/ TIIi Chi Hsiang l. iwlI 11 (/I Tlli fell Olill /..I111 Chu Hsiiall. 

!fl1ll�*Wf4�1j'i� 0 *�l!lllt&ffilll/l:llIHi1f���m [Science and scientific revolUlions in China: Selected re
search on the Needham Problem and related topics] from the Liaoning Education Press in Shenyang (2002). 

iO Lindberg (199'1), p. 27.  
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vVhile this argument as stated is thus dead, there is still an important issue to be 
examined. Science, JTIorc than any other human pursuit, is situated at the interface 
between symbols and reality. The power or inadequacy of a symbolic system is not 
a trivial question. vVe all know how a new notation can transform our ability to 
grasp a difficult concept. I I  What the comparison with China can help us do is to 
look for subtler characterisations than the crude and unhelpful 'alphabetic' or 'non
alphabetic' when exploring this interface. Numerals such as ' I ' ,  '2', '3', etc., are not 
alphabetic. No one would, I think, essay the argument that this makes them inher
ently less useful than 'one', 't\·vo' and 'three', etc. I t  has recently been maintained, 
however, that the Chinese \ - I 

I \ :: f , ' � ', etc., were inferior to ' I ' , '2 '  and 
'3', etc., which, given that they were similarly used in a decimal place-value system, 
seems more than a little unconvincing. 12 The European algebraic notation developed 
by Viete, Recorde (inventor of the '=' sign), Stevin and others is a different matter. 1 3  

SubtleI; and more interesting, is the oversimplification committed by Edward 
Grant in The Foundations qf Modem Sciellce in the A1iddle Ages. 1 4  Grant uses the 'university' 
as a magic variable that set medieval western Europe apart from the rest of the world 
as regards the origins of modeI'll science. This is not a trivial argument, but thus stated 
it is wrong. There were analogues to universities in China, though not many. Perhaps 
the best-known example, Ihough not the earliest, is the Thai-hsiieh :*--'11" or 'Great 
School', run by the government during the Sung dynasty. It had both mathematics 
and medicine in its curriculum, and examinations. IS Both in the Southern Sung and 
later dynasties the 'academies' (shu:Jiian :fflit) also offered a mixture of instruction, 
debate and training for the imperial examinations that changed over time. 1 6  What 
Grant needs to do, if his argument is to carry conviction, is to sharpen up the 
focus and ask what it was about the vlltistern university that was significantly different 
from these Chinese institutions as regards fostering the growth of scientific styles of 
thinking. My personal view is that this would not necessarily prove impossible to do. 
My point is that Grant does not see that it needs to be done. So we still cannot see 
clearly what it was, /JreciseDI, that might have tnade the difference. 

I have chosen the two foregoing authors because I have found their work in general 
interesting and valuable. My criticism is motivated by a friendly dismay, and not by 
a sense of hostility. 

Familiarity with the patterns of Chinese premodern science also helps disentangle 
the confusions that surround our conceptualisation of the coalescence of scientific 
'modernity'. Most of us have enjoyed the opening sentence of the introduction to 
Steven Shapin's recent little paperback: 'There was no such thing as the Scientific 
Revolution, and this is a book about il. , , 7  But such a delightful, and insightful, 
witticism is no substitute for analysis. Ifwe use the analytical o'amework of Crombie's 

I t Nowhere morc spectacularly in medieval limes than in the creation of a musical notation that permitted 
singers to sing directly from a score music that they had not previously heard. See Langcllicr (!.!Ooo), on Guido 
d'Arczzo. 1 2  I n  Huff(1993), p. 288. 13 CrombLC (1994), p 519 L� Grant (1996). 15 Wang Chien�ChhiLL (1965)' L6 Gnmm (1977) L 7  Shapin (1996), p. I .  
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'styles of scientific thinking', I S  it is possible to compare China and Europe in a 
controlled way that avoids the sillincsses at tin1CS associated \vith arguments as to 
whether some idea was 'prescicntific', or 'protoscientific', or perhaps 'modern', Of, 
then again, not. Saying this does not imply any unconditional adherence to Crombie's 
ideas. 1

9 
It is drawing attention to a method that offers a fruitful way of disaggregating a 

question into lncre manageable subquestions, namely how far premodern Chinese 
thinkers had developed the various styles of' thinking that have in the long run, as 
they have combined with each other, proved crucial to the growth of a distinctively 
'modern' science. This c0l11bination might even be used as the basis of a secure 
definition of the development of increasing degrees of such 'modernity'. 

As I have shown,2o as of about 1 600, China possessed in varying degrees all of the 
styles of thought identified by Crombie as the eventual key components of science -
the 'postulational' (like Euclidean geometry), the 'experimental', 'hypothetical mod
elling', 'taxOn0I11Y', the 'probabilistic', and 'historical derivation' (the prototype of 
which, in Europe, was the study of the genesis and diversification of the Indo
European languages) - with the apparent exception of the probabilistic, which hardly 
yet existed at this time even in Europe. By this date these styles were mostly less 
strongly formulated in China than in Europe, but they were there. The revolution 
in Europe after 1600, in so Ell' as there was one, lay mainly in the acceleration w'ith 
which these styles 01' thought both developed, and interconnected, rather than in 
any fundamental qualitative innovation - probability excepted. By 1750 China was 
far behind in almost every one of these domains - the 'historical' being perhaps the 
only doubtful case if we recall the sustained scholarly programme (in a more or less 
Lakatosian sense) to reconstruct the filiation of ancient Chinese pronunciations of 
characters as these pronunciations changed over time. 

Another way of looking at the issue of continuity versus radical change in 
17th-century European scientific thinking is to re-read Newton's Principia adopt
ing the imagined mind-set of a scholar (of any nationality) sufficiently steeped in the 
Chinese tradition to be able to look at Europe, even if only momentarily, with the 
eyes or a cultural outsider. I tried this seemingly, but only seemingly, disingenuous 
thought-experiment recently with Bernard Cohen and Anne Whitman's lueid new 
translation 2 1  It is a totally unrigorous procedure, but the result makes a sort of sense. 
Such a person's first reaction would almost certainly be that this is a book conceptu
ally deeply rooted in European antiquity, as with its diagrams that seem so Euclidean 
at first sight and its pervasive use of ratios, con1bined perhaps with some later me
dieval notions, like that of acceleration, invented some time before 1235 in t\1erton 
College.22 His second reaction would be one of awe at the wizardry with which the 
lines of these diagrams take on imaginary motions in the mind, approaching their 
own extinction, and conjuring up limits and the concepts of the calculus. Seen, in the 
imagination, from the other end of Eurasia it is both traditionally and recognisably 

13 Crombie (1994). 
20 Elvin ( [993-4). 

19 There is a lucid and GlrdiJl critique in IlitTe (1998). 
2J Newton (trans. (999). :n Crombie (1994), vol. I, pp. 41 2- 14. 
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Euro/Jeall and breathtakingly new. An old and neecUess conflict thus to some extcnt 
dissolves. The capacity to translate ourselves at will to a different conceptual per
spective on our own local hisLOry by means of an imaginative absorption into that 
of China is one of Needham's most fruitful, and underappreciated, gifts to the field. 

These are impressionistic remarks, as befits an introduction and perhaps only per
missible in such a context. What I hope they suggest is that there are, still, argument
sharpening comparisons and perspectives accessible to \'Vestern historians ofvVestcrn 
science if they will familiarise themselves in a seriolls and sophisticated \,vay with the 
world of premodern Chinese science opened up by Needham and his collaborators. 

The adjectives 'serious' and 'sophisticated' matter. Credit must be given to scholars 
who have recently attempted a comparative analysis, such as David Goodman and 
Colin Russell in their Open University textbook, The Rise of Scientific Europe: 1500-
1800, which is in many ways admirably multiple-angled in its approach, and Toby 
H ufT, The Rise of Early lVIodem Science. Islam, Chilla, alld the T11!st, which raises the majority 
of the key issues, even if it does not always probe deeply enough 23 Apart from a 
number of avoidable factual crrors,24 they suffel� however, from 1:\'1'0 systemic defects. 
The first of these is an inability to use the prism of chronology to split the light from 
Il,e Chinese past into periods with distinct characteristics. Thus HufT states that, 

thc Chinese state in theory owned all the land and mineral wealth of the country, so that 
even mining operations . . .  were operatcd as government monopolies. Likewise aLi 
banking innovations such as letters of credit . . .  , long-distance facilitation of exchange, 
and so forth, were taken over as state monopolies. There was no scope for entrepreneurial 
innovation, and thus disinterested learning , , was discouraged because these avenues or 
advancement were closed without state sponsorship.:?.') 

Leaving aside the issue of theoretical eminent State domain, which was important 
up to and during the + 1st millennium but rarely latet; the points in the first two 
sentences applied to some sectors at some periods, and in  some places, but virtually 
never universally. There was plenty of private mining from Sung through to Chhing 
times;26 and private instruments of credit were extensively used during the Sung as 
they were under the ehhing, which also saw the rise of private financial institutions 
like the 'money shops

, 2) Under the Chhing the long-distance transfer of funds 
was handled above all by the Shansi banks, which were technically private though 
in a sort of symbiotic relationship with the government. The last sentence in the 
quoted passage is, however, untrue. The Chinese economy during most of the last 

2:1 Goodman & Russell (199/), and Hutr(1993). 
24 One example will serve. Goodman & Russell (1991), p. 7, stale that the Chinese empire had ·reaehed its 

furthest extension in the sixth century AD. . . .  It wa� . . .  al thi� lime that the Muslim Empire, npillldillg northC<1st 
from Persia, encountered the Chinese and defeated them." It was of'course not lhe +6th century but t ll(' lat(' +7111  
and the +8111 centuries. 'fhe key battle, at the ·ralas Rive]; was in +7.11. See Blunden & Elvin (t983), pp. 9� :�. In 
lhe +6th century Islam did not even exist . and a 'Chi1lese empirc' recrystallised only after the +S80s, wilh Ihe Sui 
dynasty. 

25 HUff"(1993), pp. 312-13. '\ly ilalics. It is worth repeating that, like the other works criticised above, Ihis book 
bas merits Ihal justify the provision of the sinological qualification and correction that follow. 

26 Golas (1999). 27 C1lhieJ/-O/Uallg il�. 
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millenniU1TI fizzed with entrepreneurial activity. This i s  apparent from, for example, 
Shiba Yoshinobu's Commerce and Socie!!, in Sung China, and the materials cited in my 
own books, The Pattern of the Chinese Past and Another History (1996),23 but there is 
plenty of other evidence, both primary and secondary. Given this, which is a fact 
that cannot reasonably be disputed by anyone who is informed, the logic of Huffs 
'because' becomes the crux of the issue. Ifit is a valid statement ofa historical causal 
relationship, then there must have been abundant 'disinterested learning' in China 
during the midclle and later empires. If there was not, then it is false. His and the 
reader's choice. 

It should be noted here that the pioneering nature of Needham's work meant that 
he himself, half a century ago, could not develop a fully integrated chronological 
approach to the development (and the setbacks) of Chinese science and technology 
in their full historical social contexts. Practical reasons obliged him, and his collab
orators, to begin by treating the subject topic by topic and so create an Encyclopidie 
in the best sense of that word, often profound and provocative, but compartmen
talised. It also seems likely that he was personally uncomfortable with the prospect 
of exploring a logic of Chinese historical development that might prove too different 
from the immobile and Eurocentric formulae of the Soviet and Chinese iVlarxism of 
his time, though Marx himself, one suspects, with his independence of mind, might 
well have relished the task, given adequate information to work with 29 

As I have already noted, Needham acknowledged but at the same time evaded the 
issue by comprehensively defining the imperial Chinese system over two millennia 
as 'bureaucratic Icudalism', a new term in this context, and one which is discussed 
at several points in the present volume. The problem with this label, as I suggested 
to him in private correspondence and discussion in the early 1 960s, is not only that 
any tightly constrained and testable definition that one constructs for this concept is 
unlikely to work equally well for all periods, but that its adoption tends to negate apri01i 
the possibility of recognising significan t changes. 30 The once justifiable excuse of the 
constraint of insufficient information has, moreovel; ceased to apply for some time 
now; and one of the long-term objectives of present and future historians of Chinese 
science has to be precisely to restructure the mass of information made available by 
Needham, and by his collaborators, and his successors, and critics - by no means 
disjoint sets of persons - into a synthesis more sensitive to the long-term changes in 
Chinese society and culture. 

The second defect in the two comparative studies just mentioned is a disinclina
tion both to analyse the meanings of key terms and to show how they might fit into 
an explicit argument focused on the development, or non-deve!optnent, or scientific 
thinking in various socia-intellectual contexts. Here we can take as an example the 

28 Elvin (1973) and (1996). 
"l9 Joan Robinson (1942), in All EsSa)1 011 Marxiall EcOl/omics long ago pointed out how extensively �Iarx changed 

his ideas from those in volume I of Das Kapi/a/ to those embodied in the fragments published as volume III, ending 
up by seeing 'undcrconsumption' as the most likely cause of crises in capitalist economics. 

30 Needham papers in the Needham Research Insti(ule. 
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idea of 'proof. Huff sees as foremost among 'the main defects of Chinese mathe
matical and scientific thought' that it 'lacked the logic of proof as well as the con
cept of mathematical proof 3 1  Goodman, in Goodman & Russell (1991), concurs: 
'A . . .  shortcoming of Chinese science is the absence of the idea of proof, so important 
in Western science since the time of the ancient Greeks> 32 The issue here is not the 
absence, or presence, in premodern Chinese mathematics of the ideal of proof in 
the sense of a consistent system of primitive terms, a set of axioms, and more or less 
fully formalised rules for generating well-formed propositions and 'true' theorems 
as exemplified in a \Nestern tradition running from before Euclid down to Hilbert. 
Apart fi'om the flickers of almost Boolean logic in the Mohist canon 2,000 years 
before Boole,33 it is generally agreed that this is a fair statement of the case. The 
issues are, rathel; the following: 

(I) In four out of the six of Crombie's styles of scientific thinking, 'proor in this 
sharply defined sense is not relevant to scientific advance at what vve lnight loosely 
call an 'early modern' level. This comment applies to modelling, experimentation, 
taxonomy and historical derivation, though not of course to the postulational style 
nor, with some reservations, to probabilistic thinking. With respect to particular fields, 
it clearly plays little or no part in chemistry, the earth sciences or the life sciences at 
this level. The case can also be made that it is of little importance even for the early 
history of some parts of physics, such as magnetism. If il was so crucial an element, 
one would have expected to see marked differences in China between the domains 
where the absence of 'proor mattered and where it did not. So far as 1 can tell, if we 
examine the period '550 to 1750, this was not the case, or only weakly so. 

(2) If we take as a rough working rule, to simplify a subtle discussion, the notion 
that 'theorems are discovered but proofs are invented', in what specific crucial aspects 
as regards discovery did what we may term 'Euclidean-Hilbertian proor in Western 
mathematics differ from what I would describe as the 'sequences of co-ordinated 
demonstrations' that we find in the best traditional Chinese mathematics? Works 
like the Chiu Chang Suall Shu ;i1:lit;n:m (Nine chapters on mathematical procedures), 
with its +3rd-century commentaries by Liu Hui %1IHik, at least come close at times to 
what Karine Chemla has called 'algebraic proof within an algorithmic context, H 

They are not just numerical cookery books. Even if we do not, yet, easily go all the 
way with Chemla's challenging formulation, there is a need for an examination of the 
particularities in this domain, rather than unexamined generalities. �/Ioreovel� Sung 
and YUan mathematics was still capable or important discoveries, such as aspects 
of modular algebra and the theory of determinants 35 The late imperial discovery
barrier problem remains as elusive as it is important. 

31 HUO' (1993}, p. 288; see also p. '278. 32 Goodman & Russell (1991), p. 1'2.  
3:1 For a summal}' of the debate between the present author <lnd Professor t..,1<lkcbam on this scc Elvin (1996), 

pp. '276-9. Also Elvin (1990). 
34 Chemla (1997-8). 
35 See lhe revised edition of Blunden & Elvin (1998), 'Principles oflVlathcmatics', pp. 194-7, for a sketch oflhcse 

and other topics. (The original English-language edition of 1983 contains misprints in this section.) Sec also sec, 
vol. 3 .  
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(3) Though it was certainly not non-existent, it seems likely that the drive to what 
might be called the 'mathematisation of observations' was significantly weaker in pre
modern China than in Greek antiquity or in Europe after the later Middle Ages. The 
Chinese artisans who built rectangular-trough pallet-chain pumps for drainage and 
irrigation in the lower Yangtze region in late imperial times altered the proportions 
of troughs and pallets by (one assumes) trial-and-error to optimise the use of energy 
for different angles of inclination of the trough, presumably knowing but keeping 
to themselves the appropriate empirical proportions. The 18th-century French hy
draulic engineer De BtlidOI; using simple Euclidean geometry plus simple mechanics, 
calculated and jJubiished the specific optimal ratios for the same type of pump -
which was clearly, by a nice twist, originally borrowed from China.:J1i Although 
'proof hovers in the background, because of the geometry, the crucial difference 
here was the early modern European desire not only to express the particular pro
portions (observed in both cultures to work better or worse according to the slope) 
in numben', but, above all, to find a general way of calculating the best for any given 
circumstances. The malhematisation of observations is nOl the same as the use of 
'proofs'. Though the distinction can be subtle, it needs to be made. 

E XC E P T I O N S  TO N O � - C O MPARAB I L ITY 

There has been an intermittent tendency among historians and philosophers of 
science during the century just past to make two partial truths into absolutes. The 
first is that all systems of thought inevitably rest on assumptions that are formally 
arbitrary - which is correct3) - and that therefore any one such system is just as 
objectively correct as any other - which is misleading in its unstated implications. I t  
is not the case that 'anything goes', t o  quote Feyerabend's celebrated if not entirely 
intelligible phrase 38 From a historian's point of view, at least, difTerent systems of 
thought and practice have different behaviours and diOerent capacities for particular 
types of action, and distinguiIhing between Ihem is the essence of his work,just as a biologist 
distinguishes between species and their behaviours. The second partial truth is that 
cultural systems of belief, value, conception and perception arc independent worlds 
of mutuaUy interclelermining parts \vhose separate components cannot meaningfully 
be compared with their apparent counterparts in other systems. Anyone who has 
lived a substantial part of his life in different cultures is aware lhal lhis is not without 
its measure of truth, and that people in different societies do tend LO live in what 
I have elsewhere called complexes of different 'stories

, 39 But there are subsets of 
efTectively identical phenomena that can be common to two or more such societies, 

36 Discllssed and documented in E.lvin (I �.175), rcpriTllcd in Elvin (1996), pp. 98 g. The French name was 'rnoulin 
;\ chapc1ct' or 'pompc a chapclcl', in other words a 'rosary-heads pump'. 

:{i Thus in one lurmulation of mathematical logic, the system i� based on 'true' and 'false' applied to atomic 
propositions, a universal propositional calculus cOl1ncc[i\'c such as 'neither . . .  nor . . .'. qUHrltifi('ation (the idea o f  
'all'), and some suitably circumscribed notion o f  the 'membership of an clcmcnt' i n  a ;sct'. See Quine (1951) and 
also (1963) for a demonstration Ihat sllch fOllndations are not uniquc. 

311 Lakatos & feycrabend (1999), pp. '4, 1 16 and 3�!4. 39 Elvin (1997). 
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and where 'right' or 'wrong' answers have also to be effectively identical. These subsets 
have the useful property of permitting precise comparisons, even if it is necessary to 
be cautious about delimiting them. There are normally cultural penumbrae around 
the subsets that are indeed significantly different. 

Where China and Europe are concerned, during the period, broadly speaking, 
from +500 to +1 700, the most useful such subset is probabilistic thinking relating to 
gambling, particularly with dice. The crucial analytical importance of probabilistic 
thinking for many general issues in the early history of science has been on the whole 
poorly appreciated by historians of science. It is also one of the domains where the 
divide between so-called 'science' (in the sense of, loosely, explicit abstract theoret
ical conceptualisation) and so-called 'technology' (in the sense of, loosely, concrete 
practice) - a commonplace that becomes questionable when looked at in terms of 
the tendency towards the close interrelationship in the styles of thinking and action 
that prevail in a given society at a given time - is blurred to the all but invisible. In the 
probabilistic domain the adequacy of conceptualisation is constantly being tested by 
repeated 'experiments', such as throwing dice or using other aleatoric devices such 
as the Sling dynasty practice of commercial gaming for prizes by means of darts 
being throvVll in quasi-random fashion at a revolving circular target subdivided into 
different areas - the physical analogue of a subdivided probability space. In the pre
modern Chinese case, when it is contrasted with early modern Europe, the study of 
probabilistic thinking also shows that the factors commonly instanced as 'external' 
causes in Europe (commercialisation, monetisation, widespread numeracy and the 
like) are useless as criteria of differentiation. (They were all present in China.) We 
can accept them as probably necessary preconditions, but not as sufficient ones. 

'Internal' criteria present different but equally tough problems. The Chinese tra
dition had more than suITicient skill with the arithmetic of fi'actions required for 
the analysis of probabilities. There was some familiarity with permutations, most 
generally in the case of the 26 = 64 possible sequences of six unbroken or broken 
lines in the hexagrams of the Book of Changes. The 336, possible arrangements of 
black and white counters and empty spaces on the 19 x 19 intersections of the go 
board, lamously established in principle by Shen Kua, would not have been as well 
known, but show the capacity of Chinese mathematical culture to come up with 
the appropriate formula. In late imperial times there was likewise a basic familiarity 
with combinations, most evidently in the systematically tabulated sets of all possible 
distinct scoring parterns f1'OIll throwing five six-sided dice without considering the 
order of occurrence of individual values.'o Putting these three together would have 
yielded a basic calculus of probabilities, in all likelihood a lucrative discovery for 
its discoverer. It is also virtually certain by deduction from the values used that, at 
least by late imperial times, the exact relation between stakes, probabilities of out
comes, and payoffs was grasped by the professionals running certain gambling games 

40 Elvin (2000). 
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such asJan-than 'I!\' �, a version of a very ancient amusement called by many other 
names, such as 'Lay Out the Coins' (than-chhien �1&), summarised below. Probably 
to safeguard valuable trade secrets the figures were never published, and so the codi
fication, generalisation and progress usually associated with public availability never 
occurred. But there appears to have been no 'internal', that is conceptual, barrier to 
taking another step. 

Analogously, by the +4th century or earlier, thc Chinese had some notion of 
what we would today regard as a 'statistical distribution', usually imagining it in a 
bureaucratic context such as the unequal burden of labour-service obligations on 
dilferent areas (such as carrying tax-grain for different distances). So far as we know, 
however; they devoted themselves only to methods for calculating how to remove the 
inequalities, as part of administrative fair practice, not to their analytical definition. 
Thus, while they knew how to interpolate a mean value between t,'Vo extrclna, 
they had no idea, then or later, of characterising a statistical distribution by means 
of its variance and other such n1easures . ..J-1 To date, neither n1ainstream historians 
of vVestern science nor specialists in the premodern Chinese variety have realised 
just how gTeat are the difficulties which the considerations outlined in this and the 
preceding paragraph make for their favoured explanatory frameworks. 

This is one of the few scientific topics with which Needham did not, so far as I know, 
concern himself, though he opened the door to us by even thinking of pursuing such 
an enquiry in a Chinese context. This is testimony to the continuing vitality of the 
project, and the way it cominues to impinge on the broader discipline of the history 
of science as a whole. The elusive history of clues to the presence of probabilistic 
thinking in premodern China is too complex to be pursued further here; but what 
can be said by way of a summary of the present position is that two main points 
seem to have emerged. The first is that in terms of what made its way into the public 
domain, the apparent stopping point is baffling: all the basic conceptual tools were 
there in a highly appropriate socio-economic setting, but nothing further happened. 
The second is that there are numerous indications that unpublished investigations, 
even if possibly only of an empirical or tabulatory sort, must have gone considerably 
further, whether one is looking at some of the details of the scoring system in the 
milfail stalk oracle-casting technique used in association with the Book of Changes, at 
the operations of professional gamblers, or the gambling-selling methods of Sung 
dynasty shopkeepers .'" Simply as an illustration of the type of information from 
which this unpublished capacity can be deduced, is the family of coin-games that 
culminated in late imperial times asJan-lhan, already alluded to and summarised here 
in a separate box. 

+1 [bid. 
+? Those intcrcsted in pursuing this topic should consult my unpublished paper, Elvin (2000), which is 011 deposit, 

with a short bibliography, in the Librat)' of the Needham Research Institute at 8 Sylvester Road, Cambridge, 
England, and available to anyone who contacts the Librarian . 
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PRACTICAL  K N O W L E D G E  O F  PRO BAB IL IT IE S  
The commoneSt type of coin-game was probably that known as 'Lay Out the Coins' 
(thall-chhien!J!�J It had other names: 'Mind Money' (i-chhiell1#;i!), 'Guess Numbers' 
(she-shu �t� and Tricky Estimate' (khuei-i ;W;ifj among them. In the later 19th 
century it  was the basis for jill-than .ffiB, played in State-supported dens to provide 
finance for the navy. By this late date at least, the game was played as follows: 

An arbitrary quanlityof capper cains was drawn at random from a heap called 'the cash 
surface' (,hhim-j}hi i!it) and put into a receptacle (than-chhung j1(l lii). The participants 
then laid bets on the residue that would remain when the COlllcms were counted ofT 
by fOllrs. (Thus 30, which is (4 x 7) + 2, would leave a remainder or 2.) There were 
thus four possibilities, or 'gales' (men p�: I, 2 ,  3 and 4 or 0, taken as a cycle for ordering. 
There were four types of wager: 

I. Fall .:$. Betting on a single number. The pay-off for success was the stake back plus 
three times the stake. 

2. J,rz'en tt, orjen ft. Betting on two al!.jacent numbers, one of which was the principal 
and the other the 'support'. if the winning number was the principal, the pay-ofT 
was the slake back plus two times the stake. ]f the support was the number that 
came up, the stake was returned. 

3. Chiao fii· Belling on two atljacel1l numbers. H' either was the number that came up, 
the pay-ofT was the stake back plus one times the stake, 

4. Cheng iE. Betting on three sequential numbers, the one in the middle being the principal. 
The pay-ofT for the principal was the stake back plus one times the stake. If either 
of the other two numbers came up, the stake was returned. 

The gambling establishment derived its income from a 10 per cent levy on winnings. 
This apart, was it a fair game? It seems so. \IVriting 's' for 'stake', \ve have for the 
four options the following expectations: 

I. (1 /4) x 4s = IS 
2. (1/4 x 3s) + (1/4 x IS) = IS 
3· (1 /4 x 2S) + (1/4 x 2S) = IS 
4- (1 /4 x 2S) + (1 /4 x IJ) + (1/4 x IS) = IS 
Computer simulation and analysis both show that the debarred betting options do 
not affect fairness. The number of coins drawn has a slight effect on the frequency 
of the four possible moduli, btl[ simulation shows this can be virtually eliminated by 
requiring that the number of cash dra\-vn faUs within a reasonable range, such as 3 1  
to 98. (In 107 trials for this range all four moduli appeared at a frequency o f  2 .50 x 
106.) HO\v far probabilistic thinking was needed to construct this game is an open 
question. I t  may have been enough to see that, given equal probability of outcomes, 
the better's net gains and losses sum to zero for each of the four betting patterns. 
These may be expressed as the cyclical groups formed from (- I, - 1 ,  - I ,  + 3), 
(- I ,  - I ,  0, +2) and (- T ,  - T ,  +2, 0), (- I ,  - I ,  + 1 ,  + 1) and (-I, 0, + 1 ,  0) respectively. 

JVote: This reconstruction is a compromise based on conflicting accounts in Kuo & 
Hsiao ( 1995), and La & Hsiieh (1994).  See Elvin (2000) for the details, and "T<:u !-lsia 
Chi, p. 157, for the earlier history. 
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Finally, aleatoric technology was to a surprising degree shared between the Chinese 
and European (and other major Old World) cultures after about +600, though not 
completely. Games, like backgammon and dominoes, travelled back and forth. The 
first, for example, went to China; and the second came from it. The correct solutions 
to problems involving probabilities had therefore to be essentially identical in both 
cultures, though full precision in matching stakes and odds was not always necessary 
if one side (like a gaming-house) had the institutional power to impose a margin in its 
favour. Those who got the sums wrong lost money- in both cuiwres. The well-known 
problem of the difficulty in transferring skills needed for the successful replication 
of technical results does not arise. The basic criteria for minimal comparability are 
thus met, as is the criterion of a similar definition of 'success'. The concept of fully 
separate Chinese and European cultural domains cannot be sustained in this area, 
\vhich is what gives it much of its theoretical interest. 

P O S SIBLE FUTURES 

So all-embracing is  the intellectual tapestry woven over fifty years in the volumes of 
Science and Civilisation ill China, ranging from the particularities of tradesmen's tools 
to the vast generalities that sustain the premodern Chinese yersions of 'theories o[ 
evelything' that it is hard to resist the question, '''Vhat remains to be done, apart [rom 
supplementing, correcting, fine-tuning and reinterpreting?

,43 Thanks first and fore
most to vVang Ling's cleven years as Needham's first research assistant, the project 
long ago identified lhe majorilY 01" the major texts,"" even if much work has still to 
be undertaken on them. This aside, it might seem that what is lcfi to be attempted is 
mostly to trawl a vaster ocean of less familiar literature and less densely distributed 
materials, cetacean-style, for intellectual nourishluent and perhaps occasional trOll
vailles. Thus the publicalion of"what is, formally, the final volume in the survey of the 
history of Chinese science undertaken by Needham and his collaborators is an ap
propriate moment to ask, 'Js this impression justified?' Ifnol, where can substantive 
research advance next? 

I say 'substantive' as re-evaluation and criticislTI have of course been going on since 
the 1950s 45 In recent years French scholars in particular have been at the forefront 

43 An example of the need for I1ne-tuning: arises from the divergence of \'icws between Dieter Kuhn, the author 
of sec, vol. 5, pI. 9 (19l::1l::1), pp. 225 36, and the present author in Elvin (1972) on the most plausible reconstruction 
of the watcr-powered spinning machinc descrilxd by Wang Chen early in the 141h celltury. �Iy reply 10 Kuhn 
appears on pp. 60�3 of Elvin (1996) and highlights distineti\-e strengths and weakncsess in thc IWO versions. Notably 
Kuhn adheres to thc proportions given in \Vang's !txl, but pays no anemion to Ihe best iconographic tradition, 
with which Ihese arc not consistent. 1\1)' vcrsion, validated by professional spinning cngineers as workable, is based 
on Ihe superior ill/ages and matches cach item dcpictcd, but does not h<lvt; Kuhn's scrupulous correspondence 
with the tex\. Both \"crsions, ho\\'evel� require assumptions justified lIeilha in the ICXI lIor Ihe images in order to 
work, bUI make diOtTcnt choices. I t  would seem lhat thc cxperimental reconSlruction and testing: of a range of 
close-to-fllll-sealc working models is called for if the analysis is to be carried forward. 

4� Sec Needham's characteristically gencrous ack1lowledgement of \Vang Ling's first Seven years on p. 14 of 
Sec. YO!. 1. I t  was only recently, when beginning to work through \Vang Ling's papers and library in Canberra, 
counesy or Airs Rulh \\'ang, that J realised how mueh of the bibliography of secondary works in see was also 
likely 10 hayc been due to Ling's indcfatigable trume-huming. 

h I-or rererences to Ihe olcler litcranllX', sec thc references in Elvin, Peterson, Libbrecht & Cullen (1980), 
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of offering a different perspective on many parts of the ficld,46 as well as important 
new contributions in fields such as mathematics and botany. The francophone Swiss 
sinologist Jean-Fran�ois Billeter and his colleagues have also launched a plausible 
and provocative attack on the view of Needham and his collaborators that Shen Kua 
can be sensibly conceptualised as a 'scielllist, 47 If tenable, this key case implies a 
need to re-examine many of the assumptions built into the language that \ve have 
grown accustomed ro using. The present introduction is not the place for a critique 
of these criticisms. The developing polyphony of multiple voices, whether one always 
agrees with them or not, is, howevel; an enrichment of the field to be cherished. Like 
the journal Chinese Science, now re-entitled East Asian Science, Technology, and lVIedieine, 
it bespeaks its cOlllinued vitality. 

It is unlikely that these responses and initiatives would have existed but for Need
ham's volumes to provoke them. 1\/lal1Y recent scholars who have to some degree 
taken issue with Needham's views have in fact gone generously Ollt of their way to 
acknowledge this debt.+8 The only partially parallel sources of inspiration during 
the appropriate period were Japanese: the rich anthologies on aspects of the history 
of science and technology in China in various periods inspil"ed and edited by the 
late Yabuuti Kiyosi ft vIJ jf 49 Though these are slightly later than Needham's earlier 
work, they have to a large extent overlapped with it chronologieally50 Being of a more 
restriCled scope, ho\Vevel� it seems fair to say that they did not present a comparable 
challenge to existing paradigms in the history of science. 

I would identify three domains that seem to me to be promising for future sub
stantive work. It is certain that many readers can think of others. The first domain is 
probabilistic thinking, already touched on above and illustrated in the accompanying 
box. The reader will ha\·e seen from this that, at least in a context such as this one, 
Needham's sometimes criticised custom of thinking in terms of an ultimately universal 
modern science cannot, perhaps surprisingly, be faulted. 

The second is scientific kno\vlcdge in action in specific environments, dra\ving 
mainly on the C hinese sources for local history, which arc particularly rich for the 
late in1periai age. In no other area is the unsatisractory nature or drawing a sharp, 
as opposed to what might be called a 'blurred', distinction between 'science' and 
'technology' so evident. Conceptual understanding of how a landscape 'worked' 
regularly informed premodern Chinese actions to transform it, or conlrol it, or re
store it S l  This was evident, for example, in the interplay between hydrological and 
hydraulic theorising on the one hand and hydraulic practice on the other. Irrigation 
systems, Rood control, drainage and sea-wall construction had a large rule-of-thumb 
component, but, especially as regards how it was thought that water behaved and 

16 Sec the Revue d'il iJ'loiu des scil'llus, 42, 4 (198g) and 43, [ (1990), 'Problemcs d'histoire des sciences en Chine', 
(I) '�[clhodcs, COlllacts el transmissions' and (II) 'Approchcs spccifiques·. 

H Billeter fI (11. (1993). 48 Notable examples arc Cullen (1977) and Libbrecht (1973). 
19 Sometimes written 'Yabuuchi Kivoshi·. 
so I�r a full bibliography orYablluti's publications. sec Togo (2002). 
;)1 There are examples in several or the chaptcrs in Ekin & I.iu (1998), notably those by Vermeer, Osborne, 

'rill, and E.lvin & Su. 
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sediment was deposited or entrained, there was - over more than a millennium - a 
vigorously debated component of theory. And more than jllst theory: theory con
stantly tested in practice. 

There is a slightly Brahminical disdain among some of those scholars concerned 
with the history of the 'higher' sciences towards early attempts to make rational 
sense of such rough-and-ready complex phenon1ena as moving watel� mud, earth, 
erosion and vegetation cover. It is true of course that the results were rarely clear-cut, 
and empirical art and experience could son1etimes win out for a time over theoreti
cal understanding. Effective action in this context is c0l11monly required more than 
comprehension in the abstract, especially at the beginning. To give an example, Su 
Ninghu and I pointed out some time ago that although Phan Chi-Hslin �*l!Jllin the 
16th century had grasped that the celerity of a moving current determines its capacity 
to transport suspended sedimcnt,S2 this did not mean that Phan's attempt to use this
correct - principle to clear the silted-up lower reaches of the southern-course Yellow 
River by concentrating them in a single channel, and then narrowing this channel, 
was vvholly successful .  In particular, while doing this shifted an enormous volume of 
sediment, he overlooked that, since the speed of the current slowed as it approached 
the sea, the suspended materials would be largely dropped again, creating a barrier 
across the sea mOllth 53 In 1593 he was replaced by the more traditional and prag
matic Yang l-Khuei m-� who did the best he could to undo the damage, though 
only \·vith limited success. 

Even accepting that there is thus a gross and approxilnative aspect to most early 
Chinese environmental science, it seems difficult to deny it the label of science. To 
give just one example following on from Phan's case: by the first half of the 19th 
century we can find a clear understanding that as a current slowed it progressively 
dropped its suspended sediments in a sequence from the heavier and larger to the 
lighter and smaller particles, beginning with stones and gravels, then sands, then silts, 
and finally clays. 1 n terms of mean diameters, this covers approximately [our orders of 
magnitude, from centimetres down to microns. As an illustration we may take smTIe 
passages li'om the mid-19th-century local gazetteer for Teng-chhllan department 
�)I I !H, which lay at the northern end of the Erh-hai lake i�iJit in Yiinnan. They 
describe the works undertaken each year on the Mi-chil River iffii 1t M.5+ In late 
imperial times this river was seen as a lesser counterpart of the Yellow Rivel� as it 
carried so much sediment that the first part of its lower course below the Phu-tho 
Gorge Jilj [l'b dlJ':', on the department border, ran (and still runs) in dykes above the level 
of the rooftops of the houses alongside it, and its debouchment into the Erh-hai 
has recently built up an extended lacustrine delta. The passage shows not only the 
good general understanding of fluvial geomorphology, but even a rough notion of 
cross-channel helical flow at bends. After a description of the way in which the river, 
as its speed decreased, steadily dropped its sediment load in order of decreasing size, 
it concluded: 

5:.1 Vermeer (1987). 53 Elvin & Su ([998), pp. 401-5. )4 Tellg-chhuan Choll Chili (1854/S), pp. 79-80. 
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One can test this point when the water is dried up in the spring and winter. If one looks 
at the river bed it consists of large stones squatting in the upper reaches and fragmented 
S{Qnes arranged ill graded order in (he sections that follow. 'rhe accumulated sediments and 
piled up pebbles are ill contillilous successioll, subdivided ever more fmely. 

Though not 'modern', in the sense of not being precisely quantified or based on 
systematic mensuration, the sharpness of perception in these hydrological and hy
draulic observations is impressive. "'''hat is especially interesting, though, is that they 
were put to practical usc. 

In the later 18th and thc early 19th centuries, on the west side of the upper Mi-chli 
Rivcrjust above the Phu-tho Gorge, large amounts of sediments \Ncrc intermittently 
washed off the mountain slopes by the wet-season rains, once these slopes had begun 
to be cleared for farming in the 18th century. They came down a large and normally 
dry valley called the Pai-han El � inlo the river gorge where they choked it, causing 
back-flooding orfarmland and houses. The solution developed was to divert the flash 
Roods, with their heavy loads or stones and gravels, along an extended and almost 
level deposition surface, walled ofT from the direct course inw the river by what was 
called 'a dry cross-dyke' .  As the current slowed, the heavier sediments were dropped 
on this surface, and the next heaviest then funher filtered by a lov\' barrier planted 
with trecs. Only after this was the watel� now carrying only a suspension of fine 
sediment, redirected into the river. This was informed and deliberate engineering. 
The elevated causeway that has been built up by years of repeated spate-season 
depositions is today of massive size, and the deposited large-diameter sediments arc 
quarried by the locals in the dry period for gravel. What is interesting about it is the 
successful application in practice of a hydraulic principle derivcd li·om careful local 
observation. 

It is my impression that a large quantity of historical material of this sort remains 
as yet little explored in local gazetteers and analogous works. Apart from hydraulics, 
some of the topics that might repay investigation are botanical and zoological ob
servations, and attempts to explain unusual local phenomena. An example of this 
last, from the 13th century, is Chu Chung-Vu's -*<I''i1 construction of a Rume as 
an experimental model in which he tried to reproduce the tidal bore in his native 
Hang-chou Bay.55 At best he seems to have confused a hydraulic jump, which may 
have been what he produced (or at worSt just turbulence due to a rough surface), with 
the bore effect, which is a hydrological analogue to a sonic boom; but the idea and 
his description of it arc worth noting. The style of scientific thinking that Crombie 
labelled 'hypothetical modelling' had a real, if tenuous, place in medieval Chinese 
culture. 

The third is the hazier topic of the changing mindset of the dite. Hazy but impor
tant. There are p,imafacie grounds, for example, for suspecting that the late imperial 

;,,, See Elvin & Su (1988), pp. 369 70. 
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age saw a 'disenchantment' of the world,S6 that is, a trend to\·vards seeing fewer 
dragons and miracles, not unlike the disenchantment that began to spread across 
the Europe of the Enlightenment - but without an accelerating science either as a 
cause or a consequence. The saIne phenomenon of a weaker btu not non-existent 
Chinese parallel with Europe can be found in the domain offashion. It used to be 
thought that the intensifying passion for continual change in early modern Europe, 
visible not only in shifting styles of personal clothing but in most of the arts, had no 
Chinese parallel. This, too, has been found to be too extreme a contrasl. Fashion 
in women's clothes, known as shihfeng i!!' � 'trends of the times', \vas a feature of 
Shanghai, for example, in the later 17th century57 The analytical issue here, too, is 
dissolving into a question of difforenl degrees, and be coming correspondingly hard to 
handle satisfactorily. 

T H E  PRESENT VO LUME 

Needham never solved the 'Needham Problem'. Nor has anyone else to date, at  least 
in any fashion that commands general acceptance. In pan this is because it coexists 
in an ambiguous relationship with a counterpart, which may be called for conve
nience the " IVeber Problem': why did China not create its own endogenous indus
trial capitalism?58 The two questions are evidently interrelated, but the conceptual 
frameworks with vvhich specialists approach them are usually significantly differ
ent. Even the most polymathic and penetrating in one of these worlds of thought -
and Needham was certainly among the most deservingly celebrated of this number 
tend to use oversimplified or somewhat dated ideas from the other world. Perhaps 
Needham's most favoured magic variable for explaining the relative acceleration of 
science in early modern Europe was 'the rise of the bourgeoisie', but recent work 
on this area by economic and political historians has made this concept ever more 
e1usive.59 One coldd even argue - polemically, but to make a point - that one of 
the many factors that distinguished early modern western Europe from late inlperial 
China was precisely the perduring in Europe of a relatively independent aristocml)'. 
Just as one could also argue - equally polemically, but likewise to make a point -
that the Roman Catholic Church has long outlasted any comparably identifiable 
Chinese institution, and was no less capable of mobilising talent from the lower lev
els of society than the mandarinate. Changeless Europe? - No, hardly, but we accept 
the old cliches too easily. 

.'>6 l\lax \Veber's Ell/?,iillbrrtlllg. I fir�t noticed this when I found that the miracles associated with the fidelity of 
widows, whose brief biographies arc recorded ill immense numbers in local gazclleers, dedined precipitously li·om 
the ]\ling to the ehhing. Sec Elvin (t996). eharll'r 10. 

51 Elvin (1999), pp. 152-3. :HI See Elvin (198+) and (1988). 
59 Summarised at various poims in Goldstone (1991). A more subtle variant or :\"eedham·s position may be 

found in Billeter (2000), p. 18: 'Cc dotH les sa\·ants 11 'ont pas conscience, c'cst que la raison abstraitc qu'ils manielll 
avec tam de succcs resulte de I'applicrtt ioll au mOllcle physiquc d'unc ronnc d' .. bstraC(ion qui a son origine dans 
la relation marehande Ct qui entretiCll1 <i\·ec elle un indissoluble lien '. 
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Conversely, Ken Pomeranz's challenging work The Great Dive/gence. China) EurojJe, 
and the j\1aking of the lv/odem H'orld ECOIlOIIl),GO bypasses science as an area deserving of 
attcntion.GI Effecting an organic conjunction of the t\VO discourses is difficult, and a 
task, still, for the fllture. 

:rvlost of the chapters of the present volume record one or another of Needham's 
approaches to the 'Needham Problem', and they were originally formulated at a 
time when hardly anyone else in the world was aware of the problem, let alone 
wrestling with attempted solutions. It is difficult to be one step ahead of the game, 
and dauntingly so to be t\VO steps ahead, as he was for a number of years. They 
remain, widlout exaggeration, a heroic legacy, and are still capable of inspiring. This 
is \-vhy they are printed here, even if at lnoments - to speak honestly - they can 
also now seenl naive or infuriating. I doubt, for example, if I1lany serious economic 
historians of China would today see the economy of the Sung and later tilnes as 
having been, in the majority of the centuries that followcd, scriously undenllonetised. 
Needham vvas supremely sensitive to the issue of the later near-standstill raised by 
China's achievements in technology and the sciences up to about 1 600, but was nluch 
less sensitive than he perhaps should have been to the parallel economic aspect of 
the problenl: 1hal China was in lllany ways economically up with or even ahead of 
Europe for quite some tin1e after this - as correctly stressed by Pomeranz, among 
others. 

The problem is thus harder than Needham thought, and probably than most of 
us like to think even now. It requires not only the organic joining of the history 
of science and technology with the history of the economy and society referred to 
above, but also abandoning the ever-tempting and easily acquired habit of attribut
ing virtually unchanging cultural characteristics to China and Europe as the key to 
discriminating between theln over the long run. This erroneous habit of thought 
amounts to implying that because 'China' was 'this', and 'Europe' was 'that', in all 
but perpetuity, everything else followed - in other terms, relying on some version of 
\'Veber's ideal t)1JCs. "Vhat is, per contm, needed is a history focused on changing con
junctures/-i2 since the minimum required, as Needham himself came to emphasise, 
is the explanation of - seen fl"om the Chinese side - a relative advance followed by 
a relative retardation; and this, so easy to specify in the abstract, is hard to deliver 
convincingly in praClice. 

\r\That Science and CiviLisation ill China still has to effect - and why it is still so vital - is 
the creation of an awareness in every historian of science that no new idea about the 
origins of modern science in western Europe should have droit de cite until it has been 
tested against the Chinese case to see if it eITects a discrimination that is both precise 
and relevant. \rVilliam Eamon's wonderfully rich Science and the Secrets qf JVature is a 
good example.63 The argument is too complex for summary here, but he suggests 
two points, which he relates directly to the genesis of nl0dern science, that can be 

6f1 Pomeranz (2000). iii See my rc,·iewin the C'hilw QwrlerD' (Sept. 2001). 62 Sec Elvin (198'1.), especially p. 103. (jJ Eamon (199+). 
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taken on their own without serious injustice. The first is that the conception of nalure 
as a repository of decipherable secrets, derived from a strand ofIslamic tradition, was 
a powerful stin1ulus to late medieval experimental science in the \,Vest, most notably 
for Roger Bacon in the 13th century. The second derives from his exploration of the 
early modern 'vulgarisation' (in its good sense) that led to 'a barrage of how-to-do-it 
lnanuals') the ' "disenchantment" of technology', and 'a mediation bct\>veen [elite] 
natural philosophy and the people's immediate . . .  empirical experience of nature' 64 
It seems likely that Chinese alchemy, older than its Western counterpart, can broadly 
match the first, and that the approximately millennial tradition of Chinese printed 
how-to-do-it books on fanning and crafts, though probably not so easily accessible 
to the only modestly literate, ofTers at least a partial parallel to the second. Thus the 
effect in a context \,vas probably \",hat was crucial - and most awaits definition. 

Most tantalising, though, is the refinement Eamon implicitly gives to Needham's 
famous summing up, namely that in premodern China science and technology 
reached the level of da Vinci but not of Galileo. His research has brought out of 
the shadows the late 16th-century European concern with 'natural magic', and es
pecially that of Della Porta who wrote the best-known contemporary book on the 
subject.6S This, howevel� had much in con1mon with the tastes or at least some im
pOl-tant Chinese intellectuals at the same time. In the thousand or so pages of Hsieh 
Chao-Che's Fivefold Miscellany, published in 1608,66 one finds an analogous mixture 
of rational analysis and breathtaking fantasy, a similar obsession with the marvellous 
and exceptional, the same interweaving of grand metaphysics with bizarre trivia, an 
identical relish in explaining or unmasking technical trickery (including the alleged 
role of demons), and a parallel alternation of sound observation ancl testing in prac
tice witll the blithe acceptance of the unverified and unverifiable 67 When Eamon 
says that 'Della Porta's "empiricism" was not some proto-Bacon ian inductivism, but 
history and literature verified by experience' ,68 he unknowingly encapsulates Hsieh's 
thinking with equal accuracy. DirTercnces there \\'ere, too. or these the most ilnpor
tant and least remarked upon may have been the stronger European sense that all 
of this 'mattered'. But how [he flower of science grew from one heap of intellectual 
compost and not fi-om the other needs more discriminating analysis [han Eamon (or 
anyone yet) offers. This is symbolised by the delicate but critical shift-around in 16 1 1  
on  the part of  the still youthful Accademia dei Lincei 'away Ii-om its esotericism and 
its preoccupation \·"ith natural secrets

,
.69 This \·vas caused in the immediate sense, as 

he recounts, by the replacement of the dominant influence of its fifth member to join 
by that of its sixth. The magus, Della Porta, was the fifth membel; and the sixth one 
of the first scientists conventionally accepted as 'modern' - a certain Galileo Galilei. 
Thus the Chinese case shows up, as perhaps nothing else can, how our subject lives 
on a knife-edge. 

61 Ihid., pp. 1 13 and 105. 65 See ibid., chapICr 6, 'Natural l\lagic alld the Secrets of Nature'. 
66 Illl Tsa Ts/l Ji¥.IUIl [or m], by Hsieh Chao·Che �§ti'rM . Reprinted by I-bin Hsing Shu Chii, Taipei, 1971, 

2 vols. 
67 Elvin (1993-4). 611 Eamon (1994), p. 216. 69 Ibid., p. 231. 
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A final point: 1 have written 'Needham' at most places in this introduction, aware 
that on many occasions, it should have heen at the very least 'Needham et aI.' Joseph 
had a remarkable core band of collaborators. They ranged from the Chinese students 
who first sparked his interest in Chinese science, one of whom \'vas Lu G\vei-Djen, the 
biologist, and the most important of them all over the long run, through Wang Ling, 
who laid the sinological foundations, and Nathan Sivin, who gave new dimensions to 
the discourse, dov.ln to Kenneth Robinson, whose contribution figures prominently 
in the present volume, as well as those who have continued to care for his legacy 
at the Needham Research Institute. Outstanding among these are Ho Peng-Yoke, 
both a major contributor in his own right and the former Director, who has long 
piloted the ship through dimcult times, and Christopher Cullen, the former Dcputy 
Director and now DirectO!; and an expert in the history of Chinese cosmography 
and mathematics. Specific tribute should also be paid to Sir Brian Pippard FRS, 
who for a time chaired the executive committee, and to Sir Geoffrey Lloyd, who 
served as chair of the Board of Trustees. There have been many, many others, who 
I hope will forgive my not mentioning them individually here, especially those who 
authored some of the later individual volumes. All of them are scholars who are -
Ol� for those no longer with us, were - distinguished in their own right, Perhaps the 
greatest tribute of all to the compelling power of Needham's vision is that people 
of such quality have felt honoured and enriched to spend a substantial part of their 
creative lives as part of the collective enterprise he created, 

Mark Elvin 
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vVhen 'Science and Civilisation in China' "vas first conceived, we thought of it as a 
single slim volume. \,yhen in 1948 I sat down with my first chief collaboratOJ; Wang 
Ling 3:.# (Wang Ching-Ning 3:.�� .), to work out the general scopc of the book, 
we made a rapid survey of thc spcctrum of the sciences, and decided that the work 
should have sevcn volumes. What could not be predicted was the relative vastness 
of the Inaterial which \ve would find as we went on in the various sections. The 
later volumcs had therefore to appear in pans, each of which was a physical volume 
in itself. Such is the situation in which we were compelled to acquiesce as the work 
went on; and here great praise is due to Cambridge University Press, which has never 
grudged space to the revelation of the wonderful achievements of ancient Chinese 
science, technology� agriculture and medicine. 

It will certainly not have escaped the pcrspicacity of our readers thaL as time has 
gone by, the whole work has become more and 1110re of a co-operative enterprise. 
About 1970 Lu Gwei-Djen iHifb and I LOok a weighty decision. We could have gone 
on pegging away single-handed, as i t  \vere, in which case the series would never have 
come within sight of completion in our lifetime; or we could take to ourselves suitable 
collaborators and entrUSl them with sections) sub-sections) or even whole volumes. 
We decided on the latter course, and in due time this policy bore wonderful fruit. 
Francesca Bray led ofT with her history of agriculture (vol. 6, pt. 2) in 1984, then came 
Chhien Tshun-Hslin �� it i)ll (Tsien Tsuen-Hsuin) with that of paper and printing 
(vol. 5, pt .  I) in 1985 and more recently in 1988 Dieter Kuhn has produced the first 
volume on the history of textile technology, spinning and rcelingoftextile fibres (vol. 5, 
pt. 9). 1 More and more tcam-work has thus been put in, Chinese and Westerners 
have alike contributed, more and more have specialist friends corne to be relied upon. 
We now have about thirty collaborators scattered all over the world. And this is only 
natural and reasonable fOl; as l have orten said, no one individual could summon up 
all the skills necessary for placing the whole development of all the sciences in their 
correct historical perspectivc, both in China and thc rcst of the world. It might bc 
true to say that my own role has risen Cram that of a single historian of science to 
the conductor of a kind of orchestra. [ can only hope that the resulting music will be 
found both delightful  and fitting. 

Volume 7 has for its themc 'the social and economic background' of Chincsc 
science and technology, considered always for its relevance to the grand question 
which has partly inspired thc whole work -why modern science originated in Europe 

1 Since this was wriuen the lollowing \"Olumcs have also bccn published: sec \"01. 5. pt. 6, .lfiIiIOT)' Trdlllolog)' . 
. \ lissiles and Sieges, by Robin Yaks (1994); sec, \"01. 6. pI. ��. Agro-Illduslries (li/d For�/T)" by Joseph Needham (1996); 
sec. \"01. 7, pl. I, umguaget wd Logic. by Christoph Harbsmeier ( [998); sec, \"0J. 5. pl. '3, .\lil/illg. by PClcrJ. Golas 
(1999); sse, vol. 6, pl. 5, I'ermenlaliolls (llId Food SCil'llfr. by H. T Huang (:woo); sse, \·01. 6, pI. 6 . . \let/ifille, by Joseph 
Needham (2000). 
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alone. The social and economic factors considered in Volume 7 dilTer from the 
subject-matter of the preceding Volumes 3 to 6 in the way that they must be treated. 
Volumes 3 (Q 6 were all concerned with the various sciences and technologies. Sci
ences and technologies could be described; social and economic factors must be 
interpreted. As we pass from the history of science proper to its social and economic 
background, the disclission necessarily becomes morc complex than ever. I realise 
very well that there must be differences of opinion, particularly as Time does not 
stand still. I am content to put before the reader my views as they remain today. 

Volume 7 ,  part I ,  which has been written by Christoph Harbsmeiel; is entirely 
concerned with language and log'ical thought, certainly one of the factors most 
powerfully influencing the development of scientific thinking. 

'Literary Chinese as a Language for Science' by Kenneth Robinson,2 to which I 
added my two pennY'vorth, had at onc time been planned as the sequel to il, and was 
closely integrated with it, but is now in abbreviated form included in this volume. 
The close relationship between mathematics, science, logic and language hardly 
needs to be stressed. But it then became necessary, for reasons of size, to present it 
as part of the present volume. It is preceded by three articles written by me some 
considerable time ago, revised in recent years, and also by 'The Nature of Chinese 
Society: A Technical Interpretation', written by myoid friend HuangJen-Yii 1It1:::�, 
(Ray Huang). His modesty led him to attribute to me far more authorship than I can 
reasonably claim, and I have therefore insisted that his name should be given pride 
of place. 

We are, howevel; most concerned in Volume 7 with the great question of why 
modern science did not arise in China after so many centuries of technical leadership, 
and, closely connected with this, why it was that modern capitalism did not develop 
in China. I had hoped at one time to cover a wide array of social factors which might 
have thrown light on this question, but there are limits to what one man can achieve. 
Let me now, therefore, confine myself to what I believe to be the most important: 
the collapse of feudalism in Europe, and the rise of the bourgeoisie. This requires us 
first to consider the nature of 'feudalism'. 

I first began to use the term 'bureaucratic feudalism' in 1943 or thereabouts, when 
I was in China during the Second World War. I never felt  irrevocably bound to the 
concept, but simply found it a useful description. Others decline to make usc of the 
term or the concept, perhaps prefcrringjust 'bureaucratism' - but this is an example 
of the differences of opinion which have to be expected in these fields. Of course, 
in those days 'feudal' was a pejorative word applied to all the social and economic 
features of imperial China; yet the term has always had meaning and significance 
for me. It stood over against the 'military-aristocratic' feudalism of Europe, that 
system where the king was always at the apex of a pyramid of nobles of dilTerent 
grades, each of whom by their tenure of 'fiefdoms', was bound to come to the aid 

'! See also COII/porath,t Criticism 13: Litera/ure and Sciellu, ed. E. S. Shaffer (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. 
1991), pp. 3-30. 
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of the king, when he wanted to make war, with so many mounted knights, so many 
archers, so many foot soldiers, etc. This system may have seemed to be stronger, 
with all those knights in armour clanking about, but was actually weaker; perhaps 
because less rational. The heir to an earldom might be a moron, but yet by the rule 
of primogeniture, he \vould have to be next in succession - a very different situation 
from that of the Chinese bureaucrat, chosen by imperial examination and equipped 
with special expertise acquired in the job. In China individuals in each generation 
had to justify their promotion by their own efforts. Downward mobility for the heirs 
and successors of great men could only be counteracted by great effort. Thus the 
'carriere ouverte aux talents' had been a Chinese principle for some 2,000 years 
before it became a French one. 

Out of this unlikely military-aristocratic European milieu modern natural science 
could and did arise. When the mcrchants began to come out of their city-states in 
the 16th century, and capitalism arose, first mercantile and then industrial, modern 
natural science arose with it, in the time ofGalileo and Torricelli. This was the 'rise of 
the bourgeoisie', and though other factors were involved too, such as the Protestant 
Reformation, it was this above all which happened in Europe, and in Europe alone.s 
The point of view which has been adopted throughout these volumes is that modern 
science was that form of science at which the ancient and 111edieval sciences of all the 
countries of the world were aiming,4 but Europe alone was able to get there. Here 
the background of Greek logic and rnathesis u"iversalis was also important. 

A good deal of work remains to be done on the exact nature of the tic-up between 
modern science and nascent capitalism. I have always pictured it as beginning with 
the exact specification of materials. If a merchant in the Renaissance period pur
chased a large quantity of oil fi'om a Greek island he would need to know not only 
what its normal usc was, but what it could also conceivably be used for; he would 
want to know its surface tension, its specific gravity, its refractive index, indeed all 
its properties, before he could decide who to sell it to. This would have been in the 
time of mercantile capitalism; in industrial capitalism there is less difficulty in imag
ining how intimately connected with it were science and technoIOg)� The accurate 
description of materials would have generated accuracy everywhere else, even in 
subjects like astronomy where there was no possibility of experimentation. And with 
exactness came the possibility of mathematisation. 

A10dern science has been defined elsewhere; as the mathematisation of hypothe
ses about Nature, and the testing of them rigorously by persistent experimentation. 
Experiment was something rather new; the Greeks had done relatively little of it, 
and although the Chinese had been well acquainted with it, their purposes were 

3 Since this was wriuen Needham came 10 apprcci;ue Ihe work orlmmanucl \Vallerstein on 'The Four Collapses'. 
See 'Conclusion', p. x.x. [Ed.] 

4 \Ve have adopted the metaphor of the medieval sciences of tile diflcrent civilisations being like rivers emptying 
into the great oceall ofi\lodcrn (originally \Veslern) Science. This has been regarded in some quarters as a Western 
Imperialist notion. See however 'Do the Rivers Pay Coun to the Sea? The Unity of Science in East and West', 
Theoria fo Theory, 5 (2) (1971), 68 77. 

:. sec, vol. 3, pp. 150 fT. 
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primarily practical. Only the European Renaissance found out how to test mathe
matised hypotheses about Nature by relemless experimentation, and so to 'discover 
the best method of discovery', But I hope that no one will interpret all this as mean
ing that I think that tTIodern science, which grew up with capitalism, must alvvays 
remain wedded to it. Events in our own time have shown that the socialist countries, 
notably Russia and modern China, are perfectly capable of doing successful modern 
SClcncc. 

Of course military-aristocratic feudalism existed in other parts orthe world besides 
Europe. I remember thinking' when inJapan in 1986 how strange it was that modern 
science had not originated there as well. But then I reflected that the Japanese had 
not had the tradition of the Greek city-state, which was so important for Europe. 
Athens gave rise, whcn thc Renaissancc camc, to Vcnice and Genoa, to Pisa and 
Florence, and these in their turn to Rotterdam and Amsterdam, the cities of the 
Hanseatic League and finally London. In these cities, protected by their Lord Mayor 
or Burgomaster and their Aldermen, the merchants could shelter from interference 
by the feudal nobility of the surrounding countryside, until the day when they should 
come forth, and, after lending money to kings, princes and nobles, run the whole 
sho\",. 

It is worthwhile taking a look at the idea of the town or city in China compared with 
Europe. In China the town was simply a node in the administrative network, held for 
the emperor by the civil governor, and (several bureaucratic ranks lower down) by the 
military commander. It was the centre of the network of outlying villages, the people 
of which came in to market in the city. Compare with this the well-known picture 
by Rembrandt of ' The Militia Company of Captain Frans Banning Cocq' (Fig. I), a 
group of finely dressed citizens gathered with their weapons and immensely proud 
of the city they were pledged to defend. Cities in Europe were really states within 
states, ready in the course of time to provide governments as alternatives (however 
much it might be glossed over in practice) to the medieval feudal-style governments 
wh ich had preceded them. 

China may have been the prime example of 'bureaucratic feudalism', but all the 
other non-European parts of the world such as India, the South-East Asian countries 
and the whole Arab world may be said to have participated in it to some extent. 

It was as if all the intcrmediate feudal lords had been abolished in China, leav
ing only the emperor himself, ruling 'all under heaven' by the aid of an immense 
bureaucracy, the like of which was never dreamed of by the feudal sovereigns of 
Europe. 

If anyone does not like the expression 'bureaucratic feudalism' they might like to 
settle for 'nosphilTIeric bureaucratism'. Nosphimcric was a word which 1 invcnted 
during the war years. Whilc on my perpetual travels I often encountered Bishop 
Ronald Hall of Hong Kong, visiting one of his outlying Anglican congregations, and 
one day we had a chance meeting at Annan 3i: iW in Kweichow. Talking about various 
things at dinnel; I happened to mention to him that I needed a non-pejorative word 
for that squeeze, graft and corruption which has always been so characteristic of the 
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Figure r .  The � Iili(ia Company o f  Captain Frans Banning Cocq, known as ;The Night Walch' by Rembrandt. 
[G�'2, RijkslllllSClllll, Amsterdam. 

bureaucracy in China, and which had loomed so large in the eyes of the modern 
''''estern business men who tried to buy and seH there.6 Both our tfucks were being 
repaired that night and his was finished earliel� so he sel off first, but not before 
leaving me a bit of paper on which was written: 'sec Acts 5: I-I I

'
. \ Vhen I got to the 

Bible, I found it was the story of Ananias and Sapphira, who had promised a sum of 
money to the church, but then kept back a portion of it, and accordingly died, blasted 
by St Peter. Now the word lIsed in the Greek New Testament for 'to sequestrate' is 
nosphizein, and since meros means a part, we can [arm just the adjective required. 

One can have little idea of how amazing it is for the \I\'estcrncr trying to understand 
China to find hovv deeply the civil service, the mandarinate, the bureaucracy, in fact, 
is embedded in Chinese life. It is even in the folklore, for example the giving of 
bureaucratic titles to dragons, nagas, gods and spirits by conferring civil ranks upon 

G Needham (196gb), pp. 37 n: 
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them. Bureaucratic feeling is everywhere_ Even in the war years when I went to 
country places in China, I saw the inscription on red paper on the VValls: '!vlay the 
heavenly offIcials grant peace and plentyI' v\Tc do not have this in the West. We 
have never had such a civil service. On another occasion (ill 1944) I \vas sitting in a 
Szechuanese teahouse with Sir Frank Eggleston, the Australian Ambassador. Seeing 
the con11110n drain running down the middle of the village street, he exclaimed how 
medieval everything \,vas, and said, 'You could almost expect to see a knight and 
men-at-anns come riding by'. I replied yes, indeed, but pointed out that it wouldn't 
have been a knight, but rather a civilian official, and the men-at-arms would have 
been represented by unarmed servitors carrying his titles and dignities on placards. 
It did not mean that the ultimate sanction was not force, as it has been in all human 
societies - but it was much better concealed by the Chinese bureaucracy. 

In a word, if Chinese science, technology and medicine is to be understood, it must 
be related to the characteristics of Chinese civilisation. This is the point of Volume 7 .  
Elsewhere we have explained how the bureaucratic ethos began by povverfully aiding 
Chinese science, while only in the later stages did it inhibit any move towards modern 
science. Such, at any rate, is our interpretation of the comparative developments in 
China and Europe.8 

This brings up the question of where the cut-off point has been for Chinese 
traditional science, before the advent of 1110dern science frOiTI the \!\Test, in all the 
preceding volumes. Generally we have sought to make it in the neighbourhood of 
1700, about the ti111e of the ending of the Jesuit mission; but we have often had 
occasion to go beyond it, and many instances present themselves. tor example, the 
dinner-party at which the Khang-Hsi Emperor talked about the antiquity of' the 
knowledge of gunpowder in China, in the presence of the Scottish physician John 

i A lew �xamplcs will suffice to illustrate this phenomenon. They MC taken from the Hsi }'U Uli 1§*tc. (]ollrm,)' 
10 the rlfs� which draws on Ihe resources of folklore alld reflects ils conventions. Chapters [0 and [ I  of this novel 
depicl the \\"atery world of the Dragon King oflhe Ching Rivc!; which is staffed by 'a yaksa [)"Cit (him 1t..Y... or demonl 
on patrol. the shrimp and crab ministers, the samli [shih � or shad] counsellor, the perch Subdir�ctor of the �dinor 
Coun, and the carp President of the Board of Civil Office'. \Vhen the Thang- Emperor desc�nds to the underworld 
he finds a bureaucracy thar mirrors his own. complet� \\"irhJlldge of the Underworld, King of the First Chambel; 
the Grand l\larshall, demon messengers and soldiers, Guards o/"the Bridges, the Three Tribunes for trying and 
reviewing cases, and King Y,lIn,1 hilllself (Amhony YU, ]lJllrIIl:)' 10 fhe IVest, \'01. [, pp. 22 1-2, 235-4.') . University of 
Chicago Press, ChiGlgo, 1977.) [Ed.] 

!l Bureaucratic fcudalism's initially fa\'ourable influence on science can be illustrated by the remarkable examples 
o/" organised field research that were undertaken under imperial auspices in the +8th century. These included a 
meridian survey directed by the Buddhist monk r-Hsing -IT and the Astronomer Royal Nan-Kung Yiieh WJ'8"ll 
in +7�;q�725, and at aboUl the same Lime an exp�dition to the East Indies for the purpose of survcying the 
constellations of the Southern Hemisphere. See sec, vol. 3, pp. 20:! 3, 292 fl�; Needham, Beel; Ho, e/ al. (1964); 
and .'\ecdham (lg8G), p. 7. However, bure<lucratic feudalism played an inhibiting role larer on. Between +14.05 
and +[433 the eunuch admiral Cheng Ho 1II'f.p led <l remarkable series of seven maritime expeditions with a fleet 
of sixty-three oeean-goingjunks that explored the south seas, collecting information on geography and sea routes, 
and bringing back produce, exotic animals, and luxury goods from the isles and from India, not to mention tribute 
from states as far west as the Persian Gulf. These expeditions encouraged advances in navigational technology, and 
increased China's knowledge oflhe outside world. However, the Confucian bureaucracy, which was never in favour 
of these expeditions, took adyantage of a financial crisis and an over-stretched budger to cal! for their termination, 
arguing that they drained the treasury unnecessarily and rhat there was nothing China needed or wanted from 
foreign countries. Their objection \\',IS also most likely due in part 10 the traditional opposition belw�en Confucian 
bureaucrats and power-hungry eunuchs. At any rate, the expcditions werc stoppcd, thus pUlling an end to the 
greatest age of maritime exploration in Chinese history. See sec, \"01. 1 ,  pp. '43-4, and sec, vol. 'I·, pp. 524-5. 
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Bell of Antermony, took place in 'F' (SCC, vol. 5, pt. 7, p. 1 27). And in Volume 5, 

part 3 ,  we recogn ised that if one was going to talk about the entry of modern inorganic 
and organic chemisu'y into China, one would have to come down to the closing years 
of the Igth century. Finally, in Lu & Needham (lg80), pp. 1 ,8 fT., when discussing the 
development of acupuncture, it was clear that the cardinal discovery of acupuncture 
analgesia, permitting major surgery to be performed, was only made in the '95os. 

In writing this Foreword to the concluding part of Volume 7 I must not anticipate 
what I have to say in my 'Conclusion'. We have produced sixteen volumes while I 
have been 'on the bridge', and I am sure that our ship will arrive safely in  port in the 
fullness of time, with another thirteen or fourteen volumes in the hold. 

I am confident that none of these volumes, many of which I have seen in typescript, 
or have discussed with the authors, would cause me to change my views on the growth 
of science in China, or to come to general conclusions different from those which I 
have here elaborated. 

This brings us to the moment for expressions of indebtedness. First, to the many 
authors who have joined me in the enterprise, and whose work has appeared in Science 
alld Civilisation in China, and then to those firm friends and scholars of good will9 whose 
writing could not be included in the published volumes, but who nevenheless did not 
allow disappointment to cloud our friendship. Nor can I overlook the part played by 
those who helped so gready in the production of the volumes -Wang Ling, Lu Gwei
Djen, Gregory Blue (for many years my personal assistant, a constant helper and 
warm fi'iend), Kenneth Robinson, Christopher Cullen and many others, librarians, 
secretaries, among whom T must place Diana Brodie, my private secretary for many 
years, gardeners, administrators, trustees and above all Qur friends of Catnbridge 
University Press whose support has been unremitting since the project began, and 
whose names arc recorded in notc 9. 

9 \\'hcn the hJrcword was fir!;t drafted I wrote or my incalculable dcbllO LlI Gwci-Djcn who shortly aftcrwards 
bccame my wifc. Togethcr we had conceivcd of the 'Scicnce and Civilisation in China' project more than fifty 
years before. This was before I set out for China, during the Second World W;\I; and she departed for America lor 
the duration (as we used to say). Her death in 1991 became our incalculable loss. 

\\"e arc most grateful to the following who have rcad and commented on distinct portions: �laJ·tin Bernal 
(Cornell), Francesca Bray (UCL<\), Peter Burke (Cambridge), Timolhy Cheek (Colorado College), Paul Connenon 
(Cambridgc), Helen Dunstan (Bard College), Nathan Sivin (Univcrsit),ofPennsylvania), Chris Wickham (University 
of\ lanchestcr), R. Bin \Vong (Univcrsity of California, Ilvine). It is also appropriate here to thank all of my earlier 
collaborators on the 'Science and Ch·ilisa.tion in China' project sincc there was hardly a cO[l\"ers. .... tion with any of 
them oyer the past decades that did not have some bearing on the questions we arc dcaling with in Volume 7, and 
express our thanks flrst to all those authors who have contributed parts or whole volumes to the series: \'\lang Ling, 
Kenneth Robinson, Lu Gwei-Djen, 'lSien Tsucn-Hsuin, Ho Ping-YG, �athan Sivin, Robin D. S. Yates, KrzyszIof 
Gawlikowski, Dieter Kuhn. Huang Hsing-Tsung, Francesca Bray, Christian Daniels, Nicholas \ lenzies, Christoph 
Harbsmeicr,Janus Chmielewski, Peter J. Golas, HuangJen-·Yli. 

Nor must we omit to mention those who made a contribution to a volume which could nOt ultimately be included, 
due to the reshaping orthe series. Among these mllst be included Derk Bodde, Immanuel Wallerstein, Timothy 
Brook, Grcgory Blue, Christopher Cullen. Lawrence Krader, i\fariannc Bastid. G. L. Hicks, S. G. Redding. 

I�or the support of our research and wriling, we must mention the National Science Foundation (USA), thc 
\Icllon and the Luee foundations, and the National Institute for Research Advancement Oapan). Without their 
continued support. OLlr work would have heen impossible. 1\'losl of their help was mediated through our New York 
Trust (Chairman, i\lrJohn Diebold); and this is also deserving of aliI' warmcst thanks for obtaining frolll the Kresge 
foundation a grant of'USS'50,OOO towards the building of the SOllth \Ving of our Institute. 

". � ---:-- , 
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I cannot close this .Foreword without also expressing the most sincere appreciation 
for aU those who made possible the planning, design and construction of the building 
in which we work, and in particular its architect Christoph Griller. It will, I trust, be 
a green island of quietness in the Cit)' of Cambridge for many years to come. 

Joseph Needham 1995 



5 0  GENERAL CONCLU SION S 
AND REFLECTION S  

(a) S C I E N C E  A N D  S O C IETY I N  EAST AND WEST ' 

JOSEPH NEEDHAM 

When I first formed the idea, about 1938, of writing a systematic, objective and 
authoritative treatise on the history of science, scientific thought, technology and 
medicine in the Chinese culture-area, I regarded the essential problem as that of why 
modern science2 had not developed in Chinese civilisation (or Indian or Islamic) but 
only in that ofEufope. Nevertheless, as they say in sunny France, 'Attention! Un train 
pcut cacheI' un autre!' As the years went by, and as I began to find out something 
at last about Chinese science and society, I came to realise that there is a second 
question at least equally important, namely, why, between the -1St century and the 
15th century, was Chinese civilisation much more efficient than occidental in gaining 
natural knowledge and in applying it to practical human needs? 

The answer to all such questions lies, I now believe, primarily in the social, intellec
tual and economic structures of the different civilisations. The comparison between 
China and Europe is particularly instructive, almost a bench-test experiment one 
might say, because the complicating factor of climatic conditions docs not enter in. 
Broadly speaking, the range of climate in the Chinese culture-area is not unlike 
that in Europe. It is therefore not possible for anyone to say of China (as has been 
maintained in the Indian case) that the environment of an exceptionally hot climate 
inhibited the rise of modern natural science.3 Although the natural, geographical 
and climatic settings of the dilTerent civilisations undoubtedly played a part in the 
development of their specific charaClcristics, I am in any case not inclined to regard 
this suggestion as valid even for Indian culture. The point is that it cannot even 
be asserted of China. Nonetheless here again we see the enormous importance of 
geography in relation to the civilisations and the way they developed 4 Europe, as 
I have often said, is like an archipelago. There is the Baltic, the North Sea, the 
I rish Channel, the Mediterranean, the Aegean, the Black Sea and then the great 
Atlantic outside the Pillars of Hercules - all inviting maritime commerce and the 

I First puhlished in theJ. D. Bernal Presentation Volume (London, 1964), and then in Sciena alld Soc/efJ' (lg6.j.), 
28. 385, and em/aI/fils (1964), 10. 174; collected in Tlte Gralld Titra/ion (Allen & Unwin, London, Ig6g), and funhcr 
revised for publication here. 

2 If 1 were asked to define modern science, 1 would say that it WilS the combination of mathc mati sed b}1)othcscs 
about natural phenomena with relentless experimentation. On reflection, I am not sure that experimentation 
was not Ihe greatest Chinese stimulus to European alchemy and so indirectly to the European Renaissance, for 
the Greeks did not experiment. but the Chinese did; othcm'isc they would 1U'.'\·cr hm'c made their fundamental 
discoveries such as porcelain and the magnetic compass. 

3 Cr. Ihe writings of Huntington ( 1907), (1924) and especially (]945). 4 1'01' which sec Dorn (199]). 
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activities of sea-captains. I n  contrast to all this, China is a vast land-n1ass, well suited 
for the activities of peasant-farmers in their millions. It is hardly surprising that the 
civilisations turned out to be so different. 

From the beginning I was deeply sceptical of the validity of any of those 'physical
anthropological' or 'racial-spiritual' factors in explaining China's development. 
Everything I have experienced during the fifty years since I first came into close 
personal contact with Chinese friends and colleagues, has only confirmed me in this 
scepticism. They proved to be entirel); as Andreas Corsalis wrote home in a letter to 
Lorenzo di Medici so many centuries ago, 'di nostra qualita'. I believe that the vast 
historical differences between the cultures can be explained by sociological studies, 
and that some day they will be. The funher I penetrate into the detailed history 
of the achievcments of Chinese science and technology bcfore the time when, like 
all other ethnic cultural rivers, they flowed into the ocean of modern science, the 
more convinced I become that the cause for the breakthrough (occurring only in 
Europe) was connected with the special social, intcllectual and economic conditions 
prevailing there at the Renaissance, and can never be explained by any deficiencies 
either of the Chinese mind or of the Chinese intellectual and philosophical tradition. 
In many ways this tradition was much more congruent with modern science than 
was the world-outlook of Christendom. Such a point of view may or may not be a 
Marxist one - for me it is based on study and personal experience of life. 

For the purposes of the historian of science, therefore, we have to be on the watch 
for some essential diiTercnces between the aristocratic-military feudalism of EUfope, 
out of the womb of which mercantile and then industrial capitalism, together with 
the Renaissance and the Reformation, coldd be born; and those other kinds of 
'feudalism' (if that was really what it was) which were characteristic of medieval Asia. 
From the point of view of the history of science we 111USt have something at any rate 
sufficiently different from what existed in Europe to help us solve our problem. This 
is why 1 have never been sympathetic to that trend in Marxist thinking which has 
sought for a rigid and unitary formula of the stages of social development which all 
civilisations 'must have passed through'. 

Primitive communalism, the earliest of these, is a concept which has evoked luueh 
debate. Though such a phase is commonly rejected by the majority of Western 
anthropologists and archaeologists (with, of course, some notable exceptions such 
as V Gordon Childe), it has always seemed to me eminently sensible to conceive 
of a state of society before the differentiation of social classes, and in my studies of 
ancient Chinese society I have found it appearing through the mists clearly enough, 
time after time. Nor at the other end of the story is there any essential difficulty in 
the transition from feudalism to capitalism, though of course this "vas enormously 
complex in detail, and much has still to be worked out.5 In particular the exact 
connections between the social and economic changes and the rise of modern science, 
that is to say, the successful application of mathematical hypotheses to the systematic 

.'i On diITerell1 aspccis of feudalism see \Vallersreil\ (1992). 
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experimental investigation of natural phenomena, remain elusive. All historians, no 
matter what their theorctical inclinations and prejudices, are necessarily constrained 
to admit that the rise of modern science occurred pari passu with the Renaissance, 
the Reformation and thc rise of capitalism 6 It is the intimate connections between 
the social and economic changes on the one hand and the success of the 'new, or 
experimental' science on the other which are the most difficult to pin down. A great 
deal can be said about this, for example the vitally important role of the 'higher 
artisanate' and its acceptance into the company of educated scholars at this time; 7 
but the prcsent writing is not thc place for it because we are in pursuit of something 
else. For us thc essential point is that thc development of modern science occurred 
in Europe and nowhere else. 

In comparing thc position of Europc with China, one of the problems of inter pre
tation we face is whether China ever passed through a 'slave society' analogous to 
that of classical Greece and Rome. The question is, of course, not merely whether thc 
institution of slavery existed - that is quite a different mattcr- but whether the society 
was ever based on it B According to my own cxperienccs with Chinese archaeology 
and literature, for what they are worth, I am not very inclined to believe that Chinese 
society, even during the Shang and early Chou periods, was ever a slave-based soci
ety in the samc sense as the Mcditerranean cultures with their slave-manncd galleys 
plying the NIediterrancan and their lalifulldia spread over the fields of Italy. Here I 
diverge, with deep humility, from some contemporary Chinese scholars, who havc 
becn extremely impressed by the 'single-track' system of developmental stagcs of 
socicty prominent in Marxist thinking during the past seventy years. The subject is 
still under intensive debate and we cannot yet say that certainty has been achieved 
in any aspect of it. In thc years 1956-7 at Cambridge we had a scries of lcctures on 
slavery in the different civilisations, in the course of which the participants aU had 
to agrce that thc actual forms of slavery were very different in Chinese society from 
anything known e1sewhere.9 Owing to the dominance of clan and family obligations 
it was rather doubtful whether anyone in that civilisation could have been called 
'free' in some of the Wcstern senses, whilc on the other hand (contrary to what many 
believe) chattel-slavery was distinctly rare. 10 The fact is that no one fully knows what 
was the status of servile and scm i-servile groups in the differcnt periods in China 
(and there were many difTerent kinds of such groups): neither Western sinologists 

6 The great stumbling-block here forthe intcrnalisl school ofhisloriography ofscience is the question of historical 
causation. Scenting ecollomic determinism under evcry formulation, Ihey insist that the scientific revolution, as 
primarily a rcvolmion in scientific ideas, cannot have been 'derivative from' some other social movement slIch as the 
Reformation or the risc of capitalism. Perhaps for the moment we could seltle for some such phrase as "indissolubly 
associated with . .' .  The internalisls always seem to me essentially Manichacan; they do not like 10 admit that 
scientists have bodies, cal and drink and livc social livcs among their fellow-men, whose practical problems cannOt 
remain unknown (0 them; nor are the imcrnalists willing to credit their scientific subjects with subconscious minds. 

7 This faclOr was much cmphasised and elaborated by the late Edgar Zilsel (see Bibliography C). Its importance 
has rcccmly been recognised by the well-known medicvali�t, A. C. Crombie ( lg63). See also his (lg6t), p. [3. 

1:1 Sec Wallerstein (1992) and Needham (1969a), p. 167. 
9 This symposium was organised and presided ovcr by Profcssor E. G. Pulleyblank. 

10 Sec Pullcyblank (1958b). 
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nor even the Chinese scholars thClTIseives. I I  A great amount of research remains to 
be done, but I think it seems already clear that neither in the economic nor in the 
political field was ehattcl-slm"CrY cver a basis for the whole of society in China in the 
saIne way as it was at some times in the vVest. 

Although the question orthe slave basis of society has a certain importance in so far 
as i t  afTects the position orscience and technology among the Grecks and Romans, 1 2  
i t  i s  of  course less germane to  what was originally my central point of  interest, 
namely the origin and development of modern science in the late Renaissance in 
the "Vest. I t could, howevcl� have a very important bearing on the greater success 
DC Chinese society in the application of the sciences of Nature to human benent 
during the earlier period, the first fourteen centuries of the Christian era and four 
or five centuries prior to thaL. Is it nOl vcry striking and signiJicant that China has 
nothing whatever to show comparable with the use of' slaves on the La/jluNelia in 
agriculture or at sea in galleys in the �I{edi(erranean? Sail, and a very refined usc 
of it, was the universal method of propulsion of Chinese ships from ancient times. 
China has few records of the mass use of the lllllnan mOlOr comparable with the 
building methods of ancient Egypt, though the building of the Great Wall is an 
outstanding exception, So also it is remarkable that we have nevcr so far come across 
any inlportant instance of the refusal of an invention in Chinese society due to fear 
of technological unemployment before the 19th century 1 3  If Chinese labour-power 
was so vast as most people imagine, it is not easy to see why this factor should not 
sometimes have come into play, VVc have nunlerous examples ofiabour-savingdevices 
introduced at early times in Chinese culture, very of len much earlier than in Europe, 
A concrete case would be the wheelbarrow, not known in the West before the 13th 
century but common in China in the +3rcl and arising there almost ccnainly two 
hundred years earlier than that. It may well be that just as the bureaucratic apparatus 
will explain the failure of modern science (0 arise spontaneously in Chinese culture, 
so also the absence of mass chattel-slavery may turn out to have been an important 
factor in the greater success of Chinese culture in fostering pure and applied science 
in the earlier centuries, 

The far greater problem that arises when we compare the histories of Europe 
and China, however, is how far and in what way did Chinese feudalism (if that is 
the proper term for it) differ from European feudalism. In my early days, when 
1 was still a working biochemist, 1 was greatly influenced by Karl A, \IVittfogel's 

I I  At least we haw' been able to show (\'o1. .h p, 2, pp. 35 IT,) thaI ser"ile or sCllli·sel'\'i1e rank \\'a� no barrier 10 
official, if not \'cry exahed, positions, This was so in Ihe case of Hsin-Tu Fang: 1t:iJ!::f (ff, +525) and Kcng Hsiin 
It*.tfi] (ff, +593), 'I'he former was in charge 01',,11 the scientific apparatus at the '1'110P'-' court of Northern \\'ei "nd 
the latter rose 10 moderately high rank in Ihe Bureau of Astronomy and Calcll(br IInder the Sui, 

12  It i� always said that the Greeks and Romans were less interested in bbour·saving cievi(cs than they might 
have been because there was always a lar�t: �lavc population around to carry out desired changes by mu�ck·power: 

n \Vith the mass introduction of \\'estern technology in the 19th century, howc\'er, lhe silll<ltion was altered, 
J. Dyer Ball's artic1e in Things ClliIl151(1904) on 'Railways', for example, quotes descriptiotlS and sources ill tIle Chinese 
press from 1891 to 1899 of Ihe resistance to Ihe building of railways by the Chinese government. These articles 
were \\Titten from the point of view of the ('ilpilaiisl de"eloper and do not stress Chint'se fcars of unemployment 
and foreign domination, 

.. .  -. -- , 
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book, Wirtschaji und Gesellschafi Chinas, written when he was a more or less orthodox 
iVlarxist in pre-Hitler Germany. '+ He was interested in developing the conccption 
of �siatic bureaucratism' or Ibureaucratic feudalism' as I found later on that some 
Chinese historians called it. '5  This concept arose from the works of Marx and Engels 
themselves who had based it partly on, or derived it from, the observations of the '7th
century Frenchman Fra!1,ois Bernier, physician to the Mogul emperor Aurangzeb 
in India '6 

Marx and Engels spoke about the 'Asiatic mode of production'. How exactly it 
could or should be defined has been the subject of animated discussions in recent 
decades. 1 7  Broadly speaking, it was the growth of a State apparatus fundamentally 
bureaucratic in character and operated by a non-hereditary elite upon the basis 
of a large number of relatively self-governing peasant communities, still retaining 
much tribal character and with little or no division oflabour as between agriculture 
and industry. The form of exploitation here consisted essentially in the collection 
of taxes for the centralised State, i.e. the royal or imperial court and its regiments 
of bureaucratic officials. The justification of the State apparatus was, of course, 
twofold: on the one hand it organised the defence of the whole area (whether an 
ancient 'feudal' state or later the entire Chinese empire), and on the otl,er hand it 
organised the construction and maintenance of public works. It is possible to say 
without fear of contradiction that throughout Chinese history the latter [unction 
was more important than the forme,; and this was one o[ the things that Witt[ogel 
saw. The nccessities of the country's topography and agriculture imposed fi'om the 
beginning a vast series ofwater-works ! B  directed to (a) the conservation of the great 
rivers, in flood-protection and the like, (b) the use of water for irrigation, especially 
[or wet rice cultivation, and (c) the development of a far-flung canal system (Fig. 2), 
whereby the tax-grain could be brought to granary centres and to the capital. All 
this necessitated, besides tax cxploitation, the organisation of corvee labour and one 
might say that the only dUlies o[ thc self-governing peasant communities ms-a-vis the 
State apparatus were thc payment o[tax and the provision oflabour power for public 

H I also Jc •• rnt much from a golden little book by Hellmut Wilhelm, the son of the great sinologist Richard 
\\,ilhelm, Gtsel/schqft Illld Staat ill Chilla (19-1-4)' It is most unfonunate that this non-1\larxist work has long been quite 
inaccessibJc. and that there has never been an English translation of it. 1\ly views on 'feudalism' ill China may be 
found in Needham (! g6ga), pp. 1 67 8. 

1:, I think, looking back, that I first fixed upon the phrase 'bureaucratic feudalism' during the years when I was 
in China (19.�'2-6) during the Second World W·ar. 'Feudalism' was then becoming a tel'lll or abuse for all previous 
societies but that did not deter me from using it. I sec now, however, that for sllch a term to penain, you should 
ha\'c a lowest stratum of society which was bound to the land they tilled the serfs - and if that was never the case 
ill China, then the lerm should not be used. It might be bener then, to say 'feudal bureaucratism'. Elsewhere in 
this volume I have gi\'en sufllcient examples of what 'bureaucratism' meant in China, and that is the main thing. 

16 Tltt History riftlle I.../Ile Rt1'011Itioll cifllte /.!.llIpilf cifthe GrMI Mogul, origin;'llly published in French (Paris, 1671); many 
limes republished, as by Dass (Calculta, 1909). In the course of it Bernier said, 'There is no meum and tuum among 
them, as there is among us'. He was one of the firsl to usc the word 'prebcndal' to mean that stage of society in 
which all the officials get their incomes from the imperial treasury and 1)01 from dircct oWllership of feudal lands. 
See the famous letter of ),[arx to Engels. 2 JUlie 1853-

17 Sec below. pp. 1'2 iT:. for which I have had the advantage of collaboration with Gregory Blue, who originally 
learnt Russian in order to be able \0 study at first hancl the debates orlhe t930S 011 the 'Asiatie l\[ode of Production'. 
Sec BIllc (1979) . 

III This point is developed by Dol'll (1991), pp. xvi, 33 and 35 ff. 
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Figure 2 .  lIIuslration of a flash-lock gate (bOHOm-len). From The Grand Titra/ioll. Fig. 27, li"Om Baylin (1929). 

purposes when called upon to give it. 1 9 Besides this the State bureaucracy assumed 
the function of the general organisation of production (Fig. 3), i.e. the direction of 
broad agricultural policy, and for this reason the State apparatus of such a type of 
society may well be given the appellation of ' an economic high command'. Only in 
China do we find among the most ancient high officials the Ssu Kilung "iil�, the SSIi 
Thu "iiltE and the Ssu Nung "iil ,l (Director of Public Engineering Works, Director 

1 9 One can detect in this model silnilaritics to tht: system of pcople's communcs, bywhich the Chinese countryside 
was organised between 1958 and 1979- Sec, for example, Strong (1964), writing on changes imfocluccd at that time. 
The principle of the rational and maximal utilisation of manpower is one which goes back more than 2,000 years 
in Chinese hi5(01)" and its liming \\'a5 one of the functions of the ;cconomic high command'. 

--- , -- - . 
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Figure 3. Nominating the Right i>.len for Office. from The Grand Titration, Fig. '28. 
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o f  Public Instruction and Minister for Agriculture). Nor can we forget that the 
(nationalisation' of salt and iron manufacture (the only commodities which had 
to travel, because not everywhere producible), suggested first in the -5th century, 
was thoroughly put into practice in the -2nd century. Also in the Han there was 
a governmental Fermented Beverages Authority; and there arc many examples of 
similar bureaucratic industries under subsequent dynasties.2o 

Various other aspects of this situation reveal themselves as one looks further into 
it; for example, peasant production was not under private control, and theoretically 
all the land within the whole empire belonged to the Emperor and the Emperor 
alone. There was at first a semblance of landed property securely held by individual 
families, but this institution never developed in Chinese history in a way comparable 
with feudal fief tenures of the West, since Chinese society did not retain the system 
ofprimogeniture.21 Hence all landed estates had to be parcelled out at each demise 
of the head of the family. Again, in that society, the conception of the city-state was 
absent; the towns were purposefully created as nodes in the administrative network, 
though very often no doubt they tended to grow up at spontaneous market centres. 
Every town was a fortified city held for the Prince or the Emperor by his civil 
governor and his military official. Since the economic function was so much lTIore 
important in Chinese society than the military it is not surprising that the governor 
was usually a more highly respected person than the garrison commandcr.22 Lastly, 
broadly speaking, slaves were not used in agricultural production, nor indeed very 
much in industry; slavery was primarily domestic, or as some would say, 'patriarchal' 
in charactel� 23 throughout the ages. 

In its later highly developed forms such as one finds in Thang or Sung China the 
'Asiatic mode of production' developed into a social system which, while fundamen
tally 'feudal', in the limited sense that most of the wealth was based on agricultural 
exploitation)24 was essentially bureaucratic and not military-aristocratic. It is quite 
impossible to over-estimate the depth or the civilian elhos in Chinese history. Impe
rial power was exercised not through a hierarchy of enfeoITed barons but through 

20 Cf. Schunnanll ([956). 
2 1 Primogeniture was, howcwl: less widespread in Europe than is usually imagined. 
1"1 In a recent book on Ihe " angtzc, ,·an Slykc (1988) has much to s.."1y about merchants and mercantile anivilY 

in traditional China, especially in connection with rice, salt, silk and {//llIIg Ifii. oil. He well describes the activities of 
Ihe rich merchants of medieval China, and though he trembles un the verge of stating that bureaucratic feudalism 
meant that capitalism (as well as modern science) could not de,·clop in China. he docsn't actually do so. But he 
makes imeresting statemet1!s such <1$, 'The Etc! thaI both oflici;\ls ;\nd merchants centred their acrivitics in cities 
large and small meant that the merchants had no urhan arena of their own in which autonomously to develop 
their own values and instittnions, to becomc. that is, a genuine bourgeoisie.' Again he says that guilds in China 
were defensive with respect to political authori[)� not vehides for the development of an alternati,·c vision of 
society. Central Asia may have known some city-states, l)LtI descending from their Greek antecedents, they were 
overwhelmingly characteristic of Europe, where they again appeared, first in ilaly, like Venice, Pisa and Genoa, 
then in Holland, like Rotterdam and Amsterdam, finalJy Antwerp and London. together with the cities of the 
Hanseatic League. AJI these were by a long tradition children oflhe Gn:ck city-state. 

13 Sec Tokei (1959), p. 2 9 1 .  
'2-1 This must not be  taken to mean that industry and trade wcre poorly den:loped in medie,·al China. On the 

comrary, especially in thc Sotnhern Sung in the 12th and 13th centuries, they were so producti\·c and prosperous 
that the continuance oCthe t)'Pical hureaucratic form is wltal surprises. 
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an extremely elaborate civil service which \I\'esterners know of as the 'mandarinatel, 
enjoying no hereditary principle of succession to estates but recruited afresh in every 
generation. All [ can say is that throughout nearly fifty years of study of Chinese cul
ture, I have found that these conceptions have made more sense in my understanding 
of Chinese society than any others. I believe that it will be possible to show in some 
considerable detail why Asian 'bureaucratic feudalism' at first favoured the growth 
of natural knowledge and its application to technology for human benefit, while later 
on it inhibited the rise of modern capitalism and of modern science, in contrast with 
the other form of feudalism in Europe which favoured it - by decaying and gener
ating the new mercantile order of society.25 A predominantly mercantile order of 
society could never arise in Chinese ci\'ilisation because the basic conception of the 
mandarin ate was opposed not only to the principles of hereditary aristocratic feudal
ism but also to the value-system of the wealthy merchams. Capital accumulation in 
Chinese society there could indeed be, but the application of it in permanently pro
ductive industrial enterprises was constantly inhibited by the scholar-bureaucrats, 
as indeed was any other social action which might threaten their supremacy Thus, 
the merchant guilds in China never achie,·ed anytlling approaching the status and 
power of the merchant guilds of the city-states of European civilisation.26 

In many ways I should be prepared to say that the social and economic system 
of medieval China was much more rational than til at of medieval Europe. The sys
tem of imperial examinations for entry into the bureaucracy, a system which had 
taken its origin as far back as the -2nd century, together with the age-old practice 
of the 'recommendation of outstanding talent', brought it about that the mandar
inate recruited to itself the best brains of the nation (and the nation was a whole 
sub-continent) for l1l0re than 2,000 years.27 This slands in very great contrast with 
the European situation where the best brains were not especially likely to arise in the 
families of the feudal lords, still less among the more restricted group of eldest sons 
of feudal lords. There were of course certain bureaucratic features of early medieval 
European society, for example the office of the 'Counts', the institutions which gave 
rise to the position of 'Lord Lieutenant', and the widely customary use of bishops 
and clergy as administrators under the king, but all this fell far short of the system
atic utilisation of administrative talent which the Chinese system brought fully into 
play 

jVloreover, not only was administrative talent brought forward and settled thor
oughly into the right place, but so strong was the Confucian ethos and ideal that 
the chief representatives of those who were not scholar-gentry remained for the 
most part conscious of their lesser position in the scheme of things. When [ was 
giving a talk to a university society on these subjects, someone asked the excel
lent question, 'How was it that the military men could accept their inferiority to 
the civil officials throughout Chinese history?' After all, 'the power of the sword' 

2':' Sec i'\ecdham (lg86). 26 Sec !\Iorse (1932). 
2; A remarkable sidelight on this will be round in lhe paper by Lu G\\'('i-Djcn & Needham (1963), 'China and 

the Ori&rln or (Qualifying) Examinations in !\ lcdicine·. 
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has been ovcnvhelming i n  other civilisations. ''''hat immediately came t o  my mind 
in replying was the imperial charisma carried by the bureaucracy,28 the holiness of 
the written character (when I first went to China the stoves for giving honourable 
cremation to any piece of paper with words written on it \-vcre still to be seen at 
every temple), and the Chinese conviction that the sword might win but only the 
logos could maintain. There is a famous story about the first Han emperor who 
was impatient with the elaborate ceremonies devised for the court by his attendant 
philosophers, till one of them said to him, 'You conquered the empire on horse
back, but from horseback you will never succeed in ruling it

, 29 Thereaftcr the rites 
and ceremonies were allowed to unfold in all their liturgical majesty. 30 In ancient 
times the Chinese leader was olten an important official and a gcneral indiscrim
inately, and what is significant is that the psychology of military men themselves 
clearly admitted their inreriorit}� They were very often 'failed civilians'. Of course, 
force was the ultimate argument, the final sanction, as in aU societies, but the ques
tion was - what force, moral or purely physical? The Chinese profoundly believed 
that only the former lasted, and what the latter could gain only the (or mer could 
keep. 

Furthermore, there may have been technical factors in the primacy of the spoken 
and written word in Chinese society. I t  has been demonstrated that in ancient times in 
China the progress of invention in offensive weapons, especially the efficient crossbow 
(Fig. 4), far outstripped progress in defensive armour.3 1  There are many cases in 
antiquity of feudal 100·ds being killed by commoners or peasants well armed with 
crossbows, the penetrating power of which made the wearing of armour useless, a 
situation quite unlike the favourable position of the heavily armed knight in Western 
medieval society. Hence, perhaps, arose the Confucian emphasis on persuasion. 
The Chinese were Whigs, 'for Whigs admit no force but argument> 32 The Chinese 

211 One should add the high moral standards of Confucianism which exerted great social pressure throughout 
the ages upon the members of the mandarinatc. 

29 These were the words ofLlI Chia, in -196 (eNS, eh. 43, p. 6b, TCKM, eh. 3, p. 4Gh). Anothcrcourt liturgiologist 
was Shu-Sun Thung, who reponed in ---'201 that 'the Emperor had abolished the complex and difficult rites of 
Chhin . . . but the result was thm when the officers drank together, Ihe)' dispU\cd about precedence, got drunk, 
shouted and banged their swords on the columns of the halls. The Emperor was disgusted. Shu-Sun Thung said to 
him. "Scholars may not be able to conquer an empire, but they can help to preserve it. I suggest that you convoke 
all the literali of Lu and instruct them to draw llP an imperial code or rites" . . .  fAfter the first trial of it] the 
Emperor said. "This day for the first time I see what imperial majesty means.'" This comes rrom CHS, ch. 43, 
pp. [5b fT. Hence TCKM, eh. 3. p. 25h. 

30 Sec SC(.� mJ. I, p. 103. 
31 On the early date of the crossbow, and its remarkable effects, sec sec, \'01. 5, pI. 6. 
32 This is a quotation linin an amusing battle between the Whigs of Cambridge and the Tories of Oxford in the 

[8th century. George 1 precipitated it b}' sending at the same time a pn!sent or books to Cambridge and a troop of 
cavalry 10 Oxford. Joseph Trapp (1679 to [747) began it with the following verse: 

'I'he King, observing with judiciolls eyes 
The State of both his universities 
To Oxrord sent a troop of horse, and why? 
That learned body wanted loyalty. 
To Cambridge books, as very well discerning 
I-Iow much that loyal body wanted learning. 
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Figure 4. �Jakcrs of Crossbows in their \Vorkshop. From The Grand Titration, Fig. 29· 

peasant-farmer could not be driven into battle to defend the boundaries of his State, 
for instance, before the unification of the empire, since he would be quite capable 
of shooting his Prince first; but if he was persuaded by ti,e philosophers, whether 

To which Sir William Brown (169:2 to 1774) made the following rcply: 

The King to Oxford sent a troop of horse, 
For -lories own no argumcIlt but force: 
With equal skill to Cambridge books he sent, 
tor Whigs admit no force but argument. 

See Oxford Dietiol/my qf OlIO/a/jollS, pp. 8]. 5+8, ciling ;Vic/lOIS Litaary AI/udoles, voL 3, p. 330. 
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patriols or sophists, thai il was necessary 10 fight for Ihal State, as, indeed, also later 
for the empire, then he would march. Hence the presence of a certain an10ul11 of 
what one might call 'propaganda' (not necessarily in a pejorative sense) in Chinese 
classical and historical texts - a kind of 'personal equation' for which the historian 
has 10 make proper allowance. There was nothing peculiar 10 China in this. It is, 
of course, a world-wide phenomenon nOliceable from Josephus 10 Gibbon, but the 
sinologist has always to be on Ihc lookoul for it, for it IVas the dijilUtofthe bureaucratic 
civilian qualiM. 

Yet another argument is of interest in this connection, namely the fact that the 
Chinese were always primarily peasant-farmers, and not engaged in either ani
mal husbandry or sea-faring.33 These two latter occupations encourage excessive 
command and obedience; the cowboy or shepherd drives his animals about, the 
sea-captain gives orders to his Cfew which are neglected at the peril of everyone's 
life on board, bUI the peasant-farmer, once he has done all that is necessary for Ihe 
crops, muSI wait for them to come up. A famous parable in Chinese philosophical 
literature derides a man of Sung who was discontented with the growth rate of his 
plants and staned 10 pull at them to help them to come up 34 Force, therefore, was 
ah.vays the \",rong way of doing things, hence civil persuasion rather than 111ilitary 
might was always the correct way of doing things. And everything that one could say 
for the posilion of the soldier vis-it-vis the civil official holds good, lIlulatis mulandis, for 
Ihe merchant. Wealth as such was not valued. It had no spiritual power. It could give 
comfort, but not wisdom, and in China affiuence carried comparatively little pres
tige. The one idea of every merchant's son was to become a scholal; to rise high in 
the bureaucracy.35 Thus did Ihe syslem perpetuale ilselfthrough 10,000 generations. 
I am not sure Ihat il is slill not alive, though raised of course to a higher plane, for is 
not the Party official, whose position is quite irrelevant 10 the accidents of his binh, 
expected to despise bOlh aristocralic values on the one hand and acquisitive values 
on the other? I n  a word, perhaps socialism was the spirit of undominating justice 
imprisoned within the shell of Chinese medieval bureaucratism 36 Basic Chinese 
traditions may perhaps be more congruent with the scientific ,""orId co-operative 
commonwealth than those of Europe. 

Between 1920 and 1934 there were great discussions in the Soviet Union and 
elsewhere aboul whal Marx had meant by Ihe �sialic mode of production'. Re
cent research by authors such as Giani Sofri,37 IVlarian Smver,:;s S. P. Dunn,39 and 
especially V N. Nikiforov40 illustrates how those in Ihe 1930S who argued for Ihe 
succession: primitive communalism-slave-society-feudalism-capitalism-socialisIn, 

:I� This contrast was, I lhink, first appreciated by Andre Haudricourl. See his article, Haudricourt (1962), p. 46. 
'\4 Sec sec, \'01. 2, p. 576. 
3;' In Chinese opera, one orthe characteristic eonli<: characters is the lIoll1'enu-riduyoungman who thinks (wrongly) 

that
, 

everything can be bought for money. 
J6 or collrse thc medieval mamlarinatc was part or an exploiting system, like those or \Vestern feudalism and 

capitalism. but as a non-hereditary elite it did oppose both aristocratic and mercantile ways of'lifc. Cf. the work by 
Brandt, Schwanz & Fairbank (1952) and Needham (1960b) in (1969a). 

37 Sofi'i (1973). 31l Sawer (1977). 39 Dunn (1982). -w Nikiforov (1970). 
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""entually gained the day and how this became the standard order of stages in 
oviet lVIarxist historical writing. The climate of dogmatism which prevailed in the 

social sciences during the personality-cult period clearly played an important role 
in this situation 4 1  In the 19505 and especially the 1960s Marxist authors of various 
nationalities and persuasions expressed great elnbarrassment that 'feudalisI11', for in
stance, had become a mcaningless term.'�2 'Obviously', they said, 'a socia-economic 
stage which covers both Ruanda-Urundi today and France in 1788, both China in 
1900 and Norman England, is in danger of losing any kind of specific character 
likely to assist analysis . . .  '. Subdivisions were thus desperately needed. Joan Simon 
posed the 'rehabilitation' of Marx's Asiatic mode or even several modes, to enable a 
differentiation of the nomenclature betvleen regional variations. The use of the term 
'protO-feudal' (which [ believe I myself invented) was also recommended for a single 
basic stage which then developed in different ways. Since then the publication of 
l\Iarx's Grundlisse43 in other West European languages, and more recently the pub
lication of his ethnological notebooks by Lawrence Krader,4-I have gone a long way 
towards making known and disseminating the original views of Marx and Engels on 
such subjects. Howevel; in regard to our specific concern - the nature of traditional 
Chinese society - we still await an analysis, whether in terms of the 'Asiatic mode of 
production' or othcn-vise, that is completely convincing . 

One great question is whether Marx and Engels regarded this as something qual
itatively difrerent from one or other of the classically distinguished types of society 
in the rest of the world, or only quantitatively different. It is not yet clear whether 
[hey saw it as essentially a 'transitory' situation (though in some cases it might be 
capable of age-long stabilisation) or whether they thought of 'bureaucratism' as a 
fourth fundamental type of class society. Was the 'Asiatic mode of production' simply 
a variation of classical feudalism? Some Chinese historians have certainly regarded 
it as a special type of feudalism. But sometimes Marx and Engels seemed to speak 
as if they did consider it as something qualitatively different from slave production 
or feudal production. There was also always the question how far the conceptions 
of ' bureau era tic feudalism' might be applieable to pre-Columbian America or other 
societies such as medieval Ceylon (Sri Lanka) . 

For many years it was usual for the name on�rittfogel to be mentioned with aver
sion in Marxist writings on this tOpie. During the Hitler period Wittfogel migrated 
from Germany to America, where he lived and worked until his death.-I-5 He was a 
great brandisher of tomahawks in  the intellectual Cold Wal; and those writers who 
regard his book Oriental Despolism,6 as propaganda directed against Russia and China 
old and new, or against Asian cultures generally, are only too probably correet. In 
his American period Wittfogcl sought to attribute all abuses of power, whether in 
totalitarian or other societies, to the principle of bureaucratism; but the fact that he 

-tl See al)(}\c, pp. 2 n: 42 Simon (lg62), p. 183. 13 Marx (1973). 
45 See \\Iittfogd (1978), which is largely autobiographical. 
46 Wiufogcl (1957). Among the mallY critiques ofWittfoge!'s ideas may be mentioned an interesting study from 

the juristic poim of\·icw by Lee (1964-). 
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became a great opponent of the ideas regarding ancient and imperial Chinese history 
which I and many others favour does not alter the fact that he once set them forth 
quite brilliantly himself, and thus I still admire his Wirtschllfl lInd Cesellschafl Chinas 
(1931), and his other works from this early period, while deprecating his latter-day 
views. Although from the 1950S he perhaps overdid it, I do not regard his theory of 
'hydraulic society' as essentially erroneous, for I also believe that the spatial range of 
public works (river control, irrigation and the building of transport canals) in Chinese 
history transcended time after time the barriers between the territories of individ
ual feudal or proto-feudal lords. I t  thus invariably tended to concentrate power 
at the centre, i.c. in the bureaucratic apparatus, arched above the granular 111ass 
of 'tribal' clan viliagesY I think it played an important part, therefore, in making 
Chinese feudalism 'bureaucratic'. Of course it does not matter from the standpoint 
of the historian of science and technology how different Chinese feudalism was from 
European feudalism, but it has got to be different enough (and I firmly believe it 
was different enough) to account for the total inhibition of capitalism and modern 
science in China as against the successful development of both these features in the 
West. 

As for bureaucracy, it is sheer nonsense to lay all social evil at its door. But was 
it aClUally productive in fostering science? I doubt it. I imagine that the invention 
of poundlock gatcs would be something typical of the hydraulic element, and the 
scanning of the skies in China was intimately related to thc elaboration of the calendar 
and the mode of government. But there seems no bureaucratic reason why the 
Chinese should have invented the mechanical clock as they did, with the water
wheel !inkwork cscapemcnt which brought round one bucket after another every 
twenty seconds or so on the rim of a large wheel. It will not be denied that the 
mechanical dock is the greatest instrUlnent of modern science, being able to tell 
accurately the progress 0(" time. Yet further use of the mechanical clock in China 
was not developed. The seeds of modern science were there, but their growth was 
inhibited. There are other examples of this which we hope to summarisc below in 
our General Conclusions. The Chinese had the inventiveness, but lacked the social 
conditions for the elaboration of modern science. Now thal social conditions are 
altered and modern science has been adopted in China, Chinese inventiveness can 
be expected to come into full play once again. 

In a word, I cannot see lhat the early scientific achievement of China was due 
to the hydraulic bureaucratic system. But in other ways bureaucratism has been a 
magnificent instrument of human social organisation. Furthermore, it is going to be 
vvith us) ifhumanity endures, for many centuries to come. The fundamental problem 
before us now is the humanisation of bureaucracy, so that under socialism not only 
shall its organising power be used for the benefit of the ordinary man and woman; 
but that it shall be known and palpably felt and seen to be so used. Modern human 

-17 This argument is exactly stated in the 1(11 Thitft un (Discourses on Salt and Iron) of about -80, cb. [3, p. HI. 
Sec sec, vol. 4, pt. 3, pp. 26-1 n: 
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society is, and will increasingly be, based on modern science and technology, and 
the more this goes on the more indispensable a highly organised bureaucracy will 
be. The fallacy here is to compare such a system after the rise of modern science 
with any precursor systems which existed before it. For modern science has given 
us a vast wealth of instruments from telephones to computers which now and only 
now could truly implement the will to humanise bureaucracy. That will may rest on 
what is essentially Confucianism, TaoislTI, and revolutionary Christianity, as well as 
Marxism 4s 

The term 'oriental despotism' recalls of course the speculations of the Physiocrats 
in r8th-century France, who were deeply influenced by what was then known of the 
Chinese economic and social structure.49 For them, of course, it was an enlightened 
despotism, which they much admired, not the grim and wicked system ofWittfoge!'s 
later imagination. SinoiogislS throughout the vvorld were itnpatient with his later 
book5o because it persistently selected from the facts. Thus, for example, it is inlpOS
sible to say that there was no educated public opinion in medieval China. On the 
contrary the scholar-gentry and the scholar-bureaucrats constituted a wide and very 
powerful public opinion, and there were times when the Emperor might command 
but the bureaucracy would not obey. 5 1  In theory, the Emperor might be an absolute 
ruler; but in practice what happened was regulated by long-established precedent 
and convention, interpreted age after age by the Confucian exegesis of historical 
texts. China has always been a 'one-Party State', and for over 2,000 years the rule 
was that of the Confucian Party. My opinion is, therefore, that the term 'oriental 
despotism' is no more justified in the hands of Wittfogel than it was in those of the 
Physiocrats, and I never use it myself. On the other hand there are many Marxist 
terms, some old and some more recently gaining prominence, which I find great 
difficulty in adopting. For example, in some texts the 'imaginalY State construct' is 
contrasted with the 'real substratum' of the independent peasant villages. This does 
not seem to me justifiable because in its way the State apparatus was quite as real as 
the work of the peasant-farmers. Nor do I like to apply the term 'autonomic' to the 
village communities because I think it was only true within very definite limitations. 
The truth is that we urgently need the development of some entirely new technical 
terms. We are dealing here with states of society rar removed from anything that the 
West ever knew, and in coining these new technical terms I would suggest that we 
might make use of Chinese forms rather than continuing to insist on using Greek 
and Latin roots to apply to societies which were enormously different. Here the term 
kuan hao '§ 1* for the bureaucracy might come in useful. If we could get a more ad
equate terminology it would also help us to consider certain other related problems. 
Here I am thinking of the remarkable fact that]apanese society was more similar to 

·18 Though onc of the great religions of China, Buddhism, being so unworldly, is not included here. 
49 On this see L. A. J\lavenck's Chil/a: A .ModtfJoT Europe ([9+6) which includes a translation orE Quesnay's (1767) 

Lt /Jrs/JOlismt d( la Chille. 
50 Sec, for example, the revicw by Pulleyblank (1958a). 
51 Cf. Liu Tzu-Chien, 1\n Early Sung Reformer, Fan Chung-Yen' (1957), p. [05. 
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that of\<Vestern European society than that of China, and for that very reason more 
capable of developing modern capitalism. This has been recognised by historians 
for a long tinle past, but recent writings have pinpointed rather precisely the exact 
ways in which Japanese military-aristocratic feudalislTI could generate capitalislTI as 
Chinese bureaucratic society could not S2 

[t seems clear, at any rate, that the early superiority of Chinese science and Iechnol
ogy through long centuries must be placed in relation to the elaborate, rationalised 
and conscious mechanisms of a society having the character of 'Asiatic bureaucracy'. 
It was a society which functioned fundamentally in a 'learned' way, the seats of 
power being filled by scholars, not military commanders. Central authority relied 
a great deal upon the 'auLOmatic' functioning of the village communities, and in 
general tended to reduce to the minimum its intervention in their life. I have already 
written (above, pp. 1-2) of the fundamental difference between peasant-farmers on 
the one hand and shepherds or seamen on the other. This difference is expressed 
epigrammatically in the Chinese terms wei ill and wu wei ;i!!l;�. Wei meant appli
cation of the force of \-vill-power, the determination that things, animals, or even 
other men, should do what they were ordered to do, but lOll wei was thc opposite 
of this, leaving things alone, !citing Nature take her course, profiting by going with 
the grain of things instead of going against it, and knowing how not to interfere.53 
viii, wei was the great Taoist watchword throughout the ages, the untaught doctrine, 
the wordless edict.54 It was summarised in that numinous group of phrases which 
Bertrand Russell collected from his time in China, 'production without possession, 
action vvithout self-assertion, development without don1ination,.55 Now wu wei, the 
lack of interference, might very well be applied to a respect for the 'automotive' 
capacity of the individual farmers and their peasant communities. Even when the 
old 'Asiatic' society had given place to 'bureaucratic feudalism' such conceptions 
remained very much alive in Chinese political practice and government adminis
tration that had been inherited from ancient Asian society ane! from the singlc pair 
of opposites, 'villages-prinec'. Thus, all through Chinese history, the best magistrate 
was he who intervened leasl in society's affairs, and all through history, too, the chief 
aim of clans and famiJies was to settle their afT airs internally without having recourse 
to the courts S6 [t secms probable that a society like this would be favourable to 
reAection upon the world of Nature. Man should try to penetrate as far as possible 
into the mechanisms of the natural world and to utilise the sources of power which 
it contained while intervening directly as little as possible, and utilising 'action at 

.�t Sec. for example, thc monograph byJacobs (1958), notable also for the excellence of its index. Thc author, a 
Weberian sociologist, executed the remarkable feat ormaking no mention ofl\larx and Engels. 

-'>1 I remember that during the war 1 had a friend in the Foreign Office in London who had a huge Chinese scroll 
beside his desk, with these two characters alone on it, ;md when later on I became ?-.iastel' orCaius, I fuund that i t  
was essentially a practical dictum; things worked beller i f  you left the College LeCturers. the Dean and Chaplain 
and the Kitchen Office to get on \\Iith it withOlll an)' interference from abo\'e. 

S1 Sec sec, vol. '2. p. 56-\. 
5S SCC, vol. 2, p. 164; fi'om Bertrand Russell, The Problf'/I/ rifChina (1922), p. 194. 
:.6 An aspect of the darker side of this is given in the partly autobiographical account of my oId friend Kuo 

Yu-Shou (1963). 
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a distance'. Conceptions of this kind, highly intelligent; sought always to achieve 
eITects with an economy of means,5i and naturally encouraged the investigation of 
Nature for essentially Baconian reasons. Hence such early triumphs as those of the 
seislTIograph, the casting of iron, and water-power.58 

It might thus be said that this non-interventionist conception of human activity 
was, to begin with, propitious for the development of the natural sciences. 1'Or exam
ple, the predilection for 'action at a distance' had great eITects in early wave-theory, 
the discovery of the nature of the tides, the knowledge of relations between min
eral bodies and plants as in geo-botanical prospecting, or again in the science of 
magnetism. It is often forgotten that one of the fundamental features of the great 
breakthrough of modern science in the time ofGalileo was the knowledge of magnetic 
polarity, declination, etc.; and unlike Euclidean geometry and Ptolemaic astronomy, 
magnetical science was a totally non-European contribution.59 Nothing had been 
knO\·,01 of it to speak of in Europe before the end of the 12th century, and its trans
mission from the earlier work of the Chinese is not in doubt. If the Chinese were 
(apart from the Babylonians) the greatest observers among all ancient peoples, was 
it not perhaps precisely because of the encouragement of non-interventionist prin
ciples, enshrined in the numinous poetry of the Taoists on the 'water symbol' and 
the 'eternal feminine?60 

HoweveI� if the non-interventionist character of the 'villages-prince' relationship 
engendered a certain conception of the world which was propitious to the progress 
of science, it had certain natural limitations. I t  was not congruent with characteristi
cally occidental 'interventionism', so natural to a people of shepherds and sea-farers. 
Since it was not capable of allowing the mercantile mentality a leading place in the 
civilisation, it was not capable of fusing together the techniques of the higher arti
san ate with the methods of mathematical and logical reasoning which the scholars 
had worked out, so that the passage from the Vinci an to the Galilean stage in the 
development of modern natural science was not achieved, perhaps not possible. In 
medieval China there had been more systematic experimentation than the Greeks 
had ever attempted, or medieval Europe eithel;61 but so long as 'bureaucratic feu
dalism' remained unchanged, mathematics could not come together with empirical 
Nature-observation and eXperilTIent to produce something fundamentally new. The 
suggestion is that experiment demanded too much active intervention, and while 

:t7 One can see what this implies by imagining a cil)" on the side of a hill above a ri\·er, where water was needed 
for the upper streets. The Confucians would have had squads of men pedalling square-pallet chain-pumps to send 
up the waler from the ri\-er; but the Taoist \\'ay would han: been quite dirrerent. Thcy would han: taken orr a 
deri\·ate canal from the rivcr at a higher \en-I and by guiding it aJong the COntours, they would have reached the 
up�r streets of the city on a u'// ,ui principle. 

-'>II One might add thc magnctic wmpass, deep borehole drilling, and the escapement of clockwork, and lllallY 
other inwlllions !isled below. 

:t9 See Needham ([960a). 60 cr Sec. vol. 2. p. 5i. 

(il Nathan Rosenberg has suggested to us that a new altilude almo�t of deference to experimental resuh� arose in 
Europe from the 16th centUl-Y onwards. with the dominance of the bourgeoisie. which was not paralleled elsewhere. 
This auilllde is \'cry similar to that or merchants interested in quantitative accounting. See Rosenberg & Birdzd! 
(1986). 
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this had always been accepted in the arts and traqes, indeed more so than in Europe, 
it was perhaps more difficult in China to make it philosophically respectable. 

Thcre was another way, also, in which meclieval Chinese society had been highly 
favourable to the growth of the natural sciences at the pre-Renaissance level. Tradi
tional Chinese society was highly organic, highly cohesive. The State was responsible 
for the good functioning of the entire society, even if this responsibility was carried 
out with the minimum intervention. One remembers that the ancient definition of 
the Ideal Ruler was that he should sit simply facing the south and exert his virtue 
(Ie 1,�) in all directions so that the Ten Thousand Things would automatically be 
well governed. As we have been able to show over and over again, the State brought 
powerful aid to scientific research 62 Astronomical observatories, for example, keep
ing millennial records, were part of the civil service; vast encyclopaedias, not only 
literary but also medical and agricultural, were published at the expense of the State, 
and scientific expcditions altogether remarkable for thcir time were successfully ac
complished (one thinks of the early +8th-centlllY geodctic survey of a meridian arc 
stretching from Indo-China to iVlongolia, and the expedition to chart the constel
lations of the southern hemisphere to within twenty degrees of the south celestial 
pole).6:< By contrast science in Europe was generally a private enterprise. Therefore 
it hung back for many centuries. Yet State science and medicine in China were not 
capable of making, when the time came, that qualitative leap which happened in 
occidental science and medicine in the 16th and early 17th centuries. 

Intimately associated with this qualitative leap is the idea of scientific progress. Let 
us now follow the conception of a progressive development of knowledge further, far 
beyond the level of ancient techniques. I t  would be quite a mistake to imagine that 
Chinese culture never generated this conception, for one can find textual evidence in 
every period showing that in spite of their veneration for the sages, Chinese scholars 
and scientists believed that there had been progress beyond the knowledge of their 
distant ancestors. Indeed the whole series of some hundred astronomical tables 
(,calendars') between -370 and -1742 illustrates the point, for many new emperors 
wanted one which would necessarily be better and more accurate than any of those 
that had gone before. No mathematician or astronomer in any Chinese century 
would have dreamed of astronomical constants. The same also may be said to be true 
of the pharmaceutical naturalists, whose descriptions of the kingdoms of Nature grew 
and grew. The number of main entries in the major pharmaceutical natural histories 
between +200 and + 1600 show the growth of knowledge through the centuries; an 
unduly sharp rise just after + 1 100 is probably referable to increasing acquaintance 
with foreign, especially Arabic and Persian, minerals, plants and animals, with a 
synonymic multiplication which subsequently righted itself, on which see Volume 6, 
part I .  

62 sec, \'Ois. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 passim. 
63 See Beer, Ho Ping-YO, Lu Cwci-Djcn, Needham, Pullcyblank & Thompson, 'An Eighth-Century Meridian 

Line; I-Hsing's Chain of Gnomons and the Pre-HisIOI)' ohhe r.. letrie System' (196-\-). 
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The position in China would be well worth contrasting in .detail with that in 
Europe. In his great work Bury (1924) showed long ago that before the time of 
Francis Bacon only very scanty rudiments of the conception of progress are to be 
found in Western scholarly literature. The birth of this conception was involved 
in the famous 16th- and 17th-century controversy between the supporters of the 
'Ancients' and those of the 'Moderns', for the studies of the humanists had made 
it clear that there \-vere new things, such as gunpowdel� printing and the magnetic 
compass, which the ancient Western world had not possessed. The fact that these 
(and many other innovations) had come Ii'om China or other parts of Asia was long 
overlooked, but the history of science and technology as we know it was born at the 
same time out of the perplexity which this discovety had generated. 

Bury had dealt with progress in relation to the history of culture in general; Zilsel 
enlarged his method to deal with progress in relation to the ideal of science G4 The 
'ideal of scientific progress' included, he thought, the following ideas: (a) that scien
tific knowledge is built up brick by brick through the contributions of generations of 
workers; (b) that the building is never completed; and (c) that the scientist's aim is a 
disinterested contribution to this building, either for its own sake, or for the public 
benefit, not for fame or private personal advantage. Zilsel was able to show very 
clearly that expressions of these beliefs, whether in word or deed, were extremely 
unusual before the Renaissance, and even then they developed not among the schol
ars, who still sought individualistic personal glory, but among the higher artisan ate, 
where co-operation sprang quite naturally Ii'om working conditions. Since the social 
situation in the era of the rise of capitalism favoured the activities of these men, their 
ideal was able to make headway in the world. Zilsel traces the first appearance of 
the idea of the continuous advancement of craftsmanship and science to tVrathias 
Roriczel; whose book on cathedral architecture appeared in 1486 65 Thus, 'science', 
said Zilsel, 'both in its theoretical and utilitarian interpretations, came to be regarded 
as the product of a co-operation for non-personal ends, a co-operation in which all 
scientists of the past, the present and the future have a part' _ 'Today', hc went on, 
'this idea or ideal seems almost self�evident - yet no Brahmanic, Buddhist, Muslim 
or Latin scholastic, no Confucian scholar or Renaissance humanist, no philosopher 
or rhetor of classical antiquity ever achieved it'. He would have done better to leave 
out the reference to the Confucian scholars until Europe knew a little more about 
them. For in fact it would seem that the idea of cumulative, disinterested, co-operative 
enterprise in amassing scientific information was much morc customary in medieval 
China than anywhere in the pre-Renaissance West. 

Some Asian scholars have been suspicious or the idea of the 'Asiatic mode of pro
duction' or 'bureaucratic feudalism' bccause they have identified it with an assumed 

6'1 Sec Zilscl's writings between 1940 and 19'�S. 
65 This work is enlillcd Das Biidlitin VOll der Fia!m Grrechfigkeil. There is a racsimile reproduction published by 

Gcldncr {lg65}. 
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'stagnation' which they thought they saw in the history of their own societies 66" In the 
name of the right of the Asian and Afi·ican people to progress, they have projected 
this feeling into the past and have wished to clainl [or their ancestors exactly the 
same stages as those which the \Nest had itself gone through, that \Nestern world 
which had for a time dominated so hatefully over them. It is, I think, very important 
to clear up this I11isunclerslancling, for there seems no reason at all \-vhy \ve should 
assume a priori that China and other ancient civilisations passed through exactly the 
same social stages as the European "Vest. In fact, the word 'stagnation' was never 
applicable to China at all; it was purely a Western misconception. A continuing 
general and scientific progress manifested itself in traditional Chinese society, but 
this was violently overtaken by the exponential grl wth of modern science after the 
Renaissance in Europe. China was homoeostatic, cybernetic if YOLI like, but never 
stagnant. Tn case after case it can be shown with overwheln1ing probability that 
fundamental discoveries and inventions made in China were transmitted to Europe, 
for example, magnetic science, equatorial celestial co-ordinates and the equatorial 
mounting of observational astronomical instrun1ents,67 quantitative cartography, the 
technology of cast iron,68 essential COlTlpOnents of the reciprocaling steam-engine 
such as the double-acting principle and the standard interconversion of rotary and 
longitudinal motion,69 the mechanical clock,70 the boot stirrup and the efficient 
equine harnesses/1 to say nothing of gunpowder and all that followed therefrom n 
These many diverse discoveries and inventions had earth-shaking effects in Europe, 
but in China the social order of bureaucratic feudalism was very little disturbed 
by them. The built-in instability of European society must tllerefore be contrasted 
with a homoeostatic equilibrium in China, the product I believe of a society fun
damentally more rational. What remains is an analysis of the relationships of social 
classes in China and Europe. The clashes between them in the \Nest have been 
charted well enough, but in China the problem is mueh more difficult because of 
the non-hereditary nature of the bureaucracy. 

66 An example ofbelicf in Chinese stagn;nion is to be found in the small book ofChhien \Vcn-l'(ian (1985), Thl' 
Creat Illertia: Scientific Stagnation ill Tradiliol/al ehilla. 

67 Needham (1955)-
6!l Cr. Needham, The DevelojJlllenf riflron and Steel Technology ill OIilla (1958). This was written with Ihe collaboration 

of\·Vang Ling, but Ollr volume of ferrous mctallurgy is now in thc hands of DOllald \Vagner of Copenhagen whose 
study of the subject will be, we hope, the last word on il for many years_ fi') See Needham (1961) and (1963)-

70 Cr. Needham, Wang Ling & de S. Price, Heaven!;' Clockwork (I 9(0)-\Vc still think Ihal the idea orthe escapement 
came over to Europe at the end or the 13th cemury as a kind ofslimulus diflusion from China. The walcr-wheel 
link-work escapement had originated in China al least from the beginning of the +8th U'ntury onwards, and it 
slill secms to us quite likely that somebody said in Europc a\ Ihe end ofrhe 131h century, 'In the East, men have 
found a way of slowing down the revolution of a wheel until it keeps pace wilh the diurnal revolution of the stars 
(mankind·s primary clock)'. Whereupon the Europeans set 10 and developed their own escapcment, which was 
qu�te a different onc, namely the verge-and-foliol. i l  The latter has already been described in sec, vol. 4-, pI. '2, pp. 304 ff., bur the former will be described ill 
yol. 5, pt. 8, as part of the em-airy material. 

7'1 Sec sec, vol. 5, pI. 7. Some of the multifarious influences ofChin("sc inventions and discoveries of" the pre
Renaissance world have been emphasised by Lynn While in his Medieual Tec/Illolog)' alld Social OWlIge (1962). The 
book of Gimpel, The Medieval Machine (1976), is mueh less sensitive to them. 
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I t  may well be that bureaucratic feudalism lasted so long because of the character
istic methods of vvet-rice cultivation. Everyone pondering it has come away with the 
feeling that it is a predominantly 'Gartenbau' situation (to use the German term) 
rather likc the art of gardcning itself. Francesca Bray, in hcr volume on thc history 
of agrlcullUre in China, adumbrated this vcry clearly. She wrote 'From the very out
sct, we believe, the fundamental constraints (both technical and social) of wet-rice 
cultivation significantly influenced China's peculiar path of deve!opment,.73 And 
again, 'Unlike dry-land agriculture, in ,·vcl-rice areas, successful fanning depends 
less on equipment than skill, less on capital investment and economies of skill than 
on labour shrewdly applied, 7{ She went on to write, 'It is clear that the small size of 
units of production (and of individual fields) suited to efficient wet-rice production is 
a barrier to economies of scale and thus to technical inventiveness of the type which 
we owe to the European Agricultural and Industrial Revolution, that is, a tendency 
towards mechanisarion and improved returns to labour'. 75 She concluded, 

In wet-rice societies, . . .  the natural course of development appears to be not towards capital
ism but lOwards a social formation that may conveniently be called a petty-commodity mode 
ofproduclion. Once this stage is reached, the relations of'production in wet-rice cultivation 
have an internal dynamism that enables them to sustain not only significant increases in agri
cultural productivity, but also rapid economic diversification, wilhom undergoing historical 
change.76 

I 
In her separate book on the rice cconomies Francesca Bray (1986) returns to this 
theme. 'European historical methodology', she writes (p. I), 'has understandably 
been profoundly marked by the growth of capitalism, but it is doubtful to what 
extent models derived rrom Europe's h ighly specific experience are applicable to 
other parts or the world'. She makes a distinction (p. 7). betwcen 'mechanical tech
nologies', like that of European agriculture, and 'skill-oriented' technologies, such 
as rice cultivation, and shc concludes (p. 207) that 'the transition to capitalist rela
tions of production v"hereby landowners evicting their tenants in order to run large, 
consolidated farms using cheap wage-Iaboul� did not occur in China'. On the last 
page of her volume in Science and Civilisation in China, she concluded, 'Ie seems, then, 
that while wet-rice cultural systems can produce rapid, sustained technical and eco
nomic development, it is to the harder dry-land systems that we must look for real 
social transformation and historical change'. 77 

In recent decades much interest has been aroused in the history of science and 
technology in the great non-European civilisations, especially China and India, in
terest, that is, on the part or scientists, engineers, philosophers and orientaiists, but 
little, on the whole, among historians. Why, one may ask, has the history of Chinesc 
and Indian science been unpopular among them? Lack of the necessary linguistic 
and cultural tools for approaching the original sources has naturally been an inhi
bition, and of course if one is primarily attracted by 18th- and 19th-century science, 

73 sec, \'01. 6. pI. 2.  p. 613. 71 tbid . .  p. 6 ] [ .  76 Ibid., p .  616. 17 Ibid. 
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European developments will monopolise one's interest. But I believe there is a deeper 
reason. 

The study of great civilisations in which modern science and technology did not 
spontaneously develop obviously tends to raise the causal problem of how modern 
science did come into being at the European end of the Old World, and it does so 
in acute form. Indeed, the more brilliant the achievements of the ancient and me
dieval Asian civiJisations turn out to have been, the morc discomforting the problem 
becomes. During the past fifty years historians of science in Western countries have 
tended to reject the sociological theories of the origin of modern science which had 
a considerable innings earlier in this century. The forms in which such hypotheses 
had then bcen presented were doubtless relatively crude,78 but that was surely no 
reason why they should not have been refined. Perhaps also the hypotheses them
selves were felt to be too unsettling for a period during which the history of science 
was establishing itself as a factual academic discipline. Many historians were pre
pared to sec science having an influence on society, but not to adlnit that society 
inAuenced science, and they liked to think of the progress of science solely in terms 
of the internal or autonomous filiation of ideas, theories, mental or mathematical 
techniques handed on like torches from one great man to another. They have been 
essentially 'internalisls' or 'autonomists'. In other words, 'there was a man scrft from 
God, whose name was . .  .' Kepler.79 

However, the study of other civilisations places traditional historical thought in 
serious intellectual difficulty. For the most obvious and necessary kind of explanation 
which it demands is one which would demonstrate the fundamental difTerences in 
social and economic structure and mutability between Europe on the one hand and 
the great Asian civi.lisations on the other, differences which woulel account not only for 
the development of modern scicnce in Europe alone, but also of capitalism in Europe 
alone, together with its typical accompaniments of Protestantism, nationalism, etc. 
not paralleled in any other part of the globe. They must in no way neglect the 
importance of a multitude of factors in the realm of ideas - language and logic, 
religion and philosophy, theology, nlusic, hUl11anitarianism, attitudes to tinle and 
change - but they will be most deeply concerned with the analysis of the society in 
question, its patterns, its urges, its needs, its transformations. In the internalist or 

i8 Such is the adjecth'e generally applied to B. Hessen's famous paper 'On the Social and Economic Roots of 
NeWlOn's Principia', delivered at the International Congress ofrhc HistOl'Y of Science at London in 193 [ (1932). It was 
certainly in plain, blunt, Cromwellian style, But already half a dozen years later, R. K. t-.lerton's remarkable mono
graph, 'Science. Technology and Society in Seventeenth-Century England' (1938), had achieved a considerably 
more refined and sophisticated presentation. Much is owing also to the works ofZilscl (1941-5). 

i9 Though on' the rails at various points, .J. Agassi is entertaining on this topic in his monograph Towards 01/ 
Historiography rifScicnce(1963). The 'induetivist' histOrians of science, he says, arc chiefly concerned with questions of 
whom to worship and for what reasons; but he docs nOT like the 'conventionalists' much bellel: \'Vi(h this particular 
quarrel I am not here concerned, but it is surprising thal Agassi did not make more usc of lhe works of \<\'a!tcr 
Pagel (1935-68) which would have supported some of his arguments strongly. On the whole, Agassi lakes his own 
stand for autonomislll, regarding .Marxism as one of the failings of inductivists, and believing that contention 
betwt:en diITt:renl schools was the main factor in the development of science. I\S his monograph comes from thc 
Uni\'crsityofHong Kong, it seems that he encysted himself with extraordinary success from all contact with ChincS(' 
culture. 
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autonomist view, such explanations are unwelcome, and do  little to encourage the 
study of the other great civilisations. 

But if you reject the validity or even the relevance of sociological accounts of the 
(scientific revolution' of the late Renaissance, which brought modern science into 
being, if you renounce them as too revolutionary for that revolution, and if at the 
saIne time you wish to explain why Europeans vvere able to do what Chinese and 
Indians were not, then you are driven back upon an inescapable dilemma. One of 
its horns is called pure chance, the other is racialism hm·vever disguised. To attribute 
the origin of modern science entirely to chance is to declare the bankruptcy of 
history as a form of enlightenment of the human mind, To dwell upon geography 
and harp upon climate as chance factors will not save the situation, for it brings you 
straight into the question of city-stales, maritime commerce, agriculture and the l ike 
concrete factors wid1 which autonomism declines to have anything to do. The 'Greek 
miracle', like the scientific revolution itself, is then doomed to remain miraculous. 
But what is the alternative to chance? Only the doctrine that one particular group 
of peoples, in this case the European 'race', possessed some intrinsic superiority to 
all other groups of peoples. Against the scientific study of human races, physical 
anthropology, comparative haematology and the like, there can, of course, be no 
objection, but the doctrine of European superiority is racialism in the political sense 
and has nothing in common with science. For the European autonomist, I fear, 'we 
are the people, and wisdom was born with us,.80 Howevel� since racialism (at least in 
its explicit forms) is neither intellectually respectable nor internationally acceptable, 
the autonomists are in a quandary which may be expected to become more obvious 
as time goes on.81 1 confidently anticipate, therefore, a great revival of interest in the 
relations of science and society during crucial European centuries, as well as a study 
ever more intense of the social structures of all the civilisations, and the delineation 
of how they differed in glory, one from another. 

In sum, I believe that the analysable dilferences in social and economic pattern 
between China and Western Europe will in the end illuminate, as far as anything 
call ever throw light on it, both the earlier predominance of Chinese science and 
technology and also the later rise of modern science in Europe alone. 

80 Job, 1'2:'2.  He is talking to Zophal; the Na'amethitc. Another translation runs, '1\"0 doubt you are the people. 
and wisdom will die with you!' 

81 D.J. de S. Price. a valued collaborator of our own, knew much of the Asian contribution, bm in his Scieuu Sillrl 
Bn0'/oll (lg61) follows a 'hunch' of" Einstein's and ravours chance combinations or circumstances as the rvocators of 
Greek and Renaissance science. A. R. Hall, in '�lerton Revisited' (1963), attacks anew what he cal1s thc 'cxternalis,' 
historiography of scicnce, but significantly keeps silence about the problem posed by the Asian contributions. Ifhc 
had taken a broader eomparati\'e poim of view, his arguments about the European situation might have carried 
more conviction. A C. Crombie (sec above, p. xxviii, n. 18) alone, orthe three, shows a real consciousness orthe 
slow social changes which permined the intellectual movements orthe late l\liddle Ages and the Renaissance to 
bring modern science into being in the European culture-area, blll even he pays less attention to their economic 
concomitants. 



(b) T H E  R O L E S  O F  E U R O P E  AND C H INA I N  T H E  
EVO L U T I O N  O F  O E C U M E N I C A L  S C I E N C E '  

JO S E P H  N E E D HAM 

Many historians of ideas and culture still blandly assume that the Asian civilisations 
'had nothing that we should call science'. Ifslightly better informed, they are apt to say 
that China had humanistic but not natural sciences, or technology but not theoretical 
science, or even correctly that China did not generate modern science (as opposed to 
the ancient and medieval sciences). This is not the place to set such ideas to rights in 
any detail, but my o\Vll experience has shown that it is cOlTIparatively casy to produce 
a whole series of bulky volumes about the scientific and technological achievements 
which the Chinese are supposed not to have had. If, as is demonstrably the case, they 
were recording sun-spot cycles a millennium and a half before Europeans noted 
the existence of such blemishes upon the solar orb,2 if every component of the 
parhelic system received a technical name 1,000 years before Europeans began to 
study them,3 and if that key instrument of scientific revolution, the mechanical clock, 
began its career in early +8th-century China rather than (as usually supposed) in 
+ I4th-century EUfope,-+ there must be something wrong \vith conventional ideas 
about the uniquely scientific genius of \rVestern civilisation. Nevertheless it remains 
true that modern science, i.e. the testing by systematic experiment or mathematical 
hypotheses about natural phenomena, originated only in the \IVest. Yet it cannOl 
even be maintained [hat China contributed nothing to this great breakthrough of 
modern science when it occurred in the later stages of the European Renaissance, 
for while Euclidean geometry and Ptolemaic planetary astronomy were undeniably 
Greek in origin, there was a third very vital component, the knowledge of ma�etic 
phenomena, and the foundations of this had all been laid in China 5 There peOple 
had been worrying about the nature of magnetic declination and induction before 
\lVesterners even knew or the existence of magnetic polarity. 

But from the time ofGalileo ( 1600) onwards, the 'new, or experimental, philosophy' 
of the West ineluctably overtook the levels reached by the natural philosophy of 
China, leading in due course to the exponential rise or modern science in the 19th 
and 20th centuries. \'Vhat metaphor then can we use to describe the way in which 
the medieval sciences or both \rVcst and East were subsumed in modern science? 
The sort of image which occurs most naturally to those who work in this field is 

1 Presidential Address delivered to Section X (Gelleral) on 3 1  AUb'llst 1967 at the Leeds i\leeting oCthe British 
Association. The prescnt paper was given, in preliminary I()]"m, as an address at thc opening of the perrnanelll 
exhibition of Chincse medicine at the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum in London on '18 i\larch 1966 
(sec Poynter. Barber-Lomax & Crellin (1�66)). 

2 sec, vol. 3, pp. 434 ff J sec, \'01. 3, pp. 474 11:, and Ho Ping-YO & Needham (1959a). � sec. vol. 4, pl. 2, pp. 4�{5 fr., and Needhillll, Wang & Price (1960). 
1 sec, vol. 4, pl. 1. pp. 239 n:, 334, and )Jecdham (1964), p. 255. 
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that of the rivers and the sea. There is an old Chinese expression about 'the Rivers 
going to pay court to the Sea',6 and indeed one can well consider the older streams 
of science in the different civilisations like rivers flowing into the ocean of modern 
science. Modern science is indeed composed of contributions from all the peoples 
of the Old World, and each contribution has flowed continuously into it, whether 
from Greek and Roman antiquity, or from the Islamic world or from the cultures of 
China and ofindia. 

Here I shall confine myself to the Chincse case. In considering the situation before 
us there arc two quite distinct questions to ask, first when in history did a particular 
science in its \rVestern form fuse with its Chinese [orl11 so that all ethnic characteristics 
melted into the universality of modern science; and second at what point in history 
did the "Vestern form decisively overtake the Chinese form? We may thus try to 
define the date of what may be called the 'fusion point' on the one hand, and that 
of the 'transcurrent point' on the other. Since by a historical coincidence the rise 
of modern science in Europe was closely accompanied by the activities oftheJcsuit 
mission in China (Matteo Ricci Sj. (Li Ma-Tou ;f1j,�'fif, Fig. 5) died in Peking in 
16 10), there was relatively little delay in the juxtaposition of the two great traditions. 
Since the breakthrough occurred in the West, the transcurrent point for each of the 
sciences naturally preceded the fusion point, but as we shall sec, the interest lies 
largely in the lag or delay between the two. 

First let liS consider the fusion points, those estuaries in time when the rivers Rowed 
into the sea, and when full mixture took place. Here at once we find a remarkable 
difference between what happened in the physical sciences and in the biological 
sciences. On the physical side, the mathematics, astronomy and physics of West and 
East united very quickly after they first came together. By 1644, the end of the IVling 
dynasty, there was no longer any perceptible difference between the mathematics, 
astronomy and physics of China and Europe; they had completely fused, they had 
coalesced. 

If at first it seemed that "Vestern mathematics had been at a higher level than 
Chinese mathematics this was found to be clue, as the decades went by, to a loss or the 
expenise which the Sung and Yuan algebraists had had, and lhe restoration or their 
techniques redressed the balance - though the lack of deductive geometry remained 
a debit on the Chinese side. Chinese mathematics had always been by preference 
algebraic rather than geometrical. i Astronomy differed between the civilisations in 
an equally fundamental way, for while Greek astronomy had always been ecliptic, 
planetary, angulal� true and annual, Chinese astronomy had alvvays been polar, 
equatorial, horary, mean and diurnal (Fig. 6).8 The two systems were not in any 
way opposed or incompatible; it vvas just as in the mathematics, the attention of 
Chinese and Europeans had been concentrated upon different aspects of Nature. 
If the Chinese had never had the passion for geometrical models which produced 

G cr. sec, \'01. 3, p. 4-84-. 
i A full account of the hisIOl")' of Chinese mathematics is given in sec, \'01. 3, pp. 1-168. 
II This epigrammatic formulation was due to Leopold de Saussurc; sec sec, \'01. 3, p. 229. 
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Figure 5· POrtrait of r.. latteo Ricci Sj. and his Ii-lend Hsii Kuang-Chhi. From Kircher. O'lila lillis/raM (I 6Gi). 
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s 

Figure 6. Diagram showing the circles of the celestial sphere. From sec, voL 3, p. 178. 

the Ptolemaic epicycles and ultimately the Copernican solar system, their medieval 
cosmology had been far more modern than that of Europe, for instead of crystalline 
celestial spheres they thought in terms of infinite empty space and an almost infini
tude of time 9 By 1673 when Ferdinand Verbiest Sj. (Nan Huai:Jen i¥J'1111::) was 
reconstructing the Peking Observatory and equipping it 'with nc\" instruments even 
more accurate than the splendid 13th-century ones of Kuo Shou-Ching �� 'if1i&, 10 

this was perfectly understood; and the seal was set upon the matter when early in 
the 18th century Antoine Gaubil Sj. (Sung Chlin-Jung *% /#:) published his great 
works on the history and theory of Chinese astronomy. 1 1 

Since the breakthrough occurred in Europe first, Europe contributed rather more, 
giving up its crystalline celestial spheres but introducing more refined calendrical 
computations, giving up its Greek ecliptic co-ordinalcs l 2  but opening the way into 
those undreamt-of worlds which the telescope would shortly reveal, ' 3  and above 
all introducing the new celestial mechanics and dynamics of the age of Galileo. 
Unified astronomy of course profited greatly by the records of celestial phenomena 
(eclipses, novae and supernovae, comets, etc.) ""hieh Chinese astrononlcrs had kept, 
as accurately as they could, since the -5th century, and in greater abundance than 
any other culture, 14 Lastly one must takc account of the fact that if oecumenical 

9 Cf. sec, voL 3, pp. 408, 438 n', 10 sec, \'01. 3, pp. 350 IT., 367 [r ,  451 fJ: 
I J For the works ofGaubil sec sec, vol. 3. pp. 760 fr, fiis(oirt de f'Asirollomie OJilfo ise, Traiti de I'As/rolJomie Chillo ise, 

etc. 
1 2  sec, \'01. 3, pp. 266 n: 13  Cr. Pasquale d'Elia; Necdham & Lli Cwci-Djcn (1966a). 14 Sec. vol. 3, pp. +09 IT. These records arc in constant use by astronomcrs at the present day; cr., ror example, 

the current discussion on a nova or +1006 by Goldstein (1965), Goldstein & Ho Ping-Yu (1965), J\'linkowski (1965), 
IVlarsden (1965). Gardner & 1\ lilne (19G5); and another on the saccular decc1eralion or the earth involving ancient 
eclipse records by Curolt (1966). 
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Figure 7. Graph showing transcurrent and fi.lsion points for Chinese and "'estern science. From Needham (1970), 
C/erkJ (Iud Crt.Liismell, Fig. 99. 

astronomy today uses exclusively the Greek constellation patterns this is not in the 
slightest degree due to any inherent superiority of these over the entirely difTerent 
Chinese ones; it is simply a side-elTect which followed upon the meteoric rise of 
modern science in the West as a whole. Men like Flamsteed or Herschel would have 
thought it bizarre to speak of Wei hsiu Jt:fil or Thien cili f:.. tl instead of Scorpio, 15 but 
there is no intrinsic reason for this; it was an incidental result of the rise of modern 
science in V\Testern civilisation first. One must always be on the look-out for such 
side-elTects. At all events by the mid-17th century the union of the two astronomies 
had occurred (Fig. 7). 

One can see how complete this fusion was by taking an example such as the large 
r8th-century Korean astronomical screen from the Vi dynasty's royal palace in Seoul, 
lately deposited in the Whipple Museum of the History of Science in Cambridg'e 
(Fig: 8). 1 6  To the right it  reproduces the classical planisphere of '395, prepared for 
Yi Thaejo :$ A �Ji by Kwon Kun t.fi:1lt and his colleagues, but though equatorial 
in projection this bears the Chinese nalTIes of the Western zodiacal houses rOllnd its 

IS Schlegel (187.,)), pp. 153 ff 16 See I\eedham & Lu Cwei-Djen (196Gb) (Korean Screen). 
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Figure 8. Genera! view of the Korean Astronomical Screen (in the \Vhipplc �Iuseum of the HislOll' o/" Science. 
Cambridge Uni\"(;rsiIY). 

periphery. In the centre there arc twoJesuit planispheres, ecliptieally projected and 
using the Western 3600 graduation instead of the Chinese 365 '/+ 0 one, yet conserving 
not only the entire pattern of Chinese constellations (quite different from the 'vVestern, 
as we have noted) but even the age-old division of the stars into three colours based on 
the ancient star lists drawn up by the -4th-century astronomers, Shih Shen .:5" Kan 
Te it f,'1l and Wu Hsien BE�. ' 7  To the left there are diagrams of the several planels, 
with text describing the new discovery of their moons and phases by Galileo and 
Cassini; and sun-spots depicted on the sun, as Chinese astronomers had noted them 
from the -1st century onwards. Further text described the resolution of nebulae, star 
clusters and the Milky Wa)1 with the aid of the telescope. TheJesuit work preserved 
on the screen centres round one ofdlc Directors of the Chinese Bureau of Astronomy, 
Ignatius Kogler Sj. (Tai Chin-IIsien itt:i!�), and it must have been painted about 
1757, not long after his death. 1 8  

Another striking example can be seen in  two Chinese optical virtuosi, Po Yo 
�� and Sun Yiin-Chhiu 1*:t J;J<., who lived and worked in Suchow between 1620 
and 1650, making apparalus such as telescopes, compound microscopes, magnifying 

17 sec ml. 3, p. 263. III The circumstances oflhe maller have a spedal interest because in 1741 a Korean astronomical oOicial on a 
mission to China. An Kuk-Rin -jrW _, had formed a friendship with one ofKogler·s aides, Andre Pereira SJ. (Hso 
i\IOll-·le ft�i�), whose real name was AndrcwJ<lckson, the only Englishman who is numbered among the roll 
oftheJesllit Mission in China. 
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glasses, magic lanterns, etc.1 9 Po Yu, indeed, may be numbered with Leonard Digges 
andJ.-B. della Porta, Lippershe)l1ames Metius and Cornelius Drebbel, and all those 
other figures involved in the invention of the telescope and the microscope in the West .  
It is  quite astonishing to find that within a couple of decades seekers in China were 
hot on the same trail. We do not yet know, and perhaps we shall never find out, exactly 
how independent they were, possibleJesuit intermediation being in this case obscure, 
but one can certainly say that at a surprisingly early date, 1635, the telescope was 
being applied to artillery in battle in China; and there is a strong possibility that Po Yii 
himself independently invented the telescope by juggling about with combinations 
of biconvex lenses just as a number of the inventors named above did in the West. 
Sun Yun-Chhiu even wrote a treatise entitled Ching Shih �.t (History of Optick 
Glasses). Such was the extreme rapidity with which the mathematical and physical 
sciences of the "" estern and Chinese cultures fused after they first came in contact. 

\rVhen you consider an intermediate science like botany, you find a totally different 
picture. It has been most interesting to observe, in work which my collaborators and 
I have been doing recently on the history of botany,20 that there was a long delay 
after the first contacts, and one might say that the fusion point in botany did not 
occur until about 1880. Dmvn to that time Chinese botany continued on its classical 
way. The naming, classifying and describing of plants went on along traditional lines. 
Even as late as 1848 the indigenous style persisted in the important work ofWu Chhi
Chiin *:¥tiJI. called the Chih Wu iVIillg Shih Thu Khao tIiAiIJ;t.i1� (Illustrated 
Investigation of the Names and Natures of Plants). Though written at such a recent 
date, this splendid and well-illustrated treatise was entirely traditional in charactel; 
and did not take any account of the advances in botany which had been made by 
Camerarius and Linnaeus. I t  is important to notice here that the Jesuit 111ission of 
the 17th century did relatively little for botanical contacts; indeed what it transmitted 
was westwards rather than eastwards, as witness, for example, the Flora Sinensis of 
Michael Boym Sj. (Pu Mi-Ko HfHi) printed in 1 656. lVloreover it could not have 
transmitted modern botany because its activity \'vas both pre-Camcrarian and pre
Linnaean in time. But when one comes to 1880, when Emil Bretschneider, the great 
medical officer of the Russian Ecclesiastical Exarchate in Peking, was doing his work 
on Chinese botany, then there began to be Chinese botanists who could speak the 
same language, could talk about Linnaean families and natural families, men who 
understood like European naturalists the function of the Rower, and what the micro
scope could reveal of plant morphology. This was the time too at which centred the 
great elTon of many investigators, indispensable for further development, to establish 
correlation as complete as possible between the Chinese traditional plant names and 
the Linnaean binomials.21 Thus one might say that it was not before 1 880 that the 
fusion point took place in botany, and a decade or so later might be a better :luess. 

Beyond Lhis, when one passes on La medicine, one finds a situation in whIch the 
fusion of the sciences, pure and applied, in East and West, has not taken place 

1 9 Sec Needham & Lu Gwci-Djcn (1966b). 20 sec, vol. 6, pl. I .  2 1  cr. (he Ivorb of Brelschllcider, which are still quite indispensable. 
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even yet. I dare say that this is the case because, although physicists don't quite like 
you to say so, and astronomers equally may demur, nevertheless the phenomena of 
these sciences are surely much simpler than those with which biologists have to deal, 
and afartiori physiologists, pathologists and medical men. Wherever the living cell is 
concerned, and afortiori the living cell in its metazoan forms of high organisation, the 
puzzles are profoundel; the tools both practical and conceptual more inadequate, 
the room for doubt greater. However opti_mistic one may feel as a young biologist 
or biochemist, the secret of life is still not yet just round the next bend. I speak from 
experience. Thus the coming together of the two cultural traditions, the fusion of 
them into a unitary modern medical science, has not even now been effected. 

l'Vlany people, of course, when they think of Chinese medicine today, imagine it 
as some kind of 'folk-medicine', something bizarre and quite outdated, some sort of 
meaningless curiosity, but in truth these are all entirely wrong ways of reacting to it. It 
is, one must say, the product of a vcry great culture, a civilisation equal in complexity 
and subtlety 10 that of Europe 22 While conserving a medieval body of theory, it 
contains a wealth of empirical experience which has got to be taken account of. Just 
as in other science, we can find many Chinese priorities; for example the cOinpilation 
of a great classificatory description of disease entities \vithout therapeutic material, 
the Chu Ping Y iian Hou LWI �1f m il¥, i� tij- (Systematic Treatise on Diseases and their 
Aetiology), by Chhao Yuan-Fang Jltic;ff in +610,23 a whole millennium before Felix 
Platter2+ and Thomas Sydenham 25 Or again the first handbook orIorensic medicine 
in any civilisation, the Hsi Yuan Lu j!� � (Washing Away of Wrongs) by Sung Tzhu 
*� (1247),26 appeared a considerable time before the European foundation-slOnes 
of the subject, the books of Fortunato Fedele27 and Paolo Zaechia 28 However, the 
rationale of some of the most imponant Chinese therapeutic practices, such as 
acupunclUre, to which I will return in a moment, is not yet clearly undersLOod; and 
obviously not all the drugs of the very rich traditional Chinese pharmacopoeia have 
yet been thoroughly examined from the biochemical and pharmacological point of 
Vlevv. 

Equally important, there has until now been littie unification of concepts. The 
original stimulus for this study arose indeed from problems of translation and tech
nical terminology. [n all the inorganic sciences Dr Wang Ling (Wang Ching-Ning) 
and I found long ago that once you kno"" exactly what the ancient or medieval 
Chinese writer is talking about you can find the occidental equivalent for his words 

22 Palos (1963) rightly emphasises this. 
23 There is no adcquatc translation as yet of any part of this remarkable work, but in the meantime a paper by 

Rail (196'2) may be referred to with due reserve. 
2� 1536 10 16q. Garrison (1929), pp. 271  If; Casl iglioni (1947), pp. 429, 441, '�52; his Praxis ilJedica (1608) has het:n 

described as Ihe first allempt ,It a systematic classification or diseases. 
:.os [6'2+ to 1689 Garrison (19'29), pp. 269 (1:; Castiglioni (1947), pp. 546 n�; his Observatiolles Medicae ( 1676), De 

Pod(1gra el H)'drope (1683) and Opera Universa (1685) were all outstanding for Ihdr palhognosric descriptions. 
26 Partial translation by Giles (t9�q). 
27 1550 to 1630 CasligJioni (19+7), p. 557; his De He/alionts Jledicoml/l (1602) defined the subject. 
28 1584 10 1659 Castiglioni (19.H), p. 557: his OJ/(/l!5liM/'S .\lediro-ugales(1635) is the great landmark in lhe Europc<1I1 

history or rorensic medicine. 
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without too much difficulty, and everything makes good sense. So for example one 
can converse with him across the centuries about solstices (chih X) or equinoxes (.fen 
:51-), square roots (khaijilllg rJil jJ) or comets (lmi hsing �£), Lowitz arcs (Ihi tit), roek
salt and brachiopods (shih)'en .:tJ1f!'.:tJ�, written in two different ways); equally in 
the technological world about norias (Ihung chhe f.J jfl.), water-powered reciprocating 
engines (slllIi phai 7k tjp) or chain-and-link work (Ihieh ho IlSi �ft 1i� $). This is true 
only to a slightly lesser extent in fields such as botany and zoology, where sui f.� is 
a spike or raceme and Ihai � a capitulum or flower-head, while the corolla (pa a@J 
is clearly distinguished from thc calyx (0 �). Similarly wei 'ill cannot mean anything 
but the stomach or an animal norJan ddlU wei J3... �W anything but a rumen. Alchemy 
and early chemistry have their own special problems exactly as they do in tl,e West 
and for the same reasons) or purposive concealment and the like, but even alnidst 
the spagyrieal flights of poetic fancy there is far greater regularity than might be 
supposed, so that the 'river chariot' (110 chhe )PJ jfl.) always means metallic lead,29 and 
the 'food left behind by Y (i the Great' (l'ii)'u LiangillJii til always means brown nodu
lar masses of haematite (ferric oxide). China, moreovel; had her Martin Ruhland, 
but her Lexicon ALchellliae was nearly 1 ,000 years older than his, the Shih rao ErI, Ja 
.:tJ � 'ffi'.ll (Synonymic Dictionary of Minerals and Drugs) by Mei Piao *' �, c. 
+806, and it is extremely useful still lOday. Similarly, on the technological side jim 
11 is always alum, shih Ian .:tJ JlJ!I always copper sulphate, and huo )'ao ):..�., the 
'fire chemical', never means anything else than a gunpowder composilion. On the 
whole the terminology of mcdieval Chinese chemistry, though far from unravelled 
as yet, presents no fundamental difficulties. Dr Ho Ping-Yi.i and I have found that 
it is quite possible to make medieval Chinese alchemical writing intelligible, though 
many years must pass before all its secrets become knm-vn. 

But it is when one comes to the medical sciences that the translator finds himselfin 
a really embarrassing position. IVIedical texts bristle with technical terms for which 
no equivalents in vVestcrn languages exist, some being ordinary words like han * 
(cold) used in a highly technical sense, others specially constructed ideographs (of len 
using the 'disease' radical), for example, i :!5t (infectious epidemic illness), nueh or 

Jao 1if (malaria-like fevers) or Ii m (dysenteries of various origin). The key words of 
the highly systematised medical philosophy are the most difficult, for even Chinese 
lexicographic works do not clare to define them, since it \vas always expected that 
physicians would acquire their correct usage during long apprenticeship. Nowadays, 
to be sure, there arc many works produced by the schools of traditional medicine 
in China which help to expound the terms, though not of course to translat�hem. 
Since there can be no exact equivalents in the vVestcrn world, where the evolution of 
physiological and medical thought followed very different courses, my collaborators, 
especially Dr Lu Gvvei-Djen, and I, arc adopting a new technique in translation, 
i.c. constructing an entirely fresh series of 'words of are from Greek and Latin roots 
designed to express the innermost senses of the Chinese medical technical terms, 

Z�l BIlt (Oveal (flll/Hor. or course, /01' in medico-physio-logical (erminology (he same words meall lhe placenta. 
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and then using them systematically.30 All other possible procedures are open to the 
gravest objections; to leave the terms untranslated makes the result unreadable; LO 
translate them by mechanical use of the dictionary makes it archaic, quaint and 
ridiculous as well as incorrect; while to seek to replace them by modern technical 
terms in current lIse is liable to distort the traditional ideas in a very dangerous way. 
The effect of our method is to make the medieval Chinese physicians talk like 16th
and 17th-century European medical \,\Iriters, Alnbrose Pare or Thomas ,,,Tillis, in the 
same genre as it were, but obviously in a completely different tradition, and this is 
just the effect desired. 

Now what all this essentially means is that the medical philosophies and theories 
of China and the West are by no means as yet mutually expressible, so that we 
have a situation quite different  from ,.."hat pertains in the inorganic and the simpler 
organic sciences. Indeed there arc important technical terms in Chinese medicine, 
such as hSl' J1i and shih if, /Jiao * and Ii 11:, which almost defY any rendering 
in a "Vestern language - almost but, we believe, not quite.31 Such considerations 
came very prominently to mind during the discussions which Dr Lu and I had with 
Professor Chhen Pang-Hsien JItf�J.f, the eminent historian of medicine, and other 
colleagues, in Peking in 1958; and it was out of them that the ideas expressed in the 
present paper first arose. 

One finds oneself obliged to speak (as herein I do) of , modern-Western' medicine. 
It is not fair to call it just 'Western' as if it was wholly on a par with 'Chinese' or 
'Indian' medicine, because it is palpably based on modern science in a way which 
the medicine oftl,e non-European civilisations is not; but it is equally unfair to call it 
blandly 'modern' medicine, because that implies that no non-European civilisation 
has anything to contribute to it. On the contraq� truly modern and oecumenical 
medicine will not come into being until all these contributions arc gathered in. 
Therefore 1 contrast 'modern-\'Vestern' with 'Chinese-traditional' medicine. 

Let us now examine more closely the transcurrent points rather than the fusion 
points. One can hope, I believe, to define a certain number of lTIoments in history 
when modern science, as we know it in the \rVest since the tin1e of Galileo, took 
clearly and decisively the lead over against Chinese science. One has to remember of 
course the earlier situation, pertaining in the lVliddle Ages, when nearly every science 
and every technique, from cartography32 to chemical explosives,33 was much more 
developed in China than in the 'Nest. From the beginning of our era down almost to 
the time of Columbus, Chinese science and technology had very often been far ahead 

j(l For example. we composed Ihe \\"ord l'IId!),lIIoma. Scc sec, vol. 5, pt. S' pp. 27 ff. 
'II Thus we propose for their cquivalcllts respcuivcly 'eremotic, plerotic, palcfact and subdite', Needless to say, the 

systematic use ofslI(:h language in the translation ufmedical texts will be preceded by a deep analysis of the content 
of the Chinese terms and a scmamie jllstifieatiotl of the iinbruislic components chosen in the construction oftileir 
equi\'alents. Ob\'iollsly the whole task is Olle of extreme difficulty, not only because of the coneeptual discordance 
between the cultures, hut also because naturally Chinese medical lcrminology changed slowly through the centuries. 
Nevertheless the ideas can, we believe, be harmoniscd ifsullleicntiy understood; and thcre is a sufficient consensus 
in the language of Chinese mtdicine to allow offirsl·approximation Graeco·Latin equivalents 10 be \'Cry widely 
\-"lid. 

32 See sec, \'01 . 3, pp. 5'2,) fT. 33 sec, ml. S, pI. 7 ,  

\ 
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of anything that Europeans knew. Just to take only one or two examples, seismology 
was cultivated in China generations before the West, Chang Heng * m in the +2nd 
century devising apparatus for locating the azimuth direction of the epicentre and 
recording the force of the shock .1-1 So also while the Roman agriculturists despaired 
of classifying and describing soils, their Chinese equivalents before the +2nd century 
had brought into usc more than fifry definable pedological terms, at the same time 
laying the foundations of all oecology and plant geography3s Or again, nobody 
in Europe (that Europe of the later-boasted 'iron horse' and irresistible 'ironclads') 
could reliably obtain a single pig of cast iron until about + 1380, while the Chinesc 
had been great masters of the art of iron-casting ever since the -1st century. 36 The 
standard method of inter conversion orratar), and longitudinal motion, the eccentric, 
connecting-rod and piston-rod assembly, was not known in Europe before about 
+ 1450 but it had been fully at work in China since +970 and the combination of 
the first two components of it goes back there to +600 at least. 37 This is why I have 
elsewhere said that Chinese physical sciencc attained a Vincian but not a Galilean 
level.38 \"'hen then can we find these turning points of transition, these transcurrent 
points, as [ call them, when modern science and technology originating in the \ Vest 
decisively took over fi·om the Chinese level? 

1n the case of mathematics, astronomy and physics, l think one can say that it 
happened almost at the same time as the fusion point, or only a very short time 
before. What the Jesuits brought to China included of course Euclidean geometry 
and Ptolemaic planetary astronomy, both of which wefe vcry ancient, and certainly 
not part of modern science. Bur they also brought the algebraic notation ofFran,ois 
Viete, which had only just been developed in the middle of the 16th century,39 and 
later the logarithms of John Napier; and above all they brought the new dynamics, 
mechanics and optics of Kepler and Galileo. It is interesting to reflect that Tycho 
Brahe, the observational father of modern astronomy, filling his ledgers of data on 
the island or H\'een, was a patently Chinese figure, not in technique or conception 
much more advanced than Shen Kua itt! or Su Sung � £Ji; it was only the next 
generations that begin to overpass the Chinese levels. Although the Jesuits played., 
down the Copernican themy itself they gave ftlll publiciry to the results which Galileo 
obtained with the telescope from 16 10  onwards 'o It will be remembered that he got 
the idea or the telescope from Holland" and then made his own, after which things 
began to happen very quickly. In mathematics, astronomy and physics, therefore, it 

'W sec, \'01. 3, pp. 626 n: 
35 Thcre arc good sllIdics in Chinese or this birth time of pcdolog), oceolog)' and plam geograph)� but lillie in 

\\'eslcrn languages. Sec, howc\'cr, sec, vol. 6, pI. I, pp. 56 IT. 
36 See Needham (1958b). 
37 SCI:: sec, \'01. +, pI. 2, pp. 369 fI, 380 IT.; Ncedham (1963). in sec about two centuries of priority could be 

subslamiatcd, but the discO\'cl)' by Cheng \\'ei "� of a scroll-paiming of c. +970 by Wei Hsitn flrJit, depicting 
a large waltr-mill which includes a reciprocating boller, gin!s about fi,'c centuries. As for the connecting-rod and 
eccentric only, sce sec, \'01. 4. pI. 2. p. ;59. 

:18 sec, \'01. 3, p. 160. J9 sec, \'01. 3, p. 438. ·10 Needham & Lu Gwei-Djcn (1966b). 
41 The 'optic lUbt:' or reflecting telescope had, howcver, apparently been known and used in England since a 

dale between 1540 and 1559. Sec Ronan (1991). 
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would seem that the transcurrent point came only a few decades before the fusion 
point. 

In botany, on the other hand, there was, as we have seen (Fig. 7), a great time-lag, 
because the fusion point did not occur until after ,880. The transcurrent point we 
should have to put as occurring some time between 1695, when Camerarius first 
demonstrated the nature of the Aower, Linnaeus' prime in 1735, and the restorative 
work of the great Adanson in '780. Were it not for the fact that the Linnaean sexual 
system of classification was a sort of branch-line or siding, and not in the main line 
of advance, one might be tempted to say that Chinese botany attained a Magnolian 
or Tournefortian, but not a Linnaean level. But it would perhaps be fairer to take 
Adanson as the turning-point about 1780 and to say that then it was that botany in 
the West began to be decisively ahead of Chinese botany. Vet after that there was in 
China a lag of some hundred years, between '780 and 1 880, hence the feelings of 
superiority of the early 19th-century plant collectors, admirers though they were of 
the Chinese horticulturists whose gardens they delightedly piJIaged." 2 

Next then we corne to consider the question when did \,Vestern medicine deci
sively draw ahead of Chinese medicine? I confess that the more we think about it 
the later we are inclined to put this moment. I am beginning to doubt whether the 
transcurrent point was really much earlier than about '900, perhaps 1850 or 1870. 
There are many things to be considercd H One has to weigh, for example, the clini
cal discoveries (Morgagni and Auenbruggel; 1761 ;  Corvisart, 1808; Lacnnec, 18 19);44 
the rise of ph ann ace utica I chemistry (Pelletier & Caventou, 1820) with the study of 
alkaloids as its centre;45 the new understanding of neurophysiology (Bell, 1 8 1 1 ;  Ma
gendie, 1822); the development of bacteriology after Pasteur (1857);46 the growth of 
immunology from Jenner c. 1798 (itself originating from a Chinese technique, vari
olation); the development of antiseptic surgery (Lister, 1865) and anaesthesia (1846); 
radiology (Rontgen, 1896), radiotherapy (the Curies, 1901) and radio-isotopes (Joliot
Curie, 1931); then parasitology with the discovery of the malaria plasmodium �ld its 
life-cycle (Laveran, 1880; Ross, 1 898); eventually the coming of vitamins (Hopkins, 
1 9 1 2),47 sulpha-drugs (Domagk, 1932), antibiotics (1940) and so on 48 All this requires 
more thought, but if therapeutic success rather than diagnostic understanding is 
taken as the criterion, I suspect that it was not much before 1900 that medicine in 

42 Sec the monograph by Cox (19'�5). 
13 Here a \'aluablc help is the monograph of Keele (1963) on the cyolucion of clinical diagnostic methods. 
1-4 Pathological anaTOm)� percuS!>:ion, auscultation, the invention of the stethoscope. The thermomelCr came 

some\l'hat earlicl� the sphygmograph much later. 
-\,::. Isolation ofstrychnille and quinine; there is a fine statue commemorating these twO chemists on the Boulevard 

St f"liche! in Paris. 
4fi Necessarily invoking microscopy. A landmark in this was Beale's The ll /icroscope in j'vledicine ([lid its A/,pticalioll /Q 

Uil/ieal Jledicille (1854). 
47 Biochemistry was to comribute fundamentally of course \0 clinical diagnosis as well as treatment but nOt much 

before the 20th century; Qualitative and quantitative urine au"l)'sis was how it began. This was first systematised 
by Neubauer & Vogel in 1860, in a book to which I remember referring myself in my young days. 

f8 The other side of the medal is how long medieval practices continued in Europe. Galenic pulse-lore was still 
being systematised in 1828, and the �''!lanchcsler Royal Infirmary ceased its bulk purchasing oflccches only in 1882. 
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the West drew decisively ahead o f  medicine in China.'9 Naturally, terms need care
ful definition. The work ofVesalius was not done in vain, and surgery and morbid 
anatomy were therefore correspondingly far ahead of China already by 1800. It may 
well be that all the sciences basic to medicine wefe much more advanced throughout 
the 19th century than what was known in China, and this Illllst certainly be true 
of physiology as well as anatomy; yet from the point of view of the patient these 
branches of knowledge were rather slow in application, so that if we judge strieLly 
clinically, the patient may not have been much better ofT in Europe than in China 
before the beginning of the 20th eentury.50 In  one single day in 1890 my fathel; him
self a physician, lost both his first wife and beloved teenage daughter of diphtheria, 
no antitoxin being then available, though in later years he could constantly use it. [ 
mention this family tragedy in order to emphasise that it may be an entire illusion to 
suppose, as so many do, that European medicine enjoyed a serene superiority over 
Chinese medicine throughout the 18th and 19th centuries. The 'enteric fever' of the 
Boer War could be another striking example. So when one finds a traveller like Dr 
Din\viddie, \·vho accompanied the Macartney Embassy to China in 'i93, putting 
on airs of great superiority about Chinese science and medicine, one realises today 
that he had very little reason for being so pleased with himselr.;1 By 1900, ofcoursc, 
perhaps even by 1870 or ,885, there were very good and solid reasons. But if the 
change-over or transcurrent point came so late, what is certain is that the fusion point 
has not even yet been attained. Indeed many decades must doubtless pass before this 
is achieved. Today the traditional medical doctors in China are working side by side 
with what we may call tl,e 'modern-Western' physicians in full co-operation.52 This 
is a very remarkable fact, which my collaborators and I have ourselves seen, in '952, 
1958 and 1964. It has been brought about in China by national renaissance, social 
conditions, and the paucity of medical doctors trained in modern style, during the 
past fifteen years. The two types of physicians and surgeons have joint observations, 
joint elinical examinations, and there is the possibility for patients to choosc whether 
they will have their treatmcnt in the traditional or the modern way; in othcr\cases 
the physicians themselves decide which is best and proceed to apply it. And if one 
reads the Chinese Medica!]o1l,."a!, for example, carefully, one will find certain fields, as 
for instance the treatment offl'actures, 53 where prolonged consideration has decided 
that in fact there were many valuable features in the traditional methods, and what 

49 To take IWO last exampks, ,he c1cctro-cardiogrfl!1i dares only fi'om 1903 and the electro-encephalogram only 
fi-om 19'19 . 

.'>0 In 11:126, the year of Laennec's death and lhe appearance 01'0. \1 .  P l\lartinet's significant .\I(IIlIIel de Patlwlogir, 
lhe basic sciences. says Keele, recein:d more lip-service lhan application in lh .. practice of medicine. e\·en in France 
where Ih('l"e was mOSI awareness of their value. 

51 A{or/io/ihis evell more sclf�salisfkd col\eaf,'lH.;, Ihe surgeon Dr Gillan; see the pnpers of the "'cCartncy Emhassy 
recently published by Cranmer-Byng (196'2). 

S? This raises queslions aboul lraditional Chinese conceptions of clinical diagnostic method, regimen and 
lherap); as well as the Ilature or the medical philosophy itself. We cannot go into lhese here hul must refer Ihe 
reader 10 sec, \'01. 6, pI. 6. In lht' me:mlime we may cite as the least misleading among \\'estcrn hooks about 
Chinese medicine, tile following publications: HUlne (1940); i\lorsc (1934-); Beau (1965); Palos (1963); Chamli·al11t 
& �ng Kang-Sam (1954). 

)3 Sel' the series or papers by Fang Hsien-Chih 1i jt.z. e/ (II. ([963-4-). 
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is  in  lise now is  a combination of the two, the Chinese and the \IVestern. Such fusion 
is going to happen more and morc, gi\-ing rise to a medical science which is truly 
modern and oecumenical and not qualifieelly modcrn-'<\festern. Here is only one 
example of it. 

Now I shall say briefly something more on the question of acupuncture. As is gen
erally known, this is a method of therapy, developed some 2,000 years ago, which 
im'olves the implantation of very thin needles into the body in diJTerent places ac
cording to a sdleme or chart based on traditional physiological ideas and thoroughly 
systematised at an early date, certainly by the Thang and Sung periods 54 We our
seh'es ha\'e seen the way in which this implantation of neeelles is done, attending 
acupuncture clinics in sc\'eral Chinese cities, The method is still used very widely 
indeed in China at the present day, The problem arises of how its action can come 
about, and one may say without fear of contradiction that there are dozens of lab
oratories in China and Japan at the present day which are actively working with 
modern methods of a physiological and biochemical character to elucidate what 
happens, There are many possibilities; for example, that the stimulation of the auto
nomic nervous system by this method may increase the antibody litre in the blood, 
or increase the cortisone production by the suprarenal cortex, or it may exert a neu
rosecretory influence upon the pituitary gland, A wealth of experimental approaches 
lies open.55 N[oreover, it must be recognised that the acupuncture system connects 
in many ways with assured facts in neurophysiology, notably the Head Zones of 
the skin in mammals, which are related with specific viscera, and the remarkable 
phenomena of referred pain, 

No one will ever really know the efTecti\'eness of acupuncture or the other special 
Chinese treatments until accurate clinical statistics have been kept for several decades. 
The Chinese are not getting around to this at the present time [1967, Ed,) because 
the practical job of looking after the health of 700,000,000 people does not readily 
permit it, but I have no doubt that within a century accurate clinical statistics will 

�I Though there are many more rccent books in \\'estern languages, those of Soulie de i\loram (1939) ha\'e not 
bcen superseded, From [gol he studied dircedy under two eminem physicians named Yang and Chang, respectivt:iy, 
,n Peking and Shanghai; and thin)' years later, on returning 10 Francc, he set fort h  at length the classical system 
of acupuncture_ Among the: writings derivative from this tradition are lhose of Baratoux (194'2) and lhe La\"crgnes 
(19,+7), Since ,hen sc\'cral diflcrent strains of transmission have led to EUl'ope. From Formosa the influence of 
Wu Hui-Phing !k1..!f has gcner:ated the books of L-wicr, \loss and the L,wson-\\-oods_ From Vietnam that of 
-"Iguycn van i'\ha has affected those of i\lann_ Japanese stlldies ha\'c also exerted influence in Europe . lakayama 
and Sakurazawa). In approadling acupuncture through thc works of reprcsentati\'cs of the present-day European 
practi[ioners some rcsClye should be exercised. for (a) \'ery few ofthelll ha\'e had linguistic access to the \-oluminous 
Chinese sources of many different periods, (b) it is often not quite dear how far their training has gi\'en Ihem direct 
continuity with rhe living Chinese clinical lraditions, (c) the histOl)' in their works is generally quite ullscholari}, 
and accollnts oflheory \-ery inadequate, and (d) their works are naturally much influenced by \\"estern concepts 
of disease aetiology and semeiography so that they secm not to practise the classical Chinese methods of holistic 
classification and diagnosis, Nevertheless, pcnding the historical and theoretical account which we ourscJ"cs hope 
to gin in sec, \-01. 6, pt. 6, this lilerature has its \-alue. A brief and anonpllous but authoritauw! statement issued 
by the National Academy and Research Institute of Chinese Traditional !>.Iedicinc at Peking a ft!w years ago is an 
imponant document. 

::.S It is hard to giw any adequate references here since so much of the IilcramfC is published in Chinese and 
Japanese, and in journals both difficult of access and not sought after by \·\'t!stern medical libraries. to-Iuch lime 
must yel, I fear, elapse before aU lhis is digt'sted illlo a form a\-ailable to the world scientific and medical public. 

\ 
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be kept, and this will be a fundamental contribution to our knowledge o f  traditional 
Chinese 111cdicine. 

A view commonly expressed (mostly by Westerners) is that acupuncture acts purely 
by suggestion, like many other things in what they often call 'fringe' medicine. This 
is, I believe, a question of what one might call relative credibility (or perhaps the 
calculus of credulity), a choice of what is the most difficult thing to believe. I must 
say that to my mind it is more difficult to believe that a treatment which has been 
engaged in and accepted by so many millions of people for something like twenty 
centuries has no basis in physiology and pathology, than to believe that it has been of 
purely psychological value. Of course it is true that the practices of phlebotomy and 
urinoscopy in the West had exceedingly little physiological and pathological basis 
on which to sustain their extraordinary and long-enduring popularity, but none of 
these had the subtlety of the acupuncture system. Possibly blood-letting had some 
slight value in hypertension, and extremely abnormal urines could tell their story, 
but neither contributed much to modern practice.56 I can only say that for my own 
part I find the purely psychological explanation of acupuncture much more h'lb;d to 
credit than an explanation couched in terms of physiology and pathology. Animal 
experiments, where the psychological factor is ruled out, support this opinion. My 
own view is that in due course the scientific rationale of the method will be found. 
But until it is, Chinese and modern-Western medicine will not have fused. 

Something more remains to be said about the theoretical setting of acupuncture 
and other traditional methods, such as the medical gymnastics for example which 
originated very early in China S) I have in mind the relative value placed in Chinese 
and Western medicine on aid to the healing power of the body on the one side, and a 
direct attack on the invading inAuences on the other. Now in Western medicine and 
in Chinese medicine alike these conceptions are both to be found. On the one hand, 
in the "Vest, besides the seemingly dominant idea of direct attack on the pathogen, 
we have also the conception of the vis medicabix natume, which my father was always 
telling me about when I was a boy; for resistance and the strengthening of resistance 
to disease is an idea strongly embedded in Western medicine from Hippocrates 
and Galen onwards. On the other hand, one can also affirm that in China, where 
the holistic approach might be thought to have dominated, there was the idea of 
combating external disease agents, whether these were sinister pl1eumala, the hsieh chili 
..!fjlj. from outside, of unknown nature, or whether they were distinct venoms or toxins 
left behind for example when insects had been crawling over food - this is a very old 
conception in China - so that the combating of external agents was certainly present 
in Chinese medical thought too.58 This may be called the i liao ;: fff.: aspect (or, in the 
ordinary parlance, chihpingyf; �); and the other one, the vis nzedicatrix naturae, WI what 

.'>6 011 lhese see the books of Keclc (1963) and Brockbank (1954), Keele rightly congratulatc� the anciem Chinese 
on their freedom from 'magico-religious concepts of disease', though he calls their traditional medical philosoph� 
'metaphysical', but he might have added that they were also always free from that individual gcncthliacal astrology 
which played so painfully prominent a pan in medieval European mcdicine, as he himself shows. 

57 C[ Dudgeon (1895). ;)8 Sec Needham & Lli Gwci-Djcn (196'2). 
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was meant in China by J'ang sheng -f.1., the strengthening of resistance. Nevertheless 
I think it is ciear that whatever the acupuncture procedure docs, it must be along 
the lines of strengthening the patient's resistance (e.g., by increasing the antibody 
or cortisone production), and not along the line of fighting the invading pneumata 
or organisms, venoms or toxins, i.c. not the characteristic 'antiseptic' attack which 
naturally has dominated in the West since the time of origin of modern bacteriology 
This is shown by the significant fact that while Westerners are often prepared to grant 
value to acupuncture in all'ections such as sciatica or lumbago (for which modcrn
Western medicine can do very little anyway), Chinese physicians have never been 
prepared to limit either acupuncture or the related moxa (mild cautery and heat
treatment) LO such fields; on the contrary they have recommended and practised it 
in many diseases [or which we believe we know clearly the invading organisms, for 
example, typhoid, cholera or appendicitis, and they clain1 at least remission if not 
radical cure. The effect is thus cortisone-like. It is surely very interesting that both 
these conceptions (the exhibition of hostile drugs and the strengthening of the body's 
resistance) have developed in both civilisations, in the medicine of both cultures; and 
one of the things which any adequate hisLOry of medicine in China will have LO do 
will be to elucidate the extent to which these two opposite ideas dominated in the 
systems of East and West at different times. 

These remarks would not be complete without a reference to the importance of 
the traditional Chinese pharmacopoeia. I do not think that anyone today is inclined 
to despise pharmacopoeias of a traditional or empirical character developed among 
non-European peoples 59 Since the recognition of the use of ephedrine from Ephedra 
sinica in the Chinese pharmacopoeia, one of its greatest triumphs, there have been 
many more shocks administered to pharmacologists in the West, as, for example, the 
famous case of Rauwolfia with its numerous powerful and highly peculiar alkaloids. I 
suppose that the whole moclern science of chemotherapy has been closely connected 
with, if not directly dependent on, the investigation of naturally occurring drugs of 
an alkaloidal or otherwise highly complex organic character. The pharmacopoeia 
in China is in fact full of things which are of great interest from this point of view. ------
When I was in China during the war running a scientific liaison mission between 
thc Chinese and the Western allies, as Director of the British Scientific Mission in 
China, I had a good deal to do with DichroaJebrifuga (in Chinese ch!zallg-shall 'itiliJ 
People were looking about very urgently for anti-malarials other than quinine, and 
c!zhang-shan was therefore studied a good deal. Various pharmaceutical laboratories 
in China worked on it, gaining positive results early on in the war; these were doubted 
in the West, but eventually at the National Institute of Medical Research Dr Thomas 
Work made a study of it and it has turned out to bc a quite powerful anti-malarial.6o 

Its interest is indeed somewhat impaired by a variety ofside-efTects, presumably due 

59 Sec. for example, the symposium recently edited by Chhcn Kho-Khuei, j\'lukerji & Volicer (1965). Or the 
monograph ofi\[osig & Schramm (1955). 

60 Sec Chang Chhang-Shao (! 91�5); Fu Feng-Yling & Chang Chbang-Shao (1948); Chang, Fu, Huang & Wang 
(1 948); Tonkin & Work ([945); Duggar & Singleton (1953). 
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to other substances present, but i f  the active principle could be purified (and I am 
not quite sure how far this has been done) i t  could be a valuable medicament. 

The naming of plants in the Linnaean system after personal names is often re
garded as very modern, but sometimes the naInes of particular people were given 
to drug plants in China too. There is one, for example, called shih cizijn tzu {{�-t 
named after a physician Kuo Shih-Chlin �H{� who studied and used it in the 
Wu Tai or Thang period about the +IOth century. This is Qyisqua/is indica (or Ran
goon creeper), a really valuable anthelmintic, especially in paediatric use, and still 
employed today on a wide scale. 

If we may now sum up the results of our meditation so far we can make a very 
simple table to assemble certain figures that have been mentioned, and to accompany 
Figure 7 .  

Science Transcurrent point Fusion point Lag in years 

.Mathcmatics, ,6IO 1640 30 
Astronomy, Physics 

Botany '700 1880 180 
or 1780 1880 100 

?\1edicine ,800, 1870 or ,goo not yet ? 

From this one might be tempted to deduce quite tentatively a 'law of oecumenogen
esis' which would state that the more organic the subject-matter of a science, the 
higher the integrative level of the phenomena with which it deals, the longer will be 
the interval elapsing between the transcurrent point and the fusion point, as betw€en 
Europe and an Asian civilisation. If this were in general principle right one might 
try to test it by looking into the history of chemistry in East and West, for which one 
would expect a figure intermediate between those for the physical sciences and for 
botany: 

This subject bristles with difficulties partly because of the contingent historical 
trends which intervene. Chemistry as \-ve know it is of course a science like that of 
the branch of physics which deals with electricity - wholly post-Renaissance, indeed 
18th century in character. The pre-history of chemistry goes far back into antiquity 
and the Middle Ages, and it does so in China at least as much as the West .6 1  In 
the "Vest there were first the mystical aurificers of Alexandria, and in the East at 
the same time the pharmaceutical alchemists of China 62 There is overwhelmingly 

6 1  See sec, YO!. 5, pans 1 , 2 , 3 ,  {, 5, 6, 7 and 9 of which are already published. I may also refcr to the pioneer 
book of Li Chhiao-Phing � *# (1948). Studies of particular fields reach, as usual, a more scholarly level; see. 
lor example, Dubs (1947); Sivin (1965); Ho Ping-Yli foJj1:jillS & Needham (1959c); T�hao Thien-Chhin t }d:J:.., 1-10 
Ping-Vii & Needham (1959). The brief chapter in Leicester's ( 1965) handbook is balanced and perceptive. See also 
the monograph of Eliade (1956), rull of insights. 

62 These terms are 'words of art'. Thc Greek aurificers were aurifrctors, imitating gold but not believing that they 
could make it from other substances. But 1hc essence of alchemy is macrobiotics, the chemical search for means 
of longevity and malerial immortality, and the combination or this with belief in aurifaction was rundamentall� 
Chinese. 
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strong ground for believing that Arabic alchemy was influenced from China (even 
the very name is probably Chinese in origin),63 and that it handed on its alchemical 
amatus, coupling the art of making gold with that offinding the elixir of immortality, 
to the European alchemists of the +1Oth to the +15th centuries whose triumphs 
included the discovery of alcohol.64 Vast treasuries of Chinese alchemy from the 
+3rd to the + 14th centuries are contained in the Tao Tsang it ff;t or Taoist patrology, 
and besides all this there are rich texts of other genres which tell of metallurgy and 
the chemical industries. When Paracelsus in the + 16th century inaugurated iatro
chemistry he was only copying unknowingly in Europe just what had come about in 
China somewhat earliel; with the difference that in that culture there had never been 
any prejudice against mineral remedies. So brilliant was the iatro-chemical period 
in China (+ 1 Ith to +1 7th centuries) that it has been possible to show how the adepts 
of those tinlCS "vcre able to prepare tnixturcs of crystalline steroid sex hormones and 
use them for therapy in cases for which they are normally prescribed today.65 

But all this was not theoretical modern chemistry. The foundations of this were laid, as 
everyone knows, during the later 18th and early 19th centuries, with the exploration of 
the nature of gases by Priestley and others (1760 to 1780), the 'revolution in chemistry' 
effected by Lavoisier (1 789), and then the atomic theory of Dalton (1810) followed by 
the far-reaching insights of the founder of organic chemistry Justus von Liebig (1830 
to 1840) 66 This was already the beginning of the Opium Wars and the Thai-Phing 
A -f- Rebellion, but as soon as quiet recurred in China and modern science was 
able to strike roots again, chemistry in its new [arms was introduced. There were 
no obstacles to fusion, because there had been no competing Chinese theories in 
the past;67 the basic facts of chemical change which alchemisls, industrial workers 
and medical doclOrs had long known fitted simply into ti,e new explanations, the 
superiority of which over the traditional Yin and Yang and Five-Element theories 
was much nlore obvious here than in physiology or medicine. Nlodern chemistry was 
taught at all the Chinese universities after 1896, and books on it had been published 
by the Translation Department of the famous Kiangnan Arsenal from the time 
of its foundation by TingJih-Chhang TEl@', in 1865 onwards. Private institutions 
such as the Ko Chih Shu YUan ti3!t.!1t at  Shanghai, which opened in ,874, also 
propagated chemical knowledge 68 It may therefore be quite fair to set a period of 
some eighty years, say between 1800 (the approximate transcurrent point) and 1880 
(the approximate fusion point), as the time elapsing. This evidently fits in adequately 

63 Etymologics of;chcm-' from Greckor Egyptian roots having long becn notoriollslyuncOIl\'incing. its derivation 
from Chinese c/till -i': (gold) or chill i -i: � (gold juice) was su�,'-geslcd independently in 1946 by the writer (Needham 
(\946) and ),Iahdihassan (1962)), who since then has elaborated the equation in many papers. This vicw has now 
gained general acceptance (see. e.g., Dubs (1961), and Schneider (1959)). 

6-1 cr the masterly little books of Sherwood Taylor (1951) and Holmyard (1957). Sec also Pflrtinglon (1961). 
65 Sec Lll Gwei-Djctl & i\'cedham (1964). 
66 Cr. the usual accounts: Thorpe (1921); Lowry (1936); Partington (1957), 
Gi This does not mean thal there were no theories in Chinese alchemy and chemical industry; but they always 

remained essentially medieval in type (cf: Ho Ping·Yii & Needham (1959c)), 
fill This was headed for a time by \\'ang Tbao .I. la, the Chinese collaborator orthe great sinologistJames l,egge, 
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with the general picture, but I should not like to put too much emphasis on it, partly 
because of the adventitious historical circumstances, and partly because modern 
chemistry, as a relative late-comer in modern science, had no alternative system 
lO meet with when it reached the Chinese culture-area, as all the other sciences 
considered had. 

In conclusion, then, 'v"hat we have done here is to examine the (i01C elapsing 
bet\·veen the first sprouts of particular natural sciences in theirmodernJorms in European 
culture, and their fusion with the traditional forms as Chinese culture had known 
them, to form the universal oecumenical body of the natural sciences at the present 
day. The more 'biological' the science, the more organic its subject-matter, the longer 
the process seems to take; and in the most difficult field of all, the study of the human 
and animal body in health and disease, the process is as yet far from accomplished. 
Needless to say, the standpoint here adopted assumes that in the investigation of 
natural phenomena all men arc potentially equal, that the oecumenism of modern 
science embodies a universal language that they can all comprehensibly speak, that 
the ancient and medieval sciences (though bearing an obvious ethnic stamp) were 
concerned with the same natural world and could t11erefore be subsumed into the 
same oecumenical natural philosophy, and that this has grown, and will continue 
to grow among men, /Jari jJOSSU with the vast growth of organisation and integration 
in human society, until the coming of the world co-operative commonwealth which 
will include all peoples as the waters cover the sea. 
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(c) T H E  N A T U R E  O F  C H I N E S E  S O C I E T Y :  

A T E C H N I C A L  I N T E R P R ETAT I O N '  

H U A N G  JE N - Y O  1t1='f' AND J O S E P H  N E E D H A M  

( I ) I NT R O D U C T I O N  

When the People's Republic of China was established in  1949, many external ob
servers believed that the new leadership would break away completely from old 
traditions. Today, nearly half a cemury late I; the epoch-making efTect of the revo
lution is clearly seen, yet it has also become increasingly evident that China's social 
and cultural heritage has been subsumed in the new order. It will undoubtedly exert 
great influence in determining the destiny of mankind in the future, and not only 
that of the Chinese themselves. 

The historical continuity of the most populous country in the world has sometimes 
been regarded as a triumph of intellectual guidance. Many Western scholars have 
found theoretical points in common between Chinese comnlunism, Confucianism, 
Taoism and even Buddhism. Such connections can be substantiated in a number 
of ways, though points of difTerence are also many; but it is easy to over-stress the 
inAuence of philosophers and to minimise the efTect of concrete environmental and 
economic factors. 

The formation of the Chinese ethos is of course a topic lending itself to a variety of 
interpretations. But as we sec it, the inlportancc of ideology, however great, can never 
obscure the basic fact that underneath lie the material forces of climate, geography 
and social integration. Chinese history differs from that of all other civilisations in 
the world because during the centuries before our era China had already developed 
a centralised political system, and since this could necessarily command only quite 
primitive technical support, it constituted a very bold advance indeed. The high 
degree of centralisation attained did not, howevel� grow out of the imagination of 
political thinkers; it was imposed by circumstances, geography being a leading factor. 
During subsequent centuries this centralised system had to be continually refined 
and sustained until China's political and ethical maturity ran far ahead of the devel
opment of other institutions, such as diversified economy, codified civil contraclual 
law, and a system of jurisprudence protective for the individual. As time went on, 
these latter elements, still relatively rudimentary, were positively restrained lest they 
should disturb the uniform administration of the empire. One undesirable efTect was 
thal lacking what one might call technical sophistication, Chinese bureaucratic gov
ernment always appeared impressive in breadth while remaining shaUow in depth. 

1 This text was previously published, Needham (19Hb), and is reprimed here with minor revisions. We take 
pleasure in acknowledging the clarification and help derived from discussions with Dr J.J. Brocze, Dr C. Feinstein, 
Or lain fv[acpherson, the latc Prof.Joan Robinson, and Dr Mikulas Teich. 
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Basically its support was derived from social institutions and social values. Individ
uals were encouraged to adhere in primary groups, and if an enlightened code of 
ethics laid emphasis on man's duty to his fellow-men, it also inhibited all claim for 
natural rights. These conditions changed little during the past 2,000 years. 

One can at once descry a number of factors in traditional Chinese society that 
would be inimieal to the growth of a eapitalism but favourable to a transition to 
socialism. The concept of a single united national culture, the unity in part arising 
from an ideographic2 non-agglutinative language not easily learnt by outsiders, the 
reign of morality, order and organisation rather than law, the absence (as we shall see) 
of the development of any middle class, and the consistent restraint of mercantile 
interests and initiatives - all these were features advantageous for socialism once 
the time had corne. I n  order to evaluate where China stands today, therefore, our 
account must first survey smne of the Inajar developments in the past. 

( 2 )  THE EARLY UNIF ICATION AND CENTRALISATION 

I t  is surely significant that Chinese civilisation started along the Yellow River 3 That 
great stream runs into and out of a large area ofloess, a deposit of compacted wind
blown sand often more than 300 feet deep. Consequently the river's silt-content 
is phenomenal." While in most major flows in the world a silt content of over 4 or 
5 per cent can be regarded as significantly high, that in the current of the Yellow 
River has established observed records of 46 per cent. 

One of its tributaries has produced an unheard-of 63 per cent. With the last 500 
miles of its course receiving not a single tributary, the Yellow River has therefore had 
a constant tendency to fill up its own channel and over-run its dykes, so that today 
its bed is well above the level of the surrounding North China plain. 

Before the imperial period, the execution of works of water-control by the divided 
feudal States remained a constant cause of controversy bet\veen theIn, as such devices 
usually relegated the problem to the neighbouring States, with intensified harm. As 
early as -651 a league convention was held by the principalities concerned, and 
during its sessions the participants solemnly pledged not to modify the course of 
the Yellow River so as to cause difficulty to the other princedoms. The promise 
was ineffective. As China entered the period of the \<VatTing States, from the early 
-5th century to the late -3rd century, contesting princedoms even broke the dykes 
deliberately in order to flood the territories oftheir enemies. Not until the emergence 

� 'fhis term has often been criticised, for example, Sampson (lg8S), pp. 34 IT: ·the term lideographic] . 
seems to be used in a way that blurs the crucial distinction between semasiographic and logographic systems·. 
Ne\'enheless the idea of ideographic as opposed to alphabelical languages is so widely understood that it may stand 
here. [Glen Dudbridgc points out that ·ideographic' is an obsolete term in relation to post-Shang Chinese script. 
Joseph Needham was aware of this, but when I discussed it with him in '993 he was unwilling to sacrifice the term 
which he had used from Volume ' of Sciellce alld Civilisa/ioll ill Chilla onwards, and which had been used bclorc him 
by such re\'ereel masters as Bernard Karlgrcn. £el.l 

3 This remains true in spite of the wide variety of neolithic sites discovered in very recent limes . 
.. Cf. sub-sectiollS on hydraulic engiueering in Section 28 (SCC, vol. .1-, pt. 3). 
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of a united China in -22 I could the problem reach a settlement. Thus there is 
undeniable truth, over-emphasised by some,s that the need for hydraulic works, 
not only in flood protection but also for irrigation and later for bulk transport, did 
favour unification of the empire. And not only so, but this circumstance equally 
remains one of tl,e best explanations of why China was traditionally bureaucratic, 
not aristocratic 6 Water control and management always tended to transcend the 
boundaries of (euda] domains, since only an emperor and his h ierarchy of officials 
were competent to master it. 7 

Of course China was not the only civilisation that arose in a great river valley; 
this was also truc of Egypt based on the Nile, Babylonia based on the Tigris and the 
Euphrates, and the Mohenjodaro culture based on the Indus. But all these were rel
atively ncar the heartland of the Old World, exposed rather prominently to mutual 
influences and conquests, not isolated beyond that great Tibetan mountain massif 
which generated so naturally and appropriately the Indian and Chinese concepts of 
the central super-mountain, Mt. Meru or Khun-Lun Shan f1:-;iirLlJ. This must be part 
of the answer to any enquiry why aU the other ancient river-valley civilisations dis
appeared as recognisable entities, replaced by later cultures, Gupta, Mogul, Roman, 
Byzantine, Islamic; while Chinese continuity has endured without break from the 
neolithic Yang-shao irpig and Lung-shan i[UJ people right down to the present 
day. 

Rivers and silt posed great problems, but climate was not kind to China either8 
Early Chinese writers, without the benefit of modern meteorology, took it for granted 
that every six years there would be a serious crop failure and every twelve years a 
general famine_ The official dynastic histories down to 1 9 1 1  report that in those 
2 , 1 17 years no fewer than 1,621 floods and 1,392 droughts were recorded, thus on 
an average more than one disaster in each year. Only recently has the phenomenon 
found an adequate explanation. 

Rainfall in China has a highly seasonal distribution, some 80 per cent of it coming 
in lhree summer months; and during the same period the prevailing wind direction 
changes. The fluctuation of the annual rainfall can also be drastic, because the 
monsoon in China is more cyclonic than orographic. 111 other words, the humid 
monsoon air relies not so much on high mountains for its cooling agent as on the 
northerly and north-eastcrn cold air currents, which lift it to a sufficient height to 
yield its moisture. ''''hile the regular pattern of crossing currents is unchanging, 
the actual result varies widely from one ycar to anothel; since it depends upon the 
synchronisation of two sets of variables. The points of convergence could be more 
numerous than expected, or else rather fewer. This variation produced the high 

:. The n<l.mc of\\,infogel has become overwhclmingly associated with this but there arc SOllle strange exceptions; 
Sri Lanka. for example, had many wonderful hydraulic engineering works from the i\·liddle Ages onwards yet ncver 
developed a burcaucrac)l. � See again Section 28 of sec, vol. 4, pI. 3 .  

I This is staled in so lllallY words in the lell Thiel! i..JIII (c. 80). See sec, \'01. 4,  pL 3, p.  z64. 
II Sec Section ZI in sec, vol. 3, and Section 47 in Sec. vol. 7, pt. I. 
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frequency of floods and droughts i n  China - a meteorographical phenomenon well 
known in history, yet still seen yearly today - and sometimes with the two kinds of 
natural disaster coming at the SaIne time but in different localities. 

The centuries prior to -22 1  saw a series of internecine wars. The extant records 
create an impression that the fighting enabled the princes to fulfil their schemes of 
aggrandisement and settle their private feuds. But sufficient clues are also lert in the 
source materials to suggest that natural disasters were at least partially responsible for 
the disturbances.9 Peasant-farmers participated in the campaigns because of hunger 
and food shortages. Crops were seized by the engaging armies; stoppage of food 
supplies in time of famine usually constituted a caSIlS belli. Moreovel; large states 
capable of distributing famine relief inevitably emerged victorious; they gathered 
larger followings. Thus the sequence of events worked out almost automatically 
a rational solution to the problem, pointing to a unified China and a centralised 
bureaucratic adlninistration, which alone would be able to command the necessary 
resources for relieving local distress. 

But Nature imposed on China yet another problem the solution of which also 
hinged upon unification and centralisation, and that was the security of the north
ern frontier, manifested spectacularly by the emergence of the Great Wall . IO  In 
meteorological terms, that barrier coincides in general with the fifteen-inch isohyet 
line. This simply means that south of the Wall an annual rainfall of fifteen inches 
can be expected, the minimum for agricultural production. Beyond the Wall rain is 
more sparse, most rivers dry up before they can reach the sea, and nomadic pas
toralism provided the only means oflivelihood. Called by Lattimore 'one of the most 
absolute frontiers in the world', I I  the Great Wall has for more than 2,000 years 
been a demarcation line separating cultural groups, social customs, languages and 
religions. Since the peaceful assimilation of minority groups on the other side of the 
Wall was never permanently possible, the northern frontier remained a perennial 
skirmishing ground between Chinese farmers and nomadic tribesmen. There were 
occasions when the Chinese launched ofTensive wars into the steppeJand and desert 
in the north and north-west, but as often as not they were put on the defensive by 
the invading tribesmen whose mobility commanded a great advantage. And it is a 
commonplace of history that large parts of China were sometimes ruled by dynastic 
houses springing fi'om nomadic tribal origins; indeed the united empire itselffell to 
the Mongols in the Yuan period and to the Manchus in the Chhing. There is an 
obvious parallel here with the Roman Empire, but in the end Rome was more or 
less 'barbarised', and China never. Al all events, and in every case, mobilisation and 
military logistics called for a united China. And once again, bureaucrats, even in 
uniform,  could mobilise forces beyond the dreams of any aristocrats. 

Besides these factors, the compactness of the Chinese oikollmene, its general suitabil
ity for agriculture, its network of inland waterways, and the linguistic homogeneity 
orits inhabitants all favoured unification. 

[I See Section 5 in sec, vol. I. 10 Sec sec, voL 4. pt. 3. t L Lauimore (1940), p. 21. 
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Nor was there any insurmountable obstacle in the way of establishing a centralised 
system. But unlike the defence against the Aoods of the Yellow River, not to mention 
the relief of recurring natural disasters, and the control of the nomadic menace on 
the frontier, the favourable conditions of human and social geography hardly added 
a sense of urgency to the issue of unification. Left to then1selves, they would in all 
probability have worked towards China's political centralisation, but at a slower pace 
and possibly on a more solid foundation. In the course of history this made a great 
deal of difference. As it happened, unification and centralisation came to China, one 
could almost say, soon after the end of the Bronze Age. Pressed by matters of survival, 
the process allowed no time for local institutions and customary practices to mature. 
Aristocratic idiosyncrasies might have fostered them, not a far-flung bureaucracy 
with its mind on efficiency and uniformity. Taoist technology and laisserJaire, Mohisl 
science and religion, Legalist uniformity and Hedonist self-cultivation, were all in a 
sense casualties of the paramount necessity for the centralised Confucian bureau
cratic State. The authority ofimperiai China came as an inheritance from two major 
sources: the constitutional structure of the proto-bureaucratic feudal principalitiesl 
and the corresponding thought of the political philosophers, especially Confucians, 
who grew up within them. 

lV [ention was made a fe"" paragraphs above of the other great ancient river-valley 
civilisations, and any discussion of the characteristics of Chinese feudal bureau
cratism does always raise the question of why the resemblances to it in [ndia are so 
very partial. India also suffered from Aoods and droughts; India also was menaced, 
in her case chiefly from the north-western frontiel� by the incursions of alien invaders 
many times indeed in her long history; India also needed important works of hy
draulic engineering, though apart from the Vijayanagar kingdom in the south these 
were never forthcoming to the extent that would have been desirable. What was the 
X-factor that made the Chinese experience so different from that of most other 
cultures? Here perhaps is where those 'less urgent' factors just mentioned are seen 
to have outstanding importance. In India linguistic, religious and social (caste) di
versification dominated the sub-continent from very early tilnes; in striking contrast 
assuredly with the homogeneity of the Chinese people, who absorbed peripheral 
tribes into their culture (e.g., the Yueh �, the Man ,f;l;I, the Chhi-tan � ft, the 
Jurchen *.) without in any way diluting it, and could even assimilate their con
querors, Mongols or Manchus, till harclIy anything recognisable of them was left. 
Not only this, but China radiated her culture over all East Asia, so that Korea,japan 
and Vietnam are all in one way or another her children. Surely the 'monolithic' 
ideographic language had a great part to play in this, as also the deeply characteris
tic styles of Chinese agriculture and its associated technical arts, so well described by 
Francesca Bray, 1 2  and the specific procedures of Chinese bureaucratic administra
tion which through the centuries had been moulded to suit them. It must also be of 
great importance that no institution of a caste character developed in China, and that 

11 Sce Section 4 [  in sec, vol. 6, pt. 2.  
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none of the three religions (sail chiao ==-�) claimed over-riding obedience or temporal 
pO\ver. 

Perhaps it is no coincidence that the only other civilisation comparable to that 
of China in its long enduringness was that of Ancient Egypt strung along the Nile, 
and that there also a homogeneous ideographic language prevailed. There were of 
course differences. Egypt's life-span was set at an earlier time in history than China's 
for the Pharaonic institution was already more than two millennia old when the 
Shang kingdom in China started the ball rolling there, while the unitary Chinese 
State is still a reality today a millennium and a half after the triumph of Arabic and 
Islamic culture. Egypt was also very narrowly bounded by the desert on each side 
of the strip, quite unlike the spaciousness of China's rivers, mountains and plains 
stretching over an area two or three times the size of Europe. In sum, then, it may 
not be too difficult to understand why the Chinese experience was not paralleled in 
any of the other river-valley civilisations. 

(i) The bureaucralic management qf an agrmiall sociery 

The generation of a well-knit bureaucratic apparatus by an agrarian nation of China's 
size has no parallel in world history. Paid in salaries (when paid at all), 1 3  the profes
sional managerial group regarded administrative positions as fully interchangeable 
within a hierarchical order; this required a great deal of standardisation and preci
sion. Two consequences followed, first the bulk transport of taxation goods meant 
that salaries and local expenses had generally to be found by deduction at the source, 
not paid from the capital city, hence a perpetual tendency towards peculation at all 
levels; and secondly the principle of inter-changeability of general-purpose district 
officers meant that specialists (hydraulic engineers, mathematicians, astronomers, 
medical experts, etc.) were always shunted aside and could rarely reach high office. 
Since the functionaries did not represent the financial interests of the provinces or 
districts that they managed, the government could never gain stability through a 
balance of those interests. Its usual approach, indeed, was to restrain the more ad
vanced sectors of the national economy in order not to outstrip the more backward 
sectors. 'The relationship between the governing and the governed was contingent 
solely upon their mutual subjection to the imperial rule. The central government 
appeared to be, and "vas, the only source of powel� yet on account of the vastness of 
the country this power could not always be exercised effectively. H 

These requirements and conditions generated various solutions in the early phases 
of China's unification. For instance, codes of law were written to facilitate the work 

13 This it was which led to a mass or p�ctLlation, 'squeeze, grart and corruption' at all le"c1s which always upsel 
the businessmen rrom the \'\'est who were accustomed to quantitative accounting. One orthe hrst phrases I learnt 
in Chinese was To kU(llIfo Is/wi *:gil-M, 'Become a high official and get vcry wealthy'. Since the gO\wnmcnt 
never paid all the outlying provincial officials adcqualcly, they had nalllrally to supplemellt their incomes by 'taxing 
the Emperor at source', i.e. by 'taking a cut 00' the joint at all le\'els'. 

14 The bureaucratit character of the administration runs like a Ihread through the recent book of Chinese 
history by HuangJen-Yii (tg88), see pp. 15, 42, 60, 80, 89, I I I ,  l..j.3, 17°, 200 and 203, btll this meant throughout 
the ages that China was nOI in 1-luangJen-Yli's words 'mathematically manageable', 
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of the administrators, though in general such systems avoided that legal abstraction 
characteristic of Roman law, and every case was judged as a totality of circumstances, 
not in isolation from factors that might seem irrelevant. Since law was always thought 
of primarily as criminal law, the institution of advocates did not develop. Yel such 
was the passion for justice among the best Chinese officials that the oldest books 
on forensic medicine in any civilisation are due to China, for example, the Hsi 
Y ilan Lil (The Washing Away of Wrongs), compiled in 1247 by Sung Tzhu *!.t. 1 5  
Administrative discipline was quickly re-established during changes of dynasty, when 
military regimes \vere transformed into civil government with a minimum relaxation 
of control. By and large it became the custom of the scholar-gentry to transfer 
allegiance to a new ruling house as soon as it had established by arms its claim 
to have received the 'mandate of Heaven' (Ihien 1ning * 4ft). The government itself 
always proclaimed moral conduct as its aim, and public education was mobilised to 
strengthen its position. 

Al! these features, howevel� important as they "vere, could never compensate for 
the lack of adequate technical support in terms of transport, communication, bank
ing techniques, accounting methods, information-gathering, and data-processing 
expertise - the means that any modern bureaucratic management would regard as 
indispensable. This is not to say that archives were not kept and censuses not taken: 
they were; but in spite or the Bureau of Historiography and the Chancellor's Secre
tariats, Chinese government organisation far outran the technique on which it had 
to be based. One remembers Chhin Shih Huang Ti � J:it � 'iir, the First Emperor, 
reading through cartloads of bamboo and wooden slips daily, and the extreme delays 
to which official despatches were subject century after century. 

Thus in the history of developing bureaucratic administration, China followed 
a pattern of 'forward three steps, but backward two'. The dilemma was that while 
an over-tight centralised system would create too much stress and strain, any de
centralisation could start a liquidating process in which the entire organisation \-vas 
liable to disintegrate. One sees this at work in every period of politi cal fragmentation 
and particularly clearly when independent theocracies sprang up at the end of the 
Han, and when the provincial governors (chien III shi/z I�Hll'1�J took over at the end of 
the Thang. But given time, reunion invariably followed, and even the foreign and 
colonialist attacks of the past century and a half could not distort this pattern, as we 
see in the centralised strength of the present day after the provincialist warlord ism 
of the Kuo-min-tang 1illR;� period. 1 6  Here the ideographic nature of the language 
had always been of cardinal importance, for it did much to prevent the definitive 

1 5 Sec Section 44 in sec, \'01. 6, pI. 6. 
1 6 This can be wdl seen from the Tahle of Chinese Dynasties (Table 5 on p. is of sec, vol. I) repeated immediately 

after the index at the end orall the subsequent \'olulllcs of the series. Orlhe tW("l1ly-IWO ccmuries which have elapsed 
since the first ullification orlbe empire by Chhin Shih Huang Ti �P�l.%", a period 01"110 more than 250 to 33i 

years (according to how one interprets the word dynasty) has seen China not unified and under the sway of a 
centralised administration. This amounrs 10 be(wecn ! 1.3 per Celli and Ij.3 per eenl of Ihe lime Ihal has elapsed 
since the first unification of the empire in -22 l. 11 is true that Chinese scholars havc oftcn gonc about to pro'·c 
that 011(' or other oflhe (·ontending dynasties in the periods when China was divided maintained the imperial rule 
and so handed down the succession, but thaI was a largely theoretical pursuil and may be disregarded herc. The 
filct is that there were at most only 337 ycars when China was radically fi·agmcllIcd. 
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centrifugal separatism. I i China had civil \vars often enough, internal national con
flicts neve I: And correspondingly there was to some extent an absence of the stimuli 
that war gave to science and technology in Europe. 

Of course in dealing with economic problems different dynasties in China de
vised diflerent schemes. Yet inasmuch as certain background factors underwent little 
change, a number of common features in the administration became perennial. One 
such feature was a vigorous and persistent pronlotion of agriculture by the State, vir
tually uninterrupted for 2,000 years. At the founding of each major dynasty the 
imperial government always busied itself with farm rehabilitation. Land, seeds and 
draught animals were distributed to displaced persons; reclamation of' new land was 
encouraged, "vith tax relief as a premium; and improved forms of agricultural tools 
and rural machinery were popularised. At dilTerent times the government also pro
moted new food plants, disseminated information about improved farm methods. 
and conducted surveys of agricultural production. The execution of water-control 
and irrigation projects was always recognised as a vital function of the State. � [ore
over, even alien dynasties were equally aware that the economic foundation of the 
empire rested on agriculture. It was Khubilai Khan who authorised the compilation 
of the NUllg Sang Chi lao (Basic Elements of Agriculture and Sericulture), a handbook 
reprintcd many times during the Yuan period. Its edition of 1 3 15 was printed in 
10,000 copies. I S  Here again there was a general contrasl with rhe Roman Empire. 
which came to grief in part precisely because it did not give adequatc attention to 
the promotion of agriculture. 

Since taxes were collected direct fi'om the general population, the State naturally 
regarded intermediate groups capable of intercepting the income of the primary 
producers with great disfavour. Energetic emperors in early Chinese history dealt 
with aristocratic households as vigorously as if inspired by socialist ideas. Both the 
Northern Wei and the Sui delivered fatal blows to the elite clans which dominated 
the period of disunity from the +4th to the +6th century. The Thang dynasty con
fiscated Buddhist monastic properties on a Illass scale from time to time. In the 
last two decades of its life, the Southern Sung proceeded to purchase from own
ers on the eastern seaboard one-third of their landholdings in excess of 100 mall 
� per household) but as the purchase prices were almost nominal the transaction 
differed little from confiscation. The founder of the Ming dynasty, a man of peas
ant origin himself, staged a series of expropriations of the powerful gentry families, 
during which no less than 100,000 persons seem to have lost their lives. After that. 
in 1397, the Ministry of Revenue submitted to the sovereign a list of remaining sub
stantial landowners across the empire. The 14,341 names on it represented those 
who owned 700 mall of land or more. Their total holdings are not disclosed, but 

17 Latin was once the uni\"crsal language of all \"estern Europe. but as soon as French, English, Spanish. 
Portuguese, Italian and Romanian began to bc written down in the way that they wtrc pronounced, the IlIltion
states (;ould arise, as they duly did. Cantonese and Fukiencse were indeed different dialecls but the ideugraphic 
wrinen language was a unil)� partaking of the nature or an algebraic script. 

18  This is the kind ofthingwhidl has led American agriculluralists to say that 'agricultural extcnsion programmes' 
have been morc characteristic of China for a couple oftbousand years than anywhere else in the world. 
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both the minimum possession of those listed, and the number o f  households, give 
the impression that the entire 'upper' or 'middle' class could not have been a very 
formidable group. 

Unfortunately, this is an area in which a great deal of misunderstanding has yet to 
be cleared up. The elimination of plutocratic influence by the imperial government 
was not always successful. During the later Han, in the carly centuries of our era, 
the elite clans and regional landholding interests got out of control, and this resulted 
in a dissolution of the imperial order which ushered in the longest period of turbu
lence in Chinese history. At other limes there were similar situations but on a lesser 
scale. There were occasions when indulgent emperors, acting against common sense, 
lavished land grants upon their favourites, as happened in the late lVling. 19 Contem
porary writers, deploring such practices because they vverc contrary to their sense of 
sound government, protested vociferously. But it is rather too simplistic to interpret 
all this, as some modern scholars have done, as evidences of the rc-emergence of a 
feudal age or a manorial system. 

Of course class antagonism and class oppression existed in a sense in China, for 
the whole apparatus of court and gentry-bureaucracy hung like a yoke round the 
neck of the peasant-farmers, even though the mandarinate was not hereditary. Yet 
the differences between imperial China and medieval Europe were drastic and pro
found. Private landholdings of the size of baronial estates appeared in China as 
rare exceptions rather than a general rule. The gentry-landlords were too numerous 
and too scattered to act as an organised group; never did they openly and collec
tively claim their rights and demand the advancement of their common interests in 
the style of i\!fagna CllIIrta.20 At times outstanding merchants commanded sufficient 
financial resources to influence the court, to put themselves on inside terms with 
the bureaucratic apparatus, and to evade the law; but they were never influential 
enough to press for legislative concessions from the government which could have 
facilitated their business transactions. From time to time the peasant-farmers rose 
in rebellions to redress their grievances; but they in their turn could never provide 
an organisational alternative to the imperial order. Technically it would have been 
impossible for the body politic to maintain its h igh degree of centralisation and yet 
at the same time promote particular economic interests. The practice of admitting 
socia-economic groups to the government as 'estates' was never attempted in China; 
in fact, the traditional Chinese State often operated clean, contrary to the principles 
laid down by Harrington in his Oceana '" I I t  demonstrated its strength precisely by 
holding dominant economic groups at bay; the moment private parties were able to 

19 See HuangJe!l-Yii (1988), pp. 149 fT., 164 fT. 
20 This charter is better known today as [V[agna Carta, but Carla is not a classical Latin word; it was an old 

English word in use, bcfort: lhe Norman Conquest, later bdic\·ed to be L'ltin, and dropped from English. The 
\\'ord is derived from the Greek charles meaning a leaf of papyrus. The Latin form was charta. The o.�ford English 
Die/iollar), re/ers to the i\!aglla (1wrla and (he Encyclopaedia Bri(annica to il1agll(/ Carla. 

2 1 The Common-weallh qfOamltl(England) was a political romancc byJames i-Iarringtoll published in 1656, perhaps 
as a reply to the Lmialltall of Thomas Hobbes (165t). At the head of (he Stale is a prince or Archon, electcd like all 
the olher minislers by the people, who live in a condition offrccdoll1 and equality; detesting war. Property and lnnd 
is limited 'so Ihat no one man or a number of mell . . .  can come to overpower the whole people'. Hobbes' book, 
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convert their economic power into political power i t  was on  the verge of collapse. 
So one could say that neither Western aristocratic-military feudalism nor Western 
city-state mercantile independence found any counterpart in traditional Chinese 
society. 

Thus while feudal Europe with pracLica\ly no disguise converted public affairs into 
a mosaic of private domains, the Chinese system was permeated h0111ogencously by 
a sort of"public spirit. Its drawback was that this public spirit was sustained only at the 
vigilance of the Emperor. When this failed, the system permitted a horde of persons 
associated with the government to exploit Lhe poor and inarticulate. The structural 
weakness of the Chinese system lay in the fact that between the imperial authority 
at the top and the mass of tax-paying population b, ·Iow the mid-echelon level, there 
was an administrative vacuum. Local government \-vas always under-stafTed. In order 
to prevent sub-systems from arising within (he imperial order, regional autonomy 
was ruled oul. With but few exceptions in Chinese history, Lhe State also persistentk 
refused to enlist the assistance of mercantile groups which might have helped to bridge 
the logistic gaps. Services provided by the merchants, as a rule commandeered rather 
than accepted in the form of partnership co-operation, were never influential enough 
to alter the style of the administration, In a word, therefore, there arose no middle 
class, Ol� if you like, no bourgeoisie, however much wealth individual merchants 
were sometimes able to acquire. And they were never encouraged, indeed most of 
the time positively discouraged, in projects of industrial capital investment - always 
Lhe fortunes were swallowed up by the land market and the purchase of entry by one 
means or another into the ranks of the scholar-gentry bureaucrats. 

On all these grounds the precision and standardisation characteristic of a modern 
bureaucracy were unattainable. The entire establishment lacked structural firmness. 
As the centralised financial system continued to take hold, fiscal authority was re
tained at the top, yet fiscal responsibility resided with the lower echelons, so that 
irrational features in the system were driven down rowards the operational level. 
causing grave discrepancies between theories and practice.22 Undoubtedly this \-vas 
also one of the basic reasons [or the authoritarian tone of government in traditional 
China. Officials often found that directives from above could not be questioned, nor 
could they sec their own orders challenged by the populace, because if enquiries had 
been constantly conducted in the manner of the judiciary reviews of the \IVestern 
world, the entire mechanism of the imperial government would have been immo
bilised. I t  is clear that such a system precluded the performance of complicaLed 
afferent and efferent functions. 

The LeviathaN q/tlie A lONer, FOr/III' and Power oIa C;IJIIlIIIOIIWMllh, Ecriesim'tica/ and Civil, 1657. was a lreatise of political 
philosophy, much more fi,-chia * � (legalist) in character. Hobbes believed that man is not, as Aristotle held 
naturally a social being, but a purely selfish creature. seeking only his o\\"n advantage. and resisting the compctin� 
claims of others. The life of m<111 was 'solitary, poor. naSI); brmish and short'. To escape from such intolerable 
condilions, mankind has adopted certain 'anic1cs of peace'. All men must enter into a cOlltract 'to confer all thcir 
power and strength upon one man or upon an assembly of men' . This union is called a commonwealth. See fun her 
in the O.yford Compallioll 10 Ellglish Ultraillu. 

22 On Ihis cf. HuangJen-Yii (lg88), pp. 149 IT. 
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As time went on there grew up increasing resistance to any diversification of 
the national economy, In carrying out its vital funclions such as providing frontier 
defence, suppressing internal rebellions, executing major public works, and providing 
famine relief, the imperial government concerned itself mainly "'.lith the fostering of 
man-power and food supplies. Quantity rather than quality tended to be the key 
factOl: 23 Surrounded by an enonnous agrarian economy, it was assured of thorough 
mobilisation, and there was little to be gained by pushing the more advanced sectors, 
such as mining or sea trade, IVloreover, the expansion of industry and commerce, 
which necessarily tended to develop in particular geographical areas, could only 
too easily produce those regional inlbalances which the bureaucracy, educated and 
trained to manage a society of agrarian simplicity, would find itself unable to handle. 
One can never forget the rungs of the traditional social order; shih ±, /lU/lg JIll:, kU/lg 
.I., sliang ;1ff, the fanl1ers second only to the scholar-gentry, the artisans next and the 
merchants taking the lowest place. It repeatedly happened in Chinese history that 
dynasties arose with robust energy out of a crude and back\vard economy, only to 
lose their vitalilY and turn decadent after guiding that economy to a higher stage of 
development. 

The nub of the matter is that here \-vas a vast agrarian society which found itselr, 
in a sense prematurely, under the centralised administration of bureaucracy; and the 
size of the economy made it non-competitive, U Stability was always valued more 
than change or progress. And yet industrial and technical development often went 
ahead of the West. The strange thing is that China was able to absorb these earth
shaking discoveries and inventions while Europe was gravely aITected by them, as 
has been shown in detail in previous volumes. Gunpowder weapons made relatively 
little diflerence to the fighting in and around China, while in Europe they ruined the 
feudal cas tie and the armoured knight. Stirrups, also Chinese, had brought him into 
existence in the first place, but mounted archery in East Asia continued as before. 
The magnetic compass and the axial rudder permitted Europeans to discover the 
Americas, but Chinese sea-captains pursued their peaceful ways in the Indian Ocean 
and the Pacific as of old. Printing helped to launch the Reformation and the revival 
of learning in the \,Vest; all it did in China (apart from preserving a host of books 
which would otherwise have perished) was to open civil service recruiting to a wider 
range of society. 25 Perhaps there has hardly ever been so cybernetic and homeostatic 
a culture as that of China, but to say that is by no means to speak of ' stagnation', as 
so many 't\1esterners have done; the rate of advance in China simply continued at its 
characteristic rate, while after the scientific revolution in Europe change entered an 
exponential phase. 

2J 'I'his can bc traced back to the time ofCllhin Silih Huang Ti and the first unifica1ion of the empire. Sec 
HuallgJcll'YU (1933), ell. 2.  

Z� � Ioreo\"(:r, competiti\'cness was always aile o f  the values placed low down in the scale b y  e\'ery Chinese 
phil osopher. 

2.� For the c:haptt'r and n;rse of all these, sec on gunpowder, sec, \"01. 5, pI. 7: on cavalry techniques, Sec. 
\'01. s. pI. 3; on the ('om pass and the rudder, Sec. \"01. 4, pI. 3; rOJ" printing, sec sec, vol. 5, pI. 1 .  
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( 3 )  S C I E N C E , TE C H N O L O G Y  A N D  T H E  U N D E R - D EV E L O P M E N T  
O F  A M O NEY E C O N O M Y  

China's early advancement i n  social organisation had as its counterpart a retarded 
Europe. Conversely, her lack of substantial social progress after r450 contrasts with 
the great movements in the West that brought the modern world into being, the 
Reformation, the rise of capitalism, and the scientiJic revolution. But in considering 
the birth of distinctively modern science it is always necessary to remember that 
apart from the heights of Greek achievement, science and technology had consis
tently reached a level higher; and often much higher, in China than in Europe, 
during the previous twenty cenlUries. Of course, science and technology must al
ways have been arTected by the society in which they Aourished. Thus the suggestion 
has been made that the greatest Chinese inventions, including paper and printing, 
hydro-mechanical clockwork, seismographs and advanced astronomical and mete
orological instrU111cnts (such as rain-gauges), together with segmental-arch bridges 
and suspension-bridges, were all in one way or another useful to a centralised bu
reaucratic State.26 On the other hand, gunpowdel� the magnetic compass, the axial 
ruddel� fore-and-aft sails, and paddJe-\"'heel propulsion would have been even more 
likely to arise, one might have thought, in maritime mercantile cultures than in the 
milieu where they actually did.27 Yet there certainly was some brake on technical de
velopments in this society which was itself'so intrinsically fertile in creating them. The 
gear-wheel, the crank, the piston-rod, the blast-furnace, and the standard method of' 
interconversion of rotary and longitudinal motion, all existing earlier, in some cases 
far earlier; in China than in Europe28 were doubtless utilised less than they might 
have been because they lacked application to the needs of that agrarian society which 
the bureaucracy was determined to protect and stabilise. In other words Chinese 
society did not always succeed in moving from invention to innovation, Schumpeter's 
term for the wide application of an invention.29 There are even not a fe\<\1 instances 
where discoveries and inventions were allowed to die out, for example, in seismology, 
horology and some developments in iatro-chemistry 30 

The organisational ethos may also have arTeeted scientific thought. Chinese 
thinkers preferred to see the universe as an organic whole, recoiling from the analysis 
of the inner mechanisms of its parts, and steadily refusing to draw a clear distinc
tion between the spiritual and the material. There were great strengths in this, as 
modern science is only now coming to recognise, but there were serious weaknesses 
too, especially on the heuristic side. Furthermore, there were particular vices of 

26 On these, sec Section 32 in sec, vol. 5, pt. 1; Section 27 in sec, vol. 4, pt. 2; Section 24 in sec, vol. 3; Section 
25 in sec, vol. 3; and Section 'l8 in sec, vol. .1-> pI. 3. 

'.?i On the first of these sec Section 30 in sec, voL 5; on the second see Section :26 ill sec, vol. 4-, pI. I; on the 
third, founh and fifth. sec Section 29 in sec, voL 4, pI. 3. 

28 On lhe first, second and third of these, sec Section 27 in sec, \'01. 'h pI. :2; on the fourth sec Section 36 in 
sec, vol. 5, pI. 12; and on the fifth sec Section 27 in sec, vol. 4, pI. 2.  

19 See Schmnpetcr (1939), vol. I, p. 84-. 
'10 See Section 24 in sec, vol. 3; Section 27 in sec, vol. 4, pt. 2 ;  and Section 33 in Sec, vol . 5, pt. 4. 
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a bureaucratic character in Chinese scientific thought,3 l notably that pigeon-hole 
repository of abstract concepts furnished by the I Ching (Book of Changes), only too 
readily hypostatised into real and active working forces.32 Nevertheless, the Chinese 
record was a gloriolls one, whether in mathematics, astronomy, acoustics, magneLicai 
science, proto-chemistry, or botany and pharmacology . 

But may we not accept here a clue [rom the great Nicholas Copernicus, Canon
Treasurer of the Cathedral of Frombork on the Baltic, who wrote not only his world
shakingDe Revolutiollibus Orbiwn Coelestium but also, at the invitation of King Sigismond 
I of Poland in t526, an important treatise on money, the Nlollete Cudende Ratio, in which 
he anticipated the statement of Gresham's Law that bad money drives out good? 
Apart from all speculation about the possible influences of bureaucratic society upon 
the shape of science and technology, let us see whether in concrete terms the lack 
of sustained progress could have been connected with the under-development of a 
money economy. Could this be one of our better measures of that inhibition which 
prevented the harnessing of China's multifarious inventions and brilliant scientific 
insights for the public good? Of course we recognise that money is in itself a secondary 
phenomenon, a yardstick, as it were, because if the entrepreneurial urge had been 
permitted in Chinese society, a true money economy must have arisen. But although 
money reflects the other forces at work in the economy, it may in turn exercise 
profound influence upon them. The fundamental cause of the under-development 
of a money economy in China was that the imperial government was never so efficient 
as to be able to invest agrarian surplus in the modern sectors of the economy, yet it 
was quite efficient enough to prevent private parties from doing so. 

The assertion that money \vas a great limiting factor may at first seem strange, 
since China has a h istory of bronze coins in circulation covering more than 2,000 
years. The so-called five-situ j* money was designed to serve the general public, and 
at the high point of its production under the Northern Sung, more than five billion 
such coins were minted every year. China was also the first nation in the world to 
have a national paper currency, orJei chhien m. it; 'flying money', the earliest letters 
of credit in any cult ure, appeared even under the Thang. 

But the difTercnce is that a modern monetary systcm is neither absolutciy real 
nor entirely abstract. Its formation depends both upon governmental regulation 
and public participation. Inseparable from credit, its general acceptance increases 
the alienability of property, and enables wider borrowing whieh puts idle capital to 
work. Accelerated economic activities first use up under-employed laboul; then cause 
a demand for labour-saving devices. 'The modern monetary system which grew up 
under capitalism has certainly proved a useful instrument for the advancement of 
technology. To be sure, we have encountered hardly any instances of labour-saving 
inventions being rejected in ancient and medieval China for fear of technological 
unemployment. But money in traditional China certainly did not fulfil all the above
mentioned functions. 

3 1  Sce Seerion 38 in SCC, \'01. 6, pI. I, pp. 10- 1 1  ancl 30i-8. 32 Sec Section 13 in sec. vol. 2, pp. 30+ fT. 
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Despite its circulation o f  bronze coins, the Chinese government never ceased col
lecting taxes in kind, and requisitioning materials and labour services (corvie) [rom 
the people. I t  usually also paid officials and soldiers in grain, while rentals of tenant 
farmers were paid almost exclusively in kind. Large business transactions; further
more, used bales of cloth, silk fabrics and precious metals as media of exchange. 
Copper coins therefore had only a limited usage, never backed by public or private 
assets, and their valuc was largely determined by their actual lTIctal content. J3 The 
bullion theory of money became so firmly established in traditional China that it was 
virtually impossible to deviate the face value of the bronze coins from their net worth. 
vVhcn the former was higher than the latter, counterfeiting became impossible to 
stop, and the public refused or discounted the coins. When the former was lower 
than the lattel; then users remelted the coins for profit. 

The circulation of paper currency involved the other extreme; it was, onc might 
say, too abstract. The chiao tzu :x. 't under the Northern Sung and the chllng thllng 
chlmo cp frJi. jJ under the Yuan are said to have been backed by adequate reserves; 
but the total amount of the former and the initial issue of the latter were so small 
that they could hardly qualify as national currencies. When the circulation of the 
paper notes involved a substantial sum, there was no reserve, as no such treasury 
deposit was available. These cases also illustrate the utter inadequacy of relying on 
governmental income alone to back a nationwide currency. The tool simply did not 
match the job. 

When the paper money was issued without backing, the theory of money seems 
to have been close to that advocated by some modern economists, who hold that the 
real source of the value of currency is an 'acceptance' which can be developed into 
a 'pattern of behaviour'. Yet in the VVestern world paper currency traces its origin 
to the goldsmiths' receipts and demand deposits at the banks, which in the '7th 
and 18th centuries facilitated the organisation of private capital. In the last stage of 
development the funding of a central bank, the rcgularisation of the national debt, 
and the establishment of business law, aligned both public finance and the nation's 
wealth behind a unified currency, until all transactions were under its jurisdiction. 
Tax revenue, in turnl grew in proponion with money supply and national wealth. The 
process, characteristic of developing capitalism, became powerful and irreversible. 
There was probably no way for China to omit all these steps and yet develop before 
the 20th century a successful semi-abstract money. Bronze coins relying for value on 
metal content alone could not suffice, paper notes backed solely by imperial order 
could not fit the bill either; for there was no public participation in forming a currency 
of the necessary degree of abstraction. To claim, therefore, as many scholars do, both 
Japanese and v"estern, that medieval China saw 'revolutions in money and credit' 

33 Those accustomed to the history of Western European eOllntries ar(' often impressed by the tenacity with 
which the \\'estern gOH'!rnmentS kept control owr the minting process, while in China it was 'privatist"d' as early 
as the Shang. i\Jorcover with rcw exceptions coins in China wcre gencrally cast and never ·Slruck". Sec Sec. 
\·01. [ ,  Section 6, pp. TOi, 109, 139, 144; Section 7 pp. 243, :..!46 7· 
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is quite misleading, since they never explain why these were not followed by basic 
institutional changes. Only European capitalism brought these to birth. 

When the last issue of paper currency failed under the Ming in the t5th century, 
China adopted unminted silver as a common medium of exchange and a general 
means of payment 3+ But this was to subject the population to the tyranny of the 
hardest currency of all, similar to the situation which would pertain nowadays if 
consumers were required to buy their petrol and pay their grocery bills with chunks 
and bits of gold. The government had no knowledge of the amount of money in 
circulation, still less the ability to reacUust its volume. Wealthy families buried the 
bullion underground for safe-keeping, while the well-to-do lavished gold ornaments 
and silver utensils on themselves, knowing that the precious metals could be con
verted to cash whenever needed. Interest rates were high; the most developed credit 
institutions wcre the pawn shops (tang phu i' jill) .  In the late 1 6th century China 
had 20,000 of these, and even in the late 19th century 7,000 of thcm were still in 
operation. 

Certainly the under-development of credit was linked to the absence of rigorous 
commercial law35 But such laws on the Western model could harclly have been 
enacted in traditional China. Their enforcement, through an independent judi
ciary, would have involved the acceptance of property rig'hts as absolute, contrary to 
China's social values and the principles of her social organisations. These values and 
principles supported the political structure of traditional China, which had been 
founded on the premise that public well-being must always take precedence over 
private interest. If that had been abandoned the bureaucratic administration of the 
far-Rung empire would have broken down completely. Of course honesty is better 
than legal sanctions, but whether modern society could have grown up on that basis 
alone is very debatable. 

(4) Tlu S o c  tAL  C O " S E QU E N C E S  

At least three times in  Chinese history trends towards a money economy made 
upsurging mOVClnents, during the Han, under the Sung, and then under the late 
Ming. Chinese historians often like to call the great Han industrialists 'capitalist 
enlre/Jreneurs manques', and to identify the late 1vIing movement with a 'budding cap
italism'; Japanese scholars, followed by some Western sinologists, have called the 
turning-point under the Sung a 'renaissance' and a 'commercial revolution'. Such 
terms cannot be accepted without misgivings. And in any case the movements were 
all abortive. Our view simply is that there was a fundatnental institutional incom
patibility bct\·vcen the centralised bureaucratic administration of an agrarian society 

J.\ This was the tael or shoe-shaped silwT ingo1. It  was stili in anion in Shanghai as a medium of cxchnngc afkt' 
the First World Will: 

Jj As is generally recognised Chinese law was overwhelmingly criminal law. Sec Lu Gwci-Djcn and Needham 
(1988) on the history of forensic mcdicint! in China. Civil and commcrcial issucs were 'settled out or coun' within 
family conda\'Cs. 
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and the development of a money economy. ''\Iithout massive commerce and industry 
it could never be born 36 

There is no argument that the development of rice-producing areas in the south 
and the ilTlprOvement of water-transportation during the previous centuries brought 
forth phenomenal prosperity in the Sung. Similarly, the importation of Spanish
American bullion and the spread of cotton-weaving boosted the economy on China's 
seaboard before the end of the Ming dynasty. But there were no basic organisational 
revisions in the system of' inter-provincial comnlerce which could have produced a 
qualitative change throughout the country. 

�1odern commercial practices feature a wide extension of credit, impersonal man
agement, and co-ordination of service facilities. None of those conditions existed 
under the Sung or under the Nling. Contemporary literature rarely gives any direct 
description of business practices, but a large volume of fictional writing provides a 
rather complete picture which can be checked for consistency with other sources. 
Until the 17th century the most important person on the trade route was the travel
ling merchant, who usually kept his entire capital liquid. He normally employed one 
or morc accountant assistants, but his own presence in business lransactions was in
dispensable. Hence the importance of the Iwi kuan ifig or commodious rest-houses 
maintained in one province by the merchant guild of another. 3i Buying and selling in 
a city or market town was handled by a residential agent, who also provided lodg'ing 
and storage space. The implication was that there were no regular suppliers and 
outlets, and manufacturing was thoroughly scattered. Cotton-weaving (until the rise 
offactories in the treaty ports towards the end of the t9th century) remained a cottage 
industry, providing extra income to peasant households. Commodities such as lea 
and lacquer had to be collected from the village producers with the travelling mer
chants waiting, and extension of credit was a personal favour under unusual circum
stances rather than a general practice. Although the long-term association between 
travelling merchants and local agents, sometimes continuing through several suc
cessive generations, developed into a fraternal bond, their operations never merged 
nor could the relationship be institutionalised. Purchase by correspondence was 
not practised; standing orders and automatic deliveries of goods were unheard-of. 

The picture suggests that without a credit system it was impossible for any indi
vidual to extend his business operations beyond his personal presence. Financing of 
manufacture was fragmented, and the cash-and-carry policy covered merchandise 
of every sort by the piece. Yet despite the relatively crude commercial framework. 
the capitalisation of some of the lravelling n1erchants was impressive; before the end 
of the 16th century, the carrying of something like 30,000 ounces of silver by an 
individual on a business trip appears to have been not altogether unusual. Because 

36 Commerce and industry there certainly were in medieval China but they never reached the volume and 
inte_nsit), that they had in early capitalist Europe. 

3, 1 can speak from personal experience orlhe commodious resources maintained by thc merchants in prodncial 
towns when: they were not a( home, because my pany and I were often accommodated at one of these during our 
travels all o\·cr China during the Sccond World War. 
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of the size of China's national economy and the concentration of consumer markets 
at political centres, descriptions of major cities, whether by Chinese or Western
ers, always create an impression of richness; but their favourable observations could 
not alter the fundamental fact that the operational characteristics gave no indication 
of a major breakthrough in inland trade. 

Another inhibiting factor for internal trade in old China was the lack of public 
safety corresponding to conceptions of 'law and order. ,38 Apart from the activi
ties of bodies of organised bandits along the trade routes, carriers and watermen 
were often bandits thinly disguised, while the cities and towns always harboured 
large numbers of lilt mang �t * individuals, unemployed or semi-employed, cer
tainly under-employed, and not averse from turning a dishonest string of cash if 
opportunity offered. [n times of civil WaI� naturally, all this became confusion worse 
confounded, and even when peace was supposed to be reigning, theyamen .jijr� run
ners, heralds, clerks and gaolers were far from sufficient as a police force either in 
the lOwn or the surrounding country. 

Besides, not content with other taxes, the government levied a transport tax or 
inland customs duty (the notorious tikin tt1t of the 19th century) on all commodities 
passing along the trade-routes whether by road or water-way. This instirution never 
matured into a form compatible with modern commercial practice -the operations of 
the customs posts remained un-coordinated, no director-general was ever appointed 
to integrate the collections, the accounts were never audited, and peculation at all 
levels of the bureaucratic management was normal. Mindful only of the income, gov
ernments never anempted to facilitate the circulation of nationally important daily 
necessities while taxing luxuries more heavily, no distinction being made between 
staple goods transport in large volumes, and minor items. Although the published 
duty rates were universally 10\\', the collection was repeated at unreasonably short 
distances along the chains of inland way-stations. So the universal transit tax never 
developed into an instrument for the control of commercial transactions.39 

Thus business risk was high; and the possibility for expansion severely restricted. 
The temptation for exceptionally successful merchants and their heirs to withdraw 
from trade was therefore great, all the more so because social prestige pertained 
alone to the educated scholm; able to join the charmed circle of the 'gentlemen' of 
the civil service. ""ho would want to be a wealthy pmvenu if classical studies could 
give him gentility? It depended on what one's ain1s in life were; going into business 
and making money was just not the way of life classically most admired in China. 
Hence mercantile profits always tended to be used for acquiring land and real estate 
property, or in buying luxury goods, or even for the purchase of positions in the 
civil service, whenever this was possible; not for industrial investInent. The situation 
improved little in later times. The famous draft banks of Shansi merchants became 
prominent only in the 18th century, and the users were limited to a rather closed 

31:1 This went so fhr that it was the e,:ustom in well-to-do families to sew gold bars imo the clothes of children so 
that uthey got lost or carried awa)� they might be able to turn it into money and come home abrain safely. 

39 On 'squeeze' at all le\'('is sec: abO\-c, p. 48. n. 13. 
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group. Business commitment, as in the collection o f  debts, was still always honoured 
on ethical principle, not enlorced by law; while the financing of manufactures was still 
shunned by men of substantial means. All this emphasises yet once again that China 
\,vas a society which for 2,000 years denied to merchants a leading role, whether as 
bankers or entrejJrelleUlJ, in the alTairs of State; and if it remains true that the rise of 
modern science and technology in the vVest was connected with the rise of mercantile 
and then industrial capitalism, then once again we may be nearing an explanation 
of why that phenomenon happened only in Europc. There was a built-in ideological 
anti-COlTIlnerciaiislll in Chinese iife,40 and it seenlS that if a Fugger or a Gresham 
could not have arisen in it, a Galilco or a Harvey could not have come into being 
either. 

Perhaps the most fruitful line of development that ought to be taken by Chinese 
history would concentrate attention upon the more economic aspects of Chinese 
inventions and contrivances. \'Vhy did the simple invention of the whcelbarrow41 for 
inland transport flood through the elnpire without hindrance almost as soon as it 
appeared in the San Kuo period (+3rd century), nearly a millennium before Europe 
had it? vVhy did the enormous quantitative upsurge of iron and steel production-l2 in 
the two Sung dynasties (+IOth to + I3 th centuries) not lead to some kind of industrial 
capitalism? vVhen one knows that water-power was vcry widely applied to textile 
machinery in the 13 th and 14th centuries (challenging comparison with what hap
pened in Europe in the 1 8th), and that those sa01C spinning, doubling and twisting 
machines must have inspired the Italian silk industry of very little latel; one is irre
sistibly impelled to ask why f,lctory production did not quickly ensue?+3 We really 
do not have as yet all the full answers. In the past the magnetic mesmerism of the 
bureaucratic ethos on the successful lnerchant families has occupied a good deal of 
attention; now, besides this, we must think of factors like the failure of a free surplus 
labour market to develop, the failure to open up mass overseas outlets for Chinese 
goods and to integrate them with domestic production, (he failure to widen capital 
expenditure with the formation of a factory system, and all reAected in the inhibition 
of a money economy. :rvluch closer analysis is needed of why social innovation only 
sometimes followed upon invention. The square-pallet chain-pump, for example, l..\ 
like the 'vvheelbarrow and the co-fusion method of steel-making, spread everywhere 
within a few decades, but on the other hand the invention of hydro-mechanical clock
'work, so brilliant an anticipation in the +8th century of the European invention of 
the + 14th, never found application on a mass scale, and mechanical time-keeping 
remained confined to the imperial governors . .J5 In truth the bureaucratic State had 
its own impetus, and if social stability was more desired than economic gam or 

411 This may be thought 10 have becn connected with the allcienL Chinese di�likt: for competition. II See Scction '27 il1 sec, vol. 4. pI. '2 .  
4 1  See Needham (1958b), The DtU/O/)llItII/ qf /roll ll1l(l Steel Tedmology ill G'llina, firsl published by the N'cwcomcn 

Society in 1958 and a sccond cdition by I-leITers, Cambridge. in 196+- This monograph was ,he resull orcollaboratioll 
bclwecn my first collaborator. Dr "·ang Ching·i\ing (\ ,tang Ling) and mysdf. 

n Sec sec, mJ. 5. pI. 9, esp. pp. '2'25 f1: and 404 11: �4 Sec Section 27 in sec, vol. 4. pt. '2 .  
4.1 Sec Needham, \V<lllg & Prict: (1960). reprinted by Cambridgt: Univcrsity Press in 1985. 
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general prosperity this might be only another way of saying that it was more t o  the 
advantage of the court and the bureaucratic scholar-gentry to maintain the basic 
agrarian social structure than to engage in, or even permit, any forn1s of commercial 
or industrial development whatsoever.46 

One could perhaps say that Chinese inventions were often labour-saving in an 
agrarian society which needed labour to produce food in order to satisfy the funda
mental requirements of the very sizable population, but they could hardly become 
the slatting-point of radical changes in production because while farm labour was 
often seasonally under-employed, the surplus man-power was hardly transportable. 
The Chinese bureaucratic State organisation generally collected taxes and paid its 
apparatus in kind, and that proved to be incompatible with the accumulation of 
surplus capital in private hands. This then reinforced the i.tnmobility or the agrarian 
society, hindered the dcvelopn1cnt of a diversified social stratification, and retarded 
the stin1uli for the commercialisation of agriculture and the development of pro
ductive forces, despite the existence of a tremendous reservoir of technical skill and 
inventive genius. 

Furthermore, lack of investment impeded the exploitation orthe nation's natural 
resources. Though little mentioned in view oCthe seeming prosperity of the late 16th 
century, nUl11erous mines throughout China wcre at that time abandoned. Previously 
a number of mines under both private and public ownership had failed; and the 
miners, receiving no compensation, had been obliged to take up banditry. ln 1567 it 
actually became a national policy to seal oITmines in the provinces. From Chekiang 
to Shantung, the sites were guarded by soldiers, the population in the adjacent areas 
was relocated, and even roads leading to the mines were destroyed. Inadequate 
financing also affected salt production, an industry long under state monopoly. At 
the beginning of the �1ing, salt producers evaporated the brine with huge iron pans 
measuring about twenty feet in diameter, but before the end of the dynasty most of 
those had disappeared, and bamboo baskets lined with alkali-treated paper were used 
in their place. Since the govcrnment itself was under financial pressure, it over-sold 
the future stock of its salt production to the merchants as a means of deficit financing, 
sometimes over a ten-year period. The accrued interests over the pre-payments were 
so high that the stock was no longer profitable. Now and then the sale came to a 
complete halt, and in the inland provinces acute salt shortages were felt. Unlike 
Europe and Japan, where banking consortia made advances when the government 
was under a credit pinch, the government of imperial China had no regular source 
to turn to, and often the result \vas that public services were curtailed. 

The overwhelming volume of evidence concerning official abuses and governmen
tal corruption in the iVIing should not distract us from observing that the normal 
inC0l11e of the government around r600, at less than thirty milJion ounces of SilVCl; 
'vvas a rather small budget. Down to 1900 the annual revenue of China under the 
Chhing was close to one hundred million OLInces of silvel; comparable to the level 

.ti; I'or the ant"icllI objection ofthc Chinesc to ·competition' see Hallpikc ( lg86). pp. 319 IT. 
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in England i n  1700. But Great Britain in 1700 had a population less than 2 per cent 
of China's in 1900. The diflcrent approaches to the monetary problem may account 
in part for the difference. 

Thc most sombre aspect of the story is that the proceeds from agricultural surplus, 
given no proper outlet, tended to return to landholding and agrarian exploitation. 
It is an over-simplification, reflecting even a degree of naivete, to say that the ex
ploitation only took the form of excessive rents demanded from tenant farmers by a 
few landlords. If that were the case, the revolution in China would not have become 
such a painfi.d and prolonged struggle, nor could Western andJapanese imperialis�, 
have made inroads in China LO the extent that they did. The exploitation was in fact 
carried out both on large and small scales, iL spread over all levels in village life, and 
very often by those who had economic and social backgrounds quite similar to those 
of the exploited. Rents represcnted only one form of exploitation; oLher forms were 
usury, mortgage and share-cropping. Extant contracts testify that at least in the 16th 
century such practices were already quite commOIl, sOlllctimes cOllsins holding liens 
on parcels ofland belonging to cousins, with interests on loans as high as 5 per cel1l 
monthly. Documentation during land reforms in the 1940S disclosed that the same 
practices 'vvere still being carried on then. 

The form of borrowing and lending was consistent with small-scale financing 
in traditional China. The contracts, drawn up in age-honoured tradition, became 
binding when witnessed by the village intermediaries, without governmental sanc
tion. Dispossession of the agricultural land in question took place as the fortunes 
of individuals changed, providing a high degree of social mobility in an agrarian 
setting. In Lhe past 500 years both China's population and her cultivated area have 
increased tremendously, and there can be little doubt that the expansion was in pan 
financed by this type of inter-household loan. But in the light of the national econ
omy, all these channelled the agricultural surplus to support the smallest possible 
scale of farm operation, applying the greatest pressure to the cultivators who were 
least equipped LO make technological improvements. The wages of the primary pro
ducers remained at subsistence level, and the idling of a large number of exploiters 
and partial-exploiters presented a more substantial loss to the economy than did 
the landlords. In other words, the whole continued process worked towards a large 
population, a general lower standard ofiiving, even morc scarcity of capital, and the 
grave economic and social problems \'vhich, exacerbated by colonialist incursions, 
agonised modern China. 

In a way, ironically, it was just because the agricultural technology of the Chinese 
countryside was so successful that the path lay open for increases in productivity 
to be swamped by growth of numbers of the labour force. There was therefore no 
incentive for further mechanisation, as there would have been ira scarcity of labour 
relative to capital accumulation had been present to stimulate technical progress. Bm 
even so, the advances in technology which would have brought Chinese agriculture 
into the modern world are not thinkable without the appearance of modern science, 
and thus we are brought back again to the problem of the origin of that in Europe. 
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( 5 )  E UR O PE ' S PAST 

Capitalism in Europe was a phenomenon undoubtedly the product of many factors. 
Military-aristocratic feudalism, in spite of all appearances, was weak and indefensible 
just where Chinese feudal bureaucratism was strong. Geographically Europe was an 
archipelago, studded with city-states in maritime trade and not averse from foreign 
conquest; moreover it existed in close proximity to another region of mercantile 
interests, the lands of the Arabic-speaking peoples. Greek science, reaching the Latin 
world through them, afforded a large part of the basis on which modern science was 
to be built (not all, because there were Chinese contributions); and inspired thereby, a 
manageable mathematics developed, with all its implications for accounting, banking 
and navigation.47 'fhe success of thc Reformation involved a decisive break \vith 
tradition, and Europeans \-vere not slow to reach the conclusion that there could in 
fact be real change in history, and that the Lord would truly make all things new. 
Protestantisn1, with its direct access to God, meant literacy, and \-\lhat began with the 
necessity of reading the Scriptures ended in the hitherto unheard-of phenomenon of 
a really literate labour force, so that the class barrier of the written word was swept 
away, and managers, engineers, artisans and workmen could shade into one another 
without sharp distinctions. Europe after the Renaissance could almost be thought of 
as a heap of tindel; and an 'industrial revolution' was bound to follow. \ 

It is interesting that the establishing of modern banks followed the path and 
timetable of the Renaissance, starting in the Italian cities, extending to northern 
Europe, and then spreading to England. The rising national States, unhampered by 
the Chinese type of bureaucratic centralisation, quickly shifted their emphasis from 
agricultural \",eaIth Lo the development of revenue from industrial and commercial 
sources. The organisation of national debts and joint-stock companies cnsued. 

Once the movement of modern scicnce had started, a train of circumstances and 
events also followed, and it is possible to trace how from one discovery and inven
lion to another the modern world came into being in Europe and North Anlerica. 
The people of those regions were given extraordinary cues from Nature, and the 
chances were accepted. Before the end of the 13th century the British Isles generated 
important trading cities, especially London, and owing to their latitude there was 
great need for fuel. Open-seam coal was won at least as early as that, but it could not 
suffice. Then came the discovery of atmospheric pressure in Renaissance times,48 
and by the 18th century the draining of mines, previously an insuperable limiting 
factor, could be accomplished thanks to the inventions of Savery and Ncwcomen 
(Fig. 9). Completed by Watt, the steam-engine brought the industrial revolution into 
being, spear-headed by the texlile industries, especially cotton, and gave rise to the 
steam-ship and the railway. The new cotton industry in particular was assured of 
an almosl infinite market. The steam-enginc then reacted back on science with the 

47 The importance of the conceplion of the quantitat;\·e ("annOI he minimised here. It must certainly be regarded 
as one orlhe roots of"modcrn science. 'How Illuch?' and 'how many?' arc vital. 

48 The realisation that everything was subject to a pressure of '4 Ibs per square inch led the way to the vacuum 
pump and the stearn-engine. Sec Stction 26 in sec, vol. 4, pI. ! .  
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Figure g .  :-' 1  inl.'fs lining a rorc(' pump. From Agricola's Df Re Jlrlallica, p. 1 80. See S(;C, "01. 4 .  pL 2 .  pp. 135 n: 
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development of energetics and thermodynamics. In turn the 18th-century science 
of electricity found employment as electrical engineering, able to provide cheap 
and convenient artificial light and tractive power from central generating stations.49 
Finally came petroleum engineering, also giving light at first, and lubricants too, 
but then with the internal combustion engine affording simple prime movers that 
could work unattended and drive in all directions, the small carriages arrived with 
which we are so familial: Coal, iron and oil were thus the real wealth of the vVestern 
world, far more so than gold and silver, and the peoples of the Western world were 
fortunate in that vast supplies of these natural endowments 'vvere to be found under 
their territories. \'Vithout them, modern science would have been nugatory. \'Vith 
them, but Jacking modern science, as in China, new forms of society could not come 
to birth. 

( 6 )  C H I N A ' S  FUTURE 

With the above expose as a background, i t  might seem that the world ought to have 
advised China to separate herself from her past and copy the West in earnest. I n  fact 
such proposals gained currency towards the end of the 19th century and were even 
accepted by a handful of Chinese intellectuals. History however has shown them to 
be fraught with problems. 

China did not enshrine the concept of the ownership of property as an inalienable 
right, not because her philosophers \'verc incapable of conceiving the notion, but 
because the ideal showed itself as unworkable within China's physical environment. 
China abstained from developing an independent judiciary, not because the Chinese 
were by nature contemptuous of law, but because in their h istory no stalemate be
tween equal citizens of ciry-states, or between king and feudal barons, calling for the 
arbitration of the jurist, ever developed. The lack of capitalist enterprise among the 
Chinese in late medieval and modern China was perhaps due to the conviction that 
political stability was a much greater good than economic gain. To be sure, Chinese 
merchants never lacked the virtues ofinitiativc, honesty, thrift, capable accountancy 
and ingenuity, as has been abundantly shown by their success as businessmen, out
standing beyond their neighbours, in all the countries of the 19th-century hai-wai 
� :7� (overseas) diaspora; but there the government and its difficulties were the care 
of others. What this background really indicates is that the solutions to China's prob
lems are far more likely to be found from reacUustments of classical motifs within 
rather than imitations of the world outside. A socialist form of society would seem 
to be morc congruent with China's past than any capitalist one could be, hence in 
part the reason for the victory of the Kl.Illg-chhal1-tang # it � (Communists) over the 
Kuo-min-tallg ��� (Nationalists) in our century; but now it will be likely to generate 

�'J It is difficult nowadays 10 think back \0 lhe lime beforc thcre were powcr sockcts on the walls of our living
rooms. An carly science-fiction novel by Bulwcr Lyl10n pictured a unin:rsal sourcc of energy named vril which 
could be taken off from slich sockets a!; a source of light and power. 
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managers on a totally different and higher plane. Once China finds the solutions to 
her problems, her experience should be invaluable to the rcst of the world. 

I t  would be unwise indeed for them to abandon their assets and adopt modes oflife 
which have always been foreign to them, but a realistic appraisal oCthe situation deters 
us from concluding that aU problems have been solved. The techniquc of advancing 
a modern cconomy is to takc advantage of situations of imbalance, not to build up an 
artificial balance. Transportation and labour costs, n1ateriai availability, and Inarket 
conditions dctermine the feasibility of an undertaking. Such considcrations can be 
put offwhcn necessary in a socialist country, but disregard of short-term profit usually 
arises because of emphasis on long-term aims, or to serve non-economic purposes. 
How to manipulate the priorities and serve divergent needs is a problem that' is 
taxing China's best brains today. There is no existing model to follow either, as a 
problem exactly matching China's in nature and dimension has not arisen before. 
The next step to stimulate speedy economic growth may well be to generate greater 
inter-regional and inter-communal trade. This is of particular importance as China is 
abandoning the traditional approach of maintaining a large, undiversified and non
competitive economy. Local all-round development, with much decentralisation of 
industry, is felt to be more appropriate. 

The greatest risk that China may be exposed to is the creation of a generation 
of technocrats. The enormous problems of planning and co-ordinating economic 
activities inevitably lead to a certain degree of exclusive or jealous professionalism, 
which could only too easily pave the way for a new managerial class unwilling 
to take responsibility for the people's livelihood. With the background of so large 
a working force, this could turn socialism into revival of the bureaucratic rule of 
imperial China, the very thought of which makes Chinese hair stand on end. The 
great preventive measure against this is the reform of education. Political and ethical 
education has therefore been given from time to time at least as much emphasis as 
technical knowledge, while qualification for higher education has been judged on 
the individual's enthusiasm and dedication in serving society This emphasis Illay 
sometimes have been pushed too faJ; but there is little sign of any retreat from it. 
All these, we may conclude, are relative rather than absolute matters. When any 
revolution begins to ripen, it always finds more Aexibility in decision-making. Today 
the problem confronting the Chinese is the same as that which conli'onts the rest of 
the world; how to find a reconciliation of economic rationality with other qualities 
of lifc. What will make the Chinese solution different is China's unique historical 
background, and everyone will have something to learn from it. 
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e (d) H I S T O RY AND H U MA N  V A L U E S :  A C H I N E S E  

P E R S P E C T I V E  F O R  W O RLD S C I E N C E  AND T E C H N O L O G Y  

JOSEPH  NEEDHAM 

The first conception of  this paper was that it should discuss the relationships between 
human values and science in the contemporary world, especially in China. But the 
more I thought about it, the more I came to feel that we needed not 'a perspective 
for Chinese science' but a 'Chinese perspective for world science'. It seemed to me 
that certain Chinese values might be vitally helpful to man face to face with his own 
embarrassing knowledge. I 

First then we might consider: what really have been the relations between Chinese 
culture, and science, technology and medicine? What has the work of the past decades 
done, since the Second World Wal; to elucidate their relationship? And, thirdly, most 
important of all, what clues can we get about the help which the Chinese tradition 
and contemporary China could perhaps give for the ethos and operation of the World 
Co-operative Commonwealth2 of the future? 

At the outset, of course, I have to declare, as is done in the House of Commons, 
a private interest; yeJ at the same time a certain authorisation for tackling these 
subjects. I am, then, a scientist by profession and training, a biochemist and embry
ologist, whose life, nevertheless, at sundry times and places, came by chance into 
close contact with the fields both of engineering and medicine. For four years dur
ing the Second World War I was Scientific Counsellor at the British Embassy in 
Chungking, directing the Sino-British Science Co-operation Office (Chung Ying /Ow 
Hsiieh Ho Tso Kuon tp�f4�1Ht1i-g), a liaison bureau which kept the scientists, 
engineers and doctors in beleaguered China in close touch with the free world of 
the Western AIlies 3 I had been 'converted' (if the expression is permissible) to an 
understanding of the Chinese world-outlook by friends who had come to work some 
years before in my own and neighbouring Cambridge laboratories for their doc
torates, especially Lu Gwei-Djen, today my chief collaborator. This was the origin 
of the 'Science and Civilisation in China' projcct,-I- \vhich has taken Inc away from 
experimental researches for some thirty years past. Seven volumes have appeared, 
and the eighth is now going through the press; so one can calculate that my col
laborators and I have succeeded in producing one in each 3.25 years. Since seven 
or eight more volumes are in active preparation I have little difficulty in computing 

I Earlier presentations of some rather similar thoughts have appeared in Needham (1974-a) and in Needham 
(1975), pp. 45,49- This chapter, in somewhat abbreviated form, was given asa paper before the Canadian Association 
of Asian 5wdies in Momrcal, I\lay [975. 

:1 , usc this phrase to designatc what [ belic\'c to be the immediate goal of human social e\'olmion. It was a 
favourite Qlle on the lips of Conrad Noel, pari�h priest ofThaxted in Essex, among the grcatest army tcachers . 

.1 An aceoLLnt of those days is contained in Needham & Needham (194-8), and Needham (1945). 
� Cambridge, ]954-



the probabilities of my being able to correct the proofs of the last \'olume ;11 propria 
persona. 

Since the series began to come out, lWO vcry great changes hayc taken place. \ rhen 
I first decided to become a fuil-time historian of science, I had not the slightest idea 
how topical the subject of Chinese science would turn out to be. A new 'Chinoiseric" 
period has almost come about. People simply do not know enough about Chinese 
culture, and cver)"vhcrc they arc avid for information. vVe never thollghl lhal we of 
all people would be called upon to supply it. Our original question was: why had 
modern science originated only in vVestern Europe soon after the Renaissance? J\ lais 

jailes attention; un train/Nut cacher un autre! \IVe soon came to realise that there was an even 
more intriguing question behind that, namely, why had China been more sliccessful 
than Europe in gaining scientific knowledge and applying it for human benefit for 
fOllrteen previous centuries? 

We wanted to know many things. For example, how far did the Chinese get in 
the various particular sciences before the era of oecumenical \·vorld science began: 
and again, what, if anything, did they contribute to the origins of modern science 
itself? These are not questions 1 can answer in a few words here. All I want to say is 
that while we were sapping and mining to discover vast stores of information which 
had never been appreciated by the world as a whole, because still buried within 
the bosom of the ideographic language, historical events occurred in China leading 
indubitably to her elevation to great power status. Hence the feeling shared so widely 
all over the world that we must know more about Chinese culture and the Chinese. 

I would like to return in a moment to these historical aspects, but before that 
I want to mention the second great change that has come about during the past 
thirty years - I mean that powerful movement away fr01TI science and all its works 
which characterises what has been called the 'counter-culture', and which is widely 
prevalent among the youth of the Western world at the present day. It is found 
not only in the 'Vcst but also to some extent in the underdeveloped parts of the 
world, and I should be inclined to call it a deep psychological aversion from 'big 
technology' and the science which has given rise to ir.5 Nloreover: the 'disenchant
ment' with science cuts across all political boundaries, because the inhumaneness of 
science-based technology is felt to a certain degree in the socialist countries as well 
as the capitalist ones. This is something on which there is much more to be said: 
but meanwhile my collaborators and I would like to declare for ourselves that we 
have in no way lost faith in science as a component of the highest civilisation, and 
we believe that it has done incalculably more good than harm to human beings. 
lndeed its development from the first discovery of fire onwards has been a single 
epic story involving the whole of mankind, and by no means separated out into 
incommensurable Spenglerian cultural entities.6 At the same time it is only LOa clear 

.
, This phrase echoes the 'big �cicncc' and "little M.:icncc· ;l11Iithcsis and the 'background noise orlow technology'. 

discllssed in Price (1961) and other works . 
• i In Sp<:ng-lcr (192G), a book famous in its lime. Oswald Spengler pictured the successive cultural cntities. for 

example, Ancient Egyptian. Islamic, Indian, .\lagian, Ch inese. Faustian, elc. as separale organisms ha\'ing ,'cry 
little interaction between each other. and arising, flourishing. decaying: and dying like inCOIl111WnSllrClble plant or 
animal rorms. A 1"C\'aiualion has been done recently by Northrop Frye ill Frye (19i.f), 
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that modern science and technology, whether in the physical, chemical or biological 
reainls, are 11m", daily making discoveries of enormous potential danger to man and 
his society Their control must be essentially ethical and political, and I shall suggest 
that this perhaps is where the special genius of the Chinese people could affect the 
entire hUl11an world. 

( I )  T H E  H I S T O R I C A L  B A C K G R O U N D  O F  S C I E N C E  I N  C H I N A  

May I now return for a short time t o  the historical development of science and 
technology in China. I think it would be fair to say that the history of science, 
technology and medicine in Chinese culture has now really obtained droit de cile; 
it has become accepted and established (I hope not in any bad sense). It is worth 
looking briefly at a [evv details of the Chinese achievements. The mechanical clock 
has by long tradition becn accepted as one of the most outstanding achievements 
of European mechanical genius at the close of the Middle Ages, and something 
without which modern science would never have been possible - but it remained to 
be shown that some six centuries of hydro-mechanical clockwork had anticipated the 
first clocks of Europe. Indeed one can say that the soul of the mechanical clock, the 
escapement, was not the invention of an unknO\vn artisan about 1280 in Europe, but 
rather that of a Tantric monk and mathematician, I-Hsing - 11' and his collaborator 
the civil official Liang Ling-Tsan 3li:--t�, in China in +725. (Fig. 10.) Here there 
was a close connection with mechanical models of the heavens continuously rotated, 
a development which arose as early as the +2ncl century in China as a result of the 
fact that there astronomy was polar and equatorial rather than ecliptic.7 

For nearly 2,000 years before the beginning of modern science there were no 
people in the world who observed the changes in the heavens more persistently, 
and recorded them with greater amplitude and accuracy than the Chinese B I read 
recently an essay by the physicist Victor Weisskopf in which he spoke about the 
termination of the evolution of certain stars in those trclnendous explosions \vhich 
men observe and describe as supernovas.9 

One of these occurred in the year + 1054 and left behind the famous Crab Nebula [Fig. I I] in 
which we sec the expanding remnants of the explosion with a pulsar in  the centre. The explo
sion must have been a very conspicuous phenomenon, in its first days surpassing the planet 
Venus in brightness. So difTerent from today's attitudes was the mental horizon in Europe 
at that time that nobody found this phenomenon worth recording. No records whatever are 
found in contemporary European chronicles, whereas the Chinese have left: us meticulous 
quantitative descriptions of the apparition and its sleady decline. \IVhat a telling demonstra
tion of the tremendous change in European thinking that took place at the Renaissance! 10  

7 The story has been told in detail in Needham, Wang & Price (1960). On lhe astronomical background see 
SCC� vol. 3. pp. 229 fT" 339 !T. 

II sec, vol. 3, pp. 409 iT ') VVeisskopf(1972), p. 94. 
10 Quite recently there was some correspondence in the London Times about the pulsar mentioned here, whcre 

it was said that the Chinese hild described the bright new star in 1954, so of course I was unable to resist the 
temptation of writing to point out thaI this misprint had knocked off goo years Irom their achievement. 
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Figure 10. An carly mechanical clock embodying the escapement principle. Sec SCC� vol. 3 ,  p. +58, Fig. 657. 

This is perfectly true, and radio-astronomers today habitually make use of the 
Chinese records, at least as far back as the beginning of OUf era. Many other exam
ples could be taken from these branches of science. For one thing only, the complcte 
description of the phenomena of parhclia (mock suns and Lowitz arcs) was given in 
China in the +7th century, but not in Europe until the +t7th. " 

Again, turning to technology, one could look at the morphology of the reciprocat
ing steam-engine. It is, I am sure, not widely appreciated that this was in all respecLS 
completed in China some 500 years before the time of Newcomen and 'Nall . 1 1  
The great difference was that the direclion of energy transfer by interconversion of 

I I  cr. sec, vol. 3, pr. 473 n: ?-.Iore rllll)� Ho & Needham (1959a). 12 Needham (1963). 
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Figure I I .  The Crab Nebula in Taurus. 

longiwdinal and rotary motion was the opposite to the steam-engine, since the old 
Chinese machine was driven by its water-wheel while its piston-rod worked upon 
metallurgical furnace bellows. Conversely, in the steam-engine, first stcam and vac
uum, then steam alone, acted on the piston-rod, which accordingly by an idcl1lical 
conversion, produced useful rotary motion (Fig. 12). 

In China one can find a step-by-step evolution of all the components. 1 3 The 
eccentric came first of all, in the -4th century, for the rotation of querns; the crank
hancUe in the +2nd century; the eccentric and connecting-rod, so arranged that 
several people could exert power on the qucrn's rotation at one time, in the +51h 
century; and then the addition of the piston-rod in the +6th century, allowing the 

1 3 All details will be found in sec, vol. -1-, pc 2, and Needham (1970) but ncw discoveries arc still being madc. 
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Figure 12. Diagram ofintcrcOIwcrsion orlongilUdinal and rota!)' motion. Set SCL� vol. +, pI. 2 ,  Fig. 607-

application of water-power to bolting machines for cereal sifting." By the + 13th 
century, and probably a good deal earliel; the assembly was employed for the blowing 
of furnace bello\·vs, a fact which may well be one of the reasons for the astonishing 
development of the iron and steel industry in the Sung period. I S 

I must say that the achievements of traditional China in science, technology and 
medicine continue to surprise even ourselves all the time. Just recently, for example, 
we have resumed Qur work on the medical volume and have been drafting the sections 
on acupuncture and other medical techniques. In the course of this we have naturally 
had to say a good deal about the ancient Chinese theories of the circulation of the 
chhi � (jJ llelllna) and the blood in man. I myself was at one time inclined to believe that 
those interpreters \vere right who had seen the ancient Chinese circulation as being 
a vcry slow one oftwenry-four hours duration; but much closer study of the essential 
passages in the Huang Ti Nei Ching convinced us that as far back as the - 2nd century 
the Chinese physicians had a conception of the circulation of the blood only sixty 
times slower than the Harveian circulation which we understand today. l\/Iany have 
long appreciated that Chinese civilisation was far more circulation-minded than any 
of the other ancient cultures, such as that of the Greeks, 16 but I was not prcparecl LO 
find them so close on the heels of modern physiology. 

Secondly, we have been deeply impressed with t.he brilliance of the tie-up be
tween the acupuncture tracts and points on the surface of the body and the state of 

H This last den:lopmcnt is attested for this dale by a passage in the Lo)'llllg C'llhieh Lall Chi (Dcscription of Ihe 
Buddhist 'lcmplcs and l\lonaSlcrics in Lo)'ang), writteJl by Yang HSLian-Chih in +547. It was first noticcd by Dr 
\\,i1iiamJenller. 

t" See Robert Hartwell's important papers. for example, Hartwell (1962), ([966) and (1967). 
16 Cf. Huard & Huang ([956). 
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affairs, pathological or otherwise, in the viscera and other internal organs. A full two 
millennia before modern physiology the ancient Chinese physicians were aware of 
phenomena which today we would describe as viscera-cutaneous reflexes, referred 
pain, and those areas of nerve distribution on the surface of the body which we call 
Head Zones and dermatOlTICS, I 7 Since the ancient and medieval Chinese scientists, 
engineers and doctors, have been consistently surprising us evcr since we started on 
this work at the end of the Second World vVar, I must say I am now expecting them 
to continue to do so for the rest of my life - and for very much longer if Westerners 
are still willing to look into the work of their Chinese predecessors. 

I hope truly that they will be large-minded enough to do this because after all, 
as the Roman said, humanity is one, and nothing human should be regarded as 
alien from us. I dare say it will take a certain high-mindedness, because I have had 
many opportunities of observing that our work has been irritating for conventional 
\IVestern minds; the achievements of science and technology were often what they 
were most proud of racially, and to show that others had done as much or more was 
hurtful to pride. 18 But pride is a thing we can always do without. It weighs little in 
the balance of Anubis compared with love and friendship. 

Such was the grudging altitude of the establishment, of course, in the West, but now 
as time has gone 011, we are faced with an entirely different and opposite reaction, 
that of the younger generation and the counter-culture, who would be inclined to say 
that i[ Chinese civilisation had done so much [or science and technology, that would 
give it a bad mark in their estimation. So you cannot win. But that does not bother 
us, because we believe in science (though not in science alone), and we hold fast to 
what we regard as true historical perspective, without which no understanding of 
the past is possible. 

In the light of all this, some estimates of China with relation to science need 
complete revision, in fact relegation to the scrap-heap. The idea, for example, that 
Chinese scicntific development has been 'just a transplant', something out of keeping 
with the cultural inheritancc, is sheer nonsense. So also is the idea that China (or 
Japan, or Africa, or anywhere else for that matter) will be necessitated to adopt 
the ways of life of the Western capitalist world as a whole in adopting science and 
technology, is also nonsense, whatever may have been the superficial situation so 
far. Look at the almost total failure of the Church as a human institution in Asia. 
I found when I was in China during thc war that people often used to refer to 
modern science as Western science (Hsi:!'Gng kho-hsiieh W iiJ!f4J¥o), and I always used 

17 The liu;nuurc of acupuncture is inchoate, difficult of assembly and full of pitfalls, especially for Ihose who 
have no linguistic access to Chinese, but i\lann (1962b), often reprinted, is a good beginning. The latest edition 
should be used. 

1 8  It has givell us no small amusement 10 collect examples of' thcse reactions. Obliged at last to acknowledge a 
non-European achievement, \·Vestcrn historians of science and lcdlllOlogy retire in good order by redefining (to 
their own advantage) what the achien�ment really ought to be considered 10 be. The firsr of all clock escapemetUs 
may be Chinese, bUl lhe only true, the only important, escapement, was the verge-and-foliot of course (SeC vol. 4, 
pI. 2, p. 5.�5). The magnetic needle may hm·c been lIsed first by Chinese mariners, but of course only the wind-rose 
attached to the magnet is the viri/flb/I! bOllsso/I!{SCC. \·01. 4, pI. 3, p. 56-\-). Chinese seamen first mounted axial rudders, 
no doubt, bUl of course there could be no Irue rudder \\�thOlIt a slcrnposl (Sec. \'01. 4, pc 3, p. 651). This is what 
we call 1he Department of Face-Saving Redefinitions. 
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to say in speeches that on the contrary it should be regarded as Hsien-lai Ii kllO-hsiieh 
� 1·\;a!gt4�, distinctively modern science, open for the participation of all trained 
men and women, totally irrespective of race, class, cololll� creed and so 011. 19 Long 
afterwards I found that this attitude had been exactly the same as that adopted by 
the Khang-Hsi emperor in 1669, when he had insisted that the title of the work 
on mathematics and calendrical science prepared by the Jesuits should be fIsin Fa 
Suan Shu �*Jj:#f, and not fIsi-l'img fIsin Fa Li Shu 19jif.�* M:f, as it had been 
twenty years earlier20 Though the emperor probably knew \"ery little of the Royal 
Society, founded just at this time, he recognised with great acumen that the 'new, or 
expcrilnental, science' was essentially new and not essentially \t\festern. 

Of course the rate of growth in science and technology differed greatly between 
China and the Western world. The Chinese rise was slow and steady; it never had 
anything corresponding to the 'Dark Ages' which Europe went through.2 1 Some of 
the Greek contributions (perhaps Aristotle and Euclid) rose above the Chinese level. 
but between the +4th and the +I4th centuries the level in Europe was abysmally 
below it; only with the Renaissance and the unleashing of modern science did the 
European curve rise quickly above the Chinese one and pursue its exponential 
increase to bring about the world we know. There was thus what might be called 
a decalage in the development, but there is one striking thing to note, namely that 
some of the greatest Chinese inventions took place precisely during the period when 
Europe was at its Imvest ebb. For example, block-printing was going by the +8th 
century and moveable-t)1)e printing by the + 1 1th. The formula for the first chemical 
explosive known to man, gllnpowdel� was established in the +9th century; and the 
magnetic compass, \vhich had existed long berore as a geomantic instrument, was 
adapted to navigmion in the +1Oth. 'T'hese were the three inventions singled OUI 
by Francis Bacon.22 Clockwork too, as I have already mentioned, (Oak its rise in 
the +8th century, about the time when scholars like Isidore of Seville and Beatu 
Libaniensis were trying (0 save what remained or ancient knmvlcdge, and \vhen the 
number or plant species known - quite a good index 0(" scientific capabilities - sank 
to its absolute minimum in Europc.23 

( 2 )  T H E  C O U N T E R - C ULTURE A " D  T H E  A NT I - S C I E N C E  rVl OV E M E " T  

Let us  now return to the anti-science movement and the counter-culture.24 Some of 
the most telling rormulations or the disenchantment or the young with science hm'c 
been presented by Theodore Roszak in his books, TheJ\1akingqfa COlllller-Cuilure,2S and 
Where Ihe Wasteland Ends.26 He and the young are against modern science - because 
they feel that it has had evil, totalitarian and inhuman social consequences. The) 
arc not content to put this clown merely to misapplied technology; their criticism of 

19 CI: l\"eedham & �eedhalll (19+8), pp. 257-8. 
W sec, \"01. 3, pp. 44.8 If l\"eedbam (1958a). The change was rrom 'The West's l\"ew Calendrical Science' 

'The New �di.lthematics and Cakndrical Sciencc '. 
2 1 See abo\'c, Needham, 'The Roles of Europe and China in lhe Evolmion ofOecumcnical Science'. 
22 SCG� \'01. I, p. 19; Needham (1969a), pp. 62-3. 
�� cr Arbcr (19 12), repro 1953 andJcsscn (186..j.), 24 Cr. Ibid. 2:1 Roszak (1969). 26 Roszak (1972). 
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science itself goes deep. They attack 'the myth of objective consciousness', 27 detesting 
that 'alienative dichotomy' which separates the observing selffrom the phenomena in 
Nature,2B and sets up what they caJI an ' invidious hierarchy' which raises the obselver 
to an inquisitorial level, free La torment Nature, living or dead, in whatever way 
will bring intellectual light.29 They feel too that science encourages a 'mechanistic 
imperative', that is to say, an urgc to apply every piece of knowledge, in every possible 
way, whether or not its application is health-giving for human beings, or preservative 
of the non-human world in which they have to live.3o The scientific world-view 
is thus accused of a cerebral and ego-centric mode of consciousness, completely 
heartless in its activity. It is not as if scientific methods of control were applied only 
to non-human nature; the 'scientisation of culture' is calculated to enslave man 
himselr.3! There arc many techniques of human control, such as the behavioural 
and management sciences, systems analysis, control of information, administration 
of personnel, market and motivational research, and the mathcmatisation ofhLllnan 
persons and human society.32 In a word, technocracy is rampant, and the more 
complete the domination of Nature, the more fully does it become possible for ruling 
elites to increase their control of individual human behaviour.33 

Since Francis Bacon's time the essence of the scientific method has been alien
ation, in the sense of an absolute distinction between the observer and the external 
world, with which he can have 'no sense of fellowship nor personal intimacy, nor 
any strong belonging' 3+ Nothing inhibits the ability to understand, and after under
standing to manipulate and exploit to the full. Hence many of the cruelties which 
have undeniably been perpetrated in the name of modern biology and physiology. As 
I write these words there is news of a demonstration at the annual meeting of a great 
British chemical industry, protesting against the usc of dogs as experimental animals 
in studies of the cancer-producing properties of tobacco 35 There is much that can 
be said against the 'callousness' of science, yet without what one might call clinical 
detachment no scientific medicine would ever have come into being. In  the same way 
the opponents of science cannot deny its pragmatic value in that pharmacological 
knowledge does lead to the relief, or cure, of disease, and that flight would be impos
sible without a knowledge of aerodynamics and thermodynamics. The anti-science 
movement is in rather a quandary here for it can hardly wish mankind to return to 
the infancy of pre-scientific ignorance, ,",,,hile at the san1C time it is justifiably uneasy, 
indeed outraged, at the uses which are constantly made of scientific knowledge;36 
and filled with fears for the future 37 

2; Roszak (1969), pp. 205 fT. 2[1 Ibid., pp. 21i If. 29 Ibid .. p. 222. 
3(} Ibid., pp. 22i IT. This is the opposite of what I quote below rrom the KIIOII rill 7i.u book and the Gospels. 
31 Roszak ([972), p. 3 1 .  32 Cr. Ellul (196,�). 33 Cr. Leiss ((972). 3-1 Roszak (1972), p. [68. 
3j For a recent sllldy, by a biologist, oflhe ethics ofanimaJ experimentation, sec Rolx.:rts([974}. Cf. also Pappwonh 

(lg6i)· 
J6 One hasonlyto mention the VieU1am \'Var in thisconlleeliol1, with itsrragmentation bombs, napalm, compu!cr 

analysis of terrain. vacuum asphyxia weapons, defoliants, Ctc. 
37 This whole subject has becn lhc theme of the late C. H. Waddington's Bcrnal Lecture at the Royal Society: 

'The New Atlantis Re\'isitcd' (PRSB (197sa), 190, p. 3ot). He drew attention to the remarkable recent book by 
Pirsig ([974). 
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( 3 )  T H E  FO R M S  O F  H UM AN E X P E R I E N C E  

I am inclined to think that the real meaning behind the anti-science movement is the 
conviction that science should not be taken as the only valid form of human experi
ence. Actually philosophers have been calling this in question for many years past, 
and the forms of human experience - religion, aesthetics, history and philosophy, as 
well as science - have been delineated in many integrated surveys.38 Roszak himself 
hints this, as when he denies that scientific objectivity can be 'the only authentic 
source of truth', or when he says that 'we must be prepared to see the truth as a 
multi-dimensional experience'. 39 

Some of his most interesting insights arise from an exegesis of William Blake, 
where he demonstrates that Blake's hatred of what he called 'single-vision' was really 
a criticism of the estranged monocular scientific experience considered as the only 
possible manner of apprehending the universe.'o Many other expositors of Blake 
have shown that his image of the 'Four Zoas' was really a recognition of the diversity 
of the forms of cxpcriencc.i-l For example, he wrote, 

FOllr mighty ones are in every man; a perfect unity Cannot exist but rrom the universal 
brotherhood of Eden, The Universal tvLan . . .  

In  this peculiar psychology of mythical entities Uri zen stands for the cold scientific 
reason, Luvah for energy, passion, feeling and love, Urthona for prophecy (aesthetic?) 
and Tharmas for the power orthe spirit (history and philosophy?). Some of these have 
consorts, sliaklis or aLler egos. Thus most penetratingly Blake named the 'fallen state' 
of Urizen as Satan, the god of brute unfeeling power, the spirit or the dark Satanic 
mills with their 'cogs tyrannic'. So also the fallen state ofLuvah was Ore, the chained 
beast of thwarted desire, religious persecution and repressive or revolutionary terror. 
Urthona contains in itself (hermaphrodite) a Yin/Yang pair, Los and Enitharmon, 
and all these war with one anothcl; or become reconciled with one anothel; on the 
battlefield of Albion, the individual man. 

Among the most interesting recent treatments of the diverse forms of human 
experience is that of Victor Weisskopf, who suggests that they stand to one another 
in a relationship something like the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in physics, the 
dilemma of indeterminacy or complementarity."2 If one tries to investigate the details 
of the quantum state by some sharp instrument of observation, one can only do so 
by pouring lTIuch energy into it, and so destroying the quantum state. The necessary 
coarseness of our means of observation makes <exact' observation in the old sense 

3<l I call to mind especially here a book which had great inAuencc on me whcn I was young, Collingwood 
(1924) (SpecIIIIIIII .\IlI/lis). Current discussions are numerous - ror example Roszak (1974) together with the article by 
Weinberg (1974), p. 47· 

39 Roszak (1972), pp. 106, ISg. 40 Ihid., pp. 74 n: 
41 For example, Raine (lg6H) and Beer (1968). In I ala, ()r Ihl' FOllr ::'oaJ, G, E. Bentlcy has rcconstructed Ihe pocm 

rrom Blake's chaotic notes. and gi,·cll a racsimilc reproduction orit (Bentley (1963)). 
42 \\"cisskopr{19i2), p. 58, 
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impossible. One can either know the speed or the position of a sub-atomic particle, 
but never both at the same time. Weisskopf writes:43 

The claim of the 'completeness' of science is that every experience is potentially amenable 
(Q scicmiJic analysis and understanding. or course many experiences, in particular in the 
social and psychological realm, are far from being understood today by science, but it is 
claimed that there is no limit in principle to such scientific insights. I believe that both the 
defenders and the allackers of this view could be correct, because we are facing here a typical 
'complementary' situation. A system of description can be complcte in the sense that therc 
is no experience that doesn't have a logical place in it, but it could still leave out important 
aspects which in principle have no place within its system . . . .  Classical physics is 'complete' 
in the sense that it could never be proved false within its own framework of concepts, but it 
does not encompass (he all-imponant qualllum effects. There is thus a difference between 
'complete' and 'all-encompassing'. 

The well-known claim of science for universal validity of its insights may also have its 
complemelllary aspects. There is a scientific way to understand every phenomenon, but this 
does not exclude the existence of human experience that remains outside science . . .  Such 
complementary aspens are found in every human situation . . . .  

Weisskopf goes on to say lhat whenever in the history of human thought one way 
of thinking has developed with force, other ways of thinking or apprehending have 
become unduly neglecled, and subjected to an overriding philosophy claiming to 
encompass all human experience. This was obviously the case with religion and 
theology in medieval Europe, and it is certainly the case with natural science today. 
And he goes on to draw the very existentialist conclusion that 

the nature of most human problems is such that universally valid answers do not exist, 
because there is more than one aspect to each of them. In both these two examples great 
creative forces were released and great human suffering resulted from abuses, exaggerations 
and neglect of complementary ways of thinking.H 

Indeed this is most true, and the only way forward is the existentialist realisation that 
the forms of experience, which have a habit of contradicting each other flatly, are all 
basically inadequate ways of apprehending reality, and can only be synthesised within 
the individual life as lived. Here mutual control and mutual balance are of the essence. 
Couldn't we hope to learn something of this from our Chinese friends? As Weisskopf 
has said in another place: 'human exislence depends upon c01npassion, and curiosity 
leading to knowledge; but curiosity-and-knowledge without cOlnpassion is inhuman, 
and compassion without curiosity-and-knowledge is inefTectual, 45 This is a philosophia 
perellllis. We find it again in Julian of Norwich, writing soon after 1373: 'By reason 
alone we cannot advance, but only if there is also insight and lovc'.46 

The whole anti-science movement has arisen because of two characlerislics of 
our \!\Testern civilisation: on the one hand the conviction that the scientific method 
is the only valid way of understanding and apprehending the universe, and on the 

+J Ibid., p. 349. Similar ideas ha\'c been exprcssed by T R. Blackburn in Blackburn (1971). 
44 Wcis�kopf(1972), p. 351 . ·1.'1 Ibid., p. 364. 'lfi Juliana (c. E3i3), ch. 56, p. 162. 
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other hand the belief that it is quite proper for the results o f  this science to be 
applied in a rapacious technology often at the service of private capitalist profit. The 
first of these convictions is held as a semi-conscious assumption by a great many 
working scientists, though formulated clearly only by a small number;47 at the same 
time it spreads widely through the populations, often leading to great callousness 
and insensitivity in personal relationships, quite beyond the power of the traditional 
codes of religion and ethics to modify. Similarly, the mass-production technology 
of the capitalist world, so freely paralleled and imitated in the Soviet Union and 
the Socialist Republics of Eastern Europe, has indeed supplied the peoples of the 
developed world with a vast wealth of material goods,48 but only at the cost of 
debauching their aspirations, lilniting their freedoms, and imposing controls every 
day more insidious and unhealthy. 

(4 )  C H I N A ,  E U R O P E ,  ' S C I E N T I S M '  

This brings me to the first of the fundamental points which I want to make. The 
contribution of China to the world may be particularly valuable because Chinese 
culture has never had this post-Renaissance 'scientism' .  Since modern science did 
not develop in China originally, but only in Europe, there was never any necessity for 
a Chinese William Blake to oppose the 'single-vision' of Isaac Newton's conception 
of the universe, nor did a Chinese Drummond or Kropotkin have to do what he 
could to oppose a Chinese Huxley. In spite of the debate about scient ism in China 
in the first decades of this century!9 Chinese culture has never been really tempted 
to regard the natural sciences as the sole vehicle of human understanding. This was 
all the more the case because for twenty centuries an ethical system not based on 
supernatural sanctions had been completely dominant in Chinese society; and it 
was history, not theology and not physics which had been the regilla scielltiarum. This 
dominance of morality is perfectly represented in China at the present day by the 
slogan 'put politics in con1mand', for this essentially means human moral values, and 
that in practice means the health and weli-being of your brother and sister at the 
bench, in the field, on the shop-Aoor, and next to you in the office or at the council 
table. In China you will not be tempted to regard him or her as 'nothing more than· 
a behaviourist automaton, or a walking Aask of amino-acids and enzymes, because 
by the wider wisdom of Chinese organic humanism, you know that he or she is a 
lot of other things as well, for the full reality of which mechanistic or reductionisl 
scientific explanations, however sllccessful ror limited ends, can never suffice.5o Thi 
is my first fundamental point. It may be that scientism, the idea that scientific truth 
alone gives understanding orthe world, is nothing but a Euro-Arnerican disease, and 

�7 Cf Crick (1966), Skinner (1971) and :\lonod (1971). See also the critical enquiry on this by ele\'en writers edited 
by Lewis (1974). '10 tht same tradition of 'scientific positivism' and reduclionism 1�long Morris (1967), Tltt'. \akM 
A/)t', and :\Iedawar (1 967), Tltt' Art fljthe Soillble. 

16 Described as afTIucnce witham altruism - the failure of the 'Welfare SUl.IC', ,19 See Kwok (1965). 
,';fJ The Chinese talk about the love Clnc\ service of 'class brothers and sisters' but lhis is what lhey rcally mean. 
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that the great contribution of China may be to save us from the body of this death 
by restoring humanistic values based on all the forms of human experience. 

It may be that the roots of the matter, why Europe has sufiered so much Irom this, 
go back very rar. Roszak, in the second of his books, has traced the desacralisation of 
Nature,:)] which has been so important for modern science, to the ancientJewish anti
idolatry complex inherited by ChristianiryS2 This led, he suggests, to what one might 
call 'nothing-but-ism', i.e. (in its first form) the conviction that the statue of a Greek 
or Roman god was nothing but a statue, totally devoid of all magical or worshipful 
properties. Islam of course inherited this too; 'thou shalt have no other god but God, 
and Muhammad is his prophet'. And Christendom and Islam both inherited the 
aggressive intolerance which Hebrew monotheism had from the beginning infused 
into this issue. But to modern minds, especially those acquainted with Buddhism or 
Taoism, it would seem that far too much fuss was made about idolatry by the Christian 
theologians, rising to a crescendo with the Protestant Reformation (so significant 
always for the birth of modern science); because in a way it never really existed at a11 -
for every intelligent person the statues must always have been thought of as symbols 
and temporary residences of the god or spirit invoked. Even quite simple people 
must have understood this. Certainly it was the attitude of the Neo-Platonists 53 
But the point is that this theological 'nothing-but-ism' was a pre-figuration of the 
reductionism of modern science. It was a mental predisposition, a preparatio evangelica 
scielliffica damna/a. 

First, for example, there was the suppression of secondary qualities from Galileo 
onwards, then after the coming of modern chemistry there was the belief that all the 
phenomena of life and mind could be explained without residue by the properties of 
atoms and molecules, ultimately of the sub-atomic particles themselves. ,,ye are not 
complaining that all this banned magic entirely from the world, or denied to Nature 
its authentic enchantment, because that is just the sort of thing which science has to 
do - within its own realm - but we are saying that the anti-idolatry complex paved 
the way through the cenwries for the 'nothing-but-ness' of mechanical materialism 
and scientism. lt  attacked all the lesser sacralities in the name of the God of Abraham 
andJacob, and this was all right as long as the creator deity of the Hebrews remained 
secure on his celestial throne, but when belief in the supernatural collapsed under 
the attacks of mechanical materialism, nothing holy was left anywhere. 

How different was the situation in East Asia. Since the Chinese were never among 
the 'People of the Book',S{ like Jews, Christians and Muslims, they never had the 
anti-idolatry obsession. The holy was never identified with the supernatural because 

51 It is of much illlcrcs\ that a Persian philosopher of science, Said Husain Nasr, has recelllly also jl1\'cighed 
against thi�, !l'om the standpoint of Islam. A critique of his interesting books, Said Husain Nasr (tg68a) and Said 
Husain Nasr (lg68b) will be found in sec, vol. 5, pI. '2, pp. x.."jv f[ His complaint against science echoes that of 
Roszak, but he has less appreciation oflhe validity of sciencc as a form of experience in its own right. One may 
not like some of ils auilUdes and blindncsses //lOis c 'esl la nallirt de tanimal. 

j2 Roszak (t9i2), pp. 109 IT. !>3 On all this sec Bcvan (1940). 
54 This is a r:-unous :\Iuslim expression. When the i\Iuslims in Iheir great expansion encountered Hindus or 

Buddhists Ihey were liable to insist on conversion to Islam at the point of the sword, bUIJews and Christians wcre 
tolerated as minorities. even if oppressed, because they also accepted the Old Testament as a sacred book. 
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in Chinese thought there never was anything outside Nature. The numinolls, the 
holy, could be, and was, prescnt at many points within and bcyond the world of man, 
'The world is a holy vessel' says the Tao Te Ching, 'let him that would tamper with it, 
beware'.ss Thus once again Chinese culture \vas not under the same drives as that 
of Europe, and wherever you look, whether in Chinese organic philosophy or the 
beauty of Nature as interpreted by the Chinese artists and poets, or in the studies of 
Chinese historians, this 'nothing-but-ism' never came up - and most important of 
all it never dominated in Chinese science and technology, great and world-shaking 
though their discoveries and inventions were. h may weU be that this absence was 
one of the limitations, like the presence of that tension between the separated saCl'ed 
and secular in Europe, which prevented the rise of modern experimental science 
in China, and encouraged it in the West; but that is no ground for doubting that 
Chinese level-headedness may now be deeply needed and called upon to rescue the 
\,Vestern world from the slough of mechanical materialism and scicntism which it 
has fallen into. 

Ifthe anti-idolatry complex oflsrael and Christendom had been the only inAuence 
leading to reductionism in Europe the compulsion might not have been so strong! 
but it was reinforced from quite a different quarter, the atomism of the Greeks. The 
schools ofDemocritus and Epicurus held, broadly speaking, to a mechanical materi
alism, and it was put into prophetic imperishable poetry by the great Lucretius. One 
is accustomed to think of a schizophrenia of Europe, torn between the theological 
''1'orld-picture and that of materialist atomisln, but in this particular they were closely 
allied; for while the fonner reduced the holy objects of antiquity to common wood 
and stone, the latter reduced not only wood and stone but also Aesh and blood to 
the fortuitous clashing of hard impenetrable massy particles. Again in China what 
a difference! Buddhist philosophers must have talked much about the advanced 
atomic speculations of India, but never with any perceptible effect, for the Chinese 
remained perennially faithful to their prototypic wave theory of Yin and Yang, uni
versal transmission in a continuous medium, and action at a distance. The Yin and 
Yang, and the Five Elen1ents, never lent themselves to reductionism because they 
were always inextricably together in the continuum, and in the organic phantasms 
which came and went within it; never separated out, isolated or 'purified', even in 
theory. So once again there was no 'nolhing-but-ism' in Chinese thought to parallel 
what Greeks and Hebrews joined together to create in the West. 

Nothing that I am saying here, however, should be taken to indicate that there 
is anything dilTerent about modern science in China today from that in the rest of 
the world. Recently 'vvhen lecturing in Brussels and Ghent I came across a curious 
idea that the practice of modern science in China today was as different from that 
in the rest of the world as modern science had been, in its turn, from ancient or 
medieval science. This was a notion doubtless stimulated by the success achieved 
in China in drawing peasant-farmers and working people of all kinds into the field 

;,5 eh. 29, Walcy (1934), p. li9. 
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of observation and experiment, but i t  has no  force. Science i s  one and indivisible. 
The differences are essentially sociological � what you do science for, whether for the 
benefit of the people as a whole, or for the private profit of great industrial enterprises, 
or for the developmcnL of fiendish (orms of modern warhre; in a word, your motive. 
The differences will also be great according to whom you get to do it, whether 
you confine it to highly trained professionals, or whether you can use a mass of 
people with only 111inimal training; and this means again hm·" you manage the whole 
afTair. 

But basically, modern science must be identical under every meridian. There is 
only one logic of controlled experimenLation, only one application of mathematical 
hypotheses, and their testing by statistical methods. There are canons here which 
cannot be transgressed; the basic method of discovery itself, which was discovered in 
Galileo's lime. The 'paradigms' of course change, and have changed, as knowledge 
increases, for example when the Einsteinian world-system was superimposed on the 
Newtonian one, but that docs not alter the basic character of the scientific method 
itself. Or again, beliefs that were held in ancient and medieval ti_mes can come 
obliquely true in the light of later discoveries; for example, on the atomic level, the 
dream of the alchemists of transmuting baser metals into gold was bound always to 
remain a dream, but after the discovery of radio-acti\�ty it became possible to turn 
one element into another, including gold, by the addition or subtraction of electrons. 
No, science is a unity, and it is not done differenLly in China from anywhere else; 
but what we can rightly object to is the idea that science is the only valid way of 
apprehending the universe. Perhaps we fell into this mistake because modern science 
originated among us in the vVcst; conversely the Chinese never had the temptation 
undcr which we fell, and now is the time for them to give us help to climb back to 
the realm of true humanity. 

( 5 )  THE C HALL ENGE OF  TE C H NOLOGY AND M E D I C INE 

Let us turn now to an entirely dilTerent aspect of the situation. Even in a properly 
balanced human socicty, whcre thc natural sciences werc counterbalanced all the 
time by what uscd to be called in Cambridge the 'moral sciences', and other forms 
of human experience such as the religiolls and the aesthetic, there ,"vauld still be 
great difficulty in dealing with the all but intolerable ethical choices which applied 
science places before mankind and will increasingly place as time goes on. The young 
people of the counter-culture are rcvolled by the necessity of making such choices, 
but neither they nor we can go back to the 'bliss of ignorance' as in prilnitive times. 
Actually it never was bliss of course, because the vcry mission of science was to lead 
us out of' the wilderness of ancient fears, mboos and superstitions. But the promised 
land will never be won by science alone. The control of applied scicnce is probably 
the greatcst single problem for humanity today, and one might even go so far as to 
wonder whether the most penetrating social critiques, such as the thcory or the class 
struggle, and historical materialism, arc not simply aspects of this basic question. 
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No doubt man has been facing it ever since the discovery o f  fire, but today it 
threatens his very existence. Everyone knows about nuclear power and the devastat
ing possibilities of nuclear weapons,56 but such apparently simple problems as the 
disposal of the radio-active waste from nuclear power stations are nightmares to 
Lhose who worry about Lhe social responsibilities of science 57 Nowadays mathemat
ical engineering is almost as dangerous, and the possibilities of'artificial intelligence'. 
and the vast computing machines which can and will be built, with their fabulous 
information storage and retrieval, are quite breathtaking. The privacy of the individ
ual is now endangered, the rights of children to be taught by living teachers, and Lhe 
safety of whole populations exposed to the danger of some electrical or mechanical 
fault when computers are harnessed to 'defence'. 

The possibilities of biology and medicine are at least as challenging. My own 
professional background has made it natural for me to follow such developments. 
One of the largest fields in which they arise is that of generation, for this is the 
first time in human history that man is on the point of acquiring absolute con
trol both of reproduction and infertility. All too soon we shall be in possession of 
means for controlling the sex of the human embryo. After this the sterilisation of 
whole groups might become a live issue. Ethical controversies have raged for years 
round contraception and abortions58 bUL problems are also raised by the new foetal 
medicine, which can detect grave abnormalities long before birth,59 and by artificial 
insemination, which is only by convention attached to infertile marriages 60 Legal 
considerations and changes are lagging far behind the actual possibilities, such as 
spermatozoa banks, maintained from donors outstanding for physical or intellectual 
brilliance, and possibly several generations older than the receiving womb 6 1  

Again, now that we know the chemical structure and coding o f  the semantophore 
molecules of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) which carry the instructions for making 
each new human organism, infinite possibilities are open for interfering with this 
hereditary material.62 That would be biological engineering applied at the molecular 
level; one could envisage the insertion of an entirely ne"" piece of chromosome. 
or the removal of another. Or one could produce hitherto unheard-of hybrids by 
substiLuting a mixed-cell nucleus for the original one of the fertilised egg itself. These 
may seem distant prospects, requiring enormous expenditure of money; but there 
has already been unexpected success in transferring genes (Lhe hereditary units) from 

j6 cr. the rcccllI iCCllIrc by B. T. Feld, 'Doyes of the World, Unite!", Feld (197+), p. 910. 
57 cr. Lovins (1975). S!\ Sce Anon (1974). 
'i9 'rbis is called amniocentesis, the cytological cxamination or cells sampled by biopsy from the embryo and its 

membranes. 
GO Cr: the Ciba Foundation Symposium (1973)' 
61 On all theS(' questions sceJones & Bodmer (1974), a study by a British Association Working Pany. 
62 See the Trueman Wood Lecture of C. H. Waddington (1975b). �Iy old friend and collaborator takes a 

refreshingly cool vicwofthe dangers before us because of the immense expense which researches in such embryol� 
and genetics invol\'c, and the consequent certainty of public scrutiny. I am nOI so optimistic, for two reasons (a) ttK
possible activities of totalitarian Slates, ,1Ild (b) the doubt that public scrutiny - or debate necessarily leads to right 
ethical policy. As Waddington himself says: 'one wonders whether we are intellectually, emotionally, or morall 
prepared to face such choices . . ' 
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one lot of bacteria to another63 Certain viruses can pick up genes and put them 
into the bacterial nuclear systems. What if an antibiotic-resistant strain of bacteria 
were produced, which quickly spread all over the world like wildfire, and decimated 
human populations? That this is a real danger has been shown by a self-denying 
ordinance ach ieved very recently in California,64 where the scientists working in 
these fields agreed to establish a moratorium on such experiments, at least until 
more laboratories with adequate safety equipment and security became available 65 
Here there is one very tempting possibility open to mankind, namely the possible 
insertion into plants of genes favouring the symbiosis of nitrogen-fixing bacteria, as 
happens in the leguminous plants today. If that could be arranged for the staple crop 
cereals it would be a gift to humanity almost as great as the gift of fire. What effect 
would this immeasurable increase in food production have upon the human race? 

Medicine is also confronting humanity with almost insoluble problems 66 The 
conquest of transplantation intolerance has already led to a great proliferation of 
organ transplants, and no doubt the surgeons in tiine to come will have access to 
whole banks of spare parts for human beings 67 But transplantation srudies go much 
further, for it is now possible to make chimaeras between animal species, since certain 
killed viruses make the tissues stick together, and this could be used to unite human 
with animal tissues 68 What is going to come of that? Ethical problems also arise in 
all cases 'vvhere the treatn1cnt may be very expensive, needing elaborate machinery 
for example the kidney machines which dialyse the blood, and can keep a person 
going even though his or her kidneys are only able to function very inefTectively. Who 
is going to choose who gets the advantage of restricted techniques in short supply? 

Again, much work is being done on the fertilisation and cultivation of human 
eggs ill vitro up to the blastocyst stage before their reimplantation into a uterus to 
go on developing until term G9 Aldous H uxley in his famous novel Brave New World 
visualised the isolation of totipotent blastomeres so as to reproduce many identical 
copies oflow-grade human beings, and this is not at all impossible .'o But there are 
other ways of effecting such 'cloning'. For example, nuclei from adult cells can take 
the place of the egg's own nucleus itself, so that a whole regiment of individuals with 
identical genetic material could be created. The question would then arise: do all 

63 This was the great discovery of the 'transforming principk' (free genes) by Avery and others. Its importance 
in relation to the solution of" the problem of tile genetic code has been clearly brought out by Olby (1974). 

(W This was the Berg Conference at Asilomar, on which sec In/ema/ional .News (1975). 254. p. 6. Self-imposed 
controls for research involving genet ic transfer techniques had already been adumbrated in the Ashby Report 
(1975). This was followed by lhe Report of the Working Party on lhe Practice of Genetic l'vlanipulation, presented 
to Parliament in August [9i6. drafting a code of practice. under Professor Sir Robert Williams, Chairman. 

65 The opening of such a laboratory by [mpcrial Chemical [nduSlries at Runcorn was announced in the London 
Times, 6June [9i5. G6 One of the most obvious, and widely debated, is of course that of cuthanasia. On all these questions, scc 
Leach ( 19iO). 

67 Cf. the Ciba Foundation Symposium (1966). 
GIl H. G. Wells (1896). His prophetic Maud oj!), Moreali has become only tOO real a possibility. 
69 Cf: Edwards (19i4), p. 3, and Edwards & Sharpe (19i I), p. 8i. 
70 l\ly review in .xruti'D' (I932), has been reprinted in Wall (19i5). p. 202. It was closcJy in tunc \\�th what is now 

being said here more than rorty years later. 
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human beings have an inalienable right t o  individuality? Such is the fix that Faust 
has got himself into, and the young suspect that they know why. 

( 6 )  C H I N A ' S  I M M A"ENT ETH I C S  
I could go on a lot longer, but it must be evident that humanity has never hitherto 
had to face anything like the tremendous ethical problems posed by the physico
chemical and biological sciences.11 Now it is not at all obvious that the traditional 
ethics of the Western world, even with all its tomes of moral theology and casuistry. 
is the best equipped to deal with these problems, and certainly not on its own. Even 
within the sciences i t  is not obvious that the traditio 1al modes of thinking of Western 
philosophy arc the most adequate for the extraordinary and incredible events which 
go on in the world of sub-atomic particles; and indeed there arc those, slich as Odagiri 
Mizuho,72 who are showing that Buddhist philosophy may give a good deal of help 
to the nuclear physicist 'vvhich could not COIne from vVestern ideas alone. Here we 
can do no morc than raise this point. \,"hat needs saying is thal most of those who 
have worried quite properly about the control of applied science in the 'Nest have so 
far failed to realise that there is a great culture in the East which for 2,000 years has 
upheld a powerful ethical system never supported by supernatural sanctions. This 
is where Chinese culture may have, I think, an invaluable gift to make to the \vorld. 
Nearly all the great philosophers of China have agreed in seeing human nature as 
fundamentally good, and consideringjustice and righteousness as arising directly out 
of it by the action of what we in the West might call the 'inner light'. TheJohannine 
light, perhaps, 'which lighteth every man that cometh into the world, 7:l Let men 
and women have proper training in youth, the right ideals, and a classless society 
which will bring out the best elements potentially within them .'" 

For the Chinese, then, ethics was accepted as internally generated, intrinsic and 
immanent, not imposed by any divine fiat, like the tables of the law delivered to 
Moses on the mountain. I should go so far as to say that never have the Chinese 
been more faithful to this doctrine, interpreting it in terms of selAess service to 
others, to people, than they arc at the present day. f11eijen millJu wu' �A�A�� .'; 
This is my second funclamental point. If the world is searching for an ethic firmly 
based on the nature of man, a humanist ethic which couldjusrify resistance to every 

i t C[ the eiba Foundation Symposium ([972). 
i'1 Scc lor example his papl:r Odagiri (1974) and Odagiri (19.55-62), tnlIllCl"OlLS papers. Others have becIl thinking 

along similar lincs, notably Capra ( 1974), p. 3. We now have his book, The Tao rijPID'J·jo (Capra (1975)). 
i3 John 1:9. 
i-t Is i t  nOi a l"Cmarkable ract thill the charismatic \cadcr of the eight hunclrl:d million 'black-haired people', 

1\lao Tsc-Tung, should be a social and ethical philosopher, not a military man. Plato's fa mOllS remark would be
relevant here, though it docs 110t seem casy 10 poillt to any European parallcl. The contrary is oilly too obvious. 
from Alcxalldcr the Great to l\apokon, Hiller and .\Iussolini. And when philosophers or natural philosophcrs did 
appear at the lOp in Europe, as perhaps Alfonso X orCastile or Rudolph n in Prague, tllt'!r reigns were nOl \·ery 
successful. In the Chinese case we ha.ve milkllnial background of respect for scholars and thinkers. I am indebted 
for this point to a com·crsation in .\Iontrc<ll with Ronald J\lelzack and Elizabeth Fox. 

,:. ·In cverything YOll do, let it be donc for Ill<' people.' 
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dehumanising invention of social control, a n  ethic in the light of which mankind 
could judge dispassionately what the best course to take will be in the face of the 
multitude of alarming options raised by the ever-growing powers the natural sciences 
give us, then let it listen to the sages of Confucianism and Mohism, the philosophers 
of Taoism and Legalism_ 76 Obviously we must not expect from them exact advice on 
choices arising frOIll techniques which they would never have been able to imagine. 
Obviously, also, \·ve are in no way bound down to the formulations they gave to their 
ideas in ancient feudal, or medieval feudal-bureaucratic society - time marches on. 
But what matters is their spirit, their undying faith in the basic goodness of human 
nature, free from all transcendental elements and capable of leading to a more and 
more perfect organisation of human society. 

I could put it this way in a kind of fantasy. If in some future incarnation I were 
ever to find myself a member of the Council of the Human Biology Authority of 
the "Vorld Co-operative Commonwealth, I know exactly whom I should be want
ing to sit on the Board with me_ I should like a few Jews, for they have a most 
noble ethical instinct,ii but above all I should pray for Chinese colleagues, the 
descendants of the sages, with their sense of justice and righteousness (liang lisin 
& ,(,) and their profound understanding of what constitutes the fullest, healthiest life 
for man on earth_ I would expect from them a firm realisation ohhe dangers to which 
science exposes us, and which we must at aU costs avoid. The saying in the Kuan 
Y in Tzu book may well come true: 'Only those who have the Tao can perform these 
actions - and better still, nOt perform them, though able to perform them!

,78 Doesn't 
this echo amazingly the narrative of the Temptations in the Gospel?79 

( 7 )  C H INA AND T H E  i\II AT T E R - S P I R I T  D I C H O T O M Y  

Once again let u s  set off i n  a different direction_ What else could Western society 
profitably learn from tile Chinese tradition? \,"hat would have to come about in world 
society as a whole to allow of the integration, or 'oecumenogenesis', of Eastern and 
vVestern cultures? To begin with, there is one thing which seems to me to have been 
insufficiently discussed so raJ� and that is whether the extreme division of the world 
into spirit and mattel; so characteristic of European thought, has been a good thing 
or not. It is certainly extremely un-Chinese, for we fmd in all branches of the history 
of science in China thal there was a great reluctance to make this sharp dichotomy. 
China was profoundly non-Cartesian. I always remember a friend of mine at the 

7tO Al the prescnl lime in China Conrucianism is unpopular and the good poilllS or the Legalisls are being 
rediscovered. This is quite justified because lor rar too long c{""!"lain aspects of Conrucius' te�lchi!lgs, espccially the 
sul�jcctlon ofwolllcn, had been taken in a 'fundametltalist· way, without historical crilicisms of his acceptance of 
lCudal or proto-feudal socicty. But like ali lhe other Chitlese sages he g,wc his ethics a naturalist, nOt a supernatural 
basis; and he ct�rtainly propagated the doctrine that en;!")' man who could profit by education should h<l\·e it. 
regardless orbirth or wealth. i\ [0 Ti. wilh his \lIll\·ersal low', is now widely appreciated. and dl(' Taoists generated 
a \�isdoll1 implicit ill mOSl or what all Chinese instincti\"cly do. 

17 I have found a unique consciousncss or ethical \·alues among them. as in my friend Louis Rapkinc, now long 
dead, whose patron saint was Benedict Spinoza. 

711 Ch. 7, p. la. 79 Luke 4:3 '3. 
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B.A. '5 table i n  Caius many years ago growing sarcastic at the expense of aberrant 
scientists like Oliver Lodge, and saying how 'these silly fools don't realise that you 
can't turn matter into spirit just by making it thin!'so Yet that is precisely vvhat the 
Chinese were doing all through the ages. It is a curious thought that while matter 
in the vVest began as being very material, and got to be more and more ethereal as 
time went on and the Bohr model of the atom came to be accepted, in China on the 
other hand chhi �, vvhich started as a very ethereal sort of pneuma, carne to embrace 
even the most solid of matter by the time of the Neo-Confucian scholastics. 

At all events, the disinclination of the Chinese to draw any sharp line of distinction 
between spirit and matter was at one with their deeply organic philosophy, and their 
psychosomatic medicine too, developed so long before Europeans came to the same 
outlook. Of course in modern times there have been in the West many types of 
philosophy, such as that of A. N. ''\'hitehead, which have done away with the sharp 
distinction, and a non-obscurantist organicism characterises the best experimental 
biology going on today. I n  the old paLaestra, or gymnasium, where vitalism battled 
long ago with mechanicism, a struggle continues between reductionists and anti
reductionists.8 ! But it is rather shadO\v-boxing, because it must be perfectly obviolls 
that while the dillerent integrative levels in living organisms only acquire their full 
meaning when related with the levels above and the levels below, the properties and 
behaviour of all living things up to the highest levels must be implicit ill polelltia in 
the nature of the protons and electrons that build them up. But of course if you 
only knew the protons and electrons, and had no knowledge of the highest levels 
of integration and organisation, it would be impossible to predict what those would 
be.82 This is what I mean by non-obscurantist organicisn1. I t  fits into the traditional 
Chinese world-picture much better than it does to that of Europe, so bedevilled as 
always by traditional theological philosophy. 

The sharp division between spirit and matter probably has as one of its most 
important correlates the equally sharp distinction between the relative value and 
significance of mental and manual labour.83 It is evident that Chinese society today 
is making a great effort to overcome this, and to convince people that the use of 
the body is as important and health-giving as the use of the brain 84 Mention has 
already been made of the recruiting of manual workers into the ranks of scientific 
observation, and by the same token it is considered highly desirable today that 
managerial, technological and intellectual workers should do a period now and 
then at the bench or in the field. No one who has any acquaintance with Chinese 
industrial produclion at the present tilne, even if only through printed or written 
accounts, can doubt that a tremendous revolution has taken place in industrial 

80 CJ: sec, vol. 5, pc '2, p. 86. H I  Sec the interesting paper of Engclhardt (1974), p. II .  
82 Exactly the same point of view is put by Vv'cisskopf(T975), p. [5. 
83 For a wide-ranging study of labour and its ethics sec the remarkable survey and bibliography by Weltf'ish 

('975)· 
84 China has had to mobilise a vast socicty and solve innumcrable institutional problems, to create a viable 

educational system, to gain access to modern technology and to provide health services for everyone; but the success 
of all this depends on lhe acceptance oCa universal value system based on solidarity, revolutionary mentality and 
the primacy of moral over material motives. Cf Galliere (1974), and Oldham (1973), pp. 80 IT. 
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relationships.85 Artisans, craftsmen and workers are encouraged to take inltlative, 
bring forward inventions, tackle jobs co-operatively, and manage their own alTa irs 
within the framework of a great factory. 

It is extremely interesting that the most enlightened sectors of vVestern industry 
have begun to follow similar lines 86 For example, it is common knowledge that 
two at least of the great Swedish firms in the mowr car industry have completely 
abolished the assembly-line, which in the days of Henry Ford certainly increased 
mass-production but reduced the individual worker to a machine carrying out one 
simple task at a predetermined tempo along with other machines. Such jobs were 
dull and tiring, and destructive of the worker's self-esteem. Widespread disaITection 
showed itself, and continues to show itself, in the form of high labour turnove,; 
chronic absenteeism, poor workmanship and even sabotage. Thus the principles of 
job simplification, repetition and close control are now giving way in many industries, 
even in the capitalist vVest, in favour of organisation in autonomous small groups 
shaped w fit particularjobs. Such groups can solve problems, learn from the problem
solving, and derive satisfaction from it. They can study, reason, evaluate and strive 
towards goals, while doing all the time not one particular repeated thing but a 
considerable variety of technical operations.87 Now insofar as autonomous group 
production gives the worker more opportunity to influence his 0\¥l1 job, to take on 
responsibility, to solve problems, and to advance his own developnlcnt, as well as 
co-operating much more fully and joyfully with his mates, it is following methods 
and ideals which are typically Chinese 88 This docs not mean that the conveyor-belt 
is abolished; on the contrary it is still useful, but as a tool or Ineans of transportation, 
not simply as a source of unvarying stress and strain, The delegation of power and 
influence to the manual worker is going to become quite normal and undramatic in 
all forms of developed society; and it springs from the basic principle that manual and 
mental work should not be regarded as diametrical opposites, but ideally combined 
in the same person. Anyone who has ever been a working scientist understands this. 
As the great Ivan Petrovitch Pavlov oncc said, 'r havc done a great deal of menial 
and manual work in the course of my scientific life, and I think it is the manual work 
which has often given me the most pleasure

,
.89 

Here then is the third point I am making. Wasn't it a wise course the Chinese wok 
when they avoided too sharp a distinction between matter and spirit? And perhaps 
it led to sociological wisdom too, the activity of the whole man in brain v,Iork and 
hand work; mind and matter no longer at loggerheads.9o 

8.'1 See the interesting interview with Charles BCltclhcim of the Ecole Pratique des Hautcs ElUdes in Paris: in 
Ikudheim (1975), p. 9-i:lfi Cr. Bj6rk (1975), p. 17;  also WclLlish (1975)' 

B7 Long ago Stuart Chase, in his remarkable book 11/en alld II/achille; (Chase ( 1929)) enumerated the many din-ercnt 
t)VCS of contact between them, ranging li'om the bcneficial through the neutral to the dangerous and the lethaL 
CC Needham ([943), p. [34- Here might be mcntioned the extremely valuable 'Bibliography of tile Philosophy or 
Technology' prepared by �Iitcham & �vlackcy (1973). 

I:Itl Set' the important paper by Denis Goulet: GOLlkt (1975). 
69 Pavlov (19.P), vol. 2, p. 53; quoted in Needham (19-1-3), pp. 15{}-7. 00 Of course all this is independent of the political question, whether in lhe long run the utmost satisfaction for 

industrial workers can c\-er bc gained under the capitalist system, where thcy do not feci in any sense Ihe owners 
and managers of the cll\erprise in which they work. 
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( 8 )  C H I N A  A"D THE C O - O PE R A T I V E  MENTALITY 

Just now the word 'co-operation' was mentioned, and again we have an extremely 
Chinese trait which is surely going to have a great effect upon the rest or the world. 
Mo Ti spoke about the 'ant attack', Ritchie Calder emphasised what could be done 
by 'a million men with teaspoons'. I n  one of our volumes we illustrated a wonder
ful picture of a vast mass of men co-operating in hydraulic engineering work, the 
opening of a great new canal;91 and I myself during the war and since have often 
marvelled at the way the Chinese could manage the large numbers or people needed 
for labour on airfield buiJciing, communications and hydraulic works. Here again the 
organic philosophy orChina has much to teach the "Vest. The atomic fi'agmentation 
of the competitive, acquisitive society destroys the personality. Competitive individu
alism only leads to alienation - quitc unlike the cohesive atmosphere orthe Chinese 
extended family, the guild or the secret society, or those who now join together in 
co-operative communities and industrial units.92 There is of course a fundamental 
equalitarianism here, and my rourth thought is that it will be all to the good or the 
world ir this racial and rational brotherhood spreads throughout mankind. 

In what I am saying here [ am mostly commending Chinese ways or lire and 
thought to the rest of the world, but I would be the first to admit that they do not 
yet solve all possible problems. Some acute Japanese rriends, particularly Yamada 
Keiji, have pointed to a fundamental 'amateurism' which ran throughout traditional 
Chinese society, especially of the literati, and still today the Chinese ideal is to produce 
the 'all-round' man, the scientific, industrial, humanistic, aesthetic man, even though 
I 111ight in some ways miss the religious clement. But the problem then arises \",hether 
the Chinese will be able to conquer the 'commanding heights' of nuclear technology 
and similar achievements, if professionalislTI is too much subordinated to the all
round ideal. It is too early as yet to say. But or one thing I reel  certain, namely that 
China will not produce those types or utterly inhuman scientists and engineers who 
knmv little, and care less, about the needs and desires of the average man and ,,·.roman. 
The 'new man' in China will solve this problem, aided by the infinite resources for 
development that are in the people themselves. 

(9 )  L O G I C I " C H I NA A " D  THE WE S T  

Another thing I should like to say something about i s  the question orJogic in China 
and the West. One of the earliest things I noticed about my Chinese rriends, some rort\' 
years ago, was that so often they would not answer 'yes' or 'no' to my formulations. 
but something like \-vell, not exactly'. Undoubtedly this was an outward and visible 
sign or a certain subtlety of thoughl whicl1 runs right through the whole of Chinese 

'.It SCG� vol. 4, pt. 3, Fig. 876, p. 262. 
92 Onc must remember rhat, broadly �pcaking, the Chincse people had in their history neither a htredita� 

arislOcracy nor an cntrepreneurial bourgeoisie, only an intellectual dite often quite widely rccruilt:d. I record 
grateful thanks here (0 COll\·crsations with Srefan Dcdijer and Ivan Di\·a(". 
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culture. Fronl the point of view ofthe 'Science and CiviJisation in China' project it is 
obviously of the highest importance to elucidate what part logic and logical thinking 
played in relation to the development of the sciences in China. 

First, it can be shown that formal logic was more fully and perfectly incorporated 
in the linguistic structure of Chinese than of any Indo-European language. Secondly, 
all the main methods of reasoning and forms of syllogisms can be found in Chinese 
philosophical and medical writings from the -4th century onwards. But thirdly, it is 
clear that no Aristotle, no Panini, arose in China to codify successfully the features of 
formal logic - Kung-Sun Lung Ib\.1*ff� and the lVlohists attempted to achieve this, 
but because of the lack of interest of subsequent generations their writings were only 
imperfectly preserved and now have to be rescued from textual corruption 93 It may 
have been precisely because of the profoundly logical structure of the language that 
the need for codification was never felt. Fourthly, by the same token, the minds of 
Chinese thinkers were not mesmerised by abstTact logic, so that fuLl weight could 
be given to all kinds of nuances rising above the 'single-vision' of the 'either-or' 
dichotomy Fifih, and lastly, comes the question, what relation did all this have to 
the development of science in China? The answer seems to be that it had no errect 
at all, whether in mathematics, astronomy, geology, physiology ar medicine. Only 
the breakthrough to modern science did not take place, and it seems in the highest 
degree unlikely that that could have been due to the presence af formal logic in the 
West. Far as we all know, the founding fathers of the scientific revolution agreed with 
Francis Bacon's dictum lagica est illUliiis ad illvenLionenl sciel1liarllm.9.� 

Speaking as one who was a working scientist (or many years hilTIself, I remember 
always feeling how unsatisfactory the 'A or not-A' disjunction was. Of course it was 
obviously useful, indeed quite essential, for classification, but always as a preliminary 
sorting to be followed by further sortings. It was thus the basic tool of the taxonomist, 
no doubt. But for the chemist, the physicist, or the physiologist it seemed radically 
unsatisfactory because in Nature A is always changing into not-A as one looks al it, 
and the difficulty is to catch it on the hop 95 In my time at Cambridge, no science 
undergraduate or research student ever dreamt of taking courses in formal logic, 
and over many years of attendance at tea-club meetings and lectures by colleagues, 

93 Later Oil. Ih(· Dignaga logic, also imellsional, was brought in from India, btll it never spread beyond the 
relatively narrow circles of those who occupied thcmsch"cs with Buddhist philosophy. 

9-l Cf. Bacon (,620) in his preface to thc "Great Inslauration·, quoted in sec, vol. 2, p. 200. A less well-known, 
bUI equally downright, statement may be found ill \,Vcbslcr (165'1.), Examil/fl/ioll qfAcadfillies. He wrote: 'iL is dcal� 
thai Syllogising, and Logical invention are btU a resumption of that which was known before, and Ihal which we 
know not, Logick cannot find OLlt; for Demonstration, and the knowledge of iI, is in the ·reacher, 110\ in the Learner; 
alld thcrefore il serves not so much 10 find OLlt Science, as to make ostentation of it being found OLLt; not 10 im"CIH 
it, but being invented 10 demonstrate ;tlld shew it 10 others. A Chymist when he shews me the preparation of the 
sulphur of Amimony. the salt of Tartar, the spiril of Vitriol, and the uses of them, he teacheth me that knowledge 
which I was ignorant of bel ore, the like of which no Logick en;r performed . ' 

I will only conclude with lhat remarkable saying of the Lord Bacon: 'I...Qgick which is abused doth conduce 10 
eSlablish and fix errors (which arc founded in vulgar notions) ralher than 10 the inquisition of Veriry, so that it is 
more hurtful than profitable'. 

95 Actually the principle of the excluded middle is quite compatible philosophically with change, as was shown 
in a brilliant paper by Ajdukit·wicz (1948) (unfortunately still not lranslalcd into an internmional language). 
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I hardly remember any occasions when people had to be criticised o n  account of 
logical fallacies. The premises and the statistical treatments were always much more 
important. 

As for the history of Chinese scientific thought, the avoidance of rigid 'A or not-A' 
conceptions can be seen very well in the relations of the Yang and Yin. These two 
great forces in  the universe were always thought of in terms of a prototypic wave
(heory, the Yang reaching its maximum \'\'hen the Yin was at its minimum, but neither 
force was ever absolutely dominant for more than a moment, for immediately its 
power began to fail and it was slowly but surely replaced by its partner; and so the 
whole thing happened over and over again. This is what Nathan Sivin has called the 
fundamental principle of Chinese natural philosophy, or the 'First Law of Chinese 
Proto-Physics

,
.96 And even during those very short moments of time when Yang or 

Yin reach the height of their powers, still they are 'not exactly' all Yang or all Yin, 
because by an extraordinary feat of insight the Yang harbours a nucleus of Yin within 
itself, and vice versa; and within the nucleus again there is an element of Yang, and 
so ad infinitum. 

What China has to teach us here is, I think, that we ought to be much less 
rigid in our thinking and more flexible in our argumentaLion. This would mean 
that we would be n10re open-minded in many things, both scientific and social. 
We should be more ready to entertain ideas about possibilities hitherto unheard-of, 
alternative technologies, experimental social groupings. In personal life we should 
be less conventional regarding human relationships, and more tolerant of all ways 
oflife that do not break the law oflove 97 And of course in science we should never 
fear the new and utterly revolutionary. We should 'test all things' as the apostle says, 
'and hold fast to that which is gooe!, 98 

( 1 0 )  C H I N E S E  AND VVE S T E R N  A T T I T U D E S  T O  N AT U R E  

The sixth and last major point which I would like to  take up in this discussion 
is the question of the different attitudes to Nature held traditionally by China and 
Christendom. This is a subject which readily lends itself to vague generalisations, but 
nevertheless I think that something relatively concrete can be said 99 Many half-truths 
(or even less) concerning it have been in circulation [or a long tin1e. For exan1ple, 
F S. C. Northrop wanted to characterise the Chinese approach as basically aesthetic 
in contrast with the scientific approach of Europe. 100 Or again, l<eng Yu-Lan once 
said that the Chinese philosophers had never sought to dominate Nature; it was 
themselves they sought to dominate. l o l  If this sort orthing had been the whole story 
it would obviously have been impossible to fill many volumes with the recital of the 

96 He first enunciatcd this 'law of inc vi table succession' at the initial International Conference on Taoist Studies 
at Bellagio in 1968. 'Any maximum state of a variable is inherently unstable, and evokes the rise of its opposite.' 

97 It is noticeable that in Europe pleasure has all too often beell thought of simply as the absence of pain, rather 
than a positive thing in its own right, the Yang as opposed to the Yin, and both indispensable parts of living. 

98 1 Thess. 5:2 1 .  99 Two papers may be  recommended: Cranmer-Byng (19T"z) and Watanabe (1972). 
](H) Northrop ( 1946). lUI Feng (1922); cf Needham (1969a), p. 115. 
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achievements of the Chinese i n  all scientific realms from mathematics t o  medicine, 
over a period of some years. But there were great differences in the attitude to Nature, 
and here once again there is much for the world of today to learn from the Chinese 
tradition. 

In the first place it is evident to anyone who knows anything about Chinese 
civilisation that it did not have any well-developed theology of a creator deity. Unlike 
the thinkers of other early civilised peoples, the ancient Chinese philosophers did not 
give much credit to creation myths accounting for the origins of the world. There 
were myths of organising and arranging gods, or demi-gods, but they were not taken 
too seriously. Chinese thinkers did not, in the main, believe in a single God directing 
the cosmos, but thought rather in terms of an impersonal force (Thien Jj, meaning 
'heaven' or 'the heavens' indeed, but here better translated 'as 'the cosmic order.' 
Similarly, the Tao :it (or Thien 'J:. lao) was the 'order of Nature'. Thus in the old 
Chinese world-view man was not regarded as the lord ora universe prepared for his 
use and enjoyment by God the Creator. From early times there was the conception 
of a scala nalurae in which man was thought of as the highest of the forms of life, 
but nevertheless that did not give to him any authorisation to do exactly what he 
liked with the rest of 'creation'. The universe did not exist specifically to satisfy man. 
His role in the universe was 'to assist in the u'ansforming and nourishing process of 
heaven and earth', and this was why it was so often said that man forn1ed a triad 
with heaven and earth (Thien, li �1t, jen }..J. It was not ror man to question the way or 
Heaven nor to compete with it, but rather to fall in with it while satisfying his basic 
necessities. It was as if there were three levels each with its own organisation, as in 
the famous statement, 'Heaven has its seasons, man his government, and the earth 
its natural wealth', 

Hence the key word is always harmony; the ancient Chinese sought ror order and 
harmony throughout natural phenomena, and took this to be the ideal in all human 
relationships. Early Chinese thinkers were extremely impressed by the recurrences 
and cyclical movements which they observed in Nature - the four seasons, the phases 
ofthe moon, the paths orthe planets, the return of comets, the cycle of birth, maturity, 
decay and death in all things living. Fan ehe Tao ehih tung ffi..:1\J:itz.jfi, as the Tao Te 
Ching says, 'returning is the characteristic motion of the Tao' , 1 02 Thien, or Heaven, 
was more and more seen as an impersonal rorce generating the patterns or the world 
or Nature; phenomena were thought or as parts or a hierarchy of wholes rorming 
a cosmic panern in which everything acted on everything else, not by mechanical 
impulsions but by co-operation in accord with the spontaneous motivations orits own 
inner nature. 'rhus for the Chinese the natural "vorld was nOl something hostile or evil, 
which had to be perpetually subdued by will-power and brute force, but something 
much more like the greatest oi'all living organisms, the governing principles or which 
had to be understood so that liIe could be lived in harmony with it. Call it an organic 
naturalism if you like; however one describes it, this has been the basic attitude of 

]02 Gh. 40; cf. Walcy (1934), p. 192. 
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Chinese culture through the ages. Man is central, but he is not the centre for which 
the universe was created. 10:5 Nevertheless he has a definite function within it, a role 
to fulfil, i.c. the assistance of Nature, action in conjunction with, not in disregard of, 
the spontaneous and interrelated processes of the natural world. 

Of course the ancient Chinese hunted and fished, but by and large their civilisation 
was always agricultural rather than pastoral; hence perhaps a more patient, less 
dominating, morc feminine attitude to natural resources. The '�!(an of Sung', who 
pulled up his sprouts in order to make the crop grow fastel� was a standard laughing
stock for the peasant-farmers of China through hvo 111illennia, acclistomed as they 
were to a much more patient attitude towards Nature,lUi It is true that widespread 
deforestation occurred as the ages went by, but this should be put down to the 
pressures of social conditions, and warnings against it can be found in many texts. 
as in the J\!Iellg 7J:.u book (lVlencius), 1 05 or in the Huai Nail 7J:.u protesting against 
the inordinate use of wood for firing metallurgical furnaces. IOU vVarnings against 
depletion of natural resources are quite common in Chinese literature; another 
good example would be the action of that governor of Kuang-tung in the Later Han 
period, Meng Chhang it 1:', who made the pearlers give a rest for a lew years to 
the pearl-oysters, and afterwards guard against over-fishing. 107 "Vhenever anything 
could bc done in accordance with Nature (this was the great wu wei � A doctrine 
of the Taoists) it was best to do it that way. J--or example, if,vater was wanted at 50 ft. 
above the level of a rivel� it was much better to take it off by a derivate lateral 
canal some miles upstream and follow the contours, rather than laboriously lift it by 
water-raising machinery at the spot. All this was not a 'passive' attiLUde to Nature. 
as some superficial minds have supposed; it was a profoundly right instinct that to 
use Nature it was necessary to go along with her. The Taoists would have applauded 
Francis Bacon's saying, }latllJ'G enim non imperatur nisi jJarencio (Nature can only be 
commanded by obeying her). 1 08 Thus to sum it up, there was throughout Chinese 
history a recognition that man is part of an organism far greater than himself, and 
by corollary a great sensitivity to the possible depletion, and pollution, of natural 
resources. 

How dilTerent was all this from the feudal or imperialist domination of Nature 
arising [i'om the Hebrew tradition. The People of the Book were neverguided towards 
any restraint in the utilisation of those natural resources which God had provided for 

103 As Chang Tsai � ... said in his I-Isi ,I lillg ((. + loG6), 'That which fiUs the uniw:rse I regard as my own hod� 
and Ihat which directs the universe I consider as my own nature'. All the Nco-Confucian philosophers had Ihis 
nalun::-mysticism, this one-ning of oneself with the cremin: life-giying force of Nature, Ihis 10V(' intoxication lI·jth 
all people and al! things. 'The Illall ofjf.ll 1::'. wrote Chheng .\ Iing-Tao (d. + 1 035), 'forms one body with all lhin� 
without any dillcrcmiation'. See the paper by ChhcnJung-Chieh (1975), p. lOi. 

IU4 Mmeius, 1 1, I. ii, IG. Cr. sex:, vol. 4. pI. 2,  p. 347 . lOS The classical passage on nalUn.' t.:onserv<ltion occurs at ll/ellcills I. I, iii, 3. Kung-Sutl Chhou 0�}'.H: took lhe 
same line, sec 7"50 C//I/(iI/, Dllkc Chao, 16th year, Couvu:uJ" (1914), vol. 3. p. 2P..  

106 Ch. 8. p. lOa; cf. sec, \'01. 4. pI. 2, p. [39. lOi /-Jou /-Jan Shll, ch. lOG, p. 13b; cJ: sec, vol. 4-, pI. 3. pp. G70-1. 
lUll Bacon (1620), aphorism 129. cr. sec, \'01. 2. p. 61 .  
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their use.I09 As long as modern science still lay in the womb oftime this lordship may 
have done no great harm, but once science had become airborne, as it were, then 
whole forests could be cut down every day to provide paper for the banal (and often 
vicious) printed matter of the popular press; while noxious chemicals, like organic 
mercury cOlnpounds or radioactive poisons, could freely spread about everywhere. 
Lynn White in his remarkable book lvIachina ex Deo l l o has revealed the responsibility 
of Christendom in inducing men to have an utterly possessive and destructive attitude 
to the rest of Nature, I I I  a record only mitigated by the relatively minor voice of St 
Francis. 1 1 2 \IVestern man will have to retrace his steps . 1 1 3  

�!feanwhilc today there i s  evidence that the Chinese are conscious o f  the possibili
ties of pollution, which after all they have seen in horrifYing forms very close at hand 
inJapan; and they are building into their industrial plants all kinds of arrangements 
for avoiding toxic or opprobrious effiucnts. Clearly this is something much easier 
to do in a socialist economy than vvhcn a private firn1, or limited liability company, 
is under the constraints of' competitive marketing and profit making. l\IIodern sci
ence too is validating some of the characteristic Chinese techniques. For example, 
the use of human excreta as fertiliser has been a characteristic feature of Chinese 
agriculture for 2,000 years. It was always a good thing in that it prevented the losses 
of phosphorus, nitrogen and other soil nutrients which happened in the West; but 
it ,·vas also a bad thing because it contributed to the spread of disease. But now in 
the light of modern knowledge of composting technique it is quite easy to avoid the 
latter drawback while retaining the former advantage. I 14 

One last thought which emerges frol11 this discussion of attitudes to Nature is that 
the Peoples of the Book, and the West in general, have always been far too given 
to masculine domination. I t  seems imperative and urgent that the \t\Testern world 

109 In words urmuch interest. !'darco Pilllis has linked this precisely with the anti-idolatry complex spoken of 
already (p, 79 abO\'e). '11 Illay be pointed out " he said, "that when Christianity emerged as victor hom its protracted 
struggle with paganism, a violent reaction set in against what had come to be regarded, rigluly or wrongly, as 
a divinisation of physical phenomena, a certain anti-nature bias was thereby imparted \0 Christian leciin,!!; and 
thinking that has persisted ever since'. And he goes on to show how the Renaissance gave a "ast impetus to human 
interest in all lhe things of Nature while at the same time setting the stamp of profanation on them, removed 
all hesitations concerning what the medieval theologians called turp is fIIriositas, and proceeded to the wholesale 
ra\,'l
f.,
ring of the creation on land, at sea. and in the ail: Pallis (1974), pp. 77 IT. 

1 10 
White (I�G8). 'Christianity is the most anthropocentric religion the world has en;r seen . . .  By destroying 

pagiln animism, Christi,lnity made it possible to exploit Nature in a l1100d or indillerence to the leelinb'S or natural 
objecls' (p. 86). What a cOntrast 10 Chinescpng J/mi ,IRk, which went perhaps to the other extreme, forbidding 
mines, roads and industries in the interest of leaving lhe blessings conferred by Nature undisturbed. 

-

1 1 1  Sec also Lynn \Yhite's celebrated article, White (1967). 
1 1 �  Parallel currents in Israel and islam might he found in Chassidism and Sufism. On the Chassidism of 

HClsidaeans sec The 040rd Dir/iollal)' q/lhe elmstiall Chl/rtfl (1974), p. 271, and .r:l Diuimwl)t rljClm's/iflll Spin'/uoli!J' (1983), 
pp. 226 7. 1 1 :1 'fhcse criticisms do not hold good of Eastern Orthodox Christianity to anything like lhc same extent. The 
Greek and Syrian fathers had a much more sacramental appreciation of material things than the up-and-coming 
West. Sec for example Brock (1974), p. 685, and Waal (1974-), p. 697. Perhaps it was a true instinct for keeping intact 
the distinctively relif:,riotls form of experience that led the Greeks to ban mechanical docks and musical organs from 
their churches. 

1 1� See the interesting book ofScolt (19S:!). For current composting methods in China 1 he files of Olilla Reml/s/fIlets 
and China Pictorial may be consulted. 
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should learn from the Chinese the infinite value of feminine yieldingness. 1 1 5 This is 
the message of the 'Valley Spirit' (kit shen i:i-��) of the Taa Te Ching 1 16 Of course for thc 
Chinese the greatest perfection always consisted in the most perfect balance of the 
Yin and Yang, the female and male forces in the universe. These great opposites were 
always seen as relational, not contradictory; complementary, not antagonistic. This 
was far different from the Persian dualism with which the Yin-Yang doctrine has 
often been confused. Indeed, the Yin-Yang balance might be a good pattern for that 
equilibrium between the [OrlllS of experience which we need so much, that harmony 
between compassion and knowledge-power. Here again, then, there is something 
vital which the rest of the world has to learn from the Chinese tradition, if it is not 
to be torn to pieces by the interplay of intrinsic warring psychological factors, and 
external aggression against Nature and between men. The ewig Weibliche comes to us 
in Chinese dress, a Margaret-Gretchen, a Hstian Nti 1:.*, who can be the salvation 
of the world as she was of Faust hinlself 

I t is high time that I came at last to my general conclusion. What I have been trying 
to urge is that in very many respects Chinese culture, Chinese traditions, Chinese 
elhas and Chinese human beings, those living today as well as those of all the ages, 
have contributions of outstanding importance to make for the future guidance of 
the human world. Nothing that I have been saying denies the 'Everlasting Gospe!' 
of the two great commandments; but it is time that Christians realised that some 
of their highest values may be coming back to them from cultures and peoples far 
outside historical Christendom. The question is: what is humanity going to do with 
the Pandora's box of science and technology? Once again I should like to say: Ex 
Orienle Lux. 

1 15 Even (he mil imry classics, like {he SlIn Tzu Ping Fa. counsel the 'way of weakness'. and warn against driving an 
enemy to desperation. As the Tao Te Chillg says: '\\'eapons are ill-omened Ihin�"S. All beings loathe them eternally. 
He who has the Tao has no concern with them.' Ch. 3 1 ;  cr. Walcy ([934), p. 18 1 .  

[ [6 Ch. 6 ;  cr. Walcy ( 1934-), p. 149. 
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(e) LI TERARY C H I N E S E  AS A LANGUAGE F O R  S C I E N C E  

KENNETH R O B I N S O N  A:'\!D J O SEPH NEEDHAl\'I 

( I )  S C I ENTI F I C  STYLE D I ST I:-I C U I S H E O  FROM L I T E RARY STYLE 

In  the course of  writing the previous volumes \VC have become very aware of  the vast 
store of technical terms in Chinese literature, SOlTIC of \vhose 111canings arc perhaps 
lost for ever. Some of them may be recovered by patient study of the technical 
contexts in which they oCCUI; 1 and some of them are still in use, but have kept 
abreast of technical evolution by changing their meanings century by century2 All 
of these must eventually be studied and documented in detail. 

\�Then writing on botany in Section 38 above,3 we referred to the Cli de eoellrofEmil 
Vasilievitch Bretschneider (1833-1 901) who, like other early sinological botanists, 
sometimes expressed a poor opinion of Chinese botanical literature. He complained 
of the seeming lack of punctuation, and the alleged ambiguity of classical Chinese. 
He was exasperated by the lack of all indexes (except the contents tables) and indexed 
bibliographies. He lost himsclfin the confusions of place name changes in difTerent 
dynasties, as well as the maze of obscure names of ancient foreign countries. 

Bretschneider's plight may be compared to [hat of such scholars as Robert Gros
seteste in the 13th century, labouring to make Latin translations of ancient Greek 
works, long unknown in Western Europe, through the medium of Arabic. Closer and 
more cordial contacts with the best scholars of the Islamic world would have been as 
helpful to the dons of the Merton School at Oxford as would cordial contacts with 
the leading scholars of China have been to the good doctor in the 19th century. 

Only one year before the appearance of the first volume of Bretschneider's Boiallicoll 
Sin/elllll in 1882, Georg von der Gabelentz had published his Chillesisehe Grall1/1latik. 
Bretschneider's second volume came out the year after the publication ofGabelentz' 
second great work, Die Spraehwissellschafl (18gl). Both of these authors, writing at 
the same time, gave a great forward thrust to \t\lcstcrn understanding of Chinese 
scientific literature 4 In Europe the corpus of Greek and Latin authors surviv
ing the fires, floods and neglect of centuries, required some five hundred years of 
work by scholars before it had been reduced to reasonably critical editions of the 

! For example, Keightley (1978), p. 7.1, has shown how the ambiguous Yin hone graph (K362), thien lf! (field), 
which can mean 'taking to the field' either ror hunting or for agricultural work, can lose all its ambiguity once i t  
is known whether the area i n  question was or was not a hunting area. The precise meaning can sometimes be 
established by building up a detailed context l1·orn many references. Li HsOeh-Chhin (Li Xueqin) (lg8S), p. 422, 

also shows how excavation has made it possible to be certain oi"the meaning of such terms as mGlIg-tllllllg"i1J, which 
till recemly had been known only as something used in connection \\'i1h dead people. but which is now known 10 
be a wooden figurine placed in graves. 

2 'Tracing the stylisation of a written $)1nbol through ten or rweke centuries is one thing. and determining its 
changing sensc from epoch {Q epoch is another.' Britton (1936), p. 206. 

1 sec, vol. 6. pI. I, pp. 2 1  IT. 
4 �or an apprct"i::nion of the contribution ofCabelentz, see HarbSlllcicr (lg81), p. 6. 
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various texts. Chinese literature sulTcrcd n o  less from the burnings of libraries and 
other forms of destruction than that of the classical "Vest, and many years will be 
requircd before a comparable state of textual criticism is attained. But the corpus 
of classical Chinese texts (those to be dated not later than -200), is relatively small, 
increasing the difficulty of establishing by comparative methods doubtful points and 
the long lost meanings of technical terms. 

Changes in technology sometimes lead to false interpretations of earlier texts. As 
was said above,.5 a term may continue though the thing changes: 

Thung iM meant copper before it meant bronze . . . .  :Mistakcs which have been made in the 
past about tcchnical tcrrns in Chinese texts have generally been clue to the fact that scholars 
had neither the desire nor the time nor the necessary knowledge or the natural sciences to 
pin clown the terms in this way. 

A tantalising instance of the way changes in  technology may have alTected social 
life is afforded by the section in the Li Chi concerning the sort of decorum that was 
expected of people who ride in carriages: left hand well advanced with the reins in 
it, and - if the driver had a lady next to him - right hand well behind the back. This 
passage then goes on to say: 'the ruler of a state should not ride in a one-wheeled 
carriage!,6 Legge, translating, clearly thought it was an admonition against riding in 
wheelbarrows, for in a notc he said, 'Common so long ago as now, but considered 
as beneath a ruler's dignity'. If the term chhi-chhe 'tJ-l- really meant wheelbarrow so 
early (c. -50) , it must indicate that rulers of states were thought to have been tempted 
even then to LIse this novel conveyance, but the compound literally means 'strange 
or rare vehicle', and perhaps in the -1St century or earlier the warning was only not 
to ride in carriages which wcre outlandishly decorated. But when the vvhecibalTo\\" 
was in fact invented, not later than the +3rd century, the term rare or strange vehicle 
would have been appropriate enough. For the present we must leave this enigma 'in 
the remoteness of time'. 7 Examples ofa term continuing, though the thing changes. 
occur in all languages. 

In scientiflc writing more (han any other it is the context which gives precision to 
the term. This has been well brought out by Karl Popper: 

Science does not usc clefiniLions in order to determine the meaning or its terms, but only 
in orcler to introduce handy shorthand labels. And it docs not depend on definitions; all 
definitions can be omitted \vithout loss to the information imparted. It follows rrom this that 
in science, all terms that arc really needed must be undefined terms . . . .  In science, we take 
care that the statements wc make should never depend upon the meaning of our rerms. E\'cn 
where our terms arc defined, we never try to derive any information rrom the definition. 
or to base any argumcnt upon it . . .  we reach precision [with tcrmsl not by reducing their 

:; sec, vul. 3, p. xliii. All outstanding cusc of retention of characters after Ihe mCimillg has (hanged is 11110 cflu. 
X"\W, Ihe incendiary arrow whirh later was used 10 il1t'"an rockels. See sec, vol. 5, pI. 7. pp. I t-12. 

fi Li Oii, 'Chhil Li' !III�l l, 1 (5), -1.3: II'. Legge (188S), vol. I ,  p. 97. 
7 For data concerning lhc cvolution orthe wheelbarrow, see Sec. \'01. 4, pt. 1, pp. 158 n: See also Omeli Bonn. 

Slars alld 1 I '!ieelbarrow.I by Frallk RossJr. (19B2). 
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penumbra of vagueness} but ("aliler by keeping well within it. . . .  The precision of a language 
depends just upon the fact that it takes care not to burden its terms with the task of being 
precise. R A tcrm like 'sand-dune' or 'wind' is certainly very vague. (How many inches high 
must a little sand-hill be in oreler to be called a sancl-dune? How quickly must the air move in 
oreler to be called a wind?) . . . .  \Ve always take care to consider the range within which there 
may be an error; and precision does not consist in trying to recluce this range to nothing, or 
in pretending that there is no such range, but rather in its explicit recognition.9 

'T'o take a precise example, 'Ncvlton's vagueness as to what he was referring to by the 
word "force" did not prevent his rormulating the laws or motion, nor did it hinder 
his discovery orthe law or gravitation'. 1 0  

An aphorism usually attributed to  St  Thomas Aquinas serves to  show that Literary 
Chinesc, if it is ambiguous, has no monopoly in such statements. The aphorism is: 
'TimeD hominem unius libri', 'I rear the man or onc book'. I I \t\'e realise that the 
genitive case in Latin of' uuius and libri is going to tell us no more than rf does in 
English as to what this sentence means. It could mean that this man has only read 
one book, has only written one book, does not possess more than one book, or puts 
his faith in one book only. The fear that is felt may be on behalf of the man himself. 
Having read so little he is quite at the mercy of his one book! Or it may be that he 
is to be feared in debate. A man who has read only one book, but has thoroughly 
mastered it, is a formidable adversary. On the other hand, if he is the author of a 
single book, he may be unwelcome in conversation because or his limited interests. 
Alternatively he may be a specialist, and though one book is enough to contain all 
the points he wishes 1O make, yet his high specialisation makes him a dangerous 
adversar)� 

Chinese and English are not alone in having words with wide ranges ofmeaning; 
it occurs no less in classical Greek, which has words with whole panoratnas of differ
ent meanings. ror example, ios means smells, odours, 'virtues', magnetic attraction, 
pharmacological active property, rusts, oxides, violet or purple coloUl; and certain 
refining processes. 1 2 

Editors were, and even today usually are more interested in literature than in 
technology. I t  is apparent that if such editors were presented with technical material, 
they would readily succumb to the temptation to suppress tiresome technical cletails. 
The editors of China's dynastic histories, for example, \·vere writing for non-specialists 
in astronomy. As a result, 'it is clear that many of the astronomical records are mere 

B This principle was understood by Theophraslus, in spilt' of Ihe Aristotelian theories to which he subscribed, 
when he wrote: '1;01' these reasons then, as we arc saying. olle must not make a 100 precise definition; we should 
make our definitions typical'. EII(IUil)' into Plants. I. iii. 5; 11'. I-Ion (19.6), \'01. I, p. 27. 

!J Popper (1945), \'01. 2, pp. 17 IH. 
IH Stcbbing (19.1,2). p. 20. referring to �e\\'lOn's O/Hicks, IV. p. 261. 
I I A similar aphorism is round in Chinese: I phien .1/1/1 khan (hili lao -� :f  t' �:t, 'to spend one's whole life reading 

a single book'. Though no less open to wide interpretation, its mCHlling has been limited by custom to narrowness 
of experience. 

I� See sec, \'01. 5. pt. 4, p. -l83, and lor iosis, the purpling process in metallurgy, sec, ''01. 5, pl. 2, pp. 23. 
253 fT., and many other references throughout vol. 5. 
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summaries of the original observations with considerable loss of detail'. 1 3  When 
conli'onted by apparent ambiguity in Chinese it is necessary to examine very carefully 
the logical framework which forms the context, and if the text is not corrupt, to decide 
whether an item of information has been left out which should logically have been 
included, because, at the time of writing, the information would not cohere without 
it, '" or whether it was deliberately omitted in order to extend the range of options 
in interpretation, and so to enhance the suasive appeal of the writing. 

To give an example of an exalted type of suasive literature in classical Chinese, 
we need only refer to the passage from the Filial Piety Classic (Hsiao Ching) where 
it is explained how a filial son should behave towards his parents. The key words 
are bright with potential multi-faceted meanings, some of which are picked up and 
enhanced by others, while some, inappropriate to the context, remain unillumined. 
In its total efTect it resembles a sparkling chandelier. The passage reads as follows: 

The Ivlaster said, 'The service which a filial son does to his parents is as follows: In his 
general conduct to them , he manifests the utmost reverence; in his nourishing of them, his 
endeavour is lO give them the Ull110st pleasure; when they arc ill, he feels lhe greatest anxiety: 
in mourning for them (dead), he exhibits every demonstration of grief; in sacrificing 10 them. 
he displays the utmost solemnity. \,Vhen a son is complete in these five things (he may be 
pronounced) able to serve his parents.' l 5  

[ t  is not necessary to analyse this in full, but we may make a beginning to show the 
interplay of meanings. 

The first line of the admonition which begins, 'In his general conduct to them, he 
manifests the utmost revcrence', reads: chii Ise chih c"hi ching ,% �Ij �.:¥t: �k- The first 
word, chu, means a settlement, a dwelling or residence, to reside, to be at home, to be seated; 
and then, developed from the idea of sitting: repose, to be comfortable, tranquil, salified. 
From this first word one gets a delightful impression of a Chinese family house, when 
everyone is still and relaxed, and even the dogs don't bark - the sort of sleepy hour on 
a hot aftcrnoon when a son might very well lie down and take his case. But it is exactly 
at times such as this that the truly filial son is alert and vigilant towards his parents. 

The remaining words sound a warning of the high standards expccted of the truly 
filial son. What is required of him in a normally relaxed situation is indicated by 
the fifth \,,'ord, ching, which means quite a spectrum of feelings from reverence to 
carefulness. 

IJ See Clark & Stephenson (197i), p. 23, 'We h<lve here an example of"thc gross disparity bel ween the Lechnicall� 
accurate statement iOllnd in the chih�. (Ireatise on astronomy) and the vaguc notices in thc/Jell chi *� (Basic Alln<11s)'. 

I � \Vang Chhung Eft. pUIS Ihis succinctly: '\Vh<ll can reasonably be assumed is not st<ltcd'. He then goes 011 to 
give an cxampll', translated as follows: ·If"a cenain l)Vc of" Chinese deer is hornless and browll, one may lISC this 
as a standard o/" rererence in describing a unicorn. A writer, thererore, who says Ihat it unicorn is like a deer bUI 
has a horn, may be assumed 10 n)('<ln that it is likc it deer in other ways, but differs f"rom it ill that il has a horn. 
One is justified, therefore, in assuming: that a unicorn bas the same colour as a deer, for if" it were black or whilc. 
whi�h the decr in question isn't, this would have been slaled' (LJ./li l-Ieng � lti, tr. Forke (1907), vol. I. p. 370). 

1:> Tr. Legge (1879), p. 480. The Hsiao Chillg, Chapler X. 
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The reader who wishes to get the total effect of this five-word line is now confronted 

by the same sort of problem as faces the reader of James Joyce's Finnegans Hr"ke. In 
reading slowly to himself, he can hold each word in his mind, not like a butterfly on a 
pin, but like cut diamonds flashing as the light of his attention moves along. But how 
to write out a translation in normal prose? James Joyce tackled this problem with 
C. K. Ogden in the summer of l929 by translating a part of 'Anna Livia Plurabelle' 
into a tenor line in Basic English, counterpointed by the parallel line of the original, 
from which secondary meanings were brought out as footnotes clustering at strategic 
points, giving the effect of complex chords in music. 1 6 

Legge's translation of the passage (i·om the Filial Piery Classic gives only the tenor 
line. The ambiguities implicit in the original are part of the counterpoint. In the 
second line of the admonition, for example, one does not have to choose, as Legge 
does, between whether the service of a filial son causes pleasure to himself or to his 
parents. The pleasure is mutual. Ifhe is truly filial, the service of his parents will give 
him the greatest joy, and naturally it will give pleasure also to his parents, and the 
greater his pleasure, the greater theirs will be. It is true, therefore, as Legge points 
out that the fourth word in the line, the pronoun chIli, 'his' or 'theirs', is ambiguous, 
but it is a dynamic ambiguity. 

Whether or not Literary Chinese uses extra words to make a meaning clear beyond 
a doubt depends on the writer's aim. If his ain1 is suasive, it may be more telling to 
leave the options open. As Graham says of late Thang poetry, it 'can be damaged 
severely by the irrelevant precisions imposed by Indo-European person, number and 
tense'. I )  But a passage closely parallel 10 this from the Hsiao Ching is one from the 
Li Chi which shows how precise a Chinese author could be when a matter of real 
moment was at stake. IB  This passage is concerned with what is meant by 'nourishing 
the aged', yang lao �;;t. The author explains that the filial son should make his 
parents' hearts glad, not go against their wishes, gladden their eyes and cars, make 
them comfortable in their sleeping places, and supply them with drink and food, 
thus loyally 'nourishing' them. 'Such is the filial son to life's end', hsiao tzu chili shen 
chung :¢ {-.:t J.r ,t!t-. But does 'life's end' mean 'to the end of the parents' lives', or 'to 

16 For example: 

leo'u's (om/Josile lex!: There's the Belle for Sexaloitez! And Concepla de Send-us-pray! Pang! 
TnlOr IilleJrom text There's the bell for Sachsel:iluc - And COnCCpl<l de Spiritu. Ding-dong. 
Undertones o/'Iex!: There's the Im'ely girl for sexual loitcring - and conception, let'S pray that not! Birth-pang! 

Joyce's notes on text: 

Sachseliiule: Swiss festival. An answer to the Latin of the Angelus. Overtones of romantic encounters. BUI the bell 
summons to church. PUllS on Saxons as angels. 

COlla/Jla de Spiri/II: Part of the A1Je Man'fl . 
Smd us: Sanctus. 
Pang. The sound of the bell lolling; the sound of clothes hitting the rock as the washerwoman who is speaking 

docs her work. The suggestion of birth pains begillning for the 'belle'. 

Some of thc dilTiculties of interprclation and the clucichllions arrived at in this co-operative venture with James 
Joycc arc recorded in PS)'che, nos. 41 and 46. We record our thanks for this quotation to the Orthological Institute. 
London. 

Ii Graham (1965), p. 22 .  III Li Chi, eh. 12,  tr. Legge (188S), vol. I, p. 467. 

a 
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the end of the life of the filial son'? For orthodox Confucianism this was nO[ a malleI' 
which could be left open, The idea that a son need be filial only until his parents 
died was quite unacceptable. Here was a case wilhin the suasive literature where the 
author felt precision was called for, He dealt with it in the following words: 'As for 
"until the end of life", that docs not mean the end of life for the father and mother, 
but the end of his own life', ' ''chung shenyeh che,Jei chungfit mu chih shell, chung eMi shen 

jeh" #.5i-Jr-tE.�, �F,�)( -li]:.z Jr '  fo..Ji.� Jr -tE.', 
Yet the contrapuntal method of writing IVas no stranger to the "Vest e,'en before 

JamesJoyee, One need only take a line from one of Shakespeare's sonnets 1 9  to sec it 
in action: 

Bare ruin'c\ choirs where late the sweet birds sang. 

The \vorels bare, ruined, choirs, sweet, birds and sang can all be read with at least double 
meanings, and late can be interpreted in four different senses simultaneollsly, giving 
a multiplicity of interpretalions, such as: 

Chancels stripped or their adornment and falling into ruin, where late in the evening the 
birds we love so well were singing. 

or: 

The gho�t of choristers, whose monasteries were ruined at the time of Reform ali on, wearing 
thread-bare rags, now sing where not so long ago they sang like sweet-voiced birds. 

as well as the more obvious interpretation from the context of the sonnet as a whole: 

Branches of trees now stripped orleavcs form wind-swept choir-stalls / or - make lamentable 
music, / where only recently (in rhe warmer months) birds used La perch and sing so 
sweetly. 

It is fitting to end this foray into multi-meaning as illustrated by Shakespeare's 
evocative line with an acknowledgement to 'IViJliam Empson who, by drawing at
tention to at least seven types of ambiguity, furthered the cause both of poetry and 
of clear thinking20 We may now turn from the language of reflection to that of 
participation. 

It will be as well to spell out at the start of our discussions what exactly is required 
of a scientific language, and to make some estimate of the extent LO which Literary 
Chinese met these req uircments. I f the language of science is to be efficient, the user's 
memory should not be burdened by terms which are over-long, hard to pronounce. 
differentiated fj'Dln other terms in small ways which can easily be missed in rapid 
reading or speaking, or so far removed from ordinary speech as to be quite alien to the 
common reader. The language must be 'stripped of all grammatical superAuities and 

19 Sonllt't Lx.-'.:.Ill.  For <l fuller appreciation or this line. see I�rnpson (1961). pp. '2-3. 2U Empson (lgGJ). 
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psychological hindrances
,

21 In  considering language as  a tool for science, Stanley 
Gerr makes the point that it must satisfy the basic engineering requirement of all 
'tools': efficient and economical operation. 'An efficient language, in the strictly 
technical sense of the word, would be one in which there was a small consumption 
of " linguistic energy". . .  It must not only convey the writer's meaning accurately 
and (lilly, but it must do this with a minimum expenditure of mental and physical 
energy on the part of both author and reader' . It must not dissipate 'energy, time, and 
attention on unnecessary consideration of the linguistic or symbolic forms in which 
the ideas are presented'. In particular 'a definite object or universe of discourse 
must be postulated before they [descriptive ideas] can assume concrete, specific 
sign ificance'. 22 

The advantages [or concise scientific \vriting of a language undistracted by in
Aections become clear when one observes the shifts that English, which still retains 
inflectional vestiges, compels an author to adopt, as when we read: 'This indicates 
that some other factorls is participating in the eventual closure of the adrenalec
tomised rat, 23 Though unpleasant to car and eye, this is less clumsy than saying: 
'Some other factor is, or factors arc, participating'. \IVhether it is essential in such 
a context to indicate the possibility of there being more than one other factor in 
question is doubtful. But it is quite certain that the verb be does not need three ad
ditional changes of form � is, am, are. Yet English has gone further than any other 
of the languages of Europe in approaching the Chinese model by divesting itself of 
unnecessary morphological distractions, a fact which has perhaps been not unrelated 
to its becoming the most used language of' world sciencc. 

Provided, therefore, that when necessary a language can, amongst other things, 
distinguish between one and more than one; group items in sets, series and hier
archies; isolate onc itcn1 from a group by reason of a distinguishing characterist ic; 
indicate the results of comparison and suggest hypothetical alternatives, there is ar
guably a great advantage for a scientific language if it is not compelled to adopt 
unnecessary distinctions. Sometimes it is so important to be able to avoid making 
distinctions that a collective term has to be invented or resurrected to fill this role. 
For example, until about ,897, English authors were compelled to write of ' brothers 
and sisters and half-brothers and half-sisters' with time-consuming specificity, or else 
to be content with an inexact general term such as 'relation'; this was no longer 

11 Gcrr (1944), pp. 2-3. The astonishing economy of Literary Chinese as dcveloped by thc :\ lohists is demon
strated in a scutellce of nine characters translatcd by Graham ( 1978), pp. 1+2 and 350. It illustrates how, by 
thc specialised usc of particles, one implication can bc put inside <l1I0lher: ·T::JlIljan sliih pijnll Ise chii wei lilt 
�t�R!�'�f!IJ ,a. t�!.$!. This scntence rclers to Ihe Perc i);\\'icl"s dccI; the mi-III Jl. M  or lIIi decr, which was bclic\·cd 
to ha\·c lour eyes, and was used as a stock example by ?\"lohi5t logicians. Thc translation reads: ;Ifwhat is so orthc 
instance here wen: necessarily so ora thing thaI it is, all woule! be lIIi-11i decr'. 

2� Gcrr (19H), p. G. 
�3 V C. D;.\Iliels, 'Rescarch Report on the 'Iermination of :\lacl"Omolccular Uptakc by the 1'\eonatal Intestine 

after L.:"lCtalion in the Rat' (Unpub. 1972). Furthcr examples orthe difficulties caused to authors by the continuing 
inflections of English arc alTorclcd by Alfred Bloom (198t). \dlcn hl' writcs of children in gener<ll: 'The English 
child . . .  she . . .  ' (p. 20), or 'If John had comc in earlicr they would ha,·c (but didn't) arrivc . . . all timc' (p. 19)' 
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necessary once the Old English term 'sibling' had been reintroduced with a new and 
precise meaning to cover the four specifics. 

The language of science should, in the words of Thomas Sprat, aim at a 'math
ematical plainness'. 24 I t  should be cleal; simple, accurate and, if possible, unam
biguous, though an unambiguous statement is not necessarily clear or simple. If, for 
reasons of style or concision, a statement has to be ambiguous, the ambiguity should 
subsequently be explicated. 25 A term used in a specialised technical sense is not to 
be considered ambiguous if that special sense is clear to the intended reader, and if 
it is used consistently in that sense. For example, the tenn 'gynaeceum' will not be 
ambiguous to the botanist, even though it means 'the women's apartment' to the 
Greek historian. 

It may well be that authors will be handicapped if a necessary technical term is 
missing G·om their vocabulal-Y. For example, it is difficult to talk about the laws of 
gravity if there is no word for gravity in the language; but the point may be made 
that as soon as a concept has become deal; and the need for a term is felt, it will 
not be long before a ncvv term is invented or borrmved. Like pre-Newtonian writers 
in the West, the Chinese did not have a term for gravity. Things were heavy, and 
by metaphOl; serio LIS. The word chung � in Chinese carries both these meanings, as 
does gravis and gravitas in Latin. But as soon as Newton made it clear that we are 
dealing with a force, English was able to isolate the Latin word 'gravity', which till 
then had mainly been used in figurative senses, and to distinguish it from the general 
words to do with weight and heaviness, reserving gravity or more often gravitation 
for the new idea of this force. Similarly all that Chinese needed to do in order to cope 
with the new concept in the 19th century was to form a new compound, namely 
ChUllg-Ii JIJJ, 'weight-force', the term which is still in use today. In this Chinese term 
the idea of force is always explicit. In English it is sometimes implied, as when one 
talks about the Law of Gravity, meaning the Law of Gravitational Force. 

Another danger in the use of a highly developed language, especially when one 
is addressing a well-educated reading public, is excessive abbreviation and ovcr
compression. This is most likely to occur when the author is seeking stylistic effects 
rather than conveying information. In the preceding volumes examples have been 
given of Chinese authors who cultivated a 'mathematical plainness'. Wang Chhung 
comes readily to mind, and the agricultural admonitions of the Chhi Min lao Shu. 26 

2-1 The rounders of the Royal Society of London 'ha\'e therefore been more ri&rorous in putting in Execution 
the only Remedy, that can be found for this Extravagancej and that has been a constilnt Resolution, to reject all 
the Amplifications, Digressions. and Swellings of Style; to return back to the primiti\'(' Purity and Shortness, when 
1\ ren delivered so Illany Things, almost in an equal Number of Words. They have exacted from all their l\lembers, 
a close, naked, natural way of Speaking: positive Expressions, clear Senses; a native Easiness; bringing all Things 
as near the mathematical Plainness as they can; . . . ' Sprat ([722), p. 113. 

25 As is done in the Li Chi where 'life's end' has to be explicated to make it clear whose life is intended. See 
abo\'e, p. 100. 

26 Although so much Literary Chinese even on technical subjects is elcgalll, there are exceptions. As Graham 
(1978), p. 135, points out: 'hom the point of\'iew ofsl}'le elegance means nothing to the Mohist, syntactic clarity 
means e\'cl)'thing'j and in illustration of the jarring repetition of the word),11 in two different scnses, he quotes the 
line: ',yu)'II)·ii Chhill ma,),u),IIJII"i !/w)'eh' � ��".II}, ;t lr $-.�1!!., 'To have some Ch'in horses is [Q have some horses'. 
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Then there were the early Mohists with their 'notoriously graceless style . . hu
mourless, ponderous, repetitious', giving the impression of ' the solemn self-educated 
man who writes with difficulty and only for practical purposes . .  . ' ,  but whose style, 
in the later Mohist writings, is no longer clumsy; 'on the contrary it is neat and 
functional, but it is equally remote from literary concerns'. 2; Chinese authors had at 
their command a magnificent instrument for the communication of precise scientific 
ideas, for their synthesis at different levels from general to particular,28 or for suasion 
towards the moral ends of life. How it was used depended inevitably on the aims 
and abilities of the authOl; and how we understand the works of the past depends in 
large Ineasure on our understanding of those aims, as well as on the condition of the 
surviving texts. Defects of style must be distinguished from radical defects such as 
ambiguous attribution within the sentence, which mislead the enquirer after facts, 
Every great age ofliterature towards its end develops bad stylistic habits. There are, 
however, few examples in Chinese literature of English-type gobbledygook, such as 
'The functioning quality of this exit is now deleted', meaning 'No exit'!29 

A scientific style which is not only precise but also elegant is not easily achieved, 
and is unlikely to appear early in a civilisation's maturing. One reason for this is that 
at the outset there is no clear differentiation between science, religion and magic. 
The suasive use of words, highly appropriate to magic, is mingled with the language 
of participation in the proto-sciences. Examples of such writing would be the opening 
verses of the Book of Genesis, or the description of the formation of a human being 
by the 'condensation' of dlhi �, already quoted above,30 which reads as follows: 

(When the) ellhi of the elements (is) settled, condensation (i.e. corporeality) (is brought aboul); 
this condensation (acquires) a spirit; (after it has acquired) a spirit it comes down (i.e. is 
born); (afler it has) come down it (becomes) fixed (i.e. complete in all its parts); (after il 
has) become fixed (it acquires) strength; with strength (comes) inteUigence; with intelligence 
(comes) growth; growth (leads to) full stature; and with full stature (it becomes truly) a l\llan. 

(Thus) Heaven supported him from above) Earth supported him from below; he who 
follows (the Tao of Heaven and Eanh) shall live; he who violates (the Tao of Heaven and 
Earth) shall die. 

Poetry also plays its part. Science, semi-scientific anecdotes, biographical traditions 
and mnemonic verses - all were grist for the poetic mill. In the early centuries when 
books were a rarity, putting important inforn1ation into verse was a wise precaution 
if it was not to be lost and forgotten. Even Confucius) whose interest in science was 
not remarkable, nevertheless apparently felt that learning by heart the songs of the 
Shih Ching gave the learner the additional advantage of widening his acquaintance 
with the names of birds, beasts, plants and trees. 3 1 

27 Shih Sheng-Han (1958), pp. 26-7, 2f! Graham (1978), pp. 7 8. 
:l'J For example, 'milital)' might' can be exprcssed in Chinese at thrce different levels, wll-/i ith(milital)' powcr), 

elifil/-Ii �h (cumy power), and pil/g-li * h (soldier powcr). 
3\) Quoted by lhe BBC on Radio 4 on 29 September t982. The Chinese equivalent of this vice is perhaps 

excessive and not always " cry relevant quotation. 
31 See sec, \"01. 2, p. 242, for lhis account oflhe inscriplion on a -,�th-celltury sword handle. 
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In both China and the West belief in the mnemonic and educative values ofverse 
died hard. The GMden Tzu Wen T¥Jt , the +6th-century 'Thousand C haracter 
Classic', for example, summarised the 111ain fields of knowledge with which a young 
scholar might be expected to become familial; in verses which could be easily mem
orised, while as late as 1789-91 Erasmus Darwin wrote The Bolanic Garden in two 
volumes of Augustan couplets, because he hoped 'to enlist the Imagination under 
the banner of science', and fclt that verse was 'better suited to entertain and charm'. 32 
Volume I, sub-titled 'The Economy of Vegetation' , in fact covered the whole field of 
natural philosophy. His verse was, howevel; supplemented by extensive footnotes. 33 

In this he may be compared with Tai Khai-Chih AU'lL .:t writing in the +5th 
century, who, in his Gh" PI", t'r�, provides accurate descriptions of plants, originally 
distinguishing no fewer than seventy different kinds of bamboo. The treatise itself 
was written in the form orrour-character rhymed verse, but after every few lines he 
added a brief prose commentary. This change or alteration in style perhaps indicates 
an early awareness that the style of suasive writing needs to be diJTerentiatcc! fro111 that 
of scientific writing. 3+ He began boldly by pointing out the difficulties of ancient clas
sification which divided all plants into trees (IIlU ;t) and herbaceous plants (Ishao :If-), 
to neither of which categories could he allocate bamboo. He seems, like Erasmus 
Darwin, to have been radical by nature, for he attributed to scholars 'vvha do not dare 
to rectify erroneous ideas expressed in ancient writings an undue deference to antiq
uity; comparing their superstitious reverence with the dread felt by the Huns for the 
Chinese commander Chih Tu i�� who had opposed them five centuries before. 

\IVe have now given some idea of the main desiderata ofscienlific writing. Stanley 
Gerr expressed his views on the subject as follows: 

The ian6JLlage of science is necessarily characterised by two main features: rational syntax 
and a 'functional' vocabulary. The first of' these was understood to imply the use ora simple. 
logically unequivocal sentence structure in which syntactic elaboration had been reduced [0 
the minimum required for efficient and convenient exposition; the second was the extensive 
use of 'functional' or loperational' terms. 

'Functional' or 'operational' terms were explained as representing the coalescence of 
'nominal' (i.e. struclUral or descriplive) and 'verbal' (functional, operational, dynamic) sig
nificance in a single basic symbol or expression, as in - a saw 'saws', a pump 'pumps', or say 
f qx)dx, in which the symbol of integration f might be interpreted in a 'nominaP sense - the 
'integral' of some qx)dx - or as a sort or verbal 'imperative' integrate qx)dx - depending 
on the context. 35 

32 Lilli J'/i, XVII, 9. 

'13 Today sciemific versc' is almOSI enl irciy humorous, as in a verse ofJ B. S. i-b1chl11e ,,'hich i recall: 

I cannOl sYlllhcsisc " bun by simply silting in lhc SUllo 1 do nOl answer � yes, yes, yes. whcn I am oflered meals of 
S. Bul readers, rhizo-slornes <Inc! rats ar(' fil irly good al making fats. So leI us firmly Slick 10 lhis. Ollr mOSl efficient 
synthesis. 

:>-1 The Botallic Carden was published in two parls. Pan I containing 'Thc Economy of Vegetation'. published in 
17Q�' and Pan II containing 'The Loves of the Plants'. which was published bclore iI, in t78g. 

3" The 0/11 Plm (Treatise on Bamboos) has been described in some detail abo\'c, \'01. 6, pI. 1, PI'. 378-86. As an 
example of his \'erse plus prose commcnt lechnique wc may quote stanza S. 
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Considering the extent of Chinese scientific literature and the high level attained in 
many of the late medieval Chinese sciences and technologies, it would be surprising 
if Literary Chinese had failed to respond to the challenges of developing science. 
This must now be explored in greater detail. 

( 2 )  C O M PA R I S O N ,  S C ALES  A N D  M E ASUREMENT 

iVLost languages have the capacity to express comparisons between two or three 
elements in a series, and Chinese is no exception. In inflected languages it is usual to 
compare items by placing them in serial order; good - better - best, in English, for 
example, or in Latin, bonus � melior - ojJtimus, and it is a siluplc lnattcr to have sufTixcs 
or changes or stem to indicate comparative and superlative ronns of adjectives and 
adverbs. In Chinese it does not make sense to speak of suffixes or steIns, but slich 
serial gradations are still possible by adding words before the adjective or adverb in 
question. But the genius of the Chinese and English languages is so different that one 
should not look for equivalents. Much is decided by the context. In an appropriate 
context one may use the word hen 1&" 'vcry', and may say that a thing is 'hen hao' 
'1!Utt, meaning not that it is very good, but that it is acceptable and may be described 
as 'good'. Hao by itself may be used to mean 'better' if a comparison is expressed or 
implied. In English we might say, 'This is a good one', implying that any others are 
inrcriOI� though to make quite sure it would be more usual in English to say 'this one 
is the better', or 'this is the best'. In Chinese an adjective may be used by itself and 
may seem to be comparison free, as when a person on meeting says 'ni hao pu hao' 

'!f. %:f%, 'Are you well?' - to which Lhe reply might be 'hao-a' % '1"J, 'I'm fine'. 
But there might yet be an implied comparison if the reply was 'wo hao-Ie' $I. 31t 1, 
' I 'm fine now', or ' [ 've recovered'. The example given is from modern Chinese, but 
similar examples can also be cited from ancient Chinese to prove that it too has 
the capacity to express comparisons. Harbsmeier does just that in his discussion of 
'relative quantifiers and comparison of degree'. 36 

Clearly the capacity to think in relative terms is necessary for scientific investiga
tion, for such investigation may require the recording and analysis of scientific data. 
This orten involves serial evaluation and grading. Thus we may perhaps think of 
comparison as a proto-scientific capacity of language. 

For scientific investigation it is usually necessary to classify data inro more than 
three categories. Even in non-scientific activities, when answers are required to ques
tionnaires expressing choice, preference or a value judgen1ent, as in the routine ac
tivity of grading a student or an employee, it is usually more useful to do so on a scale 

'rhe shoots <lrc called SUII ;)fj" and the sheaths Iho fl. In sl immer they arc IlUJll(TOllS and in spring fCw. When Ihe 
roOls and culms are about to rot. blossoms and seedsjil m then appear. \'Vhen the bamboos produce flowers and 
seeds, in Ihal year they decay and die. The charaCI(T lor the seeds is pronoullccdfu. 

This mixed ,"erse and prose form has a long history in China and India. Sec abovc, vol. 6, pt. !, p. 379, and Waley 
(19�8), p. 159· . 

, Harbsll1cier (lg81), pp. 100 IS. 
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of five rather than three, poor - fair - good - very good - excellent, for example. 
The scale of three is the crudest, and the scale of five perhaps the easiest to operate 
while yet shmving some sensitivity in discrimination since it permits two extremes, 
a middle point and two intermediates. A scale of seven permits t\vo intermediates 
bet'vveen the centre and each extreme, and a scale of nine permits the placing of 
one intermediate between each step in the five-point scalc. It is obvious that higher 
powers of discrimination on the part of the investigator are required as the number 
of points on the scale increases. 37 I t  is nOl surprising lhat the Chinese, with their 
great penchant towards the pragmatic, showed a highly developed capacity for the 
classification of complex phenomena early in their history. 

To extend this principle further, however, soon results in there being too many 
items within a group or category for them to be placed in serial order by comparison 
of adjectives, and yet one may wish to draw attention to a particular member of the 
group. In a family or a small military force, individuals can be called out by name. 
If their names are not known, they can be allotted numbers. An office can then 
summon a particular man fi-om a rank of soldiers by calling out his number. This 
procedure can be extended by not only numbering but also measuring. For example 
a set of regular pentagons all have the same shape but may vary greatly in area. 
If their areas are measured they can be serialised by area. Anything which can be 
measured can be serialised by grading - towns on a map by their latitudes, crops in 
the Andes by their altitudes, the ripeness of apples by their colour, and so on. 

Grading ilems on a scale from one extreme to another as a means of serialised 
classification caIne into use in China at an early date. One can see the simplest rating 
on a three-point scale (high - middle - low, shang L, chung <1', hsia Tl developed into 
a nine-point scale, possibly by the beginning and certainly by the middle of the -1st 
millennium.38 This was done by making nine binomes: high-high, middle-high, 
and low-high, high-middle, etc. 

VVe have in a previous volume drawn attention to the revenue list of the nine an
cient provinces preserved in the Shu Ching i!f�� (Historical Classic). 39 The provinces 
are listed in the 'Yii Kung � Jr' chapter in geographical order (see Fig. 13), proceeding 
round China as it was in those days in a clockwise direction, from Chi-chou .JjH 
where the old Shang capital city of Po � was, to Yen-chou 3'UH, which in modern 
terms would be in East Hopei and North-West Shantung, then to Chhing-chou -f j-Ij 

37 For sophistication this could not quite compare with the traditional examination marking system of Oxford 
and Cambridge universities, which had permutations of alpha, beta and gamma, with plus. double plus, minus 
and double minlls, and therefore yielded three sets of five rating positions, a scale of fifteen in all with funher 
refinements in the placing of +, ++ and , -- . Such a system nevertheless makcs it possible to place a knife in 
Ihe back with exquisite delicacy. For example, it was said of Harold Wilson when he was Britain's Prime Ivlinistcr: 
'W·hat a pity. So nearly ++'. 

38 The nine-point scale is used twice in the 'Yii Kung' chapter of the Sbu Ching, as described abo\·e. The reasons 
for believing that this chapter was written in the first half of the 5lh century are given in sec, vol. 6, pI. I .  
p. 8:/" (e). 

i The description of each province as recorded in the 'Yii Kung' was translated in vol. 6, pc I, pp. 8S lT. As an 
example of the ratingsealcs we may instance 'Chhing-choll . . .  Its fields are on lowcr uplands, and its revenues arc of 
the upper second grade' (C'lIhing-d/Ou . . .  dliith lilil!ll ll)ei shal/g ilsia, chiiehfll dllwgshong .11i . . .  fif.831l J: r' JtJit.p .1). 
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in North-East Shantung, and so on round.40 However, the text also contains the rat
ings of each province as regards its capacity to produce revenue for the government, 
and we may list the provinces according to this capacity, following the serial rating 
ordel; with Chi-chou �jij in the first place, and its neighbour Yen-chou Jtjii in the 
last. The reasons why one province should be high on the rating list and another low, 
must have been complex because their revenues derived not only from agriculture 
but also from the production of textiles, the quarrying of precious stones and metals, 
the provision of salt and rare articles as tribute, and so on; to which must be added 
the factor of the difficulty of collection and transport in remote areas. Nevertheless, 

10 The provinces arc listed in this order because the reader is following in lhe steps of Yo �, the culture hero, 
during his great work of draining the waters. 
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the important point is thal during the -1St millennium, [he rulers o f  China were able 
to assess their provinces and place them on a productivity scale in serial order. 

The text contains a second rating or [he provinces in serial order by altitude in 
three sets. '1 1 The lowest may be described as the 'Yangtze Valley Sequence', which 
consists or Yang-chou 1% jij at the eastward end or [he Yangtze towards its mouth. 
Ching-chou :jfIJjij occupying a central position in its course, and Liang-chou �ftl 
towards the headwaters or the river Han iii, a tributary or the Yangtze. The middle 
sel may be described as the 'Yellow River Sequence', with Yen-chou :!Uij in the 
cast, where it reaches the sea, Chi-chou .J ji� further west into modern Shansi, and 
YU-chou f�jij south or tllis, but including the high country or western Honan. The 
third and highest set is not a river valley sequence, but two mountainous areas. 
Chhing-chou lit jij in eastern Shantung, Hsu-chou 'it jij in western Shantung, and 
Yung-chou Jl jij in the rar west, where the land rises up towards the Tibetan massif. 
Naturally tllis province is rated the highest orthe h igh on the altitude scale. 

That items within a category should be placed in serial order is raidy inevitable 
once a centralised government begins to collect contributions in kind from its subjects. 
But the series could very well remain a traditional list learnt by heart. Once the 
serial order is determined by such abstractions as value, distance or altitude, the 
government is beginning to move in the direction of scientific thinking. 

What is remarkable about the statements recorded in the 'Vii Kung' rating list is 
that lhe government of China should have started 1110ving towards the measurement 
of abstractions so early. A few centuries later, howevcl; there is evidence of far greater 
sophistication. 

A marked difference in conceptualisation in Ch ina and the West is to be round 
in the manner of presenting abstractions. For example, the synthesis of opposed 
concepts as a mode of thought is of great antiquity 1n China, and is still active today 
in the formation of new compounds such as shell-50 1$fo.:j, literally 'stretch-recoW, to 
mean 'elasticity'. +2 When in the past an area of thought was delimited by contrasting 
adjectives, such as open and closed, speakers or Indo-European languages were 
naturally tempted to exploit the facility of these languages in making new words by 
adding a suffix such as -ness to one of them, and to create a noun such as openness 
which would act as a label to summarise the vague area of thought delimited by 
the opposing adjectives. Unrortunately European languages have not taken kindly 
to the idea of fusing two acljectives into a combined unit to which a suffi'X could 
be added, as in 'the hot-coldness' of the country. Grammatical irregularities also 
add to the difTiculties. They therefore chose one rrolTI thc pair or adjectives (either 
'high' or ' IO\.v', for example) [or development as a noun to the exclusion of the 
other. Thus came into existence in Indo-European languages the huge vocabulary 
or what Newnham43 calls 'loaded terms', such as length or height, terms 'which in 
themselves suggest that the item concerned is long or high'. In English there arc 

11 The reasons for belie"ing this scale [0 be 01lC expressing the n.hitude of 'fields' and lIot their fenilit}' arc 
expressed with due caution in sec, "01. 6, pt. I. p. 92. 

12 �ewnham (1971), p. t05. ·n Onions (1936), p. 2 1..1-5-
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many irregularities in grammar and spelling and the growth of vocabulary often 
seems arbitrary. vVhereas 'high' gives 'height', 'low' does not give 'Iowth'; 'warm' 
gives 'warmth' and 'hot' gives 'heat' but 'cold' does not give 'coldth\ and 'coldness' 
is not necessarily the opposite of 'heat' but may mean less warm than expected, as 
when one speaks of the coldness of marble. The same is true of froid andfroideur in 
French. The trouble is that the loaded term is loaded in relation to an unnamed 
point of reference on a scale. The noun conceals a comparison of adjectives. For 
example, the height of a hill implies that it is higher than the plain or than sea level. 
One could only talk of 'lowth' in relation to some given standard of reference. 

The coming of modern science precipitated a crisis for the users of thc Indo" 
European languages. \'Vhen heat was measured it became ridiculous to talk about 
ice having so many degrees of heat. 

A J1C\V term was needed which would conveniently summarise all that lay on the 
scale between the two extremes. This could have been 'hot-coldness' but new words 
were invented, such as 'temperature', which had originally meant the action of tem
pering or moderating something. But by 1670 it had been given the new meaning of 
'thc quality or condition of a body which in degree varies directly with the amount of 
heal contained in the body'. H Sometimes an existing word met the requircJnents of 
modern science, as when 'distance', the space between two points, adequately sum
marised the relationship of , near' and 'far'. But often the ancient word was not ad
equate, so that 'speed', for instance, which implies quickness, had, by the year 1550, 
to be supplemented with the new word 'velocity' which, though in Latin meaning 
'speedy', in English came to mean 'rate of motion', covering slowness as well. And of 
course at a later stage we find the distinction between speed as a scalaJ� and velocity 
as a vector quantity. 

The Chinese language was able to take this problem in its stride. As Gerr points 
out, 'An interesting and important group of terms in Japanese (and Chinese) uses the 
implied synthesis of "opposed concepts" to provide a general notion which includes 
both the cxtremes and a multitude of intennediate degrces' 45 

A similar type of opposition of two ends of the scale occurs in the examples 
of mathematical procedures set out in the Chiu Chang Suan Shu :h�� i!!f. At one 
end of the scale a simple example is given, at the other a complex one. This is 
already a concession, for a truly wise man would need only one example in order 
to understand the pattern; as it is expressed in the Chou Pi Suan Ching }j!i]ilJ1!�� -

'Though the principles [of mathematics] can be simply stated, their implications are 
far reaching. If from the knowledge of the problem one can deduce an appreciation 
of 10,000, a true understanding is then reached.'46 In a society where this is the 
attitude to knowledge, the setting forth of a proof, particular by particular; in logical 

4-1 Gerr (lgH), p. 37. 
15 Elasticity was itself a new concept in 165+. To eoin a word for it, meaning had to be stretched from the Grctk 

vcrb elaullcin (ti\aVV�IV) meaning: ''1'0 hammer out illlo thin plates'. 
16 C"ou Pi Suml Olillg, eh. 2, p. [6, in a dialogue betwccn Chbcn Tzu l!f.=f andJung Fang �7i, {rans., mod. auct., 

Chhen Cheng-)'ih ([g80), p. 72:  'j;il /aQ shll)'en)'lieli nli)'ulIgpo (he, chih I,i chill ming, W('fI i lei nil i /1)(11/ shih /(1 che, wri chi" 
,hi tno "ilfl1tlli'iJIIIll ... · jfn.t.� ·  r.lI-I>i'iI;()!.�"', lII.t.,il'· 
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steps would not only be disruptive of the Tao, but unworthy o f  a true scholar. There 
was, therefore, in China a considerable barrier to the formulation of mathematical 
proofs, due to the social attitude of the educated. 

The Kuan Tzu trf cannot be precisely dated, for, as so often with these early 
works, ancient material was used by later compilers.4i But around the -3rd to -2nd 
century is a reasonable working date. Chapter 58 of the Kuan Tzu contains a passage of 
the greatest interest in the development of scales for classification. It was discussed in 
some detail above,48 being one of the oldest writings on geo-botany in any civilisation. 
But it merits further brief consideration on account of the skill with which these early 
writers classified the information fed in from prolonged field research. 

This chapter discusses the different types of plant-clothed terrain, lists the quality 
of the soil and the accessibility of watel; groups plant species in scales of aridity and 
altitude, and considers their edaphic relations. It is an analysis of habitats within the 
Nine Provinces (Fig. 13). These habitats are considered under five heads. The first 
three are types of land considered in relation to the depth of the water-table. The 
fourth outlines an oecological gradient on a twelve-point scale. The fifth is concerned 
with soil productivity (for further details see sec, vol. 6, pt. I, pp. 48-56). 

Under the first head the land considered is that ora gently sloping plain surround
ing a great rive I; categorised as potentially irrigable farmland, lu Ihien i'J. Ell. Five t)lJes 
of soil arc described under this head, each placed on a scale in series according to 
the depth of the water-table, at intervals of 7 feet, from the 'driest' at 35 feet above 
the water-table to the 'wettest' at only 7 feet above. The ways in which each type 
of soil could be identified, by its colour and other qualities, and the plants naturally 
growing on it, were described in sec, Volume 6, part I ,  and need not be repeated. 

From the gently sloping plain the survey proceeds upwards into hill country. Under 
the second head are considered differe!1l sorts of land in which the water-table 
becomes progressively further removed from the growing crops as the land rises up 
towards mountains, 

The scale continues as before at 7 foot intervals, from a depth of 42 feet to 140 
feet. Wells sunk in farms would have given the necessary water-table information. 
Because under this head there is so great a difference in the levels of the water-table. 
five subdivisions are not enough. Fifteen are named, and, in addit.ion, warning is 
given of thrce types of" area where digging is useless because no water can be found. 

Right up in the really mountainous area which is studied under head three it is no 
longer possible to extend the water-table scale as before. Instead, three areas are de
scribed on the mountain top where water can be found by boring to a depth of" 2 feel. 
3 feet and 5 feet. In addition there are two areas on the 'Ranks' of mountains49 
where it is possible to obtain water by boring to a depth of t4 feet and 2 t feet. But 

41 On thc composition and dating of the AitOn 'T<.u see Riekcn (1965), pp. 1-35. 
III See sec, vol. 6, pc I, p. 49. This chapter is entitled 'Ti riian :l!t.�' which may perhaps be intcrprcted: 'On the 

Variety of what Earth Produces'. 
49 The terms used arc chhai.4t, said by commcntalOrs to mean phallg:t, and tslte'fM. both words meaning 'side', 

and evidently used here as technical terms for some aspects of a mountain's flanks. 
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here the sites are still serialised i n  descending order of depths to b e  dug, from 2 to 
2 t feet. 

The usefulness of the number five in placing items on a scale is well brought out 
by the fact that the first three heads list five, fifteen and fivc items respectively. A 
scale consists of quite arbitrary divisions. It would, no doubt, have been possible to 
list seven types of soil by a different classification under head one, and to have set 
them out on the water-table scale at seven points dictated by the depth of the water 
in  steps of 5 feet instead of seven. But in this instance, five types of soil seem to be 
the most convenient classification. Under head [our, however, a different situation 
obtains, for here we have an oecological gradient in which typical plants are listed 
on a twelve-point scale of habitats ranging fi'om lakc water to dry ground. In their 
serial classification the early geo-botanists of China were not victims of numerology. 

Under the fifth head are listed eighteen different types of soil graded for their 
productivity. ''''hat is particularly interesting is that these soils are serialised on, as i t  
vverc, a percentage rating; that is to  say, the three best types of soil are rated at  ten 
out of ten, and the others as fractions of ten. 

The three highest yielding soil types, each of which is awarded ten out of ten in 
the productivity rating, are described in great detail, as being the standards ag'ainst 
which lesser soils may be matched. We shall return to this description before long. 
The fifteen remaining soil types range from 80 per cent to 30 per cent in productivity. 
As the Kuan Tzu writer says: 

Among the Nine Provinces there are ninety different (sorts 00 plants grmving on their soils. 
Every type of soil has its regular characteristics, and every plant can be graded in an order 
(of luxuriance). 50 

(Chiu chou chih thu wei chiu shih wU. Mei chou)'u chhal1g erh wuyu tz/w ;lLj,�.:t±i\;IL-r<liil ' 

% j11 11 't ilfj <IiiI �pjz 0). 
These fifteen soil types are classified at three levels. Three are awarded 80 per cent 

for productivity, and are called 'upper soils', shang 11m J:.±; six are classified as 'middle 
soils', chung thu cp ±, three of which are rated at 70 per cent and three at 60 per cent. 
The third group of 'lower soils', hsia Ihu T ±, are also six in number, but they are 
subdivided into three groups of two soils each, meriting' 50 per cent, 40 per cent and 
30 per cent respectively. Once again it may be noted that this system of classification 
does not look like the sort of schematisation that might have been dreamed up by a 
bureaucrat who had never got his hands dirty. No doubt it was put in its final form 
by such a person, but the data on which it is based smell of the land. For instance 
a bureaucrat would have been tempted to divide the fifteen types of land, which 
fall below the level of the standard-setting top three, into three equal groups of five 
each, or five equal groups of three each. But the best land is not the commonest, 
and it is entirely plausible that only three types should have been found to merit an 
80 per cent rating. Similarly, the fact that the poorest land of all, rated at only 30 per 

50 /(11([/1 Tzu, eh. 58. 
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cent for productivity, should form a sub-group of only two types is also persuasive. 
It is further to be noted that the author of this document resisted the temptation to 
classify all the lands together into five percentage groups: - 20 per cent, 40 per cent, 
60 per cent, 80 per cent and 100 per cent - but proceeded pragmatically with his 
'standard group' at 100 per cent, and then six, not five, other groups at 80 per cent, 
70 per cent, 60 per cent, 50 pcr cent, 40 per cent and 30 per cent, which would 
certainly permit a finer gTading than would be possible if he had classified them in 
only five groups. 

Such, then, is the remarkable progress made in China by the -3rd to -2nd century 
in the art of serialised classification. 

To form a scale by measuring the depth of wells to the water-table is one thing. 
To measure the lengths of a taut string which, when plucked at different intervals, 
produces a musical scale, is another. But to organise sense i_lllpressions when the 
data can be measured only vvith sophisticated modern equip111cnt in such a way as 
to produce a scale is a very different matter. Yet in both China and Greece attempts 
appear to have been made to classify tastes, smells and colours on the analogy of a 
musical scale.5 1  There was ahvays the rainbow suggesting an order of colours which 
the Chinese followed by placing yellow in the middle, but it was not possible to apply 
numbers to colours except in a numerological way until Angstrom in his Recherches 
sur Ie spectre solaire, published in  1868, showed how wavelengths could be analysed by 
means of diffraction gratings; these were perfected by Henry Augustus Rowland in 
1887, who invented a ruling engine with an exceedingly regular drive-screw which 
was able to rule up to 43,000 lines per inch on the metal grating. 52 Neither the ideas 
nor the technology for this were available anywhere until the 19th century. 

Terms subtending difkrent groups of named colours are very useful. English is at 
a disadvantage in not having a term in general which covers a range of greens and 
blues. One is forced to say duck-egg blue or peacock green or possibly turquoise. 
whereas scientific writing has cyan-blue, the green also knovvn as 'verditer'. The Lalin 
term caeruleus subtends cyaneus, azure blue, and viridis, leaf green, just as chhing -fr in 
classical Chinese usage subtends a range of greens and blues distinguished according 
to context. But ch/ling has acquired a broad covering power, ofien in order to avoid 
describing something as black, a word with unfortunate Yin �i connotations. Simi
larly in English the word 'pink' covers a segment of the spectrum at a certain level or 
dilution ranging from orange to mauve. To say that something is pink is not to speak 
ambiguously. It is a saving in mental energy to use a term at a more general lcve1 
of classification if this meets the needs of the situation. If the speaker is required to 
be more precise he will descend one level and find such tenns as 'saln10n', 'rose' or 
'cyclan1en' to define more exactly the type of pink he has in mind. The same OCClIr 
in Chinese. It is often convenient for an author to use the term chhing, for it rarely 
happens that ambiguity occurs due to the sky being green or the grass blue, but ifil 

.� l For a detailed eommt:l1I on Iht parallelism beLween colours and sounds, and lhe laCllhaL lhe Chinese regarded 
lhem as 'tallies', sec sec, \'01. 4, pI. I ,  p. 164, 11. C. 

;.� Dietiollal)' qfSeimlijic Biography, \"01. XI, p. 578. See Gillispie (1970). 
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should be necessary to be more precise, Chinese oHers a wonderful  range of  colour 
terms. 

It would seem that in early times in any culture, colour words are used loosely 
because of the complexity of the phenomenon being observed. Certainly in the clas
sical \t\'est this was so. As Stearn says, 'Classical use of colour terminology was atoo 
wide, too indefinite, too variable" to supply good precedent for n10dern scientific 
purposes'. 53 The tenninology ,-vas used in variable fashion because of the three dif
ferent factors in colour - hue, value and chroma, The word for a colour remarkable 
for its chroma or vividness, such as Tyrian purple, might be used because of its vivid
ness rather than its hue, just as in Latin pur/Jureus and candidus might be used to mean 
'shining' rather than purple or white. Similarly in Chinese, the word chhing is some
times used to indicate value (lightness/darkness) as when a cow described as chhing 
is black, and a horse said to be cldling is grey, though in  Chinese the i nterpretation is 
complicated by the Yin factor mentioned above, or by the wish to indicate through 
the use of this word that the animal is brindled ."4 

But the rise of different technologies compels greater precision in the colour vo
cabulary. An artist wishing to reproduce a particular red would, even in early times, 
have had to distinguish between ingredients obtained from the madder plant or the 
kermes insect or from cinnabar, and increasing refinements in their manufacture in
creased the vocabulary, so that the word kermes generated two colour words carmine 
and crimson, for example. Rigour in the use of terms was even more important for 
dyers attempting to supply customers with the same colour for cloth, and the need 
for standardisation of colour became urgent when European armies followed the 
Turkish exan1ple and gave their soldiers clothing which was uniform in colour and 
cut. In China not only was there a high tradition in painting, dyeing and embroidery, 
but in ceramics the Chinese potters produced g'lazes with colours of a range and del
icacy which astonished the world. T nevitably these colours acquired special names, 
but the nomenclature of Chinese glazes is fraught with difliculty, partly because time 
has taken its toll and the original term has become distorted, as with the chi hung fffi};r 
or 'sky-clearing red' glaze, 55 partly because the term may describe the manner in 
which the glaze was applied rather than its final coloUl; or some other aspect of the 
technical process, and partly because a glaze intended for one colour might turn out 
as anothel� purple instead of red, for example, due to the vagaries of temperature 
or trace elements, or the absence of oxygen. But ,·vhat is impressive is the fact that 
so many colours were named, anci, as so often with Chinese technical terms, with a 

53 Stearn (1966), p. 142. But he also makes the point (p. '238) that 'the despised dyers, clothiers, artists, decorators 
and cavalry-mcn or al1liquiIY, indeed all who in their callings then lIsed colour terms with precision , must have 
had specialised vocabularies which have len linle or no literary record, Colour names as used by poets tend to be 
metaphorically or incldinilc1y applicd . . . .  The development ora colour vocabulary depends largely upon progress 
in cxtracting and manuracturing dyestuOS and paillts with consistent results.' 

:)4 A lacuna in the tcrminology o/" ancient Greece and Rome will also be obscrved in the ract that words lor 
brown and grey were not introduced into L1.tin or the Romance languages until the arrival orlhe barbarians, who 
brought with them Old Tcutonic *brun-o-z, whence Latc Latin "!"Units, or Olel High German gris, whence modern 
French gris. There were, however, words in Latin ror dim, swarthy and tawny, sllch asjiu(//s and pullllJ. 

;,;, Hobson (191S), vol. 2 ,  pp. 9 10, suggests possible meanings orlhe Icnn, 
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vivid directness. Among the reds we find that of 'mule's liver', lo-kGn hung �.!Vlt ,*1., 
and 'horse's lung', ma-fei hUllg J�}!$ ,*,1, as well as reds named after jewels, Rowers. 
fruit, cosmetics, and the chemicals used in their manufacture. The usc of colours 
stimulates classification. For example, of the various colours vaguely regarded as 
blue, one group in English is labclled violet, by abstraction of the colour from the 
general concept of the plant of that name. Of the various colours regarded as violeL 
some at a certain level of dilution are classified as lavender, 56 this term again being an 
abstraction from the general concept of the lavender plant. Similarly in Chinese the 
general term chhing subtends three rather more precise colours, indigo-blue, lOll 1t 
green, Iii �;ffi:, and that part of the spectrum where blue and green meet, inadequately 
described in English perhaps as turquoise, but in Chinese by reference to the blue
green plumage of the kingfishet; Ishui �. Each of these again subtends a number of 
colours of still more precisc application. The terms for them are labels, not defini
tions,just as in English 'mazarine blue' or 'shocking pink' do not describe the colours 
they represent, but are means of reference once the colour is known. Thus, among 
the greens \'\Ie find some with uninformative labels like 'strong green', La Iii *�, 
or 'superior green', shang iii J:.�, but others are highly descriptive, being based on 
acute observation, such as the green which is the colour of bean oil, lou:yu se ]:Jm�. 
or the brilliant green of growing onions,57 tshung-i1iliJ;ffi:, to bc distinguished from the 
morc delicate green ofoniol1 sprouts, chhillg-tshullg 1tfi,58 and the intense iridescent 
green likened to snakeskin, she I) hi Iii Jt ffi:J;ffi:· 

Even if some sense impressions could not be graded by measurement, in the wa. 
that was possible with the levels of water-tables or by measuring the length of a strin 
emitting notes of a particular pitch, it was still possible to promote a sense of order 
by grading impressions on some sort of scale. 

A great step forward in scientific thinking is made when things arc grouped an 
compared not only by likeness but by measurement. A point is reached where th 
comparison of adjectives is replaced by the juxtaposition of nouns, as when "}'his . 

moister than that', is replaced by 'This contains 15 grammes of watel� but that has onh 
10'.59 The Chinese were, from the earliest times, concerned with the accuracy of mea· 
surement, something so distrusted by the Greek leisured class that in geometry Plat 
would permit only the use of the compass and ruler. This was illogical, since a strai 
line and a circle so drawn are only approximations, as the microscope or a good mae
nifying glass readily reveal. The Greek point of view was perhaps derived from so 
early confusion over things which can be counted and by contrast things which c 
only be measured, in which case the resulting numbers are approximations. T 
confusion between collectives, countables and measurables still persists in Europe 
languages today, as in such words as informations and accommodations, where speake 
from different nations hold that information and accol11lTIodation can or cannot 

56 For the botanical gradations of colour sec Stearn (1966), pp. 240-2, and H. A. Dade"s colour chart tht 
reproduced, in which lavender is to flax blue and lilac as violct is \0 blue and purple. 

:'7 See Bushell (1906), vol. 2, p. 2 1 .  :.s Hobson (1915), vol. I ,  p. 62. 
:'9 The importance of the supersession of Aristotle's qualitari\"c physics by a quantitativc and striclly tes 

physics is madc by Graham (19il), p. liB. 
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counted. The Chinese, on the other hand, took an extremely pragmatic view of 
meaSUrC111cnt, in early times as well as morc recently, as Nathan Sivin has shown: 

vVhen we measure something an inch or a grain at a time there is bound to be discrepancy 
by the time we have counted up to a foot or an ounce . . . .  Our best course is to continue 
using a technique so long as its inaccuracies remain imperceptible . 60 

In SCC, Volume 3, the point was made that Chinese characters which today mean 
100, 1 ,000, 10,000 and so on, \",ere not originally merely numbers, but indicators or 
place-value as well, a concept dating from Shang times. 61 It would seem that Literary 
Chinese was a language well equipped for describing accurate measurement, having 
terms needed for expressing not only very large numbers in terms of place-values 
but also very small ones (Fig. 14). 

Over the centuries changes in the way terms were systematised occurred, and finally 
we find three systems developed from the simpler pre-Chhin system which had 
characters indicating each step from I to lOB. These three systems are set out in 
Figure 14. 

Although classical Greek used the word 'myriad' for ten thousand, Latin speakers 
were content with 'mille', a thousand. But by the 14th century in England, and 
somewhat earlier in France and I taly, the need was felt  for a number-term rather 
biggerthan the thousand, and this was provided by the Italians who added to the word 
mille an augmentative suffix, making millione, meaning 'a thousand thousands'. 62 Th is 
was followed in the 17th century by billion, whose ambiguity will be considered below. 
]n Europe, then, the trend has been to increase the number of numerical terms, but 
in East Asia the trend has been the other way. China from an early date had not only, 
like Greece, a term for 10-1, a myriad (wan ,;); but also terms for roj (i 1t); for lOG, a 
million (chao jt); roi (ching ff;), and lOB (kai :I}i:). These terms certainly existed before 
the -3 I'd century63 (see Fig. 15)' During or after the Han some of them changed their 
values, It was quite unnecessary to have a special term for roS (i 1t.), which could be 
expressed as 'ten wan', so i if. was changed to mean 'wall times wan' ten thousand 
times ten thousand or a hundred million, 108, and the word chao jt, which had till 
then meant a million (roG), was also unnecessary, for a million could logically be 
expressed as 'a hundred times ten thousand', which is how this number is expressed 
in China toda)� Chao therefore, during or after the Han, came to mean either 1012 or 
10]6 according to one or other of the systems in usc. I n  other words, before the Han, 

60 Tr,j O,en H;II Chi, p. 99 (Hongkong, 1974), cited by Sivin (lg82), p. 6. 61 Sec sec, vol. 3, p. 83, For a more recent survey of the early use of numbers in China see L.'-un Lay-Yong 
(1987), pp, 365 0:, where we read, 'the origin of the Chinese written number system, which is or decimal scale, 
could be traced to the oracle bone characters of the Shang Dynasty, " , The counting rod system is a transcription 
of this decimal number system into a notational form , ' 

62 The word was sufficiently familiar in Venice by 1300 to be applied as a nickname to 1\ farco Polo. See Yule & 
Cordier (1871), PI'. 6, 54 and 67· But this carly use meant only 'a large number or quantity', Its usc in relation 10 
money was defined in 1330 by lacopo d'Aequi as 'mille milia librarum'. See Di<.iollano etimologico della lil/gua ita/jOlla 
(198}). 

6' Chhien Pao-Tsung (1932), p. 93. 
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Figllfl' 14. Diagram showing ChiIH:SC tlUlllericai systems. 
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there were special terms for ten t o  the power o f  two continuously up t o  eight, and 
possibly to nine 64 A rational and economic system, however, only required special 
terms for 102, 104, 108 and 1016. By eliminating special characters for 105 and 106, 
Literary Chinese came nearer to the ideally logical system. With the dropping of the 
special term for lOi (ching Jr.), and the use of chao for 10,6 modern Chinese has now 
attained this ideal system, except that the word for thousand (chilien -f), too useful to 
be discarded, still remains,65 and chao tends to be used on occasion for 1012 . 

The complexities of higher numbers were not, howevel; entirely eliminated, for 
when systems had been elaborated by which the terms for higher numbers could 
be interpreted in three different ways it was necessary to know which system an 
author was using. More exactly, there were three systems, the lowe I; middle and 
uppel; details of which were given in SCC Volume 3 66 It is not necessary to repeat 
all that was said there. An example will suffice. 11! in the 'lower system' meant 105. 
as it had done in early times. In the 'middle system' it meant 108, and in the upper 
system also 108 , but chao j� in the lower system meant 106, in the middle system 
10",  and in the upper system 10,6. It is obviously important to know which system 
a mathematician is following in a given text. In our example of 1644866437500 
quoted below [7.2.5, p.tIl fi·OITI the Chiu Chang Suall Shu,67 Problem 24, and used in 
Figure 14, it is quite clear that the author is following the 'upper system' because hi 
first figure, 1, is followed by twelve ciphers or places. In other words it is ten to the 
power of twelve. As can be seen from Figure '4, in the 'middle system' this would 
be expressed as c/zao, and only in the 'upper system' is it expressed as wan-i 1b; 1!, i.c. 
10,000 x 100,000,000. 

This is the way the term is used in Chiu Challg Suan Shu, Problem 2+ If it is true. 
as Shen Kua i:t1i5 , the + t I th-cenrury astronomel; asserts,68 that the lower system 
is the earliel; the pattern in the Chinese numeral system would seem to be similar 
to that which developed in India, where the Indian genius for nomenclature and 
classification showed itself in a numeral system in which, as in the 'lower system' in 
China, a new term was invented for each succeeding power of ten. But whereas the 
Chinese system does not appear to have exceeded eleven terms above , ,000, 69 which 

&4 On this see sec, vol. 3, p. 87. 
65 For rhe present Chinese numerative system see Figure 14. "-e are indebted to Li Wen-Lin *::t# of th� 

Institute of Mathematics, Academia Sinica, for hclp in lhis classification. 
66 See sec, vol. 3, p. 87. 
67 The example in the Chill Chang SlIon Shu, ch . . b Problem 2-\- reads: i (iu SSU SSII /)(1 fill !ill SSIl SOil eMi IlW 

-:f;;l'!li1!iJ\:f;;:f;;2!I=.-tli, i.e. 1 ,64-\-,866,437,500. 
611 Shell Kua (.\Itf1g Chili Pi Thall, eh. [8, para. 7). See SCC, \'01. 3, p. 87. n. b, where continuing confusion in 

modern scientific usage is discussed. 
69 The cleven terms arc: 

wall �, dling�C 
.iCIng :!..it, 
chfl/g iE, 

chao 3lt, 
tzu ;f,$, chien jr." 
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is two more than are found in the 2ajurveda Samhitii, 70 when the Indians elaborated 
a centesimal scale they invented twenty-three additional terms .i l  One cannot but 
admire the determination of Indian mathematicians who continued to find names 
for ever higher denominations far beyond the point where other civilisations had 
called a halt to the process. Nevertheless a big vocabulary of special terms for large 
numbers taxes the memory, and in India as elsewhere, simpler systems have now 
taken their place, though even today it is normal for large numbers to be expressed 
in lakhs (1 00,000) and crores ( 10,000,000). 

Thc question of how large numbers should be expressed is no longer a real problem 
in writing, 72 since internmional conventions now largely obtain. All use the so-called 
Arabic numerals, but Western authors still group the ciphers in threes indicated 
either by a comma or by a space between the groups of figures. This is not usual in 
India where commas, if used, indicate lakhs and crores, and are placed to indicate 
105 or 107 , nor in China where the numbers are conceived in terms of the power of 
4, 8 and 16, and where the logical point of view is taken that if commas or spaces arc 
not needed for ciphers to the right of the decimal point, they should not be necessary 
to the left either. In fact, there arc occasions when it would be convenient to group 
figures in a long sequence of decimal places in fives, in order that the reader may 
form a quick appreciation of how many decimal places are involved. The same would 
seem to hold for figures both to the left and the right of the decimal point. A glance 
would show within what power of ten the total number fell .  The number of cubic 
feet in the sphere mentioned in Chiu C'lwng Suan Shu, Problem 24, for example (sec 
Fig. 14), if grouped as 164 48664 37500 would immediately be seen to have thirteen 
ciphers, or in other words to be within the range of 10 !2 .  

I t  is  interesting that not only does Literary Chinese have terms like thousand 
and myriad for large numbers, but, at least £i·om the +3rd century, it has also had 
terms for the positions of decimal fractions (see Fig. 15).  These arc nine:jim -ft, Ii it, 
haD �, ssu #.,%, flu It{�, wei #t, lisien il, slla �" and chhen �. But whereas a tcnn like 
thousand or myriad indicates an actual number as well as a decimal place-value, 
these nine terms came to indicate merely the order of a number in a sequence of 
numbers. Fen is usually a tenth, and ten fen make a whole. But afen is --'- of a tael, >0O 
a Chinese 'ounce' of silver (Liana ;:;F.i\ . A hao is -'- of a mou rt;h or Chinese 'acre', ¢ t'11) 1 .000 IfTA 
but -' - of a tael. Fen and h{w are simply guides to the position in the numerical 

10.000 
sequence. A foot is divided into 10 inches, and a tacl of silver was divided into 

iO Jiyitrvtda Sumhilti, xvii, '2. 
it See Datta & Singh (1935), pp. [0-12, raJ" details or ocher systems in India. 
n The same cannot be said of spoken numbers. Chinese nunl(;rals are admirably consistent, but Indo-European 

languages arc plagued hy anomalies, sHch as the trick of inverting the word ordcl; as in 'three-and-twellty'; reversion 
to outmoded counting systems as in 'four score and ten', 'quatre-vingt-dix': change of calculating method from 
addition to multiplication as ill 'fourteen' and 'fony', \\·jth additional spelling anomalies in English; and fail ure 
to agree at the international level on the meaning of the terms hillioll, lriffioll, etc. This resulted not from ill-will 
but because \Vestcrn civilisation is compartmented by nation-states. 'The American system of numeralion for 
denominations above one million was modelled on the French system but more recently the French system has 
been changed 10 correspond to the German and British system' ( 1 1�bSltrs Diclio'Jal)'. 1976 edll, p. 15+9 under 
Number Table). This confusion ill terms is also discussed in sec, "01. 3, p. 87. 11. b. 
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1 0  'cash' cllhien1}.. Only after these subdivisions of the basic unit do the nine sequential 
terms begin. Etymologically they may have begun as minute measures oflength, the 
hll being described as the diameter of a fi'eshly reeled silk fibre newly produced by 
the silkworm. 73 In fact they must have been invented or used as a later scholastic 
construct to express results of calculations. Liu Hui JHf'k had no names for decimal 
places beyond hu .t." but when names ran out he continued by expressing the fraction 
as part of a tenth, a hundredth, a thousandth, etc. of the last term. An unusual feature 
is that each of these terms may indicate not onc digit in the sequence but two or 
three. Thus we find the 16th-century mathematician and musicologist Chu Tsai
Yli *�:f� expressing large decimal fractions in three different ways, according to 
whether they represented a lineal; rectangular or cubic measure. For example, one 
side of a rectangle, or a square or cube root, might be expressed as shown in the 
'linear' row in Figure '5, but the area ora rectangle might be expressed in square feet 
with double digits and the volume of a cube in cubic feet in triple digits. The examples 
in Figure 15 are taken from Chu Tsai-Yo's calculations to establish measurements for 
equal temperament and in the original text have from 10  to 23 places of decimals. 75 
Chu Tsai-Yi..i expresses his calculations as follows: The side of a triangle measuring 
14. 142 135623730950 . . . inches is writtcn in Chinese characters as: I foot, 4 inches. 
Ifill, 4 ii, 2 haD, I SJ'U, 3 izll, 5 wei, 6 Imell, 2 sha, 3 chhell, followed by unclassified digits 
7300950, etc. But when this side is multiplied by IO inches and the resulting area is 
expressed in square inches, he writes it as: 1 4 1  inches, 42 jell, 13 Ii, 56 haD, 23 SSII, 
73 flu, etc., and again the figures 1 l89.207 I I500272 10667175, representing a cubic 
measurenlent, are expressed in cubic inches as: 1 , 189 inches, 207 Jen, 1 1 5  Ii, and so 
on. The decimal fraction terms arc used to express not place but the sequential order 
of digits. 

I t  is clear from these examples that Literary Chinese was as well able to meet the 
demands of expressing complicated numbers as any other pre-modern language. 
But counting and measuring are not the greatest tests of a language, as we shall see 
in what follows. 

( 3 )  PROBLEi\I S O F  C LA S S I F I CATIO),I A;.lO RETRI EVAL OF  I N F O R i\'iAT I O N  

\"le have spoken of the importance o f  numbers in prollloting a sense o f  order in a 
seemingly chaotic universe, and of how items which have been compared may be set 
out in a serial order of increasing usefulness and accuracy as the arts of measurement 
are refined. The next problem lO be considered is that of the retrieval ofinfonnation. 
Retrieval becomes a problem when information is available in such bulk that the 
reader can only find what he is looking for when it is arranged according to a 
systematic classification. 

73 See sec, yoL 3, p. 85, on lhe expression of decimal fraClions and all types of weights and measures. This 
follows a reference to Sun Tzu's having noted (by c. +300) that the diameter of rreshly spun silk threads rormed the 
standard lor the 1111 measure. 

74 Donald 'Vagner j)f1"sollul {Olllllllllliculioll, 9.Jullc 1983. 
75 [ii Hsiieh Hsill SlulO, eh. I .  ro!. lOll. See Robinson (1980), pp. 1 1 '2-16. 
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Let us consider first the characteristics of the Chinese language as a source of 
labels for the items that are to be included in any system of classification designed 
for the easy retrieval of in for mati Oil. 

In pursuing the question of systems of classification a considerable emphasis will 
be given to botany. This is because the relationship of the plants with which it is 
concerned are of such complexity as to present the highest challenge to systematic 
classifiers. The need for getting some order into the confusing world of plants was not 
lost on the thinkers of the Lyceum in ancient Athens, nor on their contemporaries in 
ancient China. Herbalists and doctors vI/hose income depends on patients anxious 
for an instant remedy, are not in a position to delay over-long their decision on what 
would be the best medicine. They need an efficient finding mechanism. 

(i) Levels ofspecification 

The Chinese language is well endowed with words which do not compel a speaker 
or writer to be prematurely specific. This is less so with Indo-European languages. 
English has been compelled to invent such recent neologisms as 'chair/Jerson' to avoid 
the male specificity of man, an embarrassment which does not occur in such Chinese 
compounds as kung)en :r.}"', workman, where)en}.." like /Jerson, is non-specific. English 
is still unable to avoid the specificity of he and she which is possible in spoken Chinese 
with the single word tha 1tIl. If specificity is required in Chinese it is always possible 
to say 'that male person' or 'that female person'. Similar obligatory distinctions, 
as between male and female friends, are forced on speakers of inflected European 
languages even more often than in English, as when the German speaker must say 
either Freund or h"eundin. The law and government in the West often make it necessary 
to find a general term or a collective which can be relied on to cover all instances. 
The word vehicle, for example, is needed in English to cover many difTerent types of 
carriage and conveyance. The Chinese equivalent, chhe ., is a word of the people. 
This word may be analysed now as an example. 

Originally depicted in writing as a chariot or wheeled vehicle, it was generalised 
and broadened to cover not only a vehicle but any sort of wheeled contraption. 76 
Below this highest level of generalisation the word was distinguished into compounds 
of two types - (a) vehicles, and (b) machines with wheels, as opposed to machines 
which did not have wheels, such as looms. At the first level of specification occur 
such terms as (a) ping-chile * 1fi, 'war-vehicle' or chariot, and (b) hua-chhe nt 1fi, 'slip
contraption' or pulley, the silTIple machine with wheels that reduces friction and 
makes the work smoother, orfeng-cllhe Jl1fi, the wind-machine with internal wheels, 
one of whose specific applications is winnowing. 

At the next level of specification the word chhe in the sense of a vehicle may be 
further defined according to how it is powered, for example, 'horse-vehicle' (i.e. 
some type of cart or carriage), 'hand-vehicle' (i.e. a wheelbarrow or push-cart), 

76 On wheeled contraptions scc SCC, vol. 5, pt. 5, p. 22.'). 
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'fire-vehicle' (a locomotive), o r  'gas-vehicle' (a car o r  automobile of some sort using 
internal combustion for its power). Each of these may then be further defined, for 
example, with reference to their use or purpose. Thus the 'gas-vehicle' which is 
used for the transport of goods becomes a 'goods vehicle', hllo-chhe � $, in which 
it is no longer necessary to repeat the word 'gas', and lhe term can conveniently 
be abbreviated. Similarly a 'gas-vehicle' which protects or saves lives, wei-sheng-chhe 
{iii 1.$, and one which carries the wounded,fu-shang-chlzef,. 1� $, arc both in English 
regarded as ambulances, though in Chinese the differentiation of term distinguishes 
between ambulances for civilian and [or military liSC. 77 

What becomes clear from this example is that Chinese terms can be simplified by 
cancellation of unnecessary elements almost as if there were a mathematical rule to 
that effecl. The rule would be that if in its context one component of a term can 
be dropped without loss of clarity, then that component will be cancelled for the 
sake of brevity. In a really well-established context it is even possible to go back to 
the highest level of generalisation, equivalent in the above example to a wounded 
soldier on the battlefield saying, 'Where is the contraption?' This rarely happens 
in English or other Indo-European languages for two reasons. First, the terms arc 
seldom organised, as they are in Chinese, in hierarchic levels reminiscenl of botany. 
Instead of the four levels of chhe in the above example one finds in English at each level 
completely individual words which betray no connection or organisational relation 
to each other, i.e. contraption, vehicle, automobile, ambulance. Secondly, to form 
compound terms in which the components can be moved arouncl like mathematical 
symbols, it is essential that they should be short, preferably monosyllabic. In English 
a technical tcrm such as 'carry-wounded-vchicle'J seven syllables where Chinese uses 
three, would be too clumsy to gain acceptance. 

For the purpose of science a language needs to be well provided not only with gen
eral and collective nouns, but with nouns at different levels of specificity, appropriate 
to the level of detail at which a matter will be treated.78 If things are to be properlY 
classified, each descent to the more specific creates a term which becomes a coLleeti\'e 
for the category of specifics at the next descent. For example, in botany an ovule in 
the specific condition of belonging to a phanerogam and having been fertilised is 
termed a seed. A particular type of seed together with its envelope is described as a 

17 The f:,cility with which Chinese technical terms can make distinctions often lacking in Indo-European 
languages should be noted. The word 'armarurc', for example, is distinguished in Japanese according 10 whether 
it is engaged in producing or consuming an electric current, Jw(sudcl/-slti (fo (iell (Zit 1l-1l f-), being the armature of a 
generator, and Jet/do-slti (/iell IlIlIg t{U �f1If-), the armature of an electric mOlor. A technical term is not, or course. 
selr-defining. It is a label. The Lttin components of the E.nglish word locomotive give a rough indication that th(" 
machine in question is not static but 1ll00'es from place to place. BlIt they do nOt define it. Also words Inay remain 
when the things they label have changed beyond recognition, as is shown by the English word mass which originall� 
meant a cake of barley meal and ended lip meaning a quantity of mancr. Or again, accident.<; can happen. as 
when the newly invented wheelbarrow borrowed the namefmlg-chlle �'" from the silk-winder, since both wen:
mono-wheels. Subsequcnt generat ions could Hot distinguish one from the oLher as they appeared in ancient tcxu., 
just as furure generations might be puzzled to read in English, 'He took his whcel for a spin'. See sec, \"01. 4. 
1'1. 2, p. 267n. ill For further thoughts on Chinese technical terminology see sec, vol. 3, p. 574, 'We know the technical ternu 
for all the parts of the very complicated brOllze crossbow triggers of the Han . 

. 
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Table I .  Soil identification characteristics,fiom Kuan Tzu, Ch. 58, 'Ti Yuan'. 

� Hsi TilU Chhih LIl Huang Thong CMih Chih Hei Chih 

Check- @,± w#t W� fF:lj JW(:li 
list 

Water-Iable 35 2 8  2 1  14 7 
(approx.) 

dcprh in feet 

Units for soil 64 72 81 96 108 
'resonance' 

scale note or chia shang kung yli chih 
position 

animal making pheasant sheep cow horse pig 
similar sound 

colour of water grey-green white yellow red black 

taste of waler - sweet stinking salty bitter 

colour of soil - red yellow - black 

characteristic of robust long-lived unsettled unsettled -

inhabitants 

crops grown all cereals all cereals glutinous soy beans nce 
millets wheat wheat 

distinctive plaI1ls thatch grass Ross grass Ross grass reeds [not 
and trees jujube tree wild pear white \villows certainly 

(some examples mulberry identified] 
only) 

fiuit. An indehiscent fruit is a nut. Found on bushes belonging to the genus Corylus is 
the type of nut known as a hazel. 

For quick description, and the ability to direct another person rapiclly to the 
objective, without having to search for the precise word, it is ilnportant to have 
at a certain level general words which do not compel a speaker to make choices 
before choice is necessary. If one has a general colour word like black, this is enough 
to begin with. It can be qualified later as regards value and chroma. If one has a 
general weather word like wind, it can be qualified later to indicate a high wind, 
gale, blizzard, typhoon, etc. Items in series of five are easy to memorise. They can 
be used as check lists. To see the check lists in action in Chinese we may turn to the 
chapter of the Kuan Tzu already referred to/9 named ' Ti  Yiian :l1!:jj),', which, as we 

79 See abo\'c p. 110 and for botanical details sec) \'01. 6. pc 1, pp. 48 fr 
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said in our discussion on ecology and phyla-geography i n  Volume 6,80 could well be 
translated as 'On the Variety of what Earth Produces'. The wordy"an in fact has, as 
one orits meanings, 'number', explained in the Shuo JlVen as 'Thing numbers

,
.81 If the 

chapter title here is 'Earth Numbers', this might be developed a little, as: 'On the use 
of numbers for grading crops from difTerent soils at varying depths of water-table'. 
This chapter begins with a study offive main types of soil. Its findings may be reduced 
to a table, as shown in Table I .  It is certainly not a work of rural uplift, written to 
benefit the peasantry. On the one hand, a peasant whose family has been cultivating 
the same fields for generations does not need to be told that the soil is sticky clay but 
will produce a decent crop of beans. This he knows already. On the other hand, even 
if he could read, it would do him no good at all to discover that the musical pitch 
note ofhis soil is expressed in terms ofa length of ninety-six units. Unlike the Georgirs 
of Virgil which may have been intended to help persuade those yeomen fanners 
who had not yet been put out of business by the slave-manned latifundia of Italy 
that they were on to a good thing, this 'Ti Yi..ian' chapter was perhaps designed for 
officials whose task was to assess the productivity of the land with a view to taxing 
it, or possibly, in times of benevolent rule, to avoid overtaxing peasants whose crops 
could not possibly meet their obligations B2 

If a tax official is to make a fair assessment, he must be quite sure what the land 
is capable of. If not much of a practical farmer himself he would need some clear 
guidelines to go by, in helping him to assess the land. The 'Ti Ylian' gives him ten 
such indications. Some of these are very sensible. For example, there is in some cases 
the colour of the earth itself as shown by the name. There i s  red '/u fl' soil, yellow 
'Ihong Jlf' soil, and black 'chih. ;ll' soil B3 Another excellent way of recognising soil 
types is by noting what plants grow on it. But if a man is not a botanist he will be 
confused by too much detail or profusion. The 'Ti Ylian' therefore selects just one or 
two 'grassy plants' (Ishao ljt), and one or two trees for each type of soil, plants which 
would in those days have been easily identifiable, such as thatch grass or the jujube 
tree, which gro'vv more readily on one type of soil than anorhel: The �Ti YUan' 
also indicates what are the staple crops which grow well and can be expected to 
bring in the revenue, and sometimes indicates other sources of profit. There is also 
a brief description of the people living on the different soils, Slimming up their chief 
characteristic, such as 'sturdy', �long-lived', and in two cases 'wandering', meaning 
perhaps that the people living on the poorer soils were obliged to follow shifting 
cultivation, getting only a few crops of millet fi'om the saIne place before moving 
on. There is no con1111ent on the people living in the swampy land where rice was 
grown, but the text has sufTered in several places. Six rows in the check list Crable I), 
howevel� still ren1ain to be considered, and these are of great interest, for they are 

30 sec, \'01. 6, pI. I, p. 49. III The phrase is WII shu IftIlt 
6'2 See sec, \'01. 6, pl. I, p. 93, which in this COllllt;Clion ciles lbe Choll li, ch . . b p. 3+b (ch. (6); u: aliCt., adjll\: 

Biot (I85!), vol. I, pp. 368 rr 
8:1 For funher details of the fh'e soils. IlSi fIlii ,f,,±, chhih III -If. .  huang 'hang 1t flf. (Mill (hill IF:.i1 and hei chih " :.ii. 

see sec, vol. 6, pI. I ,  pp . . 1.9 11 
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all to d o  with water. Any form o f  precipitation i n  North China i s  o f  importance. If 
there is no snow and the rains fail, the level of the water-table is of vital importance, 
and so also is the purity or degree of salination or alkaline content of the water. 

\!\Then the number of items of information, or of species and varieties, is very large, 
they can be systematised in one of t\<\'o \Nays. If the main aim is to create a finding
system, items can be pigeon-holed with the help of a system of co-ordinates. If the 
main aim is to place an item in a network, in such a way that its connections and 
relationships with other items in a system, and with other systenlS, become cleal� then 
it must be classified in a hierarchic or dendritic system, its position being decided 
as accurately as possible by a close study of its every detail. There are, howevel; 
drawbacks to both of these devices. 

If a pigeon-holing system is used, one or both of the parameters may consist of 
artificially selected criteria, and a particular item may not properly fit into any 
of the available pigeon-holes. Alternatively it may fit so many as to render the 
system useless as a finding device. With the dendritic system, on the other hand, 
the main drawback is that any system of classification arrived at must be regarded 
as provisional. Incleed, all science is provisional, and nowhere is this luore appar
ent than in zoology where classificatory systems are continually being eroded or 
transformed.84 Moreover, when a system has been so perfected as to appear rela
tively permanent, the complexity resulting from amassed detail is likely to hinder 
universal intelligibility, that vital ingredient in social stability, of which Marcel Granet 
said, when discussing the Chinese conception of Order and Peace: 'In all the Schools 
we find the idea . . that there is no difference between the principle of universal 
good understanding and that of universal intelligibility. . .  All authority rests on 
Reason.,8s 

The supreme example of the pigeon-holing system is the 1 Ching 86 which we have 
described as a Universal Concept Repository and as the 'Administrative Approach' 
to natural phenomena. VVe have already drawn attention to its deadening effect on 
scientific enquiry, quoting the passage where blood is pigeon-holed under the twenty
ninth hexagram.87 This hexagram is one of' the sixty-four criteria vvhich form one 
of the axes of the device, and represents the abstract concept ofjlowing motion, with 
which are arbitrarily correlated other things such as being blood-red in colour. If an 
item is pigeon-holed under No. 29, it must then inevitably be blood-red, and there 
is therefore no need for further enquiry into blood's redness or its causes. At the 
same time it must be admitted that the damage is done not by the criteria as such, 
though they may not always have been well chosen, but by the qualities, properties 
and phenomena with which they were correlated not on scientific grounds but on 
those of sympathetic Jnagic, silnilarity or even sheer whin1sy. 

8+ 'Finall); it should be emphasised lhat classification schemes are simply cataloguing systems, devised hyscientists 
to help thenl in their work. A classificarion thcrcf()\"(; docs not constitute proof o/" rdationships between organisms, 
nor does it necessarily indicate a pathway of evolution, although classifications provide a conceplUal li·amcwork 
for �he discussion of these matrers.' Friday and Ingram ( 1 981) , 'A Classification of Living Organisms', p. 397. s" Cranet (1934), p. 591. 36 sec, \·01. 2 .  p. 304. B sec, vol. 2, p. 334. 
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There is much scope for classifying information by co-ordinates, and if the aim of 
the J Ching had been simply to introduce order into the bewildering world of natural 
phenomena through classification, it would have served a useful purpose [or a tinlC, 
as did the artificial classificatory system of Linnaeus. Though the criteria chosen 
would not seem to be ideal for classifYing things, i.e. objects, artefacts and products, 
it must be remembered that its original purpose was by divination to introduce order 
and decision into the world of apparently random human events. Once the I Ching 
was used for morc than classification, and atten1pted to indicate connections between 
events, pasl and future, it ceased to be of possible benefit to science. 

The actual mechanism of the J Ching system of classification was extremely simple. 
One may visualise it as an oblong nest of boxes. Along the top, which forms one of 
the axes, are the names of the hexagrams, the sixty-four kua %/-. Vertically down one 
side are the categories into which the 'ten thousand things' may be grouped. When 
one of the ten thousand things comes up for classification it must first be allotted as 
accurately as possible to its group, and then, as accurately as the information available 
allows, to one of the sixty-four kua, and so to its pigeon-hole. Once in its pigeon-hole 
it was allowed - and this was the fatal error - to acquire the characteristics of its 
kua. So blood, on being inserted in the pigeon-hole under kua No. 29, acquired the 
characteristics of redness, offlowingmotion, of the dangers associated with torrents of 
watel; of the edges of ravines and of danger in general and the reaction to it, regardless 
of the fact that it was because it had clearly got some of these characteristics, and 
could easily be associated with others, that it had been allotted to pigeon-hole No. 29 
in  the first place. The complexity of  the J Ching system arose from the difficulty in 
deciding into which category and pigeon-hole a thing should first be posted. Here 
the divinatory process played its part. Once categorisation had been achieved there 
was little incentive to ask difficult questions which might lead to its being taken out 
for reclassification. 

(ii) Shao lung's contJibution to classification 

It is clear that the diviners who first created the I Ching did not: intend it primarily 
as a scheme of universal classification. In the work of Shao Yung ml� (101 l-1077), 
howevcl; we find a deliberate attempt to create such a scheme. 

To appreciate Shao Yung's work, it must be borne in mind that he broke away 
from the theory of the Five 'Elements' (wu /Ding 1i.1f), and developed a new one based 
on [ours, or rather, on mathematics of a simple sort, that of the 1 Ching, in which 
one is divided into two, two into four, four into eight, and so 011, up to sixty-foul', 
the total number of hexagrams (kua %/-). It must also be remembered that in his view 
of nature he was not dealing with inert particles which can be isolated, but with a 
vibrating interacting network in continuaJ movement, from Yang to Yin and back 
again to Yang, changing as regularly as the full moon ebbs to new moon and back 
again to full. It is bettel; therefore, not to tabulate Shao Yung's ideas in static lists. 
If they are to be represen ted diagrammatically, the diagram must embrace the idea 
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of motion and rest 88 This is to be represented in Figure 1 6  by the sinuous dark line 
emanating from the Ultimate Void, the Thai Chi A ;J;.], passing by way of Heaven and 
Earth through all the manifestations of the Tao in Time. What he gives us, however, 
is not a cosIl1ogonic history, nor a proto-evolutionary theory, but a number of charts 
embodying a system of classification of far greater sensitivity than that of the old 
pigeon-holing system of the I Ching. 89 

The terms which appear on this diagram are those which Shao Yung selected 
in order that the 'the myriad things' might be classified under new principles. His 
hope was evidently that if the right criteria are selected as co-ordinates, and they 
are permutated to exhaustion, an appropriate pigeon-hole will be found for every 
item. But how to select them, and how to per mutate them? It is obvious that the 
world does not consist of simple mixtures - fire with earth, with stone, or with "vatel� 
for example. In any 111ixture the proportions are inlportant. In allowing for this the 
Yin-Yang theory would be a help, for the proportions of the Yin in the Yang, or of 
the Yang in the Yin were held to be continually varying. If creatures or plants were 
influenced by the Yang or the Yin when they came into being, one would expect to 
find them ranged in a series of infinite subtlety. 

First, therefore, following the indications of the I Ching, from the unknowable Tao 
he derived two primary manifestations, motion (lungj}]) and rest (clzing�f). Heaven was 
born of mOVelTlent, and Earth of repose or rest. 90 This is a considerable advance on 
the more primitive statement put forward in the Tao Te Ching some fourteen centuries 
before: , I t  was fi'om the Nan1eiess that Heaven and Earth sprang' . 9 1 In the heavens, 
or rather, in Heaven, motion and rest manifest themselves as the Yang and the Yin 
influence. Both Yang and Yin according to Shao Yung arc motion, and at the apogee 
the motion becon1es extreme. \'\Then, however, they are united, hannonised or in 
balance, Inotion gives way to rest, and the union of these two forces enriches the 
world. The motion of the Yin-Yang forces is therefore visualised as in clear contrast 
to the motion of a pendulum where motion is swiftest at the nadir of its swing, and 
the briefest instant of repose is found only at the two extremities. On Earth motion 
and rest are manifested not by the Yang and the Yin influence, but by the Kang IiIV 
and the ]ou �, the Hard and the Soft, which we may term Durity and Lenity. These 

3il See sec, vol. 4, pl. 1, pp. 8-10, lor the relationship of cyelical and wa\"(� conceptions, and Chinese views on 
periodic phenomena in Nature, due to resistances which act on matter in a state of change. 

fly \Vyatt (1996), p. 24-3, whose work appeared one year after Joseph Needham's death, denies that Shao Yung 
could have beel! developitlg an 'all-encompassing explanatory theory'. [Ed,] 

90 Shao Yung's work consisted panly of narrative works and partly of unexplained chans and diagrams, which 
arc however preserved with explanations in the work ofTshai Chhen �jiC (1 I67-!230) entitled OIl·lIg Shih Cilliz lao 
!!i!tfi"J, 'Important Principles in tbe Cosmological Chronology'. Shao Yung docs, hOWC\·CI; cxplain his thcories 
in that pan of the Huang Chi Ching Shih Shu (ch. 5) entitled IGwn Hil U#J, 'Observation of Things·. Parts oflhis are 
translated by Feng Yu-Lan (!953), vol. II. pp. 455 lT., and the abovc paragraphs arc derived from the Jliwn Ikil (nei 
phien), eh. !, 101. 2a II in Huang Chi Ching Shih Shll, ch. 3, which is found in abridged form in !lsillg Li Ta CMllian Shu 
iiJlj;:±:f (ch. 9). It is interesting to COlllraSl. !hl' views Or Sh,1O Yun g  with those of CoperniclIs (q.73-!S43) some 
four eenluries later. Coperniclls held tllat 'the condition of being al resl lS considered as nobler and more divine than 
that of �"hal/ge and il/consistellCY; the laner therefore is more suited to the earth than to the unin;rse'. De rlvoilltiollibus 
orbilllli coeleJ·tilllll, ! ,  ! ,  Cap. VIII. 

9 t Tao Te OIl·lIg, eh. 1, tr. Waley (!9�-l4), p. 141. 
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two entities were newly introduced to Chinese natural philosophy by Shao Yung.92 
The Yin and the Yang influence all that is on Earth. All that is on Earth responds to 
this influence by manifesting durity or lenity in a greater or lesser degree. 

It can scarcely be disputed that heavenly forces such as sunlight do have an in
fluence on creatures which are on the surface of the Earth, such as crocodiles and 
jellyfish, which manifest varying degrees of durity and lenity. The question may then 
arise why the jellyfish, when washed up into the full glare of the sun, should de
hydrate, while the crocodile, emerging from the cold water, enjoys the heat. Before 
any theory of evolution had arisen, there were only two possible answers - either 
that someone in His wisdom had 111ade the creatures that way, or if, as in China, 
there was no known Creator, then because the materials composing each body WCfe 
difTerent or because their proportions varied. But why should they vary? Thinkers 
in China could scarcely avoid trying lO discover \-vhat it was that apparently influ
enced the proportionate mixtures in different bodies. But in attempting to answer 
this question, it was necessary to enquire how exactly such influencing was done. In 
modern parlance, where Heaven and Eanh meet, what happens at the interface? 

In the West this problem o[ interface was dealt with for a time by the linguistic 
device of personification. If the Creator wishes something to be done, he sends a 
mcssage, which can be read in the livers o[ animals, [or example, or the flight of birds, 
or be delivered by an angelos or divinel� or by the prophet who reads God's message 
and announces it. Latel� when Heaven had acquired an adequate bureaucracy, the 
mortal message-reader was superseded by a heavenly messenger or angel. In China, 
on the other hand, as there was no Creator there could be no messenger: Activity 
at the interface was therefore explained in terms of Wu Hsing 11. 11' or Five Avenues 
or passage-ways up and down between Heaven and Earth, the five \·vays in which 
Heaven influences things on Earth, by descending and soaking (water), by ascending 
and burning (fire), by submitting to cutting and accepting form (wood), by moulding 
or remoulding (metal), or by growth and the production of vegetation (earth) 93 For 
ShaD Yung this ancient explanation was no longer adequate. 

His new system may now be considered, guided by Figure 16. When Heaven's 
influence is Yang in its most extreme form, it is manifested by the Sun. In diluted 
form it is manifested in the Stars. There can be no objection to classifying both stars 
and sun as Yang, for stars arc in fact suns, and Shao Yung in the + I I th century was 
nOl to know that some stars arc even larger and more intensely hot than our sun. 
VVhen Heaven's influence is Yin in its most extreme form, i t  is manifested in the 

,I� This point was made in a briefcstimalC ofSbao Yung's \\-01'1\ in sec. \·01, 2. p. 45.=,-
93 :\e\'erthek-ss this early theol)' compares rather f,wourahly with Kepler's ·explanation' of heavenly influences, 

that 'the Slln represents the Father; the sphere orlhe fixed stars, thc Son; the invisible forces which, emanating from 
the rathel� act through interstellar space, represent the Holy Ghost'. 

Koestler (1960), p. 60, com'cnieml), summarises Ihis as: 'the Sun carries the image [cl": hsiallg Jrt manifestation] of 
God the Father and Creator . . . ' .  !llil /lsillg is translated in many diOercnt ways by dillcrent authors into English, 
for example, modes, phases, etc. Here we \'cuture to speak of·;I\'cnues·. for the word hsillg suggest s 11100'e111enl along a 
path, but usually in these volumes we have retained the traditional though misleading word clell/!!nt, but in i nverted 
commas. Sec sec, \'01. 2, p. 243, and Needham & Lu (1975). p. 498. where we suggest 'elemental methistelllCS' for 
lISC in some contexts. 
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Moon. I n  diluted form i t  is manifested in the Planets. There can also be no objection 
to classifying both moon and planets as Yin, for they are all either cold or cooling 
worlds. As little was known about the nature of the stars and planets at the timc, 
howevcl; Shao Yung was, perhaps, lucky in his classification here. 

Sun, Stars, Planets and Moon are termed tl,e Four lvlanifestations, ssu hsiang[!!lJlt. 
They do not, of course, 'exhaust' (chin It) Heaven's possibilities, for no mention is 
made of slich phenomena as COlnets or meteorites, but they provide co-ordinates for 
classification. A comet would certainly be Yang, exhaling fire, and could be placed 
midway between the Sun and the Stars. A meteorite might be a body in transition 
Ii'om Yang to Yin, beginning hot and ending cold. 

Whereas the dominant principle of Heaven is motion expressing itself as the Yin 
and the Yang, the dominant principle of Earth is rest, expressing itself as durity and 
lenity,9-1 which is perhaps to be thought of as concretion and dispersal, chii � and 
sail 1&, sincc that which is concreted becomes hard, and that which is dispersed like 
earthy particles forming mud, becomes soft. \'Vhen each of the four manifestations of 
Heaven, the Sun, '[VIoon, Planets and Stars, influence Earth, there is a reaction. The 
Sun, for example, when concentrated into the utmost durity, produces fire. This may 
be seen to occur when the sun's rays are focused by a burning glass. Fire, in Shao 
Yung's view, before telescopes had revealed the existence of Rames on the surface of 
the sun, was a physical embodiment of the Yang. It may seem strange that stone, 
which is often so hard, should have appeared to Shao Yung to have less durity than 
fire, but when one recalls that fire in the heart of volcanoes renders SlOne so soft as 
to be liquid, his reasoning is clear. 

The four terms at Earth level, which relate themselves to the Four Manifestations 
of Heaven, are a good example of how, in Shao Yung's thinking, natural phenomena 
should be classified not in rigid boxes but on a scale shading from one extreme to 
anotl,er. When sufficient Yin influence has entered fire to enable liquefaction to 
begin, one enters the area of stone. Stone covers a wide range of minerals from the 
hardest granite to the softest chalk, and merges imperceptibly through aggregates 
and clays to eanhs, Illuds, silts and watcrs. The feeling of the inter-relatedness of' all 
phenomena comes over strongly in Shao Yung's schematisation. For example, the 
moon which influences the tides, is placed in direct correspondence with water. "Vater 
when heated becomes vapour and expands. BUl when the Yin influence returns it 
becomes cold, condenses, and, in the world at large, falls to earth as rain 95 Moon -
water - cold - rain is tllUS the beginning of a vertical classification under the concept 
of maximum Yin influence, maximum softness. There is, however, also a horizontal 
classification of what may be regarded as the key components of Heaven and Earth. 
Sun, Stars, Earth (or soiI96), and Water he calls the Four Embodiments (ssu thi [!!lfilf). 
'When hard and soft blend (or permutate) (chiao 3l: ), they give bodily form to all that 
is useful on earth. ,97 

9·! Ilium Wu (nei phicn), 1, Ia fT. !:I;' For the water-cycle in  Chinese thought sec sec, vol. 3, pp. ,�67 rf 
% Earth, if contrasted to Heaven, is li :l!!.; in Chinese. but in contrast to stone or water is 1/111 ±. 
97 hlUIII I lil (ne! phien), I, 2a. 
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These Four Embodiments are reminiscent of some of the ancient 'Five Elements'. 
Metal and wood are missing, but stone has been added. "Ve are not, however, dealing 
with the five ancient avenues at the interface, but something nearer to what the 
elements meant in the West. Fire, stone, earth and water were seen as materials 
capable of aggregation and dispersal, contraction and expansion, and from their 
blendings and permutations other 'bodies' could come. Shao Yung explains that 
metal is not a primary body. I t comes from SlOne, 'chill eMu yii shih � J:!j;lt:£i', 98 and 
wood is not primary, for it comes from earth, 'mu chhu yii thu * J:!j;lt ±', as in the sense 
that vegetation grows out of the soil. 

He offers us, therefore, four elemental materials or 'bodies') fire, stone, earth 
and water, and suggests that the formation of the world came out of the blending 
of contraries, the Yang with the Yin, water reacting to the planets 99 The original 
body, /Jell thi '* ft that is to say, the first materialisation of all this cosmic energy, 
was hydrotic fire, slLUi hllo 7.k j(, and geotic fire, tllU huo ± j(. Hydrotic fire we may 
visualise as igneous streams funning as freely as water. Geotic fire, being less 'soft', 
we may imagine as grinding walls of lava. Yet though Shao Yung has introduced 
us to eienlcnlal forces which have much in common with the ideas of such Ionian 
philosophers as Thales and Heraclitus, he can still not abandon the ancient five 
avenues or modes of action at the interface. 1 00 They are, as they had always been 
in China, fire, water, earth, wood and metal. They are at this level considered to be 
secondary bodies, whereas fire, stone, earth and water at the higher level are primary 
bodies, from which wood and metal were generated. The result is that Shao Yung 
avoids alienating conservative or traditionalist thinkers of his day, but ends up with 
a stock of six rather than five elemental materials from which the Myriad Things 
may be generated by permutations, of which three, fire, water and earth, occur in 
two modes, the 'before Heaven' (hsien thie" 5Lk) mode as primeval materials, and the 
'after Heaven' (/lOll lhien :fJt N mode, in which they are 'avenues at the interface' and 
as Shao Yung says, 101 'for use' (chihyungf!zJfJ). The traditional five - fire, water, earth, 
metal and wood - together with Shao Yung's addition of stone, make six materials 
to aid in classification. 

It would be fascinating to describe Shao Yung's cosmological ideas in some detail. 
Here we can only suggest the main thrust of this strange work. Shao Yung apparently 
sought to show that the whole world is a unity reducible to a few main principles 
which are manifestations of one sublime principle - the Tao. To 'exhaust the Tao' 
by giving details of every conceivable permutation and physical operation would be 
an impossible task. Shao Yung therefore produced a bare skeleton of permutations 
with very few examples to flesh it out. Yet his is more than a work of mere I1Ulnerol
og)'. There is a strange groping attempt to quantify - not, as was done in Europe 
from the 17th century onwards, by measurement, but by starting from some a priori 
preconception. Yet it was a form of quantification nevertheless. 

98 Ill/an / I il (nei phien), I, 4a. 99 Ibid. 
100 'How could one consider that I omitted lhe "Five Avenues" and did not use them?' KIIGlI H'il (nci phien), I, 4a. 
101 Ibid. 
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Table II. ShaD rung� QgmzlijicaliDn Vlhe Myriad Things 

volitic flighter (e.g., an albatross) 1 ,000,000 units 
repetic flighter (c.g., an ostrich) 100,000 " 
dendritic Righter (e.g., a tree-creeper) 10,000 " 
herbaric Aighter (e.g. , a bumble-bee) 1,000 " 

volitic goer (e.g. , a Hying fish) 100,000 " repetic goer (e.g., an elephant) 10,000 ., 
dendritic goer (e.g. , a sloth) I,OOO " 
hcrbaric goer (e.g. , a harvest mouse) [00 " 

votitic tree (e.g., a sycamore seed) 10,000 " 
repetic tree (e.g., a mangrove) 1 ,000 " 
dendritic tree (e.g., a giant redwood) [00 " 
herbaric Lree (e.g., a tree-Cern) 10 " 

volitic herb (e.g., a dandelion seed) 1,000 " 
repclic herb (e.g., a illimoso pudica) 100 " 
dendritic herb (e.g., a bamboo) [0 
herbaric herb (e.g. , moss) 

Starting from the numerological association of numbers with the 'elements' and so 
on, he is able to quantify all living things according to a scale or-values. (See Table II.  
The permutations of things ,·olitic, repetic, dendritic and herbaric will be described 
below. Thus creatures which are most at home in Right, the 'volitic Righters' (Jei}"ei 
�m0, are rated at 1 in I ,  or 100 per cent. This may conveniently be expressed as 
1 ,000,000 units of worth or merit of some sort, perhaps because that which is most 
inAuenced by the Yang is mOSt appreciated, or because they must struggle against 
the force of gravity to remain up, whereas Yin creatures are sustained on land or in 
the water. Earth-bound Righters are rated at only 100,000 units, as are the wingless 
creatures which have nevertheless, after a fashion, taken to the air. So it goes down 
the scale. 

Table II is derived from Shao Yung's I-Iuang Chi Ching Shih Shu �*']�t!:tlit pre
served in the I-Ising Li Ta Chilliall Shu tt J.!Il ::k:  3'0 lit, eh. 10, fol. 30 IT. The examples we 
alTer in Table 1 1  arc, however, cOl!iee/ural, since Shao Yung olTers fevv himself - horses 
and dragons as volitic goers, and chickens and ducks as rcpctic Righters. 

From this sort of evaluation it is only a short step to the evaluation of people. 
where naluraUy scholars are rated highest, while those who indulge in commerce 
come lowest in the human scale. Ultimately everything can be classified and all the 
Myriad Things can be quantified. 102 Our aim is now to show how he designed his 
system by which the Myriad Things might be described and elassified. In the topmost 

102 For dctClils ofthis s\atisticCll Clpproach see Hsillg Li Tn CMiioli 5hll, eh. 10, foL 30 fr [DonJ "')'<lo·s The Rrdlut 
qf Loymg, 1996, was not available lO NeedhClIll, but may 1I0W be consultt:cl. See pp. 97 fT. for Shao Yung's lise of 
:\lumber. Ed.1 
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level of the system illustrated i n  Figure 16  h e  named eight essential components, sun, 
fire, stars, stone, planets, earth, moon, water. The aim of the second level is to show 
how the heavenly powers change and blend, and how Earth reacts and adapts to 
these changes. The sun rises and sets, the moon goes through its phases, the stars 
come out at night and disappear by day, the planets wander through the sky on their 
courses. The changes in the sun arc expressed as Heat which varies from winter 
to summer; in the moon as Cold, which is greater in winter than in summel� and 
most noticeably at night; in the stars and the planets which between them indicate 
the alteration of night and day, stars, being Yang, indicating Day, and planets, being 
Yin, indicating Night. At the second level there arc therefore four more influences to 
operate on the ten thousand things. Is it any wonder, they might well have remarked, 
that moon-flowers open at night, whereas the morning-glory is open by day? Such 
an attitude is understandable, but it does not lead to 1110dern science. 

The fOllr terms representing Heaven's changes also form a scale from hot to 
cold. Between day and night comes the period of near equilibrium where light 
and darkness, heat and cold are in balance, the twilight times. Corresponding to 
them comes another curiolls scale, that of the Earth's responses. In hot countries 
the coldness of rain is particularly striking. I f  it falls from a height of 3,000 feet, it 
will usually be some 10°F (6°C) colder than the air at ground level. Rain is therefore 
classified under water at the Yin end of the scale. Devv comes next. It does not appear 
until the temperature has droppecl sufficiently to promote precipitation, and this is 
unlikely to occur until night comes. Dew, being cool, is therefore classified with night 
under the term earth, for it is on the earth's surface that it is detected. Following the 
diagram's stony path, things watery are now left behind, and things fiery return. 

It may not be immediately obvious why wind should be classified under heat and 
fire. Yet on reflection even the flame of a lamp produces a small wind above it. A large 
fire sucks in a strong currelll of ail; and a hot desert produces dust-laden whirlwincls. 
All winds arc of course produced by the action of the sun in heating pans of the 
atmosphere irregularly, though Shao Yung was not, perhaps, aware of this. Thunder 
is, meanwhile, classified like devv at one of the intermediate positions, (or as dew is 
precipitated when there is a drop in the temperature of moist air, so thunderstorms 
occur vvhere air with high n10isture content is swept upward with 'a strong vertical 
lapse rate of temperature . . . .  Thunderstorms over land are . . .  most frequent in 
the afternoon and in the wanner seasons of the year.' 103 I t  is appropriate, then, 
that thunder should be classified in an intermediate position between hot winds and 
cold rain. When rain falls, the 'shattering of large drops produces ionization and 
separation of electrical charges between drops and ail; so that it is thought to be the 
process (or one of the processes) whereby the electrical charges in thunderclouds are 
built up'. 10-4- It would, of course, be absurd to attribute to Shao Yung an understanding 
of phenomena which was impossible in his day. But he may claim to have used such 
knowledge as was available lO him to such good eITecr in the rational grouping of 

103 La.mb (1972). vol. I ,  p .  380. 1(14 Ihid .. p. 353. 
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phenomena that much of i t  still makes sense today, and it enabled scientific thinking in 
China to advance a further stage in the classification of phenomena. Naturallyparts of 
his schematisation no longer carry conviction. It may seem odd today that while rain 
was very reasonably classified under watel; thunder should be classified under SlOne. 
But when one recalls Shakespeare's Cassius declaring that he has bar'd his bosom to 
the thunder stone, 105 one is sVliftly back in the centuries when men were not clear 
whether 'thunderbolts' caused thundel; were caused by thunder, or merely happened 
on occasion to accompany thunder or to make a noise in falling like thunder. 106 

The third level indicates how Heaven influences living things by endowing them 
with Natures (/ising 'Ii), Form (hsing %), Bodies (thi �JI:) and 'Sensitivities' (elzhing 'I'If). 
and how living things respond to these influences and adapt to their environment. It 
is at this level that biological classification begins, and Shao Yung's approach to the 
problem is of extraordinary inlerest. The battle over the fixity or species never had 
to be fought in China. The vegetable world was distinguished li'om the animal world 
not by a sharp division, not by an Aristotelian dichotomy, but once again along a 
scale in which one type merges into another almost imperceptibly. In such a system 
carnivorous plants and rooted animals are immediately at home. 

The vegetable world is, as it were, 'defined' in the traditional way by the 'synthesis 
of opposed concepts', by using as a compound the two terms 11ZU ;f\., trees, and tshao 
Ji., herbs and grasses, which, ever since the days of the Erh ra m:fl£ (-srd cemury) 
had subsumed the world of plants. When Shao Yung speaks of Trees-and-Grasses 
one must visualise a scale in which the tallest trees, shown in Figure 16 on the Yang 
side, are reaching up for the light, the sort of trees which by their very size and height 
invite the 'thunder stone', and so by infinite gradations to the Yin side of the diagram 
where the lowliest types of herbs and lichens creep on the earth's face, luxuriating in 
the coolness and the deep shade. 

Even more arresting is Shao Yung's manner of dealing with the animal kingdom. 
In the Erh ra itself there were already several categories into which animals were 
dividcd, and subsequent centuries had increased their number. But Shao Yung at 
this point has only two. One would expcct to find at least four - beasts, birds, fish and 
insects - but Shao Yung uses only two categories, for which it is difficult to find any 
term in English. One might call them 'flighters' and 'goers', but unfortunately it is 
possible to go through the air as well as through water and over or under ground. The 
Chinese terms areJei iI1: and tsou .>t. Fei covers all types oflocomotion through the air. 
tsou, which "ve translate 'go' for lack of a better term, covers all types of locomotion 
on or under the surface ofland or water. It is very logical not to make any distinction 
between swimmers and walkers, for s\,vimming is for many animals merely walking 
in the water. A horse, for example, continues to walk till it reaches the other side of 
a rivel� and a snake crosses water in the same way as it crosses land, while an eel 
crosses land just as it swims through \-vater. Moreovcl; certain fish which have fins 

IUS William Shakespearc,]uliIlJ CaeJar, I, 3.  
106 Shakespeare's contemporary Li Shih-Chen was also still not dear aboul lhc relationship between stone and 

thunder, for he "TOle, '\·rhen thunder or thunderbolts turn \0 stones, there is a transformation of tile formless into 
that which has form . .  .'. Pen Tshao KOllg Mil, eh. 8, preface. Sec sec, vol. 3,  p. 637. 
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also 'walk' through grass to reach desired ponds. This is an excellcnt example of 
Chinese being able to cope with high levels of generalisation where sometimes Indo
European languages are over-specific. The salient fact, however, is that no creature 
can fly without wings or special surfaces to carry it on the air. A crab can go on its 
legs under the water as well as on dry land, but it cannot fly. A fish can 'fly' only 
when it has a planing surface or membranous fins sufficiently large and efficient to 
sustain it in the air. Animals which go about on legs can be regarded as volitic when 
they have membranes between their limbs to support them in flight. Shao Yung 
avoids the tedious linguistic questions which bedevil Greek biology, such as 'When 
is a limb not a lin1b?' or 'Is a claw the analogue of a hand?' - questions which could 
not be answered until phylogenetic classification had made considerable progress. 
He asks a difTerent question, 'Does it fly?' or rather, 'Does it have flight?' 1 for certain 
things such as seeds can be in flight though they themselves cannot fly. And wc see 
very clearly the inter-connections of Chinese scientific thinking, for not only does the 
vegetable kingdom form a developmental scale, but the animal kingdom does also, 
and there is no sharp dividing line between them. Some members of the vegetable 
kingdom may begin with flight in seeds and spores, and end up by being rooted,just 
as some insects may begin as 'goers' ,"",hen feeding on a leaf, and end up in flight. 
One may begin with the most pedestrian of animals, heavy ones such as elephants on 
land, and hippopotami which rejoice in water. By reason of weight they will always 
be goers and never flighters. Proceeding towards the Yang one meets goers which 
are light of body and fleet of foot, such as gazelles, but though they travel fast, they 
no more fly than such birds as ostriches. The horse, however, is rather surprisingly 
said to be a volitic goel� for it 'flies' across the ground; the man on its back is perhaps 
near to flying. The dragon is also volitic, [01; as is weLl known, the Chinese dragon 
soars into the clouds! 1 07 Still on the Yin side of the equilibrium line but rather nearer 
the Yang, one would encountel; we imagine, goers capable of real flight, such as 
flying squirrels, associated with trees, to which they have reacted by obtaining height 
for the downward swoop. Fish with limited powers of flight, such as the giant ray, 
will also find their place at some point on the scale. Then, trespassers across the line 
of equilibrium, one meets going-flighters; Shao Yung instances chickens and ducks, 
which are Yang modified by Yin. To these we may add other creatures like ostriches 
and emus, which rely on leg-power for tlleir locomotion, though their wings can still 
be flapped. There are some creatures like the liD'trotter which deserve to be placed on 
the very point of equilibrium, for they are equally well adapted to locomotion in the 
watel� on its surface, on land, or in the air. Birds and insects continue on the other 
side of the equilibrium line towards the Yang end of the scale, spending more and 
marc time in the ail� till, with the albatross one encounters a creature which is an 
almost 100 per cent flighte!, 

Shao Yung obtains terms for the main divisions of the scale by combining them. 
Thus we get 'herbing-goers' (Isou chih tshao .il.z1n 'treeing-goers' (Isou chih mu 
.il.z;;f::), 'going-goers' (Isou chiil Isou .il .z.il) and 'f1ighting-goers' (1s01l chihJd .il.zii\:), 

107 Shao Yung, KUlIIl I I  it (\\'ai phien, B). fol. 4a, in /-Ising Li Ta Chltiiatl Situ, eh. 12.  
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and so 011, permutating all the other classes. 1 08 Such permutations may be set out 
in a table (see Table II). But since they stand for categories of Plant-Animals not 
conceptualised in the ''''est, one is handjcapped in inventing terms for them, and 
literal translations such as Treeing-Goers or Flighting-Flighters are almost mean
ingless. But it is convenient to lISC, as acUectival forms [or each, the words herbaric, 
dendritic, repetic, and volitie as in SCC, Volume. 6, part I . 109 

As Shao Yung gave so few examples to illustrate his schema, it has been found 
helpful to cut across the genera and species of modern classification. For example, 
under 'dendritic-goers' one might classify certain types of monkey and sloth which 
spend their lives in trees, and also those coelenterate polyps which build the coral 
branches they have spent their lives in. (Table II.) Somc of the categories resulting 
(I'om the permutation of the [CrIns may have no claimant in the world we kno\\� But 
their spaces are quickly filled by the writers of science-fiction. Trees, for example, 
are capable of undulatory movement, but not - once rooted - oflocomotion, other 
than by slavv distribution of their kind over many generations. But fiction writers 
have not been slow to visualise the menace of a form of plant life capable of swift 
movement and action. I 1 0  Again, the only completely 'voliric-Aighrcrs', lhat is to say, 
creatures which are airborne all their lives, are perhaps certain typcs of bacteria and 
viruses floating through the air on particles of dust. The albatross has been included 
in Table IT as a volitic ftightel� though this 'prince des nuees' when nOl an the wing, 
must, nevertheless, hobble like a cripple. I I I 

Because we are now accustomed to a post-Theory of Evolurion mode of thinking. 
the speculations ofShao Yung have a quaintly medieval air. But in the +1 nh century 
no one anywhere had a properly global view of the world, and even of that part of the 
world where he lived he had only a small fraction of the knowledge which we now 
possess. To see Shao Yung's achievement in perspective, we need only take a world 
which is equally unknown to us, and consider how we \vould set about organising our 
ideas about it. Clearly what is wanted is a grid which sets things in broad categories, 
as has been suggested by Carl Sagan in his imaginary description or 'lifc' onJupiter 
sustained by 'sinkers', 'floaters' and 'hunters' in lhe upper annosphere of that giant 
gas planet. I 12  

The sixteen classes formed by permutating the four third-level categories which 
represent Earth's adaptation to the influences of Heaven obviously require further 
subdivision. It is part ofShao Yung's system that lower-level entities can be qualified 
or modified by higher-level entities. For example, clouds are a phenomenon which 
may be classified as of the second level at a certain point between Thunder and 
Rain. But there are many difTerent sorts of clouds. Shao Yung makes sub-classes 
by modifying them with the first-level concepts of Fire, Stone, Earth and Water, 

J08 Ilil(m J I it (nei phicn), I .  in HSi,W li Tn Cbltiio1l Shu. eh. g, pp. 8b-ga. 
10'1 sec, \·01. 6, pc 1, p. 307. 1 0 As, ror example. in TIlt Da)1 qftht TriJIids byJohn Wyndham (1951). 
1 1 1  'Le I�te cst semblablt: au prince des iluces / Qui hame la temp<:tc ct se ril de I'archer. / Exilt sur Ie sol au 

milieu des huces / Ses ailcs de gcant l'cmpechcl1\ de !Klrcher.' Charles Baudelaire (18'1 [-67), 'L'Albatros'. 
1 1 2  Sagan (1980), pp. 40-1. 
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distinguishable also by their coloUl; i .e .  igneitie clouds which are red; lapidie clouds 
which are white; geotie clouds which are yellow, and hydrotic clouds which are black. 
It is true that thunder clouds threatening rain are dark blue-black, and that sunset 
clouds in the aftermath of volcanic eruptions are often brilliantly red, but the lapidic 
and geotic clouds seem less happy, and could not hope for a very long scientific 
future. 1 1 3  

l L  is, howcvel; very clear that Shao Yung's con1pound terms require further defi
nition in order that they may be logically or systematically subdivided. His trouble is 
linguistic. When two nouns form a compound, the first qualifying the second, the real 
nature of their relationship is concealed. This frequently occurs in English also. For 
example, the compound terms dog-aIle, dog-carl, dogjox, dog-kennel and dog-skin conceal 
completcly dilTerent relationships between the noun dog and the second noun which 
foLlows, namely: 
an ape with a head resembling that of a dog 
a cart normally pulled by a dog 
a fox with the sex not of a bitch but of a dog 
a house made specially for a dog 
a leather made (i'om the skin of a dog. 

So with Shao Yung's compounds we cannot always be certain what relationship is 
intended. When, for cxample, the wordyi iii: forms the first element in a compound, 
it may mean that the qualified noun: 

(a) spends much time in Right; 
(b) has limited power of Right, 
(c) has seeds which fly. 

BUl sometimes each qualifying noun may offer a choice of intcrpretations as when 
the word Iree qualifying a 'Righter' may mean not only that the 'flighter' spends much 
time up a tree, as does the horn bill, the female being completely walled up inside a 
hollow tree when nesting, but it n1ay derive certain characteristics ft'om a tree, as with 
the tree-creeper, which is perfectly camouflaged against its trunk, closely resembling 
the bark. Resemblance itself may occur in many ways. It may be resemblance in 
form, in tcxture, in colour or canloufiage, and so on. 

It would seem that Shao Yung believed that things in a group share the charac
teristics or that group simply by being in that group. This is the reasoning of the 1 
Ching, and as Shao Yung had been immersed in the study orthe 1 Ching from an early 
age, it is not unlikely that he had failed to clarify the functions of the members of the 
groups. For example, he says that beasts born in the grassland have hair like stalks 
of grass ({shao]u chill. shou f.1JC z  JifJ. This would be a good description of the shaggy 
hair of the bison, and for people accustomed to the fineness of silk, even wool must 
have seemed as coarse as grass. Nevertheless it does not appear that he believed that 
this coarseness was due to the animals' eating grass, but simply that being in that 

1 1 3 Kuall I l il (wai phicil shang) in f/sillg Li Ta Chl/iiaJl Shu, eh. I I ,  fol. Sib. 
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category caused it to be thus, lei shih chihjall yeh �Jl1! Z?!\ -t!1. 1 14 O n  the other hand 
he may have wished to distinguish the influence of environment from heredity. The 
species (or as we should say now, the gene pool) causes it to be thus. 

Shao Yung seems to have been aware that there was a need for an improved system 
of classification. This might mean subverting the ancient system by the creation 
of new categories of thought; to make these new categories it \-vas necessary to 
understand, or at least to have a theory about how the items which composed them 
had come into existence - an early groping towards a phylogenetic system. Once 
the principles on which the creation of a class is based are understood, it is possible 
to subdivide each class according to those principles, and so to elaborate a system. 
But inevitably there are at first errors and misconceptions . 
. For example, if it is found that in the category of repetic creaLures or 'goers' there 

are a large number with hoofs and horns, i.c. creatures with hard places at their 
extremities, there must be some reason for this hardness. "I n Shao Yung's day there 
was no Theory of Natural Selection; the hard extremities would therefore have to 
be explained as far as possible by the theory then current. This took the form that as 
repetic creatures were at the Yin and Lenity end of the scale, the hardness muSI be 
due to something li·om the opposite end. If that were so, one would expect to find the 
converse in operation at the other end of the scale. Among <Righters', some might 
be almost solidly under the YangI I 5 (dragon-flies, for whom no sun is too hot, would 
make an example), but one might also expect to find others with an admixture 
of Yin and Lenity; sure enough, birds, though Yang, have in their feathers much 
softness, and soft protuberances in the form of'vvings, very different from their hard 
protruding beaks. This would undoubtedly be due to a Yin admixture in the Yang. 

Shao Yung's theory had the great advantage that it broke open the pigeon-hole 
of earlier systems and made it possible for things to be classified on scales of minute 
gradation, both horizontally and vertically. 'Among the grasses', he says, 'there are 
trees, and among the trees there are grasses'. I 1 6  Indeed, now that the organic \'.'orld 
has been divided into sixteen sub-types, each of these can be permutated by variou 
influences to yield 1 ,920 fClrIller sub-types. With such a system, the classification of 
bamboos and tree-ferns, which might well be described as fern-trees, presents no 
linguistic dilemma - When is a tree not a tree? It enabled natural philosophers. 
un distracted by the side issues of definition according to the rules of scholastic logic. 
to get on with the task of ever marc accurate scientific description, which will be a 
topic for our later consideration. 

Considerably more important than Shao Yung's general theory, which, like mOSI 
theories, could only hope for a limited working life, was the stimulus he gave China· 
intellectual world for centuries to come, a point worth noting by those who belie,·e 
in the stagnant 'Cycles of Cathay'. When little was known about �le animal and 

I H Hsillg Li Ta UillnOIl 51lU. eh. [I, fol. 58b. 
1 1 5  I l  is  in the nature of the Yin-Yang theory that neither can be tOial. At the vcry moment when the Yans�: 

reaches its maximum extent, the Yin is already present in minute degree and steadily increasing, and vicc versa. 
1 16 KiwII II it (wai phicn, A) in Using 1..1 Ta Cltltiiall Shu, ch. 1 I ,  fol. 36a. 
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vegetable kingdoms, about such remarkable changes in  appearance of certain life 
forms as pupation and the creature which emergcs from the pupa, about the ap
pearancc of animals at different seasons with their changes of coat, about whether a 
species breeds predictably or erratically (as was believed in the West of geese develop
ing from barnacles, for which there are several Chinese parallels 1 1 7), about whether 
animals or plants are spontaneously generated, hatched by warmth and moisture 
from Mother Earth, or reproduced in various unlikely ways, J 1 8 when so much was 
unknown there was little point in trying to make out 'family trees' for species, little 
motivation for developing phylogenetic or taxonomic systems. It was hard enough 
even to know whether outlandish creatures should be classified as beast, bird or fish. 
At such a stage in thc development of scicntific knowledge it is important to place 
iten1S systematically in categories, and when the category is cleal� and the criteria 
required for it arc understood, then to give the category a name. Such is the pressure 
of language, however, and the need for common, sensible, recognisable terms, that 
ti,e opposite method was usually followed. 

Shao Yung's classificatory system anticipated the need for categorising items ac
cording to clear criteria and using broad provisional labels. Once the items have 
been grouped, the criteria can be refined and subdivisions made with fresh labels. 
In his system it would be possible to classify the whale provisionally as a 'gocr' since 
it does not Ay. More precisely it would be cross-classified as a 'repetic goer'. Just as 
clouds could be subdivided according to the higher level of earthly embodiments 
influencing iliem, so presumably could animals and plants. 'Repetic goers' could 
be subdivided into the classes of those which are happiest in a watery domain, the 
'hydrotic repetic goers', such as whales, and those which are at ease in fiery places 
such as hot deserts, which include various types of lizard, and, no doubt, medieval 
salamanders secured by the most ardent collectors, these being igneitic repetic goers. 
This, howevel� is to anticipate the work of later natural philosophers. 

Shao Yung had permutatcd Flighters, Trees, Herbs and Goers to make sixteen 
classes (Table II). These four, when permutated, exhausted the response u,ing J.i!) to 
the natural influence ofthings. 1 1 9 Sub-groups could, however, be formed according 
to the proportions of Yin and Yang inAuence in the mixture, i.e. according to the 
exact position on the scale, and by the extent to which the group was influenced by 
such factors as heat or dew. An example would be the 'hoof and horn' sub-group, 
or the 'feather and wing' sub-group. He was also aware that the time-di_rncnsion 
could be lIsed as a factor in classification, citing the dimensions of a day, a month, 
a season and a year, and then in tens of years up to 100, 1 ,000 and 10,000, which 
takes us presumably through the life-span of giant redwood trees to the formative 

I i i For example. Wang ChhLlng memions that snakes and reptiles were bclie,"ed 10 (urn imo fish or ILLnlcs 
during heavy downpouI"s of rain, and lhat frobl"$ become quails and sparrows turn into dams. Lun Heng, 'Unfounded 
Assenions', tl". Forke (1907), voL I, PI'· 325-6. <-

118 Such beliefs can still be encountered in country places in \,Veslern Europe, as for example, thai maggots are 
produced by rouing meat. (Personal experience in Oxfordshire in [9.)6.) 

1 19 'TsQufoi (.shao 1IIU chiao ah IUllg chih chih J'ing chin chih i *m:. *� liiiMtt:t4. Ji #. . .  KilO/I J Vu (nei phicn, 13) in 
Hsil/g Ii To CIiMon Shu, ch. 9, foL ga. 
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Figure [7 .  Portrait of Shao '.'lIng. From Lunkbaek (lg86), Dialogllr. Edwall a Fishrr/l/t/I/ and {/ J l'oQdmllcr, p. 4. 

lives of stalactites. 120 Such, very briefly, was the contribution ofShao Yung to the art 
or classification (Fig. 17). 

(iii) The development ofhierarchical clnssification 

When, five centuries latcl; Liu Wen-Thai liIJ)c* began work on the imperially 
commissioned Pen Tshao Phin Hili Ching l'ilO :;js;:1ji:o'ldIU'/Pll' (Essentials orthe Pharma
copoeia Ranked According to Nature and Efficacity), which was presented in 1505, 
he stretched Shao Yung's system rar beyond such limits. 1 2 1  He took the Four Embod
iments - Fire, Stone, Earth, Water - added Metal, and then perll1utated these five. 
getting twenty-five classes consisting of such compounds as \apiclic water or geotie 

120 Kuall I l il (wai phicll, (3) in /-Ising Li 771 G'hhiiml Shll, ch. 12, fol. 'lob. The lime dimension was of special 
importance in alchemy, where, for instano:, ;rock salt is said to ch,mgc after 1,,)0 years into magnetite, then after 
200 years into iron, which, ifnot dug lip and smelted, will lUrn into copper . . .  thaI into "while metal", and that 
finally into gold'. See sec. \'01. 3 .  p. 639, and \'01. 5, pl. +. pp. 223-4· 

]21 See sec, vol. 6, pI. [, pp. 26+ ff for a suryey of Chinese pharmacopoeias. 
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metal. With such permutations h e  was able t o  begin the classification o f  minerals 
and chemical substances following an at least rudimentary analysis. That is to say, he 
was beginning to think in terms of chemical analysis, an enormous advance on the 
ancient classification by assumed moral qualities and virtues. 1 22 By further dividing 
all things into 1:\-'1'0 groups, 'spontaneous' (thienjan *.?t.:), that is to say 'natural', and 
'man-made' Uell wei Ai.i;), he was then able to double the number of possible classes. 
For the classification of plants he went still further, for not only could they be put in 
a class, but they could also be described by terms of such a sort as would make them 
easily recog'nisable, terms such as straggly (san jM(), creeping (man 1:), or epiphytic (chi 
;if), 'in order to facilitate collecting for use' . 1 23 

But, instead of following up Shao Yung's lead in which animals were classified 
according to their means of locomotion, and in which animals and plants were sub
classified according to their habitat and the nature of their excrescences (as living in 
the grass-land, or bearing horns or tubers), he reverted, for animals, to the traditional 
four categories - beasts, birds, insects and fish - which ine\�tably raises problems 
when it is necessary to classify snakes, worms, or other creatures outside these four 
categories. Liu ',Ven-Thai's book did, however, introduce very interesting criteria 
for their sub-classification, such as the method of reproduction, or the creatures' 
teguments. ""hat interests us here is the \·vay in which the appropriate information 
for each entry is marshalled. 

After a few necessary preliminaries, the material is divided into twenty-four heads 
(see Fig. 18). These fall into three main groups. First, the raw material is considered. 
Then it is treated as a refined product. Finally cautions are given concerning its usc. 
Under the first six heads which are to do with the raw material, four are concerned 
with the identification of the plant or animal. This includes earlier descriptions, and 
clarification of linguistic and terminological problems. The description of the item 
is followed by information concerning where it is found, and at what times of the 
yea" These are followed by two heads concerning methods of preservations, which 
describe not only how this is done, but which parts should be preserved. The item is 
then described in the form of a refined product. This is covered by thirteen heads, of 
which the first six describe its appearance, coloUI; sapidity, pharmaceutical properties, 
effectiveness and odour. The next four are LO do with its therapeutic usc, and any 
adjuvant factors. The following head is concerned with methods of processing, and 
the last two heads in this group cover the entry's other therapeutic virtues and its 
effects in combination with other substances. The last five heads which we have 
grouped together as cautions, deal with warnings about the use of the medicine, 
about imitations, substitutes, fraudulent samples, and with contraindications and 
antidotes for excess in administration. 

To appreciate the high level to which the organisation of such information had 
now risen, we may compare Liu Wen-Thai's system with that adopted in The Herbal 

I n  See ror example Kuall Tzll on 'the nine virtues or jade' discussed aboyc in sec, \'01. 2, p. 43. 
12'\ See sec, \'01. 6, pl. I, p. 305. 
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Gerard/Johnson 's Herbal 

Description 

Place --���--c7".L=---,,..4:::--
Time 

Names 

Temperature* 

Virtues 

Liu Wen-Thai's Pen Tshao 

Synonyms, Z; mlng. 

Botanical description, E8 miao. 

Place, Jth ti. 

Time, !IIi shih. 

Methods of preservation, <ill shou. 

Part used, ffl yung. 

Description as materia medica, fa chih. 

Colour, e so. 

Sapidity, 1J;j< wei 

Pharmacological properties, 11 hsing. 

Effectiveness, � chhi. 

Odour, ffi10 chhou. 

Therapeutic employment, I chu. 

Effect on acupuncture tracts, 1T hsing. 

What drugs adjuvant, l!!J chu . 

lncompatibility with other drugs, .& fan. 

Methods of processing, lIllJ chih. 
Other therapeutic v irtues, it chih. 

Effects in combination, B- ho. 

Cautions, � chin. 

Imitations and substitutes, f-t tai. 

Contraindications, ,8 chi. 

Antidotes for excess in use, ffIlF chieh. 

How to distinguish genuine samples, � yen 

*By temperature IS meant the power of tempering heat in the body. 

Figure 18. Diagram contrasting Gerard/Johnson's Herbal and Lill \Ven-Thai's Pm Tsl/Uo. 

or General History 'If Plants, 'the best known and most often quoted herbal in the 
English language', 1 24 originally written by John Gerard (t545-t612), published in 
1577, but revised with great care in 1633 by ThomasJohnson. Though appearin� 
somewhat more than a century later than the Chinese work, and containing many 
1110re entries - 2,850 as against t ,SI5 - the information supplied concerning each 
entry is organised quite crudely, as the lists of heads under which the information b 
classified, shown in Figure 18, make clear. The Gerard/Johnson book classified all 
the data under just SL'I{ heads, of which the last, the 'virtues' of a plant, is a general 

1'14 DicliOIlG1)' qfScitlilific Biograph)" \'01. \'. pp. 361-2, sub nOIll. Gerard. Also Stearn (1966). 
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undilTerentiated rag-bag collection which, in the Chinese work, is separated out into 
no fewer than cleven dilTerent headings. It will be noted that the English work has only 
one type of description, that of the appearance of plants, whereas the Chinese work 
separates this from the description of the materia medica after processing. Occasionally 
Gerard includes some description of the appearance of the materia medica under his 
over-general heading 'virtues'. For example, he describes how infusions may be made 
from the flowers of roses for 'purging gently the belly'. He concludes: 'Unto these 
syrrups you may adde a few drops of Vitriol, which giveth it a most beautiful  colour, 
and also helpeth the force in cooling hot and burning fevers and agues'. 125 That may 
well be so, and it is an excellent example of his adding to his over-worked 'virtues' 
section, what drugs were considered adjuvant; but what beautiful colow; we may 
ask, did the syrup actually become after the oil of vitriol was added? 

The strength of Gerard's book is in the description of the botanical specimens. 
Without the illustrations, howevel; it might be difficult to identify many of them. This 
could not really be done until a whole new technical vocabulary had been invented. 
But within the limitations of the vocabulary of his age he manages rather well. 126 

There was then, for example, no word for petal. He deals with this by saying of 
elecampane (p. 793) that in the flowers, which are great, broad and round, 'the long 
small leaves that compass round about are yellow'. Today we should say that such 
members orthe compositae have capitula composed of a number of florets densely packed 
together, the heads being each surrounded by an illvolucre of bracts, tl,e calyx being 
superior, the comlla gamopetallons, the five stamens syngenesiolls, and the sIYle single. But 
in writing for recognition rather than classification his descriptions were adequate 
when supported by illustrations. 

What \vas less satisfactory was that so many important aspects of plants were not 
dealt with systematically at all, but only included among the 'virtues' in a random 
fashion. For example, he happens to mention among the 'virtues' of elecampane that 
the root is "vith good success mixed with counter-poisons. It resisteth poison. Un
fortunately he does not say how much of the root should be administered, nor what 
poisons it resists. But we search in vain in his book for contraindications, incompatibil
ities and so on, and of course for any reference to acupuncture tracts. Nevertheless 
the unsystematic way in which such linkages were dealt with, and the tendency 
to classify anything unusual under 'virtues' suggests that in the pre-Renaissance 
West there had been no strong tradition of training in the usc of check-lists. 

A mere two generations later Li Shih-Chen �8�* (1518-93), building on Liu 
Wen-Thai's foundation, brought classification in botany to a Magnolian or Tourne
fortian level. 127 Perhaps unconsciously he drew on Shao Yung who had said that 
our world began with fire, \">'ater, stone and earth, but had dismissed metal and 
wood to the secondary level, and whereas Liu Wen-Thai had added metal again, Li 
Shih-Chen said that: 

125 Gel'ard (1633), p_ 126+_ 
12� For problems and progress with lhe phytogl'aphic language orChina sec sec, vol. 6, pt. I ,  pr- 126 fI 
121 Sec sec, vol. 6, pl. I, pp_ 12-[3-
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\"'atcr and Fire existed before the myriad things, and Earth is the mother o f  all the myriad 
things. Next come metals and minerals, arising naturally out of earth, and then in order 
herbs, cereals, redible] vegetable plants, fruit-bearing trees, and all the woody trees . . . .  Then 
the tale continues with insects, fish , shellfish, birds and beasts, with mankind bringing up the 
rear. Such is [the ladder ofbeingsJ, from the lowliest to the highest . 12U 

SO it was that step by step thinkers made their way from the early 'Ladder of Souls' 
towards the Theory of Evolution. 129 

Three stages in the development of classification have nov" been traced. First. 
grouping things in sets with a common characteristic. Secondly, placing those which 
have a common characteristic in serial order, leading to the concept of scales. Thirdly. 
using a series of terms two-dimensionally to fornl a grid or nest of squares which 
can be used ror pigeon-holing information, as when high�middle�low, read in two 
directions, makes it possible to classify objects in nine difTerent sets Irom the highest 
of the high to the lowest of the low. 

Chinese writers do not appear to have experienced any difficulty in making their 
literary language carry out these functions. The order of plants listed in sequence 
on the 'oecological gradient' described in the Kuall Tzu book under the fourth head. 
referred to above, 1 30 is quite simply and clearly indicated by the phrase hsia yii 1'it. 
'low in relation to', for example, plant A is low in relation to (lower than) plant B, plant 
B is lower than plant C, etc. 1 3 1 The idea of series is conveyed by a technical term IS/Illi 
$: in the phrase, 'fan pi Ishao-wli yu shih-erh IshU!' flA!t1;i#J-t =-$:, 'all these plants haye 
twelve precedences'. The word IS/lUi originally meant a mourning garment. \Nhen 
the metaphor was fresh it must have evoked a vivid picture of plants as difTerentiated 
as people wearing mourning garments, which were strictly graduated in their style 
according to precedence. Again the idea of serial order or gradation is conveyed 
by the word I<:hu ;jz, as in the phrase 'wIIYu I<:hu #J11;.k', 'plants have their order'. 
translated above in its context as 'Every type of soil has its characteristics, and every 
plant can be graded in an order (of luxuriance)

, 
(mei chou yu c/zhang ail wu )'" I<:/ill 

� jij 11 '$ j1ij #J 11 ;j:). 132 
A fourth form of classification was, howevel� evolved, whose purpose was to obtain 

a clear idea of how items in a group are related, or how, through them, something 
is transmitted. This type of classification is usually described as 'hierarchical', since 
items are arranged in levels just as, in the +5th century, Dionysius the Pseudo
Areopagite, also known as Pseudo-Dionysius, arranged the angels into three classc . 
highel; middle and lower, each class subtending three choirs, li'om the Seraphim. 

128 Quoted in sec, \"01. 6, pI. I, p. 315, from IYTK.I/. ch. Shou, Fen Ii, p. 37 b; on the conception of the J(m. 
natl/rat ill Chinese thought, d: sec, vol. 2, pp. '2 1  n: 

129 Some of Li Shih-Chell'S statemcnts, mcdiated through Jesuit writings, formed part of Charles Dar'\'in'� 
Chinese sources, for example, The Origin qfSpecies (lst edn), p. 34, mentions that the principle ofsdec(ion was known 
to the Chinese from antiquity. For the various doctrines of [he 'Iadder of souls', see sec, "01. 2 ,  p. 2'2. 

110 Sec Sec. voL 6, pI. I, p. 49 IT. 1:11 See Kuo Mo:Jo et al. , ill kiWI! Tzu Chi Clliao 'l-t#:.fX, vol. 2, p. 922, where the gradient from lake wale.' to 
dry ground, and the twelve plants representing the twelve habitats, are illustrated, following the commentary 
Hsia \\'ci.Ying l!ftJrt. 

m See sec, voL 6, pt. I, p. 55. 
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nearest to the All Highest, to the ordinary angels, nearest to man, so hierarchical 
classification developed. 

As was seen above, grading into three categories - higher, middle and lower - was 
practised in China at an early date. But such grading was not necessarily hierarchical. 
It is only hierarchical if there is a connection between the higher and lower levels. 
If no mutual relationship is expressed, or if nothing is transmitted from one level 
to anothel; then the itenlS are simply forming a series divided for convenience into 
groups, rather as an iron rod may be cut into convenient lengths and formed into a 
chain. A concatenation does not, howevel� constitute a hierarchical classification. 

The [Shen Nung] Pen Tshao Ching ttjl Jl*}jl:�![ (Classical Pharmacopoeia of the 
Heavenly Husbandman), already referred to 1 33 as a work essentially of the -2nd or 
-1st century, provides an example of this. The 365 entries which at that time it is 
supposed to have contained, were placed in three groups and entitled shang phin J:.,l�, 
chung I)hin 9'£ and hsia phin r £, or 'upper grade', 'middle grade' and 'lower grade', 
the upper grade being named chiin �, 'prince', the middle grade' chhcll � 'minister', 
and the lower grade 'Iso shih it: 1t', 'adjutant'. With such terminology one would 
seem justified in assuming that the various medical substances were being graded 
hierarchically, with the 'sovereign' rClnedies at the top, and the comlnon remedies at 
the bottom, but in fact these ancient terms were being used as complex adjectives to 
indicate that some substances (the princes) were entirely benign, and could be used 
at all times; others (the ministers) could be used, but with circumspection, while the 
third category (the adjutants) such as lead tetroxide, lead carbonate or arsenolite, 
were highly dangerous and could only be used with extreme care. 1 3.' Here, then, 
there is still simple grouping \vith some serialisation. 

The prototype of hierarchical or dendritic classification is the family tree. Today it 
implies the transmission of genes, and from this type of classification it is possible to 
see whether the genes of a certain ancestor have been transmitted to another member 
of the family. In earlier times what "vas thought to be transmitted was 'blood', and 
the problems arising from related blood were problems of consanguinity. Along with 
blood was transmitted authority, at the least the authority of a father, at the highest 
level the authority of an emperor. 

It is interesting that the modern terms used in zoological dendritic classification 
in both English and Chinese are extremely ancient but now used in a new and 
precise manner to indicate the different evolutionary levels. The main terms in the 
hierarchical sequence of modern science are: kingdom - phylum - class - order -
family - genus- species. Of these seven terms, three in English derive by analogy from 
the realm of power and authority. They arc: kingdom, denoting the widest network, as 
in 'the animal kingdom'; ciass, originally one of the six groups into which the Roman 
people were divided for the purposes of taxation; and order, one of the three groups 
into which the Roman people were divided 'horizontally', with the order of senators 
at the top, of knights in the middle, and ofplcbeians at the bottom. The three terms 

133 See sec, vol. 6, pI. I, p. 242. 13� See sec, ml. 3, p. 6+3. 
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which derived from the family network are phylum, deriving from the Greek word for 
'tribe'; famiry, a Latin word which has not altered very much in meaning; and genus, 
an assemblage of persons, animals or plants which, in Roman thinking, rescmbled 
each other by reason of consanguinity or shared characteristics. The seventh term. 
s/) eeies, may be traced back not by analogy from blood or authority, but to that in a 
thing's appearance, or its 'essential qualities' which, in formal logic, enabled it to be 
distinguished from a genus and an individual. 

Chinese (crms used in modern dendritic classification also have a venerable history 
turning up again and again as the practice of classification developed and became 
morc refined. The ancient terms now used in China in this modern sense are taken 
not from the family, important though it was in China, nor yet from the structures 
within which authority was transmitted, but from the world of thought and learning. 
Kingdom is ehieh !fl., world, as in 'world of ideas'. The phylum or tribe of Western 
classification is in Chinese men P9, doO!; particularly meaning the door of the sage. 
his school of thought. Class, kang �, and order, m" gj, go together in encyclopaedias 
to indicate headings and sub-headings. The equivalent of 'family', kilO n, is one of 
the most interesting terms of all, fOl� as we have written elsewhere: 

It happens to be the mOSl fundamental word for classification of any kind in {he Chinese 
language . . . .  The basic meaning of klzo before modern times was that of the divisions of 
successful candidates in the imperial examinadons for entering the bureaucracy. It thus meant 
class or degree. The oldest meaning of the word, however, was that of any hollow cavity, as 
in an old tree, so that the speculation is permissible that the original semantic content was 
the distribution of difTercl1l objects derived from plants into a series of 'pigeon-holes' so as 
to classify and separate them. 1 35 

Genus and species are indicated by shu JI and chung Jft respectively, the former 
being very similar to the Latin genus in its meaning of 'an assemblage of persons 
or things', though in Chinese they are assembled by the force of political or logical 
dependence, whereas in the Latin term the assemblage is due to kinship or 'blood·. 
Chung Jft, meaning class or kind or sort, was used by Li Shih-Chen in the 16th ceOlLIry 
in his Pen Tshao Kang JIIlu (Great Pharmacopoeia) as synonymous with his particular 
individual entries, classified under the various lei �� or genera, many of which were 
in fact true genera in the modern sense. 

When language and thought have advanced to the point at which it scems nec
essary for a particular thing to belong to a genus within which it is in some way 
dilTerentiated from other items, but when it is not clear what that genus should be, 
an important decision has to be made. One is that existing names in a language 
provide the genera, and the species or sub-groups within the genus must then be 
classified in such a way that their difTerentiae support the method of classification. 
though this is often impossible. The other is that the various items must be classified 
according to the distinguishing difTerentia, where this is possible, and a name for 

11:' Needham (1968), p. 128. See sec, \'01 . i. pt. 1, 'The Concept ofa Class', pp. 2J8 If. on the importance oftht 
word lei AA, 'category·. 
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the genus must be found or invented. Theophrastus, 'father of botany' (c. -372 to 
-2g8), began his classification of plants by grouping them under existing names used 
generically, rather than by grouping them according to characteristics, and inventing 
a term to summarise what was subsumed. 136 It is to his credit, however, that when 
classification on traditional lines was clearly breaking down, he was prepared to 
adopt current colloquialisms such as dendrolachana (8Ev8poAaxava) or 'tree· herb' , 
as a term to subsun1c plants like the cabbage, \I<olhich were found to have something 
of the nature of a tree. 

The idea of descent through the family was no less important in China than in the 
West in the development of hierarchic classification. 1 37 The keeping of genealogies 
had long been practised in the West. It would appear that the Romans may have 
started schematic genealogies in which the lines in a diagram indicate the relation
ship between ancestors, for it was their custom to keep wax models of the heads 
of ancestors, and at one time, according to Pliny, 'extremely correct likenesses of 
persons'. 1 38 Pliny goes on to say that 'the pedigrees too were traced in a spread of 
lines running ncar the several painted portraits'. 1 39 In addition 'the archive rooms 
[in private houses) were kept filled with books of records and with written memorials 
of official careers'. 

The importance of genealogies for scientific thinking lay, however, in the use made 
of them by metaphor and analogy. The key idea was that things breed. Just as a man 
breeds sons, so does his money breed interest. The Greek for 'interest' was tokos 
(Tokos), meaning literally 'child'. Moreovel; as money can have a child in the form 
of interest, so in time can that interest have a child, tokoi tokon (Tokoi Tokwr), the 
children of children, 01; as we should say nowadays - compound interest. 

The same metaphor was also much used in China. For example, one musical 
note gives birth to another to produce the scale in the cycle of fifths. loW The same 
word sheng 1., give birth to, or generate, is also of great importance in alchemy, and 
mineralogy, and in fact the whole conception of breeding metals and their different 
generations is well brought out in the passages {rom +5th-century Taoist authors 
which we quoted at some length in the Section on Mineralogy, part of which is as 
follows: 

\'Ve read that according to the Ho Ting books, when cinnabar is acted upon by 'the chhi � of 
the green Yang' it forms ores, which afi:er 200 years become green ('the girl is then pregnant'), 
and gives birth after 300 years to lead which in a further 200 years changes to silver; lastly, 

136 His use of the terms 'tree', 'shrub', 'under-shrub' and 'herb· arc examples. 
t3i Sec Sec. vol. 6, pI. I, p. 212,  where reference is made 10 the -2nd-century SIIIJI /{'II Mi* (Book of Origins), 

which enlarges on the origin of the names of the clans and gi\·e� elaborate gencalobries of tht: ruling hOllses. 
nil Plin), JV(ltllml His/ory, IX, xx. ... v, 2 (4.), Ir. Rackham (1952), p. 263. 
t39 'Stemmata \'ero lineis discurrebant ad imagines piclOs." Ihid .. 2 (6). Ir. Rackham {1952}. p. 265. 
I�O That is to say, if a musician wishes to play on a zither the deepest or IlIIoIIg-chllllg1rtt note, he mllst s[rike the 

longest string. Ifhe then stops that string at rwo-thirds its length and strikes it again, the string which had formerly 
given birth 10 the IlIIflllg-dlllllg note, now delivers itself of the lill-dlllllg #it note, which is a perleet fifih higher in 
pitch (huallg-chullg shellg lill-cl!ulIg itit:1.M;.it.). This formula may be found in the -srd-eenlury lii Sh ih Chhull Gllhiu 
g�ff-tk (J+.lastcr Li.i's Spring and Autumn Annals), SPPJ"edn \·01. I ,  ch. 6, (01. 3a. 
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after 200 years, the 'chhi of the Great Unity' i s  obtained, and gold appears. Gold, they say, is 
the son of cinnabar . 14 1  

Similar ideas were current in 13th-century Europe: 

Gold is produced in the earth with the aid of strong solar heat, by a brilliant mercury united 
to a clear and red sulphuc . . .  \'Vhite mercury, fixed by the virtue of incombustible white 
sulphul� engenders in mines a matter which fusion changes to silver . . . .  Tin is generated by 
a clear mercury and a white and clear sulphur 142 

An important step forward was taken when it was realised that the transmission 
of power and authority can be represented by the same diagram or vocabulary 
as is used for the transmission of 'blood'. New tho nking often precipitates a crisis, 
but the crisis can perhaps be averted by the judicious use of fictions. Such fictions 
can be tangible, as \·vhen Egyptian queens acting as monarchs WOfe false ceremonial 
beards on ritual occasions, l 't3 or verbal, as when the Roman emperor Antoninus Pius 
adopted Marcus Aurelius as his fictive son and successor. Magical potestas can also 
be transmitted through such artefacts as sceptres, crosiers and gavels. It is, therefore� 
no great leap from the lines, or perhaps linen threads (linea), which connected the 
ancestral portraits described by Pliny, to the diagramlnatic lines connecting the names 
of ancestors in a family tree, to the schelnatic lines indicating the transmission of 
the authority of St. Peter from pope to pope, or of the military authority of the 
con1mander of a division to his brigadiers, and through them to colonels, majors. 
captains, lieutenants and warrant officers. 

Once officers, officials and functionaries are thought of as being in special relations 
to cach other by virtue of their hierarchical levels, further developments become 
possible, though this may take time. 1H For example, in an early stage of tax collection. 
when contributions are paid in kind, one official may be given the task of arranging 
for the goods to be kept in store rooms. As the catchment area increases in size, and 
the number and range of contributions also increases, delegation of duties becomes 
essential. A hierarchy of senior and junior officials then comes into being, and i/)50 
focto the work they do follows hierarchically, as occurred in late Chou times in China. 
when the taxes on fish and salt, and on the produce of mountain, marsh and market 
were classified as particular taxes uncler the general tax /su-s/lUi ffl fJL. 

It is not essential for hierarchical types of classification to be expressed diagram
tnatically. The hierarchical arrangement n1ay be implicit in the technical terms 

HI See sec, vol. 3, p. 639, quoting Li Shih-Chen's Pen Tsliao KallgMII (1596), PTKM, ch. 8, p. I la .  Li Shih-Chen 
is 9uoting rrom books orperhaps the 12th century, but this is not certain. 

+2 sec, \·01. 3, p. 639, qUOIing �peC/llllm MaillS (sec Sarton (1931), vol. 2, p. 929). 
H3 Free-born Egyptians were clean-shaven, but wore raIse beards on occasions. ·The allegorical connection 

betwecu the sphinx and the monarch is pointed OUI by its having the kingly beard, as well as the crown, and other 
symbols of royalty' (Wilkinson ( 185'�), vol. 2,  p. 329). The upturned divine beard pcrmilled to dead Pharaohs i!. 
illustrated in the British !vluscum (1972) TreaslIres qfTII!ollkhamllll, item 9, 'Canopic Collin'. 

1 4-\ Creel (1937a), p. 103, writes, 'Not even the titles ror feudal lords or various ranks had been arranged illlo 
a graded hierarchy in the early Chou period. In the beginning these titles were used rather indiscriminately. T� 
system orfive ranks emerged and became clarified only gradually.' This is developed in more detail in Creel (193ib 
p· 328. 
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themselves, as when one speaks of a man, his fathel; and his grandfalher. But Chi
nese characters are particularly well suited for indicating the different levels in this 
type of classification, if it is so desired. For example, it is possible to make clear to 
which generation individuals belong by giving one character of their personal names 
a common radical in each generation, as when the emperors of the lVIing dynasty, 
and other members of the Chu * family, G'om Emperor Hui Ti ,t, %' (personal name 
Ylin-\'Ven Jc. g) onwards, all had in common, as a radical in one of the characters of 
their personal names, the character denoting one of the Five Elements; the different 
members of each generation all used the character denoting the same element. 1 4.\ 
Thus generation by generation their personal names included the symbol for wood, 
Fire, earth, metal or water, in that order, ].1.6 as in 'T'j �;1t 'who succeeded his nephew 
Ylin-Wen Jc. g, followed by Kao-chih iiIi :ml, also ofYlin-Wen's generation, and he 
by Chan-Chi i!1i!:, Chhi-Chen :lMA, Chhi-Yli :1M!, Chien-Shen Jl.i3/t, and so on. 

This principle of instant recognition of hierarchical order might well be exploited 
for scientific purposes whenever there is a need to indicate hierarchical levels. For 
instance seven components of the seven characters which denote the seven main 
levels in the biological hierarchy could be abstractcd from the full character and 
uscd as indicators of hierarchical level, and added to any plant or animal name, thus 
making clear at a glance the position of a term on the hierarchical ladder, JUSt as 
the addition of the characters for gas, metal, liquid, and so on, makes the physical 
nature of an element immediately apparent in modern Chinese chelnistry. l+i 

This is already done to a certain extent in international botany, for the generic 
name of every plant is the first of the two words comprising its binomial. The genus, 
then, contributes the basic name to the related nomenclature, and ascending from 
genus through family and orcler to the sub-classes, the terms are made by the addition 
of Latin suffixes to the generic term's root. For example, the genus to which a great 
Inany species of roses belong, namely the Rosa, adds -aceae to the stem to create 
the term Rosaceae meaning 'rose family'. 1 48 In the next higher rank of 'order', the 
family of Romeeae adds the suffix -ales to its stem Rosa-, making Rosales. This suffix 
affords instant understanding that terms such as lI1alvaies or eycladales which have 
this ending belong to the rank of ' order'. Below the 'family' there may be a division 
into 'sub-families' or 'tribes'. This is indicated by the sulfix -eae, as in Roseae. If -eae 
for the sub-family, -aceae for the family and -ales for the orcler were the only suffixes in 
use, there would be no problem, but unfortunately there are variants and additional 
suffixes for more refined distinctions. Sub-orders are distinguished by -ineae, as in 
Nlalm'neae from the stelll l\1alva-. Some families are known by the variant ending -osae, 

I-tJ Wooel, IIW ;;f;.; fire, 1/110 j(; earth, /11/1 ±; metal, (iIill i:-; water, slmi;j(. l-to This is, not unreasonably, the 'mutual produclion order'. 
1·11 Sec Gerr (19-r2), p, 55, where he cites examples of gases indicaled by the radical No. B-\-. The zoological 

icH":ls could be indicated by radicals 102, IGg, 120, log. 68, 4+ and 115, which are present in thc characlers for lhese 
terms, llf1 If there are many genera within a family, thc j�tllIily name will cleri\'c from the most importanl oflhe generic 
nallles. So Rosaaae, the rose family, derivcs from the genus Rosa, other members ofth� famil y having sLlch di!1crcnl 
names as HubllJ, Prll/IIIS and Sj)('r(lt'a. 
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as i n  leguminosae, developed from the word legumen by way o f  its root legumin- and 
sub-families may also be distinguished by the suffix -oideae as in Boroginoideae. These 
suffixes lllay now be summarised in alphabetical order as: -aceae, -ales, -eae, -il1eat. 
-oideae and -osae. The drawback is that these Latin suffixes are so well provided with 
the vowels [aJ and [eJ that they may not be readily distinguishable to ear or eye. 
especially for those of the world's inhabitants who are unaccustomed to inflected 
languages, and may be uncertain how much of the word is its rool. Classification 
of plants is, howevcl; still at the provisional stage, since 'the present state of man' 
knowledge is too scant to enable one to construct a phylogenetic classification and 
the so-called phylogenetic systems represent approaches towards an objective . .  . ' .  I�' 
It may well be that in the centuries to come alternative methods of distinguishing the 
levels of classification such as are suggested by the use of logographs will be found 
to have advantages. 

Organising botanic knowledge in hierarchic levels from general to particular, or as 
the Mohists put it, 'from the wide to the narrow', ISO nevertheless entailed a linguistic 
problem. Human beings are conservative, and resist changes in their thinking habits. 
When classification in botany came to be organised on the revolutionary lines which 
culminated with the binomial nomenclature of Linnaeus in 1753-8, it had to be 
accompanied by a linguistic revolution. 

The result was a new semantic field with a structure totally difTerent from the old 
Botanists decided that the Latin nomenclature begun in 1753 (and still used toda 
in the international rules) was indispensable, because the change in semantic field 
had not been accompanied by a total reconstruction of vocabulary. The Latin worm 
used by Linnaeus and his successors in a new and precise sense had previously been 
used - but in a different sense - within the older traditional semantic field; and i 
was therefore necessary to abolish all pre-1753 meanings. 1 5 1  

This, a drastic intellectual cleansing of Augean stables, was somehow achieved. It 
could scarcely have been done with Chinese, for a Chinese character seldom die. 
and Literary Chinese in the 18th century was far more alive than Latin, even though 
Latin had only ceased to be the administrative language of France a hundred years 
before Descartes wrOte his Discours de la 1I1i1hode. 152 Had it not been for the rise of th. 
vernacular languages of Europe during the Renaissance, and the relative indifTeren 
of the people who spoke them to what the botanists were doing in Latin, modem 
botany might well have got bogged down in endless disputes about terminolo�, , 
it \vas, botanists were able to take many Latin words from low levels of specific it\:. 
and exalt them to the level of genus or family where they subsumed countless speci 
of plants whose names had not existed or had been ambiguous in the ancient Greco
Roman world, and were now redirected, reconstituted, or inverted from Greek and 
Latin roots. Botany was thus equipped \-\lith a new, properly organised and cod 
language. But how was this new language to be made available for use by the commo 
people? 

1�9 Lawrence (1951), p. 13 .  1.50 See sec, \'01. 2, p. 174, on l\lohist ·Classification'. 
I�I  HaudriCOlll"l (1973), pp. 267-8. 
1�2 The Edict of"ViHers-Cottercts was in 1.139. The DI:rcoIITs dt la .!1iI/lOde was published in 1637. 
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France attemptcd the logical answer by translating the neo-Latin terms back 
into French. 1 53 For example, the nightshade (in French morel/e) became classified as 
solallum. To this genus belongs the potato. ,,vhat had formerly been called an earth
apple or pomme-de-terre therdore became, in botanic Latin, Solanum tuberosum. This 
was then translated back into French as 'morelle tubereuse'. However, people in 
shops and restaurants do not order 'morelles tube reuses', or in English - 'tuberous 
nightshades'. They prefer 'pommes frites' or perhaps 'boiled potatoes'. 

The botanic code must be kept as it stands. It cannot be translated at an early date 
into any living language without destroying the linguistic hierarchies, for people do 
not think of egg-fruit and potatoes as species of the genus '(non-deadly) nig·htshade'. 
Chinese, therefore, like English and the other pragmatic languages, continues to use 
the familiar terms for plants, whether recent or handed down frOlTI antiquity, and 
when the hierarchic level orthe precise meaning is in doubt, refers to the Linnaean 
or some similar code as a cross-check. It is not that Chinese is compelled to do 
this because it uses logographic script, though the contrast of scripts in a Chinese 
publication makes the use of the cross-check more apparent. It is used for the same 
purpose in every language of the world that includes modern botany in its literature. 
It is possible that little by little, as resistant words lose their power, they can be edged 
into the right slots, and the world's vernacular languages can be systematised as 
Lamarck hoped they would. But it will certainly take centuries. 

An illustration of the difficulties facing those who wished to do for Chinese what 
Linnaeus did with Latin can be seen in the following example. The well-known 
Chinese flower term t,u-wall 'Jif: '$[ (purple-luxuriant flower), which is the Aster tatanws, 
was chosen to be eponymous to the Astereae tribe of the Compositae family. IS4 Thus, 
Isu iiJ( being 'tribe', the Astereae are called tzu-wan-tm, and shu,; being genus, the aster 
genus is tzu-wan-shu. 'Ihere are many species vvithin the aster genus, but Aster talaricus 
which gave its name to the genus in Chinese remains plain tzu-wan. According to the 
rules of international botanical nomenclature, this genus term should be followed by a 
second term if the name of a species is to be formed, as Aster is followed by tatariel/s. 1 t is 
the second term which distinguishes the species. But in Chinese this is not done. Tzu
wan stands alone as the species name. This is understandable, for to add a qualifying 
term to an old traditional name would do violence to the living language. It would 
be like requiring an Englishnlan to call a common daisy a daisy vulgaris. Furthernl0re, 
the similar species known as Asterfostigiatus, in which the flower is white, cannot really 
be called tzu-wan, for as izu is purple, it cannot easily be applied to such a flower 
(though English does have white violets) and therefore has the abbreviated name of 
nil-wan -.9:.W&, 'womanly-luxuriant [flower] '. But there are other species of aster whose 
traditional names have been kept, though they have even less connection with the 
generic term than did nu-wan. For exanlple, there is ma.-Ian, 'horse-orchid', which is 
Aster indiclls, also known as chi-erh-cllhang$i)(Jfi 'chicken intestine' ;  there is Aster scaber, 
which is called 'east-wind-vegetablc', tllllg:fellg-tshai JR. }ll\�; there is Aster hiJpidllI, kou
wa-Izua 1{;JJ1t1t, which is literally 'dog-pretty-baby-flower', and many more. What 

1.13 Halldricollrt (1973). p. '27°, quoting Lamarck"s prdacc 10 his F/or('jrall(aise. 

l.i� Steward (1958), pp. 395 fT. 
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Lhey lack is a common term or character to indicate a common genus. Linnaclls 
was able to take terms fi'om the Latin language and change their meaning to meet 
the needs of modern botany in a way which would be very difficult and perhaps 
impossible in any living language. But this does not mean that the Linnaean system 
cannot be expressed in logographs. On the contrary new logographic terms could be 
inventedjust as ne\-" Latin ternlS were invented, andjust as they have been in Chinese 
for other fields such as musical notation. The generic AsLer, for instance, derives from 
the Greek word for stal; and gives a rudimentary impression of a flower with petals 
like the rays of a star. Similarly the Chinese ideograph for stal; "sing £, which already 
combines with other elements to make a range of composite characters, could be 
combined with Radical No. 140 which indicates things of vegetable origin to make 
a new character indicating the genus aster, which would then be suitably qualified 
with second characters to distinguish each species. Such characters would be no 
less international than the Latin names, and would avoid the horrific difficulties of 
pronunciation which attend such terms as Warszewiczella or Brassaocattlaeia. Chinese 
characters are already given local pronunciation in many countries of the Eastern 
world. The same process may well continue. 

The establishing or-hierarchic classification is an essential first step in the systematic 
retrieval of information. The most efficient machine for finding information quickly 
lVas, until recently, the human brain. But for the herbalist the number of plants 
that could be used, and the ways in which they could be combined in recipes, and 
the particular ailments and diseases to which they could be applied form a total of 
entries too great for efficient retrieval from the human memory. Nor was it enough 
to classify individual items in series under such general headings as Trees/Herbs in 
China, or Trees/Shrubs/Undershrubs/Herbs in Greece. A branching or dendritic 
system of classification was clearly needed in order that the enquirer could follolV a 
route from one point ofbifiJrcation involving a choice to the next. [n Greece this was 
aided by the dichotomies of Aristotelian logic, and is still with us, in, for example. 
the notion of vertebrates and invertebrates, used by Lamarck and Cuvier to replace 
Aristotle's earlier dichotomy of Enaima, animals having blood, and Anaima, animals 
not having blood. 

The first need in the grouping of plants was to promote ease of finding, without 
having to run through large numbers of items grouped in series. The first step to 
this end was to increase the number of general headings, as from trees and herbs 
to trees, fruit trees, kitchen vegetables, cereals and herbs, thus reducing the number 
of entries listed under the head words. Very soon it is found that certain plants 
such as melons cannot be regarded as classifiable either under fruit trees or kitchen 
vegetables, therefore more precise definitions are required for the terms in the main 
headings, and new terms must be added. 

In such a climate of opinion it is not surprising that the Er" 1" (,The Literary 
Expositor', better translated perhaps as 'The Semantic Approximator'), China's 
earliest dictionary (consolidated approximately -3rd century), should have listed its 
headings in an order of evolving complexity, frOlTI herbs to trees, and so to insects, fish. 
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birds and beasts. This was a work of severely practical intent whose aim was to help 
scholars track down the meaning of obsolete terms and words. 155 Naturally the many 
hundreds of terms for things and relationships whose meaning had become obscured, 
or whose very existence had been almost forgotten during the previous tumultuous 
centuries, needed to be grouped according to some logical system. Nineteen sections 
were found to be enough for this purpose. The first eight reAect the unknown author's 
concern with the preservation of the ancient lore to do with the ritual of the Way. 
They deal in turn with ku �tJ ancient sayings,yen "t, words, and hsiin &JII, explanations 
of what should be given in moral instruction. Naturally this is followed by eMin 
�, human relationships, kung '§, palaces and important dweLlings, and eMi .a, the 
utensils used in traditional rituals, and by ),iieh �, music, a most important part of 
those rituals, which might well be translated as 'glec, . 156 

The second half of the book deals with what is found on the earth, ti :lJl:., and 
the earth itself is the heading for section nine. Section ten deals with chhiu Ji, grave 
mounds, mounds and hillocks, followed naturally by shan 11, hills and mountains. 
Since 'vvater runs ofThills and forms rivers, section twelve deals with all things watcry, 
sllll; 71<.. Sections thirteen and fourteen together comprise the world of  botany. Section 
fourteen is concerned with trees, mu �) and the one before it with tshao Ji., which may 
be translated as herbs and grasses. But herbs and grasses may be held to subsume all 
the non-tree part of the botanical universe. [n entering the realm of biology we find 
ourselves even today in a world of indefinite frontiers. Sections thirteen and fourteen 
are but two of the seven sections \",hieh are devoted to natural history or nature. The 
last five are, in serial order, clzizung ii, insects or very small creatures;yii fo" ,  fish; niao 
,!b, birds; then shou iJ(, wild beasts; and finally e""u 11, domesticated animals. 

Much can be learnt from this listing. In the first place, the sequence is so clear 
and logical that it can be memorised from a single reading. 1 57 But of greater interest 
for classification are the terms used as headings for the sections to summarise their 
contents. In some cases the terms arc already sufficiently general to subsume all that 
is required of them, but in others they are in the position of English before it had 
discovered, for example, 'precipitation' to subsume rain, fog, frost, and similar terms . 
An example of the former is the section whose title is slLUi 7J<, water. This section sets 
out to save from oblivion terms to do with springs, \-vells, streanlS and rivers, and also 
with such things as Vlaves and marshes, and even such less obvious terms as that for 
the margin where grass and water meet. 

An example of where nomenclature had not yet evolved with adequate covering 
power is afforded by the two terms just mentioned, tshao Ji. and Inu ;t, literally grass 
and trees. Together they in fact mean vegetation, as is clear from the parallel sentences 
which occur in the section on mountains. 1 5B 

155 On Ihe £,h J'O sec also sec, yoJ. G, p1. I,  pp. 186 I[ 
1;.1, In earlier times this English word caJ't'ied, as docs the Chinese, the multiple connotations of music. joy, 

entcnainmel1l, beauty and colour, and a sense of exaltation, as Cooper (1973), pp. 56-7, points out. 
157 This is not the opinion of Bauer ([966). p. 667, who regards the arrangement as clumsy, with many overlap-

pin�. .  . . I £rh la, Sect. 1 1 .  '1\ lounlams . 
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l�/Iounlains which havcl much vegetation [are known as] 'hll ilif. [!vlountains] devoid of 
vegetation [are known as] 'kai �¥,. To Ishao /lilt hu $:1;t*��. Wu Ishao II1U kai �:1;t*.j(. 
It is obvious that \\Ihen the writer speaks of mountains with or without trees and 
grasses, he does not mean that they might nevertheless be covered 'with shrubs 
or bushes. This is an early example of the tendency to convey in Chinese by the 
'synthesis of opposed concepts' what is covered in Indo-European languages by an 
abstraction, as \vas discussed above 1S9 in connection \-vith the word height. Here the 
scale is formed by the tallest vegelable growth, the trec, at one end, and low-growing 
plants at the other. In between may be ranged all the creeping, climbing, rampant. 
shrubby, reedy and bushy plants which in Indo-European languages are subsumed 
by an abstraction. It was only a matter of time before the two words fused into a 
technical term doing the work of the abstraction vegetation in English. The two ends 
of the 'animal' scale are represented by the words chhung Il, insects and similar very 
small creatures, and shou i,l;, beasts. But here the synthesis of opposed concepts was 
not used to make a term for 'animal'. It was only after the 17 th century with the 
changing of perspective and classification that it became necessary for the beasts 
of the field and for the fowls and other denizens of the air to be subsumed by the 
abstraction animal, tung-wu j9; #JJ and for the 'grass-tree' synthesis to be partly replaced 
by til( modern term chih-wu i'E:#JJ, planl. 

The formulation of general terms such as preci/Jitation is essential for scientific 
thinking, and as science develops, and things are observed to be in new or different 
relationships, new terms are continually being invented to express these relationships. 
for example, the concept of animal, distinguished from that which is vegetable or 
mineral, scarcely existed in English before the year 1602. The word does not occur in 
the Authorised Version of the Bible, though there is fi-equent mention of beasts of the 
field, fowls of the ail; fish and things creeping innumerable. Latin on the other hand 
used the word animal in the widest senseI as we use it now, including both man 160 and 
insects, 16 1 and indeed the whole of creation thought of as animated mattel� 162 but 
for vegetable classical Latin had only the phrase 'a thing which comes to being from 
the earth', 163 and for mineral had only metallo, meaning specifically mined products. 
The term mineral in any language is quite clearly a convenience label. In Western 
languages there have been tWO approaches towards getting the reader on to this 
network. One was by using the ancient Gaullish term mine, meaning a shaft sunk 
in the ground, and calling the th ings which were dug out of it 'mineral'. The other 
was by excluding those things which it was not, 'any natural substance that is neither 
animal nor vegetable' ,  as it was regarded in England in 1602 . 16-1- It was only at the 

159 See above, p. 108. 
lr,o 'This roresccing, shrewd, many-sided . . animal, which we call man', 'Animal hoc provid111l1 sagax multi

plex . . .  quem VocaJl111S hominem." Cicero. De f.rgibus, L i, 22.  
161 'Formicae. anim(ll minimum', ''The ants. Icast of animals.' Pliny, J\(a/ural His/O/)', VB, xv, 1 3  (65)' 
162 'Hune 1l1undLlm ;inim(ll esse, idque intdligens . . .  , lThatl this world is anim(ll. and that it has understand

ing . . .'. Cicero, Timaell:i, 3· 4· 
163 'Res quae gib'llilllr C terra'. Cicero, Dr Fillibus, 4· 5, 13. 
161 ?\ lurray d al. (1933). vol. 6. p. +66. 
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beginning of the 17th century that the classification of things as animal, vegetable 
and 1l1merai required new terms. The same need arose in China rather later, on 
contact with the ,,yest, with the result that the terms, instead of evolving haphazard, 
could be devised on a logical system, so that living things, sheng-wu 1.1jjJj, are sub
divided into moving things (animals), lung-wu j!}j1jjJj, and growing things (the vege
table kingdom), chih-wu 1! 1jjJj, as opposed to mined things (minerals), khuang-wu :08[IjjJj. 

Once the £rh ra had established a fi'amework, the progress offormal classification, 
especially in botany, proceeded apace. To illustrate it, one may refer to the early Han 
work, whose author is uncertain, the Shen Nung Pen Tshao Ching already described in 
some detail above. 1 65 From the fortunate survival ofa manuscript of the preface to a 
later work by Thao Hung-Ching 1iJ �t�, 166 the Pen Tshao Ching Chi Chu ;;j;:1jl: ���& 
commenting on and amplifying the Shen Nung Pen Tshao Ching, we know that, like 
the £rh n, though for quite a different reason, 167 it contained three chlian !#; or 
chapters. Thesc dealt with 365 substances - animal, vegetable and mineral - which 
could be used for sustaining health and curing illnesses. Thao Hung-Ching lists these 
substances and others which he added to a total of 730, under what he called 'the 
categories of things' (wu lei IjjJj �.lD, as follows: gems and stones Iyli shih Cli1i), grass and 
trees, i.e. vegetation (lshao mu ¥Ji<;.), these four covering 356 items altogether; and 
then fruits (kllo *), vegetables (tslwi ;18, rice (mi *), and lastly 'food' (shih 1;-), perhaps 
meaning other food grains. As all but the preface of this text is lost we cannot be 
sure. 

Already some of the problems of classification have begun to appear. Classification 
implies a network, and a network implies an objective. If the objective of a network 
is eating, both rice and fruit will be classified as food. It will be noted that the items 
listed above, which can be eaten as food, are grouped togethe1; and separated fi'om 
the minerals and the vegetation. If the objective of a network is healing, then fruit, 
and the bark of trees, such as cinnamon or quinine, will not be regarded as food, 
though they can be used in cooking, but as medicaments. If the objective of a network 
is linkage, in order to explain behaviour, as when it is noticed that some trees will 
accept grafts without difficulty, but others not at all, or in society how some nobles 
pay deference to others of higher rank, a quite different form of classification will 
be required, involving different levels, family trees and hierarchies. Early Chinese 
pharmacopoeias combine the networks of the pharmacist and the dietician. 

As categories were increased and specialisation developed, particularly when ma
terials never seen in China berofe began to pour in fi'om the southern lands, and 
later from beyond the southern seas,just as they did into Europe from the Americas 
and the Indies, specimens began LO be classified uncler wrong categories, terms were 

165 Sec sec, vol. 6, pI. I, pp. 235 fT. 166 This was descrilx'cI in sec, \'01. 6, pI. I, pp. '24+ 0:, and n. l; where a ponion of the manuscript reco\"cred 
from either Turfan or ·lllllhuang was qtloted in translation. The title of the lost work was S!ten J,r,mg Pm Tshao Olillg 
(Classical Pharmacopo(;i�, of the Ht:<l\'cnly Husbandman). 

167 The dassificatioll of items according LO phannacological grading in three chapters cutting across natural 
catcgories is discussed ill sec. mL 6, pI. I, pp. 2.P-3. 
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duplicated, and confusion was rife. 168 The heroic work o f  reducing to order the 
mineralogy, metallurgy, Inycology, botany, zoology, physiology and other sciences as 
they existed in China in the 16th century was undertaken by Li Shih-Chen 'tBtf$-, 
occupying him from his thirtieth year till his seventieth in the most strenuous labour 
and travel .  His great encyclopaedia, the Pen Tiilao Kang lvlu *:1,i�IIlEl was published 
in 1596, three years after his death. We have already quoted from it in a previous 
volume, and will do so again, 169 for his words make it clear how far China had come 
on the road to\vards scientific classification. 

In the writings or old, gems, minerals, waters and earths were all inextricably confused. 
Insects were not distinguished rrom fish, nor fish from shellfish. Indeed some insects were 
placed in the section on trees, and some trees were placed in that on herbs. But now every 
group has its own SccLion. (The sequence is as follows:) at the head come walers and fu'es, 
then come earths, for water and fire existed before the myriad things, and earth is the mother 
of all the myriad (inanimate and animate) things. Next come metals and minerals, arising 
naturally out of earth, and then in order herbs, cereals, (edible) vegetable plants, fruit-bearing 
trees, and all the woody trees. These are arranged according 1O their sizes in an ascending 
ordcl� starting with the smallest and ending with the largest. A Section on objects that can be 
worll by human beings follows (this is logical since most of'them come from the plant world.) 
Then the tale continues with insects, fish, shellfish, birds and beasts, and mankind bringing 
up the rear. Such is (the ladder of beings), from the lowliest to the h ighest. 1 70 

I n  this broadly conceived pharmacological encyclopaedia the trend in classifi
cation is clear. 'I'he general terms are very general, the specific terms increasingly 
specific, and within each 'envelope' the items are serialised in a logical order. rvlore
over, as with the Erh 1'", there is a logical sequence running through all the topics 
treated. In the E,.II ra it was the thread of interest in ancient ritual and tradition. 
Man did not feature as a general category at all. Man was implicit throughout. The 
book began with his words, went on to his relationships, his buildings, utensils and 
music, and so out to the wide world and all its creatures. I t  is interesting that even in 
the E,.h 1'" animals were listed in an ascending ordel; from the lowliest to the mOSI 
highly developed. [n the Pen Tsllao Kang lvlu a sense of man's evolution is developing. 

I n  the Pen Tshao Kang kIu there are in  fact fewer general categories than in the Erll 
la, sixteen as compared with the earlier nineteen. But these sixteen terms have either 
far greater covering powel; or more precise frontiers. The Edl 1,", for example, placed 
domestic animals and wild animals in separate categories. The Pen Tshao Kang j\lu 
covers all beasts with the now more generalised term shou il:. and whereas the Erh 1. 
had covered things that swim with the general wordyu fo.o regardless of whether they 
had scales or carapaces or lacked them, the Pell Tshao Kang lvIu made this necessary 
distinction. It is also a significant indication of the rise of scientific thinking that Li 
Shih-Chen made rree use of the old theory of the Five Elements (wu hsing 11 11'). 
adopting it when it was useful, discarding it when it was not. Thus the first three 
categories in his system of classification were water (sllUi 7.1<), fire (huo :J<J and eanh 
(thu ±J. A devolee of the Five Element Theory would no doubt have followed these 

1(;1\ sec, \"01. G, pt. I, p. :\ 1 1 .  Hi!) sec, vol. 6, pt. I ,  p. 315.  l iU  On the 'ladder of souls', set sec, \'01. '2 ,  p. 2'2, Table: 10. 
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with metal and wood. But Li Shih-Chen used the first three because they fitted in 
with his evolutionary theories, whereas 1I1U ;t, (wood) he used in the precise sense 
of woody trees as opposed to fruil-bearing trees, and chin � (metal) he combined 
with shih l' (stone) to make a compound meaning minerals, capable of subsuming 
far more under its general classi fication than metal alone. 

In the world of plants he had five categorics - herbs, cereals, edible vegetables, 
fruit trees and woody trees. The first of these, herbs (tsliao �), was subdivided into 
ten classes. The characteristic of these classes is not the plant's sex organs, or even 
its structure, but ease of finding. I i l  

vVhen ease of finding 'vvas the main criterion of arrangement, much would depend 
on the aim of the seeker. To divide trees into two categories, fruit trees and other 
trees, may have helped a physician or apothecary quickly to find the recipe he 
needed, but was not conducive to the ,"vorking out of phylogenetic connections. 
There were, howevcl; scholars whose interests were wider ranging, who sought to 
establish the reasons for things being as they arc, and for their inter-relations, as, for 
example, Khou Tsung-Shih 7i!;f<� whose book entitled Pen Tshao Yell 1 -*�fij� 
(Dilations upon Pharmaceutical Natural History), printed in + 1  IIg, carries a wealth 
of interesting observations and which points Ollt, for instance, that 'stone snakes' 
(ammonites) could not properly be regarded or classified as snakes in the strict sense 
of the term. 172 

In this same century we are given a clear appreciation of the classification of 
living things at differenl levels by Chu Hsi *!f (+1130 to + 1200) who is reported as 
follows: 

Someone said: 'Birds and beasts, as well as men, all have perception and vitality, though 
with different degrees or penetration. Is there perception and vitality also in the vegetable 
kingdom?' 

(fhe philosopher) answered: 'There is indeed . . . .  But the vitality of the animals is not on 
the same plane as man's vitality, nor is that of plants on the same level as that or animals. ' 1 73 

Classification al different levels had already had a long history expressed in the form 
of the doctrines of the 'ladder of souls'. In  sec Volume 2 we tabulated the doctrines 
of Arislotle (-4th century), Hsi.in Chhing 'iff gep (-3rd century), Liu Chou �Ut (+6th 
century) and Wang Khuei �� (+14th century). 1 74 Chu Hsi introduced new ideas 
which reached a point of considerable sophistication. 

Organic things he classified in three levels, low (plants); middle (animals); and high 
(man), these being placed above inorganic things, with which are to be included things 
dried and withered, from which life has died. These four vertical levels may also be 
classified horizol1lally according to six degrees offunctional development. All things, 
according lO Chu Hsi's philosophy, have pattern (Ii 3'l) ,  natural endowment (/Ising 

'til and specificity (Iisin ,,",). Ascending to the level of plants, life, or the vital impulse 

1 7 1  This analysis is dcri,'ed from Ihe passage cilcd above, p. 156. Ii:.! Sec above, sec, voL 6, pt. I, p. 287. For further details on the Pell Tshao len I, sec sec, \'ot. G, pI. I. pp. 283 fT. 
17:1 For the vivid sense of unity or men with all olher living things sec sec, vol. G, pt. I,  pp. 442-3, referring to 

HOIIOII ChllI'IIg Shih / Shll, )iJifiiH;.i!* eh. 18, pp. 8b. ga. Sec also above, sec, vol. 2, pp. 568 II I N  sec. vol. 2 ,  p. '1'1, Table 10. 
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(sheng-i i ;t), and some form of perception, such as may b e  observed i n  plants which 
react to contact (chih-chiieh �:t), are now present. At the higher level of animals may 
be found 'moral concepts' (i-Ii iIl!I!), rudimentary and limited, however, or as we 
should perhaps say now, instinctive, but, by a subdivision to the highest level of all, 
that of man, they are 'comprehensive, embracing everything in some degree, but 
diffused, and therefore more easily obscured'. 1 75 

Hierarchic classification leads to the thesaurus-type encyclopaedia in which in
formation is grouped according to an inverted dendritic pattern. This is the pattern 
followed in the great encylopaedias of China, and in the series of which this volume 
forms a part. To retrieve information from such books it is necessary to consult the 
dendritic pattern and decide under which head the required information is most 
likely to be found. Nevertheless retrieval of information from books composed on 
the dendritic pattern is inefficient \vithout the supplementary aid of an index, on 
which Christoph H arbsmeier has written in see, Volumc 7, part I .  First, however, 
it may be noted that the logographic script of China itself favours a classificatory 
mode of thought. In Volume I (p. 30) we wrote concerning determinative-phonetic char
acters: 'A determinative is an element (a radical) added to a phonetic to indicate the 
category within which the meaning of the word is to be sought', and to illustrate this 
the dctern1inative shui 7)(, in its most general sense of 'liquid', was shown combining 
with difTerent phonetics to indicate words meaning froth or foam, waves or billmvs. 
lacquel; branching streams and the sea. There are today some 450 characters which 
have this determinative, and most can be classified as being related in SOlUC way 
to that which is watery, though naturally some have been distorted by time, and 
in some the connection is fanciful or far-fetched. But the classificatory tendency of 
the Chinese script is still at work, and with beneficent efTect, in modern scientific 
terminology, where the chcmist immediately knows that a substance is normally 
a gas because it is classified under the gas determinative chhi Jill or a liquid or a 
metal because it has the determinatives shui 71< or chin � signifYing this condition or 
structure. J 7G 

(4 )  A C A S E STUDY:  D E S C R I P T I O N  O F  T H E  PLOUGH 

I t  is time we turned to  actual examples of how Literary Chinese functioned as 
a medium for scientific and technical discourse. Our first case study chosen for 
analysis will be a straightforward +gth-century description of a Chinese plough, 
the most important of agricultural implements. It \"'Quld, howevel� be instructiyc 
to compare this Chinese account of it with descriptions in other languages, and 
preferably to compare classical Chinese with classical Latin. Unfortunately no ver), 

detailed description of a plough survives in Latin. A shorter passage must therefore 
suffice. But by contrast there is an interesting description of a plough wrilten in 
1 6th-century English, at a time when that language was just beginning to develop 

I7j el/ll 7':(;11 Chhuml Shll, ch. 42. pp. �9a II Sec sec, \'oL 2, p. 568. li6 Sec sec, \'01. I, pp. 30-1. and vol. 2,  pp. 220 n: The point is also made by Ccrr(1942). p. 55, who refers also 
to Spooner (19.r1). 
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its technical and scientific applications. In each of these accounts no lise \vas made 
of illustrations. The authors had to rely on language alone to paint the picture and 
express the ideas. 1 77 

The Latin example is provided by Pliny the Elder, writing in the + 1st century, with 
the full resources of the libraries of the ancient world still unaffected by barbarian 
invasion and economic collapse, with the scientific schools of Alexandria still pro
ductive, and with communications as good as they ever would be till modern times. 
Pliny was less interested in agricultural machinery than in different types of crop and 
seed, but he docs describe in his Natural History the different types of ploughshare 
known to him. 1 78 He was certainly well aware of the inefficiency of the ploughs used 
in many parts of Italy, where (eight oxen strain panting at onc ploughshare'. [ 79 He 
,"vriles: 

Ploughshares arc of several kinds. The coulter (cutter) is the name for the part fixed in frol11 of 
the share-beam (dentale), clitting the earth before it is broken up and marking out the tracks 
for the flilurc furrows with incisions which the share (vomer), sloping backward is to bite out 
in the process of ploughing. Another kind is the ordinary share consisting of a lever, i.e. a bar 
ending in a pointed beak (rostrali veais), and a third kind used in easy soil docs not present an 
edge along the whole of the share-beam but only has a small spike at the extremity (exigua 
cllSpide in rostro). In a fourth kind of plough this spike is broader and sharpel� ending offin a 
point (mucro), and using the same blade (gladius), both to cleave the soil and with the sharp 
edge to cut the roots of the weeds. An invention was made not long ago in the Grisons 
rSwitzerland, then Raetia Galliae] fitting a plough of this sort with two srnalJ wheels - the 
name in the vernacular lor this kind of plough is plaumorati (sic! for plaumoratum); the share 
has the shape of a spade (dJigiem palae). IUU 

Ii7 Be/ore (he invention of printing there was less recourse to illustrations to make clear tile intricacies or 
machinery or tile structure or organisms. One must, howcver, mention the three aneiC!lt Greek artillery manuals 
preserved in the Codex Parisilills inta slI/)plellle1lta Craua 60i {sec �larsden (19; I), p. 1 I), in which there are diagrams in 
colour, These manuscripts were bound and placed in the library at Buda c. 1450, Thcir carly histOl)' is 1I0t knowll. 
We have memioncd in vol. G, pt, I, p. �{, how the medieval tcxt or ApukiliS PlatonicliS' De /-/trbarl/m Jl;rlutihlls (r, +51h 
century), when primed in Rome soon after 1480, pra\'ided thc first printed illustrations of plants, (Sanon (192;), 
p, 296.) Cratevas. the physician to :\ lithridatcs, King or Pam us, had, 11O\\,C\-CI; in the -I�! century puhlished an 
illustrated herbal in at least five books (Sarton (1927), p. 213). From these perhaps derive the \\Ionderful illustrations 
of pia illS in theJulian<l Anicia Codex orVienllil 01"+5 1 2. One reason ror (his paucity ofillustrariotls was perhaps 
that whercas many were ablc to copy texts, lew had thc talent to draw, AlitI' the invention of priming, one good 
woodcut ofa flower or mechanical contrivance could be repeated again and again. The study orbotany in particular 
benefited, :'-10 modern textbook would allempt lO describe Ihe working ora machine without an illustralion, See 
for example the description or the functioning 01" a plough in Anon, (19;2), vol. I, p . . no. The jm'cntion orpl'inting 
was vital ror the dcwlopment of the scientific revolution in two ways: (i) the dissemination of information, and (ii) 
illl\)ravemcnt in thc quality of the inrormation disseminated. 

78 Craeeo-Roman litcrature offers no good description oCthe plough as a whole. Virgil (- 1st century) in Georgics 
I. tGg-72 and IH, gi"cs five lines ofpoctic descriptiotl, and Varro (-[st century) in bllgua Lalilla, 5.134, gives the 
technical terms for eight pan� of the plough, but adds dctails of construCtion only if of etymological interest. It 
must. hom::vcr. be remcmbered that 01" the 490 books written by Varro, 'thc most learned of the Romatls', only two 
survive. 

[79 'CUIll muh irariam ill halia octoni hoves <ld singulos vOtllcres anhclent.' Pliny, Natllral rlistolJ'. XVIII, 4;, !;O, 
tr. Rackham (1950). vol. s. p, 297. 

tllO 'Vomerum plLlr;l genera: culter vocatur inh.xus prae dentali priusquam proscindatur !erram sccans futurisque 
sulcis wstigia praescribens incisuris quat' resupinus in arando mordCi\1 \-omcr, ahen1ll1 genus cst ,-olgarc mstJ'<11i 
" cctis, tcrtium in solo fadli non IOta porrcctLLlIl dentali sed cxigua cLLspide in rostra. lalior hacc quarto generi ('t 
acutior in Illucronem rastigata ('odcmquc gladio scindcns solum ct acie Icnerurn r"dices hcrbarum st'cans, nOll 
priclem invcntulll in Raclia Galliac HI duas addercllt tali rotlilas. quod genus \'OCant plaumorati; cuspis cffif,.-icm 
palae hahct,' Pliny, Xalllml I/isfo�)', XVIII, +8. 1 ; 1 ,  tr, Rackham (t950), \-01. 5, p, 297' 
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Being less interested in machinery for its own sake than in its lISC, Pliny ani) 
describes those features of the plough which aITect the method of working. A hea\'y 
plough needs eight oxen to pull it. A ploughman must Stoop if the furrow is to be 
straight. A certain type of coulter can be used on a certain type of soil. E\Oen in the 
passage just quoted there is no indication afho,,\' it was lIsed, and how much work it 
would do in a clay. The nearest he comes to describing the appearance of any part 
of a plough is when he says that this share has the shape of a spade. 

Within the limited area of his description Latin provides Pliny with a fair vocab
ulary of technical terms indicating the simpler shapes. He has veelis for the solid bar 
used as a cOliltel� mllCro for a sharp point such as one finds on a sword, rostrum for 
that which curves to a point in the manner of a bird's beak, and the useful word 

.fastigare meaning 'to taper to a point'. Denlale on the other hand can be ambiguous. 
for in Latin it means both the share-beam and the share, though which is intended 
is likely to be made clear from the context. In attempting to describe the shape of 
a plough-share he is less fortunate. Spade-shaped only helps if one already knows 
the shape of the spade in question. Reslipillus, meaning literally 'lying 011 its back and 
then bent backwards') is some way towards suggesting how a share with mouldboard 
is shaped, but in the 18th and early 19th centuries all such words had to be tightened 
up to meet the needs of botanical description. We find, for example, such terms as ill
versus, revolittus, invo/ulliS, cOllvo/ulus, feelina/us, reslt/lina/us, inC/inatus, iliflexus, and so forth. 
all with very precise meanings. 1 81 \r\'hen it comes to directions, classical Latin is even 
less happy. Recilis is a straight line, whether horizontal or vertical. If a furrow cuts 
across it, that would be traversus, and this v\Tord is used to indicale cross-ploughing, as 
is also obfiqUllS. But as obliquus means 'to one side and not straight on', it can also mean 
'on its side', 'a'vvry' or 'sloping'. The sentence 'omne arVllln rec/is sulcis, mox et obLiquis 
slIbiqi debel, 182 could then mean not only that every field must be cross-ploughed. 
but also that in the later ploughing there should be an adjustment of the share and 
mouldboard so that the earth is turned at a greater angle to the furrow, if on Roman 
ploughs that was technically possible. Again, in talking about ploughing on hillsides, 
the phrase 'Iraveno mOille' should mean 'at right angles to the slope', but as this has 
to be done with the share 'sometimes pointing uphill and sometimes downhill', and 
as no one ploughs straighl up or clown a steep hill, in practice this can only mean 
'diagonally to the slope' . 1 83 

The most important part of the ploughing operation is when the share either cuts 
through the roots of the weeds, or slices the earth below the weeds and turns the 
whole sad avel; burying the leaves and exposing the roots. This operation is described 
by all three or the authors here to be considered. Pliny says that the fourth 1:)1)e of 
plough-share cuts through the roots or the weeds, but he does not say that it turns 

181 Stearn (1966). pp. 345 6. UJ2 Pliny, NaIl/rat His/ol)', XVIII, 4e, 178, If. Rackham (1950), vol. 5, p. 30[, 'Evcl)' field must bc worked wilh 
strai!jht furrows and thcn with slanting furrows as well'. 

Il! ' . . .  in collibus lr;l\-erso (allium mOllie <II'am!", sed modo in superiora modo in inferiora rostrnntc \'omere', 
Ibid. 
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them upside-down, nor whether the earth is pushed to one side of the share only, 
as in modern ploughs, or to both sides, as in primitive ploughs, though it may be 
inferred that he means the lattel; since he writes that the sides (i.e. the two sides) of 
the share cut the weeds. 

"Vhen technical terms are needed, no civilisation seems unable to produce them, 
providing a concept is clear. The Romans, for example, needing a term for plough
share, produced vomer from the idea of the share vomiting the earth sideways as it 
goes along - imagery not inappropriate to the inventors of the vomitorium! Chinese 
also is rich in the metaphorical application of words to create technical terms, as 
was illustrated in sec Volume 5, part 7, in such names as 'great wind-chasing gun'. 
The in1portance of "\fords \<vhieh precisely establish position, direction, insertion, 
appearance and relation of parts, as well as temporal relations and sequences, and of 
course precise measurements, are aLi better appreciated after the study of a text such 
as those describing the plough, though the plough itself is far easier to describe than 
some of the plant forms which challenged 18th-century botanists to improve their 
technical terminology, till they had arrived at a total of over 474 adjectives essential 
for this purpose. 184 

Precision in terminology results fi'om conceptual differentiation of the components 
of a complex entity. 1 85 For Pliny the word calyx stood for such an entity, but it had not 
yet in his day been differentiated. It stood not only for thc coverings of fruit and of 
heaps of charcoal during its preparation, and for the shells of eggs and of molluscs, 
but also for all those pans of a plant which have since been differentiated and are 
now known as the involucre, the cupu!e, the pe>igol1, the calyx itself, the capsule and the 
pericarp. 1 86 Tn the words of H .  W: Rickett, 'A rational terminology mirrors that upon 
which it is based, an understanding of the things concerned'. 187 'No science can 
advance vvithout forming a specialised vocabulary economical and precise in desig
nating things and concepts; just as the lack of a suitable word hampers discussion, 
so the provision of one often leads to better understanding of the object or concept 
concerned.

, I B8 vVhen an idea is new, lack of terms may put a strain on the vvriter 
who is trying to express the new idea. But if motivated, he will find a way. Pliny 
was not motivated to give accurate descriptions of ploughs, or to seek the causes 
of their inefficiency, because in his day there were slaves in abundance to do the 
work. 

The author of the next passage, howevel; \vas highly motivated. This was 
John Fitzherbert, an English yeoman farmel; who in 1523 published The Bake 'If 
Husbandrye. 189 His reason for \vriting it is made clear in the opening section on 

18--1 Slearn (1966), pp. 3 14 49. 18.'> For example, Georgius Agricola (1490 [553) used the tcrm aqluwa!ms to mean hydrochloric, nitric and 
sulphuric acid, because in the 16th century the complex of ;)eids had not yel been conceptually differentiated. Only 
after this had been done could morc precise terms COme into usc. [Illi Stearn (1966), p. 22.  

u n  Rickett (1944). pp. 187-23[, quoted by Stearn (1966), p. 34. [88 Stearn (1966), p. 10. 189 For information concerning Fitzhcrbertwc arc much indebted to the author of sec, vol. 6, pt. 2, 1\griculturc', 
Franccsca Bray, who has greatly helped our understanding of the construction of ploughs. 
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ploughing: 'Then is the plough the most necessary instrument that an husband can 
occupy, wherefore it is convenient to be known, how a plough should be made'. 
His aim is to describe the plough so accurately that it can be made from his in
structions. This shift in motivation reflects the changed attitude to machinery which 
the Industrial Revolution was eventually to develop. ,,yhat particularly distinguishes 
the writing of Fitzherbert from that of Pliny when describing ploughs is that he nOI 
merely states the function ora particular part orthe implement, but sometimes gives 
rough measurements and tries to explain why it has a particular shape, or what 
would happen if it were different. For example, he says that the share-beam is 'four 
or five feet long, and it is broad and thin. And that is because the land [in Somerset] 
is velY tough [i.e. sticky] and would suck the plough into the earth if the share-beam 
were not long, broad and thin.' In other words, the share-beam has something of 
the function of a ski in sliding over the earth. If the ploughwright understands the 
reason why it should be so, it will help him to build his plough efficientl), 

Fitzherbert starts his description in a systematic fashion. He wishes his reader to 
be able to visualise (see Fig. 19) the four  main pieces of wood which compose the 
framework of the plough. He g'ives their names as the plough-beam, the share-beam, 
the plough-sheath, and the plough-tail. It would have been convenient ifhe had been 
able to write somewhat as rollov�ls: 

The first nvo are horizontal timbers roughly parallel to each other, the former above lhe 
lanel; kept securely in position by a piece of good quality oak, which is a vertical post, called 
the plough-sheath, morticed i11lo the beams above and below. The rounh timber is morticed 
imo the rear end of the share-beam, and comes up not parallel to the plough-sheath, but at 
an angle to meet the plough-beam, which passes through a slot in its upper end. The angle 
can be determined when one knows the dimensions orthe other pans. 

Unfortunately Fitzherbert was not able to write so precise a description. One 
reason was simply the lack of necessary terms. In 1523 when he was newly correct
ing his book, the wordjJaraliel had not yet been adopted into the vernacular language 
of England. It made its first recorded appcarancc in a mathematical context in '549, 
but was not used to describe 'mechanical contrivances of which some parts are par
allel' until '594. 190 Similarly, the word horizontal did not cnter the English language 
until 1555, and then only in the sense of belonging to the horizon, or occurring at it. 
Not until 1638 was it used in thc sense of parallel to the plane or the horizon. Vertical 
made its first recorded appearance a little later; in '559, and then chiefly in astronom
ical contexts. [t is not known to have been used to describe mechanical appliances 
until 1825. 

The word parallel was, of course, invented or adopted by the ancient Greek math
ematicians, and was essential for their geometrical proofs. In mathematical con
texts the word \-vas familiar throughout classically educated Europe, but it was a 

190 Shorler Oiford Ellglish Dirliollary (1972), p. 1+29. 
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Figure Ig- Diagram ilillstraling English and Chinese ploughs. 

mathematician's term, and not used in the market place. With the rise of the ver
nacular languages of Europe and the decline of the classical language, such words 
as parallel naturally came to be used in the vernacular languages in mathematical 
contexts. It may seem surprising that the word parallel was not applied to 'mechan
ical contrivances' until some two generations after its first appearance. Yet this is 
only surprising if one forgets the social and intellectual gap which existed between 
educated mathematicians and unlettered carpenters or plough wrights in the 16th 
century. The words horizontal and vertical, howevcl; did not exist at aU in classical 
Latin, but were Renaissance developments. 'T'o the Romans, horizons were merely 
lines of demarcation sLlch as separate the sea from the sky, or were the outlines of 
buildings marked out on the ground. 
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The Greek word honzein also had the special sense of 'to define the meaning of 
words', The horizon was not thought of as a line or direction at right angles to 
that which today we call the vertical. These words which have becollle so essential 
only began to be needed during the Renaissance as a result of the new altitude to 
Inechanical contrivances. How then did Fitzherbert, using the vernacular language 
of England in the 16th century, 191 describe Ihe plough for the benefit of those who 
knew what it looked like, but might want to make improvements in its design? He 
begins by defining the plough-beam as 'the long tree above, the which is  a little bent', 
and the share-beam as 'the tree underneath, whereupon the share is sel', The word 
Iree is not often used today in the sense of a bcam, though it causes no real difficulty. 
But two other points may be noted, One is that no precise cli_mensions are given, 
or even proportions derived from one measured unit, as was the practice with early 
military engineers in classical times, 1 92 and the other is that, as so often in Chinese, 
the comparison of acljectives is implied but not made morphologically explicit. 193 
As the plough-beam is 'the long tree above' it follows that the share-beam is not the 
equally long tree below, but that the upper beam is longer than the lower. Today it is 
the practice to make instructions explicit. There is, howevel� nothing misleading in 
what Fitzherbert has said in this particular, but when he says that the plough-beam 
is 'a little bent', his description is clearly defective, for we do not know in which plane 
it was bent. This defect is avoided by the skilled use of analogy in the description of 
a Chinese plough written by Lu Kuei-Meng Jlt�� to be examined below. 

The jl/ough-sheath is the next part of the frame to be described. It is of cardinal 
importance, [or if it did not hold the upper and lower beams rigidly together, the 
plough would soon become a rickety contraption. Fitzherbert says that the jllougil
sheath is 'a thin piece or dry [i.e. seasoned] wood made of oak, that is set fast in a 
mortice in the plough beam and also into the share beam, the which is the key and 
the chief band [bond] of all the plough'. 

As no measurements arc given, the ploughwright would have to judge how long 
and thick the plough-sheath should be from common sense and his knowledge of 
ploughs in general. But it is more serious that no indication is given as to whether 
this post, the plough-sheath, is vertical, meeting the share-beam at right angles, or 
whether it is morticed obliquely, as the plough-tail or handle undoubtedly is. The 
description says: 

The hind end of the plough beam is put in a long slit made in the samc tail and not set fist, 
but it may rise by and go down, and is pinned behind, and the same plough tail is sel fast in 
a mortice in the hinder end ofthc share beam. 

19J To make his description easicr to roll ow, somc modernisation orFilzhcrbcl"l·s Tudor spelling has been made. 
1')2 Heron, in his Artilln)1 !HOllllftf, gh·cs the dimensions only or the base or the gastraphfll'J wI lOSt· construction he 

describes (a machine first introduced in the early .ph century). Heron, however. was of the +t5t century. Biton 
(-3rd century) describes the gostra/J/iele.r with precise measurements. Sec ?\ \;lrsdell (1971), pp. 27 and 67. 

193 As Harbsmeier in sec, vol. 7, pI. I, p. 10 1 ,  has put it: 'The notion '·comparali\'c construction·' is systematically 
redundant in the grammatical system or Am,:icnt Chinese. But this docs not commit one to the obviollsly mistaken 
view that the ancient Chinese could not compare things, ror example, for size and quantity!' 
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Fitzherbert continues t o  describe all the pieces of the plough which are made of 
wood with increasing lack of clarity, until he comes to the sen-board, of which he has 
this to say: 'To the other side of the stilt in the hind end, the sen board is a thin 
board, pinned or nailed most commonly to the left side ofthe sheath in the further 
end, and to the plough tail in the hinder end. And the said shelboard would come 
over the said sheath and sen board an inch, and to come past the midst of the share 
made with a sharp edge to receive and turn the earth when the coulter hath cut it'. 

This description, lacking information about size, shape and the angle at which 
the board is set, leaves much to be desired. There is, however, rather morc precision 
when he describes the metal parts of the plough, perhaps because rectifying mistakes 
in metal would be a more costly business. The share is described as 'a piece of iron 
sharp [i.e. angled] before and broad behind, a foot long'. This is at least more 
accurate than Pliny's description of the share in his fourth kind of plough whose 
'spike is broader and sharper, ending ofT in a point'. Fitzherbert goes on to explain 
that it is 'made with a socket to be set on the further end of the share beam'. 

It is scarcely possible accurately to reconstruct Fitzherbert's plough o·om his de
scription alone. 19+ He is handicapped by tile undeveloped state of the English lan
guage in his day, and evell morc because the discipline of precise scientific description, 
which had begun long before with astronomy and mathematics, had not yet spread 
very far into the other sciences. vVhat is lacking is measurement of angles, dimen
sions of timbers, relative positions of the parts, better description of shapes, 01; if 
this is not possible, a more consistent explanation of the work the part is meant 
to do, and a better grouping of the parts to be described in such a sequence that 
those already described help the understanding of each of those in turn which are to 
follow - a Euclidean orderliness, as it were, developing from simple to complex. In 
Western Europe the discipline of mathematics and astronomy spread fairly quickly 
during the Renaissance into navigation, mechanics, and ballistics, and so haslened 
the birth of scientific method. If, as in China, the main national emphasis had been 
on agriculture, the rise of scientific method would certainly have taken longel; be
cause of the greater complexity of organic matter and the difficulty of isolating the 
variables in botany, tllOugh mechanics could have been stimulated by a social need 
to develop agricultural machinery. 

[t is now time to consider Lu Kuei-Meng's JlfS!1': description of the Chinese 
plough. Francesca Bray says of the Chinese plough that already by Han times it had 
achieved a level of perfection and sophistication found nowhere else in the world. By 
Thang times it had developed a heavy share, a mouldboard and an adj ustable strut. 
'The acljustable strut is a fundamental development in the Chinese plough, for . . .  it 
permits a precise regulation of ploughing depth . . .  to suit different  crops, soil types, 
seasons or weather conditions'. 195 Lu Kuei-Meng, the author of A Classic of the PLough 
(Lei Ssu Ching :!Ii:. ;fg!@i.) written in +880, was a member of the official class who, during 

1 9 1  i\'c\'(:nhe!ess ror an attempted reconstruction see Figurc t9, rcprodueed rrom sec, vol. 6, pI. 2, p. '+0. 
I!!'; sec. \'01. 6, pl. 2, p. l{)g. 
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the unpaid periods between official postings, supported himself by farming on his 
small family estate. So far from despising manual work he felt that in labouring on 
the land, or at least in supervising the labours of others, he was following the example 
of the Heavenly Husbandman, Shen Nung t$ f!I::. 196 His curiosity led him to enquire 
from a more practical farmer details concerning the terminology and structure of the 
plough, and these he recorded, not, as with Fitzherbert, for contemporary farmers 
to use, but from a characteristically Chinese love of recording useful information, 
'thereby transmitting hope'. In judging his style it must be remembered that Lu 
Kuei-Meng was very much a member of the literati class, even ifhe occasionally gOt 
his hands dirty. He was familiar with the devices of an elegant style, and subject to 
the literary class pressures of his day. 197 Yet he handles the literary language with skill 
and clarity in his description of the plough. Even more striking is the disciplined and 
methodical way in which he sets about his description. This may now be summarised. 

His introduction stresses the antiquity of the plough, and its importance for civil
isation. He then states the source of his information, an old fanner who worked 
on his estate, whose clear explanation of the names and parts of the plough was a 
revelation to him. He next runs through the nomenclature, the two parts made of 
metal, and the nine parts made of wood, a total of eleven in all. These eleven parts 
are then grouped into three coherent features: (a) parts concerned with forming a 
ridge of earth; (b) parts concerned with regulating the depth of the furrow; and (c) 
parts concerned with the traction and steering of the implement. 

He begins his explanation by defining the ridge, whose creation is the main purpose 
of the act of ploughing. Soil in the form of clods is thrown up by the share, 198 and 
turned over by the mouldboard. The reason for turning the earth ovel; in order to 
uproot the weeds, which does not occur in more primitive ploughs, is explained. 
Lu Kuei-lVIeng then uses the literary device of parallel sentence patterns to extract 
additional clarification from very few words. After pointing out the importance of 
uprooting the weeds he says: 

That is why the ploughshare is elongated and remains below [i.e. on the bottom or the 
rurrow], [and why] the mouldboard is swept backward and remains above. (Ku chhanyin erh 

ellu IIsia, pi yell erll ellii shallg. ;\!dt 31 j\j $1', 'i£ i/l j\j $ J:) 
The word yen, here translated as 'swept backward', is normally used to describe 
branches curving under the weight of snow, or grasses bending before the wind. [n  
this case i t  i s  not wind, but the pressure orthe earth as  i t  i s  ripped by the ploughshare, 
which dictates the form that the mouldboard must assume in order to invert the ridge. 
I t  is an inleresting question whether this manner of describing a piece of machinery, 

196 Shen Nung, the Heavenly Husbandman, was a minotaur-like deity, and the legcndal), inventor of agriculture. 
Sec sec, vol. I, p. 163. 

191 Sec Thilo (lg80). who refers to Lu Kuci-\Icng's Tea Book, and 10 his poetry. 
198 h is commonly belie\'ed that ,he Chinese used an iron share some centuries before il was introduced in 

Europe, but continued to do so long after the European iron share had been replaced by one of steel, which would 
be less brittle. But it has recently been discm·ercd that the Chinese shares were in any case not brittle, being made 
of malleable cast iron. produced by a week or more of annealing, and this in the -2nd century for a process not 
known in Europe UI11il thc +18th. 
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i n  which the function is related to the shape, can be improved on. Certainly the 
very precise botanic terms do not really help. Lindley's botanical terminology, 199 

for example, gives us reflexus (}'<o. 4 1  I), 'suddenly bent backwards' ,  retroTSus (}'<o. 419), 
'turned in a direction opposite to that of the apex of the body to which the part turned 
appertains', introrsu5 (No. 420), 'turned towards the axis to which it appertains\ 
exlrorsus (No. 42 1), 'turned away from the axis to which it appertains', decumbens 
(No. 424), 'reclining upon the earth, and rising again from it at ule apex', but none 
of these, more accurate though they may be than Pliny's reSllpinus, fully describes the 
shape of the mouldboard in a Chinese plough whose graceful curve has something 
in common with a breaking wave driven obliquely onto a gently sloping beach. 
We may sympathise with Locke's powerful advocacy of pictographic script when he 
wrote: 

v\fords standing for things that are known and distinguished by their olltward shapes should 
be expressed by little draughts, i.c. outline-drawings and prints made of them. A vocabulary 
made after this fashion would perhaps, with morc ease, and in less time, teach the signification 
or many morc terms than all the large and laborious comments of learned critics.200 

The wordyin 3 1  on the other hand suggests the opposite, a line as straight and 
tense as a bowstring, or an arrow about to be discharged,20 1 an excellent term for 
describing that part of the plough which leads the attack on the opposing earth. The 
vividness of Chinese similes and metaphors, and the skilful choice of words for this 
purpose, greatly contribute to the accuracy of Chinese scientific writing. 

Further description of these two parts in a second parallel couplet is then provided. 

The ploughshare shows its upper part angled. The mouldboard [is] formed [with its] lower 
part rounded. (Chlzan piao shang Ii. Pi hsing hsiayuan. it* .It'HlJ!J"flll) 

Writing of the Japanese language, Stanley Gerr has said that it 'has absorbed 
many of the virtues of the Chinese technique of expression: conciseness, convenience, 
accuracy, and frequently a vivid and picturesque phraseology> 202 These are illus
trated in the above passage. 

In  fairness it should be pointed out that Lu's use here of the wordy"an 00, round, 
leaves something to be desired. The word can mean circulal� concave, convex or 
even dished. But it is extremely unlikely that so practical a man as Lu would have 
introduced it merely as a literary conceit for the sake of formal antithetical balance. 
In its context, in fact, it is quite clear, as Francesca Bray has pointed out,203 that the 
mouldboard is 'curved at the base [to fit tightly against the share] ', that is to say, 
a snug fit is required over that part of the share where the metal swells out to be 
socketed with the share-beam. So far Lu Kuei-lv[eng has succeeded in giving a clear 
description of the most important parts of his first feature as regards their functions. 
These are supplemented later with precise measurements. He goes on to describe 

199 Used with some modification in Stearn (1966), pp. 346-7. 
WI) Quoted by Steam (1 966), p. 34, from Locke's Essa)' Conurllillg Humall Understollding. 
201 Kadgrcn (1940), p. 37 1 a, says of this charactcr, 'Draw the bow, pUll, draw, streich, to lead, prolong. The graph 

has "bow" and a stroke which J)robably depicts the string.' 
21)2 Gerr (1 9+4), p. 23.  :! j sec, \'01. 6, pI. 2, p. IAI.  
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the slade or share-beam, and two supporting struts. This part of the text is, however, 
somewhat corrupt, and contains curious technical terms like 'the turtle-flesh', piek-jou 
'& jJ;J, which arc perhaps dialect words used by his rustic instructor, and represented 
by characters for the sake of their sound rather than for their meaning. We may 
therefore, without loss, proceed to his description of the second feature, the furrow 
depth mechanism. 

[t will be remembered that Fitzherbert described the vertical timber of his plough, 
which he named the 'plough-sheath', as 'the key and the chiefbond of all the plough·. 
It was firmly mortised above and below. This rigidity was an essential characteristic 
of all European ploughs. To vary their depth of furrow was by no means easy. The 
essence of the Chinese plough, on the other hand, was lightness and Rexibility. The 
equivalent of the 'plough-sheath' was in Chinese named 'the arrow', chien -1". It was 
not mortised rigidly into the plough-beam, but passed through a slot in it, and could 
move up or down. The eflect of this flexibility was that the angle at which the share 
entered the earth could be varied. This capacity for variation was provided because 
the 'arrow' or 'plough-sheath', though rigidly mortised below to the share-beam, to 
which the share was socketed, was free to move up and down through the slot in the 
plough-beam, where it could be locked with pins and wedges at the desired length. 
This length determined the angle of the plough-share's attack. Lu Kuei-Meng's 
description of this ingenious mechanism is as follows: 

[The part which . . .  J extends to the share-beam, and which is perpendicular and mortised 
to it, is caUeci 'the arrow', [The pan which 1 to the front is curved like a carriage shaft is 
called the plough-beam. [The part] to the rear which is like a handle and rises up is called 
'the rudder', [in English, the 'stile] . ( . . .  fa yii Ii Ii !sung erlt kuan dlilt yiieh chietz. Chhien jll thiug 
"h chill eh, )'Ii'h ),iiall. HOll jll pillg 'rh ,hhiao ,h, )'ii'h shao. ;t �� fi!Ji't ii'ii:;r :tElffo1\tr jz'�l i1ii f'Ji! 

�Ellt ottjz, fjij i1ii"* �El ffi 0) 

The least satisfactory part of this description is that of the handle which 'rises up'. 
Lu Kuei-Meng has failed to say to what other parts it is attached, though he docs 
conclude his description by saying that it is taken in the hand, is used for controlling 
the plough, and forms what Fitzherbcrt called 'the key and the chief bond

, 204 He 
docs not, howevel; have any difficulty in making it clear that the plough-sheath or 
'arrow' is morticed into the share-beam vertically, i.e. at right angles, as is still the 
case with some modern ploughs in China.205 Fortunately for him Literary Chinese 
had long had words for verlical and horizolliai. It will also be noticed that whereas 
Fitzherbert described the curvature of the plough-beam as 'a little bent', Lu Kuci
lV[eng uses the neat simile of the carriage shaft whose characteristic curve would be 
perfectly familiar to his readers, and which gives a fairly precise idea of its shape. 
The mechanism itself is now described: 

204 Ltl Kuei-!'..Icng says (Ui SS/I Chillg, p. 2), 'The "rudder" [or still] derives [its name] from the stern of a boat. 
and locks i t  in position'. (Shao (hllii choll chill wei (/iill)'I! tdlll /III. -m_ft..z.IlJl: M-1ll-1) 

'W� Sec Bray (1979), p. 235. 
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An extension of the 'arrow' protrudes from the plough-beam, and can be allowed up or 
drawn down 0ike an arrow in a crossbow). In this way, and only in this way, is it equivalent 
(to an arrow). (Yuan)'u)'ueh chia chien, kha shih chang),"" tit'if;ttiJPi\ij"Jltb.5&.lljo) 

This excellent piece of description immediately becomes clear when it is remem
bered that the Chinese crossbow was loaded by a soldier either lying on his back or 
standing on his bow, and using both the thrust of his legs and the pull of his arms and 
back to develop the tension. In either position the arrow would be held vertically, 
and move up or down until locked in position by the trigger. The terms shih jill and 
chang 1& arc used to mean 'slacken the tension on a bowstring' and 'draw the bow' 
respectively. Naturally the 'arrow' beam on a plough does not resemble a military 
arrO\v in any way except in its up and down movement during loading. Hence the 
lise of the particle )'en �. 206 I nformation tnissing is that the 'arrow' rides up or down 
through a slot in a plough-beam. '"rhough obvious on reflection we would prefer it 
to be stated clearly. 

Lu Kuei-Meng now describes the bolting part of the mechanism which, like the 
trigger on a crossbow, holds the 'arrow' at the properly adjusted height. This is done 
by the insertion through a slot in the 'arrow' at the height required to makc a furrow 
of appropriate depth. This is what is done today. But here the text is subject to an 
apparent ambiguity, for this piece of wood, which is called the 'adjuster', can do 
its work equally well if it is aligned to the axis of the plough, or if it is aligned at 
right angles to the axis. The ambiguity is due to the fact that +gth-century Chinese 
evidently did not have terms for la/nally, which is defined as 'acting or placed at 
right angles to the line of motion or of strain ' ,207 nor for axially, defined as 'aligned 
with the imaginary line that divides a regular shape into two equal parts with the 
same shape

, 208 This is hardly surprising, for the terms did not make their way into 
English in these senses until some five centuries after Western Europe began to give 
concentrated attention to the study of mechanics, namely in 1803 for the former, 
and by 1849 at the earliest for the latter. 

Existing Chinese ploughs, and those for which clear illustrations exist, show the 
'adjuster' as protruding through the 'arrow' above the plough-beam and laterally 
to it. Yet in spite of the lack of" the two terms which could have made the placing 
of it unequivocal, there is reason to believe that the plough which Lu Kuei-Meng 
was describing had its 'adjuster' aligned axially and not laterally to it, and that, as 
often happens, lack of a technical term did not prevent an ingenious author from 
expressing his idea. He says: 

On the upper [face] of the plough-beam there is also [i.e. in addition to the 'arrow' extension 
just mcntioned] a groove formation. This also resembles an arrow, but only in respect to 
[the groove] Li .c. not in respect to the up and down movement of the 'arrov/ just ciescribedJ . 
(Yiiall chih shallg)'u)'u ju Ishaa /isillg, i ju chien )'t/1. ftZ.l X. 'll �P jf %'  1l' �P 1!i' .to) 

W6 ·It is clear to the present writer that in a variety of contexts "p )'tI1 q" actually was intended to state what in 
our terminology is cquiYalclltiai connneclion.' Janusz Chmielewski, personal communication, 9 April Ig81 , .\IS, 
p. 2 1 .  

207 SI/Or(" o.rford Ellglish DieliollM)' (1972), p. [ I l l .  208 Ibid., p. 13 1 .  
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I n  what way, we may ask, does a groove resemble a n  arrow? 'fhe u p  and down 
movements of loading and drawing the bow are precluded. Such qualities as sharp
ness, or of being feathered, are irrelevant. vVhat remains is that an arrow has a 
certain length, and points in a certain direction. An arrow, by reason of its length, 
could only point along the axis of the plough-beam, and we are justified in thinking 
that this was the direction of the groove, for if it were cut into the narrow beam at 
right angles to this, the groove would be so short that any resemblance to an arrow 
would be lost. In spite of the lack of a necessary term Lu Kuei-Meng at this point has 
nevertheless succeeded in conveying the necessary information. It seems probable, 
therefore, that \-vhen he was writing this in the +9th century, what he was describing 
was an earlier form of plough in which the 'adjuster' was accommodated in a deep 
groove sunk into the top of the plough-beam along its axis. But such a groove, if cut 
deeply into the beam, would weaken it, and the making of it \""ould involve quilC 
unnecessary \vork, for an 'aqjuster' entering the 'arrow' at right angles to the axis of 
the plough-beam, as is the practice in modern Chinese ploughs, requires no deep 
groove to contain it, but it can ride on the shoulders of the plough-beam. The earlier 
model would therefore become obsolete as soon as the advantages of the improved 
method had become apparent. 

The text continues as follows: 

[The part] which is cut to make steps high at the front and Imv at the real� which can be 
moved backward and forward, is called 'the adjuster'. \IVhen i( is pushed forward the 'arrow' 
goes down and [(he share] enters the earth deeply. \tVhen i( is pulled backward, the arrow 
comes up, and [the share] enters the earth shallowly. (/010 wei chi cMien kao erll lwll pei, so i 
chin Ilwi jlueh /)hillg. Chill chili Ise chien hsia ju tllU jleh shen, thui chilt Ise chien slwngju thu ),elt elillien . 
• a ••• m.�M� • •  SW· .�m.1A± & .· .�m .� A±&.� 

Lu then explains that thc 'arrow' gets its name from its resemblance to the way 
in which an arrmv moves when a crossbm>\' is being loaded, and that the 'adjuster' 
is so called because it adjusts the depth of furrow. It is clear that the adjuster fits 
in the groove, for the groove is given no other function. The fact that the steps of 
the adjuster arc said to be high 'at the front' and low 'at the back' reinforces the 
belief that the adjuster is aligned axially. The description then makes the following 
statement: 

At the LOp of the adjuster [the part which runs or lies] athwart and horizontally is 
called the boll. (Phing ,hih shang chilli ,iii hClig chih ch, ),",h chien. n � � ilb m @j  ��SJt .. ) 
\,Vith this the plough-beam and adjuster are pinned together. If one did not have this 
[boh] the two parts would jump apart1 and the 'arrow' would nOl be able to stay in 
position. (So i ni chhi )Illan jill phing WIl shih !se erh wu, yiieh edl chllu, chien pu '/eug chih. 
J'frM1.M!$! n · i!ll ,'tR'J-=!jfrj, NIl. jlij i±l'.:f�bJ: .. ) 

This is another indication that Lu is describing a more primitive type of plough 
in which the adjuster could easily jump out of its groove unless it was secured with 
a bolt or pin. That would not be possible on a later type, for the adjuster fits right 
through the 'arrow' in a slot, and could not jump out but only gradually get loose 
and fall out, for which reason it is secured by a pin on either side of the 'arrow'. 
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But in Lu's plough it makes good sense to say that the bolt goes 'horizontally and 
athwart', i.e. through the side of the plough-beam, through the adjuster sunk in its 
deep groove, and so out on the other side of the beam. 209 

This concludes the description of the second feature, and is enough to give a 
fair idea of the strengths and weaknesses of the writing as a whole. The description 
of the traction and steerage of the plough in the third feature may therefore be 
omitted. But what is to be noted is that at this early date Lu was concerned with 
precise measurements. Following the third feature, the main dimension of all the 
eleven parts is given. "'or some parts he gives morc than one dimension, and perhaps 
further information about their shape, as for example that the mouldboard is I foot 
long, and I foot wide, and is slightly oval (wei Iho � m). Measurements not given 
can readily be supplied by deduction or common sense. In sum the information is 
presented in so precise, orderly and vivid a fashion that it is possible to reconstruct 
this antique plough with few areas of doubt or ambiguity, no mean achievement 
for an amateUl; and a tribute to the literary language in which he had received his 
education. 

(5)  LEVELS  O F  S P E C I F I C AT I O N  AND MATHEM AT I C A L  TER M S  

Modern science began with quantification, precise measurement and the invention of 
new terms for new concepts. Concentration on the noun as opposed to the adjective 
was all-important. [t was not enough to say that something was moist. Scientists 
needed to know how much liquid was in it. A noun describes something which 
can perhaps be counted, weighed, measured, valued or listed. An adjective or verb 
does not. Moreover the use of nouns in apposition made possible neat captions for 
diagrams and graphs, such as 'Metal fatigue reduction chart', which would otherwise 
have to be expressed by some such verbal locution as 'Chart showing how metals are 
now less affected by continuous strain than they were before'. The Chinese language 
is particularly well-favoured in this regard since the function of a word in Chinese is 
to a large extent decided by its position in the sentence. 

(i) A4alilemalicai lerms 

To compare the terminology of both East and West is particularly interesting for 
mathematics, for without mathematics the sciences cannot develop. The vocabulary 
available to early Chinese geometers is of special interest. Take, for example, the 
terminology used to express the concepts of area and volume. In sec, Volume 3,  
pp. 98-9, we listed terms that are used to express these concepts - twenty-nine for 
areas and thirty-eight for volumes. This list is by no means exhaustive. These terms 
derive from names of homely things which present a clear and often striking image 

2u<J For a useful description and measurements of a modern Chinese plough see Hommel (1937), p. 42. Additional 
reasons for thinking that the plough described by Lu Kuei-r. leng was a clumsier and more primitive version of the 
refined modern Chinese plough are (a) its much grealcr overnll length, 3.73 metres, as compared with the 2.33 
metres of the plough measured by Hommel, and (b) the greater length of the adjuster, which, in til Kuei-tvleng's 
plough wa� more than double the length of the 'stepped slide' described by Hommel. 
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t o  the eye, such as round and square fields, ramparts, pavilions, icehouses, awls, 
po nels, moats, and so on, and show the same facility in forming compounds as has 
been observed in other fields in Chinese science. A similar use of everyday words 
was adopted in ancient Greece in the formation of geometrical tenns; there ... ve find 
tables, spinning tops, sawn-ofT bits of wood and the like used to make terms signifying 
trapezoids, rhomboids and prisms. The Romans did the same, borrowing bows and 
bowstrings, wheel-spokes and finger rings to provide our modern vocabulary of 
arcs and chords, radii and annuli. BUl this was not an invariable rule in the vVest. 
Rather than find a local image to descrihe the shape of the pyramid, the Greeks 
probably borrowed the term intact li'om the Egyptian language. In China an image 
was found in the carpenter's awl and other objects. (See below, pp. '75 fT.) The 
Greeks also built up highly complex new words of the polysyllabic variety which 
Indo-European languages make so easily, such as parallelepiped from pam (beside), 
aile/os (one another), epi (on), pedon (the ground), i.e. having (like the ground floor of a 
house) a plane surface; a parallelepiped thus becomes a body with parallel surfaces. 
The Chinese did not attempt this sort of word-building. 

Because of the ease with which the Chinese formed concise and picturesque 
compound \'\lorcis2 10 it \-vas not difficult [or them to ensure that they had a particular 
term for every required shape. Because the Greeks could easily define shapes by 
using letters of the alphabet when tracing figures in the sand, it was not necessary 
for them to invent a special term for a figure which could just as well be described 
by letters at the points of terminus and intersection. An example of Greek letters so 
used is furnished by Apollonius of Perga (c. -2 25) who wrote: 'Then since the points 
/>,., E, H are in the plane through />,., K, E, and are also in the plane through A, 13, 
TI therefore the points />,., E, H, are on the common section of the planes; therefore 
HE is a straight line'. 2 1 1 

There are many reasons why Greek and Chinese geometry developed in difTer
cnt ways, but differences in language and script Inust surely be alnong them.2 12  
Chinese mathematical terminology had by the +5th century been developing over 
many hundred years, and in geometry was particularly rich, perhaps because it was 
pragmatically orientated and, like the founders of the Royal Society of London 111 
the 17th century, preferred '<\Iorks to Wit. 21 3 

210 See sec, vol. 3. p. L.p, for picllIresque terms describing unusual shapes, such as 'altar-step onions' and 
·wine-kegs'. Z t t  'The Conic SeClions', Proposition 9, tr. Thomas (1957), vol. 2, p. 303. Zt2 Nevertheless the Chinese could have used the same device fOl' indicating areas by symbols for points of 
angles and line intcrseClions if they had wished. Indeed on occasion they did so as Karillt� Chemla has shown in 
her doctoral thesis (1982) on the work oflhe brilliant algebraist Li Yeh '* * of 1 2'1,6. On pp. 2.5 to 2.8 she lists the 
Chinese characters used symbolically to indicate key points in a figure, these symbols being, however, ['dilled to 
Chinese cosmological thinking. Heaven (tliim ;1;:), the high point of the hypotenuse of a right-angled tri;'l11gic, for 
example, descends by way of the sun (fill a) and moon (yiich Jf) to earth (ii .;t). For furthcr details see Figure 20. It is 
thus possible to sa}'. '1·leaven to sun equals sun to heart' (lisill �'), as the Greeks might have said, 'The line AB = the 
line BX'. Donald Wagner adds in a personal communiCiltion dated 9June 1983: 'This may hayc been a \\"estern 
influence, through Persian astronomers at the i\longol Court, but it shows at least that the Chinese could have used 
the same device if they had ",allted to. Liu Hui used colours in his diagrams to do the same thing.' 

:m Sprat (li22), p. 1 16. 
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Figure 20. Example of Li Yell's use of characters in geometrical cOllsU'unions (1�.q6). From Tsc Yuan Hai Ching 
Chin I (7Jil1f1f1: Shall/illig Chiou Yii Chlm Pall She (lg8S), p. 583). 

The close interest or Chinese geomClcrs in expressing their thoughts in concrete 
terms is suggested by the use of blocks or cubes, perhaps made of wood or clay, which 
could be shaped and fitted together, and distinguished from each other by being of 
two colours, red and black. Wagner suggests2 1 4  thal lhere were sets of standard blocks 
which might have been part of 'some game or puzzle with a wider circulation than 
among mathematicians [alone] '. 

2 1� Wagner (1979), p .  168. 
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Unlike Greek geometry, the geomeu'y of China was slow to separate itself from 
the concrete and the practical.2 l5 The over-riding obligation ofa Confucian scholar 
was to foster the moral Way, and ifhe had time fi'om this for other things, it should be 
devoted to public works which would promote the welfare of the people. The most 
obvious outlet for the mathematics of scholar administrators was in the calculation 
of taxes, for which see CHS �tr ilil: �  24 and Swann (1950). As an illustration of this 
practical attitude, we find Liu Hui �ljifk (+ISt century) actually apologising for the 
fact that he is obliged to use a shape, which in itself had no practical use, namely 
the pieh-nao 'Ii: AiWi mentioned below, p. 175, in order to investigate the volume of the 

)'ang-ma 1£- .�, which itself must be used in order to investigate the volume of useful 
solids such as various types of conc and pyramid 2 l 6  Nevertheless interest in theory 
for the development of efficient practice had long been present in China, and was 
by no means dormant in the early centuries of our era. This becomes very clear in 
the study of' the volume of a sphere to be considered below. 

An indication of an advance towards theory [or its own sake in China is the fact that 
the sphere is dealt with at all in the Chill Chang Suan Shu 7L}\[ J4: iI .  This book received 
its final form in the + 1st century, though it undoubtedly contains earlier material. The 
original pragmatic bias of the book may be seen not only from the examples given, 
of'which there arc 246 in all , but even from the titles of some of the nine chapters, for 
example, 'Surveying the Land', 'Millet and Rice' , 'Impartial Taxation'. The title of 
the fourth chapter, Shao-kuang Y!l or 'Diminishing the Breadth', howevel; impl ies 
abstractions. The chapter is largely concerned with finding squares and cube roots. 
The diameter of' a sphere, for example, is given as equal to the cube root of l of its 
volume x 16. It would be surprising if a practical administrator in China in tfie + ISI 
century needed to know the volume of a sphere, for it  would have few applications. 

Practical applications for the geometry of the spherc in the + 1st century and 
earlier were rare in any civilisation. Its calculation may be taken as an indicator that 
mathematics was beginning to become abstract and theoretical. Because there lVas 
little chance that an error in the calculation of the volume of a sphere would be 
detected in practical work, as might well occur in the calculation or the amounts or 
material needed ror building walls or embankments, the error could only be detected 
by logical thought and mathematical reasoning. It is this which the commentators 
on the Chill Chang Suall Shu illustrate. 

As in 17th-century London, 'the rnathelnaticians seem to have been very plain 
practical lnen . . .  their style or writing was quite unliterary'. 21 7 In lhis also they had 
something in common with the founders of the Royal Society who preferred 'the 
language of artizans, countrymen, and merchants, before that of wits or scholars' . 2 1 8  

ZlS Gregory Blue has pointed out in a pcrsonal communication, howcver, that Greck geometry may be considered 
a relatively late development on the shaner timc-scale of classical Greek socicty, with thai society itself as a late 
flowering of civilisation in the East �leditClTanean complex. 216 Sec also sec, vol. 3, pp. 98 9, where it will be noted that one term for a cone is)"iiall-c/Illi [BUl, 'circular awl'. 
to be compared with the 'square awl',juJlg-clllli li'tl noted below p. [75. 

2 1 ;  Sec sec, vol. 3, p. '52, n. el, concerning the style of Taoist mathematicians. though verse was evidently not 
beyond them, as wi1\ be seen below from n. 234. 

'1 18 Sprat (1722), p. 113. 
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The convenience of the brief Chinese geometrical terms, originally descriptive of 
some architectural feature, or borrowed fron1 the vocabulary of artisans or earthwork 
engineers, may be seen from the list supplied by Wagner (1979), p. 1 66, which includes 
the following: 

Chhien-tu: !l±1l A right prism with right-triangular base. [Architect's term originally 
meaning a moat-waiL] 

l'i1ng-ma: p§-,� A pyramid with rectangular base and with one lateral edge perpen
dicular to the base. [Literal meaning: 'male horse'.] 

Pieh-nao: 'ti; AiWi A pyramid with right triangular base and with one lateral edge 
perpendicular to the base, this edge not being at the right-angled vertex of the 
base. [Literal meaning: 'turtle's shoulder-joint'.] 

Fang-chui: jJ �If A right pyramid with square base. [Literally 'square awl'. The 
word awl (chUl), perhaps suggested the tapering shape of a pyramid.] 

Chhu-meng: $ll i{ A right wedge with rectangular base. [perhaps an agricultural 
term originally meaning 'fodder loft'.] 

The example of the pyramid is repeated in the nomenclature of many different 
shapes. In view of the wealth of terms in Classical Chinese for particular geometric 
shapes it is rather surprising to find that there is no specific word for volume as 
opposed to area. 2 1 9  The word chi .fJt in fact covers both, and the context makes it 
clear which is intended. When the opening sentence of Problem 23 in Chapter 4 of 
the Chiu Chang Suan Shu began with the words: 'Consider a chi of 4,500 ellhih [feet] . Ifit 
is a sphere, what is the diameter?' ,  Liu Hui with the precision of a later age, made the 
comment: 'This in fact means cubic feet' (I wei li-Jang chih chhihyeh 1J- i� :!LjJ;t.R. ·illJ 

Nevertheless one can understand why in early times area and volUlne were not 
differentiated. The word chi is another agricultural term brought in to the aid of 
early mathematics, and originally meant, as did the word area to the ancient Roman 
farmer, a piece of ground cleared and levelled for a particular purpose. In the 'Vest 
this purpose was the threshing of corn. When 'the area' was not needed for threshing, 
it \vas used for ball games, wrestling and other pastin1es, but in any case it was kept 
clear. It remained an 'area' and was in no sense volUluinous. The Chinese 'area' on 
the other hand was the piece of ground on which the sheaves were piled, adding 
another dimension to the eoncept 220 It has therefore a cluster of related meanings, 
'to stack', 'to put in stack or store', 'to hoard', 'provisions', 'to accumulate'. 221 As 
each layer of sheaves accumulated, what had begun as an area would become a 
volume. In fact the notion that a volume consisted of layers of piled-up areas of non
negative thickness persisted for a long time. Tsu Keng-Chih fEllltiLz', for example, 
using an assumption which is equivalent to Cavalieri's Theorem, says: 'If volumes 
are constructed of piled-up blocks, and corresponding areas are equal, then the 

2 1 9  See sec, vol. 3, p. 98, n. b, where this is pointed out. It is even more surprising thai Chinesc tcchnology 
advanced so far without the concept of degrees as a means of measuring angles for geomctric purposes. For the 
Chinese centesimal division of degrees, see Libbrecht (1973), p. i6. 

220 The association of the area with cereals is suggcS1(:d in the charaetcr by the radical /w -* meaning 'growing 
grain'. 221 See Karlgren (1940), graph 868 (t). 
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volumes cannot b e  unequal'.222 I t  has even been suggested223 that the character for 
block, chhi �, should be emended to mi:l, meaning a rectangular area. Naturally, as 
mathematics developed, it became necessary to distinguish the character chi 'lJt into 
separate terms for area and volume. Today area is referred to as mien-chi if � and 
volume as lhi-chi �t 'IJt, mien and lhi being surface and body respectively. There is also 

jung-chiJij. 'IJt meaning capaeil)', or the chi which contains. As so often in Chinese, verbal 
differentiation into compound tern1S accompanies the development of conceptual 
clarity. 

In the early years of Chinese mathematics, then, the fact that the word chi could 
mean either area or volume was not found to be a handicap because the practical 
applications of mathematics would make i t  clear from the context which was in
tended. But by the +3rd century, with the growth of interest in mathematical theOf,: 
a commentator of Liu H ui's calibre would point out the need [or greater exactnc 
in  expression, though naturally he would not presume to alter or emend in any way 
a revered lex l.  

Another indication of increasing awareness of the importance of accurate termi
nology is the replacing of the old word for sphere - li:)',ian jr 001, or 'circle made to 
stand upright', a term evidently analogous to that for a cube, lijallg jrjj. In time it 
was replaced by the word wall JL which meant a ball or pill, as did JjJhaera in Greek 
and piLLula in Latin. The term li:),uall may be assumed 10 have been becoming obso
lete by the +3rd century, for if it had not, it would not have needed any explanatOl, 
comment from Liu Hui. The reason for its replacement by wan may have been that 
a circle made to stand upright coldd just as reasonably have been visualised as a 
cylinder. The word wan would be less ambiguous. Both terms occur in the same 
sentence of the Chill Chang Suan Shu. Liu Hui is concerned to show that there is no 
difference in meaning. Clearly there was nothing inherently inhibiting about the 
language itself, and when the need for a more specific terminology was realised, it 
could easily be accomplished. 

Greek mathclnaticians may have been led to determine the volume of a sphere 
by their desire for exact knowledge and their wish to explore the inlplicat.ions of new 
formulations regardless of any practical usc they may have had. Chinese science on 
the other hand was intended to be used for the benefit of the people. But there was 
little practical use for spherical objects before the invention of cannon balls, footballs 
and gas balloons. \'Vhy was it, then, that Chinese lllathematicians persisted for some 
centuries in their attempts to find an exact fannula for determining the volume of a 
sphere? 

222 \Vagwl' (1978), pp. 61 and 75 ror this quotation, and p. 63 where he says: 'It seems possiblG, then, that Tsu 
Keng-Chih could have worked out some son of derivation of Cavalieri's Thcon::m. The blocks in his statement 
of the theorem might then be cross-sections of non-zero lhickncss which, in his dcriyation, would be reduced in 
thickness to a limit.' Tsu Kcng-Chih's \\'ords arc: 'hl /itlt {ltlti {hheng Ii clii),iioll llli shih clii tllllllg, 1st {iii pujung i. lc.Jf 
fl(.j[tl'!J:.f}l!ifil" .'J�;r-�.C". The correlation with Ca\"alicrj's Theorem is also discussed by l.i \\'en-Lin (t982 " 

p. to. 23 Wagner (t978), p. 6t,  who rcfers 10 the emendation by Li Huang *' il, (d. t812). 
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I t  seems likely that the calculations required for finding the diameter o r  volume 
of a sphere in the + 1St century or earlier represent a rounding out of 111athematical 
discipline, and perhaps a step towards a better understanding of spherical objects in 
the skies, rather than a useful training for dealing with man-made spheres. 

This belief is supponed by the nature of two problems to be found in Chapter 4 of 
the Chiu Chang Sua" Shu. They represent the extremes of a scale. At the micro end, in 
Problem 23, the author supposes a sphere whose volume is only 4,500 cubic Chinese 
feet, or about the volume of a very sinaI! man-carrying gas balloon. At the Inacro 
end he supposes a sphere with a volume of t,644,866,437,500 cubic Chinese feet, 
the equivalent of an asteroid of rather more than four kilometres diameter. The + tst 
century is clearly too early for any likely Chinese interest in either of these possible 
applications. 

The problems are stated as follows: 

Problem 23. Consider a chi of 4,500 feet. Ifit is a sphere, what is the diameter? The answer 
is 20 feet. (Chill)IU chi SSli chhiell lOll pai c/tllih. I I lm wei tiyiian citing chi ho? Tayiielz, erh shih chhih. 
4��i'Y-flls .R., r"tl!,,:!L OO .j!£ � M ?  � EJ: :::.-t- .R. o) 

Problem 24. Also consider a chi of [ ,644,866,437,500 feet. If it is a sphere, what is the 
diameter? The answer is 14,300 fecl. (l'ii)IU chi i wan liu chhlen SJll pai SSIl shih pa i liu chhieu liu pai 
SSIi shih sail wan chili dlhiell lOU pai dlhih, wen wei Ii )liian ching chi flO? Ta )11ieh, i wan SSIl chhien 
san pai ddti" . .x.� �-,; "'-fi'Ysi'Y-t-;\ 1�"''f'''sQ!l-t-"-,; -1::-f1l s.R., ro'.l!,,:!LOO{��M? � 
El:-'; i'Y-f "-s .R. 0) 

A literal translation is used here to bring out certain points. The fact that the word 
eln: � could mean either area or volume \-vas considered above. But first \vc may 
consider the background against \,vhich much mathematical thinking was carried 
on. In ancient and medieval Europe, as in ancient and medieval China, mathemat
ics, music and astronomy were closely enmeshed. In Europe scales in music were 
ladders to heaven. In China rituals were held to be inefTective if instruments were 
tuned to the wrong pitch. Their correct tuning depended on mathematically precise 
measurement. In groping for formulae with which to express mathematical pro
portions, Chinese thinkers had conveniently to hand the theory of the 'generation' 
of notes from the orthodox scale derived according to the iii-lt/ f;It 15 or standard 
pitches. 22.J. \"'hen there is no clear understanding of what is involved, an analogy is 
often helpful. 

Just as the fundamental note represented by a string 8, inches in length generated 
other notes, so, as the Chou Pi Suan Ching J/BfllI':)t#,¥ points out: The rectangle orig
inates from (the fact that) 9 x 9 = 8t

,
. 225 The rectangle was capable of generating 

other geometric shapes. 
What is fascinating about the Chinese invention of a formula for calculating the 

volume of a sphere is that it was derived f1'om an imaginary or at least unusual solid. 

ZZI Sec above. Sec. vol. 4, pl. J, pp. 172 IT. ZZ$ These lI'ords occur at the very beginning of the Choll Pi SUall Cilillg, stabilised -1St cemury, but here possibly 
as carly as -6th cenlury. Sec above, sec, vol. 3, p. 22. The number 81 was also used as the basis for the generation 
orlhe I10fes on the IIp-anel-down principle. See above, Sec. \·01. .J., pI. I, p. IH. 
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Superior 
/1 6 � generation (x 4) 4 -0> 64 

Geometrical 
I c:Cle I Square I �linder I figures Line 36? Cube 

Inferior generation 1 2 � 48 / (x i) 

Figure 2 1 .  Geometric constructions produced by 'superior' and 'inferior' generation as i n  music. 

Now why should they have done this? Every complete scholar had an under
standing of music. We would like to suggest that in pursuing a musical analogy they 
became aware of a gap in the geometric scale and proceeded to fill it. 

Let us now summarise the steps leading towards the finding of a fannula for 
establishing the volume of a sphere from its diametel� or vice versa (see Fig. 2 1) .  

( I )  The area of a square was to be found by multiplying two adjacent sides. 
(2) The early Chinese method of finding the approximate area of a circle was to 

take 1 the area of a circumscribing rectangle. The modern method is to multiply the 
radiu� of the circle squared by TT. Today the figure for TT is ':'- . In the + 1st century it I 
was usually 3 .  

As the radius of  the circle i s  the same length as half the length of  the side of  the 
square both methods are satisfactory, but when modern values oflT are used results 
diller greatly from those obtained in the +Ist century. For example: 

Radius 

+rst century 2 /1 

Nlodern 2" 

Area Radius 

12 sq.lIls. 4" 
12 ·7 sq.ins. 4" 

Area Radius Area 

48 sg.ins. 6" 108 sq. ins. 
50.2 sq.ins. 6" 1 1 3  sq.Ins. 

(3) The volume of a cube was to be found by multiplying a square by a third side 
of the same length. The resulting solid was termed a 'heftng' :5L 7f, or 'square made 
to stand up'. 

(4) From this it would follow that if the area of a circle was 1 the area of its circum-
l 

4 
scribing square, the volume of a cylinder should be .:.... the volume of its circumscribing 

4 
cube. 

(5) The possibility then arises that perhaps a cylinder may by inferior generation 
give birth to some other solid shape, which would have the volume or number of 36, 
which is also that ofa circle x 3. What more likely candidate to fill this gap than the 
sphere? The idea that Chinese mathematicians should have visualised one geon1etric 
figure 'giving birth' to another has not, as far as we are aware, been suggested before. 
but the possibility may be pursued a little further226 

226 In the Chiu Chang Suall Shu of the + lSI-century 'mother' and 'child' are normal terms for the denominator 
and numerator of a fraction respectively. See SCC, vol. 3, p. 81, Il. (e). 
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The musical scale, as mentioned above, was generated by multiplying a funda
mental numbel; which was usually 81 ,  since the string could be conveniently divided 
by fractions of this number to obtain the desired intervals. This number 81 was pro
cessed by a sequence of fraction, either by � (inferior generation), or by � (superior 
generation). 227 

[n  generating a geometric scale one would multiply a given length of line, for 
example, 4 units, by the number 4 (superior generation), or by l (inferior generation). 
Proceeding historically from simple to complex, once it had b�en discovered how to 
draw a straight line and to measure i t, and to draw lines at right angles to it with the 
help of the carpenter's T-square, squares would be generated from lines. A line of 
measured length, therefore, when multiplied by its own length (superior generation), 
would produce its square, and this square when multiplied by the length of the 
original line (also superior generation) would produce its cube. The square when 
multiplied by 1 (inferior generation) would produce what was believed to be thc area 
of a circle circillTIscribed by the square, for as Shang Kao 1lli i\li rathcr ambiguously 
expresses it in the second paragraph of the Chou Pi Suan Ching, 'The circle is derived 
fi'om the square,;228 and the cube when multiplied by 1 (inferior generation) would 
produce the volume of the cylinder. It must be remembe�ed that the ratio between the 
diameter and the circumference of a circle was taken, in ancient China as elsewhere, 
to be I :3, approximately until the beginning of our era, and in common practice for 
long after this. 229 

Just as the musical scale had five nOtes - kung '3, .fhang 1lli, chiao ji'j, chi" jjJ( and y;i 
'i'J - so the earliest geometrical figures also numbered five - the line, square, cube, 
circle and cylinder. Each of these may be given a numbcr if the fundamental line is 
measured. 23o \I\'hen given nUI11bcrs they may be arranged from smallest to largest 
to make a scale. Let it be assumed that the line measures four units in length. Then 
the scale might be as follows: 

Line Circle Square [Sphere?] Cylinder Cube 
[6 x 1 4 x 4 [48 x l ] 64 x 1 [6 x 4 " " = 4 = 12 = [6 [= 36] = 48 = 64 

The 'generation' of this scale was shown in Figure 2 1  in which line, circle and square 
are on the left and volumes on the right. 

'1'17 For which see sec, vol. 4, pt. J, p. li4. 
'l'lR In sec, \'01. 3, p. 22, n. (e), however, we said, 'Presumably the writer was thinking of the cliameler ofa circle 

as e�ual lo the diagonal of its inscribed square; perhaps also of" exhaustion methods for gClling'. 
22 Early approximations lO "IT in China and elscwhere \\'cre considered abO\·e. sec, vol. 3, pp. 99 n: See also 

aOO\'c, p. 178. 
230 As late as +3rd century a specific number was used (Q represcnt Ihe more abstract concept of \'olume, lor, 

as a solid could be measured, its dimensions, when appropriately multiplied. would yield a \lumber. See also sec, 
vol. 3, p. 22, where Ihe bc!iefthat Ihe properties of numbers mllst be known before one can work with geometrical 
figures is contrasted with the Euclidean method. It is not suggested that texts exist in which this analogy is made 
explicit, but rather that mathematics from -3rd century onward could not have been kept separate frolll music and 
numerology, for which sec sec, \'01. 2, pp. 2iO IT. 
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A mathematician with a feeling for music would perhaps be reminded of the 
pentatonic scale which has 'gaps' in it, gaps which may be filled with additional 
notes. Noticing that there are three area figures on the left of the scale, but only two 
volume figures on the right, and that there appears to be a numerical gap between 16  
and 48, he could very well wonder whether there might not be an additional volume 
to restore the distressing lack of symmetry. An obvious lacuna is the sphere. If the 
volume of the cylinder were to be multiplied by 1. according to 'inferior generation', 
he would, in the above example, get a number

'� 36 - and this, he tnight suppose. 
would be the number for the volume of the sphere, a figure to which there was as 
yet no approximation. 

By the time the fourth chapter of the Chiu Chang �'uan Shu had been written, i .e .  not 
later than the + 1st century, this is exactly what had happened, for we find there the 
formula for the diameter ora sphere in relation to its volume. This may be expressed 
as: 'The diameter of a sphere = the cube root of !..2 of the volume of a sphere'. If 
the diameter is known, this can be reversed to find the volume, i.e. V = fG x cP, 
or in the above example, % x 64 = 36 231  By means of this formula the author of 
Problem 23 conciuded that a sphere of 4,500 cubic feet must have a diameter of 20 
feet. By modern reckoning, using the formula V = 41<-3 , a sphere "'.lith a diameter 
of 20ft would have a volume of 4190)6 cubic fl. The formula used in Problem 23 
would have been a useful approximation. 

By the +3rd century the inaccuracy had been detected. Liu H ui realised that 
what we have called 'inferior generation' from the cube yields the cylinder, and that 
'inferior generation' from the cylinder yields something bigger than the sphere. He 
went further, for he found a solid whose proportions tnatched the requirements of 
inferior generation li'om the cylindelC This he called the IIO-kai % .i., literally 'close 
cover'. Ho-kai was the name he gave to a solid in which two cylinders intersect 
horizontally within the circumscribing cube. By further inferior generation [rom lhe 
Iw-kai it was then possible to calculate I1C\V values for the volumes of spheres. The 
insertion of the 11O-kai between the cylinder and the sphere was a remarkable piece of 
imaginative insight on the part ofLiu Hui, comparable to the discovery by deduction 
of an invisible star. His reasoning was as follows: Having calculated the proportions 
of the ho-kai and found (a) that it was smaller than that of the cylinder circumscribed 
by the cube, and (b) that the sphere was smaller than the ho-kai, then if the ratio of 
the IIO-kai to the cylinder was 3 :4, this could not also be the ratio of the sphere to 
the cylinder. Liu Hui had shown that the ancient formula for the volume of a sphere 
could not be correct, but he confessed that he was unable to find the correct formula. 

Liu Hui declared that though he realised the formula for the volume/diameter of 
the sphere as given in the Chiu Chang Suan Shu was incorrect, he coldd not himself 
give the correct one, or possibly, as \rVagner points out, 'it may be that he knew' the 
correct formula, V = d3 but was unable to prove it. 232 The error which Liu H ui 

�:lI The author owes much to Donald \'Vagncr whose article, W·agncr (1978), was the original source for Ihis 
subsection, and whose help in ,he writing orit was invaluable, and also \0 Catherine.Jami lor her patient help in 
its clarification. 

232 On the \·alue d where d is the diameter or 1.he sphere �ee above. 233 \VagIler (1978), 72 .  
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discovered in the Chiu Chang Suan Shu was that if the ratio of the ha-kai to the sphere 
was 4:,  and if the flO-ka; was smaller than the cylinder, then the ratio of the cylinder 
to the sphere could not also be 4 : .  We are more inclined to think that he arrived 
at this inequality impressionistically by comparing the magnitudes of the two errors 
mentioned above'.233 The correct formulation and its proof were first achieved two 
centuries later by Tsu Chhung-Chih 'ill. )!j> :t and later by his son Tsu Keng-Chih 
*.R!@. Z, who celebrated the achievement in verses which appear to 'give face' to 
Liu Hui, suggesting that he would have made the discovery if only he had had time. 
Howevel; as Liu Hui was unlikely to have lacked time, the careful reader will perhaps 
interpret his verse as a courteous ifposthumoLis stab in the back!234 

It would be instructive to compare the approach of Archimedes in �3rd-century 
Sicily with the writing of Tsu Chhung-Chih and his son in +5th-century China to 
the same problem concerning the relation of the volume to the diameter of a sphere. 
The logic of argument in each case is similar. "['he volume of A cannot be in the same 
proportion to B and C if the volumes ofB and C are different, and: if the volume of 
A is four times greater than the volume of B, and six times greater than the volume 
of C, then B must be one and a half times greater than C. But the manner in which 
the arguments are presented is totally different. In Greece the essence of geometrical 
demonstration was the 'proor. In China and India this was not at first considered 

?3-important. - :J 
The modern word 'proof derives fi·OITI the late Latin word proba which meant 

the probing and testing of the evidence of witnesses to see whether it merited the 
'approbation' of j udge or jury. Although the word is Latin the concept of seeking 
approbation by testing the evidence before a jury goes further back to Athens where 
litigation was a highly democratic process, 'Proofs' had to be terse and to the point, for 
only a limited time was aLlowed in court for each speech, checked by the clepsydra, 
the water-clock. In the Athenian law-courts, as no doubt in the early Christian 
assemblies, the supren1e test of the truth of' evidence given by free men was {he 
solemnly sworn oath.236 In the courts to which the geometers appealed it did not 
carry the same conviction to swear lhat the volume of a cylinder is ± times the 
volume of a sphere. Such evidence had to rely on reason alone, to the lasling benefit 
of mankind. 

The social aunosphere in which the great Chinese mathematicians worked was 
utterly different. 23i In the writing of Tsu Chhung-Chih and his son, one does not 
sense the openness of Greek society, the challenge to the informed public to refute 
a proposition if they can, after the bases of the argument have been explained 

2:l! The \'crse is quoted in Wagner (1978), p, 76: 'The proportiolls are eXlremely precise, And my heart shinc�, / 
Chang Heng copied Ihe ancient. / smiling on posterity: / Liu Hui followed the ancient, / Having no time to revise 
it. / Now what is so difficult about it? / One need only think', 

2:!� Hindu mathematicians 'were nOi in the habit of preserving the proofs, so Ihal the naked theorems and 
processes of ope rat ian are aU that han: come down to our time', Cajori (1919), p, 83, But il should be noted that 
'Euclid g,\\'c his di\'isian algorilhm without strict proof. No onc has criticised him for this.' Li Wen-Lin (1982), 
p. la, 

2% Sec Nenlcship & Sandys (1957), p, 332, 237 This point has been disclissed in Kccdham (1956). pp, 15 16, \\'ht�rt' reference is made to Vernant ( 1963) and 
(196+). 
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with almost legal precision in clear and simple language. Rather i t  is as if one 
were in the workshop of a craftsman who carves ivory balls and sees sphere within 
sphere, or in the studio of a scholar whose three-dimensional thinking is aided by 
the handling, separating and recomposing in different shapes of solid blocks. It 
seems not improbable, as Wagner suggests, that scholars played with blocks making 
geometric shapes, for the instructions in Tsu Keng-Chih's 'proor imply a familiarity 
with their handling, rather as today a proof based on the behaviour of cubes within 
the rubik cube would imply some familiarity with their handling. The tensions are 
different. One misses in the Chinese the taut sense of urgency in the marshalling of 
the arguments. There is no water-clock dripping in the background to cut short a 
witness ifhe is too verbose. On the contrary there is time for l iterary allusions and the 
neat antithetical couplet. Tsu Keng-Chih gives a good example of his geometrical 
reasolllng: 

Take a cubical block. Place lhe pivot [of a drawing compass] at the left back lower corner. 
From the arc [now assumed to have been drawn] remove the right uppcrside piece. Place [the 
pieces] lOgclher again, draw an arc at right angles, and remove the n'ollt upper side· piece. 
Now the cubical block is divided il1lo four. There is one block inside the arcs called the inner 
block. There arc three blocks outside the arcs [and these are] called the outer blocks.238 

Tsu Keng-Chih then reassembles his Cour blocks and cuts them once again, hor
izontaLly, and develops his argument by the use of right triangles, i.e. the Theorem 
of Pythagoras, coming finally to his triumphant conclusion. 

Tsu Keng-Chih's explanation would be hard for anyone to follow who had not 
had experience in handling the blocks or \vas not unusually gifted in being able to 
visualise plane figures stereoscopically. The operations he describes must of course 
be carried out in the imagination, and it may be that this form of imagination was 
highly developed in China, but the handling of three-dimensional shapes would 
have helped to develop this imagination. It is clear that he is writing for people who 
understand what he is doing, for he assumes that they are sufficiently familiar with his 
procedures to be able to bridge certain gaps. For example, the first time he mentions 
drawing an arc on the cube, he tnerely gives them the essential information as to 
where to put the point of the compasses, and assumes that it is obvious that the arc 
will be drawn between the only two available corners. Naturally he does not need 
to add anything so obviously explicit as 'draw it!' This was not because there would 
have been any difficulty in saying 'draw an are' in Chinese. On the contrary, with 
the second arc he does just that, saying very concisely: heng lwei chih #\ �JL Z, 'draw 
an arc at right angles'. The lise or the word heng :m also indicates certain assumptions 
as to the intelligence of his reader. It assumes that he can visualise a compass point 
stuck into the corner of a cube. If this is done there are three surfaces on which the 

238 C1thii li-flllg cMi i !IIfi, lillg Ii sllll)'ii Iso 11011 chill Itsia ),ii., !shung kuei chllii chlti)'1l shallg (hili {iell. 1il 110 all ht'llg 
klll'i (hilt, ehltii chit" (lihien shang (hili liell. J'ii shill {;.Jallg cllIJI (hhi, fen erll wei SSIl. !Liw' nfi (hIli i, wei chlh /lfi I'lihi. 
Kllfi wai dilli sail, wei (hili w(li (hhi. '(i.Jt :7iM'-.tt'1-JtM':» ;5::tt:t T"J"t�Jt-t�� J:.:til, 5Z '*' iIii tl�.:t'4;: � 'fr J:..t.� 
��:,t;;-z.'1'* iIi'>'O'lo;l11<J lfi -'IW.t:.1I<J J;\ ';HI- 1Ii � ,1Iz.;j- l/i ° 
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compass can describe an arc. If two of these are regarded as having vertical planes, 
the third "viII be in the horizontal plane. Heng in Chinese means 'crosswise' ,  'at right 
angles to the vertical', or just 'at right angles'. As the compass point is to be inserted 
into the bottom left-hand corner of the cube, the cube itself must be resting on the 
only available horizontal plane. The second arc must therefore be drawn on the third 
face, at right angles to the first are, and, as translated by Wagner, 'perpendicularly'. 

As we saw in our description of the plough, Chinese authors had a clear sense of 
direction. Tsu Keng-Chih speaks of the 'left back lower corner', looking at the cube 
from the reader's chair, so to speak. This seems un-Greek because the Greeks, stand
ing or sitting in a circle around the geometel� developed the convention of describing 
geometric positions by the use ofletters. 239 But it must be remembered that originally 
even in Greece the basis or base of a triangle was the hOllom, and lhe 11)'/Jsos 'height' 
or apex \'vas the top. The Chinese could easily have used the twenty-two charac
ters of the 'celestial stems' and the 'horary characters' (or any other characters -
see above, Fig. 20) in the same way as the Greeks used letters, but geometry did 
not develop in China in that way A further example of the Tsu's assumption that 
their readers would be familiar with the handling of blocks is the way in which they 
state that after the arc has been drawn a portion of the cube can be removed as 
if i t  had been sawn through. Moreove,; after describing two such arcs which the 
unversed reader might imagine to have separated the cube into three blocks, he says, 
'Now the cubical block is divided into four'. In fact as the imaginary savvings are 
at right angles to each other, a fourth block is made separable by their intersection. 
No doubt adepts at the geometric art could visualise these blocks without difficulty, 
but iran author had wished to obtain a favourable verdict from the common reader, 
the Greek practice of indicating terminal and intersection points by symbols would 
undoubtedly have been helpful. 

This discussion as to \,vhether Literary Chinese was an efficient instrument for 
conveying mathematical ideas may now be summed up. vVhether or not a language 
is influenced by the social climate of those \,,,ho speak it Inay ren1ain an open question, 
but il can scarcely be denied that new concepts and technological innovations are 
intimately associated with the form of society in which their inventors live. One of the 
greatest contributions of the ancient Greeks to world civilisation was the development 
of the concept of a proof to justify a contention. The method was elaborated by 
the mathematicians of Alexandria, who were themselves either formed or strongly 
influenced by the mathematics of Plato and the syllogistic reasoning of Aristotle. 
Euclid, for example, seems to have studied mathematics in Athens at the Academy, 
later (c. -300) migrating to the new city of Alexandria. 

It is natural to ask, ifthe Greeks elaborated the idea of geometric proof, why was this 
not also done to the same extent in other civilisations? A better question is perhaps: If 
other civilisations, such as that ofIndia and China, did not find it necessary to record 
the steps by which n1athematicians arrived at their conclusions, and to arrange these 

239 The lise of1cttcrs would be more convenient for a group of people siuing in a circle round a diagram. 
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steps il1 a concise and logical sequence, why did the Greeks do so?2+0 A large pan 
of the answer must surely lie in the form of society in \'.'hieh the mathematicians 
lived and worked. It has been suggested that factors which precipitated the Greeks 
into this mode of thinking were the openness of Greek public life, the institution of 
argument, and their habit of reaching decisions by secret ballot, as in the law courts 
and the dramatic festivals, or by the tumultuous one-man-one-vote system for the 
whole population of male citizens in the political assemblies, during the formati,·e 
period of their civilisation. For any contention to survive in such an environn1cnt, it 
would need to be supported by cogent arguments briefly and clearly expressed. 

In China there were different influences and other pressures. In the post-Han and 
pre-Sung periods, for example, less centralised government perhaps contributed to 
a morc relaxed inteLlectual I1fe, with freer discussion in  which proof of a contention 
\vQuld be required. There was, on the other hand, the drive to cnsurc continuity, and 
related to this the traditional reverence for the past. I t  \vas not open to a minister 
to prove that the emperor's disgraecflll conduct would inevitably lead to ruin, in the 
way that Nicias might have been tempted to speak of Alcibiades in the Athenian 
assembly. He  could only suggest by allusion and historical parallels that perhaps all 
"vas not for the best! 

Though Tsu Chhung-Chih'5 manner of proof would not have been f'lmiliar to the 
mathematicians of Alexandria, it would have been perfectly clear to the gentlemen 
scholars of China for whom it "vas intended. It is easy for the speaker of one language 
to regard the absence of a term in another language as a defect of that language. This 
may be so, bu t it is more likely that he is criticising the absence of the concept to wh ich 
that term in his own language refers. This again may be a defect, but it may be that a 
given civilisation can manage perfectly well wilhout it. It is, for example, astonishing 
that Chinese civilisation should have reached a high level of engineering without 
eoneeptualising the measuring of angles by parts of a circle expressed as degrees. 
The fact that the Chinese ecliptic circle was from early times known to have 365' 
days, rather than 360 as in early Babylonia,24 1 may have delayed the subdivisiori 
of the circle into degrees; and the fact that for a long time the proportions of the 
measurable sides of right-angled triangles served as a substitute for the measurement 
of angles in degrees, explains why the use of measured angles was long delayed in 
China. 242 Similarly it is surprising that ancient Greek had no abstract term for 
volume, yet their use of the phrase 'the solid' to stereon, covered most of their needs. 
and in such a sentence as 'the volume of all these shapes is the same', where it is 
not possible to say 'the solid of all these shapes', i t  was still possible to express it 
another way, such as 'if the dimensions of these sides are multiplied the resulting 
number will be the same'. In short it would seem that any language will develop a 
way of expressing its speakers' concepts, once the concepts are clear, but that the 

240 Sec, however, Harbsmeier in sec, \"01. 7, pl. I, on Chinese Buddhist logic and the role of public philosophical 
debate. 

2·!l For a detailed discussion of the origin of the division of the circle into 3600, sec Heath (1921), vol. 2. 
pp. 2lS ff 

242 This may also explain why astronomical distances were sometimes measured in feet and inches instead of in 
degrees. 
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formulation of new concepts is largely a matter of the pressures exerted by society 
on inventive individuals. 

( 6 )  C O N C L U D I:'<G R E F L E C T I O N S :  S C I E :'< C E  AND THE FATE O F  

C L A S S I C A L  LANG UAG E S  I N  E A S T  A N D  'l\rE S T  

I n the transition from medieval science to modern science, i t  seems probable thal 
forging a suitable linguistic instrument is less important than creating an adequate 
descriptive base. Thus alchemy could not develop into modern chcmistry until the 
table of elements had been worked out to form such a basco vVhen thought is clear, 
scientific writing is usually clear. When thought is groping on the frontiers of know I· 
edge, metaphors, analogies and very general terms take the place of precise terms 
and clear conceptions. 243 

Both Classical Latin, as it developed in the Middle Ages, and Literary Chinese 
would seem to have been magnificent instruments for the communication of scientific 
ideas. But it remains to be explained how it was that they failed to be developed for 
this purpose into the 20th century. In retrospect it now seems clear that given time 
and deternlination any classical language can adjust to changed conditions, and 
can even return to oust the vernacular language which has assumed its role, as has 
occurred with Hebrew in Israel. But for this to occur the classical language must 
return on a full tide of national sentiment. 

On the other hand the diversion of the classical language for some specialised 
purpose is easier if it has already abandoned the main field. Latin docs, in fact, 
alTord an example of this phenomenon, fOl� having surrendered most of the field 
to the rising vernacular languages of Europc,24+ it then, in  the late 18th century, 
made a limited comeback "vith the artificial creation of ' botanic Latin'. But lhis new 
specialised dialect illustrates the great extent of the modifications which had to be 
made, modifications which would have been resented and strenuously resisted not 
only by scholars but by all educated people, if the classical language had still been 
in possession of its full powers. [n fact the botanic reformers were able to make 
the necessary changes from the classical form of the language only because the 
champions of Classical Latin had largely become indilTerent to its fate as a world 
language, and were often unaware of the gathering momentu111 of modern science. 
They confined their interests to the ancient literature which was soon to become a 
province of specialists. 

24:\ I;or example, the plague at Athens in the year -439 as described by Thucydidcs cannot be identified, not 
because Thucydides was incapable of clear thought, or was having a lapse - on the contrary he was al pains 10 
describe what he saw exactly nor because the Cn.:d, language was an unsuitable language for describing diseases, 
but beeau�e Thueydides did not sufficiently understand the natllre of the disease to know what 10 describe, or had 
not the technical means, such as a thCrmomclcl; to fillel out the prt>cise aspects. such as temperature, which needed 
describing. See Thucydicles, 11, 47 55. Shrewsbury (1950) reviews Ihe possibilities, hut i\ IcNeill (1976). ch. 3, n. 34, 
points out that .(\ virgin population exhibits symptoms Jiu' different from those manifest in a population already 
exposed'. 

1H New Illcdical thescs were, ho\\,c\'cr, written in Latin in Britain till after Ihe beginning of the 19th century, 
and I ",' llin was needed by doclOrs and I;\\vyers till mueh later. It is only recemly that uni\'crsity pllhlic orators have 
ceased 10 orate in l.�rin. 
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I f, on the other hand, the reform of a classical language needs to be made to meet 
the demands of a suddenly exploding new science, but these reforms are likely to 
be resisted and contested by conservative scholars supported by a less informed but 
equally conservative reading public, the attraction t11USt seem irresistible LO make 
a clean sweep. The lemptation will then be to publish seientinc works not in the 
old classical language at ail, but in a newly current vernacular language in which 
less concern is felt about neologisms and innovations, and in which conservative 
attitudes have not yet become solidly established. This, however, is not the whole 
story in either China or Europe. 

The classical languages of both Europe and China had many advantages. L,tin 
was used internationally wilhin its culture area until quite a late date. I t continued as 
lhe main official language of France until 1539,2-1-,1 and much longer as the language 
of the universities, of international intercourse and of the church. The last scientific 
work of importance to be published in Latin in England was Newton's Prineij)ia, 
which appeared in 1687 .2"6 'As a vehicle of scholarship it slllyived longest in the 
German Universities . . .  In  the German States bct\veen 1681 and 1690, more books 
were printed in Latin than in German, and Latin was still the medium of teaching 
in the German Universitics.

,247 It continued to be the most useful lingua franca 
for educated people until well into the 18th century. Linnaeus, for example, used 
it for speaking when he was in Holland, and in correspondence will) botanists. I t  
was also used by Albrecht von Haller (1708-1777) in his correspondence, and by 
many others.248 Its function in keeping scholars in touch with devcloptuents in other 
countries contributed greatly to the development of modern science in its early years) 
though the existence of a common language does not of itself guarantee the free flow 
of ideas nor that alien ideas shall be admitted to its network. Rufinus (13th/14th 
centuries), for example, did not know of the work of Albertus Magnus;2{9 and the 
Chinese living in Peking in the 17th century did not feel moved to translate Ihe 
useflll work on glass-making, 'L'Ar/e Vetmria by Antonio Neri ( 1612) which theJesuit 
missionaries had brought with them to that city. As we said above in sec, Volume 5, 
part 3, pp. 236-7 ,  n. h, 'An up-to-date treatise on glass-making would have interested 
the Chinese

, 25o 

245 In \\'hieh year Francis I decreed that all official public."1tions should appear in French (If.VESCO His(Q1)1 4' 
.Ifnl/kind, \'01. 4, p. 604)· Sec :llso Sarton (Ig.n), p. 1 108. 

2 16 That i� to say finy ycars after Dcscartes had published his Dis{(JUfS de fa j\li(hode in French. 
2+7 Bochncr (19+4), p. 313. 
2�8 Stcarn (1966), p. 7. 
2�9 Crombic (1952), p. 1 15, poims out, 'Rullnus, . .  secms 10 havc known nothing C\'CIl or De /;ge/aliblls e/ P/alltiJ 

or Alberlus i\lagnLls·. Thc high cost of books was probably also an impediment. 
2:.0 The question of the tr:msmissiOIl on\'estcrn chemical and mctallurgical processcs to China is considered in 

sec, mI. 5, pI. 3, pp. 22 1-36. As wc said there (p. 236): ' I t  was a tantalising twist or history that such works could 
get as rar as Peking yt"t l�til to penetrate lhe language barrier'. One should not, or coursc, consider a language to be 
a barricr in itself. It is only a barrier to those who arc unable 10 learn it. A.s we said in note h, continued from p. :!36. 
apart from some or the books brought by thcJcsuits to Peking which were oflittk value to the Chinese, there \\cre 
others 'which could have been vel)' useful if there had bcen someone to cxpound them and take thcm through Lhe 
language barrier' . Examples quoted were the D(' Di.I/il/a/jol/e of Geronimo Ross, the Piro/ee/min of Biringuccio and 
CArIe 1;lmna of Antonio Neri mentioned aOOn:. The value of lhis book is also HOIcd in sec, \'01. 5: pI. 2, p. 269. 
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Both Latin and Literary Chinese also had another advantage denied to the newly 
developing vernacular languages, which was that the great works of remote antiquity 
became available to the student who mastered the ancient medium. He was part of 
a continuing tradition, whereas there was a gulf between the ancient texts and the 
reader of the vernacular alone, which would not be bridged until translations had 
been made into the new medium. At first the vernacular languages of Europe could 
not compete with Latin 25! As Stearn says, 'Latin survived through the Middle 
Ages and well into the 18th century as the one internationally used language of 
learning among the peoples of Europe, none of which then possessed a vernacular 
language sufficiently developed and widely enough known to challenge its supremacy 
in diplomatic, legal and ecclesiastical matters'. 252 It could, however, only be a matter 
of time before the challenge was made. 

The reasons why the vernacular languages of Europe gradually ousted Latin are 
extremely complex. Perhaps the most important is that with the coming of the 
Renaissance there was a drawing together of the educated and the artisan classes, 
a rare situation, as Graham has observed in writing of the Mohist sciences: 'The 
sections on optics and mechanics surely reflect social conditions comparatively rare 
in history until the t6th century in Western Europe, where the Scientific Revolution 
soon followed, the explosive situation when men with speculative minds are in close 
contact with men who work with their hands'. 253 In Europe there was more to it than 
that. Not only did the two classes work closely togethel; but the need arose that the 
artisans should be able to read and write, record what they observed, make accurate 
measurements, and apply mathematics to the tests they made on their products. 254 

The artisans had to be educated not in the ancient literary glories of Greece and 
Rome, but in the practical methods of increasing production and efficiency. Their 
education therefore had to be in the language which they spokc 255 By the 17th 
century it had become quite clear that a form of education needed to be devised 
which would promote this aim. Such education would not stress the mere unthinking 
application of rules by menials, but, as Wilkins stated in his Mathematicall il1agick of 
1648, would be designed to create a form or education which would benefit common 

The barrier to the transmission of ideas is made up of many things besides the difficulties of translation. Among 
them may be noted ,\ contempt for the style ill which the ideas are cxpresscd; lack of enthusiasm or even interest 
among the parties who alolle have opportunities for translation; the fact that sound ideas may be mingled with 
unacceplable theories; lack offunds to finance the translation project; political intt"rfcrence fi'om rival parties; and, 
as was the case in the later stages oftheJesuit mission, distraction of attell1ion by other over-riding pre-occupations, 
in this case Chinese concern with the imminence of the �Ianchu invasion. There was also the well-known distaste 
of Confucian scholars for artisan pursuits. 251 Though Sanon (19.1-]), vol. 3, p. 3+5, points OUI that n'en by +8+3 tal/gilt d'oil was becoming accepted in its 
own right, the emancipation Or that languilge had been possible only because Latin had reached an advanced state 
of disintegration. 'If the Latin language had rcmained ali\"c, the Romancc dialects would have had as much chauee 
of developing as maggots on a li\·ing body.' 252 Stearn (1966), p. q. 253 Graham ([978). p. 8. 2.:H See above. Joseph :'-,Ieedham. ·Seience and Society in East and \\'est', and Joseph Needham and Huang 
Jen-Yli. " fhe Kature of Chinese Society: A lcdmical Interpretat ion'. 

l:':' As Bishop Wilkins expresscd it, books had to be written in the \'ernacular 'for which these mechanical arts 
orall other arc most proper'. Quoted in Gillispie ([970). sub. nom. ·Wilkins· by Hans AarslelT, voL 14, p. 366. 
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artificers in gaining a right understanding oflhe grounds and theory of the arts they 
practise. 256 

or great significance in \IVestern Europe at this tin1C was the fact that paper 
was known by the 13th century in Germany and by the 14th cel1lury in England, 
making possible the start of printing from moveable type in the 15th century and the 
rapid spread of printed books. 2si Standardised editions of important works form the 
very foundation of modern education, and perhaps the spread of relatively cheap 
printed books did more to undermine the ascendancy of the classical languages 
in Europe than anything else. Yet in China, where paper had been invented some 
fifteen centuries before it was used by Gutenberg, and where moveable pottery type 
had been invented258 some four cel1luries before Gutenberg's first use of metal type, 
the invention of printing served to strengthen the classical language rather than the 
opposite. Had the writing of China represented the sounds of words as they were 
spoken, it can plausibly be argcled that the cffects of printing would have been similar 
to those in Europe, but the cheapening of books in logographic script at first only 
strengthened the hold of the logographic lingua franca. 

Latin could not be ousted as a language of science in Europe, nor Literary Chinese 
in China, until the vernaculars wcre sufficiently developed to carry the load. In 
Europe it was not a malter of developing one vernacular only, but as many as there 
were nation-slates, and sometimes morc - Switzerland, for example, used four. In 
this there was a marked lack of co-ordination between contending states in a field 
where co-operation would seem desirable. Thc lack or an agreed nomenclature lor 
the different distillations of petroleum in the various European languages even today 
(petrol, essence, benzine, kerosine, gasoline, paraffin) is an indication of this failure. 
In China the problem was rather different .  It was somewhat as if Switzerland on 
a giant scale had selected French to be its language of the future, this language 
when written being expressed in traditional logographs. There would be nothing 
to prevent a German-speaking Swiss from reading the logographs in German if he 
wished to, though occasionally in China, and very much i110re often in Switzerland, 
such reading frOiTI the logograph would have an alien flavoUl; due to differences in 
iciiOln, and to difTerences in word order and syntax in general, which in Europe are 
very marked. 259 In China a further reform, now virtually complete, was to ensure 
that anyone reading characters would be able to speak them in that form of the 
Northern dialect which is now known as phu-thung-hua :f ill �. It is as ir Europe 
had made one of its original vernacular languages obligatory for all adlninistraLivc, 
cultural and scientific purposes. The advantages or having a population of many 

2.'>6 Wilkins (16+8), in his address 'To the Rcader·. 
25; Carter (19'25), pp. 2.+5 50. The Chinesc begall to change from moveable wooden type 10 bronze 1)1)1.: ill the 

late 15th century. simultaneously with Ihc cb·clopnll.:nt of moveable 1)1)e in Europe. Sec '[5icn Tmin-Hsuin in Sec. 
vOI.J ' pl. I. p. 2 1 1 .  

2" The earliest aUlhoritatiyc aCCOLInt orthe usc of moveable t)Vc is oflhat invented by Pi Sheng " If. (c. +990 
to +105 1). Sec Sec. vol. .j, pI. I ,  pp. 2ur IT., and also pp. l lf on the ol'igin of paper. 

259 In ph/l-tlllmg-!wo a person wishing to say, for example, 'Arc there any?' would say '}il lI/ei)'Il 1f � 1fr .\ 
Cantonese speaker would expect to find the equivalent of j-GII mOil ;jf �', i.e. )11 WII � �?' 
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hundreds of millions of people aLI able to pool their intellectual resources through 
the medium of a common language and script may be expected to become clear in 
the centuries ahead. 

If the decline of the classical languages in Europe and China are to be properly 
compared, it is first necessary to be clear about the time dimension. China may 
reasonably be regarded as a geographical and political unit for this purpose, even 
though the initiative may sometimes have been taken in the coastal cities, sometimes 
in such a province as Hunan, with its progressive governor Chhcn Pao-Chen Itlf Jl 
(1831-1900), sometimes in the capital, as when theJesuit mission arrived there to
wards the end or the 16th ccnlllry. Europe, however, was not a geographical and 
political unit, and a decision taken concerning the use of a language in Italy, for 
example, would not necessarily apply in England or Germany. The comparison will 
therefore be drawn between China and England to avoid the distraction of time-lags 
in diITerent European countries. 

Both China and England experienced influences and needs which were similar 
in nature but different in timing. Among them may be mentioned the fermentation 
caused by ideas from an alien culture; the cheapening of books by the invention 
of printing; the demand for translations and their effect on the existing language; 
the need for new technology; the discovery that technology does not come alone, 
but demands a rethinking of fundamental concepts; the need for a new practical 
education enabling workInen as well as artisans to work with the new machines; the 
need for a simpler language which can be used by such people to raise their level of 
education, enabling them to study science; and finally the growth of democracy or 
of mass participation in politics. But whereas in England this was spread over some 
six and a half centuries, fi'om say 1250 to IgOO, in China it had to be compressed 
within three centuries, and the most difficult and important part of it within the fifty 
years from 1850 to 1900. That China was able to do it at a time when the Manchu 
dynasty was tottering to its fall was a remarkable achievement. 

From about 1250 Arabic inAuence began to have strong efTects in England, par
ticularly on the lVIenon scholars at Oxford, in dynamics, for example. But European 
influence on Chinese mathematics and physics did not begin until after the arrival 
of the Jesuit mission in 1583. The closure or the mission in 1774 was followed by 
nearly a century without contacts with the "Vest at a high intellectual level, a loss 
as great to the stimulation of China as Western Europe would have sufTered if the 
flow of Greek manuscripts from Constantinople to Italy had dried up a hundred 
years before the city fell to the Turks in 1453. When contacts at a scientific level were 
reopened by Protestant missionaries in the second half in the 19th century, the days 
when China and Europe could roll back the li'ontiers of science in co-operation and 
mutual esteem had passed. For China to survive, drastic surgery was necessary. 

Although many f l inched from this operation, there was no shortage of great people 
in China who were prepared to sec it through. Their actions 1l1ay be briefly chron
icled. Before the first stirrings of modern science began to appear in the writings 
of Arnald of Villanova ( 13th century), the Chinese had already been able to enjoy 
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books printed from wooden blocks for over three hundred years 260 But their use of 
logographic writing had onc singular difference from alphabetic writing in Europe, 
namely that people begin to bc literate from the time [hat they have mastered their 
first charactel; and as further characters are added to their memories, they are able 
to decode progressively more and more of what they see written. The time may 
come when they will be able to provide a character to match every word they use 
in the vernacular language, although they will still not be able to understand the 
more elaborate codification of Literary Chinese. What was written might therefore 
be found at several difTerent levels of simplification. For example, it is known that 
'Chang Po-hsing l& 16 if, while governor of Fukien (1707-10), used three different 
versions of the Sacred Edicts: one for literati, "one illustrated with popular sayings for 
those of medium intelligence and scholarly ability, and one with memorable jingles 
for the simple country folk" ' . 261 

Logographs therefore provided a ladder from one level of communication to 
anothel; from the open to the coded, whereas the alphabetic scripts of the West had 
a different function. A knowledge of the letters of the alphabet might help Europeans 
to decode that which "vas written in their own language. But if the \vriting was in 
a language which they did not know, they could only make approximations to the 
sounds, often without having any idea of their meaning. The decision to write and 
print books in European vernacular languages instead of Latin was, therefore, a 
revolutionary step, far more so than in China where thanks to the use oflogographs, it 
was more a matter of style than change oflanguage. This perhaps explains why it was 
possible for China to change the medium of administration from Literary Chinese 
to 'clear speech' (poi-Itua S�) so rapidly, in effect between the years 1897, when 
the 'Academy of Current Events' (Sltih-Wll Hsueh-thang B!H1t� 'r.) was established in 
Hunan Province, and 1917 ,  when poi-hua was formally declared the official medium 
during the Literary Revolution. 262 This compares very favourably with the three 
and a half centuries required in England for the displacing of Latin by English, as 
described above. Since in China the overwhelming demand, until the end of the 19th 
century, was for texts to be printed in the literary language, printing consolidated its 
hold there rather than the opposite, as in Europe. 

As in Europe, the changc of medium was preceded by several centuries of intense 
work on translation. ]11 Europe it was a continuolls process, beginning with the 
translation of Arabic and Greek works into Latin, and continuing from the 14th 
century with translations from Latin and 1l1any other languages into the appropriate 
vernacular. But in China the work of intensive translation begun by the Jesuits was 
not continuous. During the period from 1552 to the suppression of the mission in 
1773 and the rew years in which the remaining missionaries lingered 011, a total 
of some 340 works were composed in Chinese on ''''estern subjects or translated 
from Western languages into Literary Chinese, most of them before the year 1675. 

260 See sec, \'01. 5, pI. I .  p. 86, for clClllils of the earliest complete paper book of +256 and pp. 146 II for block 
printing from the +6th \0 the +gth celHur)� 261 Rawski (1979). p. 15. quoting Spence (lg68). 1.8:5. 

262 [J:\ESCO /-/islo,)' if.\lollkilld, \"01. 6 (�), p. 1292. 
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O f  these, according to Pfiste,; those on scientific subjects equalled, if they did not 
surpass in numbet� those on religion and controvcrsy. 263 In the 18th century this 
activity died down, but a residual errect was that many neologisms from the Jcsuit 
books became accepted into the language.26" lvloreove,; the translations which had 
been made, being written lor their content rather than for style, were in a rather 
severe and simple form of Literary Chinese, which served as a model for scientific 
writing thereafter. 265 

There was, howevcl; in 18th-century China, a changed attitude to science, which, 
because it had been used as an inducement by evangelists to obtain converts, became 
suspect. Nevertheless, by the late 18th century, the more practical aspects ofvVestern 
science began to be clearly discernible.266 

Attention was at first focused on the fact that 'political power grows out of the 
barrel of a gun,.267 This lesson had been learnt by the nations of \"'estern Europe 
after the walls of Constantinople had been breached by Turkish artillery in 1453, 
and the determination of each nation not to be outgunned by its neighbour led to a 
surge of interest in mining, metallurgy, ballistics, dynamics, mathematics, and those 
aspects ofprolo-ehemistry which related to the manufacture of gunpowder, together 
with the production and lranslmion of books and manuals concerning these sciences 
and technologies. 

It was the arrival of the steam-engine propelling foreign ships which first compelled 
Chinese officials to begin a serious study of foreign science. Details of this may be 
found above.268 It will suffice here simply to list the main dateable eyents: 

In 1 828, as reported in the Hai Kuo Thu Chih )$,�Iil;�., the first fire-wheel boat 
arrived fr01TI Bengal. 

In 1830 the East India Company's steamer Forbes arrived. 
I n  1 835 the steam-vesse!]ardille arrived, but the government caused its machinery 

to be dismantled 269 
In ,841 diagrams of a model steamboat and locomotive were published in Ting 

Kung-Chhen's T 4# ffi:. lim Phao TlIlI Shuo niiJ:fililIDt· 
c. 1845 the first full-scale Chinese steam paddle-boat was built at Canton with the 

help of a foreign engineer. 
In 1846 the first Chinese drawing of a steamship270 appeared in Cheng 

Fu-Kuang's �Hf7t (1847) Hllo LUll CMuall Tim Shuo x fit,o/.}Iil�Jt. 
In 1853 the first steamship service to China started. 

263 Sec Pfister (1932), p. xxiii. In 111(' second Ilaif of the 19th century lilis proportion rose to four-filihs. (UNESCO 
His/o')' Q[M(llikilld, vol. G (2), p. 1059,) It must also be remembered lhal translations fi'omJapanesc to Chinese with 
many neologisms were also being made, 

21;.\ Pfister shows the emphasis placed in the first century olJesuit acti" ity in China on making \\'eslern knowledge 
and 'Truth' available to the Chinesc in their own language. From 1GiS onwards the emphasis was on informing 
the £cople of Europe about the thought ilnd tecilllolo!;,,)' of the Chinese. 

2 J UNESCO (1976), \'01. 5 (3), p. 1271. 2GG UNESCO (1969), \'ol. ,� (2), p. 906. 21i7 J\lao Tsc-Tung (1954), vol. 2, p. 2'14. 
�'68 sec, "01. 4, pl. 2 ,  pp, 387 fT. 2fi!.l Couling (1917), sub. 'Steam ,"cssels'. 
:!70 Sec sec. "01. +, pI. 2. p. 389. 
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In 1868 the first two steamships of substantial size built in China were launched 
from the Kiangnan Arsenal and the Fuchow Dockyard. From then till 1874, 
fifieen further vessels were built at the dockyard. Such was the accelerating pace 
of innovation. 

A leading figure in the attempt to make good the years 10Sl al the end of the 
Ming period, when China's sea-power was cut to the bone, was Lin Tse-Hsli ;j{;.f!IJ-ft 
(1785-1850), who, in addition to his heroic attempts to prevent the importation of 
opium to his country, which could not be wholly successful in the face of British 
sea-powel; assembled a stafT of translators who were able to sift Western periodicals 
and books for informalion on sea-powel; ship-building, marilime defence, and other 
military matters,2i l  and 111ake it available to China. He also encouraged experi
mental work and the testing of guns and ships. 272 The followers of Lin Tse-Hsli273 

specialised in a range of engineering techniques which included gun-casting, optical 
instruments, steam-engines, steam-boats and steam-locomotives, the making of gun
powdclj mines, bombs, fuses and shells, and morc generally aU aspects of gunnery, 
the positioning of defence batteries and the mounting of artillery within defences. It 
will be noted that Literary Chinese, reinforced by a growing technical vocabulary. 
was still in lise as the language of science. 

All through the 18th century an awareness of the need for government to be able to 
communicate with the less literate part of the population was growing. There was a 
solid foundation on which to build, for the administration of China was based on an 
assulllption of a certain level oflitcracy even in the Illost rural places. Tax obligationsl 
for example, \-verc listed in detail on a single document, and this document was passed 
from household to household, with penalties for failing to pass it on. For this Lo be 
workable every village must have had a reasonable number of people literate to the 
level required for tax demands.2H lnformation for peasants concerning agricultural 
techniques, famine foods and medicines was also communicated by posters, as well 
as changes in rules and regulations. Nor in times of village uproar and commotion 
would the inhabitants fail to have recourse to the written word with the posting on 
village walls of denunciatory poems.275 

Wang Hui-Tsu 11 k,:!§. (1731-1807), a competent administrator and critical his
lorian, spoke out powerfully on behalf of simplified language 'in all written public 
notices, since people usually find it difficult to understand the written language and 
soon tire of trying to read longwindcd and verbose documents'. 276 At sllch a time the 

2i1 UXESCO (1976), \"01. 5 (3), pp. 1'26.�-5. 
27Z In thi:> he placed China ahead of Turkey, which ill the 15th century had led the world in the use or hea,"y 

artillery, but thercafier enlered a period of decline which was not arrested till 19'23 wilh the ad,'cJl{ to power of 
Kemal Ataturk. 

:m \ lcllloranda by such men occupy chaplers 8.1- to 95 of the 1852 edition or the Hai KilO TIIIl Chili i$�i:,t,. 
271 Rawski (1979), p. 14. 
275 Rawski (1979), P' 16. which recounts such an incident in 1844 in Kwangtung. As Christoph Harbsmeier ollce 

obsci"wcI: 'It is healthy to reflect that lileracy is no lower and was no lo\\"cr in China than in comparably developed 
other nations cqjoying the benefits of alphabclic scripts. The linguist Bernhard Karlgrcn was certainly right when 
he emphasised Ihat ullinutely the diHieulty of lcarning Chinese characters was not in fact Ihe most difficult thing 
about learning Chinese.' 

276 R,nvski (1979), p. 15, and see Balazs (1965). p. 56. 
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Western conception of a newspaper had only to be planted for it to strike root. This 
occurred in 1827 with the publishing in Canton of the English language newspaper 
The Calltoll Register. The idea of publishing news was by no means an innovation 
to China, for government information had been circulated by means of a gazette 
similar in content to the Lolldon Gazelle (which was first published in Oxford in 1685), 
but anticipating this by six and a half centuries or more. 2i7 The Peking Gaz.elle (Chillg 
Pao J?: til. or Ti chhao �tJ) was issued daily except at the New Year Festival (unlike The 
London Gazette, which only carne out twice a week), and announced Court movenlcnts, 
lists of promotions, Imperial Rescripts, Edicts and the like. Although of restricted 
circulation it was avidly read in the provinces, and the copying orit in abridged form 
and sale at a reduced price constituted a minor local industry. 278 

The European newspaper differed fi"om the previous gazettes in its aim, which 
was to enlighten, and in its content, which carne to include infornlative anic1cs on 
science, moral questions and popular progress as well as news of current events. 
Given the aim of such newspapers, and the fact that they depended for their success 
on attracting a wide circle of readers, it \'vas inevitable that the language in which 
they were expressed should have approximated more and more to that of the largest 
possible number of readers capable of paying for a copy. 

It is not possible to trace here the development offoreign newspapers in China from 
the beginning of the Cantoll Register in 1827 to the end of the century when there were 
twenty-five or thirty, excluding periodicals, nor of newspapers in Chinese, which by 
the end of the century numbered seventy or more. 2i9 I t  is often difficult to say when 
a missionary circular letter beCOlnes a newspapel; and when an English-language 
newspaper which begins by having occasional articles in Chinese, and then a column 
or a page, can be described as having become a Chinese-language newspaper. But 
for a firm date we may note that John Fryer, of whom more will be said before 
long, assumed the editorship of the Chiao-flU; hsill-pao �Jc-t 1idll. (Mission News) in 
Shanghai in 1866, the paper having been started in 1862. 

Newspapers certainly helped to spread education, if not literacy, for being written 
in Literary Chinese they could be read in all the provinces, and not merely on 
the coast where they originated. In  1895 there were nineteen Chinese newspapers 
published in China, Hongkong and Macao, but only three years later the number 

\ had increased (Q over seventy, an indication of the rate al which the pressure for 
:. change was building up. By the beginning of the 20th century there were seventeen 

newspapers in Chinese in Shanghai, some of which were said lO have circulations 
of lO,OOO a day.280 Experiments were also being made in the language in vvhich 
they were expressed. About the year 1900 a small monthly periodical was started 
in Canton which lIsed a Romanised form of Cantonese, and in 1902 onc of thc 

'177 On the Londoll Ga<.elfe first edited by Joseph Williamson, and to include Sir Joseph Steele among its later 
editors, ste the IlarlllSWQrlh Ellqclo/Jardia, \"01. .'), p. 3874. An indication of thc need lor an international language, 
now (ha( L. .... tin was no longer acceptable, is the ract that the UJlldQII Ga;;.tllt was also published in French until 1696. 

178 Sec Couling (1917), p. 4-29. 
2i'l Ball (1904), pp. 478 If 
200 An interesting survey of (he state of the press in China as it was at the turn of the CClIllll")' is !:.rl\·cn by Ball 

(1904-), p. 4-79· 
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Hongkong Chinese newspapers began printing occasional pieces i n  colloquial, thaI 
is to say, using logographs to represent words as used in the vernaculal� and not 
in the style of Literary Chinese. 281 This, however, is 10 anticipate the great effort 
which was being made, following Ihe lead sel by Lin Tse-Hsti *�iJf�, in promoting 
modern technology, translating Western andJapanese books, and equipping Literary 
Chinese wilh an up-lO-date scientific vocabulary. 

Lin Tse-Hsli had died in 1850. But a young man of great inlelligence was now 
preparing to bring to bear a comparable dynaJnism for the modernisation of China. 
This was Li Hung-Chang *il�. (1823-1901). In 1863, when he was Acting Gov
ernor of Kiangsu Province, he obtained authorisation for a school of translators to 
bc set up in Shanghai, similar to one which had just been established in Peking.282 

Two years later he was able 10 set up China's first \'Vestern-type arsenal with the 
help of Dr (Sir Halliday) Macartney, an officer seconded 10 him from special service 
with the British Army283 This was at firsl simply a machine shop for the produclion 
of weapons, but later it was found that the worklnen it employed needed training, 
and a mechanical school was therefore added in 1867 . [n  1868 authorisation was 
requested for the addilion of a translation department. Li Hung-Chang had already 
left the scene, becoming Acting Governor General in Nanking in the summer of 1865. 
The prqject had, howevel� by this time acquired n10mentum of its OWI1, but Tseng 
Kuo-Fan ��lii, who had been appointed Governor General of Kiangnan and 
Kiangsi Provinces in South China, in which fighting he was desperately engaged, 
nevertheless found time 10 secure the authorisation of Ihe department from Peking. 
The translation department, which had since 1863 been functioning independently 
in Shanghai, was therefore transferred to the Arsenal complex, in effect li'om early 
in 1 868, though not with full authorisation until November of that year. In Tseng 
Kuo-Fan's memorial applying for this adjustment to be made, he also suggested and 
secured permission to establish a training school for linguists. 28, Even before the pro
posals had been officially approved, a DrJohn Fryer, formerly mission school teachel; 
and later, asjust noted, editor orthe missionary newspaper Clziao-llUi hsin-pao, was ap
pointed as translator at the Arsenal, which now included four departments, (I) the ar
senal and machine shop (1865), (2) the mechanical training school (1867), (3) the trans
ferred translation department (1868), and (4) the school for training linguists (1868). 

The Chinese bureaucracy orthis period is often accused of endless procrastination, 
corruplion and inCOInpetcnce. Nevertheless, two facts emerge from this affair. One 

2f11 Brill (1904-). p . .  �i9. 1f1� Bennett (1967), pp. 18 it 283 Hummel (1943), \'01. I, p. 465. 
21:11 Scnnell (1967), pp. 18-20. OIl the cady introduction of modern chemistry to China, and the work or tbe 

Kiangnan Arsenal we bave already wriltcn in sec, "01. 5, p1. 3, pp. 250 fT. It would be wrong to gin� the impression 
that the staff orlhe Kiangnan Arsenal con fined their in\creSllQ translation in and from English. !'.Iariannc Hastid. 
personal communication, 2 1  December 1985, points OUI that the Foochow Arsenal was built with Ihe help ofFrClIch 
technicians in 1866 and that the [ French] Nav}' Archi\'e repon (Service Historique de la ),iarinc RBI 1555, Rapport 
du sOlls-ingcnieur de division Thihaudin,juin 1868) refcrs to giosS<"1ries of Chin esc translations for tcchnical terms 
compiled by lhc French enginccrs and tcachers. She continues: 'the French director, Prosper Giquel. who himself" 
could speak and "Tile Chinese rather well. thought it nccessary to teach French to the Chinese stalT, indllding 
workers'. She continues: 'Among the early workers at the Arsenal \\las a small group f"rom Hong Kong and those 
may ha\'c contributed something also because they had worked in the small British dockyards which had been 
established therc'. 
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is that when the government wanted to push something through quickly, it could do 
it. Tseng Kuo-Fan made his proposals in a memorial to the throne 'in the [early] 
autumn of r86W. 285 It was approved by I November of the saIne yeal� i.c. in a matter 
of weeks. There are few government departments today which could deal with the 
cstablishing of a new institution with such dispatch! 

The second fact is the high level of delegation and of mutual trust between func
tionaries enabling the Arsenal to engage and start paying their foreign translator six 
months before the project in which he was working had been officially approved. 

Now began a second period of intense translating activity comparable lO that 
introduced by the Jesuits two centuries before. Thc number of scientific works pub
lished by Fryer and his colleagues in approximately thirty years appears to be 174, 
with another twenty or more translated but not published and excluding books which 
were tnore general than scientific.286 This compares very favourably with the grand 
lOtal of approximately 340 books and sundry documents on all subjects, translated 
over a period of morc than (\VO centuries into Literary Chinese by theJcsuit .Fathers 
whose total number with dates was shown by Pfister as 442 and whose strength at 
its peak rose to 1 13,  though it must be remembered that the Jesuits' main object 
vvas cvangelisation, that they were translational pioneers, and in their second phase 
were also translating Chinese books into European languages. This was brought to 
a splendid climax by the heroic Amiot when the mission was under fire from many 
quarters. Nevertheless the work of the Kiangnan Arsenal was of critical importance 
in enabling Literary Chinese to adjust to the demands put on it by modern science 
which was developing in Europe with explosive rapidity. 

If the influence which these translations had on the minds of the reading public 
and on the future development of the Chinese language is to be assessed, they must 
be looked at from several angles. To begin with, Fryer himself was disappointed that 
the very Arsenal which had commissioned the work sometimes made no use of the 
product, which he found it 'difficult to account for

,
. 287 But it must be remembered 

that a good source book docs not necessarily make a good textbook for teaching 
purposes. On the other hand, more than 30,000 copies of books published between 
1870 and 1880 were sold from the Arsenal itself. Many more were sold from other 
book eentres 288 There was a spurt in sales after 1890, and through all this period 
there is the indirect testimony of pirated editions selling vigorously at reduced price 
to indicate a healthy demand.289 

The inAucnce of these books on some of the younger generation who were be
ginning lO play a major role in the modernisation of China is suggested by the fact 
that Khang Yu-Wei Jilt;;(if i!i (1856-1928), for example, bought copies of all the works 
which the Arsenal had published. A few years later Liang Chhi-Chhao ME&: M (1873-
1929) and his brother also bought many of the published works. 290 Than Ssu-Thung 

28� See p. 19+ above. 2116 Bennett (1967), AppendiX II, pp 82 n 
231 Ibid., p. 4[,  n. 67. 238 Ibid 
2119 Ibid. ·Copied by photolithography in small charaClers and sold at absurdly small prices', as Fryer observed. 
290 Ibid., pp. 42-3. 
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i.f lffl'J fi'J (I865-98), the first martyr of the 18g8 reform, was a voracious reader of 
translations of Western books, and was certainly familiar with some of those from 
the Arsenal. I t  is evident that at the very least the style of Khang Yu-Wei was in
fluenced by what he had read to the extent of absorbing much of the terminology 
\vhieh had been evolved in the course of Arsenal translation work.291 

The manner in which the translations were made was for the foreign book to 
be taken passage by passage. First the reader of the foreign book who was fluent 
in colloquial Chinese would translate the passage into the colloquial. If there were 
points in doubt they would next be settled. Then the Chinese translator would turn 
the colloquial translation into Literary Chinese, and this when polished would appear 
in the Chinese version of the book. The main difficulties do not appear to have been 
in the nature of the literary language itself, but in the need to invent terms for words 
and concepts which had nOl till then made their appearance in Chinese nalural 
philosophy. The procedure was 

(I) 10 find an existing term which could be used without distortion of meaning 
beyond what was acceptable. This practice was very nll1ch llsed in English in the 
early years of the Scientific Revolution, as when the word stroke, meaning a blow with 
a weapon, caIne to be lIsed in the sense of the 1l10Vcment of a piston in the cylindeJ� 
or of a cerrain type of brain damage. 

(2) If no existing term came to mind Fryer and his collaborators would find an 
archaic or obsolete character which could be pressed into service, and would give 
it a new and precise meaning. This may be compared with the botanists of Europe 
taking ancient Latin terms and giving them a ne'vv botanic precision, or chemists 
taking the ancient word ae/her which had at one time indicated a fifth element, and 
llsing it in the precise sense of (C,Hs)'O. 

(3) Somctin1cs, when the concept \vas new, it \vas necessary to coin a new character. 
There are many of these among Chinese terms used in modern chemistry. 'Oxygen', 
yang �, is an example. '"['his may be compared with the new inventions of Europe, 
such as 'gas' or 'laser'. 

(4) Somctimes what was invented was not a new characlel� but a ncw descriptive 
term formed from much llsed and well-established characters, some of which had 
changed meaning in the course of his lory. This type of invention had a long tradition 
in China, as is illustrated in the term 'wind-chasing gun

,
;292 a similar procedure in 

English may be seen in the invention of such terms as 'crocodile clips' and 'buttcrAy
nuts'. 

(5) Transliteration of foreign words. When describing the sinicisation of modern 
chemistry above293 we spoke of 'the age-old dilemma conli'onting translators {i'om 

291 Ibid., p. 43. Xathan Si"in has pointed om. howcver, in his rc\·iew ofBennen (1967) in Isis, 6. (1970), p. '281. 
that the plate orthe Kiangnan Translarion Bureau's omput in Ihe overall translation effort in Chin::! has not in thai 
work been properly evaluated, and suggests Wright (19:)7), for a well-doclIlnentcd m'elvicw, in addition to Chinese 
sources. 

292 This term. /a dllliftllg chltial/g :1\:i[,S. it, is translated as 'large blowing-away-the enemy lance-gun' in Sec. 
\"01. 5. pl. 7, p. 455· Other similar names ror weapons are: the 'gripped-lightning musket' (chhe lim ddlllllg $! 't ttl 
and the 'fast lhunder musko' (hJiill lei dillllllg .m 1t ttl. See sec, \'01. ,), pt. i, pp. 442, 448.455. 

1!l:I SCC, \'01. 5, pL 3, p. '255. 
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alphabetical languages into Chinese . . . .  Should one employ an already existing . . .  
technical tcrm, and risk a fatal distortion of one's meaning? . . .  Or should one 
transliterate the foreign polysyllabic term or name into a string of monosyllables in 
meaningless juxtaposition, then define the ugly compound resulting?' This dilemma 
was generally resolved by using one or other of the first four methods just described, 
but a [ev.' transliterations seem to have made themselves a permanent niche in the 
language, such as a-55u-,,;-lin I"f iiJ �l:.# (aspirin), and ko-lojimg '%f fj -fjj (chloroform). 
In general Chinese finds it far easier to accept new descriptive terms in which 
the characters give some indication of the meaning, as in wei-sheng-su ��1.� (life
maintaining quintessence) for vitarnin, rather than a meaningless transliteration as 
in the earlier term lOei-tha-nzing ,!.� 'fI!1. fit. 

Although much stress has been laid on the work of John Fryer and his colleagues, 
progress in the modernisation of Chinese science, and of the language with which 
to express it, was gathering momentum in many different centres at the same time, 
leading to problems in the standardisation of terms which eventually had to be re
solved. What is so impressive in the work of the Kiangnan Arsenal is its scope. One 
cannot make an accurate translation of a technical term unless one understands the 
science behind it. Omitting fields of special applications of the sciences, the topics and 
sciences covered by Fryer alone include the following: acoustics; agriculture; algebra; 
analysis; anatomy; arithn1etic; arn1aments; astronomy; botany; calculus; chemistry; 
coast defence; coinage and minting; conic sections; dynamics; economics; electricity; 
engineering; fluxions; fortifications; geography; geology; geometry; gunnery; heat; 
hydraulics; hydrodynamics; hydrographical surveying; hydrostatics; hygiene; inter
national law; light; magnetism; materia medica; mechanics; medical jurisprudence; 
mensuration; meteorology; mineralogy; mining; model drawing; naval architec
ture; naval manoeuvring; naval regulations; navigation; palaeontology; photogra
phy; physiology; pneumatics; political economy; probability; prospecting; survey; 
therapeutics; trigonometry; X-ray; zoology 

The number of technical terms which this extremely wide range of topics implies is 
positively daunting. Apart from the gifts of the translators, their success can perhaps 
be attributed to three factors: first, the urg'ency of the situation - China's survival as 
an independent nation depended on it; seconelly, the very fi'iendly relations which 
existed between the team of translators; thirdly, the fact that the central government 
in Peking was prepared to delegate responsibility. After they had made elear what 
they wanted to be done, and had set the guidelines, they didn't interfere - the ancient 
Taoist principle of lOU wei iW. ).!,  - but left the translators to get on with the job, even 
to the point ofleaving it to Fryer to decide which books he would translate. One can 
imagine how much would have been produced under a heavy-handed bureaucracy. 

By the end of the century chemistry and the other sciences were being widely 
taught in China. vVhatever shortcomings the Kiangnan Arsenal translations may 
have had, they had brought China to the point of take-off for modern science. The 
old language of Literary Chinese had proved itself extremely adaptable and the 
adaptation had been accomplished at astonishing speed. Many hundreds of new 
terms had been created, and as Nathan Sivin has said, 'their success can easily be 
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verified by the number o f  these terms which have survived into the Chinese literature 
of today,.

·
294 Fryer himself testified to the adaptability of Literary Chinese, and few 

\"'estern writers have been in a better position than he to appreciate it. As early 
as 1862 he declared that 'the Chinese language like other languages is capable of 
growth', and believed that the Chinese language presented no serious problems for 
purposes of translation. 295 What is particularly interesting is that he even went so 
far as to say, in comparing Chinese with \rVestern languages: 'our systems have no 
more right to universal use than the Chinese. Their ancient and wonderful language 
which for some reasons is more suited to become the universal language of the world 
than any othel; must not be tampered or trifled with . .  . ' 296 

The situation at the turn of the century was therefore, as we pointed out above in 
sec, Volume 5, part 3 (p. 262), that Literary Chinese had proved itself well capable 
of adapting to the needs of modern scientific writing, and yet, by 19 17  it was formally 
dead. Many of the reasons are clcarly the same as in the West - the growth of 
the modern nation-state with its stress on universal literacy, the (inle and expense 
needed to acquire a classical education, the economic pressure on newspapers to be 
published in a simple language related to the vernacular of the common people, and 
so on, together with one disability which was not shared with Latin, namely that it 
was not comprchensiblc when read aloud. There could be no equivalent of a public 
orator at a university addressing his audience in Literary Chinese, whereas in the 
West this was possible in Latin, and had been done for centuries, persisting into the 
present age until the fiction that at least the majority of listeners could understand 
what was being said finally broke down. 

It is not nccessary to describe the transition from Literary Chinese to written pai
IlUa S-m; and spoken pllll-tillillg-hua '/tiM -m; since they are events of the 20th century, 
and fall outside the range of these volumes. It will suffice to note that following 
the establishment of the Shih-wu Hsueh-thang Bt!jjry� i:  (the Academy of Current 
Events) by Than Ssu-Thung iJ;:i'l1i'J in Changsha in 1897 the pai-hua movement de
veloped rapidly. The abolition of the Civil Service Triennial Examinations in Ig05297 
sounded the death knell for Literary Chinese as the language of administration, and 
thc Literary Revolution of 1917 formally established pai-hua in its place. Yet it would 
be an exaggeration to say that Literary Chinese is dead. It is still a vehicle for_ poetry, 
and for as long as it forms even a small part of Middle School curricula, the gap 
between pai-hua and Literary Chinese will not be unbridgeable for a determined stu
dent. It may have a normative influence in other ways, not least on the development 
oflanguages for science in the future, in a way that Latin can no longer hope to do. 

Z9� Quoted from Sivin's rcvie\\1 of Bennell, in '/rc/Illology Review (March 1970), pp. 17-18. 
'l'):' Bennet! (196;), p. 30. See also Sec.: vol. 5, pt. 3, p. '262. 
Z96 Benneu (1967), p. 31 ,  quoting Fryer's 'Scientific Terminology: Present Discrepancies and :\Ieans of Securing 

Uniformity', 18g1 in Alisallalleous PamphletJ (n.d.}. vol. I, no. I, p. I I .  
297 The exhaustion of the t)Ve of language required for the Triennial Examinations had an adverse effect on 

the general use of Literary Chinese comparable to the adverse effect on the lise or Latin caused by its misuse at the 
hands orlhe alchemists. 
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(f) C O N C L U S I O N S  

J O S E P H  N E E D H A M  

( I )  S C I E N C E  A N D  C I V I L I S AT I O N  I N  C H I NA 

The seed from which this whole series of some thirty volumes of Science and Civilisation 
in China would eventually sprouL, was sown in 1937 'v"hen my future chief collaborator 
Lu Gwei-Djen 1fUlt came to Cambridge, and, with her two fellow-biochemists, 
acted as evocator of the series. I was then a research biochemist, specialising in the 
study of embryonic life. It is interesting to observe, as Francis Bacon might have said, 
the afliliation of events and people. I had been secretary of the Cornford-J\! [cLaurin 
Fund, set up to help the relatives of lhose who had been killed in the International 
Brigade in the Spanish Civil War, and this indication of my sympathies it was which 
had led the Chincse to Cambridge. Lu Gwei-Djen fclt  that Cambridge was the place 
where the laboratory atmosphere would be truly agreeable, and Needham was the 
man, and so it happened that they all came to Cambridge. 

Lu Gwei-Djen worked with my first wife, Dorothy Needham, on aspects of muscle 
biochemistry; while Shen Shih-Chang lit�. worked with me on the ultra-micro
manometers (the 'divers') introduced by Londerstrom-Lang in Denmark a short time 
before. Wang Ying-Lai .I.B!*, on the other hand, worked with the discoverer of 
cytochrome, David Keilin, at the Molteno Institute. After two or three years they all 
separated, Lu Gwei-Djen and Shen Shih-Chang to America, where she worked first 
in California and then at the Columbia Medical Centre in New York, while he found 
a permanent post at Yale University Wang Ying-Lai returned to China, and spent 
most of his life as Director of the Shanghai Institute of Biochemistry. Lu Gwei-Djen 
spent the whole of the war in Alnerica, returning to China only at the end of it, in 
time to become Professor of NutTitional Biochemistry at Chinling � Fti: College, 
Nanking, but she was then called out again to UNESCO in which secretariat she 
worked for nine years. In 1957 she came back to Cambridge and never left it up to 
her death in 1991 ,  except for relatively short visits with us to China andJapan or for 
conferences. In Ig87 my first wife died, and two years afterwards Lu Gwei-Djen and 
I got married. But let me return now to 1937. 

It was from working with these young biochemists that I found that their minds 
were exactly like my own. That raised in an acute form the problem of why modern 
science had not originated in China. They had such an influence on me (much more 
than Cambridge ever had on them) that I began to learn their language, which in 
its written form is particularly difficult for Europeans because it is ideographic, 01; 
as we now say, 'Iogographic', and not alphabetic. I did not know a single Chinese 
character before I was thirty-seven years of age, but eventually I became quite fluent 
and I used to say that reading a page of Chinese was like going for a swim on a 
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very hot day, because it got you completely out of the alphabet. But it is one thing 
to learn Chinese as part of the Oriental Studies Tripos in Cambridge, and quite 
another thing to learn it as a labour or love, which was my case. 

It was from my friendship with these young biochemists that I first began to suspect 
that Chinese civilisation had from very early times made immense contributions 
to medieval science and technology, which have since flowed into the ocean of 
modern science. This is the story told by Volumes 3 to 6. Volumes I and 2 arc 
essentially introductory, and Volume 7 attempts to explain why it was that modern 
science first developed in Western Europe, and only there, sketching out in a series 
of contributions some of that vast complex offactors which helped and hindered the 
development of modern science in different parts of the world. 

My first collaborator was Wang Ling :£ it (Wang Ching-Ning :£.� *), whom I 
had originally met when he was aJunior Fellow of Academia Sinica's History and 
Philology Institute, then evacuated to Lichuang 't Jlf  in Szechuan. He was then 
working on the history of gllnpowdel� and that was what made Volume 5, part 7, 
a crown of his efforts. We began the actual writing of Volume I in 1948 and it was 
eventually published in 1954. 

I would like also to add here the name of Lu Gwei-Djen who collaborated with 
me in the writing of Volume 4, part 3, and other parts of the work to be listed below, 
but who was so 111uch morc to me than a collaborator. 

Then there are many Olhers whose work does not actually appear in the final 
publications, but also who nevertheless contributed greatly with their ideas. Among 
tI,ese I would mention Derk Bodde and Janusz Chmielewski. 

vVith the publication ormy 'General Conclusions' at the end orthis Volume 7, the 
enterprise that we call Science and Civilisation in China may be considered as virtually 
completed. Only a few gaps in the overall plan, dealing with specific aspects of 
technology, remain to be filled. These will be published as the manuscripts become 
available, but I doubt whether these would seriously change the Conclusions we 
have drawn from the survey that my collaborators and [ embarked on more than 
fifty years ago. 

At this point, our readers may well say, 'You have written more than 20 volumes 
on Science and Civilisation in China. What precisely do you mean by "China", by 
"civilisation" and by "science',?' 'I'his question deSClves to be asked. vVhen we speak 
of the history of China we may be referring to the history of Chincse civilisation 
during different periods but we may also be referring to the history of the Chinese 
geographic space. I Discussion of China, if it is to be precise, must define which 
parts of East Asia are to be considered as China at any particular time; these have 
varied enormously. Next one should be able to say what the criteria are by which 
the civilisation which we call Chinese can be recognised. This we have attempted to 
do, and throughout the successive volumes we have related Chinese civilismion to 
neighbouring civilisations where possible. 

I This is well illustrated in Chang Kwang-Chih (1963), pp. 299 IT. 
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The civilisations of very early times can be differentiated by fairly small sets of 
characteristics, though no single factor alone, as Chang Kwang-Chih lftJt1i. has 
pointed out, makes a civilisation appear.2 If \·ve wish La bring a civilisation into focus 
with more detail we must narrow the time span and the geographical area, and 
include morc characteristics. As an example of this we may cite the cleven traits or 
characteristics selected by Chang Kwang-Chih as typifying the Chinese neolithic 
culture tradition.:$ They arc as follows: 

I .  The cultivation of millet, rice and kao-liang iili -* (and possibly the soybean). 
2 .  The domestication of pig, cattle, sheep, dog, chicken and possibly horse. 
3 .  The hang-I!IlI 1f  ± (stamped earth) structures and the lime-plastered house floors. 
4. The domestication of silkworms and the loom(?) - weaving of silk and hemp. 
5. Possible use of tailored garments. 
6. Pottery with cord-mat-basket designs. 
7 .  Pottery tripods (especially ling Ji'Fl and Ii �) and pottery steamers (Iseng W!i. andyen 

tK) and the possible use of chopsticks. 
8. Semilunar and rectangular stone knives. 
9. The great development of ceremonial vessels. 

TO.  The elaborate complex of jade artefacts; a possible wood-carving complex. 
I I .  Scapulimancy. 

This early culture could be readily distinguished from others of that time which 
cultivated rice but not millet, which domesticated the pig but not the sheep, which 
wove cloth from hemp or flax but not from silk, and so on. Similarly it can be 
distinguished from modern Chinese civilisation in that the Chinese among other 
things no longer practise scapulimancy, and now make vessels of metal and yarious 
plastic substances as well as clay. China geographically is a fluid conception, and the 
civilisation to be found there is to be distinguished fi·om others by sets of characteristics 
which have changed li·OITI century to century. 

We may also look at the word 'science' as it is used generally and as it is used in 
our Science and Civilisation ill China series. Here again it is important to refer the word 
'science' to the particular period in which it was used. 

In Science and Civilisation in China we have viewed science at three levels, first what 
we call proto-science, such as is found in ancient Babylonia; then medieval science, 
such as is found in China before about the year 1700 and in Europe before 1500 

approxinlately. 'fhirdly we refer to modern or international science. I disagree \vith 
those who call modern science '\tVestcrn', for though it began in \tVeslern Europe il 
has long ceased to be exclusively Western. Indeed I have pictured modern science 
as being like an ocean into which the rivers from all the world's civilisations have 
poured their waters. 

2 Ibid., p. 55. 
:I But also see Allciflll China's Trd/llolog)' (lilri SrienCl', Institute of the History of Natural Sci('nee (1983). 
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I n  discussions o n  this subject we have concluded that the growth of science may 
now be viewed in the follo'vving five stages: 

(1) The primitive stage, when a body of techniques was developed. This may be 
referred to as proto-science. 4 

(2) The medieval stage, when bodies of sophisticated techniques were differentiated 
and general principles formulated, often related to some all-embracing theory.s 

(3) Renaissance science, ""hen universal lav.ls were believed to apply to nature, but 
individual sciences were not thought or as cOInponents of one general Science.6 

(4) 19th-century 'modern science' when each individual science is thought to exem
plify a system of universal laws, and that the principles and procedures of rigorous 
description and explanation in physics may in time be fitted to the entire vari
ety of the more complex sciences from chemistry to linguistics. This Science is 
thought of as a Unity. 

(5) 20th-century attempts to establish a canon of accepted Unity of Science . Growing 
realisation that the 'Laws of Nature' are conjectural descriptions of the structural 
properties of Nature (e.g., Popper (1972), p. 190); and appreciation that science 
is radically human, that Illan is part of the context in which the conjectural 
descriptions ofthe properties of Nature have been fonnulated, that all disciplined 
enquiries are affected by this relationship, and that science has been brought forth 
by our cultural development from a multiplicity of historical structures. The idea 
of the Unity of Science is perhaps one of our mental constructions. 

I believe in making a sharp distinction between modern science and that which 
preceded it, namely ancient and medieval science. Modern science, to my mind, 
consists in two things, the mathemarisation of hypotheses about Nature on the one 

'* In the area of mecllanics, ror example, the ).Iohists took the initial steps to help progress along this path. TIl(" 
iIIo Chillg m� (-sth to the -4th century) mentions the theory or the centl'c or gravity in steelyards, Slress and 
derormation of soUds in wooden Ix:ams and buoyancy. From the 1\/0 ('hillg onwards many tools and machines were 
developed using the principles of" mechanicnl motion. The Khao KUlig Chi otJISG, for example, explains how the 
number off"cathers on an arrow could aneCt the speed and accuracy of the shot. This was more ndvanced than the 
Aristotelian school of physics which thought that all missiles flew in a straight line. 

" Lindberg (1990), pp. 13-15, describes how Pierre Duhem (1861-1916) argued the case of the rehabilitation 
or medic,·al scicncc. He believed that the development of science was a steady, continuous progression, rrom 
primitive beginnings to a mature description of nature. Other scholars also arb ruing for medieval science were 
Lynn Thorndike (1882 tgGS) and :\Iarshall Clagell. Duhem's assertion or'continuity between medicval and carly 
modern science was a revolutionary evem in the historiography of science'. In his research into medieval science, 
he encoumered figures sllch as jordanus de Nemore, Albert of Saxony; Themo judei, jean Buridan and Nicole 
Oresme. The two major opponents of this view were Edwin E. Burn (189'2-lg8g) and Alexandre Koyrc (11392 
1964). Burtt would date the period of scientific change to hetween [500 and 1700, basing his opinion on the 
work of"Copemiclls, Kepler, Ga1ileo, Descartes, Boyle, Newton and others less well known. l;or all account of the 
difTerences between Chinest: and Western science and a slUdy orthe effects of the reaction to theJcsuits, sec Gcrnet 
('980). 

6 .MCl\hlllin (1990) explains the differing conceptions of science held by different philosophers, among them 
Isaac Newton (1642-1727) and john Locke (1632-1704). Newton was very much against basing his theories on 
hypothesis since this did not supply completely conCH:tc proor, but instead used indllcth·e and deductive methods. 
On the other hand, Locke saw h)vothcsis as allowable, since he recognised that many of the enecls in nalllre arc 
invisible and therefore require conjcctllre, and that hypOthesis should be tesled against experiment. Sec i\1cl'vlullin 
(1990), pp. 67-76. The contribution ofCoodman and Russell (1991) is particularly valuable here. 
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hand, and o n  the other continuous and relentless experimentation.7 I n  my opinion, 
there is no science outside I110dern international science. 

In conferences one sometimes hears it said that, for example, 'this would be 
impossible in Muslim science'. I cannot agree that in the modern world there is such 
a thing as lVluslim science, Japanese science, American or Russian science except 
as an abuse of the word science, unless one means :rvIuslim,Japanese, American or 
Russian use of modern science. 

Since the time of our first volu111e, attitudes towards Chinese civilisation alTIOng 
thinking people have greatly changed. Not only have great changes come about in 
the way in which Chinese civilisation is viewed and appreciated by Western na
tions, but enormous improvements have been made in the methods of studying 
Chinese civilisation. New tools have been created - dictionaries, indexes and trans
lations, often of previously un translated vvorks, and an array of machines in the 
fast-developing world of computer technology. Archaeology has revealed not only 
artefacts and monuments previously unknown (sueh as the sky-maps on the ceilings 
of Han tombs) but has solved some of the enigmas of Chinese history and has given 
back to the world portions of a literature lost or forgotten, but novv recovered from 
inscriptions on bronze vessels or written in ink on wooden tablets, bamboo strips 
and burial silks. The tombs at IVla-Wang-Tui of -168 are outstanding examples of 
these things. Collections of books have been discovered, including many hitherto 
unknown, for example the Wu-Shih-Erh Ping Fang 11. -r ::-mli (Recipes for the Fifty
two Diseases), and the great advantage here is that such books have not been subject 
to imposition of intellectual trends in the name of orthodoxy. Finds sueh as these 
from Chinese antiquity may well be compared with the Egyptian papyri recovered 
from Oxyrrhincus. Among the recent discoveries of Chinese archaeology, vve lTIUst 
mention the eomplete sets of bells and stone chimes, something we were unable to 
take account of in the section on physical acoustics in Volume 4, part 1 B Archae
ology too has revolutionised our knowledge of Chinese music, and correspondingly 
acoustic studies have been pressed into increasingly specialised fields. \>\Then we pub
lished Volume 4, part I ,  the splendours of a full Thang orchestra as reconstructed 
by Lawrence Picken had not yet been heard. 

Again, in a number of our volumes we have now been overtaken by events. Far 
more is now known about Chinese mathematics than could be set forth when 
Volume 3 was published. Blemishes and omissions in our work there are bound 
to be. But we may console ourselves with the thought that Science and Civilisation in 
China has provided a model for similar studies of other great civilisations. 

Up to 1945 sinology was coneerned almost exclusively with pre-imperial times, 
while in the 19th century pre-imperial studies were left for civil servants, missionaries 

7 For a brilliant accollnt of the history of modern science in the vVest, see Robinson (1993), chapter I. With 
regard to our list of Chinese inventions and discoveries, his words are similarly very appropriate when he describes 
thc Chincsc mcchanical powcr source and its applications (p. 19:2). 

8 See Chhen Cheng-Yih (199..j.). No account could then be taken of this vital book which was not published until 
1994. AnOlher essemial book on this subjcct is that of von Falkcnhausen (1993). 
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and journalists. I n  the 1930S China was widely regarded as a country o f  warlords, 
literati, industrious peasants and skilful artisans, but with no science and precious little 
mathematics. Indeed this was the reaction of some Cambridge scientists with whom 
I discussed my plans, 'You won't find any science at all there', they said. China was 
regarded as a stagnant country, where little had changed for 1,000 years, and where 
the written language encouraged artistic vagueness, and was inimical to precision and 
abstract though!. 9 And yet, as we were later to show, the first of all escapements of the 
tnechanical clock was essentially Chinese. From China too came many more inven
tions than we were able to show in our first volume, which we shall list before long. 

vITe shall soon draw attention to those areas of discovery or to those items of 
invention which we have previously noted as being of Chinese origin, or occurring 
earlier in China than elsewhere. For example, it is not yet generally realised that the 
Chinese pioneered the place-value system \,lith decimal notation as used in modern 
mathematics, I 0 or that they were the first to solve the problem in horology of how 
to construct a wheel that would revolve slowly and regularly. [ [  Recognition is now 
commonly accorded to the Chinese invention of gunpowder, though it is often vitiated 
by the misinformation that the Chinese, being peace-loving people, used it only for 
the making of fireworks. This, nevertheless, is an advance in knowledge since the 
time of Francis Bacon, who was aware that gunpowder, printing and the magnet, 
i.e. the mariner's compass, were all inventions new to Europe, though where they 
had come from he could not say. [n sec, Volume I ,  p. 19, [ quoted from his NovulI1 
O'ganullZ, book I ,  aphorism 1 2 9  as follows: 

It is well to observe the force and vinue and consequences ofdiscoverics. These arc to be seen 
nowhere more conspicuously than in Lhose three which were unknown to the ancients, and 
of which the origin, though recent, is obscure and inglorious; namely, printing, gunpowdel� 
and the magnet. For thcse three have changed the whole face and state of things throughout 
the world, the first in literature, the second in warfare, the third in navigation ; whence have 
followed innumerable changes; insomuch that no empire, no sect, no stal� seems to have 
exerted greater power and influence in human affairs than these mcchanical discoveries. 

One would expect that after some forty years or more, some of the inventions and 
techniques which originated in China and were transmitted to the \tVest as shown in 

9 It is hardly conceivable that anyone today should write a book entitled r 119' (.1lilltl Hns No Science as Fcng 
\'u-L'lIl JIj.it M did in '9'2'2. But. lbis view survivcs to the modern dar See Chhicn \Vcn-YLian (t985). Foran interesting 
comparison bdween Ihis book and my own, see Gutmann (1992). A remarkable book by Kang Teng (1993) came 
out while this was in the prcss, He took the agriculturalist writers of J\r,mg-SIIII ,I .. and shows that Ihey were all 
\"cry fonvarcl looking, giving important details about lhe roller mills and water mills. \\'ith regard 10 Ihe question 
of why China in modern times fell behind Europe in terms of technology, he gives reasons such as the continuous 
uprisings and foreign wars as well as natural disasters such as Aooding (pp. t68, 170). He argues the effect that 
these situations had on agricultural development in China. On the other hand, he also argues Ihe strengths within 
Ihc agricultural system in China, that is, the connection between the literati and the lion-literati (p. 173). 

10 Sec George Ghe\'ergheseJoscph (1991). This is <In interesting book on the non-European contributions to 
mathcmatics. Up to the ,Gth century, he instances (I) place value (the modem method); (2) magic squares (numbers 
whidl add up to the same amOllnt whichever way you take them); (3) estimmion ofn: (4) solution of higher order 
equations and Pascal's triangle; and (j) indeterminate analysis as being of Chinese origin. 

I I  In connection with horology, another example of lhe Chinese interest in this area is their incense scal clocks 
which \\-cre trails of powdered incense (in the form of a character perhaps) with markers at set intervals which thus 
marked the time it took for the incense to burn and therefore acted as a dock. See Bedini (199�) for a detailed 
account. 
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Table 8 of our Volume I would by now be recognised as part o f  China's contribution 
to world civilisaLion. Paper today is quite widely known to be of Chinese invention, 
though few arc aware that our first wall papers came from China, or toilet papers 
where, Chhien 'T'shun-Hsun i!1f�JII (Tsien Tsuen-Hsuin) intriguingly informs us, 
15,000 sheets 'thick but soft and perfumed' were manufactured in the year 1393 for 
the imperial family. 1 2  

But how many engineers are aware that Europe followed China in  the use of 
interconversion of rotary to longitudinal reciprocating motion by the combination of 
eccentric, connecting-rod and piston-rod, and the opposite? 1 3  How many gardeners 
are aware that the first \vheclbarrow was made in China, and that the design most 
commonly used in Europe is the least efficient of all, since much of the weight of 
the load is carried on the gardener's arms? The later Chinese designs carried all the 
weight on the wheel. How many people who take their pleasure in boats or on horses 
are aware that the centrally mounted rudder or the stirrups, on which their pleasure 
largely depends, were both developed in China so many centuries ago? How many 
are aware that modern astronomy is based on the adoption from Chinese asn'onomy 
of the system used in that country of polar equatorial co-ordinates or are aware of 
China's many contributions to mathematics listed above in Volume 3, pp. 146-7? 

IndiJTerence to the sources of our modern civilisation is likely to persist until the 
history of science becomes a regular school subject. Yet no subject has a better 
chance of cutting through national boundaries and giving children an international 
outlook. The Royal Society, founded by Charles II in r660, set a splendid example 
in diffusing information. Though this was a period when the very popular 'books of 
secrels' came out, the Royal Society set its face against everything secretive - secrets 
of Nature or otherwise. Today, thanks to media progralnrnes, very few such secrets 
remain unexplained. See Eamon (r994). 

Many former beliefs about China have been swept away or have been drastically 
revised by our volumes, which, we believe, make clear the reason for this revision. 
But, it would indeed be surprising if half a century after the \-vork was started, some 
of the opinions which we ourselves then held did not have to be modified. 

In China also, many changes have been brought about, such as the simplification 
of characters and the use of /Jhin:yin tf1 'if (pinyin) as the national romanisation script. 
We, however; have continued to usc the modified Wade-Giles system for the sake of 
consistency. 

Our younger readers may fmd that other idiosyncrasies convey something of the 
atmosphere of yester-year. In r938, Nanking i1i.i � (Nanjing) was the capital of China, 
and Peiphing �tf (city of Northern Peace) was a northern provincial town. When, 
in 1945, it became the capital again, it was possible for us to refer to it as Peking, 
though it is now commonly called, in accordance with the way it is spoken, Beij ing. 

12 sec, \'01. 5, pI. I ,  p. 123-
13 The illlcrcollversion of rotary and longitudinal mOlion may be seen in a1l 1he internal combustion cngines 

of the prcsctH day, where Ihc Ira\·cI of thc piston-rod is proportional 10 the distance between the eccentrics on 
the main whee!. The Chinese used it only lor a water-whed working 011 laundry; but in Europe the piston was 
moved by steam or "apour at the other end. And this system has continued until the present da�c For details of this 
intcrcom'ersion, sec see, YOI. 4, pI. 2, pp. 380 n:, 'Reciprocating l\t01ion and the Steam Engim:'s Lineage'. 
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Peking was the correct name within the International Postal Service o f  China at 
the time. We continue to use the spelling Peking for the sake of consistency, just as 
anthropologists refer to Peking IVIan and not to Beijing Man. 

If a single word was to be sought to describe the guiding thread which has run 
through all the volumes, I would be inclined to use the word 'justice'. When I started 
writing, justice was not being done in the West to the other great civilisations. The 
self-satisfaction of Europeans seemed to me more and more suffocating, and I should 
like to end this introduction to my 'Conclusion' with some words which [ found in 
Polydore Virgil's De Rerum IllvenlO1ibus of 15 12 ,  words which I used at the beginning 
of Volume 4, part 2 :  

And seeing that the Arts and Crans with other like J.eats, whose inventours b e  contained in 
this book, are in this Realm of England occupied and daily put in exercise to the profit of 
many and the use of all men, it were in mine opinion bOlh a point of detestable unkilldnessc 
and a part of extream inhumanity to defraud them of lheir praise and perpetual memory 
that were Authors of so great Benefits to the universal VVorid. 

Having reAected brieRy on the small revolution which has taken place in Western 
thinking about China, let us now consider the tren1enclous revolutions which have 
occurred in Chinese thinking since the high days of Lord Macartney's embassy to 
Peking. 

The political revolution of IgI I was only one of several occurring simultaneously 
in that tumultuous age. There was a revolution in thinking, in which the old philoso
phies had to adopt Western values and make room for modern science. There was 
the revolution in education which this necessitated and the abandonment of the 
traditional examinations for recruitment to the civil service, and the switch from 
Literary Chinese to written colloquial, for which sec above [See 7.2 .7 .6 p. 27V" 
There was a revolution in the means of transport and the media of communica
tion facilitating the rapid Aow of ideas. There was also a change of attitude among 
the common people, now assiduously cultivated by those in authority, who wish to 
substitute scientific thinking for traditional patterns of thought. Age-old beliefs were 
subjected to observation and testing. Ancestral graveyards were destroyed, especially 
after the communist revolution of 1949, and village laboratories were established in 
which the local people could test their soils and conduct experiments relevant to 
their interests. 

At the other end of the scale, we may notice the striking progress made in China 
in many 1110clcrn sciences. Among the Nobel Prize winners, to take one example, 
there have been four Chinese; of these Li Cheng-Tao '$ :if!c  � (T D. Lee) and Yang 
Chen-Ning �tK. (C. N. Yang) were given their awards as long ago as 1957; Ting 
Chao-ChungT �9='(Samuel C. C. Ting), and Li Yii an-Che'$:it 1'f(Lee Yuan-Tseh) 
in the 1980s. 1 5 The first three were for physics and Lee Yuan Tseh was for chemistry. 

H A forclas[c of this work may be found in Comparalivt CriliCl:flll, 13, pp. 17-30, 'The Declinc of thc Classical 
Lal�guagcs in East & \-Vest', in Needham & Robinson (1991). 

b Since the death of Needham in 1995 there has been a further Chinese Nobel Prize winner in the person of 
Chu Ti-Wcn *tt;:: in 1997, Physics, [Ed.] 
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T. D. Lee and C.  N. Yang were from mainland China, while the other two came 
from Taiwan. Nor with such a history as was described in Volume 5, part 7, is it 
surprising that China has advanced so far and so fast in the field of rocketry and space 
exploration, as indicated by the launching of the Silkworm rocket and the placing 
of satellites in space around the earth. Indeed T ventured to say in that volume that 
the rocket may have been the greatest single invention ever made by man, because, 
if the sun cools or over-heats, and we have to go somewhere else in the universe, the 
only vehicle capable of travelling in outcr space is in fact the rocket. 

Nor has there been any loss of the momentum generated by centuries of Chinese 
scholarly experimenters seeking to improve the agriculture practised by their rural 
populations, and this has expressed itself particularly in the field ofbio-chemistry. First 
came the total synthesis of a protein, insulin, in the I 960s, and then the synthesis of a 
nucleic acid, t-Ri\TA, in the 1980s. Again in medicine, which began to be studied so 
early in China, the country which gave the world so many useful drugs and medicines, 
such as ephedrine and ginseng, and ideas, including variolation, the precursor of 
vaccination, 16 we find that Chuang Hsiao-Hui in the late 1930S made the interesting 
experiment of implanting pieces 0(' adult organs into isolated ectodermal balls and 
finding that the types of induction produced by these implants were significantly 
different, for exalnple, neural tubes, eye-cups, elongated notochords, nasal grooves, 
etc., and that the early research ofNieh Yen-Fu ofShantung(Shandong) University in 
developing nitrogen-fixing bacteria for cereals is being continued at the University 
of Sydney by A. iV I.  Zeman, Chhan Yao-Tsheng (Tchan Yao-Tseng) and Ivan R. 
Kennedy. But the fusion point between modern-Western and Chinese-traditional 
medicine has not yet been reached. Today China is subjecting its traditional medicine 
to the rigours of modern scientific practice, not only for its own benefit but for othcr 
countries as \·vell. One important point to be made is that though modern science was 
invented in \IVestern Europe alone, due to a renlarkable conjuncture of circumstances 
so well described by Immanuel Wallerstein (1992), yet once it had been invented, 
every country in the world was free to use it and has done so. But how successfully 
it could be used on a national scale has depended to a large extent on the quality of 
a nation's infrastructure. The dismantling of over-ambitiolls projects, and disasters 
such as that of Chernobyl, show that science cannot be divorced (i'om problems of 
society Yet every nation can now contribute something to the international pooling 
of ideas which is essential to the healthy development of modern science. Every 
nation can add to the list of great names which have created that development. 

Let me now return to page 3 of Volume I of Science and Civilisation ill Chilla, which 
is the first page of the Preface as it was published in 1954: 

"Vhat exactly did the Chinese contribute, in the variolls historical periods, ancient and 
medieval, to the development of Science, Scientific Thought and Technology? The question 
can still be asked for later periods, though after the coming of the Jesuits to Peking in 

16 Sec sec, vol. I ,  p .  [35, and especially sec, vol. 5, pI. 5,  'The Enchymoma in the Test-Tube; t\lcdieval 
Preparations of Urinary Steroids and Protein Hormones', pp. 301 n: 
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the early 17th cemury, Chinese science gradually fused into the universality of modern 
science. ''''hy should the science of China have remained, broadly speaking, on a level 
continuously empirical, and restricted to theories of primitive or medieval type? How, if this 
was S0, did the Chinese succeed in fore-stalling in many important matters the scientific 
and technical discoveries of the dramafis personae orthe celebrated 'Greek miracle', in keeping 
pace with the Arabs (who had all the treasures of the ancient western world al lheir disposal), 
and in maintaining, between the 3rd and the 13th centuries, a level of scientific knowledge 
un approached in the ''''cst? How could it have been that the weakness of China in theory and 
geometrical systematisation did not prevent the emergence of technological discoveries and 
inventions often far in advance (as we shall have liule difficulty in showing) of contemporary 
Europe, especially up to the 15th century (see Vol. I ,  Table 8, p. 242)? \'Vhat were the inhibiting 
factors in Chinese civilisation which prevented a rise of modern science in Asia analogous 
to that which took place in Europe from the 16th cemury onwards, and which proved one 
of the basic factors in the moulding or modern world order? \'Vhat, on the other hand, were 
the factors in Chinese society which were more favourable to the application of science in 
carly times than Hellenistic or European medieval society? Lastly, how was it that Chinese 
backwardness in scientific theory co-existed with the growth of an organic philosophy of 
Nature, interpreted in many dilTering forms by dilTerent schools, but closely resembling 
that which modern science has been forced to adopt after three centuries of mechanical 
materialism? 

These are some of the questions which the present work attempts to discuss. They 
have already been discussed, not only in our own pages, but frequently elsewhere. 
Although there are without doubt factors in any civilisation which inhibit certain 
developments, thc idea of modern science being inhibited from its natural devel
opment which would otherwise have been inevitable, is not one which we would 
wish to defend today. The emphasis is now rather on why modern science should 
have arisen in ""estern Europe only, and not in Sri Lanka, India or Japan, all of 
\ovhich gave sets of factors differing from those of medieval China, and sOlnetimes 
more closely resembling those of Western Europe. 1 7 In other words what was it 
that made Western Europe unique? This is precisely the question which Immanuel 
Wallerstein (1992) raised and answered, when he wrote of the rise or capitalism in 
Western Europe alone: 

In other words, aU other known systems have 'contained' capitalist tendencies, in both senses 
orlhe word contain, They have had these tendencies; they have elTectively constrained them. 
lfso, the question then becomes what broke down in the historical system located in V\'estern 
Europe such that the containment barrier was overwhelmed? 'fhis pushes us in the direction 
of exceptional circumstances, a rare coming together of processes, or what was referred to 
previously as a conjuncrural explanation. 

He then goes on to discuss four elements each formulated as a collapse - collapse 
of the seigniors, the States, the Church and the lVlongol Empire - and to investigate 

17 Li Chih-lsao $-.t. Ii (d. 1630) presented a memorial in 1613 in which hc listed fourteen discoveries of Western 
science which had not been discussed in the wrilings of the ancient worthies. Sec Hummel (19.+3), vol. I, pp. 452-3. 
Unfortunatel); \"(' have no idea what they were, but it certainly shows that the Chinese were interestcd in thc 
im'cnrions and diS(Q\'cries of" other civilisations. 
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the cITect of thc cumulative collapses. Out of this collapse arose the bourgeoisie, and 
with the bourgeoisie arose tTIodern capitalism hand in glove with modern science. 

In the Nliddle Ages, China \-vas an Asian, 'feudal-bureaucratic' society, while 
Europe had military-aristocratic feudalism; much of what we are seeking must lie 
in this contrast. As we show in this volume, 1 think that a lot depended on the 'rise 
of thc bourgeoisic', something that happened in no other civilisation in the world, 
neither India, nor South-East Asia, nor China. The new bourgeoisie was predis
posed to look with favour on experimentation and its results, for exact knowledge 
meant greater profit. In the \Nest, military-aristocratic feudalism was replaced by 
the bourgeois merchants. In China, on the othcr hand, this did not happen. Bureau
crats continued to operate as before, being inimical to anything which would change 
the age-old pattern of life, and opposing that which was fundamentally new. I S  Of 
course, we cannOl explain the rise of modern science purely in terms of political revo
lutions. Other factors need to be considered, slich as the invention of moveable-type 
printing. 

Let me abbreviate slightly what I say in 'Sciencc and Socicty in East and West': 

The study of great civilisations in which modem scicnce and technology did not spomaneously 
develop obviously tends to raise the causal problem of how modern science did comc inlO 
being at the European end orthe Old World, and it does so in acute 10rl11. Indeed, the morc 
brilliant the achievements or the ancient and medieval Asian civilisations turn out to have 
been, the more discomforting the problem becomes. During the past firty years historians or 
science in western countries have tended to reject the sociological theories of the origin of 
modern science which had a considerable innings earlier in this century . 

Howevel� the study or other civilisations places traditional historical thought in serious 
inlellectual difTicuhy. For the most obvious and necessary kind or explanation which it de
mands is one which would demonstrate the fundamental diHerence in social and economic 
structure and mutability between Europe on the one hand and the great Asian civilisations 
on the othel� differences which would account not only ror the development of modern 
science in Europe alone, but also or capitalism in Europe alone, together \V'ilh its typical 
accompaniments of Prolestantism, nationalism, etc. not paralleled in any other pan or the 
globe. They must in no way neglect the importance or a multitude of factors in the realm 
or ideas - language and logic, religion and philosophy, theology, music, humanitarianism, 
allitudes (Q time and change - but they will be 1110st deeply concerned with the analysis of 
the society in question, its patterns, its urges, its needs, its transrormations . 

If you reject the validity or even the relevance or sociological accounts or the 'scientific 
revolution' of the late Renaissance, which brought modern science into being, if you renounce 
them as too rcvolulionary for that revolution, and if at the same lime you wish to explain why 
Europeans were able (Q do what Chinese and Indians were not, then YOll are driven back 
upon an inescapable dilemma. One of its horns is called pure chance, the other is racialism 
however disguised. 

Neither of thcse alternatives is acceptable today. Chancc declares thc bankruptcy 
of history. Racialism would urge the possession by one particular group of peoples 

III This chimes in weI! with the allilucit;s of Confucius 10 innovators. See Raphitls ([992), pp. 53 r1: for a comparison 
ofr.. lohisl and Confucian altitudes to innovation. 
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o f  some intrinsic superiority to all other groups o f  peoples. Today this carries n o  
conviction. I confidently anticipate, therefore, a great revival o f  interest i n  the rc
lations of science and society during crucial European centuries, as well as a study 
ever morc intense of the social structures of all the civilisations, and the delineation 
of how they difTered in glory, one from another. 

In sum, I believe that the analysable difTerences in social and economic patterns 
between China and Western Europe will in the end illuminate, as far as anything 
can ever throw light on it, both the earlier predominance of Chinese science and 
technology and also the later rise of modern science in Europe alone. Let us now, 
therefore, consider how it \vas that China got so far towards modern science and with 
what handicaps. 

Let us first list some of the handicaps to the development of modern science 
which are found in the early and medieval civilisation of China. Of the greatest 
importance of all, perhaps, is the fact that the Chinese did not develop as far as the 
Greeks the idea of geometrical proof. 19 One reason why they emphasised algebraic 
mathematics and did not develop geometry may well have been that in China a circle 
was subdivided not into 360° as with the ancient Babylonians and through them 
Western Asia and Europe, but as with the number of days in the yeal; into 365.25°, 
a most inconvenient number. Chinese civilisation developed without trigonometry. 
And yet, at the technological level they managed velY well by measuring the sides of 
triangles rather than angles 20 

It is believed that geometric demonstration and formal proof grew up in Greece 
because of the public nature of Greek city life,2 1 which was continued in the later 
city-states of Italy and elsewhere. This also was lacking in China where affairs were 
managed not by democratic assemblies but by the bureaucracy. 

The development of modern science was undoubtedly assisted by the interest of 
the bourgeoisie in precise measurement and other commercial skills. The bourgeoisie 
itself was assisted into political existence by the long tradition of self-governing city
states. Neither of these political organisations were known in China. 

Let me say again: 'All historians, no matter what their theoretical inclinations 
and prejudices, are necessarily constrained to admit that the rise of modern science 
occurred pari passu with the Renaissance, the Reformation and the rise of capitalism'. 

Out of an unlikely military-aristocratic European milieu modern natural science 
could and did arise. "Vhen the merchants began to come out of their city-states in 

I') Sec the thrcc·volume work of Crombie (199,�) for an account of how Greek thinking on causality and proof. 
transmiued 10 European coulHries, led 10 the Scientific Revolution. The absence of this in China did not stop 
ilwenlions and discoveries of every kind as \,·ill be shown belo\\: Fang (1994) is of the opinion that it was China's lack 
of geometry which was the main reason for its lack of development of modern science. He shows how democratic 
discussion went on in the city·statcs ofCreece, leading 1.0 the acceptance of geomelrical proofs (see Fang (l994), pp. 
;6 6l). Tyrants were not willing 10 discuss such things. It is impossible to imagine Chhin Shih Huang Ti .Mi1. %" 
taking pari in a discussion un natural phenomena in an age when the Creeks in the markcl place wcre shouting, 
·He has proved it! He has provcd il!' - after Thalcs had shown the equality of the angles at the base of an isosceles 
triangle lIsing geometrical proof. For a perspicacious account of Greek proof, sec Uoyd (1991), p. 292. 

2U Perhaps the Chinese developed as far as they did because they were so numerate. See Crump (1990), p. 40. 
for a table of stems and branches. 

�\ See Fang (199-J.a) for an overview of Greek mathematics and the social setting of tile city·states in Greece. 
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the 16th century,22 first mercantile and then industrial capitalism arose, and modern 
natural science with it, in the time of Galileo and Torricelli 23 This was the 'rise of 
the bourgeoisie', and though other factors were involved, such as the Protestant Ref
ormation, it was this above all which happened in \"'estern Europe, and in Western 
Europe alone. The point of view which has been adopted throughout these volumes 
is that 1110dern science was that form of science at which the ancient and medieval 
sciences of all the countries of the world were aiming, but Europe alone \,vas able 
to get there. Here the background of Greek logic and rnathem ulliversalis was also 
important. 

A good deal of work remains to be done on the exact nature of the tie-up between 
modern science and nascent capitalism. I have always pictured it as beginning with 
the exact specification of materials. If a merchant purchased a large quantity of 
oil from a Greek island he \-vould need La know not only what its normal use \ .. laS, 
but what it could also conceivably be used for; he 'would want to know its surface 
tension, its specific gravity, its refractive index, indeed all its properties, before he 
could decide who to sell it to. This would have been in the time of mercantile 
capitalism; in industrial capitalism there is less difficulty in imagining how intimately 
connected wilh it were science and technology. The accurate description of materials 
would have generated accuracy everywhere else, even in subjects like astronomy 
where there was no possibility of experimentation. And with exactness came the 
possibility of mathematisation. il10dern science has been defined elsewhereu as the 
mathematisation of hypotheses about Nature, and the testing of them rigorously by 
persistent experimentation. Experiment was something rather new; the Greeks had 
done relatively little of it, and although the Chinese had been well acquainted with it, 
their purposes were primarily practical. Only the European Renaissance found out 
how to test maLhematised hypotheses about Nature by relentless experimentation, 
and so to 'discover the best method of discovery'. 

Of course military-aristocratic feudalism existed in other parts of the world besides 
Europe. I remember thinking when inJapan in 1986 how strange it was that modern 
science had not originated there as well. But then I reflected that theJapanese had not 
the tradition of the Greek city-state, which was so important for Europe. Athens gave 
rise, when the Renaissance came, to Venice and Genoa, to Pisa and Florence, and 
these in their turn to Rotterdam and A111sterdam, the cities of the Hanseatic League 
and finally London. In these cities, protected by their Lord Mayor or Burgomaster 
and their Aldermen, the merchants could shelter from interference by the feudal 
nobility of the surrounding countryside, until the day when they should come forth, 
and, after lending money to kings, princes and nobles, run the whole show. 

22 Goodman & Russell (1991), in the conclusion to their book, show how the Europeans developed modern 
science and explain the role of the city-states and merchants in the rise of modern scicnce. Sec pp. 415-23. This 
book bri\'cS us the idea that Chinese science stimulated Western science when the timc was ripe. 

23 The role of the old Chincse discovc,)' of gunpowder in the dissolution of the city-states, and the role of the 
larger states in the sponsorship of the new sciencc arc both admirably explained by Dorn (1991), pp. 1 3 1-5. for a 
discussion of Hankow in recelll CCllturics and its trade unions, see Rowe (1984), ( 1985) and (1989). 

2� See 'Science and Society in East and \Vest', p. I,  n. '2 .  
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As we said in OUf Foreword, page xlvii, i t  is worth while taking a look at the idea 
of the town or city in China compared with Europe. In China the town was simply a 
node in the administrative network,25 held for the emperor by the civil governor, and 
(several bureaucratic ranks lower down) the military commander. It was the centre 
of the network of outlying villages, the people of which came in to market in the city. 
Compare with this an early 17th-century European painting, a group portrait of the 
'Militia Company of Captain frans Banning Cocq', known as 'The Night Watch', 
immensely proud of the city they were pledged to defend. Cities in Europe were 
really states \·vithin states, ready in the course or time to provide governments as 
alternatives (however much it might be glossed over in practice) to the medieval 
feudal-style governments which had preceded theLI. 

China may have been the prime example of 'burcaucratic feudalism' but virtually 
all the other non-European parts of the world such as India, the South-East Asian 
countries and the whole Arab \",orld may be said to have participated in it to some 
extent.26 

In a word, if Chinese science, technology and medicine is to be understood, it must 
be related to the characteristics of Chinese civilisation. This is the point of Volume 7.  
Elsewhere we have explained how the bureaucratic ethos began by powerfully aiding 
Chinese science,27 while only in the later stages did it inhibit any move towards 
modern science.28 'The examples of inventions we have shown illustrate how this 
came about. Such, at any rate, is our interpretation of the comparative developments 
in China and Europe 29 

Yet in spite of these handicaps to the growth of science in China, scientific ideas 
comparable to those of medieval and Renaissance Europe nevertlleless developed 
and technology Aourished. Just how flourishing was technology in China and how 
wide ranging over the whole field of science was the Chinese genius for invention, may 
be seen li·om the following pages in which Chinese inventions, ideas and discoveries 
are listed in chronological order. This is a tentative list arrived at by an intense 
culling of our published volumes with some additions from our as yet unpublished 

2.'i This point is dcwlopcd in marc detail abovc, 'Science and Society in East and West', p. 8. 
2fi Sec Willfogd ([957) for details on how 'Oriental Despotism' was a phrase thought up by Karl �Ian: (0 

designate those countries of East Asia which did not depend on l'iIinfali lor agriculture, hut on hydraulic canals 
clc\'erlysitllated, i.c. the Asiatic �Iode of Production. \Vittfogel brought Ollt well the conncction between this ilnd the 
bureaucratic govcrnment in China, Assyria, Babylonia and the like. He replies to his critics such as -Ioynbec (1958) 
in Winfogel (1958). 

'17 It must not be Ihought that 1he bureaucracy continucd in power right umil thc end of the Chhing (1911). 
Rankin (1986) has shown that the comlllercialisation or the scholar-gentl)' had enormous consequenccs. For our 
purpose thcn, bureaucracy remained unchanged in the r. l ing and early Chhing state, but Ihis was enough to spoil 
the origins of modern science in China. Sec Rankin (1986). Skinner (1977) poims Out the grem importance of the 
eil)' guilds' Ilati\'e-plaec associations which kept dose touch with the bureaucracy and the city's elitc in the places 
where they seuled. These \\'cre important in the running orthe city, sel1ing up fire-brigades, hospitals and the like. 

1(l Sce 'Science and SocielY in East and West', pp. [4, [7-18. 
29 Dorn (1991), pp. [57 ff., has a very interesting chapter which shows how dose the �Iormon community in 

the Salt Lake valley desert came 10 Ihc Asiatic Mode of Production. They appointed their bishops as watermasters 
and formed a community whose job it was 10 open the sluice gatcs at need. The bureaucratic foundations of 
this and the setting lip of a provisional gOl'ernment in 18-1-9. with a society based on hydraulic agriculture, bcc(ltllc 
more and more like the Asiatic l\lock of ProduCtion. 
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volumes. We expect that the list will lengthen as we receive word fi'Dln our friends 
and coiJaborators all over the world who have been invited and indeed have already 
begun to submit information on ileITIS about \vhich they have special knowledge, 
and also, of course, to correct any errors in our present list. 

In t954 we were able to list no more than thirty-five mechanical and other tech
niques which had made their way from China to the West. (See Table Il l .) The 
number now becomes mllch greater if we include the many inventions of which we 
have become aware since 1954, some of which never left China, or which, like Su 
Sung's �£Ji giant astronomical c1ock,3o developed no further and were forgotten. 
The number is also greater if we include not only mechanical and other techniques, 
but also ideas and theoretical practices. 

It has sometimes been said that Needham 'tries to find a Chinese origin for 
everything'. This is not true. VVe have always tried to cast a balance sheet of giving and 
receiving, For example, on p. 240 of Volume I ,  the subsection entitled 'The \'Vest\vard 
Flow of' Teehniques' begins nevertheless by listing the techniques difTused in all 
directions from ancient rvlesopotamia, Egypt and the NIcditerranean Europeans. 
Then the Chinese techniques listed in Volume 1 ,  Table 8 are given, and these are 
followed in Table 9 by mechanical techniques transmitted from the West to China, 
admittedly believed to be only four in number when Volume I was printed, up to the 
arrival of the Jesuits, after which there was a profusion or vVestern devcloprnents.3! 
Nor have we failed to point out occasions when China could with advantage have 
accepted what the West had to ofTet; but did not do so either from lack of interest, or 
because it was too un-Chinese to be assimilable. 32 For example, theJesuits were well 
able to raise the standard of glass-making- in China by translating one of the books 

30 I can imagine one man saying to another, 'In thc East people have invented a wheel lhal goes round in 
compan)' with the stars, man"s primary clock'. 50 til(" Europeans made thcir own escapement, the \'crge and foliot. 
inSlead of till' walcrwhecl linkwork escapement. But it was charactcriscd by a falling wcight. sand running OUI of 
a holder, while the waterwheel was the origin of the escapt'ment in China. 

3 1 \ 'icwr �Jail; Professor ofChincsc a1 the University of Penllsylvania, and Wang Ping-Hua. a Chinese archae
ologist. have drawn alfenrion to carly European influences in China, They began searching in the north-cast corner 
of Sinkiang province (Chincse Turkestan), between the Tianshan and the Taklimakan Desert on Ihe edge of the 
Gobi Desen, for cvidence of a Caucasian community dwclling there around - 2000. \ \'ang Ping-Hua excavated 
1 13  bodies lli"l wcre in such good condition that it was possible 10 see that they ,,"cre North Europeans. In all, 
there were thn:e hurial sites, Thc technology orthe cartwheels discovered, as wdl as the weave and pattern afthe 
textiles, closc!y resemble that afpcople existing ill the UIc"anian and Russian steppes about -2000, See Lowther 
(1994) for details. It is possible that they spoke a language related \0 Tocharian. the eastern-Illost branch of the 
European lan&rt,age family. Tocharian is now spoken in some parts of Germany and 5candina\'ia. the suggested 
phlce of origin of the people found in China. 

" is not dear what the technology orthe Caucasian peoplc's wheels amounted to exactly. It cannot be dishing 
becauSt, tha\ requires [\\"0 wheels, We should like to know the origin orthe Bronze Age in China. Iron was replacing 
bronze in ahout the -7th ct:t1lury. The ugly metal (iron) was rcplacing the lovely metal n)ronze), though for a long 
while the two were used in conjunction. High tin bronzes far mirrors had already replaced iron by the end of the 
-l I th  re111ury. It is possible that thcy brought it JO rhc notice urthe Chinese. 

32 III this connection. it is \'CI)' interesting that the Chliien-Lung i1t� Emperor should have written to George 
111 alief he had been sent lIumerous elaborate astronomical apparatus and the like, that 'we have never valucd 
ingenious anicles, nor do we ha\"(; the slightest need of your country's manufactures'. Sec Cranmer-Byng (1958), 
p. 137, lor details. Alvares (1980) has shown that Chinese silk fibrt:s were hundreds of metres long and that the 
Chinese ne\'er lost the art of making silk garments from them. :\lor on the other hand did the Indians lose lhe an 
of weaving calion of\"C�' short fibre length which needed ginning. The gin rollers running in contrary directions 
were connected by worm gearing, the oldest such examples in the world. 
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Table lIT. Transmission ifmechanical and olher ledmiquesfrom China to the Hies! 

(a) Square-pallet chain-pump 
(b) Edge-runner mill 

Edge-runner mill with application of water-power 
(c) ?vlclallurgical blowing-engines, water-power 
(d) Rotary fan and rotary winnowing machine 
(e) Piston-bellows 
(r) 
(g) 

Draw-loom 
Silk-handling machinery (a form or Ayer for laying thread evenly 

on reels appears in the +1 nh century, and ,vater-power is 
applied to spinning mills in the + 14th) 

(h) Wheelbarrow 
(i) 

(j) 
(k) 

Sailing-carriage 
Wagon-mill 
Efficient harness for draught-animals: Breast-strap (position) 

Collar 
(I) Crossbow (as an individual arm) 
(m) Kite 
(n) Helicopter top (spun by cord) 

Zeotrope (moved by ascending hot-air current) 
(0) Deep drilling 
(P) Cast iron 
(q) 'Cardan' suspension 
(r) Segmental arch bridge 
(s) Iron-chain suspension-bridge 
(t) Canal lock-gates 
(u) Nautical construction principles 
(v) Stern-posl rudder 
(w) Gunpowder 

Gunpowder used as a war technique 
(x) Magnetic compass (lodestone spoon) 

I\1agnetic compass with needle 
I\llagnetic compass used for navigation 

(y) Paper 
Printing (block) 
Printing (moveable type) 
Printing (metal moveable type) 

(z) Porcelain 

Approximate 
lag in 

centuries 

15 
13 
9 

I I  

9-10 
I I  
12 
8 
6 

1 3  
c. 1 2  

14 
c. 1 2  

I I  
10-12 

8-,:) 
7 

10-13 
7-17 
> 1 0  
C· 4 
5-6 

4 
I I  
4 
2 

10 
6 
4 
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they had brought with them, entitled L'Arle Vetraria dirlinla in libli selle by Antonio Neri 
(1 61 2). But for this there was no demand. 

I have worked through all the published volumes of Science and Civilisation ill China 
and through some of the volumes which at the time of writing are still in t)l)escript, 
and find that my list has expanded from some thirty-five items to more than 250 33 
The mere fact of seeing them listed brings home to one the astonishing inventive
ness of the Chinese people. They are printed here in alphabetical order for ease of 
reference. We hope to list them in a subsequent publication in chronological order, 
with further data. 

This may well provoke further reflection. Our list begins from approximately the 
year - 1500 by which time writing was well established in the Chinese culture area 
and continues down to the year +1700 by which lime the Chinese medieval sciences 
were beginning to fuse with the new natural science \vhich had originated in "Vestern 
Europe. 

Perhaps we should first list the outstanding inventions which had been shaping 
the destiny of the human race for the previous 30,000 years ]·1 We must stress that 
definitions have changed, for example, the word 'Neolithic': less emphasis is now 
placed on technology and more on the ecol1Olnic aspect, as in 'self-sufficiency' or 
'control of the environment'. 'Domestication' is now seen as a spectrum of phases 
from hUllLing, at one extreme, selective hunting, Lhinning, La increasing control of 
all phases of the animal's life - breeding being at the other extreme. By -30,000 
mankind used fire, inhabiLed caves or had open-air shelters consisting of skin tents, 
and wore tailored clothing, for which eyed bone needles \·vere used in the n1aking 
of clothing and nets. The beginning of cave art dates (i'om that time and has been 
found from France/Spain eastward to the Urals. In its production, lamps, ladders and 
scaffolding were used. From an even earlier date in Swaziland, South-East Afi'ica, 
the human body was painted with red ochre (Fe,03) mined for the purpose. Polished 
stone tools, possibly indicating the making of canoes, have been found in Borneo 
dating from this time. ''''eapons includcd lances and darts. 

Communal houses made fi'om the rib-bones of man1moths have been found from 
the period -29,000 to - 2 1 ,000. Other inventions Illay be listed as follows: 

-24,000 
Carving of portable female figurines (e.g., the 'Venus of Willendorf'), suggesting 

the existence or religious cults. 
-20,000 
Paint platters, especially for black, red, white and browns but no green. 

33 From the beginning of my time surveying the vast subject, I ha\'C been interestcd in showing the Chinesc 
inwntions and discoveries that haye been accepted in the West. See Dawson (1964-), p. 23-\-; ;\'eedham (196-\-), also 
reprinted in Needham (1969). pp. 55 fT. 

3-! In the preparation orthis preliminary list, I am grateful to Professor William C. Noble and to Dr Christopher 
Hallpike of i\ldvlaster University, Canada for their help cUld advice. 
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- 18,000 
Early use of harpoons and stylistically engraved antlers (Solutrean and early Mag-

dalenian cultures). 
-16,000 
Development of"log timber houses in Russia/Poland. 
-14,000 
A Aowering of the use of bur ins and microblades (indicating a switch to the use of 

light-weight tools). 
-13,000 
Querns for grinding wild grains. 
Circular houses with stone foundations (e.g., Ai'en Gen, Israel). 
Use of sickle blades for reaping wild grasses. 
- 12,000 to - 10,000 
Initial taming/penning of gazelles (Ncar East) and red deer (South-Easl Europe), 

constituling the first stages in the process orthe domestication of animals. Wheat 
(first of the cereal grains used by Man) domesticated c. - 10,000. 

-9,000 
Use of clay for bricks (Natufian houses). 
Early.fired poltery,Jomon culture (Japan). 
Rectangular houses with plastered Aoors. 
Sheep domesticated in the Near East. 
-8,000 
Long-distancc trade (Lake Van for obsidian) appears in Near East. 
Evidences of irrigation (Jericho). 
Use of ovens for baking. 
-7,000 
Copper working in North-East Turkey (CayonU) 
Megalithic architecture in town walls (e.g. , Jericho). 
Ncollthic farming cOInmunitics in Yang-shao culture area, North China. 
Spindle whorls used for spinning thread in tcxtile production. 
Padclles for water craft (England, at Star Carr). 
Bows and arrows in usc. 
-6,000 
Cattle domesticated in Northern Greece. 
Religious bull cults develop in Turkey (e.g., Cata! Huyuk). 
First true frescoes (paint on dry wall). 
-5,000 
Earliest writing (logography) in Northern Mesopotamia. 
DeveiopmenL of true arch with keystone (Halaf) and stone vaults. 
Rice-growing well established. 
L00l11S in usc. 
-4,000 
Formal \'\/riling (cuneiform appears -3,200) . 

In 
Fi 
Co 
(11 
Fi 
Si 

H 

T 
chac 
relal 
vent 
long 
1Il'"C 
,,·ill 
0\\'11 

S, 
,·eio 
Cha 
abOi 
phal 
[I is 
sep, 
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-3,000 

L'lrge urban centres appear in :rvIesopotamia -2,900, India -2,700. 
Dynasties established: SUlner; Egypt. 
Egyptian hieroglyphic writing -3,000 to -2,900. 
Use of facial cosmetics in Egypt (e.g. , Narmer's palette). 
First pyramids -2 ,650. 
-2J500 
Invention of the wheel for chariots - initially solid circle. 
First use of papyrus for writing material - Egypt. 
Cotton becomes a prime trade commodity from India 
(Indus Valley civilisation). 
First bronze casting, India -2,500. 
Silk worn1S domesticated in China. 
- 1,500 
Hittites discover iron-smelting and working. 

2 1 7  

The approximate dates given above are likely t o  be pushed back i n  time as ar
chaeology proceeds. But what is striking is the immense tract of time which separates 
related developments. For example, morc than 20,000 years passed between the in
vention of the needle for sewing and the spindle-wheel for making thread, a period 
longer than the whole history and neolithic pre-history of China together! But the 
inventive process has been speeding Lip continuously as our list of Chinese inventions 
will show. Use has been made of many sources in addition to those derived from our 
own researches, to be listed when the work is completed. 

Such is the background culture li·om which specifically Chinese civilisation de
veloped . Eleven specific characteristics of Chinesc ncolithic culture summarised by 
Chang Kwang-Chih were given above on p. 201 .  Invention is an ongoing process 
abollt whose history we are learning more and more. Here is my current list in al
phabetical order for ease of reference, \vith approximate dates of earliest occurrence. 
It is proposed that a more detailed list with detailed references may be published 
separately at a later date. 

( 2 )  C H I 'I E S E  I N V E 'I T I O N S  AND D I S C OV E R I E S  

Invention/discovery 

Abacus 
AcupunclUre 
Advisory vessels 
Air-conditioning fan 
Alcohol made from grain by 

special fermentation process 
Algorithm for extraction of square and cube roOlS 
Anatomy 
AnchOI� non-fouling 'stockless' 

Dale in list 

+190 
-580 
-3rd c. 
+ 1 80 

-l5th c. 
+lst c. 
+rrth c .  
+ lst c .  
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Anemometer 
Anti-malarial drugs 
Arcuballista, multiple-bolL 

multiple-spring 
AsbeslOs woven into cloth 
Astronomical clock-drive 
Axial rudder 
Ball bearings 
Balloon principle 
Bean curd 
Bell, pottery 
Bellows} double-acting piston-lUlled brollze 

(see Piston-bellows) 
Belt drive 
Beri-bcri, recognition of 
Blast r urnace 
Blood, distinction between arterial and venous 

theory of the circulation of 
Boats and ships, paddle-wheel 
Bomb, cast-iron 
Bomb, throvm from a trebuchet 
Book, printed, first to be dated 
Book, scientific printed 
Bookcase, vertical axis 
Bookworm repellent. See Fumigation 
Bov\'l , bronze water-spouting 
Bread, steamed. See Noodles 
Bridges, releasable 

iron chain suspension 
Li Chhun's segmemal arch 

Bronze, high tin, for mirror production. See IVfirror 
Bronze rainbow {ellg �I (camphor still) 
Callipers 
Camera Obscura, explanation of 
'Cardan' suspension 
Cast iron 

malleable 
bombs. See Bomb, cast-iron 

Cereals, preservation of stored 
Chain-drive 
Chess 
Chimes, stone 
Chitin ¥ and se!l zithers. See Stringed instruments 
Chopsticks 
Clocks, sand 

Su Sung's 
Clockwork escapement of 1-Hsing and Liang Ling-Tsan 

+3rd c. 
-3rd c. 
-320 
+5th c. 
-3rci C. 
+[20 
+Ist c. 
-2nd c. 
-2nd c. 
+ 100 
-3rd mill. 

-6th c. 
-5th c. 
+ 133° 
-3rd c. 
-2nd c. 
-2nd c. 
+418 
+ 1 2 2 1  
+ I I61 
+868 
+84i 
+5H 

-3rd c. 

-4.th c. 
+6th c. 
+610 

-1st c. 
+9 
+ 1086 
-140 
-5th c. 
-4th c. 

-1st c. 
+976 
-4th c. 
-9th c. 

-600 
+ 1370 
+1088 
+725 
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Coal, as a fuel 
dust, briquettes from 

Coinage 
Collapsible umbrella and other items 
Comet tails, observation of the direction of 
Compass, Roating fish 

magnetic needle 
magnetic, used for navigation 

Cooking-pots, heat economy in 
Crank handle 
Crop rotation 
Crossbmv 

bronze triggers 
griclsight for 
magazme 

Dating of trees by the number of rings 
Decimal place yalue 
Deep drilling and use of natural gas as fuel 
Diabetes, its association to sweet and fatty foods 
Dial and pointer 
Diflcrential pressure. See Vemilation 
Disease, diurnal rhythms in 
Diseases, deficiency 
Dishing of carriage wheels. See ""heel 
Disrillalion, of mercury 
Dominoes 
Down draft (see also Reverberatory furnace) 
Dragon kiln 
Draw loom 
Drum carriage (see also Hodometer) 
Dykedl Polclered fields 
Ephedrine 
Equal temperament, mathematical formulation of 
Equilibrium, theory of 
Erosion and sedimentary deposition, knowledge of 
Esculentist IVlovemcnt (edible plants for time of famine) 
Ever-normal granary system 
Fenilisers 
Firecrackers 
Firelance 
First Chinese Natural Science Congress. 

See Natural Science Congress 
First dated printed book 
First scientific printed book 
Flame (est. See Potassium 
Flame-thrower (double-acting force pump for liquids) 
Folding chairs 

+ ISt c. 
+ ISt c. 
-9th c .  
-5th c. 
+635 
+1027 
+ 1088 
+ "  I I  
-3rd mill. 
- 1St c. 
6th c. 
-5th c. 
-300 
+IS1 c. 
+ '3th c. 
+ 12lh c. 
- '3th c. 
-ond c. 
- 1St c. 
+3rcl c. 

-3rd c. 
+ 1 120 
- 1St C.  
+oncl c.  
+ Ist C.  
- 1 10 
- 1St c. 
+2nd c. 
+ '584 
-4th c .  
+1070 
+'406 
+9 
-2nd c. 
+090 
+950 

+868 
+847 
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Free reed 
Fumigation 
Furnace, reverberatory 
Gabions 
Gauges, rain and snow 
Gear wheels, chevron-toothed 
Ginning machine, hand-cranked and treadle 
Gluten from wheat 
Gold, purple-sheen 
Grafting 
Gravimetry 
Great Wall of China 
Grid technique, quantitative, lIsed in cartography 
Gunpo\Vdel� formula for 

firecrackers and fireworks 
government's gunpowder department and monopoly on 
used in mining 

Hand-cans 
Hand-gun 
Harness, breast-strap 
Harness, collar 
Helicopter top 
High tcmperalUres, firing of clay at 
Hodomclcr (sec also Drum carriage) 
Holing-irons 
'Hot streak' test 
H ygrOJ11ClCrS 
Incicrcnninatc analysis 
Interconvcrsion of rotary and longitudinal molion 

standard parts for the 
Kite 
Knife, rotary disc, for cutting jade 
Kuan hsiell system 
Lacquer 
Ladders, extendable 
Leeboards and centreboards 
Lodestone, sOllth-poin1ing ladle 
Magic mirrors 
i\lagic squares 
Magnetic declination noted 
l' l agnelic thermo-remanance and induction 
l' lagneric variation observed 
Magnetism, used in medicine 
l\iair sugal� i, production of 
Mangonei (see also Trebuchet, simple) 
Maps, relief 

topographical, unearthed from i\rIawangwi 
�,1[asts, multiple 

-1000 
-7th c. 
-1st c. 
-3rd c. 
+1247 
+50 
+171h c. 
+530 
-200 
+806 
+712 
-3rd c.  
+130 
+9th c .  
+12th c.  
+14lh c. 
Ming 
-681 
+1 128  
-250 
+477 
+320 
-2nd miJl. 
- 1 10 
+584 
+ 1596 
- 120 
+ +th C .  
+31  
+13 13  
-4th c. 
+ 12th c. 
-240 
-13th c. 
-4th c. 
+751 
+83 
+5lh c. 
+l90 
+104.0 
+ 1044 
+l436 
+970 
-1St mill. 
-4th c. 
+1086 
-3rd c. 
+3rd c. 
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'IVlatches' (non-striking) 
rv[elociic composition 
N1crcury, distillation or. See Distillation 
Metal amalgams used to nil cavities 
�Iletals, to oxides, burning of 

densities of 
l\LilI, wagon 
1\ t ills, edge-runner 

edge-runner with water-power applied 
Mining, square sets for 

c1iflcrential pressure mine ventilation 
Mirror with 'light penetrat.ion' surface 
Mirror, magic. See Magic mirrors 
�Iouldboard 
1\ (ountings, venical and horizontal 
rvtoulh-organs 
l\Ioxibustion 
i\lultiplc-spindle silk-twisting frame 
Natural Science Congress 
Negalivc numbers, operations using 
Noodles (filamentous), including bread 
Nova, recorded observation of 
NUlllerical equations of higher orelcl; solution of 
Oil-lamps, economic 
Paktong, s:iM (cupro-nickel) 
Pandects of Natural History (Pen Tshao ;f.\. 1it  literature) 
Paper, invention of 

money 
toilet 
wall 
wrapping 

Parachute principle 
'Pascal' triangle of binomial co-efficients 
Past.eurisation of wine 
Pearl fishing conservancy 
Pearls in oysters, artificial induction of 
'Pi' (JT), accurate estimation of 
Piece moulding for casling bronze 
Pisron-bellO\vs, double-acting 
Place-value 
Placenta used as source of oestrogen 
Planispheres 
Planl protection, biological 
Planting in rows 
Playing cards 
Polar-equatorial co-ordinates 

mounting of astronomical sighting inslrumcms 
Porcelain 

+659 
-5th c. 
+grcl c. 
+g4° 
-200 
+4th c. 
-5th c. 
-5th c. 
- l lth c. 

-2nd c. 
+ ISl c. 
-9th c. 
-grcl c. 
+Ig lg  
+5th c. 
+ Ist c. 
+ 100 
- 13th c. 
+ 13 th c. 
+9th c. 
+230 
-5th c. 
-goo 
+9th c. 
+589 
+ 1 6th c. 
-2nd c. 
+8th c. 
+1 100 
+ 1 1 17 
+2nd c. 
+1086 
+3rcl c. 
-2nd mill. 
-4th c. 
- t gth c. 
+725 
+940 
+3°4 
-grcl c. 
+969 
- 1St c. 
+ 1270 
+3rcl c. 

2 2 1  
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Potassium, flame test used in identifying 
Pound-lock canal-gales 
Preservation of corpses, achieved by Taoists 
Printing, bronze type 

with earthenware moveable type on paper 
multi-colour 
with woodblocks 

Propeller oar, self-feathering 
ProspcC(ing, bie-geochemical 

geological 
Rainbow leng (camphor still). See also Bronze 

rainbow teng 
Recording of sun halves, parhelic spectres and 

Lowitz arcs 
Reel on fishing rod 
Refraction 
Refractive clay. Sec High temperatures, firing of clay 
Reverberatory furnace. (see also Furnace) 
Rocket arrow, invention of 

launchers 
winged 

Rockets, two-staged 
Roller bearings. See Ball bearings 
Roller-harrows 
Rotary ballista 
Rotary fan.  Sec \IVinnowing-machine 
Sailing carriage 
Sails, mat-and-battcn 
Salvage, underwater 
Sea\valls 
Seed, pre-treatment of 
Seed drill, multiple-tube 
'Seedling horse' 
Seismograph 
Ships, construccion principles of 

paddle-wheel. See BoalS and ships 
watertight cornpartmeI1ls in 

Silk, earliest spinning of 

Silk reeling machine 
Silk twisting frame, multiple spindle 
Silk twisting frame, mulriple spindle, \vater-powered 
Silk warp doubling and throwing fi'arne 
Sluices 

rimes added to 
Smallpox, inoculation against 
Smoke-screens 

+3rcl c. 
+984 
- 166 
+1403 
+ l I th c. 
+ 12lh c. 
+7th c. 
+100 
+6th c. 
-4th c. 

-1St c. 

+635 
+3rd/+4lh c. 
-4lh c. 

- 1St c. 
+13lh c. 
+ 1367 
+ 14,h c. 
+1360 
-2nd c. 
+880 
+240 
- 1St c. 
+ 16th c. 
+lSt c. 
+ 1064-7 
+80 
- 1st c. 
+ 155 
+ l Ith c. 
+132 
- 1St c. 

+5lh c. 
-2850 to 
-2650 (Liang 
Chu culture) 
+ 1090 
+ 10th c. 
+1313 
+101h c. 
-3rcl c. 
+ l Ith c. 
+Ioth c. 
+178 
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Snow cl)'slais, six-sided symmetry of 
Soil science (oecology) 
South-pointing carriage 
Soybean, fermented (shih jj:.), paste (chiong If) 

and sauce (shih),,, .s-t lBl) 
Sprouts, for medicinal and nutritional purposes 
Spindle wheel 

mulriple-spindle 
treadle-operated 

Spooling frame 
Square pallet chain-pump 
Stalactites and stalagmites, records of 
Star map. See planispheres 
Slars, proper motion of 
Steamers, made or pottery 
Steel production, co-fusion method of 
Sterilisation by steaming 
Steroids, urinary 
Slill, Chinese-type (see also Alcohol, dislilled) 
Stirrup 
Stringed instruments, chhin and se zithers q.v. 
Su Sung's clock. See Clocks 
Sugar. See lV[alt sugar 
Tea, as a drink 
Teng. See Bronze rainbow leng 
Thien liwil algebraic notation 
Thyroid treatment 
Tilt-hammCl; water-powered spoon 
Toothbrush 
Trebuchet, simple (see also Mangonel) 
Trip-hammers 

water-powered 
Umbrella, collapsible 
Ventilation, using dilTerential pressure 
Vinegar 
Wallpaper. Sec Paper 

'\·Vater-bound macadam' 
\,Vater-powered multiple spindle frames 
\Vater-wheel, horizontal 
\,Vatermills, geared 
\"'eather vane 
\"Tet copper method (precipitation of copper from iron) 
\'Vheat gluten. See Gluten 
\IVheel, dishing of 
\IVhcelbarrow, centrally mOllnted 

with sails 
\Vindlass, well 
\'Vindows, revolving 

-135 
-5th c.  
+ 120 
-2nd c. 

-2nd c. 
-5th c. 
+ I Ith c. 
+ ISt c. 
+1313 
+186 
-4th c.  
+940 
+725 
-5th mill. 
+6th c. 
+980 
+ 1 025 
+7th c. 
+300 
-9th c. 

-2nd c. 

+ 1248 
- 1st c. 
+ 1 145 
+9th c. 
-4th c. 
-2nd c. 
+20 
-5th c. 
\"Tarring States 
-2nd c. 

-178 
+1313 
+31 
+3rd c. 
-120 
+ I 1th c .  

-4lh c .  
-go 
+6lh c. 
- 120 
-5,h c. 

223 
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\iVinnowing-machine, rotary-ran 
l 'i'll-tilllng ,(f, �I'l (black patinateel copper) 
Zoetrope 

-1St C. 
+ 15th c. 
+180 

( 3 )  M O D E R N  S C I E N C E :  W H Y  F R O M  EUROPE?  

As can be  seen from the above list, 'China has the longest unbroken history of 
progress in science and technology (over 4,000 years) of any nation in the world',35 

The inventions listed above at present number ovcr 250. This list is provisional. 
The word invention itself is ambiguous. '10 what extent does an existing idea need 
to be altcrcd to constitute a new invention? On the other hand it may be shown 
that some of the inventions listed were not truly Chinese in origin and will have to 
be withdrawn. But others will certainly need to be added to the list. Many of the 
planned total of volumes in Science and Civilisation in China are yet to be published and 
whcn published will certainly add their quota. When it is published thcre may well, 
for example, be inventions rrom the volul11c on ceramics to be added to those listed 
here, for this was an art in which the Chinese exeelled 36 

It may also be worth mentioning that the Chinese had no idea of patenting 
anything,37 a process which was important in the "Vest where life was competitive.38 
The textile inventions would have been particularly suited to this system. It was not 
until 1449 that the first 'letters patent' were granted by the City of London. 

While using this list, we should also bear In mind that the date of an invention is 
often that of the first literary reference, or is given according to the earliest archae
ological remains; it is rarely the date of the actual invention. Some may have been 
around for centuries before the dating on the list; and in some cases mistaken l iterary 
references may have misled us into giving too early a date for an entry. 

Nevertheless our list is already sufficiently workable to provoke us into asking a 
number of questions. For example, we have a total of approximately 250 inven
tions over the last seventeen centuries; this means an average of nearly fifteen new 

3:' Finniston e! al. (1992), p. 72. :It> In ("ontraSt lO invention, Wl' take discovery to mean the extension orthe knowledge of natural phenomena. 
"rhus, paper, printing and gunpowder (the first chcmical explosive known to man) would be considered inventions. 
whereas the magnetic compass and all that flowed rrom it would be a discovery. In this way, the cntrics in the abo\"(� 
list can be cli\·idcd. :li It would havc becn a good thing ir the Chinese had patented gunpowder, paper and priming and so on, so 
lha( the im'cntors' names would havc bccn better known in the \Vest than they an: today. Anothcr example is the 
silk twisting and doubling machines which could twist silk thread 700-goo m long (SCC� vol. 5, pl. 9. p. 3+6) as op
posed to the cotton brillning machines which could onlY [wist threads of a half-metre in length. 

:Ul Basalla's (1988) Tht Evollllion of 7edmology, pp. ! 19 24, gives an interesting account of" the patent system in 
Western countries, especially the countries which did nOl have it (e.g., The Netherlands and Swit7.erlalld). lsambard 
Kingdom Brunei, designer of the Great Westcrn Railway and the Grcat Eastern Steamship, opposed the patcnt 
system, saying that il stifled inllovation. "[0 the Select Committee of" the House of Lords on lhe Patent Laws in 
18S!. he wrote: 'I believe lhat the most useful ilnd novel inventions and improvements of"the present day arc mcrt" 
progressive steps in a highly wrought and highly ad\"am:ed system suggested by; and dependent on. othcr prcviou.� 
steps. their whole \"alue and the means or their application probably dcrx:ndem on the success of some or many 
other inventions, some old, some ncw'. Sec Pctroski (1993), pp. 44 5. l\lany of the Chinese inveJ\lions can be 
considered in this light. ror example, the helicopter top which was the first step towards the development orlhe 
rotor blade used in modern helicopters in lhc \''cst. 
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inventions every hundred years. How does this compare "vith the inventiveness of 
the other great early civilisations - Babylonia, Egypt and India? 

Again it is worth classifying inventions into categories. Chinese inventiveness seems 
to have been particularly fruitful in the production of machines and instruments; 
these served five main fields of interest, namely agriculture, metallurgy, transport 
and travel, war and the study of the heavens. Ploughshares, bellows, paddlewheels, 
crossbows and rain gauges orrer an example oflhese in each field. Chinese inventive
ness had a particularly practical bent. But there were more abstract fields of interest 
also. The human body and the medicines needed to treat its diseases were also backed 
up by theoretical interest into, for example, the circulation of the blood. Some in
ventions seem to have arisen merely from a whimsical curiosity, such as the 'hot air 
balloons' made from eggshells which did not lead to any aeronautical uses or aero
dynamic discoveries, or the zoetrope which did not lead on to the kinematograph, 
or the helicopter top which did not lead to the helicopter. The Chinese had in fact 
so many inventions to do with night, crowned by the man-carrying kite, that onc is 
surprised that they did not invent a glider at least as good as that which broke the legs 
of the Saxon monk Aethelmaer at Malmesbury early in the + l !th cenLury. Or per
haps did YUan Huang-Thou ;7t11t�Jl in +559 glide even further on his kite shaped 
like an owl ancl made of paper than Aethelmaer's furlong? (See sec, Volume 4, 
part 2, pp. 5Bj-B.) 

Inventions in thetnselves, howevel� do not foster or inhibit science. It is necessary 
to study the social background, the ideas and practices which generate them and 
ultimately science itself Our task is to study those ideas and practices which are 
recorded and seem either to have fostered or to have impeded the growth of science 
and technology in China. Let me speak of those social and economic factors which 
appear to have most powerfully advanced or hindered the growth of science in 
China fi'O!n the medieval to the modern stage. The inventiveness of the Chinese 
people cannot be gainsaid, nor can their curiosity about natural phenomena. And 
yet they did not discover the supreme method for making scientific discoveries. Why 
was this? Perhaps it is now time for me to write my last few words in concluding this 
long series of volumes. 

These volumes began slim enough, but already by the third they were developing 
a middle-age spread. I felt that if a volume were too large to read comfortably 
in one's bath it was tinlC to subdivide it. SCC, Volume 4 was accordingly divided 
into three parts or 'physical volumes', but such \-vas the wealth of Chinese science 
and technology which opened up before us that these too became unwieldy. sec, 
Volumes 5 and 6 had to be subdivided into so many parts that it is doubtful whether 
I can see their completion within my lifetime. Now at the age of ninety-three, I 
should nOt wait any longer to summarise why I think it was that China, after such 
a promising start, did not go the whole way to developing modern science, whereas 
\rVestcrn Europe, [or special reasons which have been set out above, succeeded in 
doing so. 

, .... �. 
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I would like t o  begin with why, in my opinion, China made what I have called 'a 
promising start'. In the preceding pages of this concluding volume I have made it 
clear that I cannot go along with any theory that the Chinese were better or less well
endowed with brains or moral qualities than Westerners. Racism is not for me. Nor 
can I subscribe to the notion that it was just a matter ofluck that Europe happened 
to be the place where modern science was born. 1 am convinced that it was due to 
the difTerent types of society generated at opposite ends of the Eurasian land mass. 
and of course difTerences in geography and in economics had a big hand in shaping 
those societies. But what are the qualities that make a good scientist? 

First of all, perhaps, curiosity is needed, combined with persistence. Curiosity 
alone is not enough. The many-wiled Odysseus did not lack curiosity, but was in 
no ,·vay a scientist. The early Taoists, not only curious abollt what they saw, but 
observing nature patiently and persistently, wcre proto-scientists. The scientists of 
modern China are heirs to an immensely long tradition of careful and persistent 
observation. In ancient times the Chinese tradition of keeping records was rivalled 
only by that ofthe ancient Babylonians. Indeed, in the recording of eclipses and many 
other celestial phenomena the Chinese excelled, as a glance at our see, Volume 3,  
pp. 409 fT. will make clear. 

Other important qualities come to mind in which the Chinese were by no means 
lacking. They had the ability not only to observe and record, but to make accurate 
comparisons between things observed; and having observed and compared, to place 
things in groups and to classify. Chinese skill and interest in classification is amply 
demonstrated in see, Volume 6, part I ,  where we wrote of Chinese botany and the 
pen-Ishao * :f  literature, what we have called pandects of natural history. Ability to 
classify is one of the green shoots of budding seienee.39 

Today we think of science very largely in the context of experiment aimed at 
the isolation of variables in order to test a possible theory. This is a fairly modern 
development. In medieval China there was a tradition of experimentation, sometimes 
misconceived, yet by sheer persistence yielding rich rewards.4o The gunpowder epic 
described in see, Volume 5, part 7, is one example of this. Some orthe requirements 
for modern experimentation were there, but not all. 

There were other abilities which the Chinese possessed in good measure, such 
as the art of logical disputation, and the ability to hypothesise and to make coun
terfactual hypotheses. The logical furnishings of the Chinese mind have been well 
described by Christoph Harbsmeier in see, Volume 7, part I. Nor did the Chinese 
lack scepticism, though there were some areas where scepticism was not acceptable. 
just as in medieval Europe to challenge the verity of the Holy Ghost would not have 

'I!! Also see Gutmann ([99'2), p. 231 ,  for an appreciation orlhe merits of taxonomy. 
40 'Vhat a conu'ast with the Roman Empire for the period from the -2nd century to the +2nd CeIlfUI)', wh('11 

:\Iarius' decision 10 shorten the sword and extend the frontiers was virtually the last spark of Roman invcntiWIlI:ss. 
In China in the same period there were thirty-four scimlffir disco\"cries out of a total of sixty-sC\·cn discovcrics and 
im·cllIions. Later. in the Sung pcriod (+Ilth to +14th centuries), there were twenty-thrce scientific discoveries out 
of it !Ulal orforty-sevcn discovcrics and ill\"Cntions. 
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been acceptable. All these were valuable aspects of Chinese ll1lellectual attitudes 
highly relevant to the birth of science. 

Encompassing Chinese thinking was the overall predilection Jar action at a dis
tance, as opposed to the "Vestern predilection for atomism. This may well have 
handicapped the Chinese in elaborating a theory of dynamics, but was helpful in 
discovering such things as the nature of the tides (SeC, Volume 3, pp. 483 IT.), of musi
cal resonance (SeC, Volume 4, part I) and of magnetic phenomena (SeC, Volume 4, 
part I , pp. 229 II). 

No less important were the social structures of ancient and medieval China. Of 
those which did not help China on the road to modern science I shall speak in a 
moment. But among those which gave China a good start I would mention the fact 
thal chattel-slavery "vas never a basis for Chinese society, as it was in lhe Roman 
Empire, and that those who were willing to apply labour-saving inventions did not 
have to fight the cut-throat competition of slave labour working the fields in gangs, 
as was normal in the Roman latifllildia. This is perhaps the main reason why Chinese 
technology got away to a flying start in the centuries when Rome was in decline and 
Western Europe was descending to the Dark Ages. 

Next 1 would mention that, as in the West, the Chinese had the idea of linear 
time, but along with a reverence for times past was the idea of progress. Whereas 
classical Europe viewed time as descending from a golden age long past to a leaden 
age of dullness and immobility yet to come, the Chinese, with every century pro
ducing its crop of inventions and technological improvements, could scarcely view 
the future with such bleak pessimism. Calendars also, with each succeeding dynasty, 
"vere revised and recalculated with a view to improvement. 

Another factor which gave China a good start for science was the educational 
structure. It had an astonishing resilience, surviving at village level when central 
government had broken down, and returning to the administrative centres from the 
villages where scholars had taken refuge, once central government was re-established. 
The examination system helped to keep the school system in being, and was itself 
kept in being by the need for a bureaucracy capable of running the country. Though 
the examination system was not designed to select scientists, or even to encourage an 
interest in science, it did nevertheless select educated people for positions of power, 
something that was nOt even contemplated under feudalism in Europe. Though Con
fucians were often indifferent to nature and science, well-educated adnlinistrators 
would nevenheless be in a better position to appreciate the value ornew inventions 
and technological developments than the illiterate feudal lords of ancestral acres in 
Europe whose main prowess lay in jousting. 

I have referred to certain disadvantages of the Chinese script, but it may be said 
here that the Chinese empire, like the Roman, had a common language by which 
educated people in all the provinces could commun icate and exchange ideas. The 
fact that in China it was more often common script than common speech explains 
why characters continued to be used for this purpose long alter Lalin had ceased 
to be the lillgllajrallca of Western Europe. Nor should one overlook the fact that the 
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Chinese were singularly well equipped to deal with mathematics, having had li'om 
their earliest times a numerical system based on place-value which was infinitely 
more satisfactory than the Greek and Roman systems based on lellers of thc alpha
beL Only lacking was the zero which, as I have said in sec, Volume 3 ,  pp. IO IT. 
probably evolved in Cambodia and was laid like an Indian garland on the empty 
space on a Chinese counting-board (SeC, Volume 3 ,  pp. 148). It is an interesting fact 
that whereas Chinese charaClers in some measure inhibited the writing of speech 
but aided computation, alphabetic letters aided the writing of speech but inhibited 
computation. Perhaps the culminating achievement or indigenous Chinese mathe
matics was the Thien:)'iiall 7i:. Jt  matrix algebra of the Sung dynasty which enabled 
Chinese mathematicians to solve equations of high degree. (See sec, Volume 3 .  
p .  12g) 41 

There is also the matter of the bureaucracy itself The negative aspects of bu
reaucracy in relation to science have been considered in earlier sections. BUl there 
were many positive aspects. For example the tremendous e£Tort made in establishing 
a meridian line 3,500 kilometres in length under the direction of Nan-Kung YOeh 
i¥i'§�Jt and I-Hsing -ff during the years +721 to +725 in order to obtain more 
precise data for calendrical astronomy can find no comparable effort in Europe 
until post-Renaissance times. For an equivalent one must go back to Eratosthenes' 
attempts to calculate the circumference of the Earth by the use of gnomons placed 
at Alexandria and Syene in the -3rd century. (Sec sec, Volume 3, pp. 225 and 
2g2 ff.). 

From the qualities required in a scientist, and from such social structures as schools 
and universities necessary for thc development of science, we may turn to the materi
als needed to record scientific information. The earliest Chinese writing materials 
bone, tortoise shells and slivers of bamboo - were less helpful to writers than the 
Babylonian clay tablets or Egyptian papyrus sheets. But certainly by the -6th century 
ink brushes were being used lor writing on sheets of silk, and by the +2nd century 
the manufacllIre of paper in quantity had been organised. Paper is rencwable, but 
when the papyrus reed-beds of Egypt became exhausted, the Roman bureaucracy 
was forced to turn to parchment and vellum prepared slowly and expensively from 
animal skins. From then on until the introduction of paper and printing to Europe. 
China had the advantage in the dissemination of ideas. Nor was there any lack of 
books; the Chinese were themselves pioneers in printing on paper Like the Greeks 
they had also learnt to bring words together in dictionaries, ideas together in ency
clopaedias and books together in libraries for the usc of scholars; and like the Greeks 
they had learnt how great a loss the world of learning can suffer when books are 
destroyed in conflagrations. 

[ should draw attention also to the fact that the Chinese had invented many 
instruments for precise measurements which are necessary {or the onward march 

-41 Ah-ares (19Bo),joscph (1991) and Bhallll t'lllInhy (1992) show how rar ancient peoples could gel in rmnilt'matics 
without the intlTyention or modern methods. 
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of science, instruments for map-making (the hoclometer, the south-pointing carriage 
and the concept of the rectangular grid, for example), and for the study of climate 
(rain gauges and snow gauges), to l1aIne but a fcv\,. Many of their inventions, though 
utilitarian at the outset, stimulated scientific investigation. The magnetic compass, 
for instance, provoked an understanding of magnetic polarity and declination before 
even polarity was known in Europe_ This cannot be dismissed as mere technology_ 
It was carly science. Again, the recognition of fossiJs was an example of early science 
and not merely technology. 

Finally I would like la say that just as the great ocean voyages stimulated the 
men of the Renaissance to rethink their science when confronted by unimaginable 
beasts and plants never seen before, so also the Chinese had their age of great ocean 
voyages when Admiral Cheng Ho :j!;�:fj] explored the South Seas and the western 
limits of the Indian Ocean. The giralTe was at least as great a surprise to the people 
of China as was the armadillo or the duck-billed platypus to the people of the West, 
and required no less revision and expansion of classification systems. 

Such then are some of the faCLOrS in China and the West which it seems to me were 
of cardinal importance for the growth of modern science. On the whole China was 
well endowed, and we can understand how it is that they obtained an early lead in 
technology and a promising start in some of the sciences. Yet it was V\'estern Europe 
which discovered the meLhod of developing the new natural science which was to 
transform the world. What were the other facLOrs? 

One factor which stands out above all others is the rise of the bourgeoisie for the 
first time in history. \Ve may review the factors which led to it, and we may discuss the 
results which followed from it, but it is the rise of the bourgeoisie in Western Europe 
from the 15th century onwards which decided that Europe would not continue trying 
to clllulate its classical past, nor evolve in Chinese fashion, iluproving its technology 
and making small advances in various sciences without actually coming to grips with 
scientific method, but would strike out in a new direction, developing capitalism, 
scientific method and the industrial revolution one after the other. 

So complex was the process that we cannot Ratter ourselves that in our Volume 7 

we have done more than hint at the main movements. Tn speaking of the rise of 
the bourgeoisie I am mindfi.d that ils origin can be traced back to the city-states of 
Greece, the Roman concept of law, and to an old passion for individual freedom and 
self-government. 1 am very much aware that the geography of Europe contributed 
to these things - Europe was in fact a nursery for merchant princes - and that 
the ability of merchants to amass wealth and retain it made it possible for thcm to 
overthrow governments, something which the stable political system of China could 
not countenance until the VVcst made it impossible to avoid.42 

We have wished to show in sec, Volume 7 that the bourgeoisie succeeded in 
gaining and keeping power because of a unique situation following what Immanuel 
Wallerstein has called 'the four collapses' - the collapse of the Seigneurs or feudal 

�:? Also see Dorn (1991). 

, - , ........ 
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order, of the States, of the Church and of the Mongol Empire. The importance of 
the Black Death in weakening these four orders and so enabling the bourgeoisie to 
gain control can hardly be cxaggerated 43 The Black Death struck not only Western 
Europe but also the Mongol Empire, including China where it had originated. But in 
China no bourgeoisie arose to take control. The case of Western Europe was unique. 

Under bourgeois dominance modern science came to birth. I have described 
how propitious was the mercantile atn10sphere for careful and accurate measuring, 
recording and testing - first this factor and then that, to see which was the more 
profitable. In thaI way the elimination of variables became a method, and scientific 
method was born. 

But the great step during the bourgeois revolution was the mathematisation of 
hypotheses, and this was something which was never achieved in China before the 
19th century. It became possible in Europe because scholars and artisans at last 
found themselves communicating not fitfully but regularly in the course of business 
and daily work. And this became possible because a new type of education opened 
for the artisans. For centuries the sons of artisans and merchants had been able 
to get an education if they were sufficiently lucky or gifted. Cardinal 'vVolsey, for 
example, was the son of a butche!: Such educated persons, however, did not make 
their way into commerce, but were absorbed into the Church or the old classically 
educated orders. The new education began when for the first time books were 
printed in the vernacular languages of Europe. The importance of printing for the 
Renaissance was brought out in '979 in such books as The Printing Press as an Agent qf 
Social Change, by Elizabeth 1. Eisenstein. Although the Chinese invented moveable
type printing (at the time of Pi Sheng -f!i'-, + I !th century) they could not achieve 
the same information revolution as the Europeans. They were hamstrung by the 
complexities of Chinese characters. Douglas S. Robinson has recently stressed to me 
in a personal communication the importance of the printed word for a technological 
revolution as follows: 'a technological society requires a certain minimum quantity of 
information . . .  a quantity that is essentially unachievable without the technology of 
printing . . .  the absence of an alphabetic writing system handicapped its development 
there [in China 1 to some degree, perhaps to the point that the necessary level of 
information production was never achieved, or at least was much delayed'. 

Before the introduction of printing, books were too expensive for the common 
people. There would therefore have been little point in translating texts from Latin 
into modern European languages. Most of those who could afford books could read 
Latin. But with printing in the vernacular, written information was at last within the 
reach of'vVestern European artisans. A child could then begin to read in its mother 
tongue. It was no longer necessary for a boy or girl first to learn Latin in order to be 
able to read a serious book, unlike China where mastery of the old classical language 
was essential for this purpose. Armed with no more than an understanding of the 
alphabet a man could tear an education for himself out of books printed in his mother 

1'1 The role of gunpowder in the changing of European political structure is mentioned abo\"c, pp. 53, 2 1 1, n. 23. 
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longue. William Cobbett is an example of one who did this as late as in the 1 9th 
century, Thus it was only when the old Chinese invention of moveable-type printing 
met with the alphabetical languages of the \Vest that an 'information revolution' 
came about:H 

Even with only a rudimentary education artisans became morc useful to their 
employers, and educated employers needed the help of artisans who could read and 
write. The gulf between artisans and scholars had at last been bridged. The fruit of 
this union was modern science and the industrial revolution. To explain why this 
did not happen in China one needs to be able to explain why in China there was 
no bourgeois revolution. Many of the reasons for this may be found in the previous 
volumes - the establishment of the bureaucracy, the stability of the Chinese system 
of government, deep-rooted opposition to a mercantile ethos, the failure to develop 
what HuangJen-Yti 1It 1=- *  calls 'a mathematically managed economy', all these 
have been discussed. One may also speculate on whether \Vestern Europe would 
have elaborated scientific method without Euclid, or whether the bourgeoisie would 
have established their position if it had not been for the Black Death. These are 
questions comparable to that old favourite, '''IThy did the Roman Empire fall?' or, for 
that matter, '\'Vhy did the \tVestern Empire not last as long as the Eastern Empire?' 
These questions are stimulating, and sometimes provoke fresh thinking, but they 
have no definitive answers. 

My concluding thought is that by an extraordinary series of events modern science 
was born, and swept across the world like a forest fire. All nations are now using it, 
and in some measure contributing to its development. \Ve can only pray that those 
who control its use will develop it for the good not only of mankind but of the whole 
planet. 

-14 See Cardwell (1994), p. 55-
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A P P E N D I X  

J O S E P H  N E E D HAIVI :  A S O LI L O QUY' 

Conville and Caius College Chapel, Cambridge. 
Funeral if 

NoeIJose/)" Terence A1ontgomery Needham 
Friday 3 '  March 1995 

Let us begin and carry up this corpse 
Singing logcthct; 

Leave we the common crofts, the vulgar thorps 
Each in ils tether. 

Kenneth: T wonder how we begin. At omega of course, and proceed to alpha. 
Service: As soon as thou scattcrest them they are even as asleep: and fade away 

suddenly like the grass. 
Kenneth: Tell me,Joseph, have you any fears about an after-life? 
Joseph: My greatest fear is that after death one might find that the medieval teaching 

is true, and that there is a hell, a Buddhist hell with demons! [ prefer the Taoist 
belief that after death we are resolved into our elements, received as it were 
into the Great Inner Charnbcl� where no one should pursue us 'vvith shouting 
and bawling. That is what I wished for my first wife Dophi, and my second wife 
Gwei-Djen. 

Service: Let us pray. 
Kenneth: Do you pray,joseph? 
joseph: Sometimes. 
Kenneth: Arc your prayers answered? 
joseph: Only if they are in accordance with the Tao. 
Kenneth: How do you know if they are in accordance with the Tao? 
joseph: Ah' That is the big question. 
Kenneth: I think you claim to be a Christian, a \Vlarxist and a Taoist. You may be 

each of these at times, but surely not all three simultaneously? I know you like 
to build bridges between contradictory opinions, but isn't this a bridge too far? 

joseph: They aU have a lot in common. Perhaps what the world needs is a synthesis 
of the best in all three. 

Service: Man that is born of a woman hath but a short time to live . . . .  He cometh 
up, and is cut down, like a Rower � he fleeth as it were a shado\-v, and never 
continueth in one stay . 

• This was written by Kenneth Robinson, shortly after Needham's funeral. The soliloquy takes the form oran 
imaginary conversation with Needham during the funeral sen>ice, but is based on actual conversations which had 
taken place between the years 1949 and [995. 
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Kenneth: What sort of woman were you born of;Joseph? 
Joseph: :rvly mothel� Alicia? She was a very exciting person, Scots-Irish, musical -

she composed the melody for the song 'Nelly Dean' - ful l  of life, endlessly at war 
with my father, who was a pioneer anaesthetist. I was always trying to mediate, 
to build bridges of understanding between them, but I never succeeded. 

Kenneth: That was a bridge you failed to build, but what a bridge you built between 
the civilisations of China and the West' Till then these two civilisations had 
thought of each other as rivals, but now, thanks to your life's \-\lork, we all regard 
them as cOlTlplementary. 

I think you once characterised the civilisation of the West as a 'slap in the 
face' civilisation. That is to say, when there is a confrontation, vVesterners tend 
to call a spade a spade and a liar a liar. \t\lhen a person is given a slap in the face 
and blatantly insultcd, dialogue comes to an end; China, on the other hand, 
you described as having a 'stab in the back' civilisation. \IVhen there is a con
frontation, though they may stab their opponent in the back, they keep smiling 
and dialogue can continue. 

Joseph: Yes, that is so. Although neither of these forms of behaviour is desirable, I 
prefer to keep talking. You find this contrast even in their logic. Whereas in the 
\IVcst we say: all men are n10rtal. Socrates is a man. Thercfore [evcn a fool can 
see that] Socrates is mortal; the Chinese end this syllogism with a polite question 
and a smile as they put the knife in: How [may I ask the learned gentleman] 
could Socrates not be mortal? 

Kenneth: Tell me,joseph, ho"v did your interest in different civilisations begin? 
Joseph: Well, I began as a classicist, not as a scientist, but at Oundle, where I went 

to school, they put considerable stress in the curriculum on working with one's 
hands, and on the making of models and machinery. That is perhaps where 
T got my interest in all sorts of machines and mechanisms, and in comparing 
the mechanical inventions of China and the \,yest, which came to fruition - or 
should I say fructification? - in Science and Civilisation in China, Volume 4- This 
volume dealt with physics and its practical applications. 

Service: So teach us to number our days that we may apply our hands unto wisdom. 
Prosper thou the work of our hands upon us, 0 prosper thou our handywork. 

Joseph: And then I lived in France to acquire French and to broaden my education. 
Kenneth: I think you spoke French very well, and of course had no trouble in reading 

it. 

Helas! 

Ne vais-tu pas hier, Brinon, 
Parlant et faisant bonne cherc, 
Qui n'est aujourd'hui, sinon 
Qu'un peu de poudre en une biere, 
Et dont ne reste rien que Ie nom? 
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["Vas i t  not only yesterday: Brinon, that you were getting around, chauing and living it 
up, who today arc nothing at all except perhaps a handful of dust in a casket, and of 
whom nothing is left but the name?] (Honsard. Trails. K. R.) 

Kenneth: You got caught up in the First World War a little bit, didn't you? 
joseph: Yes, in 1918 1 was seventeen. I was born on 9 December 1900. It means I 

never had any difficulty in working out my age. I n  fact I prefer the Chinese way 
of calculating age, which states the number of years you arc completing. 

Kenneth: So in 1995 you are in your ninety-fifth year? 
joseph: Yes, that's it. So for a few months I was a surgeon sub-lieutenant. I went 

up to Caius in 1918 intending to become a surgeon. But the sa'vv-bones side 
of the business was too mechanical. I t was too much like carpentry. I needed 
something more intellectually challenging. So I switched to biology and worked 
on the newly developing science of biochemistry with Sir Frederick Gowland 
Hopkins in his lab. We called him Hoppy. That was a time when we made up 
limericks, clerihews and other poems on scientific subjects. There was one by 
J. B. S. Haldane 1 remember, who preceded me as Sir William Dunn Reader in 
biochemistry. It went like this: 

You cannot synthesise a bun 
by simply sitting in the sun. 
I do not answer - Yes, yes, yes 
When I am offered meals of S. 
But readers, rhizostomes and rats 
Arc fairly good at making fats. 
So let us firmly stick to this, 
Our most eflective synthesis. 

Kenneth: So that was when you started analysing the metabolic changes in the 
embryonic development of chickens from the egg. How did you do it? 

joseph: I had three eggs in an incubator; and every day I took one out, churned it 
to a pulp and then carried out a chemical analysis of the liquid. It soon became 
clear that a chicken embryo was a small chemical factory, exchanging some 
chemicals for others. 

Kenneth: And after that you got down to the writing of your Chemical Embryology in 
three volUlTIes which established your reputation as a leading scientist. It muSt 
have taken an immense efTort. Gwei-Djcn told me you had a breakdown after 
it. 

joseph: Yes, that was in 193 1 .  For two weeks after it was finished J had difficulty in 
sleeping because I was incessantly hearing music in my head. 

Kenneth: You "vere at that time, and for some years to come, a scientist, but one 
with an extraordinarily wide range of interests. Yet,  in the end, your life turned 
into a son of pilgrimage in pursuit of knowledge, justice and freedom. How did 
that come about? 
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No goblin nor foul fiend 
Can daunt his spirit; 
He knows he at the end 
Shall life inherit. 
Then fancies, fly away; 
He'll not fear what men say; 
He'll labour night and day 
To be a pilgrim. 
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joseph: It came about because four Chinese graduate research students came from 
Shanghai in '937 to study biochemistry with Dophi and me in our labs. One 
of these was Lu Gwei-Djen whom I married in 1989. From them I learnt that 
China had developed mathematics, astronomy and several other sciences to a 
level comparable to that achieved in medieval Europe. Till then people in the 
West believed they had a monopoly in scientific thinking. 

I began to teach myself Chinese. When in 194' our government felt it should 
make a friendly gesture towards the Chinese government by sending a scientist 
to join the Embassy in Chungking they sent me, not because I was likely to do 
much good, but because I was sufficiently maverick as to be clearly expend
able. 

Kenneth: And then followed your four years of' extraordinary exertions on behalf 
of Chinese university education and research. You visited the remotest parts of 
the country with what transport you could get, or on foot, learning all the time 
from Chinese scientists about the history of science in China, and gradually 
forming the nucleus of the library which is today housed in the Institute which 
bears your name. 

Joseph: That is correct. And already there was forming in my mind the plan for 
my book Science and Civilisalion in China. This book, I was determined, would do 
justice to the hundred or more generations of thinkers and experimenters who 
had been measuring and recording phenomena in China for so long. 

Kenneth: I imagine it was your dedication to justice that led you to stick your neck 
out over the controversy in the Korean \"far about germ warfare. Did you ever 
test the exhibits? 

joseph: At the end of the Second World War, when I was still in China, the American 
Air Force dropped anthrax-impregnated cattle cakes in South China, apparently 
to test their effectiveness. I myself' carried out tests on these cakes and found 
that the allegations were true. I therefore had no reason to doubt the truth of 
what my inforn1ants told Inc about a similar occurrence in Korea. 

Kenneth: I remember you telling me about this not so long after it happened, and 
when you were blacklisted from entry to the United States. I suppose now that 
\-ve know 1110re about how war was waged in Vietnam, and about the lise of 
nerve gases in Britain, il does not seem so improbable. 

joseph: I tllink there has been a certain swing in public opinion since those days. 
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Kenneth: So  much for justice, but what about freedom? I do think,Joseph, that you 
have been pretty blinkered about freedom in the People's Republic. I remember 
you saying in a radio talk that there was freedOlTI of movement in China, way 
back in the 1970s. A person had only to go to the railway station, you said, and 
buy a ticket, and he could go anywhere in China that he liked. But could he get 
permission to be absent from work, or to spend two or three days queuing to 
buy a ticket? 

Joseph: The first freedom is freedom to eal. People in China were at last being fed. 
Kenneth: What about personal freedom in this country? Many people used to believe 

that you were an extreme Nlarxist, if not a member of the Communist Party. 
Joseph: Rubbish. I was a member of the Labour Party. 
Kenneth: Certainly you were a champion for justice and freedom when you made 

it possible for ProfessorJacobsen to escape from Germany and the threat of the 
Holocaust. You brought him to Cambridge in [933, didn't you? 

Joseph: I think that would be the year. 
Kenneth: And what about personal freedom for individuals here, and sexual freedom 

for students? I remember \·"hen you were :N[aster of Caius, YOli did not agree to 
the installing of vending machines for condoms in the coUege. 

Joseph: I had no objection to the free association of students, and to their buying 
packets of condoms in the town if they wished to, but if these machines were 
installed in the college it would mean that someone wanted a condom instantly. 
I was not in favour of instant sex. 

Kenneth: But you were keen on other sorts of freedom. For instance on Sunday 
afternoons you would take a group of friends out to Quy where I now live, and 
find your way to Quy pool, and there everyone except Gwei-Djen would strip 
to the bare buff and go prancing off into the water. But Gwei-Djen would sit 
modestly by herself, her gaze averted! 

Joseph: Have you been out to the pool then? 
Kenneth: No. It's no longer used for swimming. It's clogged with weed, and someone 

was drowned in it. But your description of it which Laurence and Helen Fowler 
reproduced in their book Cambridge Commemorated catches the spirit of it. Here 
It is: 

Happily the coumry around Cambridge, especially towards the north-cast where the 
fens are, is wonderfully provided with wild pools . . . .  One of these pools lies very difficult 
to find in what is practically a piece of untouched fen. It is almosl surrounded with reeds 
whose stems arc almost white, but bear at the top their long green blades which stream 
unanimously out in one direction if there is a little wind. If you lie flat on the bank or 
the diving place and look along the pool, you see a picture of reeds in the best Chinese 
manner. Then if you dive in, you find the water absolutely clear and beautifully brown, 
contrasting marvellously with the brilliant blue of the surface, renecling the sun. Or 
at midnight, on one of those few nights of the year when the air and water are warm 
enough, it is love ly to swim through the moon and stars glittering on the water . 
(History Is 011 O"r Side, 1946) 
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Kenneth: Cambridge must have been a tremendous n'ee-thinking place in  the '930s, 
and it was still very exhilarating when I first knew you. You used to drive your 
great Armstrong-Siddley car which had previously belonged to my schoolboy 
hero Sir Malcolm Campbell, the racing driver who set up the world's land-speed 
record at over 300 mph in '935, 

I first met you, I think, at Oxford in '949, You had read the first draft of my 
thesis on the evolution of equal temperament in China, and you said that you 
were engaged on Volume 4 ,  PI!ysics, of your Science and Civilisation in China, but 
that acoustics were your 'blind spot', \�rould I write you about twenty pages? I 
said I couldn't possibly do that. I didn't know enough about it. You said, 'Of 
course you can', with such conviction that no further argument was possible, 
And so, in due course, I wrote 103 pages for Volume 4, 

Joseph: Yes, I remember that very welL You used to bring the manuscript down in 
instaln1cnts to Caius, and we would work through it. 

Kenneth: I don't think you have any idea of the strain I experienced when I was 
working with you then, So little was known about acoustics in China in those 
days, The great sets of bronze bells so wonderfully described by Chen Cheng
Yih had not yet been discovered, and we were often skating on thin ice, 1 
would try to explain some difliculty I had encountered in a text, and would 
be sweating to hold together ideas which wanted to fly apart, and would be 
floundering with my words, breaking off, starting again, , , , You sat there like 
Patience on a monument, eyes closed, silent, waiting, waiting. Finally you would 
say: 'I haven't the slightest idea what on earth it is you are trying to tell me', And 
then, in two highly distilled lines, you would resolve all the difficulties, Later I 
was taught by Gwei-Djen how to deal with you, She often expressed herself in 
the most exotic English, which you understood perfectly well, but affected not 
to, When you said, 'I haven't the slightest idea what it is you are trying to say', 
she would reply: 'You silly old man, you're not even trying!' 

You used to take me to dinner in Hall, and after it we'd work through my 
manuscript with incredible speed and concentration, and then we'd talk of 
other things, You were always forthright and unconventionaL I remember in 
the '980s, when you were beginning to find movement painful, you used to 
make your way up to the dining hall via the kitchens, getting the kitchen staff to 
hoist us up on the vegetable lift! You were a wonderful and generous host, and 
invited me to Caius many times during the years when I was working abroad, 
if!  happened to be in England, I enjoyed those visits very much, 

In '979 you invited me to leave my post with the UNESCO Institute in 
Hamburg and 'come over to Macedonia and help us', How could I refuse such 
an offer? I started working wilh you again in '980, ]Vly task, editing the final 
volumes of your work, was particularly difficult because you had sometimes been 
unable to tell old friends who pressed their writings on you for inclusion in the 
series that they were not in harmony with your thinking, It was easier to say that 
Kenneth would sort out any problems arising from dilTerent points of view, 

---. - - -- -
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Joseph: When a really eminent person devotes a lot of  his time to writing a contri
bution, and then presents it to you as a gift, how can you refuse it? As you know, 
I never subscribed to the slap in the face approach. 

Kenneth: As the Tao Te Ching makes cleal; if things go wrong you must correct them 
early, otherwise you are in real trouble. Field Marshal Montgomery used to say 
the same thing to his officers: 'You must not get into battle on the wrong foot, 
gentlemen. You must not get into battle on the wrong foot. '  

Joseph: The trouble was that when I embarked on the writing of Science and Civili
sation in China I had no idea of the immense wealth of ideas and information 
that we would discover. People in the ''''estern world used to think that Chi
nese civilisation 'vvas one of pretty paintings, of rather unconventional poems, 
of unspeakable music, of wonderful results in handicrafts - silks, porcelains 
and bronzes - and of the accidental discovery of gunpowder, which they used 
for fireworks, but no real science. T myself visualised a single slim volume on 
Chinese science in the days before the Second World Wal; when I was first 
becoming interested in the possibility. During my time in China I realised that 
one volume would not be enough, and that it would probably have to be seven. 
Volume I would sketch in the general background. Volume 2 would describe 
the philosophies and religions of China as they affected the development of 
science. Then in Volumes 3 to 6 we would describe what the Chinese knew 
of mathematics and astronomy, with related studies, of physics, chemistry and 
biology. That left Volume 7 for describing the social background and coming 
to some general conclusions. 

As we got deeper into our work the volumes increased in size. More and more 
fascinating swffkept coming out as we ransacked the treasure house of Chinese 
literature. Volume 3 was already too big for comfortable reading in one's bath. 
Volume 4 burst at the seams and had to be subdivided into three fat volumes. 
Volumes 5 and 6 are still in progress, still expanding. I had at one time hoped 
to be still with you when the last volume was published, but I promised that 
even if I was not on the bridge the ship would sail safely into port with others in 
command. I am sure that day will come. Mydilemma was this: when I discovered 
the immense wealth of Chinese studies in science, technology and medicine, 
was I to ignore the riches which were being unearthed, and concentrate on a 
mere outline in just seven volumes, or was I to publish everything I could as 
it arrived? I chose the latter course. I published no less than four volumes, for 
example, on alchemy in China, and with Gwei-Djen decided on a change in 
policy by which we would co-opt other writers to take charge of the volumes 
we couldn't hancJle ourselves. Till then your contribution on acoustics was the 
only one not to be written by myself 

Kenneth: Until you changed your policy you had tackled every subject, every field of 
science, head 011, almost from scratch. I remember when you were jusl starting 
the first volume on botany, I asked you how it was shaping and whether you 
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already knew much about Chinese botany. You replied: 'No. At present it's just 
a green blur!' But two years later it was no longer a green blur. You had got all 
the great Chinese botanists and their systems of classification of plants in sharp 
focus. That would have been a life's work for many people. 

There are many things about your writing which I find most admirable. 
For example, even on the most erudite subject there is a colloquial friendliness 
clothing a sentence structure of classical rigour, and with the most precise use 
of words chosen for their accuracy. This often requires a high level of education 
in the reader, and it will be some time before the full impact of your work is 
felt all the way through the education systems of Western countries, filtering 
into school textbooks, though that process has already begun. But I also admire 
your dogged persistence, brushing aside superficial criticisms and not wasting 
time defending your reputation. As you used to say: 'The dogs bark, but the 
caravan moves on'. Working with you I found it most comforting to kno'w that 
your broad shoulders were there to carry the weight. 

SClvicc: God be in my heart 
And in my thinking. 

God be at my end 
And in my departing. 

Kenneth: You loved rituals, didn't you, Joseph, and all ritualised dancing, as with 
the Morris dancers. What was the rhyme that Francesca Bray illustrated for 
you? 

Dr Joseph Needham 
Dances with philosophic freedom. 
You'd better watch your toes if 
You dance with Joseph. 

And you loved poetry and amusing songs, and would often sing them at parties 
and even at radio interviews. Heias, heIas . . .  

Ne vais-tu pas hierJoseph, 
parlant et faisant bonne chere? 

So we gather you up for your last great ritual - greater than all the honours you 
received during your long life; more memorable than the day we escorted you 
to Buckingham Palace. 

Service: The coffin is carried round Caius Court, followed by the Fellows walking 
two by two, and then to the Gate of Honour . . The choir then sing the 
Nunc Dimittis. The coffin is carried up the Senate House Passage, and the 
congregation disperses. 
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In  the room marked K2 in Caius College, where Joseph Needham did so much 
of his work, four Chinese characters may be seen on the wall: 

Jen chM A '.Ii: 
Liu ying m Jil'. 
The man departs. 
There remains his shadow (his umbra or influence). 

Kenneth Robinson 
Cambridge Review 

November 1995 
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l= Hsiao Tai Li Chi.J 
Record ofRite� [compiled by Tai 

the YoungerJ . 
(Cr. Ta Ta; /..1 Chi.) 
AscI'. C/Han, e. -70 to -50, but really H/Han, 

between +80 and +105, though the earliest 
pieces included may date from the time of the 
AI/aleets (c. -465 to -450). 

Attrib. cd. Tai Sheng '" M 
Actual ed. Tshao Po e '!l 

Trs. Legge (7); Couvreur (3); R. \\r!lhdm (6). 
Yin-'le Index no. 27. 

Lo)"al/g Chhiell 1..(111 Oti � �i ibD :I !c.. 
(or Lo)'allg Ka-Lall Chi; srllg ka-Ial/ translit.erating 

.sal/gharall/a). 
Description of" the Buddhist 'l'cmples and 

�tonasteries at Loyang. 
!'\/Wci, (. +547. 
Yang HSi.ian-Chih :tJ :fif -z".  

Lii I-Isiirh l-fsill 511110 ,, !J!:. .m  it· 
A l\ew Account orthe Science of the 

Pitch-Pipes. 
)'Iing, +158.j.. 
Chu Tsai-Yu (prince orthc l\ling) -* f<, fN. 
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Lii SfliJ, Chhul/ CMill 8 � • tt.. 
J\lastcr Lo's Spring and Autumn Annals 

[compendium of natural philosophy] . 
Chou (Chhin), -'239. 
Written by the group of scholars gathered by Lli 

Pu-Wci § ::f. ... 
Tr. R. \ " il hclm (3). 

Chung-Fa Index no. 2. 
Lm Hmg *iftj. 

Discourses Weighed in the Balance. 
1-I/Han, +82 or +83. 
Wang ChlHmg 1: 1f.... 
Tr. Forke (4). 
Chung-Fa Index 110. J. 

LUI/ 1'i"i tt If. 
Conversations and Discourses (of Confucius) 

[perhaps Discussed Sayings, Normative 
Sayings, or Selected Sayings] ; A.nalccts. 

Choll (Lu), (, -465 to -450. 
Compiled by disciples of Confucius 
(chs. ]6, Ii, 18 and 20 arc later interpolations). 
Tr. Legge (2); Lyall (2); Waley (s); 

Ku Hung-Ming(I}. 
Yin-Tc Index no. (Supp!.) 16. 

Mrng Othi Pi Thall _ilffll. 
Dream Pool Essays. 
Sung, +1086; last supplement dated +1091. 
Shell Kua tt ft· 

Mtng Tzu ii -1-. 
The Book of Master �4eng [MenciusJ. 
Chou, c. -'290. 
Meng Kho ii fI. 
T,. Legge (3); Lyall (I). 
Yin-Te Index no. (SuppL) 17. 

Mo Ching I; �. 
See Mo �II. 

A 10 �u (incl. ."'10 ChinjJ • f". 
The Book of Master �Io. 
Chou, -4th CCIlIUI),. 
�Io Ti � .&. and disciples. 
Tr. �lci Yi-Pao (I); Forkc (3). 
Yin-Te Index no. (Suppl.) 21 .  
TTl 116'2. 

Nan Shih mJl!.. 
History of the Southern Dynasties. 
+659· 
Li '{en-Shou '* g •. 
Peking: Chung Hua Shu Cho, 1975 edition. 

.Nung Sang Chi Jao .. J: ,. J-. 
Fundamentals of Agriculture and Scriculturc. 
Yuan, +1'273. PrcHlcc by ·Wang Phan (b) .l. M. 
Imperially commissioned, and produced 

by the Agriculture Extension Bureau 
(Ssu Nung Ssu) ij • ij. 

Probable editor, Mcng Chhi ii �. Probable laler 
editors, Chhang Shih-Wen. 

t! Mi Jt (c. +1286). �vliao Hao-Chhicn tIi -Jtt 1l 
(c. 1318). 

Cr. Liu "u-Chhien (I). 

Nung Shu . ... 
Treatise 011 Agricuhure. 
Yuan, +1313. 
Wang Chen .I. ;t#!. 

Pm TsllOo Ching O/i C/III -* ... . � � it. 
Collected COllllllcntaries on the C/rusicol 

Pharmacopoeia [oj/he Heavnl9' Husbandman}. 
S/Chhi, +492. 
Thao Hung-Chingpij 51. 1:. 
Now extant only in fragmcillary form as a 

Tunhuang or Turfan tvlS, apart from 
the many quotations in the pharmaceutical 
natural histories, under Thao Hung-Ching's 
n lmt'. 

Pen Tshao Kallg Mu -* " !iII EJ. 
The Great Pharmacopoeia; or, The Pandects of 

Natural Histol)' IPlinerolog)� Metallurgy, 
Botany, Zoology etc.], Arrayed in their 
Headings and Sub-headings. 

Ming, +1596. 
Li Shih·Chen *" at ft. 
Paraphased and abridged tf. Read & 

collaborators (2-7) and Read & Pak (I) with 
indexes. Tabulation of plants in Read (I) with 
LiuJu�Chhiang. 

C( Swingle (7). 
Pen Tshao Phin HII; Ching Yoo -* � £ .. ;'fl J. 

Essemials of the Pharmacopoeia Ranked 
According to Nature and Efficacity 
(Imperially Commissioned). 

Ming, +1505. 
Liu Wen-Thai -'J ;:: �, Wang Phan .I. "M & Kao 

Thing·Ho ifj � *,. 
Pm Tshao Yen 1 -* ... 1i1 A. 

Dilations upon Pharmaceutical Natural History. 
Sung, pref. + 1 1 16, pro +1119, repro +1 185, +1 195. 
Khou Tsung-Shih :a * -'to 
See also TIm Ching 1(11 1 Pm Tshao (TTI761). 

Slim .l\�lIIg Pm Tshao Citing l4' .. *- jf.. �. 
Classical Pharmacopoeia of the Heavenly 

Husbandman. 
C/Han, based on Chou and Chhin material, but 

not rcaching final form before the +2nd 
century. 

\Vriters unknown. 
Lost as a separate work, but the basis of all 

subsequelll compendia of pharmaceutical 
natural histOI)', in which it is constantly 
quoted. 

Reconstituted and annotated by many scholars; 
see Lung Po-Chicn (1), pp. 2IT., t2IT. 

Best reconstructions by !vlori Tatcyuki � !r.. :t. 
(,845), Liu Fu 11'1 11: (1942). 

Shih Pen tit *. 
Book of Origins [imperial genealogies, family 

names, and legendary inventors] . 
C/Han (incorporating Chou material). -2nd 

celllury. 
Ed. Sung Chung (HI Han) *- $.. 

Sh 
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SI 

SI 

SI 

SI 
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Shift }{/O Edl la 1J j{ fit 3· 
The Literary Expositor of Chemica! Physic; or, 

Synonymic Dictionary of Minerals and Dnlf,,'!;. 
Thang, +806. 
ivlci Piao m ttt. 
TTl894· 

Shll Clling . �. 
Historical Classic [Book of Documents]. 
The 29 'Chin Wen' chapters mainly Chou 

(a few pieces possibly Shang); the 21 'Ku ,ren' 
chapters a 'forgel)" by �Ici 1Sc ffJ Q, c. +320, 
using fragments of genuine antiquity. Orthe 
former, 13 are considered to go back to the 
-roth century, 10 to the -8th, and 6 not 
before the -5th. Some scholars accept only [6 
or Ii as pre-Confucian. 

\ Vriters unknown. 
See \Vu Shih-Chhang (I); Creel (4). 
TI". l\ lcdhurst (I); Legge (1, 10); Karlgrcn (12). 

S/IIIO ru � 111. 
Outer Ramparts of Rcponagc. 
+1652 (expanded edition). 
Thao Tsung-I � * {Ji and Th"o Thing AlH cds. 
On editions, sec S. King P'ei-yuan, Elude 

com/Jaraliv( des diverJe.r Mitiolls !lu Chuou fou. 
Peiping: Centre franeo-chinois d'etudes 
sinologiques, [946. 

S/wo Iitn. 
See S/1/I0 11(11 Ch ilh �II. 

S/1/I0 11«11 Clti,h Tzu "tl Y:: M �. 
Analytical Dictionary of Characters [lit. 

Explanations of Simple Characters and 
Analyses ofComposile OnesJ. 

!-III-Ian, + [2 1 . 
Hsii Shell ft '�. 

SUII nu Ping Fa 1-i'> 1'- * *. 
M<l.ster Sun's An on-Val". 
Chou (Chhi), c. -345. 
Allrib. Sun WU It- �, more probably by 
Sun Pin I�,8J. 

Tao Tt Ching It t!, �. 
Canon of the Tao and its Vinuc. 
Chou, before -300. 
Amib. Li Erh (Lao Tzu) * ]f. (;t -=f). 
Tr. Waley (4); Chhu Ta-Kao (2); Lin Yii - Thang 

(I); \Vieger (7); Duyyendak (18); and very mallY 
others. 

"Tao Tsallg jf. jt. 
The Taoist Patrology [containing 146+ Taoist 

worksl· 
All periods, but first collected in the Thang about 

+730, then again about +870 and definiti\'dy 
in +10[9. First printed in thc Sung 
(+[ I [ 1-1 l 17). A.lso printed inJlChin 
(+[168-[19[), Yuan (+1244) and Millg 
(+1445, +1598) and +1607· 

\Vriters numerous. 
Indexes by Wicger (6), all which see Pdliot's 

re\·iew (8); and Ong Tu-Chien (Yin-Ie Index, 
no. '25), 

Thien Kllllg A1wi !-I'u *- :c Ii:n �. 
The Exploitation ofthc Works of NalUre. 
Ming, +1637. 
Sung Ying-Hsing *- l! I.. 
Tr. SunJen I-Tu & Sun I-Isueh-Chuan (I). 

TIlling Chien Kmlg Alu i! 11 .� El. 
Essential Mirror of Uni\'crsal I-l istory [the u..u 

Ghih TllUng Gllim condensedl. 
Sung, +1189. 
Chu Hsi *- #.: and his school. 
With later continuations . 
Partial rr. Wieger (I), 

TsQ Glman ii.. "ff.. 
�'Iaster Tso-Chhiu's Enlargement of the CMI1I11 

Cliltill /Spring and ;/ulul/IlI Annals). 
Chou, compiled belween -430 and -250, but 

with additions and changes by Confucian 
scholars of the Chhin and Han, especially Liu 
Hsin. Deals with the period -722 to -453. 
Greatest of the three commentaries on the 
Gllhllll Chhiu, and olhers being the }[ullgyang 
Chllall and the Kliliflllg Chllall, but unlikc them, 
probably itself originally an independent book 
of history. 

Allrib. Tso-Chhiu Ming i£ 6:� EJj. 
Ttmg Cltillg 1\ 1eng Iilla Lu * m � ¥�. 

Dreams of the Glories of the Eastern 
Capital. 

S/Sung, + 1148, first printed +1187. 
�Ieng Ylian-Lao it j(.;t. 
Peking: Shang \"'u, 1959 edition. 

7?u Iisia (,'IIi Vi��. 
Providing lor Leisure Time. 
J....""ite Thang +9th century. 
Li Khuang-I *�tl. 
Chhin Ting Ssu Kim ChhOan Shu tt j£ � ,* � \!f  

edition. [Taipei: 19831, vol. 850. 

II'It-Sllih-Erll Ping Fallg 1i + =1i"Jj. 
Recipes for the Fifty-two Diseases. 
-2nd century: 
i\lanuscript excavated from a tomb dated 

:-168 at Ma·Wang-Tui l!j.Eit, Changsha �tp 
III 1973. 

1 111 Tsa Tw Ji�.'3j [or till. 
Fivelold Miscellany. 
+[608. 
Hsieh Chao-Che ,7;ti � iM. 
Taipei: !-Isin !-Ising Shu Chi-i, 1971 edition. 

Jtll Tlliell VIII I! it ti. 
Discourses on Salt and Iron [record of the debate 

of -81 on State control of commerce and 
industry1· 

ell-Ian, c. -80 to -60. 
Huan Khuan ;ffi J[. 
Partial tr. Galc (1); Galc, Boodbcrg and 

Lin (I) . 
ni KUllg :fJJt. 

The Tribute ofYli. 
(/\ chapter oCthe Shu Chillg, g.v.). 

. _ a--. 
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Chhien Pao-Tshung JJ: .  I* cd. (1963). 
Sunil Ching Shih Sku: II Chill Challg SII(/1I Shu 

ltll! +11. IUl '''It iii· 
Ten i\lathematical Classics. II: Nine Chapters on 

the Mathematical Art. 
Peking: Chung Hua. 

Kuo Mo-Jo (f� � �) eI al. 
Kllall Tzu eM Chiao 'i :t • tt 
Collected Comrnentaty' on the Book of Master 

Kuan. 
Hsin Hua Shu-Ticn, Shanghai, 1956. 

Kuo Shuang-Lin fIl!l#; & Hsiao �Ici-Hua i!i ¥1ft 
('995)· 

Chullg-Kuo Til Po Shik rpfIJMIi!f �. 
A History of Gambling in China. 
Peking: Chung-Kuo She Hui Kho Hsiieh. 

La Hsin-Pen El1JT * & HsuchJung-Shcng �'fft:'±: 
('994)· 

Chullg-Kllo KII Toi Til Po Hsi SII 

<f>�"'j�lIIllt!J�fft· 
Gambling CUSIOIllS in Ancient China. 
Sian: Shan-hsiJen �Iin Chhu Pan She. 

Pai Shang-Shu s(,l;jPl! (1983). 
Chill Chang Sua1/ Shu elm Shih 1L 1:i  tr. WItt�. 
Annotated Explanations of Nine Chapters on the 

l\'iathematical Art. 
Peking: Kho Hslieh. 

Tl'1Ig-chhuan Chou C/Jih IIlJllffl;&. 
Gazeneer ofTeng-chhuan Departmem. 
+1854/5. 
Compo and I'C\·. by HOll Ylin-Chhin �fctt;.. 
Repr. Taipei: Cheng Wen, 1968. 

\Vang Chien-Chhiu .Elttk (1965). 
Sung Tai Thai Hsiith rii Thai Hsiith Shmg 

* f� '" 'i' I",; 'i' 'Ie. 
The Great School and its Students in the Sling 

Dynasty. 
Taipei: Thai-wan Shang Wu Yin Shu Kuan. 

Wei Yuan tt if. & Lin Tse-Hsii -# .!IIJ tf (I). 
Hai Kuo TlIII Chill i/f lil II � .. 
Illustrated Record of the l\laritime [Occidental] 

Nations. 
,844; enlarged cd. 1847; further enlarged 

ed. 1852 
\Vu Chhi-Chlin � J!tjf.. 

Chill II'u tHing SlIih TIm A1wo.fi 4j .t " !II �. 
Illustrated Investigation orthe Names and 

Natures of Plants. 
1348. See SCC, vol. 7, pI. 2, 4, pp. 7-8. 

\'Vu Wen-Chlin � )C 1�  ed. (1998). 
Chung-Kuo Shu Nsfleh Shill Tn 

Hri <f> 1iI ..,  'i' � j;;]\. 
Compendium on Chinese �[mhematics. 
Peking: Shih Fan 'I�"l Hsueh. 
Vol. 2: ShCI1 Khang-Shen ttf,ft� cd. 
Chung-KilO Ku Tai Shu Hsiieh Ming Chu Chiu UUlllg 

Suml SIIII. <f:>@,I-oftft-$-t • .1t.:ft:Rlff. 
Nine Chapters on the Mathematical An: 

A Masterpiece of Ancient Chinese 
Mathematics. 

Yabuuti Kiyoshi fiR", cd. (1970). 
So Gall Jidai 110 h:agaku Gijutsushi. 
[Essays] On the History of Science and 

Technology in the Sung and Yuan Periods. 
K),oto:Jimbun Kagaku Kenl)'Usho. 

Repr. 197°. 
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C .  B O O KS A N D  J O U RNAL A RT I C L E S  

I N  W E S T E R N  L A N G U A G E S  

ADANS ON , .\ 1  I e  H E L  (1763). FamilllS dl'S plants, 2 vals. Vincent, Paris, [761. 2nd ed. orVol. I only, posthumous; with 
many additions: FamilllS natllTe/lu; PTtlnive partie, compul/allt thistoirt de fa bOlanique, cd. A. Adanson &J. Payer, Paris, 
[847, 1864-

AGASSI ,  J. (1963). Towards all Historiograph)1 Q/"ScitTIct. tl'lOlltOn, s-Gravcnhagc, 1963. (HistOl)' and Theory; Studies in 
the Philosophy of History, Bcihcft no. 2.) 

AJDUKJEWICZ,  KAZ£M IERZ (1948). 'Zmiana i Sprzccznosc' (Change and Contradiction), :l4ysl WspolC::.tSll(l 
(7-8), 35; reprinted in hisJe{}'k i Poz,IIGllie (Language <lnd Cognition), Vol. I :  'Selected Papers ([9�'!o- 1939)' ([960), 
Vol. 2: 'Selected Papers (1945-1963)' (1965). Panstwawc Wydawnictwo Naukowc, Warsaw. 

ALII E RTUS rvl AG:" us (1517). De l'egelalibus et Plmlt is. See WE [ S H  E [P L (lg80). 
ALVARES, CLAUDE (lg80). HOlllo Faber - 7edmolog), alld CII/ilire in India, Chilla alld tht Jlrstfrom 1500 [0 Iht Presellt Da)'. 

i\hninus Nijhofl; Thc Hague. 
ANGSTROM , A .  J. (1868). !UcherdU'.s sur lt s/!trlrt solairt. W Schultz, Upps..'l.la. 
ANO:>J. (1962). Chinest Therapeutical Mtthods of ACUptl1lf[ure and Moxibustioll. foreign Languages Press, Peking. An 

authoritative statement prepared by the National Academy and Research Institute of Traditional �\'Icdicine 
in Peking. 

ANON.  (1972). How Things lion:: The UnilJt1'Sal ElIC)'dopedia ofMachints. 2 vols. Granada. in Paladin Books, London, 
1967; German original 1963; repro [972. 

ANON,  (1974). 'Genetics and the Quality of Life', Stud)' £nColirtla, 10 (I); Study Encounla Reporl llo. 53. WCC, 160 Route 
de "erney, Geneva, 20, I.  

ANON . (1975). 'International News' (re Berg Conference at Asilomar), J¥, 254, 6. 
A P P U  L E I  US,  L U C I U S  (c. +15th cenL, ascribed). De HerbarulII Firlutibus. Rome, c. +1480. 
A R il E  R, A .  (lgI2). Herbals, l/ttir Origirt and Evolutioll: A Clwpltr ill lhe HisI01)'of&lany, 1470 10 1670. Cambridge University 

Prcss; 2nd ed. [938; repro Ig53, Ig86. 

BACON, FRA::"C 1 S (1620). IlIltal/mtio lHagTl(J [Siue} NovlIlI/ OrgallulII, Lib. I. II. and Ihe Parascevf. ad hisloriam /I(Jluralem el 
e,\perilllrl/lalem.Joannes Billius, London. 

BA r LEY, A N NE M. & LLOB E RA , J 0 SEP R .  (cds.) (lgBI). TIle Asiatir Mode d Produrlioll. Routledge ancl Kegan Paul, 
London, Boston and Henley. 

B A LA Z s ,  E .  ([g6S). Political Thf.o/)I alld Admillislmli!'e Renli!y ill 'Traditiollal Clrilla. SOAS, Lonelon. 
B A L L ,  J. DYER (1904)' Things Cltinese or }/otes COllnected with China. Murray, London. 
BARA TOUX,  .J .  (1942). Precis elimrl/laire d'aruponclure; avtc rtpiragr analollliqut des points et leurs applications lhimpeutiques. Le 

Fram;ois, Paris, 
B A R R  ETT, T (1998). Nttdham Researrh Insfilutl' Newsltlter, no. 17, December. 
BASALLA, G EOR G E (lg88). Tht Evolution ofTtdmo/og)" Cambridge University Press. 
BAUDELAIRE, C H A RI.ES (1857). 'L'Albatros', Us FleufS du mal: The Compltle 7exl of 11/1' Flown-s V Evil; ill a new 

translation by Richard Howerd. Harvester, Brighton, 1982. 
BAUER, WOLFGA"'G (1966). 'The Encyclopaedia in Chilla',J"H, 9, 667. 
BAYLI N, .1. 0'. (1929). Extmitsdes Camels de lin K'ing r"'�n),(,11 Lin-Chhing]; Sitts de Pekin et des nwirons /JUS par wl letlrt (hillOis. 

Lim. ech., Nachbaur, Peiping. Reproduclion of 26 illustrations and descriptions fmm the Hllng Hsuth rill Juan 
TII/l Shuo. 

B �:A I .E,  L I O N  E L  L .  (1878). Tile Microscopt (llId its "ppliralion to Clinical Medicine. Highley's Libra!)' of Science and Art, 
London, 1St ed. r8S4; 4th cd. 1878. 

BEAU, G. (lg65). U Medecine chilloi.fe. Editions du Scuil, Paris. (Le Rayon de la Science sClies, no, 23.) 
B En I 1'1 r, S [ L V  10 A. (199-1)' The Trail ofTi111f - Time il'leasuTf/Ilr.n1 wllh "IUlIl� in East Asia. Cambridge University Press. 
BEE R, A. ed. (1955). Visla.> of AllfOIIOIIIY. (Stratton Presentation Volume) Pergamon, London. 
B E E R ,  A. ,  H o  P [NG-Yi.J, Lt: GWEI-DJEN, N E E D H A M ,  J O S E P H ,  PULLEYBANK, E. G. & T Il O �I " S O N ,  

C. I .  (1964). 'An Eighth-Celliury Meridian Linc; I-Hsing's Chain of  Gnomons and the Pre-History orthe Mctric 
System', V.1, 4, 3·  

B E  Ell.,  J OBN (1968). B/ake'l Humall ism, Barnes & Noble, New York; Manchester Uni\'crsity Press, l\hnchestcr. 
B E NNETT, A. A . ([g67).Johll F/)'u: The ll1trodu(lioll qfJ'I-fSlt'r1l Selmet alld Techllology illtoNilutu]rlh Cmtury Orilla. Harvard 

Univcrsity Prcss, Cambridge, !vlass. (East Asi<ln Monograph no. 24.) 
BENTLEY, G. E .  (1963). 1-'lIla, or lite Four ,(oas, Clarendon, Oxford. 
B E RN I E R, FRANC).O I S (Igog). Btmiers J�.r(lge 10 Ihe Easl lndies: cOlllaillillg The H islo/)' Vlhe Late Revolution ofthr Empire of 

Ihe Great Mogul; togrther wilh the lIIosl cOllsiderabl1 passaglJjor ji/}e )'earsjollowing in Ihal Empire; in which ir addrd A Leltlf 10 tlte 
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UHd Colberl, louchillg t/ie ex/tilt if Hindustall, Ihe Cirwln/ron rifthe Gold (lnd Silver ifllle world, 10 discharge ilsf!flhm, as also 
'ht Riches. Forus and Justice tiflhe Sallie, (llld Ihe principal CaUSt if lite Decay q{ the Siales oj Asia -with (III Emfl Dtscription if 
[kIll; and Agro; togeillt, with (/) Sollie Parliellian and Cus/nms rljtlte Heathms tljHinduslan, (2) TIl( Emperor rifMogul's '�)'age 
10 the Kingdom if IGlJlimere, ill 1664, called Ihe Paradise rifthe ll/dies . . .  DaSJ (flr SPCK), Ci.I1clllta, [gog. lSubstantially 
the same tille-page as the editions of [67! and 1672.] 

B ETTLE HE 1 M ,  C 111\ R LES (1975)' 'Economics and Ideology', eND/f, 52. g. 
BEVAN, EOWYN ROIlERT (1940). Holy Images: All Inquiry into Idolalry (lIId Imagr-lVorshiJ) ill Allcielll Pagan islII (I/ld ill 

O,rlllioni(y. Allen & Unwin, London. 
B I LLETEk ,j. F. el al. (1993). 'FlorilCgc des Nolis du RuiSSiall des Rwes (Mengqi bitan) de Shen Gua (1°31-1095)', Eludes 

Asialiques, 47 (3), 389-451. 
B IL LETE R ,J F (2000). Chille: Troisjois IIIlIelle. t\llia, Paris. 
B lOT, E .  tf. (1851). Lt 'fflllou-Li ou riles des Teheou. 3 vols. Imp. Nat., Paris. (Photographically reproduced, \Venticnko. 

Peking, 1930.) 
B I R I N G  uec I 0 ,  De fa Piroledmia (1540). See S �I ITII & G:-Juo J ([959). 
BJORK, LA RS E. (1975). 'An ExperimclII ill Work Satisfaction', S.4M, 232 (3), 17. 
B LACKBURN, T. R. (1971). 'Sensuous-Intellectual Complementarity in Sciencc', SC, 172, 1003 . 
BI.OFELO , JOliN (1965). The l3ook r:ifChmige. Allen and Unwin, London. 
B L a O  M ,  A L FRED (1981). The 1..J"lIgllistic Siw/ling d Thollghl: A Sllld), ill Ihe III/paci r:if IAngllagl 011 Thinking in China alld till 

lIist. L .... wrence Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale, i'{J. 
BLUE,  G R Ea ORY (1979). 'A Brief Account of the 1931 Leningrad Conference 011 the Asialic �Iode of Production'. 

Unpublished paper prepared for the Social and Political Sciences Commitlee, University of Cambridge. 
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Note: Alphabetical arrangement is word by word. l:Or Chinese words, chll-, hs- and 5S- follow normal sequence; 0 is 
(rea ted as u; c as c. Bold page numbers refer to tables and lists; italics refer to illustrations. 

abstract concepts 55 
in Indo-European languages '54 

abstractions, measurement of 108 
acndcmics (shu-)'I/(w), SOlLthern Sung dynasty xxvii 
Academy of Current Events (Hunan + 1897) IgO, Ig8 
Accadcmia dei Lincei xlii 
acceleration, notion of x.xviii 
accounting, European 63 
acoustics, ofbclls 203 
acupuncture 3 1 , 37-9, 72 

acupuncture analgesia I 
and calculus of credulity 38 
European practitioners 37n 
and \<isccro-cutaneous reHexes 73 

Adansoll, �Iichcl 35 
Acthclmacr of1'llalmesbury (+111h cenl., monk) 

glider 225 
Agassi,J. 22n 
Agricultural Revolution, European 21 
agriculture 

as basis of Chinese society 47, 92, 20411 
government promotion of 50 
inventions 225 
labour immobility 61 
usc of human excreta as fertiliser 93 
wet-nce cultivation 2 1 , 58, '2 16 

Albertus Magnus (c. +1 200-1'280, natural 
philosopher) 186 

alchemy xlii, 40n, 81, 140n, 147 
Arabic 4' 
terminological problems 32 
transition to chemistl)' 185 

alcohol, discovery of 41 
Alexandria 

aurificers of 40 
mathematicians 183 

algebra 
Chinese 25, 210, 228 
modular xx.:"i 

algebraic notal ion xxvii, 34 
alkaloids 35 

Rallwolfia 39 
amateurism 88 
Amsterdam xlvii, 2 1 1 
An Kuk-Rin (+181h cen!., Korean 

official) '2911 
anaesthesia 35 
anatomy 36 
angles, measurement of 172, 184, '210 
Angslrom, Anders 1 12 
animal, as abSlract concept 15411 

animals 
domestication of '215 
Liu \Ven-Thai's classification 141 
Shao Yung's classification 134-6 

antibiotics 35 
antiseptic surgel), 35 
ApoUonius of I'crga (c.--'225, mathematician) '72 
Apuleius Platonicus (c. +5th cent.), De Hrrhnrum 

Virtutibus 159 
Arab world 

bureaucratic feudalism in xlvii 
relations with Europe 63 

Arabic knowledge 
alchemy 4[ 
influence on f!. lerton scholars 189 
natural history [ 8  
translation of texts into Latin [90 

archaeology 203 
Sinkiang province '213n 

Archimedes, and volume of sphere 181 
area, and volume 175-6 
aristocracy 

Chinese 50, 51 
in Europc xl, 9, 52 
see also military-aristocratic fcudalism 

Aristotelian logic 152 
AriSLOtic 157, 183 
arithmetic of fractions X-X.:XIlI 
armour, defensive 10 
Arnald of Villanova (+13th cent.) 189 
artificial intelligence 82 
artisans 

education in vernacular languages 187, 231 
relations \\�th educated classes 63, 163, [87, 231 
role in development of modern science 3, 17, 19 
social status of 53 

Asiatic mode of produclion (Marxist designation) .'), 8, 
[2-13, 2 1'211 

Asian scholars' view of '9 

a-sslI-pi-lin (aspirin) 197 
asler (genus), problem of Chinese nomenclature 151-2 
astronomical tables (,calendars') 18 
astronomy 

celestial mechanics and dynamics 27, 27 
cultural diOhcnccs 25-7 
equatorial co-ordinates 20 
geometrical models 25 
meridian survey (+724-725) xlix, 18 
Ptolemaic planetal)' 24,34 
unified 27--:30 

atmospheric pressure 63 
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atomism, Greek 80,227 
Aucnbrugger, L 35 
Aurang-.leb (+17th cent., i\ logul emperor) 5 
aurificers ,�o, 40n 
axial. term 16g 

Babylonia 45,226 
ecliptic circle 184, 210 

BacolI, Francis 19, 7,b ag, 8gn, 92 
NOUIIIII Organllm 2°4 

Bacon, Roger (c. 1'214-12g2, natural philosopher) xlii 
bactcriology 35, 39 
balloons, hot air 225 
bandits 59, 61 
banks and banking 

European 63 
Shansi draft banks xxix, 59 

Bcatus Libal1iensis (+8Ih cenL, encydopaedist) 7'� 
Bell, Sir Charlcs 35 
Bell,John, Scottish physician (fl. 1721) xlix 
Bernier, Fram;ois 5,5n 
BiIleter,Jeall-Fran�ois x'uvii, x1n 
'billion', usc of "5, IIgll 
bio-chemistry 207 
biology, Shao Yung's classification 13-1--6 
Biton (-3rd cenL) on gastrapllites [64n 
Black Death 230, 231  
Blake, \ Villiam 76 
blood, circulation of 72 
Blue, Gregory xxvi 
Boer \\'ar, enteric fever 36 
Book cifChanges xxxiii, xxxiv 
books 

primed in vernacular 19°, 23° 
Jef also printing 

Boolean logic XXXI 
Bo1'l1co 2 1 5  
botany 30 

Bretschneider's work on (+ 1 882) 95 
Chinese classifications ]04, 134, 14[ 
differentiation 146 
Gerard's Habal '42-3 
knowledge of plant species H 
Klla" 7{u treatise 1 10-12 
levels of specificiry 122 
Li Shih-Chen's classification 143 
Linnacan nomenclalUre 40, IS0, 151-2 
modern illlcrnational hierarchical expressions 

149-50 
technical terms 32 
lnUlSCurrelll point 35 

bourgeoisie 
and city-states 2 [0 
and developmcnt of capitalism 229 
rise of European xl, xh� xlvi, '7n , 'log, 2 1 ( , 229 
Jce II/SO middle cla�s 

Boym, Michael, Flora Sinensis 30 
Brahe, " I 'ycho (+1546-1601, astronomer) 34 
Bra)', Francesca xliv 

on agriculturc '2 1  

breeding, as metaphor 147 

Bretschneider, Emil 30, 95 
Bronzc Age 47, 2 1311 
brown 11311 
Brown, Sir William (+[692-1774) I IIl 
Brunel, Isambard Kingdom 2240 
Buddhism 79,80 

and ethics of Iluciear physics 84 
bullion. imported Spanish-American 58 
bullion theory of mOlle)' 56,57 
Bureau of Historiography 49 
bureaucracy 

administration of 48-9 
assessment of revenues [07, [ 2411, 174 
breadth of 43 
and centralised state apparatus 8, 47, 231 
lack of adequate technical support 49 
in medieval Europe 9 
modern humanisarion of 14 
place in Chinese life xlviii, 44 
prestige of 12, 53 
utilisation of science 54. 228 
5U afro civil sen/Ice; mandarinate 

'bureaucratic feudalism' xxx, xlv-xlvi, 2 1 2  
application t o  mher societies '3 
durability of 'log 
as 'hydraulic society' (\ Vitlfogel) 14-
influcncc on science xlix, 9, 14, 17-18, '21'2 
as i>.'[arx's 'Asiatic mode of production' 12-1 3 
principle of non-interference 16, 18 

Burtt, Edwin E. '20211 
Bury,j. B. Ig 

calendars [4,74,227 
astronomical tables [8, 228 

Cambodia, evolution of zero 228 
Camcrarius,Joachim (+[7th cent., botanist) 30, 35 
canals 5, 45 
Call1oTi Register '93 
capital investment, discouraged 52, 61 
capitalism 

and ad\'antages of imbalance 66 
connection with modern science xlv, xlvi, 22, 50, 

' "  
constraints o n  208 
industrial xlvi, 2 / 1  
mercantile xl,;, 2 1 1  
and modern moncy cconomy 55 
and paper currency 56 
risc of 3, [6, 54 

carriages, decorum required of those who ride in 96 
cartography, quantitative 20 
cartwheels, north European design '2 [3n 
Cassini, Giovanni Domenico 29 
cast iron 20, 34 
Cavalieri's Theorem '75, '76 
cave art 215 
Cavcl1tou,J B. 35 
centralisation 

bureaucratic 8, 47,231 
defence :} 
fiscal system 5'2 

1 

• 

.. 
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centralisation (collI.) 
geographical factors 44-6 
political 43 

ceramics, nomenclature of glazes [ 13 
d/allg (draw the bow) 16g 
Chang Heng (+2nd cenL, astronomer, poet, designer of 

seismoscopc) 34 
Chang Kwang-Chih 20[ 
Chang Po-Hsing (+ [707 -1710, governor of Fukien) Ig0 
Chang Tsai, (+ Il\h cenL), Hsi tHing 9211 
chao (million) [15-18 
Chase, Stuart 87n 
chattel-slavery 3, 227 
check lists 123, [43 
Chekiang, mines 61 
chemical analysis 141 
chemistry 1, 40-2 

atomic theol), 41 
expression ofhicrarchics in 149 
iatro-chcmistry +1, 54 
medieval Chinese, terminological problems 32 
modern [97 

Chern la, Karine xxxi, '72n 
cnt1lg (betting on three numbers) XX;"" 
Cheng Fu-Kuang, dra\\�ng o[slcamship 191 
Cheng Ho, Admiral (fl· +14°5-(433) xiix, 229 
chllai (side) [[on 
chll(mg�slJaI/ (anti-malarial) 39 
Chhao Yuan-Fang, classification or disease (+610) 3 [ 
chJ/t'{vehicle) 121-2 
chllen (fraction) 119 
Chhen Pang-Hsien, Proressor 33 
Chhen Pao-Chen (+ 183'-'900), governor or Hunan 189 
Chheng [I.'ling-Tao (d. +1085, Nco-Conrucian 

thinker) 92n 
chili (block) '76 
Chlti Min 1;10 Shu agricultural tcxt 102 
chili (pneuma) 86, '47 

condensation Or(1O rorm human beings) 103 
theory or circulation or 72 

chhi (ritual utensils) 153 
Chhi-tan tribe 47 
chhien (thousand) 118 
Chhien Tshun-Hslin, sec lsien Tsuen-Hsuin 
Chhim V:.U /lin (+6th cenL) 'Thousand Character 

Classic' 104 
Chhien \Vcn-Yi.lan 20n 
cllhim-Iu (prism) '75 
dilli" (human relationships) '53 
Chhin Shih HuangTi (-221 to -2 10, First Emperor) 49, 

49n, 210n 
chiling, to define colour 112. 113, 1 14 
dlhillg (Sensitivities) 134 
Chhing dynasty (+1644-1911) 21211 

Manchu invasion 46 
private enterprise under xxix 

Chhing-ehou, province 106, 107, 108 
chhillg-tshung (onion sprout green) 1 14-
chhiu (mounds) 153 
ehhu (domest..icated animals) 
ehhu-meng (wedge) 175 

cMui, to convey 'series' 144 
cMllng (insects) '53, '54n 
clti cilhe (wheelbarrow) 96 
chi hllllg (sl,:y-elearing red) 1 '3 
chi (volume. area) 175, 176, 177 
Chi-chou, province 106, 107, [08 
chiao (betting on two numbers) xxxv 
chioo (blending) 130 
chiao (musical note) 179 
chiao I;;,u paper currency 56 
Chiao-hui hsin-pao (Shanghai Mission News) 193, 194-
ch ieh (world) 146n 
chun (arrow, plough-sheath) 168, '70 
ch ien III sllill (provincial governors) 49 
chill (musical note) 179 
chih (solstices) 32 
Chih Tu (-1St cem., military commander) 10,," 
Chih H'u Ming Shih Thll 10/00 (111ustrated Investigation or 

the Names and Natures or Plants) (+1848) 30 
chill )'Img ( ror usc) 131  
chill-chiieh (plants which react to contact) 158 
chill-wit (growing things) [55 
Childe, V Gordon 2 
chill (gold) 41n 
chin i (gold ju ice) 4111 
chin (metal) [49n, 157 
China 

arrival ofstealll engine in 191-2 
assimilation or peripheral tribes 47 
co-operative mentality 88 
communist revolution (+ 1949) 206 
early stale organis.,tion 8 
early unification 44,46-7, 4911 
empire xx:ixn 
ruture prospects 65-6 
geography 1-2, 43 
homoeostasis in 20,53, 204 
ideological anti-commercialism 60, 231 
intelleclual lirc 184 
inventions and discoveries (alphabetical 1ist) 2 [2, 215, 

217-24 
modcrnisation or 86n, 195, 197, 206 
naturc or towns and cities in xlvii, 8, 2 12  
People's Republic of, historical continuity 43 
political revolution (+1911) 206 
social and economic background 88, 225, 226-7, 231 
view or material-spirit dicholOmy 54, 85-7 
see also bureaucracy; Stale 

Chinese civilisation 200 
archaeology or 203 
origins or 44 
Western st udy or 203 

Chinese language 
calls ror simplification or 192 
and classification 12 1  
compollnd [erms [37n 
and concept or series 144-
describing colour 112, "3 
determinative-phonetic characters 158 
elTect or printing on 188 
expression or comparison [05 
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expression of hierarchies 14·6n, [49 
expression of opposed concepts 108 
function of word dcfincd 171 
levels of complexity 190 
and Linnaean botanical nomenclature ISO, ISI--.! 
and literacy [90 
mathematical terms [71, 172, 175, 183 
pronunciation xxviii 
simplification of characters 205 
specification in 121  
spoken (Pill/-flumg-hua) 188, Ig8 
tcrms for decimal fractions 1 19-20 
terms for large numbers 1 15-18 
terms for new concepts 102, 196 
transition to 'clear speech' (poi IlIIa) 190, 198 
use of phill",)'in (pit!)'in) romanisation 205 
\ Vade-Giles system 205 
Stt also Chinese, Literary; translation; words; writing 

Chinese, Literal)' 
adaptation for purpose of scientific terminology 185, 

195, 197 
death of [98 
technical terms 95 
lIses of ambiguity 99 

alillESe Medical Jourl/al 36 
Chinese science 2{, 54, 69-73 

absence of idea of proof in xxxi-xxxii, 210, 210n 
end point ofdeveJoprnent (+1700) xlix 
intended to benefit people [76 
modern analysis of 'Needham problem' x.xvi-x.xxii 
period of greatest inYcntion 74, 226n 
transition to modern scicncc [89, 206 
transmiueci to \Vest 214 
wcakness or theory 208 
see also fusion points; tranSCUlTent points 

Chinese Seimct (East Asian Seimct, Technology, and 
,\/edicille) xx. ... ,-ji 

chillg, meanings of g8 
Ching Pao (peking Gazette) 193 
ching (rest) 128 
Ching Shih (H istory ofOptick Glasses) (+1660) 30 
Ching Shih On'h }'(/Q (Important Principles in the 

Cosmological Chronolobry) (S. Sung) 12811 
Ching�chou, province /07, 108 
Chiu Chang SU(III Shu book on mathematics 

(C.-1St cent.) 109, 118, lIg, 1]4, 178, 180 
Problem 23 (chapter 4) 175, 177 

Chiu Chang Suall Shu (Liu Hui's mathematical procedures) 
(+3rd cent.) xx. ... i 

Chou Pi Suall aling astronomical and mathematical 
treatise (c. [SI cent.) 109, 177, 179 

Christianity 
anti-idol<ury in 79,93n 
Eastern Orthodox 93n 
exploitation of Nature 93n 
see also Protestantism 

Chu Chung-Yu (+13th cent.) xxxix 
chu (concretion) 130 
Chu I-lsi (+1130-1200), philosophy of organism 158 
Chll Phu botanical treatise on bamboo 

(+51h cent.) 104 

Chu Pillg ruan Hou Lun (Systematic Treatise on Diseases 
and their Aetiology) (+607) 3 1  

chii (settlement, dwelling) 98 
Chu Ti-\Vcn, Nobel Prize winner 206n 
Chu Tsai-YO (+16th cenc), mathematician and 

musicologist 120 
Chuang Hsaio-Hui 207 
Chuang-tzu (-4th cent., philosphcr) X:""1 
ckiin-li (army power) 10311 
chullg, chung-Ii (weight, gravity) 102 
chung (class, kind) 146 
dlllllg (middle) 106 
chung phin (middle grade) [4511 
c/rung /Im (middle soils) [ I I  
chung thung chhflo paper currency 56 
Church, failure as human illStitution in Asia 73 
Cicero 15411 
circle, division into degrees 184. '210 
circulation, Chinese theories of 72 
citY-Slates 63, 210, 212, 229 

and merchants xlvii, 8n, 52, 210 
and military-arislOcratic feudalism 211  

civil service 9,52 
examinations xlvi, g, 198, 227 
and scientific research 18 
tendency towards peculation 48, 59 

Clagett, l\'farshall 202n 
class, in scientific classification 145n, 146n 
class, social 2 

effect of literacy on (Europe) 63 
and non-hereditary bureaucracy 20,51 
relations between artisans and intellectuals 163, 187, 

23' 
Jee also bomgeoisie; merchants; middle class; peasant 

farmers; scholar-gentlY 
classification 226 

Chinese botanical ]04 
and Chinese determinative-phonetic 

characters 158 
of colour 112-14 
dendritic system 125 
development of 140, 144, 158 
and formal logic 89 
hierarchical 140, 14sn, q8, 158 
in Kut11I 'T?u treatise 1 10-12 
levels of specification 121-7 
and objectives of networks 125n, 155 
phylogenetic 138 
pigeon-holing systems 125 
selection of criteria 125n, 128, 139 
Shao Yung's contribution to 127-40n 
subdivisions 138, 139 
usc of 5C.lles 105 
,ee also botany 

climate 45-6 
and line of Greal Wall 46 

clinical medicine 35 
clock, mechanical '4, 20, 2+, fig, 70 

astronomical 2 13  
escapements 20n, 73n, 21311 
see also horology 

.. 
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clockwork 74 
hydro-mechanical 60,6g 

cloning 83 
douds, classification of 136 
coal, open seam (Britain) 63 
Cobbett, William 231 
Codex PI/minus illier J"1l/JII/eTllf!l!la GraecfI (+Q50) 159 
Cohen, Bernard x..xviii 
Cohell, Floris xxvn, xxvi 
coins 

bronze 55, 56 
cast not minted 5611 
games xxxiv, x.xxv 

colour(s) 
blues I L� 
ceramic glazes 1 1 3  
classification of 1 12-1'� 
dyes 1 1 3  
greens 1 12, 1 1 4  
hue, value and chroma ! 13 
reds 113 
wavelengths 112 

comlllcrcial law, absence of Si 
commonwealth, concepl of 5111 
communalism, primitive 2, [2 
Communism 65, �w6 

people's communes (+1958-1979) 6n 
compass, magnetic 7311, 74,229 

incentive to European exploration 53 
compassion, and knowledge-power 94 
competitive individualism 88 
competitiveness 5311. 6011, Gm 
complementarifY, concept of 76 
computers 82 
Confucian bureaucracy, and science xlix, 1711, 2'27 
Confucianism 47 , 85, 8sn 

rule of 9, '5 
Confucius, and value ofvcrsc 103 
connecting-rod assembly 34, 71  
Constantinople, fall of(+'453) ,89, '9'  
Copernican theory 34 
Copernicus, Nicholas 55, 128n 

treatise on monc)' 55 
Corsalis, Andreas 2 
Corvisal'l,j. N. 35 
cosmic order, as impersonal force 9 '  
colton indusl!)', British 63 
colton-we,wing 58 

Indian art of 213n 
Cratcvl1s (-1St cent., writes herbal) '59n 
Creator 

messengers of (in WCsICrn thought) 129 
unknown to Chinese thought 91, 129 

credit 
and commercial law 57 
government deficit financing 6 I 
money economy dependent 011 55 
private x..xix, 58, 6'2 

credit institutions, pawn shops as 57 
Crombie, Alistair x..xvi, 23n 

'slyies of scientific thinking' xxvii-xxviii, x..xxi 

crop failure, regularity of 45 
crossbow 10, / / 
cubes 182-3 
Cullen, Christopher xliii 
culture 2 

and modern counter-culture 68,73, 74-5, 8 1  
and science 67, 78 
unified national 4+ 

Curie, Pierre and .Marie 35 
curiosity 2'26 
currency 

bronze coins 55, 56 
fabrics and precious metals as media of exchange 56 
five-shu money 55 
paper 5 j, 56 7 
tael (sih"Lr ingot) 57n 
unmimcd silver as 57 

customs duties, inland (/ikin) 59 
Cuvier, L. C. 152 

d'Acqui, lacopo 115n 
Dalton,John, atomic thea!)' 41 
Darwin, Erasmus, TIlt Bolallie Gordell 104 
day a.nd night 133 
BclidOi; Bernard Forest de (+ [693-1761 , French 

enginecr) xxxii 
Dt DisliUa/iOllt (Ross) 186n 
Dt Nnbanum Virlllliblls (+5th cem.) 159 
Dr. RevollllionibllS Orbi1lm Coeuslilllll (Copernicus) (1.143) 55 
decision-making, Aexibility in 66 
defence, centralised organisation of 5 
definition, in science 96 
deforestation g2 
Della Pona, Giovanni Battista (+1543-1615, natural 

philosopher) xlii, 30 
democracy, growth of 18g 
Dcmocritus (c. -460 to -:no, philosopher) 80 
Descartes, Rene (+1596--1650, philosopher) 150 
description 

of colour 1 12, 113, [ 14 
defective 16+-5, 185 
methodical 162, 166 
of shape 167 

dew 133 
Dicltroafebnfuga (anti-malarial) 39 
dictionaries '203, 228 
Digges, Leonard (c. [S20-C. 1559, astronomer and 

mathematician) 30 
Dinwiddie, Dr 36 
Dionysius the Pseudo-Areopagite UI. +500, mystical 

theologian) 144 
discoveries 

definition 224n 
and inventions (alphabetical list) 215, 217-24 
in medicine 35- 6 
method of 2 t l 

'disenchantment' xl 
disputation, logical ZIOn, 226 
'dist<lIlce', adaptation of term for modcrn science 109 
divination, and I Chillg 127n 
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) 82 
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Domagk, C. 35 
drainage x.xxvii 
Drcbbcl, Cornelius (+ 15i2- 1633, 

invcmorltcchnologist) 30 
dry cross·dykcs X."'-XLX 
Duhem, Pierre 20'2n 
Dunn. S. I� ['2 
dyes, and colour terminology ! 13 

Eamon, William xli-xlii 
Eanh, born or rest 128, 130 
East Indies, astronomical expedition to xlix 
ecology (oecology) 34 
economic growth, and trade 66 
economy 

resistance to divcrsification 53 
Sung d}'lllIst)' xli 
su also moncy economy 

education 
Chinese 227 
effect of ncwspapers on [93 
and examination system 227 
reform or 66 
in \'ernacular languages 187, Jag. 230 

Eggleston, Sir Frank xlix 
Egypt, ancient 4-5, 4-8, 148, 1.1811. 2 13 , 2 17  
Eisenstein, Elizabeth L. 230 
'elasticity', new concepl J091l 
electricity 65n 

application or 65 
elemental rorces 

in Creek philosophy 13[ 
Jtr also Five Elements theory 

Elvin, ;,,1. xxx 
Emperor 

power of 15,48,52 
and ritual Ion 

Empson. William 100 
encyclopaedias 18, '228 
energctics 65 
engineering 

industrial 65 
introduction 10 China (+19th cent.) 192 
military 164-

English tan&'1.lage 
ambibtuity in loon 
compound terms 13in 
de�CI'ibil\g colour 1 12, 1 14  
expression or abstracts lor classification 154n 
residual inflections 101 
specification in 121 
and tcrms or hierarchical classification "I-5n 

ephedrine 39 
Epicurus (c. ::H! to -271, philosopher) 80 
equatorial nstrOllomy 20 
Eratosthenes (-3rd cent., Alexandrian librarian and 

astronomer) 228 
Erh Va (The LiteralY Expositor) (-3rd cent., 

thesaurus) 134-6, 152-3, 156 
compared with Pen Tslwo /((lIIg :l111 156 

Erh-hai lake (YUnnan) xxxviii 

ethics 
immanence of Chinese 84�5 
and modern scientific dilemmas 81-4 

Euclid (c. 325 10 ---265, mathematician) 183, 23' 
Eudidcan-Hilbcnian proof xxxi 
Europe 

Dark Ages 74 
dramatic effects ofinvenliolls on 53 
exceptional ism of '208 9 
external causes x.x.xiii 
geographical comparison with China 1---2, 63,229 
b'O\'crnmcnt credit 51 
inAucnce of Chinese science in 20 
inherent sodal instability '20,53 
maritime commerce [ 
mcdie\'aJ religion and theolo!,,)' i7 
rise of capitalism xlvi, 63-5. '208 
and rise of modern science 208---g 
vernacular languages 188 
see aIJ'Q Fnl!lcc; Great Britain 

European Enlightenment xl 
European science 54. 208-9 

acceleration (aner + 1(00) xxviii, xl 
industrial application or 63-5 
Sit also modern science 

evolution, concept of 156 
Evolut ion, Theory of 136, 144 
examin[\tioll system xlvi, g, [g8, 22i 
exchange, media of 

Ii:lbric and precious metals 56 
umninted silver 5i 
Sit also currency 

expeditions 
astronomical xli.x, 18 
Chinese exploratory xlix, 229 
European exploratory 53 

experiment 
in medic"al China Ii 
in modern sciencc xlvi, 8[ . 2°3. 21  I 

experimental style or scicntific Ihinking xxviii. xxxi, 
,,6 

ja litll UII (armature) 122n 
factory system 60 
ramily, in sciemific classification 146n 
I�llllily tree, prototype hierarchical classification !4Sn, 

'47 
ramine 4.') 

and internecine wars 46 
filii (alurn) 32 
filii (betting on single number) xxx"\' 
Fall (he Tao clii" /lIng (returning is Ihc characteristic 

motion of the Tao) 9[  
Jail (hllll wei (rumen) 32 
jan-llial/ (game) xxxiv, x..x..xv 
jang-e/dlt (wheelbarrow) [2211 
jang-dllli (pymmid, lit. 'square awl') 173n, 175 
rashion xl 
Fcdelc, �OrtUllato (+ 1550 1630. wriler 011 forensic 

medicine) 31  
fri rhhil'll ('flying money') 55 

• 
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iri, locomotion through air 134 
in compound terms [37n 

fiijei (volitic fliers) 132 
feminine forces. in Chincst thought '7, 94 

fen (equinoxes) 32 
ftll (fraction) [ 1 9  
ftllg shui 931l 
Feng Yll-Lan gO, 20+11 
Fermented Bc\"crages Authority (Han dynasty) 8 
feudal principalities 44, 47 
feudalism 

collapse of European xlv 
usc of term 511 
see also 'bureaucratic feudalism'; military-aristocratic 

feudalism 
Fe)rerabend, P. xxxii 
Filial Piety Classic (HsiaQ C'lling) 99 
Fire '3D 

hydrotic and geolic 13 ' 
fire. human use of 215 
fiscal system, centralised 52 
Filzherben,john, &ke oj Husband,)1 (+ 1523) 161-5 
Five Elements theory 41, 80, 127n, 156 

compared \\�th Four Embodiments 131 
flexibility 

in decision-making 66 
in thinking go 

flight, inventions concerned with '225 
flood control x.x_xvii 
flood protection 5, '�5 
Roods 45, 46 
Florence xlvii, '2 [ I  
folklore, bureaucratic lilies in .xlviii, xlix 
forensic mcdicine 

early works on 49 
Hsi Yuan Lu handbooks 3 1 , 49 

fossils, recognition of :229 
Four Embodiments (ssu /1/1) 130-1 

used by Lill Wen-Thai 140 
Four iIolanifestations (SSII hsiallg) 130 
fractures, treatment of 36 
France 

back-formation of botanical terms 150 
scholarship on Chinese science xxvi, xxxvi 
translations at Fuchow Arsenal 194 

Francis, Saint (c. + 1 182- 1226) 93 
freedom, individual 229 
Fryer,John 193, 198 

translation work by [9.h 195, 197 
jil (seeds) 105n 
Fuchow Dockyard [92, 19..J 
fuel, indusnial need for 63 
furnace bellows i2 
fusion points 25,28,4° 

botany 30 
chemistry 41 
physical sciences 25-30 

Gabelentz, Gcorg \·on del' 95 
Galen (+znd cent. Greco-Roman physician) 

3Sn, 38 

Galileo Galilei (+ IS64- 16.j.2) xlii, xlvi 
astronomical discoveries 29, 34 
and beginnings of modern sciencc 17, 24 

gambling 
coin games x..x..xiv 
probabilistic thinking xxxiii-x.x.xv, xxxvi 

Gaubil, Antoine (+18th cent.,Jesuit) 27 
gazettes 193 
genealogies 147 

and transmission of power 148 
Genesis, Book of, lan&'1.lage of 103 
genetic engineering 8'211, 82-3 
Genoa xlvii, 2 1 [  
genus, in scientific classification 146, [4-6n 
geology 34 
geometry 

approximation of:;r [78,179 
calculation of volume of sphere 174, ln-8[ 
in Chinese mathematics 25, 'lIon 
and concept of direction 183 
Euclidean 24, 34 
Greek voc;:lbulury of ' 72 , 183 
Tsu Keng-Chih's conceptual reasoning [ 82-3 
vocabularies of 173, [7 1-4 

George III, King of England 213n 
Georgills Agricola (+1494-1555, writer on metallurgy 

and medicine) 64 , 16[ 
Gerard,John, The Herbal or Groeral His/o')' 0/ Planl.s 

(+Isn) '42, 142-3 
German states, use of L..'uil1 in 186 
Gerr, Stanley 

onJapanese language !67 
on language as tool for science 101, 104 
use of synthesis of opposed concepts 109 

Gimpcl,j. 20n 
glass-making !86, 2 [ 3  
go board, mathematical combinations xxxiii 
gold, generation of (alchemy) [48 
Gcxxl.man, David xxix, x.xxi 

grading 106n, 106-8, 144, '45 
and comparison lOS 
in Pm Tshao Ching 145n 
Set afro scales and scaling 

Graham, A. C. lSi 
Granet, Marcel 125 
Grant, Edward xxvii 
gravity, term for concept of 102 
Great Britain 

annual re\·enues 62 
early modern banking 63 
effect of printing in [89 
Industrial Rc\"Olution in 63 
transition to modern science 189 

Great School (Thai-hsiith), Sung dynasty xxvii 
Great Wall 46 
Greece, ,mcient 

accumulalioll of knowledge 2'28 
artillery manuals 159 
astronomy 24 
atomism 80, 227 
city-states xlvii, '2 1  [ 
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concept of prooqin Athenian law-courts) 181, 183, 
200 

desire for exact knowledge li6 
lyric poetry and alphabetic writing XX\l 
tnC3Suremelll 1 14  
open discussion in public life It.h, [84-, 2 [011 
science 5-1-, 63, 74-

Greek 
large numbers 115 
restoration of classical tCXL� in 95 
translation of texts into La.[in 190 
\'ocabulary of geometry 172, 183 
words with ranges of meaning 97 

Gresham's Law 55 
grey 113n 
Grosset('slc, Roben (c. +, ]75-1253, Bishop of Lincoln, 

polymath) 9S 
gunpowder 20. 74. 204, 226 

impact on European feudalism 53. 2 1 l1l 
military usc of 19 1 

Gmcnocrg,johannes (c. +1400 (. 14-68. printer) 188 

Hoi Kuo TllU Chih. gazette 191 
Itai-woi overseas diaspora 65 
Haldane,.J. B. S. 104-11 
Hall, A. R. 2311 
Hall, Bishop Robert xlvii 
Haller. Albrecht mn 186 
l/all (cold) 32 
Han dynasty (-'loti to +2'11) 115 
Han period 

aristocracy in 51  
independent theocracies 4-9 
movement towards moncy economy 57 

Han River 108 
i-i<l11 tombs 203 
Hang-chou nay xxxix 
hang-IIIII (stamped earth) 201 
Hanseatic League xlvii, '11 t 
ltao (fraction) 1 19 
1100 (good) 105 
Harbsmeier, Christoph xlv 
haI'l110n); as key word in Chinese thought 91 
hal'l1csses, horse 20 
HarringlOn,James, Tht Comnllm-wrallh rljOctona 

(+1656) 5t 
I-iead Zones, nerve distribution 73 
heat and cold 133 
Heaven 

born of motion [28 
influence on living things 134-
interf.'1ce with Earth l'1g, 131 ,  133-4 

heavens, study of 225 
hen (very) lOS 
heng (crosswise) 182 
Heron (+ Ist cen\.), Arlillf.1)l l\1onuol [64n 
Hessen, B. 22n 
hierarchical classification 

dc\'clopmeIH of 140, 158 
in modern science qsn 
and transmission of power q8 

Hippocrates (-5th cem., physician) 38 
historical cleri\<ltion, style of scientific thinking xxviii, 

XXXI 
110 chile (river chariot) 32 
110 (growing grain) 175 
Ho Peng-Yoke xliii 
flo-koi (intermediate solid between cylinder and 

sphere) 
Hobbes, Thomas, l.LUia/han (+r660) 51n 
/-I01lall Chhmg Shih I Shu (+1 I68) 157 
Honan province 108 
Hopkins, Sir Frederick 35 
'horizon', orihrin of word 163 
'horizonwl' 

in literary Chinese 168 
usc oftcrm 162 

horology 54, 104, 204n 
horse harnesses '10 
hOIl thien (after He;:\Vcn) 131  
HsiJJillg (C. +IOG6) 92n 
Hsi }'i"iOIl LI.I (The \\'ashing Away of\Vrongs) (+1247) 3 I,  

49 
Hsi-lullg kllO-hsiiell (\ Vestern science) 73 
Hsi-rit ali Uourney to the \\'est) (+16th CCIlI.) xlix 
Itsia �ow) 106 
hsio pllill 14S11 
Itsia lflu (lower soils) I I 1 
Hsia Wei-Ying 14411 
/tsia)"ii (low ill relation to) 144 
!tsi(Uj,� (manifestation) l'1gn 
Hsiao Chillg (Filial Piety Classic) 99 
Hsieh Chao-Che, Fivifold MiscellmlJl (+1608) xlii 
Itxich chlti (external pneullIa/a) 38 
hsim ( fraction) 1 1 9  
lisien Ihien (before Heaven) t 3 1  
H�tTI-loi Ii klw-ilsiirh (modern science) 74 
Hsill Fa SUOIl Shu Oesuits' work on m,lIhematical and 

calendrical science) (+166g) H 
hsill (specificity) 157 
Ilsillg Ii Tn Chltiimt Shu 128n, 13'1 
/isillg (narural endowment) 157 
"sillg (i\la(Ure, Form) 134-
Itsillg (star) '52 
Hsin-Tu Fang (jf, +S'15) 41l 
HSi.i-chou, provinec 107, 108 
Hslin Chhing ("""""3rd ccnL, Confucian thinker) 157 
luiill (moral instruction) 153 
1111 (fraction) ! 19, 120n 
!-111m' Nail nil (-2ml cent) 92 
HI/mig Oli Ching Shih (Shao Yung) 11811, '32 
HuangJen-YU xlv, 231 
Huollg Ti Nti Ching (manual of corporeal medicine) 

( 1st cent) 7'1 
11II0IIg-dlllllg (musical note) 147n 
HutI', Toby xxix, xxxi 
'Illi ;'sing (comets) 32 
'Illi /.:/101/ (rest-houses) 58 
human experience, relationship to science 76-7 
human moral values, centrality in Chinese culture 78, 

8, 
hU!ll<ln nalUre, as fundamentally good 

• 
, 

I 
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human reproduction, modern advances in 82, 83 
huo [him (rocket) 96n 
hllo (fire) [4911, 156 
Hllo UIII CIt/wail Thu Shuo (+18.-1-7) 191 
hila ),(10 (gunpowder) 32 
Huxley, Aldous, Bravt New J "odd 83 
hydraulics 

currents and sediments x.xxviii-xx .. xix 
Rume x.xxix 
force pump 64 
rectangular-trough pallet-chain pumps x.xxii 
square-pallet chain-pump 60 
theory and practice xxxvii- xxxi." 
see a/so W<lter works 

hypotheses 
malhcmati$..'ltion of xlvi, In, 202, 21 1 ,  230 
usc of 20211, 226 

hypothclical modelling x:l{viii, xxxi 
tidal bore xx-xix 

1 Citing (Book of Changes) 55 
influence on Shao Yung 13711 
pigeon-holing system 125-7 

i (infectious epidemic disease) 32 
i li(lo (aspecl) (or ehilt pil/g) 38 
i-chhil!ll (,Mind Money' game) xxxv 
I-Hsing Uf, +725, astronomer) xlix, �128 

invention of escapement 69 
i-Ii (moral concepts) 158 
iatro-chemistl), 41, 5+ 
Ideal Ruler 18 
ideographic, use of term 4-1-11 
ideology 43 
idolatr); \\'c�tcrn religions' obsession with 79 
illustrations 159, 167 

in Gerard's Herbal 143 
immunology 35 
indexes 203 

lack of(in Chinese literature) 158 
India 208 

bureaucrmic feudalism in xlvii 
compared with Chinese homogeneity 4-7 
l'.lohclUodaro culture 4-5, 217  
numerical system [ [9 

individual rreedom '2'29 
individual privacy 82 

and cloning 84 
individualism, competitive 88 
Indo-European l�ml:,'l.lages 

expression of opposed concepts as abstractions 108, 
[54 

'loaded terms' 108n 
new terms ror modern science 109n 
see also English; Greek; Latin 

Indus river 45 
Industrial Revolution, EUroPClI[1 '2 1  
industry 

mass-production 87 
modern n:lationships in 86 
regional imbalance discouraged in China 53 

infinity, concept of 27 
information, retrieval of 120, 152, 158 

general headings 152 
memorable lists 153 
published in gazeues 193 
requirement for hierarchical classification 152 
see alsQ classification; indexes; pigeon-hoting 

informa.tion revolution 231 
innova.tion, application of inventions 54 
internal combustion engine 65 
intcrvcntionism, occidental 17 
intolerance, in \'''estern religions 79 
inventions 

application of 54 
Bacon's vicw of 204 
categorisation of 225 
dates or 224 
definition or 22+ 
and disco\'eries (alphabetical list) 215, 217-24 
disparate social effects on Europe and China 53, 60-1 
carly human 2 15-[7 
cconomic effects of 60-[ 
lapsed 5'� 

iron 
cast iron 20, 34 
'nationalisation' or 8 

iron and steel production, Sung dynasties 60, 72 
iron-casting [7  
irriga lion xxxvii, 5 
Isidore of Seville (c. +560 636, encyclopacdist) N 
Islam 

anti-idolatry in 79 
forcible conversion to 79n 
idea or nature xlii 

Italy 
city-stllles xlvii 
early modern banking 63 
Greek manuscripts in 189 
silk industry 60 
words lor large numbers [15 

Jami, Catherine 180n 
Japan 208 

acupuncture studies 37n 
Chinese influence in 47 
government credit 61 
military-aristocratic feudalism 2 1 1  
nature or society xlvii, t5 
poilution 93 
study of Chinese scicJl(,:c xxxvii 

Jap;lIlcsc language 167 
jm (man) 91, 92n 
jen wei (man madc) 141 
Jennet; Edward 35 
Jesuil l1lission (+1583-t7H) 

and Chinese botany 30 
and Chinese science x.xvi 
and end point of Chinese science xlix, 25, 34 
illlroduction or European science to China 186, 18g, 

2 > 3  
mathematics and calendric:II science 74 
translation work by [90, 195 
and \\'estern astronomy 34 
work all Korean astronomical screen 29 
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jilt (sun) 17211 
Johns, Adrian XX\� x:xvn 
Johnson, Thomas, revision of Gerard's Herbal 

(+ 1633) '42 
joint-stock companies 63 
Joliot-Curie,J. F. and I. 35 
Joseph, George Ghc\"crghcsc 2Q4!l 
JOII (son, lenity) 128 
Joyce,James 
Judaism 

anti-idolatry in 79,80 
domination of Nature 92 

judicial)', no independent 49, 65 
Julian of Norwich (+1342-C. '4_16, mystic) 

77 
Juli<"lna Allicia Codex, Vienna (+512) 
jlmg-chi (capacity) 176 
Jurchcn tribe 47 
justice, concept of 49, 85 

Kan Te (--4th cent., astronomer) '29 
kong (class) 14Gn 
kallg (hard, durity) ['28 
K;lI1g leng 'l0.P) 
Kao Thing-Ho (fl. +1505) 
kao-l;aflg (sorghum) 201 
Karlgrcn, Bernhard 192 
Kcng Hslin (fl· +593) 411 
Kcplcr,Johann '22, 3-!
kI/tJiJollg (square roots) 3'2 
Khang Yu-Wei (+1856-1923) 195 
1..7/(/0 KUlig Chi ('Artificers' record') (?-,ph c{'nL) 

202n 
kilo (family) 146n 
Kholl TSlItlg-Shih, Pen Tshoo )ell / (+ J 1 lg) 157 
klwfIlIg-wlI (minerals) 155 
Khubilai Khan, agriculture handbook 50 
kllllei-i (Tricky Estimate' game) x.x..xv 
Khlln-Lun Shan (great central mountain) 45 
Kiangnan Arsenal 41, 192, 194 

S<"l.les or books from 195 
translation school 194-6, 197 

kingdom. in scientific classification q.sn. q6n 
kites 225 
knowledge-power, and compassion 9+ 
Ko Chih Shu Yiian instifution (Shanghai) 

4' 
ko-Iojtmg (chlorororm) 197 
Kogler, Ignatius 29 
Korea 

Chinese influeTlce in 47 
Yi dynasty astronomical screen 28, 29 

Koyr!:, Alexandre xxvi, 202Tl 
Kradcr, Lawrence 1 3  
ku (ancient sayings) 153 
kll slim ('Valley Spirit') 94 
kiln (hexagram) 127n 
kllall liuo (bureaucracy) 15 
Kllall R.II treatise on geo-botany (-3 rd to 

-2nd cent.) J JO-12, 14+ 
'Ti Yuan' chapter (as check list) 123 5 

KIIfIII II It rObsen'ation orThings') 128n 

Kuall Yin R.U book 85 
Kuhn, Dieter x.x..xvin, xli\· 
kung (artisans) 53 
kllngjm (workman) 121  
kullg (musical notc) 179 
kllllg (palaces) 153 
KUllg-dlllon-fallg (Communists) 65 
Kung-Sun Lung (-4th cent?, logician/dialectician) 

89 
Kuo Shih-ChOn (+lOth cent.) 40 
Kllo ShOll-Ching (+13th cen!., astronomer), Peking 

obsen'atory 27 
Kuo-mitl-tang period 49, 6S 
Kwon Kun, Korean astronomical screen 28, ;!9 

lnboUl� relative value or mental and manual 86 
labour market 60 

immobility 61 
under-employmelll 59, 61 

labour power, use of 61 
labour services (conlje) 56 

lise of statistical distribution x.x..xiv 
labour-saving devices 4, 4n, 55. 227 

and labour surpluses 61, 62 
L"l.ennec. R. 35 
Lamarek,j. B. 152 
[all (indigo bllle) 114 
land rerorms, 1940S 62 
land tenure 8 

dispossession 62 
rents 62 

landownership, limited 50, SI 
language 

abbreviation and compression 102, 122 
aC\jectives lOS 
as barrier to transmission of ideas 186 
expression of opposed concepts 108 
ideographic 44 
inflected lOT 
and IO!,ric 89 
resistance to reronn 1 B6 
specificity of nouns 122 
spoken T88, 198 
to express comparison lOS 
as tool for science 101 
unirying 44, 47,49,227 
words with ranges or meaning 97 
Set also Chinese; English; Greek; I.min; scientific 

language; technical lerms; terminology; 
vernacular languages 

L'Arfe Itfrana (+ 1612) 186n, 2 15 
L"l.takos, I. xxviii 
lateral, tcrm 169 
Latin 50n, 185 

adaptation ror purpose of scicntifir 
terminology 185-7 

and formation of botanical hierarchical terms 150n. 
185 

large numbers 115 
Pliny's description or plollgh 159 60 
restoration of classical lexl� in 
and rise or \-ernacular 185, 187 

-
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Lalin (coni.) 
spoken Ig8 
translation into vernacular 190 
translations into 190 
vocabulary ofgcoll1ctJ)' 172 

Lmimorc, 0. 46 
L'l.\"cran, C. L. A. 35 
Lavoisier, Antoine Laurent (+1743-[794, chemist) 41 
law 

Athenian concept of proof .8, 
elyjl contractual 43 
codes of 48 
commercial 57 
criminal 57n 
Roman concept of 49, 229 

law and order, problem of 59 
Legalism 47, 85, 8511 
In: (ca\egOl)') 116n 
LLi Sru Citing (A Classic orthe Plough) (+880) 165 
Li Cheng-Tao (f. D. Lee), Nobel Prize winner 206 
Li Clti (Record of Rites) 96 

preci�ion in meaning (example) 99 
Li Chih-T5ao :wBn 
Ii (dysentcl)') 32 
Ii (fr<lction) 1 19 
Li Hung-Chang (+ !823-[901), and school of 

translation 194-
Ii (panern) 157 
Ii (pottery tripod) 20 I 
Li Shih-Chen (+15,8-1593) '3.J1l, 14411 

botanical classification 143. 146 
Pen 7Jhao Kallg Mu (+1596) 156 

Li Yeh (+ 1 178- 1 265, algebraist) 17'2n 
Li Yuan-Che (Lec Yuan-Tseh), Nobel 

Prize winner 206 
ti-fimg (cube) 176, 178 
/i·:)'iiull (sphere) 176 
Liang Chhi-Chhao (+ 1873-1929) [95 
liang hsin Gusticc) 85 
Liang Ling-Tsan (jI. +725) 6g 
Liang-<::hou, pro,·illcc 107, 108 
lihraries 96, 228 
Licbig,justus von 4' 
likin (inland customs duties) 59 
Lin Tse-Hsli (+ 1785-,85°, promotion of modern 

science) '92. 194 
lin-chung (musical notc) [4711 
Lindberg, David x."""i 
Linnacan botany 30 

linguistic rcvolution in nomenclature 150n 
Linnaeus, Carl 35 

use of Latin ,86 
Lippershe)� Hans (+ [570-,6'9, lcnsmakcr) 30 
Lister,jo�eph 35 
literacy 

in China 'go, 192 
popular 63 
universal 'g8 

Literaty RC\·olmion (+ 1917) ,go, 198, 206 
Liu Chou (+6th cent.) '57 
Liu Tun x..'("i 

Liu Hui (+3rd cen!.) 120, '74 
commentaries on Chill Chang Suun Shll xxxi, '75, 176 
inaccuracy in formula for volume of sphere 

,80-1 
fiu mang (thievc� and swindlers) 59 
Lin Wen-Thai, Pm TsIJaQ Phill Hili Ching lao (+1505) 142, 

'40--[ 
Lloyd, Sir Ceoffrey xliii 
IO-Mn hllllg (mule's liver red) 1 14-
'loaded terms' 108n 
Locke,john 202n 
Lodge, Oliver 86 
logarithms �H 
logic 

Ari�totclian 152 
Dignaga. 8911 
Greek x.Jvi. 2 1 1  
lack offorlnal logic in Chinese culture 88-g0 
\\"ebstcr 011 89n 

London xJvii, 2 1 '  
umdon Cazellt 193 
longitudinal motion, principles of 20.34, 72, 205, 205n 
Low, Morris xxv 
l.o)'ang Cliliifh-I..(U1 Chi (Description of the Buddhist 

Temples and Monasteries in Loyang) (+5.�7) pn 
Lu Chia UI. 'g6) 'on 
Iii (green) 1 [4 
Lu G\\"ei-Djen xliii, xli". '99 
Lu Kuei-Meng. Ui SSII Ching (description of Chinese 

plough) (+880?) ,65-7 '  
Iii (pair of numbers) 
lii Shil, ChhllTl CMili (�Iaster Lu's Spring and Autumn 

Annals) (- 3rd cen!.) '47n 
Lucretius 80 
Lung-shan neolithic people 45 
lyric poco)' xxvi 

majei hllng (horse's lung rcd) r 14 
�Ia-Wang-Tui tombs 203 
Macartney, Dr Sir Halliday 194 
:\rfacarmey Embassy to China (+ 1793) 36, 206 
machinel)" atlilude to 162, [64 
Magcndie, F. 35 
magic 79 

in early medicine 38n 
natural xlii 

Magna Charta 51 
magnetic compaSs 73n, 74, 22g 

incentive to European exploration 53 
magnetic polarity 17 
magnetic science 20, 24. 
magnetism '7 
malaria 35 

anti-malarial pharmaceuticals 39 
male and female 93 

linguistic specification 1 2 1  
man 

function within universe 92 
implicit in Pm Tshao KUlig Mil encyclopaedia 156 
relationship with Nature 91 

Man tribe 47 
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managers 63,66 
:vlanchcstcr Royal Infirmary 3511 
Manchu (ehhing) dynasty, decline of 189 
l\'lanchu invasion 46 
l\ lanchus, assimilation of 47 
mandarinatc 7, 9-[0 

social status 53, 59 
'mandate of Heaven' (th im millg) +9 
mang thullg (grave figurine) 9511 
manuals, 'how-to-do-it' xlii 
:\ lao Tse-Tung 8411 
�..!arco Polo 1 1511 
maritime trade, Europe 63 
Martinel, D. M. P., Manuel de Palit% gif' (+1826) 36n 
Marx, Karl, Gnmdriue 13 
\1arxist theory 

Asiatic mode of production 5, ['2-'3, '2] 211 
inapplicability of terms '5 
stages of development thesis 2 ,  13, 20 

masculine domination. in Western thought 93 
materialism, mechanical 79, '208 
materials, exact specification of xlvi, 2 1 1 ,  230 
mathematical engineering 82 
m<lthcrnatical terminology 

Chinese 17[ , 172, 175 
Greek 172 
ratio 
Roman 1]2 

mathematics 
adoption oftcchnical terms 163 
Arabic-European 63 
Chinese xx. ..... i, x.: ..... xiii, 25, 20.P), 210 
and concept of proof x.xxi, 109, 181 
modern international conventions 1 1 9  
practical applications for 174, 176 
relationship with music 177, 178 
see also algebra; geometry; measurement; numbering 

mathematisation 
of hypotheses about �aturc xlvi, In, 202, 2 1 1 ,  230 
ofobservalions x.xxii, 1 7  

mal/lts;s unit·trsa/is xlvi, 2 1  [ 
rnatter-spirit dichotomy 54, 85-7 
measurement 106, "4-15n, 171 

of abstractions 108 
accuracy of 114, 230 
ofanglcs 172, [84, 210 
instruments for 228 
lacking in Fitzherbert's description of plough 164, [65 
in Lu Kuci .. !\Ieng's description [67, 17[ 

mechanical materialism 79. 208 
mechanics 202n 

stt alsQ clock 
mechanisation 2 1  
1vlcdici, Lorenzo di 2 
medicine 

Chinese empirical experience 3 1 , 72 
co-operation but no fusion point 30-3, 36, 207 
healing power of body 38 
inventions and discoveries 225 
modern adY<lnees in 83-4, 207 
problems oflcrminology 3 1 , 32-3 

transcurrent point 35-6 
vis medica/Tit; lIalllrae 38 
""·estern pioneers and discoveries 35-6 
Set (llso acupuncture; forensic medicine 

l'vlei Piao Vi. +806), Shih riw E,h JiI (dictionary of 
minerals and drugs) 32 

1IIt'1I (door, phylum) 146n 
iVlcng Chhang, governor of Kuang-tung 92 
Ml'IIg R.1l book (Mcncius) (-4th cellL) 92 
merchant guilds Bn, 9, 21211 

provision of rest-houses 58 
merchants, Chinese 

aspiration to mandarinate 12, 59, 60 
business risks to 59 
and city-states xlvii, 8n, 2 1 1  
limited influence of 51, 52 
liquid capital 58 
and local agcnts 58 
lowest social status 53, 2 3 1  
restraints o n  44, 60 
success of 65 
travelling 

merchants, European xlvi, 8n, 229 
llced for exact specification of materials 2 1 1 ,  230 
Jet (l1.ro bourgeoisie; capitalism; city-states 

meridian survey (+724-725) xlix, 228 
Mcrton, R. K .  22n 
�lcrton college scholars x.xviii, 95, I Bg 
�leru, t>.h 45 
\Icsopouunia 213, 2 1 7  
\Ictal, Simo Yung's classification o f  131 
metallurgy, inventions 225 
metaphor, usc of t47, 16[,  167 
Metius,.James 30 
lIli (rectangular area) J76 
.M i-chii River xxxviii-xxxix 
m;-Iu (Perc David's deer) JOI n 
microscopes 29 

and botanical studies 30 
middle class, lack of Chin esc 44, 52 
//Jim-chi (area) 176 
military commanders, status of(China) 8, 10 
military-aristocratic feudalism 

European xlv, 2, 52, 63 
and autonomy of city-states xlvii 
collapse of 209 
vicw of education 227 

non-European 2 [I 
mineral. use of term Ij-\
mines 

abandoned 61 
draining of (Britain) 63 
private xxix 

[\' Iing dynasty 25, 61, 21211 
aristocracy in 50, 5 1  
hierarchy o f  emperors 149 
mo\'emenl LOwards money economy 57 

mnemonic verses J03 
,1/0 Cltillg (The Book ofi-.laster �Io), principles of 

mechanics 202n 
\10 Ti (-5th cenL, utilitarian thinker) 85n 

-.. 
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modern science 
chcmisu)' 41 
Chinese view of 73 
and concept of quantitative 63n, 171 
connection with capitalism xlv, xlvi, 22, Go, 2 1 1  
defined as rnathematisation of hypotheses xlvi, Ill, 

'20'2, '2 1 1 ,  '230 
ethical problems 81-4 
hierarchical classification in L.J-5n 
need for new terms 109n, 17' 
occ;umcnism of 40, 4'2, 7+, 207 
potential dangers of 69 
reductionism of 79, 80 
rise of 24, 74, '20g-10 
social theories of 3, '2'2-3, 'log 
transition to 185, 18g 
uni\'ersalism of 8[, '202 
su also Europcan science; fusion points; transcurrent 

points 
�Johenjodaro culture (Indus) 45 
�Iohism 85 
�lohisLS 

and formal logic xxxi, 8g 
science and religion 47 
use of language 103 

Montie Clldende Ratio (Copernicus) 55 
money 

bullion theOl)' of 56, 57 
Copernicus's treaty on 55 

money economy 
incompatible with ccntralised bureaucracy 58 
modern requirements of 55,58 
periodic movements towards 57 
underde\'c!oped in China 55-7 

Mongol Empire, collapsc of 230 
i"longol invasion 46 
�Iongols, assimil ation of' 47 
monsoon +5 
i>.loon, in Simo Yung's classification 130 
moral conduct, as aim of government +9 
�IOI'ant, Soulie de 3711 
i>.IOI'gagni, G, B. 35 
mongages 62 
motion 

longitudinal and rotary 20, 34, 7 1 , 72, 20.'), 20511 
and rest, in Shao Yung's system 128, 128n 
see alsofii 

mountain, concept of great ccntral 45 
11111 (ordpr) 146n 
mu (tfees) 104-, '34-, 153 
11111 (wood) '4911, '57 
music 

acoustics of bells 203 
musical scale '4711, 177, 178, 179 
relationship with IlHHhclllittics '77, '78 

�Iuslim empire x. ... ixn 

Nanking 205 
Xan-Kung Yiieh (+8Ih ccnL, Astronomer Royal) xlix, 

'228 
:'\apiel�John 34 

nation stales, Europe 63 
National Academy and Research Institute of Chinese 

Traditional rvfedicine (Peking) 37n 
national debts 63 
National Institutc of Medical Research 39 
nalionalism, risc of '22 
natural histories, pharmaceutical ,8 
natural phenomena 

carly theories of{Shao Yung) 138 
inter-relatcdness of 130 

natural resources, depletion of 92 
natural rights 44 
Nature 

Chinese vicw of 80, go '2 
cyclical moyemcnts ill 91 
in Islamic tradition xlii 
reflection on 16 
scientific desacralisation of 79 
western attitudes to 92-3 , 93n 

, \(a/uTe magazine xxv 
navigation, ElIl"opcan 63 
.:-!eedham, Dorothy 199 
Necdham,Joseph 

career 67 8 
limited modern appreciation of xx\'-xxvi 
and Scimct and Ciuihratioll ill Chilla project xxx, 

199-200 
;soliloquy' (Kenneth Robinson) '240 

;i\"eedham Problem' xl-xlii, 1 , 207 
modern discussions of xxvi 

Needham Rcscan:h Institute xliii 
neolithic peoples 45, 216 

characteristics of"culture 201, '215, '2 1 7  
Neri, Antonio, L 'Arte lilmnn (+  16['2) 186n, '2 15 
Netherlands 

city-states xlvii, xiviii, '2[1 
origin of telescopc 34 

networks 
and classification 1'25n, '55 
and inter-relatedncss 130 
towns a;; nodes in xlvii, 8, 21'2 

neurophysiolo.l:,'1' 35 
Head Zones 37 

Ncwcomen, Thomas 63 
newspapers 193-4 

E.uropean 193 
inrroduced to China (+18'27) [93 
language uscd in 193 

Newton, Isaac 97, '20'211 
Prillcipia xxviii-xxix, 186 

Xguyen van Nha 37n 
nino (birds) 153 
Nich Yen-Fu '207 
/lim (betting on twO numbers) xx-xv 
Nikiforov, V 1\', ''2 
Nine Provinces (ancicnt) 

l..ilOlI TzII classification ol"geo-botany 1 10-1 I 
listed J06, 107 
raled by altitude 108 
rated by revenues 10i 

Nobel prizcs '206 
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nomads, threat from 46 
nomenclature 

astronomical 28 
Linnaean ,�o, 150, '5[-2 
of shapes 175 

non-comparability, exceptions to xxxii-xxxvi 
Northern Sung, currency 55,56 
Northrop, E S. C. go 
nosphimeric bureaucratism xlvii-xlviii 
'nothing-but-ism' 79 

unknown in Chinese though! 80 
nouns 

in apposition [71 
levels of specificity [22  

nuclear power 82 
lIiie!! (fevers) 32 
numbering r06 

Chinese systems l Isn, Jl6, I IS-18 
counting large numbers 115 Ig, ! 19l1 
decimal places !l9, 204 
place-value 115, 204-, 228 
terms for decimal fractions "7, 1 [9-20 

numerals xxvii 

spoken I [gil 
I/UlIg (fanners) 53 
NUI/g Sallg Chi 1(1Q (Basic Elements of Agriculture and 

Scricuhure) (+[273) 50 
Nimg-51m agricultural treatise (+[313) 20411 

observation '2'26 
observatories, astronomical 18 
Odagiri i\lizuho 8+ 
officials, specialist +8 
Opium Wars .j.! 
opposed concepts 

synthcsis of !O8, 109. [34, 154 
su abo abstracI concepts 

optics su telescopes 
order, in scicntific classification 1+511, ,+6n 
organ transplantation 83 
organic humanism, Chinese 78, 86 
'oriental despotism' 15, 2 1211 

pa (corolla) 32 
Pagel, \ralter (+ [935-1968) 22n 
Pai-han \'alley XX_XLX 
f}{/i-Illla ('clear speech ') IgO, [98 
paper 228 

currency 55, 56 7 
toilet papers 205 
use in Europe [88 
wall papers 205 

papyrus 2'28 
Paracelsus (r, + 1493-1541, physician) 41 
'p<lr<lllel', LIse of term 162 
par<lllel sentences, literary device 166 
parasitology 35 
Pare, Ambrose 33 
parhelia phenomena 70 
Pasteur, Louis 35 
p<lsfOralism, nomadic 46 

p<ltents 224, 2:!4n 
Pavlov, h-an Ptlrovitch 87 
pawn shops (tnngphu), as credit instilutions 57 
peasant farmers 2 

and internecine wars 46 
oppression of 51 ,  62 
preference for pcrsu<lsion o\'cr force I I ,  [6 
rebellions 5 1  
social status o f  53 

peculation 48, -I-8n, 59 
Peking 

obscrvatol), 27 
school of translators 194 
spelling of llame 205 

Pel.ing Ca�efte (Ching Pao) 193 
Pelletier, I�.J. 35 

pm fhi (original body) 131 
Pen lshao . .'itt nlso Slim . ;\'1l11g P/'II Tslwo Chillg: Pm Tslwo 

Pllin Illli Chillg 1iw 
Pen 7:ihao Ching Chi Chll (Collccted Commentaries on the 

Classical Ph<lrmacupocia) (+-1.9'2) 155 
Pen 7J'hao KUlig Mu (Great Pharm<lcopoeia) (+1596) 1..1.6 
Pen TshaQ Pili" Hili Ching 1iw (Essclllials orthe 

Pharm<lcopoeia) (+ (505) 140, 142 
Pm Tshno lell I (Dilations upon Pharmaceutical Kalural 

HistOl)') (+1119) 157 
people, Shao Yung's classification of 132 
people's communes (+ 1958- 1979) 6n 
Pereira, Andre (AndrewJaekson) 2911 
Persia 

dualism 94 
knowledge of nalUral hislory 18 

persuasion, Confucian emphasis on 10 
petroleum, engineering applic<ltions 65 
PfistcI; Perc Louis 195 
Phan Chi-HSiin (+ 16th ccnL, work on sediments) X.XXVIII 
phal/g (side) I lOll 
pharmacelltic<l] chemist I)' 35 
pharmaceutical natural histories 18 
pharl11<'1.copoeias 

Chinese 3 t. 39-40, 155 
see also Pen Tsluw 

phifl")'ill (Pill)'ill) I'Omanisalion 205 
phlebotomy 38 
pllll-fhullg-/lIIa (spoken i\'orthcrn dialect) 188, [98 
Phu-thuo Gorge x:xxviii, XXXLX 
phylum, in scicntific classification q6n 
Physiocl'<'I.ls, French 15 
Pi Sheng (r, +990-1051), inventor of moveable 

t)1)C [8I3n, 230 
pictographs 167 
pitll-jou (tunic Aesh) [68 
p ith-llno (pyramid) 174. 175 
pigeon-holing system of inrormation retrieval [25 

I Ching 125-7 
permutations [38, 139 

pillg-li (solditr po\\'er) 103n 
Pippard, Sir Brian xliii 
Pirotedmia (Biringuccio) 186n 
Pisa xlvii, 21 I 
piSlOll rods 34, i I 
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PlaneL�, in Shao Yung's classification 130 
plant collectors 35 
Plato ! 14, 183 
Platter, Felix 3 I 
Pliny (the Elder) (+23-79) 147 

description of plough 159-61 
plough 

'adjuster' (in Chincse plough) 16g-71 
dc\dopment of Chinese 165, 171 
English and Chincse 163 
Fitzherbert's description (+ 1523) 161-5 
Latin description (Pliny the Elder) 159-61 
Lu Kuei-r..'lcng's description of(+880) 165- 7 1 
plough-sheath (arrow in Chinese) 164, [68, 170 
ploughshare 159, [65, 166 
traction and steerage [71 

Po, city of 106 
Po Yo (fl. +1620-165°), work on telescope 29 
poetry 103 

lyric x.xvi 
political system 

based on public well-being and stability 53, 57, 65 
cenlralised 43 
sn also bureaucracy 

pollution 93 
Pomeranz, Ken xli 
Popper, Karl 96 
postulational style of scientific thinking x.xviii, xxxi 
power, transmission of 148 
precision 

from conceptual diOcrentiation 146, 161 
and lack of lerms 162 
in literature 99 
in scientific tcrminolo!,'y 95n, g6, 160, 161,  176 

Price, D.J. de S. 23n 
Priestlcy;Joseph 41 
primogeniture xlvi. 8 
priming 

block 74 
effect on elassical languages 188 
and European Reformation 53 
moveable-type 74, 188, 230 
on paper 228 
social effects of in China 53 
and social struCtures or European science xxv 
texts in Literal), Chinese 190 
in vernacular languages IgO, 230 
woodcut illustrations 159 

private emerprisc x.xix 
probabilistic thinking x.wiii, xxxi 

future work on x.x...x\'ii 
gambling x.xxiii xxxv, x.xxvi 

problem-solving, modern approaches to 87 
proressionalism 8B 
progress, idea of 227 
proof, concept of xxxi-xxxii, 181-2, 'lIon 
propaganda, chroniclers' usc or 12 
property 

alienabilil)' of 55 
expropriation of 50 

property rights 57, 65 

Protestant missionaries, in China (+ Igth cent.) 18g 
Protestantism 3, 22, 63 

obsession with idolatry 79 
Pscudo-Dionysius 144 
public opinion [5 
public works 5-6, 14 

co-operation 
Pydlagoras, Theorem of 182 

racialism, in historiography of science 23, 'log, 226 
radio-isotopes 35 
radiology 35 
radiotherapy 35 
railways, resistance to building of 4n 
rain 125, 133 
rainfaU, seasonality of 45 
record-keeping 226 
Recorde, Roben xxvii 
rectangular-trough pallel·ehain pumps x.x..xii 
reductionism, of modern science 79, 80, 86 
Reformation xlvi, 54, 63, 21 I 

influence of priming on 53 
regionalism, resistance to 52, 53 
reinterpretation x.x...xvi 
relative terms [05 
religion 

Chinese rejection of creator deity g l ,  129 
intolerance of Western 79 
in medieval Europe 77 
sa also Christianity; Protestantism 

religions, three, lack of temporal power 48 
Rembrandt, lIvlilitia Company of Captain Frans 

Banning Cocq xlviii 
Renaissance 2, 3, 23, 7'� 

and early modern banking 63 
and printing 230 
'scientific revolution' 209 

rents, agrarian 62 
rest-houses (/1Ui k/lan) 58 
Ricci, �hueo (d. 1610) 25, 26 
rice sa wet-rice cultivmion 
Rickett, H. W. 16[ 
rights, natural 44 
Ritchie Calder, Peler (Lord) 88 
river-valley civilisations 45, ,n, 48 
rivers, flood protection 5, 45 
Robinson, Douglas S. 230 
Robinson, Kenneth xliii, xlv 

'solil<XJ.uy' with Needham 240 
Roman Empire ,�6, 50, 2'l6n 

chattel slavery 227 
social hierarchies 145 

Roman law 49 
Rontgen, \V K. von 35 
Roriczer, l\-lathias 19 
Rosenberg, Nathan 17n 
Ross, Geronimo, De Disti/{lltio7lt 18Gn 
Ross, Sir Ronald 35 
Roszak, Theodore 74,76,79 
rolal)' motion 20, 34, 7 1 , 72, 205, 205n 
Rotterdam xlvii, 2 I I 
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Rowland, Hem)' Augustus 1 12 
Royal Society of London 7'h 10211, 172, 'i .. h 'lOS 
rudder, a.xial 53, 7311 
Rufinus (+13thil4th cent.) r86 
Ruhland, �larlin, U.\';(OIl Alc/u!mia( 32 
Russell, Bertrand 16 
Russell, Colin xxix 

Sacml Bicts Igo 
Sagan, Carl 136 
Said Husain r\asr 79n 
salaries, ofollicials 48 
!k"lit 

'nationalisation' of 8 
production inadequately financed 6 ,  

sail chiao (three religions) 
Jail (dispersal) '30 
Savery, Thomas G3 
Sawcr, :\Iarian 12 
scales and scaling 

for classification (in ruWI/ Tzll • realise) 110-12 
language for 105 
musical 1 ['1 
ill Shao Yung's classiflGl.\ion 
Sit (llso grading 

scepticism 226 
scholar-gentry 

commercialisation of 2 1 211 
status IS, 53 
Jet also mandarinatc 

Schumpctcl;Joscph s+ 
SChUSlCf,John xxvi 
sciencc xxxiii, 20t 

application of 78, 84 
autonomist school 2'2. '22n, 23 
Chinese vicw of\\"cstern science (+t8th cen!.) '9' 
as co-opcrath·c enterprise 19 
five stages of 202 
and formal logic 89 
historiography of 21-3 
and human expcriellce 76 
importance of his to I)' of 205 
internalist school of h istoriography 3, 3n, 22 
medieval 202n 
modern disenchantment with 68, 74 
motive for 8] 
objectivity in 76 
'Styles of thinking· (Crombie) xxvii-xxviii, xxxi 
and symbolic systems xxvii 
J"U also Chinese science; European science; fusion 

points; modern science: transcurrent points 
scientific analysis, application to Chinese 

science xxxvi-xl 
scientific language 

abbreviation and compression 102 
collective terms lOt 
requirements of 10[-"2. 104-
and style 103 
usc of noun rather than adjective 171 
use of poetry and mnemonics t03-4 

scientific method 77, 81  

alienation i n  75 
rise of 165. 230 

scientific progress, concept of ]8-19, 22 
scicntism, China unafli.:cted by 78-g 
scientists, qualities required of 226-7 
sea-wall construction x.xx\·ii 
Secretariats, Chancellor's 49 
sedimentation, Yellow Ri\·er XXX\·1II.4+ 
sediments xxxyiii-xxxix 
scismogn'lph ] 7 
seismology 34, S4 
self-government, concept of 229 
Seoul, Korea, astronomical screen 2e 
slta (fraction) 1 1 9  
Shakespeare, \Villi<lm, interpretation of meanings 10011 
shall (hills) 153 
shang (high) 106 
Shang Kao ]79 
Sh<lng kingdom (c. -1 6th to -[ Ith cellt,) 48 
shang {il (superior green) [ 14 
shang (merchants) S3 
shtlng (l1)usical notc) ]79 
shang phin (upper grade) t4Sn 
slumg tim (upper soils) I I I  
Shanghai xl 

Ko Chih Shu YOan institution ,p 
J/ission Nrw.f [93, 19+ 
school of translators 194 

Shansi banks xxix, 59 
Shansi province 108 
Shantung, mines 61 
Shantung provincc J08 
Sh:lo Yung (+]oll-I077, cosmologist) '.J0, '43 

biological classification 13+-6 
classification of changes 1"26n, 133- 4 
Four Embodiments 130-1 
Four Manifestations 130 
Heaven and Earth 128-9 
influcnce of I Ching on '37n 
motion ancl rest [28 
quamification of living things 
Q!Jantificmion urthe r-.ryriad Things 132 
uni\'ersal classification system 127-4011 

Slwo-kuang (Diminishing the Breadth) [74 
shape 

description of 167 
nomenclature of 160, ]75 
\·jslIalisation of 182 

Shapin, S[even xxvii 
share-cropping 6"2 
she plti Iii (snakeskin green) /1411 
slir-sltu CGuess Numbers· game) x.-x.xii 
Shen Kua (+] IIh celll., polym:lth) xx.xiii, x.x..wii, 34-, 1]8 
Shen Nung (Hcaycnly Husbandman) t66 
Slim Nllng Pm TsliaQ Ching (Classical Pharmacopoeia of 

the Heavenly Husbandman) (c. + 1St cem.) 145, '55. 
]5511 

Shell Shih-Chang 199 
shin-so (elasticity) loB 
S/tfllg (to gencralc) 147 
slllllg-i (vital impulse) 158 

---.�.:..�------ - - - -
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Planets, in Shao Yung's classification 130 
plant collectors 35 
Plato 114, 183 
Planer, Felix 31 
Pliny (the Elder) (+23-79) 147 

description of plough 159-61 
plough 

'adjuster' (in Chinese plough) 169--'7' 
development of Chinese 165, '7' 
English and Chinese 163 
Fitzherbert's description (+1523) 161-5 
Latin description (Pliny the Elder) 159-61 
Lu Kuei-i\'leng's description of(+880) 165-71 
plough-sheath (arrow in Chinese) 164, [68, 170 
ploughshare 159, ,65, ,66 
traction and steerage '7' 

Po, city of 106 
Po Yo (fl. +,620-,650), work on telescope 29 
poetry 103 

lyric xxvi 
political system 

based on public well-being and stability 53, 57, 65 
centralised 43 
see also bureaucracy 

pollution 93 
Pomeranz, Ken xli 
Popper, Karl 96 
postulational style of scientific thinking X.'>Vlll, XXXI 
powel; transmission of '48 
precision 

from conceptual dinercntiation 146, 161 
and lack of terms 162 
in literature 99 
in scientific terminology 95n, 96, IGO, 161, 176 

Price, nJ de S. 2311 
Priestley, Joseph 4[ 
primogeniture xlvi, 8 
printing 

block 74 
effect on classical languages 188 
and European Reformation 53 
moveable-type 74, [88, 230 
011 paper 228 
social effects of in China 53 
and social structures of European scicnce xxv 
texts in LiteralY Chinese 190 
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